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Abstract 

Designation:   Environmental Assessment 

Title of Proposed Action: East Coast Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft 
System (UAS) 

Project Location: Naval Air Station (NAS) Key West, Florida; Naval Station (NS) Mayport, 
Florida; and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Wallops Flight Facility (WFF), Virginia  

Lead Agency for the EA: Department of the Navy 

Cooperating Agency:  National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Affected Region:  Monroe and Duval Counties, Florida and Accomack County, Virginia 

Action Proponent:  Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command 

Point of Contact:  Navy MQ-4C Triton UAS Home Basing Project Manager 
    Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic Division 
    Attn: Code EV21JB 

6506 Hampton Boulevard 
 Norfolk, Virginia 23508 

 
Date:    February 2017 

 

The Department of the Navy, along with NASA, has prepared this Environmental Assessment (EA) in 
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), as implemented by the Council on 
Environmental Quality regulations and Navy and NASA regulations for implementing NEPA. The 
Proposed Action would provide facilities and functions to home base, operate, and maintain the MQ-4C 
Triton Unmanned Aircraft System (Triton UAS) on the East Coast. Under the Proposed Action, the Navy 
plans to establish a launch and recovery site for four home based Triton UAS and support a consolidated 
maintenance hub for up to four additional aircraft undergoing maintenance actions. The East Coast 
home base location would be a permanent duty station for up to 400 personnel, plus family members, 
and would support rotational deployments of personnel and aircraft outside the continental United 
States. Military construction projects in support of the home basing would begin in 2017 and associated 
deployable fleet UAS assets would begin arriving in 2019, reaching a steady state of operations in the 
2023 timeframe. This EA evaluates the potential environmental impacts associated with the three East 
Coast home base location alternatives (NAS Key West and NS Mayport in Florida, and NASA’s WFF in 
Virginia), and the No Action Alternative. The following resource areas were identified as being 
potentially impacted by the Proposed Action: noise, public health and safety, air quality, biological 
resources, water resources, cultural resources, socioeconomics, transportation, hazardous materials and 
wastes, and coastal zone. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ES.1 Proposed Action 

The Proposed Action would provide facilities and functions to operate and maintain the MQ-4C Triton 
Unmanned Aircraft System (Triton UAS) on the East Coast. Under this Proposed Action, the Navy plans 
to establish a launch and recovery site for four home based MQ-4C Triton UAS and support a 
consolidated maintenance hub for up to four additional aircraft undergoing maintenance actions. The 
East Coast home base location will be a permanent duty station for up to 400 personnel, plus family 
members, and support rotational deployments of personnel and aircraft outside the continental United 
States (OCONUS).  

ES.2 Purpose of and Need for the Proposed Action 

The purpose of the Proposed Action is to locate an East Coast home base for the Triton UAS in order to 
enhance maritime intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities as part of the Navy’s 
Maritime Patrol and Reconnaissance Force in the Atlantic Fleet’s area of operations. The program of 
record for the Triton UAS requires the establishment of two locations in the continental United States 
(CONUS) and three locations OCONUS to provide persistent maritime ISR capabilities. The selected West 
Coast location is Naval Base Ventura County Point Mugu, California, which was analyzed in a 2013 
Environmental Assessment (EA). Its selection as the West Coast location was informed by a Finding of 
No Significant Impact signed on April 22, 2013. 

ES.3 Alternatives Considered 

Alternatives were developed for analysis based upon the following screening factors:  geographic 
considerations (distance to airspace operations areas and response times), airspace and mission 
capability (access to overwater operating areas and/or located within or immediately adjacent to 
Restricted Area airspace, support compatible missions), and compatible facilities (ability to support 
operational timelines for operations, maintenance, and personnel by Fiscal Year (FY) 2019). Of the seven 
alternative sites that met the purpose of and need for the Proposed Action, three candidate sites were 
identified as meeting all of the screening factors and analyzed within this EA as separate alternatives. 
These sites are Naval Air Station (NAS) Key West and Naval Station (NS) Mayport in Florida, and the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) in Virginia. Under 
the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would not occur; the Navy would not establish facilities 
or functions to support the East Coast home basing and maintaining of the Triton UAS or achieve the 
required levels of operational readiness for the Triton UAS. While the No Action Alternative would not 
meet the purpose of and need for the Proposed Action, it is required by the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) to provide a baseline for measuring the environmental consequences of the action 
alternatives. The No Action Alternative, therefore, is carried forward for analysis in this EA.  

ES.4 Summary of Environmental Resources Evaluated in the Environmental Assessment 

Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations, NEPA, and Navy and NASA instructions for 
implementing NEPA, specify that an EA should address those resource areas potentially subject to 
impacts. In addition, the level of analysis should be commensurate with the anticipated level of 
environmental impact.  
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The following resource areas have been addressed in this EA:  noise, public health and safety, air quality, 
biological resources, water resources, cultural resources, socioeconomics, transportation, hazardous 
materials and wastes, and coastal zone. Because potential impacts were considered negligible or 
nonexistent, the following resources were not evaluated in this EA:  airfield and airspace management, 
radio frequency and electromagnetic emissions, land use, infrastructure and utilities, recreation, 
community/emergency services, environmental justice, visual/aesthetic resources, and soils and 
topography. 

ES.5 Summary of Potential Environmental Consequences of the Action Alternatives 

ES.5.1 Noise 

Under Alternative 1, NAS Key West, there would be short-term and temporary noise generated by 
construction equipment and activities. However, construction noise would not affect areas outside of 
installation boundaries. In terms of operational noise, the Triton UAS would create a less than 1-decibel 
(dB) Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) increase in noise levels, from the 3.5 percent increase in 
annual airfield operations. This increase would likely not be noticeable in an already active runway. 
Therefore, no significant noise impacts are anticipated under Alternative 1, NAS Key West. 

Under Alternative 2, NS Mayport, there would be short-term and temporary noise generated by 
construction equipment and activities. However, construction noise would not affect areas outside of 
installation boundaries. In terms of operational noise, the Triton UAS would create a less than 1-dB DNL 
increase in noise levels, from the 1.7 percent increase in annual airfield operations. This increase would 
likely not be noticeable in an already active runway. Therefore, no significant noise impacts are 
anticipated under Alternative 2, NS Mayport. 

Under Alternative 3, WFF, there would be short-term and temporary noise generated by construction 
equipment and activities. However, construction noise would not affect areas outside of installation 
boundaries. In terms of operational noise, the Triton UAS would create a less than 1-dB DNL increase in 
noise levels, from the 3.1 percent increase in annual airfield operations. This increase would likely not be 
noticeable in an already active runway. Therefore, no significant noise impacts are anticipated under 
Alternative 3, WFF. 

ES.5.2 Public Health and Safety 

During construction at any of the three action alternatives, Occupational Safety and Health Act 
regulations, procedures, and anti-terrorism/force protection requirements would be followed; 
therefore, no significant impacts to public health or safety are anticipated. Once operational, the 
addition of approximately five Triton UAS flight operations per day would represent a negligible increase 
in annual operations at any of the three airfields. This negligible increase in operations would not be 
expected to increase the risk of mishaps. UAS operations would be conducted in the National Airspace 
System pursuant to an Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)-issued Certificate of Authorization (COA). 
The FAA conducts a comprehensive operational and technical evaluation to determine if the UAS could 
safely operate with the other airspace users. Under a COA, UAS operations would be conducted within 
defined airspace under strict limitations.  No new on-base activities would occur in the current Accident 
Potential Zones (APZs) due to this action. Risks to persons and activities in the APZs would not change 
and therefore, no impacts are anticipated. The number of flight operations at any of the three locations 
is not expected to differ noticeably from baseline conditions and the Triton UAS aircraft would operate 
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in the same airfield environment as existing aircraft. All installations have a Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike 
Hazard (BASH) Plan that is designed to minimize the occurrence of BASH. Procedures are in place (and 
would continue to be so) to identify increased risks and provide decision aids to aircrews in judging 
whether to alter or discontinue flying operations, as necessary. Therefore, no significant impacts are 
anticipated to public health and safety. 

ES.5.3 Air Quality  

Under the three action alternatives, there would be short-term and temporary pollutant emissions 
generated by construction activities. However, the Air Quality Control Regions (AQCRs) in which NAS Key 
West, NS Mayport, and WFF are located, are in attainment for all criteria air pollutants; therefore, the 
Proposed Action at any of the three alternative locations is not subject to the General Conformity Rule. 
Once operational, changes in emissions introduced by more aircraft operations and commuting 
personnel would be negligible. The Triton UAS spends the majority of its flight time above the emissions 
mixing height of 3,000 feet above ground level and commuting distances of increased numbers of 
personnel would not generate emissions that would deteriorate air quality in the respective AQCRs. 
None of the emissions would cause or contribute to a violation of any National or State Ambient Air 
Quality Standards. Therefore, no significant impacts to local or regional air quality would be expected.  

The potential effects of the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the proposed action are by nature 
global and cumulative, as individual sources of GHG emissions are not large enough to have an 
appreciable effect on climate change. Implementing the Proposed Action at any of the three locations 
would contribute directly to emissions of GHGs from the combustion of fossil fuels. Emissions of GHGs 
from the Proposed Action do not conflict with DoD, Navy, NASA, state, or local GHG goals and programs. 

ES.5.4 Biological Resources 

Regardless of the alternative, no construction or operational activities would occur along the shoreline 
or in the marine environment.  

Under Alternative 1 at NAS Key West, about 21 acres would be impacted; of which 2 acres are 
maintained/managed vegetation that would be removed when undergoing demolition and construction. 
Construction noise may result in minor behavioral disturbance of wildlife, such as avoiding the 
construction area. However, no long-term adverse effects to feeding, sheltering, and reproduction are 
anticipated, and temporary alterations to behavior are expected to return to normal once construction 
is complete. Therefore, no significant impacts to wildlife species are anticipated. Pursuant to the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) the proposed action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect listed 
species potentially occurring in the vicinity under Alternative 1. This alternative would have no effect on 
critical habitat, as none is located in the project area. The Navy initiated informal consultation with the 
USFWS South Florida Ecological Services Office on June 2, 2016. Pursuant to the Bald and Golden Eagle 
Protection Act, there would be no take or significant impact to bald eagles. Pursuant to the Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act, no significant adverse effects on populations of migratory bird species are anticipated. 
In summary, no significant impacts are anticipated to biological resources under Alternative 1, NAS Key 
West. 

Under Alternative 2 at NS Mayport, about 15 acres of maintained/managed vegetation would be 
removed during construction, of which 10 acres comprise planted slash pine. Adherence to the station’s 
Forest Management Plan would ensure that there are no significant effects to on-station forested areas. 
Construction noise may result in minor behavioral disturbance of wildlife, such as avoiding the 
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construction area. However, no long-term effects to feeding, sheltering, and reproduction are 
anticipated, and temporary alterations to behavior would return to normal once construction is 
complete. Therefore, no significant impacts are anticipated to wildlife species. Pursuant to the ESA, the 
Alternative 2 may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, listed species. This alternative would have 
no effect on critical habitat, as none is located in the project area. The Navy initiated informal 
consultation with the USFWS North Florida Ecological Services Office on June 10, 2016. On July 14, 2016, 
the USFWS concurred with the Navy findings. Pursuant to the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, 
there would be no take or significant impact to bald eagles. Pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, 
no significant adverse effects on populations of migratory bird species are anticipated. In summary, no 
significant impacts are anticipated to biological resources under Alternative 2, NS Mayport. 

Under Alternative 3 at WFF, about 6 acres of maintained/managed vegetation would be removed when 
undergoing demolition and construction. Under this alternative, construction noise may result in minor 
behavioral disturbance to wildlife, such as avoiding the construction area. However, no effects to 
feeding, sheltering, and reproduction are anticipated, and temporary alterations to behavior would 
return to normal once construction is complete. Therefore, no significant impacts are anticipated to 
wildlife species. Pursuant to the ESA, Alternative 3 and its environmental consequences would have no 
effect on federally listed species. Pursuant to the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, there would be 
no take or significant impact to bald eagles. Pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, no significant 
adverse effects on populations of migratory bird species are anticipated. In summary, no significant 
impacts are anticipated to biological resources under Alternative 3 at the WFF. 

ES.5.5 Water Resources 

Under Alternative 1, NAS Key West, groundwater would not be affected during construction or once the 
Triton UASs are operational. Erosion and sedimentation controls would ensure no significant impacts to 
surface waters (with the exception of wetlands) would occur. Approximately 5 acres of impervious 
surfaces would be added to NAS Key West. Localized increases in stormwater run-off could potentially 
occur; however, any possible increases would not exceed the current capacities of stormwater systems 
at the air station. Retention structures would be provided to collect stormwater from the newly 
developed area. These structures would be designed to discharge no more than the pre-existing rate 
into the drainage system in order not to increase flooding or erosion hazards. Construction practices to 
reduce soil erosion and runoff (e.g., silt fences) and minimize pollution of stormwater (e.g., spill plans) 
would be adhered to and incorporated into final planning and construction. Stormwater Best 
Management Practices and Standard Operating Procedures are detailed in NAS Key West’s Storm Water 
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). Additionally, a variety of stormwater management practices often 
referred to as “green infrastructure” or “low impact development,” would be used to minimize 
stormwater effects. These practices could include reducing the amount of vegetation removed, use of 
landscaping to slow runoff, using porous pavements, and installing cisterns. Aircraft operations would 
not affect groundwater, and erosion and sedimentation control measures would preclude adverse 
impacts to surface and stormwaters. Therefore, no significant impacts to surface waters and 
stormwaters are anticipated by implementing Alternative 1, NAS Key West. 

In terms of direct impacts to wetlands, if this alternative were chosen for implementation, a 
jurisdictional wetland delineation would be performed prior to the start of construction to determine 
the exact locations of wetlands in the project area, and to inform the permitting process should a permit 
be required. Indirect impacts to wetlands, including stormwater discharges or sedimentation, would be 
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minimized through implementation of best management practices. Compliance with permit conditions 
and use of best management practices would minimize the potential for effects to wetlands and 
eliminate any net loss. Therefore, wetland impacts would not be significant. The entirety of the area 
proposed for development is located within the 100- and 500-year floodplains and in a designated storm 
surge area; therefore, no practicable alternative site on NAS Key West could be identified. As currently is 
the case for existing facilities, development at Boca Chica Airfield would expose the Triton UAS facilities 
and personnel to flooding and storm surge. However, if such inundation events were to occur, personnel 
would be evacuated and the aircraft flown to a safe location. Implementation of flood-protection 
measures identified in Executive Order (EO) 11988, as amended by EO 13690, and the Energy 
Independence and Security Act would further reduce effects if Alternative 1 at NAS Key West were 
implemented.  

Additionally, a new sanitary sewer line would need to be installed to accommodate the increase of 
personnel in that part of Boca Chica Airfield. The lift station would be situated in the proposed parking 
area, follow an existing road for close to a half mile to Old Boca Chica Road, and then follow this road for 
about a mile to the municipal lift station on Boundary Lane at Geiger Key. The Florida Keys Aqueduct 
Authority would be responsible for the operation and maintenance of the wastewater system the line 
would be joining. The Authority has indicated it has existing capacity in the municipal wastewater 
system to support this addition. In summary, Alternative 1 is not expected to exceed the current 
capacity of the infrastructure and utilities at NAS Key West and in the greater Lower Keys area. In 
summary, no significant impacts are anticipated to water resources under Alternative 1, NAS Key West. 

Under Alternative 2 at NS Mayport, groundwater would not be affected during construction and surface 
waters would be directed to recharge areas. Approximately 8 acres of impervious surfaces would be 
added to NS Mayport. Localized increases in stormwater runoff could potentially occur; however, any 
possible increases would not exceed the current capacities of stormwater systems at the station. 
Retention structures would be provided to collect stormwater from the newly developed area. These 
structures would be designed to discharge no more than the pre-existing rate into the drainage system 
in order not to increase flooding or erosion hazards. Construction practices to reduce soil erosion and 
runoff (e.g., silt fences) and minimize pollution of stormwater (e.g., spill plans) would be adhered to and 
incorporated into final planning and construction. Stormwater Best Management Practices and Standard 
Operating Procedures are detailed in the station’s SWPPP. Additionally, a variety of stormwater 
management practices often referred to as “green infrastructure” or “low impact development,” would 
be used to minimize stormwater effects. These practices could include reducing the amount of 
vegetation removed, use of landscaping to slow runoff, using porous pavements, and installing cisterns. 
Implementing these measures would minimize impacts to the lower St. Johns River during construction. 
Neither proposed construction activities nor operations would affect wetlands or floodplains under 
Alternative 2, NS Mayport. 

Additionally, NS Mayport is currently subject to, and in compliance with, a Consent Order from the 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection relating to discharges from its wastewater treatment 
facility (WWTF). Pursuant to that consent order, a new WWTF will be constructed on the same site as 
the existing WWTF and be operational by September 1, 2020. The addition of the Triton UAS mission, to 
include personnel and their families, would not significantly affect current or future WWTF operations at 
NS Mayport. While personnel numbers at NS Mayport have decreased over the past 10 years, the 
existing system was designed to support a much higher capacity. Addition of about 400 people working 
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at the installation would not represent a capacity issue at the current WWTF. In summary, no significant 
impacts are anticipated to water resources under Alternative 2, NS Mayport. 

Under Alternative 3 at WFF, groundwater would not be affected during construction and surface waters 
would be directed to recharge areas. Approximately 6 acres of impervious surfaces would be added to 
WFF. Localized increases in stormwater run-off could potentially occur; however, any possible increases 
would not exceed the current capacities of stormwater systems at WFF. Retention structures would be 
provided to collect stormwater from the newly developed area. These structures would be designed to 
discharge no more than the pre-existing rate into the drainage system in order not to increase flooding 
or erosion hazards. Construction practices to reduce soil erosion and runoff (e.g., silt fences) and 
minimize pollution of stormwater (e.g., spill plans) would be adhered to and incorporated into final 
planning and construction. Stormwater Best Management Practices and Standard Operating Procedures 
are detailed in WFF’s Integrated Contingency Plan. Additionally, a variety of stormwater management 
practices often referred to as “green infrastructure” or “low impact development,” would be used to 
minimize stormwater effects. These practices could include reducing the amount of vegetation 
removed, use of landscaping to slow runoff, using porous pavements, and installing cisterns. Therefore, 
insignificant impacts to surface waters and stormwaters would occur by implementing Alternative 3. 
Aircraft operations would not affect groundwater, and erosion and sedimentation control measures 
would minimize impacts to surface and stormwaters. Neither proposed construction activities nor 
operations would affect wetlands or floodplains under Alternative 3, WFF. In summary, no significant 
impacts are anticipated to water resources under Alternative 3, WFF. 

ES.5.6 Cultural Resources 

Under Alternative 1 at NAS Key West, there are no National Register of Historic Places (NHRP)-listed or 
eligible archaeological sites or structures located in the area of potential effects (APE). Furthermore, no 
traditional cultural properties have been recognized within the APE. Therefore, implementing 
Alternative 1, NAS Key West, would result in no direct or indirect adverse impacts to listed or potentially 
eligible for listing historic properties or to traditional cultural properties. On June 30, 2016, the Navy 
requested the concurrence of the Florida State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) that Alternative 1 
warrants a finding of “No Historic Properties Affected.” On August 5, 2016, the Florida SHPO requested 
information on the NRHP eligibility status for two buildings that would be demolished under this 
alternative. On August 30, the Navy responded to the request and on October 6, 2016, the SHPO 
concurred with the Navy’s finding of “No Historic Properties Affected.” 

Under Alternative 2 at NS Mayport, there is one NRHP-listed property (the St. Johns Lighthouse) located 
adjacent to the APE at NS Mayport. A surface inspection of the project APE was conducted on December 
17, 2015. Archaeologists observed evidence of significant disturbance on undeveloped portions of land 
throughout the APE and concluded that this was the product of original runway construction and 
ongoing runway/grounds maintenance over the past 70 years. Given observed site conditions and a 
review of historical U.S. Geological Survey maps, the Navy concluded that there is a low probability that 
intact archeological resources will be identified in the course of the Triton UAS project. No 
archaeological sites are identified in the APE. However, in the event that intact subsurface cultural 
resources are inadvertently discovered during construction or demolition activities, work would cease, 
the cultural resources would be evaluated for NRHP eligibility, and consultation would continue per 36 
Code of Federal Regulations parts 800.4 to 800.6. The NS Mayport Cultural Resources Manager would 
follow the procedures outlined in the station’s Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan. Based 
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on these findings, the Navy determined that there will be no direct effects to the St. Johns Lighthouse 
footprint or the viewshed of the historic property. On June 30, 2016, the Navy requested the 
concurrence of the Florida SHPO that Alternative 2 warrants a finding of “No Historic Properties 
Affected.” On August 5, 2016, the Florida SHPO requested further information about potentially buried 
deposits that may still be intact below the area proposed for construction. On August 30, the Navy 
responded to the request and on October 6, 2016, the SHPO concurred with the Navy’s finding of “No 
Historic Properties Affected.” 

Under Alternative 3 at WFF, there are no NRHP-listed or eligible archaeological sites or structures 
located in the APE. Furthermore, no traditional cultural properties have been recognized within the APE. 
Therefore, implementing Alternative 3, WFF, would result in no direct or indirect adverse impacts to 
listed or potentially eligible historic properties, or to traditional cultural properties. Per the July 14, 2016 
letter, the Navy initiated interagency coordination with the Virginia Department of Historic Resources. 
The Navy and NASA determined that the undertaking will have no effect on historic architectural or 
archeological resources, as the APE does not contain NRHP-listed or eligible properties. The Navy invited 
the Virginia Department of Historic Resources to concur with the effect determination for the 
undertaking. The Virginia Department of Historic Resources concurred with the no effects determination 
via email dated August 10, 2016. One historic property (a trash scatter not NRHP-eligible) is located 
within the area proposed for unaccompanied housing. While determined not NRHP-eligible, this area 
would be avoided (by buffer) under the implementation of Alternative 3. Pursuant to the terms of the 
Programmatic Agreement, further consultation with the SHPO was not required on this matter. 

ES.5.7 Socioeconomics 

Population. Under the three action alternatives, there would be negligible changes to the population 
numbers and demographics. Construction would be short-term and draw from the existing labor pool, 
and therefore, would not cause significant changes to the existing population. In the long-term, the 
addition of approximately 900 people would increase the local population under Alternative 1 at NAS 
Key West by about 3 and 8 percent in the Lower Keys and Key West Census County Division (CCD), 
respectively. Under Alternative 2 at NS Mayport, the local population would increase by about 2 percent 
in the Jacksonville Beaches CCD and less than 1 percent in Duval County. For Alternative 3 at WFF, there 
would be a population increase of 2.8 percent in Accomack County, a 7.5-percent increase in 
Northampton County, a 3.5-percent increase in Somerset County, a 0.9 percent in Wicomico County, 
and 1.8 percent in Worcester County.  

Employment and Income. At the three alternative locations, short-term beneficial economic impacts and 
increased demand for goods and services through construction activities would result for up to 2 years. 
It is not anticipated that, given the market for similar goods and services, this increase in demand would 
result in a scarcity of such goods and services. In the long-term, there would be beneficial effects on the 
local economy due to an uptake in the local labor pool and an increase in demand for goods and 
services.  

Housing. Utilizing the information provided by the City of Key West, units may not be readily affordable 
(given the BAH for the area), especially for the lower ranks of enlisted personnel under Alternative 1. 
Also, owner-occupied homes may not be immeditely available for purchase based on the 4.2 percent 
owner-occupied vacancy rate. For Alternative 2, based on the 2.6 percent owner-occupied vacancy rate, 
homes may not be immediately available for purchase. Finally, for Alternative 3, while housing in the 
area is affordable and available (at about 22 percent vacancy rate), rental units may not be immediately 
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available in the three counties closest to WFF given the 1.0 percent rental vacancy rate for those areas. 
However, since the transition of personnel will not happen all at once, but over a five year period, the 
number of potential renters and home buyers transitioning at once will be reduced and these impacts 
will decrease. Therefore, while not significant, there is potential for housing impacts for all three 
alternatives. 

Childcare Services. For Alternative 1, there is one existing Navy Child Development Center (CDC) that 
would be able to accommodate these incoming children and for Alternative 2 there are two existing 
Navy CDCs. However, there may be a wait time before they can be enrolled. For Alternative 3, there are 
no existing Navy CDCs. There are existing day and home community childcare services available in the 
area for all three alternatives. However, in order for a military parent to ensure the community childcare 
facility of their choice is providing affordable, quality childcare, these facilities must be enrolled in the 
Child Care Aware of America Fee Assistance Program. So, while there are enough childcare facilities to 
accommodate the arriving number of children, military parents may need to work with community 
childcare facilities and Child Care Aware of America to ensure their facility of choice is enrolled. Based 
on these facts, while not significant, there is potential for minor childcare impacts for all three 
alternatives. 

ES.5.8 Transportation 

During construction under Alternative 1 at NAS Key West, vehicles and equipment would use the 
commercial traffic entrance on Midway Avenue. The gate is about 1,500 feet from U.S. Route 1 and, 
therefore, congestion on U.S. Route 1 from construction equipment and workers would be avoided. 
Once the home basing is completed, associated personnel working in shifts, traveling to and from the air 
station, would not cause the level of service on U.S. Route 1 to deteriorate. The Main Gate is located on 
Saratoga Road and there is enough distance between U.S. Route 1 exit/entry ramps to avoid congestion 
along U.S. Route 1. While there could be minor congestion during the peak morning and evening rush 
hours, this would be minimized because Triton UAS personnel work in three shifts over a 24-hour 
period. No significant impacts to transportation from implementing Alternative 1, NAS Key West, are 
anticipated. 

Under Alternative 2, at NS Mayport, construction vehicles and equipment would use the 
Perimeter/Patrol Roads entrance (i.e., Gate 5). There are entry and merge lanes that would alleviate 
congestion on Highway A1A. Once the home basing is completed, associated personnel working in shifts, 
traveling to and from the station, would not cause the level of service on Highway A1A to deteriorate. 
While there could be minor congestion during the peak morning and evening rush hours, this would be 
minimized because Triton UAS personnel work in three shifts over a 24-hour period. No significant 
impacts are anticipated to transportation from implementing Alternative 2, NS Mayport. 

Under Alternative 3, at WFF, construction vehicles would use the Main Gate entrance at Mill Dam Road, 
potentially causing temporary congestion. Once the home basing is completed, associated personnel 
working in shifts, traveling to and from the facility, would not cause the level of service on either Mill 
Dam or Atlantic Roads to deteriorate. While there could be minor congestion during the peak morning 
and evening rush hours, this would be minimized because Triton UAS personnel work in three shifts over 
a 24-hour period. No significant impacts are anticipated to transportation from implementing 
Alternative 3, WFF. 
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ES.5.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes 

Under any of the three action alternatives, all hazardous wastes generated resulting from construction, 
demolition, and renovation activities would be handled under the existing Resource, Conservation, and 
Recovery Act (RCRA)-compliant waste management programs and, therefore, would not be expected to 
increase the risks of exposure to workers and installation personnel.  

For special hazards such as asbestos-containing materials and lead-based paint, these substances would 
be managed and disposed of in accordance with Toxic Substance and Control Act and Occupational 
Safety and Health Act regulations, applicable state and local regulations, and established Navy and NASA 
procedures.  

Under Alternative 1 at NAS Key West, no Defense Environmental Restoration Program sites would be 
directly impacted; however, there are two Solid Waste Management Units (SWMUs) adjacent to the 
proposed Triton UAS facilities. The first is a former open disposal area (SWMU 1) with a potential for 
petroleum, oil, and lubricant contamination; the site has been remediated and is routinely monitored. 
The second site, a former fire-fighting area (SWMU 3), has the potential for petroleum, oil, and lubricant 
contamination but has been remediated and is closed.  

Under Alternative 2, NS Mayport, three Defense Environmental Restoration Program sites, SWMU 28 
and 26, and Area of Concern (AOC) 58, would be affected. While these restoration program sites 
coincide with proposed renovation and/or construction, close coordination between the base’s 
Environmental Restoration Program leadership, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), and 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection would occur to avoid adverse impacts. 

For Alternative 3 at the WFF, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) submitted a draft Site 
Investigation report in the fall of 2015 of various Formerly Used Defense Sites at NASA’s WFF Main Base. 
The USACE is currently in negotiations with NASA, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the 
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality on finalizing the Site Investigation report. While these 
restoration program sites coincide with proposed construction, close coordination between WFF’s 
Environmental Office leadership, the USEPA, and Virginia Department of Environmental Quality would 
occur to avoid adverse impacts. Therefore, no significant impacts to the Environmental Restoration 
Program sites are anticipated. 

ES.5.10 Coastal Zone 

The Navy and NASA have determined that implementing the Proposed Action at the two alternative 
locations in Florida is consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the enforceable policies of 
Florida and fully consistent with the Virginia State Coastal Management Programs. The Navy delivered 
Coastal Consistency Determinations for the two alternative locations in Florida to the Florida State 
Clearinghouse via a letter dated July 11, 2016 and requested concurrence from the State of Florida. On 
September 23, 2016, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection concurred with the Navy’s 
determination that Alternatives 1 and 2 were consistent with the enforceable policies of Florida’s 
Coastal Management Program.  

The Navy delivered a Coastal Consistency Determination for Alternative 3 to the Virginia Department of 
Environmental Quality via letter dated August 8, 2016, and requested concurrence from the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. On September 29, 2016, the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality 
concurred with the Navy’s determination that Alternative 3 would be consistent with the enforceable 
policies of Virginia’s Coastal Zone Management Program. On November 15, 2016, the Navy sent 
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Virginia’s Department of Environmental Quality an addendum to the Coastal Consistency Determination 
to account for development of the unaccompanied housing area. On January 10, 2017, the Virginia 
Department of Environmental Quality determined that this area development is fully consistent with the 
Virginia State Coastal Management Program.  

ES.6 Cumulative Effects 

No significant direct or indirect cumulative impacts would be expected on any of the resources analyzed 
at the three alternative locations.   

ES.7 Public Involvement 

Alternative 1: Naval Air Station Key West, Florida 

The Navy published a Notice of Availability (NOA) in The Key West Citizen on September 1, 2, and 3, 
2016; in the twice weekly paper, The Keynoter, the NOA appeared September 1 and 3; and in the weekly 
paper, The Keynoter, on September 2, 2016. This announced the 30-day public review period that ran 
from September 1 to October 1, 2016. Copies of the Draft EA were made available at two local libraries 
and the Draft EA was posted on the following website: http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/ 
environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx. Additionally, letters were mailed to stakeholders and a press 
release was issued to announce the Draft EA availability and the onset of the public review period. 
During the 30-day review period, the Navy received 29 letters/email commenting on home basing the 
Triton UAS at NAS Key West. Most (17 comments) were those supportive of home basing the Triton UAS 
at NAS Key West. The predominant issue of concern (raised by nine of the commenters) was housing 
availability and affordability. In response, the Navy has revisited sections 4.6.1.3 and 4.6.2.2 
(Socioeconomics) and revised the sections accordingly to reflect new information.   

Alternative 2: Naval Station Mayport, Florida 

The NOA was published in the Jacksonville Times-Union on September 1, 2, and 3, 2016, and announced 
the 30-day public review period that ran from September 1 to October 1, 2016. Copies of the Draft EA 
were made available at three local libraries and the Draft EA was posted on the following website: 
http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx. Additionally, letters were 
mailed to stakeholders and a press release was issued to announce the Draft EA availability and the 
onset of the public review period. By the conclusion of the 30-day review period, three comments were 
received with respect to Alternative 2. One commenter provided both a letter and email expressing their 
concern about increased noise caused by home basing the Triton UAS at NS Mayport. This comment was 
addressed in Section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2.2 in the Draft and Final EAs. A second commenter expressed 
support to home base the aircraft at the station. Finally, a third comment, presented by representatives 
of the local Amnesty International group, opposed home basing the Triton UAS at NS Mayport because 
they alleged that these unmanned aircraft are used to remove terrorist suspects. In Sections 1.1 and 1.3, 
the Navy indicates that the Triton UASs are being home based at an East Coast location to provide 
continuous maritime intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance data collection and dissemination 
capability to the Fleet Commander for up to 24 hours per day. Additionally, the Triton UAS does not 
carry weapons as noted in Section 6.2, as well as in Sections 4.2 and 8.2. 

Alternative 3: NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

The NOA was published in The Virginian Pilot and Daily Times on September 1, 2, and 3, 2016; and in the 
weekly paper, the Eastern Shore Post, the NOA appeared on September 2, 2016. This announced the 30-

http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx
http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx
http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx
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day public review period that ran from September 1 to October 1, 2016. Copies of the Draft EA were 
made available at three local libraries and the WFF Visitors Center, and the Draft EA was posted on the 
following website: http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx. 
Additionally, letters were mailed to stakeholders and a press release was issued to announce the Draft 
EA availability and the onset of the public review period. During the 30-day review period, the Navy 
received 70 letters/email commenting on home basing the Triton UAS at WFF. Most (67 comments) 
were those supportive of home basing the Triton UAS at WFF. One commenter raised a question 
regarding cumulative impacts. This comment was addressed in the Final EA. The Commonwealth of 
Virginia and the U.S. EPA provided comments on the WFF chapters in the Draft EA and these comments 
were also addressed in the Final EA.   

Based on the comments and analyses herein, the Navy determined that an EA is sufficient for the 
Proposed Action, and a FONSI will be prepared and signed. Notification of the FONSI’s availability will be 
announced in local newspapers. 

ES.8 Summary Comparison of Potential Impacts by Alternative 

Table ES-1 provides a tabular summary of the potential impacts to the resources associated with each of 
the alternative actions analyzed.

http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx
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Table ES-1  Summary of Potential Impacts to Resource Areas 

Resource Area No Action 
Alternative NAS Key West, Florida  NS Mayport, Florida Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Noise 

The No Action 
Alternative would have 
no significant impacts 
to the noise 
environment. 

Alternative 1: Construction noise 
would be short-term and would not 
affect areas outside of installation 
boundaries. 
A less than 1 dB DNL increase in noise 
levels due to Triton UAS operations 
would likely not be noticeable. 

Alternative 2: Construction noise 
would be short-term and would 
not affect areas outside of 
installation boundaries. 
A less than 1 dB DNL increase in 
noise levels due to Triton UAS 
operations would likely not be 
noticeable. 

Alternative 3: Construction noise would be 
short-term and would not affect areas outside 
of installation boundaries. 
A less than 1 dB DNL increase in noise levels 
due to Triton UAS operations would likely not 
be noticeable 

Public Health and 
Safety 

The No Action 
Alternative would not 
create any significant 
impacts. 

Alternative 1: No measurable effects 
to aircraft mishaps. 
The 3.5 percent increase in aircraft 
operations would not necessitate 
changes to existing APZ boundaries. 
Implementation of existing procedures 
would minimize BASH. 

Alternative 2: No measurable 
effects to aircraft mishaps. 
The 1.7 percent increase in aircraft 
operations would not necessitate 
changes to existing APZ 
boundaries. 
Implementation of existing 
procedures would minimize BASH. 

Alternative 3: No measurable effects to 
aircraft mishaps. 
The 3.1 percent increase in aircraft operations 
would not necessitate changes to existing APZ 
boundaries. 
Implementation of existing procedures would 
minimize BASH. 
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Table ES-1  Summary of Potential Impacts to Resource Areas 

Resource Area No Action 
Alternative NAS Key West, Florida  NS Mayport, Florida Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Air Quality 

The No Action 
Alternative would have 
no significant impacts 
to air quality. 

Alternative 1: Construction would 
introduce short-term increases in 
criteria pollutant emissions. However, 
these emissions would not change 
regional attainment status. 
Mobile source emissions generated by 
the 2.8 percent increase of personnel 
and Triton UAS operations would 
introduce negligible increases in 
criteria pollutant emissions. However, 
these long-term effects would not 
change the regional air quality 
attainment status. 
About 740 metric tons of GHG 
emissions would be introduced; 
however, this alone would not cause 
global warming but would contribute 
to climate change. 

Alternative 2: Construction would 
introduce short-term increases in 
criteria pollutant emissions. 
However, these emissions would 
not change regional attainment 
status. 
Mobile source emissions 
generated by the 1.7 percent 
increase of personnel and Triton 
UAS operations would introduce 
negligible increases in criteria 
pollutant emissions. However, 
these long-term effects would not 
change the regional air quality 
attainment status. 
About 740 metric tons of GHG 
emissions would be introduced; 
however, this alone would not 
cause global warming but would 
contribute to climate change. 

Alternative 3: Construction would introduce 
short-term increases in criteria pollutant 
emissions. However, these emissions would 
not change regional attainment status. 
Mobile source emissions generated by the 
approximate 2.7 percent increase of 
personnel and Triton UAS operations would 
introduce negligible increases in criteria 
pollutant emissions. However, these long-
term effects would not change the regional air 
quality attainment status. 
About 740 metric tons of GHG emissions 
would be introduced; however, this alone 
would not cause global warming but would 
contribute to climate change. 
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Table ES-1  Summary of Potential Impacts to Resource Areas 

Resource Area No Action 
Alternative NAS Key West, Florida  NS Mayport, Florida Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Biological 
Resources 

The No Action 
Alternative would not 
create any significant 
impacts. 

Alternative 1: Approximately 21 acres 
would be impacted, of which 2 acres 
are maintained and landscaped. 
Construction noise may result in minor 
behavioral disturbance of wildlife. 
However, no effects to feeding, 
sheltering, and reproduction are 
anticipated, and temporary alterations 
to behavior would return to normal 
once construction is complete.  
Once operational, Triton UAS 
operations would introduce 3.5 
percent more flights, producing a less 
than 1-dB increase in the noise levels. 
This amount of change would not 
introduce significant impacts to 
wildlife. 
Federally listed species may be 
affected, but are not likely to be 
adversely affected by this alternative. 
Pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty 
Act, no significant adverse effects on 
migratory bird populations are 
anticipated.  

Alternative 2: About 10 acres of 
maintained and forested areas 
would be impacted. 
Construction noise may result in 
minor behavioral disturbance of 
wildlife. However, no effects to 
feeding, sheltering, and 
reproduction are anticipated, and 
temporary alterations to behavior 
would return to normal once 
construction is complete.  
Once operational, Triton UAS 
aircraft operations would 
introduce 1.7 percent more flights, 
producing a less than 1-dB 
increase in the noise levels. This 
amount of change would not 
introduce significant impacts to 
wildlife. 
Pursuant to the ESA, federally 
listed species may be affected, but 
are not likely to be adversely 
affected by this alternative. 
Pursuant to the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act, no significant adverse 
effects on migratory bird 
populations are anticipated. 

Alternative 3: Approximately 6 acres of 
maintained/landscaped vegetation would be 
impacted. 
Construction noise may result in minor 
behavioral disturbance of wildlife. However, 
no effects to feeding, sheltering, and 
reproduction are anticipated, and temporary 
alterations to behavior would return to 
normal once construction is complete.  
Once operational, Triton UAS aircraft 
operations would introduce 3.1 percent more 
flights, producing a less than 1-dB increase in 
the noise levels. This amount of change would 
not introduce significant impacts to wildlife. 
Pursuant to the ESA, this alternative and its 
environmental consequences would have no 
effect on federally listed species. Pursuant to 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, no significant 
adverse effects on migratory bird populations 
are anticipated. 
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Table ES-1  Summary of Potential Impacts to Resource Areas 

Resource Area No Action 
Alternative NAS Key West, Florida  NS Mayport, Florida Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Water Resources 

Under the No Action 
Alternative, no 
significant impacts to 
water resources. 

Alternative 1: Groundwater would not 
be affected by construction; erosion 
and sedimentation control measures 
would ensure no significant impacts. 
About 5 acres of additional impervious 
surfaces would be introduced; 
however, retention structures would 
be designed to discharge stormwater 
no more than the pre-existing rate 
into the drainage system in order not 
to increase flooding or erosion 
hazards. Once home based no impacts 
would occur to groundwater or most 
surface waters from Triton UAS 
operations. 
Wetland habitat would be impacted 
by construction, a jurisdiction 
delineation would be conducted to 
determine the exact locations of 
wetlands in the project area, and to 
inform the permitting process should 
a permit be required. 
Construction would occur in the 100- 
and 500-year floodplains. No 
practicable alternative is available as 
the entire Air Station is located in the 
floodplains. No impacts to the 
floodplains once the UASs are 
operational. 

Alternative 2: Groundwater would 
not be affected by construction; 
erosion and sedimentation control 
measures would ensure no 
adverse impacts to the lower St. 
Johns River. About 8 acres of 
additional impervious surfaces 
would be introduced; however, 
retention structures would be 
designed to discharge stormwater 
no more than the pre-existing rate 
into the drainage system in order 
not to increase flooding or erosion 
hazards. Once home based no 
impacts would occur to 
groundwater or surface waters 
from Triton UAS operations. 
Neither proposed construction nor 
operations would affect wetlands 
or floodplains. 

Alternative 3:  Groundwater would not be 
affected by construction; erosion and 
sedimentation control measures would 
ensure no significant impacts. About 6 acres 
of additional impervious surfaces would be 
introduced; however, retention structures 
would be designed to discharge stormwater 
no more than the pre-existing rate into the 
drainage system in order not to increase 
flooding or erosion hazards. Once home based 
no impacts would occur to groundwater or 
surface waters from Triton UAS operations. 
Neither proposed construction nor operations 
would affect wetlands or floodplains. 
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Table ES-1  Summary of Potential Impacts to Resource Areas 

Resource Area No Action 
Alternative NAS Key West, Florida  NS Mayport, Florida Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Cultural 
Resources 

The No Action 
Alternative would not 
introduce significant 
impacts to cultural 
resources. 

Alternative 1: The Navy concluded 
that there would be no effects to 
historic, archaeological, architectural, 
or traditional cultural properties; the 
Florida SHPO concurred with the 
finding of no effects. 

Alternative 2: No impacts to 
archaeological or traditional 
cultural properties. 
The St. Johns Lighthouse (an 
NRHP-listed building) is about 580 
feet from the proposed 
construction site; however, the 
Navy concluded and the Florida 
SHPO concurred that there would 
be no direct effects to the 
lighthouse footprint or the 
viewshed of the historic property. 

Alternative 3: The Navy and NASA concluded 
that there would be no effects to historic, 
archaeological, architectural, or traditional 
cultural properties; the Virginia SHPO 
concurred with the finding of no effects. In 
accordance with the established 
Programmatic Agreement, one non-NRHP 
eligible property at the proposed 
unaccompanied housing site would be 
avoided (by buffer). 
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Table ES-1  Summary of Potential Impacts to Resource Areas 

Resource Area No Action 
Alternative NAS Key West, Florida  NS Mayport, Florida Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Socioeconomics 

The No Action 
Alternative would not 
create any significant 
impacts. 

Alternative 1: The 2.8 percent increase 
in the population would not introduce 
adverse impacts. 
There would be short-term beneficial 
economic effects during construction 
and long-term beneficial impacts from 
additional employment incomes. 
Housing units (owner occupied and 
rental) may not be readily affordable 
(given the BAH for the area), especially 
for the lower ranks of enlisted 
personnel. Owner-occupied homes 
may not be immediately available for 
purchase based on the 4.2 percent 
owner-occupied vacancy rate. Impacts 
would be reduced given the five-year 
personnel transition. While not 
significant, there is potential for 
housing impacts. 
One existing Navy Child Development 
Center would be able to 
accommodate incoming children, but 
there may be a wait time before 
enrollment. While not significant, 
there is potential for minor childcare 
impacts. Existing private day and 
home community childcare services 
are available in the area. 

Alternative 2: The 1.7 percent 
increase in the population would 
not introduce adverse impacts. 
There would be short-term 
beneficial economic effects during 
construction and long-term 
beneficial impacts from additional 
employment incomes. 
Area housing units (owner 
occupied and rental) are 
affordable but units may not be 
immediately available for purchase 
given the 2.6 percent owner-
occupied vacancy rate. Impacts 
would be reduced given the five-
year personnel transition. While 
not significant, there is potential 
for housing impacts.  
Two existing Navy Child 
Development Centers would be 
able to accommodate incoming 
children, but there may be a wait 
time before enrollment. While not 
significant, there is potential for 
minor childcare impacts. Existing 
private day and home community 
childcare services are available in 
the area. 

Alternative 3: The 2.7 percent increase in the 
population would not introduce adverse 
impacts. 
There would be short-term beneficial 
economic effects during construction and 
long-term beneficial impacts from additional 
employment incomes. 
An unaccompanied housing facility would be 
needed to accommodate the approximate 
116 unaccompanied lower enlisted personnel 
associated with Alternative 3. Housing in the 
area is affordable and available (at about 22 
percent vacancy rate). However, rental units 
may not be immediately available in the three 
counties closest to WFF given the 1.0 percent 
rental vacancy rate for those areas. Although 
there may be a tight rental market in the 
three counties closest to WFF, the impact is 
not anticipated to be significant because there 
appears to be sufficient availability in the 
other two counties and because of the phased 
approach of the new personnel arriving. 
Consequently, the impacts on housing are not 
anticipated to be significant. 
No existing on-base Navy Child Development 
Centers are available to accommodate 
incoming children. Military parents may need 
to work with private community childcare 
facilities and Child Care Aware of America to 
ensure their facility of choice is enrolled in the 
fee assistance program. While not significant, 
there is potential for minor childcare impacts. 
Existing private day and home community 
childcare services are available in the area. 
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Table ES-1  Summary of Potential Impacts to Resource Areas 

Resource Area No Action 
Alternative NAS Key West, Florida  NS Mayport, Florida Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Transportation 

The No Action 
Alternative would not 
create any significant 
impacts. 

Alternative 1: Construction vehicles 
and equipment would use the 
commercial entrance on Midway 
Avenue, about 1,500 feet from its 
intersection with U.S. Highway Route 
1. This distance from the highway 
would avoid congestion or traffic slow 
down on U.S. Highway Route 1 during 
construction. 
Personnel traveling to and from the air 
station would not cause the Level of 
Service (LOS) on U.S. Highway Route 1 
or Saratoga Road to deteriorate; there 
is existing capacity for the roads to 
support an increase of commuting 
personnel. While there could be minor 
congestion at the Main Gate during 
peak morning and evening rush hours, 
this would be minimized because 
Triton UAS personnel work in three 
shifts over a 24-hour period.  

Alternative 2: Construction, 
vehicles and equipment would use 
the commercial entrance. There 
are entry and merge lanes that 
would alleviate congestion on 
State Highway A1A. 
Personnel traveling to and from 
the station would not cause the 
LOS on State Highway A1A to 
deteriorate. While there could be 
minor congestion at Gate 5 during 
peak morning and evening rush 
hours, this would be minimized 
because Triton UAS personnel 
work in three shifts over a 24-hour 
period.   

Alternative 3: Construction, vehicles and 
equipment could cause temporary congestion 
on Mill Dam Road. 
Personnel traveling to and from the 
installation would not cause the LOS on either 
Mill Dam or Atlantic Roads to deteriorate. 
While there could be minor congestion at the 
Main Gate during peak morning and evening 
rush hours, this would be minimized because 
Triton UAS personnel work in three shifts over 
a 24-hour period. 
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Table ES-1  Summary of Potential Impacts to Resource Areas 

Resource Area No Action 
Alternative NAS Key West, Florida  NS Mayport, Florida Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Hazardous 
Materials and 
Wastes 

The No Action 
Alternative would not 
introduce significant 
impacts to hazardous 
materials or waste, 
special hazards, or 
Defense Environmental 
Restoration Program 
sites. 

Alternative 1: Construction debris 
would be categorized and disposed 
according to federal, state, and local 
requirements; therefore, no significant 
impacts are anticipated. Once the 
Triton UASs are operational, no new 
hazardous materials or waste would 
be introduced to cause significant 
impacts. 
NAS Key West’s status as a large 
quantity hazardous waste generator 
would not change. 
Special hazards would be handled 
according to established NAS Key 
West procedures. 
No Defense Environmental 
Restoration Program sites would be 
affected. 

Alternative 2: Construction debris 
would be categorized and 
disposed according to federal, 
state, and local requirements; 
therefore, no significant impacts 
are anticipated. Once the Triton 
UASs are operational, no new 
hazardous materials or waste 
would be introduced to cause 
significant impacts. 
NS Mayport’s status as a large 
quantity hazardous waste 
generator would not change. 
Special hazards would be handled 
according to established NS 
Mayport procedures. 
Three Defense Environmental 
Restoration Program sites, Solid 
Waste Management Units 28 and 
26, and Area of Concern 58, would 
be affected; however, close 
coordination between the 
installation’s Environmental 
Restoration Program leadership, 
the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, and the Florida 
Department of Environmental 
Protection would occur to avoid 
adverse impacts. 

Alternative 3: Construction debris would be 
categorized and disposed according to 
federal, state, and local requirements; 
therefore, no significant impacts are 
anticipated. Once the Triton UASs are 
operational, no new hazardous materials or 
waste would be introduced to cause 
significant impacts. 
The WFFs status as a large quantity hazardous 
waste generator would not change. 
Special hazards would be handled according 
to established WFF procedures. 
Defense Environmental Restoration Program 
sites would be impacted. The USACE 
submitted a draft Site Investigation report in 
the fall of 2015 of various Formerly Used 
Defense Sites at NASA’s WFF Main Base. The 
USACE is currently in negotiations with NASA, 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
and the Virginia Department of Environmental 
Quality on finalizing the Site Investigation 
report. Close coordination between the 
installation’s Environmental Restoration 
Program leadership, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, and the Virginia 
Department of Environmental Quality would 
minimize impacts. 
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Acronym Definition 
ACM asbestos-containing material 
ADT average daily traffic 
AFB Air Force Base 
AFS Air Force Station 
AFTT Atlantic Fleet Training and Testing 
AGL above ground level 

AICUZ Air Installations Compatible Use 
Zones 

A-NPDC Accomack-Northampton Planning 
District Commission 

AOC Area of Concern 
APE Area of Potential Effect 
APZ Accident Potential Zone 
AQCR Air Quality Control Region 
ATC Air Traffic Control 
BAH Basic Allowance for Housing 
BAMS Broad Area Maritime Surveillance 
BASH Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazard 
BCC Bird of Conservation Concern 
BCR Bird Conservation Region 
BLS Bureau of Labor Statistics 
CAA Clean Air Act 
CCD Census County Division 
CEQ Council on Environmental Quality 

CERCLA 
Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Act 

CFR Code of Federal Regulations 

CNIC Commander, Navy Installations 
Command 

CO carbon monoxide 
CO2 carbon dioxide 
CO2e carbon dioxide equivalent 
COA Certificate of Authorization 
CONUS Continental United States 
CWA Clean Water Act 
CVN Nuclear-Powered Aircraft Carrier 
CZMA Coastal Zone Management Act 
dB decibel 
dBA A-weighted sound level 

DEP Department of Environmental 
Protection 

DEQ Department of Environmental 
Quality 

DERP Defense Environmental Restoration 
Program 

DNL Day-Night Average Sound Level 
DoD United States Department of 

Acronym Definition 
Defense 

DOT Department of Transportation 
EA Environmental Assessment 

ECR Environmental Compliance and 
Restoration 

EFH essential fish habitat 
EIS Environmental Impact Statement 
EMI electromagnetic interference 
EO Executive Order 
ERP Environmental Restoration Program 
ESA Endangered Species Act 
FAA Federal Aviation Administration 
FCLP field carrier landing practice 

FDEP Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection 

FEMA Federal Emergency Management 
Agency 

FHWA Federal Highway Administration 
FNAI Florida Natural Areas Inventory 
FOB Forward Operating Base 
FONSI Finding of No Significant Impact 
FRS Fleet Replacement Squadron 
FY fiscal year 
GHG greenhouse gas 
GIS Geographic Information System 
Hz hertz 

ICRMP Integrated Cultural Resources 
Management Plan 

INRMP Integrated Natural Resources 
Management Plan 

ISR intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance 

KWIA Key West International Airport 
LBP lead-based paint 
LKMR Lower Keys marsh rabbit 
LOS level of service 
MBTA Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
MCB Marine Corps Base 
MMA Multi-Mission Maritime Aircraft 
MMPA Marine Mammal Protection Act 
MSL mean sea level 
MWR Morale, Welfare, and Recreation 

NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards 

NACA National Advisory Committee on 
Aeronautics 

NAS Naval Air Station 
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Acronym Definition 

NASA National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 

NATOPS Naval Air Training and Operating 
Procedures Standardization 

NAVAIR Naval Air Systems Command 

NAVFAC Naval Facilities Engineering 
Command 

Navy U.S. Department of the Navy 
NBVC Naval Base Ventura County 
NEPA National Environmental Policy Act 
NHPA National Historic Preservation Act 
NO2 nitrogen dioxide 
NOx nitrogen oxide 
NOA Notice of Availability 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

NPDES National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System 

NPR NASA Procedural Requirements 
NRHP National Register of Historic Places 
NS Naval Station 
O3 ozone 

OCONUS Outside the Continental United 
States 

OEA Overseas Environmental Assessment 

OEIS Overseas Environmental Impact 
Statement 

OLF Outlying Landing Field 

OPNAVINST Office of the Chief of Naval 
Operations Instruction 

OSH Office of Safety and Health 

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration 

PCB polychlorinated biphenyl 
P.L. Public Law 
PIF Partners in Flight 

PM10 particulate matter less than or equal 
to 10 microns in diameter 

PM2.5 particulate matter less than or equal 
to 2.5 microns in diameter 

POL petroleum, oil, and lubricants 
POV privately owned vehicle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Acronym Definition 
RCRA Resource, Conservation, and 

Recovery Act 
RF radio frequency 
ROI region of influence 
RV Recreational Vehicle 
SEL Sound Exposure Level 
SHPO State Historic Preservation Office(r) 
SO2 sulfur dioxide 

SPCC Spill Prevention, Control, and 
Countermeasures 

SSI Special Security Information 
SUA Special Use Airspace 
SWMU Solid Waste Management Unit 

SWPPP Storm Water Pollution Prevention 
Plan 

TFR Temporary Flight Restriction 
TMDL Total Maximum Daily Load 
TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act 
UAS unmanned aircraft system 
U.S. United States 
USACE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
U.S.C. U.S. Code 
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture 

USEPA U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 

USFWS U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
VACAPES Virginia Capes  

VDCR Virginia Department of Conservation 
and Recreation 

VDOT Virginia Department of 
Transportation 

VPDES Virginia Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System 

VSMP Virginia Stormwater Management 
Program 

WFF Wallops Flight Facility 
WWTF waste water treatment facility 
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1 PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION 
1.1 Introduction 

The United States (U.S.) Navy (Navy), along with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) proposes to provide facilities and functions to operate and maintain the MQ-4C Triton 
unmanned aircraft system (Triton UAS) on the East Coast. Under this Proposed Action, the Navy plans to 
establish a launch and recovery site for four home based Triton UAS and support a consolidated 
maintenance hub for up to four additional aircraft undergoing maintenance actions. The East Coast 
home base location would be a permanent duty station for up to 400 personnel, plus family members, 
and would support rotational deployments of personnel and aircraft outside the continental U.S. 
(OCONUS). Facility construction and renovations would begin in 2017 and associated deployable fleet 
UAS assets would begin operations in 2019, reaching a steady state of operations in the 2023 
timeframe.  

The Triton UAS is a multiple-sensor, 
unarmed, unmanned aircraft system that is 
approximately 48 feet long and has a 
wingspan of approximately 131 feet. The 
Triton UAS provides continuous maritime 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance 
(ISR) data collection and dissemination 
capability to the serviced Fleet Commander 
for up to 24 hours per day. 

The Triton UAS is a complement to the 
Navy’s P-8A Multi-Mission Maritime Aircraft 
and uses the same tactical support centers as 
the P-8A aircraft. The tactical support centers 
support the command and control functions 
of both the P-8A and Triton UAS. Environmental analyses addressing the establishment of these tactical 
support centers at Naval Air Station (NAS) Jacksonville, Florida and NAS Whidbey Island, Washington 
were conducted in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Introduction of the P-8A Multi-
Mission Maritime Aircraft into the U.S. Navy Fleet (U.S. Navy, 2008). Since the Triton UAS is an 
unmanned, remotely controlled aircraft system, it is not necessary for the tactical support center and 
home base location for the Triton UAS to be collocated. 

In order to meet mission requirements and provide broad geographic coverage, the Navy requires the 
establishment of two home basing locations for the MQ-4C Triton UAS in the continental United States 
and three locations OCONUS to provide persistent maritime ISR capabilities in five areas of 
responsibility. In accordance with Office of the Chief of Naval Operations Instruction (OPNAVINST) 
5400.44A of 13 October 2011, the Secretary of the Navy is responsible for the home basing decision. 
Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command will prepare the associated Environmental Assessment (EA) 
and sign a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), along with NASA, if appropriate, for each potential 
East Coast home base location. As further discussed in Section 1.2 and Chapter 2, three alternative 
locations are evaluated in this EA for the East Coast home base as a result of siting factors explained in 
Chapter 2, Proposed Action and Alternatives. The Navy has prepared this EA in accordance with National 

Figure 1-1   
MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System 
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Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), as implemented by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 
regulations, as well as Navy and NASA regulations for implementing NEPA. 

1.2 Location 

Three alternative MQ-4C Triton UAS East Coast home base sites are evaluated in this EA. Each are briefly 
described below and shown in Figure 1-2. 

 

NAS Key West is composed of approximately 6,500 acres of land distributed over several properties 
located in the Florida Keys, Monroe County, Florida. The approximate 4,700-acre Boca Chica Airfield is 
NAS Key West’s primary site. The airfield is located on Boca Chica Key, approximately 5 miles east of the 
city of Key West, 156 miles southwest of Miami, and 90 air miles north of Cuba. Key West is the closest 
point in the U.S. to Cuba, South America, and the Caribbean Sea, making NAS Key West a significant 
military and homeland security asset, independent of its role as an aviation training venue. 

NAS Key West was established at its present location on Boca Chica Key during World War II (1941 to 
1945). Boca Chica Airfield originated as a municipal airport; however, it was leased to the Army in 1942 
and three paved runways were built. In 1943, it was then transferred to the Navy (NAS Key West, 2014). 
Throughout the decades, the southernmost Naval Air Station in the continental U.S. has proven to be an 
ideal year-round training facility with rapid access to unencumbered oceanic training areas and 
overlying airspace. NAS Key West has been a home base to various squadrons and squadron 
detachments flying antisubmarine warfare, tactical electronic warfare, reconnaissance, attack, combat 
adversary, and strike fighter aircraft. 

 

Naval Station (NS) Mayport is located 15 miles east of Jacksonville, Florida, on approximately 3,409 acres 
at the mouth of the St. Johns River in Duval County. 

NS Mayport's operational composition is unique, with a busy harbor capable of accommodating 34 ships 
and an 8,000-feet runway capable of handling any aircraft in the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) 
inventory. NS Mayport is host to more than 70 tenant commands, 18 naval ships, and 4 helicopter 
squadrons. NS Mayport is also the operational and training headquarters for the MH-60R Seahawk with 
a primary mission of anti-submarine warfare. 
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Figure 1-2  Triton Unmanned Aircraft System East Coast Home Basing Project Locations 
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Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) is a NASA Goddard Space Flight Center field installation located in 
Accomack County on the eastern shore of Virginia. The facility consists of three distinct landmasses—the 
Main Base, Wallops Mainland, and Wallops Island—totaling nearly 6,500 acres. It is the oldest active 
launch range in the CONUS and the only range completely under NASA management. For over 65 years, 
WFF has flown thousands of research vehicles seeking information related to the capabilities of 
airplanes, rockets, and spacecraft; and to increase the knowledge of the earth's upper atmosphere and 
the near space environment. The flight programs and projects currently supported by WFF include 
sounding rockets, scientific balloons, manned and unmanned experimental aircraft, orbital tracking, 
next-generation launch vehicle development, expendable launch vehicles, and small- and mid-size 
orbital spacecraft. WFF also collaborates with the U.S. Navy on aircraft missions and training as well as 
supporting Navy detachments and Navy tenants. To meet the safety and technical requirements of its 
various missions, many of WFF's primary launch support facilities reside on Wallops Island, which is 
located directly on the Atlantic Ocean. Aircraft operations occur at the airfield, which is located on the 
Main Base, about 6 miles north of the launch facilities. 

In keeping with the principles, goals, and guidelines of the 2010 National Space Policy, WFF not only 
fulfills its own mission, but also provides unique services to NASA, commercial customers, defense 
agencies, and academia. The WFF supports aeronautical research, science technology, and education by 
providing other NASA centers and government agencies access to resources such as Special Use Airspace 
(e.g., restricted airspace), research runways, and launch pads. Additionally, WFF regularly enables a wide 
array of U.S. DoD research and development and training missions, including target and missile 
launches, and aircraft development. 

1.3 Purpose of and Need for the Proposed Action 

The purpose of the Proposed Action is to locate an East Coast home base for the Triton UAS in order to 
enhance maritime ISR capabilities as part of the Navy’s Maritime Patrol and Reconnaissance Force in the 
Atlantic Fleet’s area of operations. The Proposed Action is needed to provide continuous maritime ISR 
capabilities in support of national defense objectives and policies. The program of record for the Triton 
UAS requires the establishment of two locations in the CONUS and three locations OCONUS to provide 
persistent maritime ISR capabilities. The selected West Coast location is Naval Base Ventura County 
Point Mugu, California, which was analyzed in a 2013 EA. Its selection as the West Coast location was 
informed by a FONSI signed on April 22, 2013. 

1.4 Key Documents 

Key documents are sources of information referenced in this EA. Documents are considered key because 
they deal with similar actions, analyses, or impacts that may apply to this Proposed Action. CEQ 
guidance encourages incorporating documents by reference. These documents are related documents 
that provide additional information the reader may find useful. 

• Final Environmental Impact Statement for Naval Air Station Key West Airfield Operations, 
Florida (2013). In 2013, the Navy prepared an EIS that analyzed the potential effects associated 
with the supporting and conducting aircraft training operations and capabilities at NAS Key West 
by maintaining current/baseline training operations, supporting airfield operations by new types 
of aircraft, and modifying airfield operations as necessary in support of the Fleet Response 
Training Plan. On October 31, 2013, a Record of Decision was signed (U.S. Navy, 2013a). 
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• Environmental Assessment/Overseas Environmental Assessment for the Navy MQ-4C Triton 
(Broad Area Maritime Surveillance [BAMS]) UAS Developmental Test Program (2012). In 2012, 
the Navy prepared an EA/Overseas EA (OEA) that analyzed the potential effects associated with 
conducting the Navy’s MQ-4C Triton (BAMS) UAS Developmental Test Program at NBVC Point 
Mugu, California. On March 13, 2013, a FONSI was signed (U.S. Navy, 2013b). The 
Developmental Test Program was to be conducted over a 3-year period beginning in fiscal year 
(FY) 2013 at a number of contractor and DoD facilities and ranges. The Developmental Test 
Program evaluated the operational capabilities of the Triton UAS in a variety of mission 
scenarios. The EA/OEA evaluated two alternatives for staging the Developmental Test Program: 
(1) NBVC Point Mugu, with portions of the testing requirements occurring at the Point Mugu Sea 
Range, California, and Northrop Grumman Corporation facility in Palmdale, California; and (2) 
NAS Patuxent River, Maryland, with secondary locations at the Northrop Grumman Corporation 
facility in Palmdale and NBVC Point Mugu. The Navy identified the second alternative as the 
preferred alternative. The action analyzed in the EA/OEA for the Navy’s Triton BAMS UAS 
Developmental Test Program, including any associated flight operations, is separate and 
independent from this Proposed Action, including Triton UAS flight operations, addressed in this 
EA. A representative emergency divert location for NAS Patuxent River/Virginia Capes Complex 
(VACAPES) would be NASA WFF, Virginia. 

• Final Environmental Assessment for the West Coast Home Basing of the MQ-4C Triton 
Unmanned Aircraft System at Naval Base Ventura County Point Mugu, California (2013). In 
2013, the Navy prepared an EA that analyzed the Navy’s proposal to establish facilities and 
functions to support the West Coast home basing and maintaining of the MQ-4C Triton UAS, 
which was formerly known as the BAMS UAS, at NBVC Point Mugu, California. On April 22, 2013, 
a FONSI was signed (U.S. Navy, 2013c). Under the Proposed Action, the Navy would home base 
four Triton UAS aircraft; establish a maintenance hub for the Triton UAS, supporting up to four 
additional Triton UAS undergoing maintenance actions at any one time; conduct an average of 
five Triton UAS flight operations (i.e., takeoffs or landings) per day (1,825 annually); construct, 
demolish, and renovate facilities and infrastructure at NBVC Point Mugu; and station up to 
700 personnel, plus their family members, while supporting rotational deployments to and from 
OCONUS. 

• Final Environmental Assessment E-2/C-2 Field Carrier Landing Practice Operations at Emporia-
Greensville Regional Airport, Greensville County, Virginia, and National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration Wallops Flight Facility, Accomack County, Virginia (2013). In 2013, the Navy 
analyzed the proposed use of the facilities at either Emporia-Greensville Regional Airport 
(Emporia-Greensville) or at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s WFF until the Navy 
addresses local field carrier landing practice (FCLP) capacity shortfalls on a more permanent 
basis. The proposed action supported FCLP operations for E-2/C-2 squadrons operating from NS 
Norfolk Chambers Field. The EA analyzed the environmental consequences associated with both 
the proposed FCLP operations and minor modifications to airfield facilities to support the FCLP 
operations. The Navy was the lead agency for this proposed action, and the Federal Aviation 
Administration and NASA served as cooperating agencies. The EA evaluated two action 
alternatives for conducting E-2/C-2 FCLP operations, as well as a no action alternative. The two 
action alternatives included up to 45,000 annual operations at Emporia-Greensville 
(Alternative 1) and up to 45,000 annual operations at WFF (Alternative 2). Under the no action 
alternative, the Navy would continue using Naval Auxiliary Landing Field Fentress as the primary 
local airfield for E-2/C-2 FCLP training requirements. On January 15, 2013, a FONSI was signed 
(U.S. Navy, 2013d). The Navy found that the proposed action would not result in significant 
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adverse direct, indirect, or cumulative environmental impacts at Emporia-Greensville or NASA 
WFF Main Base. 

• Final Environmental Assessment for the Home Basing of the MH-60R/S on the East Coast of 
the United States (2002). In 2002, the Navy evaluated the home basing of 102 MH-60S and 105  
MH-60R helicopters on the East Coast of the U.S. The East Coast locations under consideration 
were NS Norfolk, Virginia and the Jacksonville Fleet Concentration Area, Florida, which includes 
NS Mayport and NAS Jacksonville. Four alternatives were considered for siting the  
MH-60R and MH-60S helicopters. The preferred alternative was Alternative 1, which would 
home base all or most of the 102 MH-60S aircraft, associated personnel, and infrastructure at 
NS Norfolk; all or most of the 105 MH-60R aircraft, associated personnel, and infrastructure 
would be home based at the Jacksonville Fleet Concentration Area. On May 17, 2002, a FONSI 
was signed (U.S. Navy, 2002). No significant, adverse short-term or long-term impacts would 
occur at any of the installations from implementing the proposed action. 

• Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Introduction of the P-8A Multi-Mission 
Maritime Aircraft into the U.S. Navy Fleet (2008). In 2008, the Navy evaluated the introduction 
of the P-8A Multi-Mission Maritime Aircraft (MMA) in the U.S. Navy Fleet. In its Record of 
Decision signed on December 23, 2008, the Navy determined that its preferred alternative 
(Alternative 5) best met the needs of the Navy while minimizing potential environmental 
impacts. Alternative 5 included home basing five fleet squadrons with a fleet replacement 
squadron at NAS Jacksonville, four fleet squadrons at NAS Whidbey Island, and three fleet 
squadrons at Marine Corps Base (MCB) Hawaii Kaneohe Bay, with periodic squadron 
detachment operations at NAS North Island in San Diego, California (U.S. Navy, 2008). 

As noted in the Final EIS for the P-8A MMA, the Triton UAS aircraft can be home based at 
locations that are separate from the Tactical Support Center. The Triton UAS is controlled by 
satellite using a control station located in a building connected to the base communications 
system. Because of the similarity of mission, Triton UAS would be controlled from within the 
MMA Tactical Support Center, which is co-located with the P-8A MMA home basing sites. Thus, 
the facilities necessary for the Triton UAS control station were considered within the Final EIS 
for the P-8A MMA. Potential environmental impacts associated with Triton UAS were to be 
considered separately upon fielding the Triton UAS aircraft and development of a basing 
strategy. As noted, home base locations for Triton UAS aircraft and the P-8A MMA are not 
necessarily linked. However, the potential environmental impacts of the Triton UAS mission 
control station located within the Tactical Support Center were considered in the Final EIS for 
the P-8A MMA because P-8A’s personnel augment the Triton UAS command and control 
functions. 

• Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Introduction of the P-8A Multi-
Mission Maritime Aircraft into the U.S. Navy Fleet (2014). In 2014, the Navy re-evaluated the 
introduction of the P-8A MMA to the Navy Fleet via a Supplemental EIS (SEIS) given the 
availability of new information. The SEIS considered home basing P-8A fleet squadrons and the 
Fleet Replacement Squadron at two locations instead of three in order to meet current Navy 
requirements to maximize the efficiency of support facilities and simulation devices, and 
optimize the number of personnel required (U.S. Navy, 2014). A Record of Decision was signed 
on June 3, 2014, and the Navy determined that Alternative 1 would best meet the Navy’s needs 
while minimizing environmental impacts to the greatest extent possible. Alternative 1 
considered the environmental effects of home basing six fleet P-8A squadrons and the fleet 
replacement squadron at NAS Jacksonville, Florida and six fleet squadrons at NAS Whidbey 
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Island, Washington. Alternative 1 also considered a permanent, rotating squadron detachment 
at MCB Hawaii Kaneohe Bay and periodic squadron detachments at Naval Base Coronado, 
California. The conclusions made in the 2008 EIS regarding the Triton UAS mission control 
complex were unaffected. The SEIS did note that constructing the Triton UAS Mission Control 
Complex would demolish an existing building and surface parking area. In its place a two-story, 
approximately 34,000-square foot building would be built. 

• Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Restoration of Clear Zones and Stormwater 
Drainage Systems at Boca Chica Field, Naval Air Station Key West, Florida (2007). In 2007, the 
Navy analyzed the restoration of clear zones and stormwater drainage systems on Boca Chica 
Field to bring the airfield into compliance with Navy and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
safety regulations (U.S. Navy, 2007). The EIS considered a phased implementation of the 
proposed action, which took into account maintenance of airfield resources to allow for airfield 
safety while meeting natural resources management goals, including procedures implemented 
to preserve wetland habitat (including mangroves) and habitat for the federally protected Lower 
Keys marsh rabbit. 

• Final Environmental Assessment Establishment of Restricted Area Airspace 6604C/D/E at 
Wallops Flight Facility (2016). This EA addressed the proposed establishment of Restricted Area 
Airspace (R-) 6604C/D/E at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard 
Space Flight Center’s WFF, located in Accomack County, Virginia. The new Restricted Area 
Airspace supplements WFF’s existing R-6604A/B airspace (NASA, 2016a). Under the Proposed 
Action, NASA requested the Federal Aviation Administration grant additional Restricted Area 
Airspace such that NASA can conduct experimental test profiles with a much lower risk of 
encountering non-participating aircraft. No changes are proposed to the types of aircraft or 
types and number of operations conducted within the airspace adjacent to WFF. A Finding of 
Significant Impact (FONSI) was signed on September 19, 2016. (NASA, 2016b). 

• Environmental Resources Document, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Wallops Flight Facility (2016). An Environmental Resources 
Document is specific to NASA and not required by the NEPA statute. The document serves as a 
succinct baseline description of all environmental aspects of the operations of WFF (NASA, 
2016c). The Environmental Resources Document was used to assist in the development of the 
environmental baseline for NASA WFF in this EA. 

1.5 The Environmental Review Process 

 

As a federal statute, NEPA (42 U.S.C. sections 4321–4370h) requires the identification and analysis of 
potential environmental impacts associated with proposed major federal actions before those actions 
are taken. NEPA established the CEQ, which was charged with the development of implementing 
regulations and ensuring federal agency compliance with NEPA. The process for implementing NEPA is 
codified in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), parts 1500–1508, Regulations for 
Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (CEQ regulations). 
According to CEQ regulations, the requirements of NEPA must be integrated “with other planning and 
environmental review procedures required by law or by agency so that all such procedures run 
concurrently rather than consecutively” (40 CFR section 1500.2). The NEPA process does not 
replace procedural or substantive requirements of other environmental statutes and regulations; it 
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addresses them collectively in the form of an EA or an EIS, which enables the decision maker to have a 
comprehensive view of key environmental issues and requirements associated with a proposed action. 

An EIS is prepared for federal actions that might significantly affect the quality of the natural or 
human environment. An EA is a concise document that provides sufficient analysis for determining 
whether the potential environmental impacts of a proposed action are significant, requiring the 
preparation of an EIS, or not significant, resulting in the preparation of a FONSI. 

The Navy implements NEPA through Procedures for Implementing the National Environmental Policy 
Act (32 CFR part 775). Additional guidance is found in OPNAVINST 5090.6A, Environmental 
Planning for Department of the Navy Actions, and Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV)  
M-5090.1, Environmental Readiness Program Manual. The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration implements NEPA through NASA Procedural Requirements (NPR) for Managing NEPA 
(NPR 8580.1). The intent of this EA is to assess the potential environmental impacts from the East 
Coast home basing and maintaining of the Triton UAS at one of three alternate locations: NAS Key West, 
Florida; NS Mayport, Florida; and NASA WFF, Virginia. 

 

NEPA directs agencies to focus an EA on potentially significant resources and issues affected by a 
proposed action or alternative. It also provides that a NEPA document should consider, but not analyze 
in detail, those areas or resources not potentially affected by the proposal. Therefore, a NEPA document 
should not be encyclopedic; rather, it should be succinct and to the point. Both description and analysis 
in an EA should provide sufficient detail and depth to ensure that the agency (e.g., the U.S. Navy and 
NASA) took a critical look at all resources potentially impacted by an action. NEPA also requires a 
comparative analysis that allows decision makers and the public to differentiate among the alternatives.  

The primary focus of this EA is analysis of impacts on resources from the establishment of facilities and 
functions (i.e., construction and demolition activities) to support home basing of the Triton UAS and the 
subsequent activities required to maintain and operate these aircraft on the East Coast.  

As one of the alternatives considered in this EA is to site the Triton UAS at a NASA installation, NASA 
served as a cooperating agency in the preparation of this EA. Under NEPA, a cooperating agency is 
another federal, state, local, or tribal government agency having jurisdiction by law and/or special 
expertise regarding the proposed action or its potential environmental effects. As the federal landowner 
at WFF, NASA possesses both jurisdiction by law as well as special expertise pertaining to the 
environmental resources within and adjacent to NASA WFF. Moreover, as a federal agency, NASA has its 
own NEPA policies and procedures (14 CFR part 1216.3) with which it must comply. As such, this EA was 
prepared to satisfy both the Navy and NASA’s NEPA obligations.  

 

All potentially relevant environmental resource areas were initially considered for analysis in this EA. In 
compliance with NEPA, CEQ, 32 CFR part 775, and 14 CFR part 1216.3 requirements, the discussion of 
the affected environment (i.e., existing conditions) focuses only on those resource areas potentially 
subject to impacts. Additionally, the level of detail used in describing a resource is commensurate with 
the anticipated level of potential environmental impact. Table 1-1 presents the potential resources that 
could be analyzed in this EA and whether elements of the Proposed Action would have the potential to 
affect these resources. The elements include construction and demolition, as well as aircraft 
maintenance and operations.   
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Table 1-1  Resources Analyzed to Determine Need for Further Evaluation 

Categories/Resources 
Elements of Proposed Action and Anticipated Impact 
Construction and Demolition Aircraft Maintenance and Operations 

Noise Minor Minor 
Air Quality Minor Minor 
Public Health and Safety Minor Minor 
Radio Frequency and Electromagnetic 
Emissions None None 

Biological Resources 
Vegetation1 Minor None 
Wildlife Minor Minor 
Special Status Species (including federally 
protected species, bald and golden 
eagles, and migratory birds) 

Minor Minor 

Water Resources 
Groundwater Minor None 
Surface Water  Minor None 
Wetlands Minor None 
Floodplains1 Minor None 

Cultural Resources1 Minor None 
Socioeconomics Minor Minor 
Transportation Minor Minor 
Hazardous Materials and Wastes Minor None 
Airfield and Airspace Management None None 
Land Use None None 
Infrastructure and Utilities1 Minor Minor 
Recreation None None 
Community/Emergency Services1 None Minor 
Environmental Justice None None 
Visual/Aesthetic Resources None None 
Soils and Topography None None 
Note: 1Differs depending on the alternative and further resource consideration is addressed in each chapter associated with an 

alternative.  

 

Depending on the action alternative, some environmental resources were omitted from further detailed 
analysis in this EA because there would be negligible to no impacts to these resources from 
implementing the Proposed Action. The resources omitted from further detailed analysis are presented 
at the beginning of each action alternative’s impact analysis chapter (Chapters 4, 6, and 8). 

1.6 Relevant Laws and Regulations 

The Navy has prepared this EA based upon federal and state laws, statutes, regulations, and policies that 
are pertinent to the implementation of the Proposed Action, including the following: 

• NEPA (42 U.S.C. sections 4321-4370h), which requires an environmental analysis for major 
federal actions that have the potential to significantly impact the quality of the human 
environment 

• CEQ Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of NEPA (40 CFR parts 1500-1508) 
• Navy regulations for implementing NEPA (32 CFR part 775) 
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• Clean Air Act (CAA) (42 U.S.C. section 7401 et seq.) 
• Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 U.S.C. section 1251 et seq.) 
• Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) (16 U.S.C. section 1451 et seq.) 
• National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (54 U.S.C. section 306108 et seq.) 
• Endangered Species Act (ESA) (16 U.S.C. section 1531 et seq.) 
• Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) (16 U.S.C. section 1361 et seq.) 
• Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) (16 U.S.C. section 703-712) 
• Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. section 668-668d) 
• Energy Independence and Security Act (42 U.S.C. chapter 152) 
• Executive Order (EO) 11988, Floodplain Management 
• EO 13690, Floodplain Risk Management Standards 
• EO 12088, Federal Compliance with Pollution Control Standards 
• EO 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and 

Low-Income Populations 
• EO 13045, Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks 
• EO 13175, Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments 
• EO 13653, Preparing the United States for the Impacts of Climate Change 
• EO 13693, Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next Decade 

A description of the Proposed Action’s consistency with these laws, policies and regulations, as well as 
the names of regulatory agencies responsible for their implementation, is presented in Chapter 10 
(Table 10-1). 

1.7 Public Participation  

According to CEQ regulations (40 CFR section 1506.6), agencies are directed to make diligent efforts to 
involve the public in preparing and implementing their NEPA procedures. Through the public 
involvement process, the Navy coordinates with relevant federal, state, and local agencies and notifies 
them and the public of the Proposed Action. Input from public responses is incorporated into the 
analysis of potential environmental impacts, as appropriate. Materials relating to interagency 
coordination and public involvement are included, as they become available, in Appendix A. 

To announce the availability of the Draft EA for public review, a Notice of Availability (NOA) for the Draft 
EA was published in the following newspapers: 

• Boca Chica Airfield – Lower Keys 
o The Key West Citizen 
o The Keynoter 
o The Southernmost Flyer 

• Mayport – Jacksonville 
o Jacksonville Times-Union 

• Wallops Island – Eastern Shore 
o Virginian Pilot (Virginia) 
o Eastern Shore Post (includes the Chincoteague Beacon and Eastern Shore News) 
o Daily Times (Maryland) 

The published NOA solicited comments on the Draft EA and intended to involve the local community in 
the decision making process. The 30-day public review period started on September 1, 2016, and ended 
on October 1, 2016. Copies of the Draft EA were available for review at the following local libraries: 
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• Key West 
o Monroe County Public Library, 700 Fleming Street, Key West, Florida 33040 
o Florida Keys Community College Library, 5901 College Road, Key West, Florida 33040 

• Mayport – Jacksonville 
o Beaches Library, 600 3rd Street, Neptune Beach, Florida 32266 
o Main Library, 303 N. Laura Street, Jacksonville, Florida 32202 
o Public Library, 25 N. 4th Street, Fernandina Beach, Florida 32034 

• Wallops Island – Eastern Shore 
o NASA Wallops Flight Facility Visitor’s Center, Building J20, VA-175,  

Wallops Island, Virginia 23337 
o Chincoteague Island Library, 4077 Main Street, Chincoteague Island, Virginia 23336  
o Pocomoke Public Library, 301 Market Street, Pocomoke City, Maryland 21851 
o Eastern Shore Public Library, 23610 Front Street, Accomac, Virginia 23301 

The Draft EA was posted on the Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command Web site: 
http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx. Comments received from 
the public and federal, state, and local agencies were considered in the Final EA. During the review 
period, 98 comments were received via the website comment form and U.S. Postal Service. Of the 
comments received, 85 were in support of the Proposed Action. The comments of support were 
distributed among the alternatives as follows: 

• Alternative 1 at NAS Key West: 17 comments (20 percent) 
• Alternative 2 at NS Mayport: 1 comment (1 percent) 
• Alternative 3 at WFF: 67 comments (79 percent) 

Issues of concern noted by members of the public, as summarized below, are categorized by topics. 

• Socioeconomics (9 comments). The nine comments associated with socioeconomics suggested 
that the Final EA re-evaluate housing availability and affordability in Key West and the Lower 
Keys. Sections 4.6.1.3 and 4.6.2.2 were revised in response to these comments. 

• Noise (1 comment). One commenter did not support home basing the Triton UAS at NS 
Mayport, as it would increase the noise generated at the airfield. Evaluation of noise generated 
by the Triton UAS at NS Mayport is found in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2.2 of both the draft and final 
EAs. As presented in the draft EA, there would be a barely noticeable less than 1 decibel Day-
Night Average Sound Level increase in noise levels with the addition of Triton UAS operations at 
the NS Mayport airfield. 

• Cumulative effects (1 comment). The commenter raised concern regarding the past and present 
proposed R-6604 C/D/E expansion. The commenter asserts that it appears the expansion of 
restricted area airspace, R-6604C/D/E is an associated and perhaps necessary action for Triton 
UAS home basing at WFF. The commenter also re-submitted comments that were submitted for 
the Final EA to Establish Restricted Area Airspace R-6604C/D/E at Wallops Flight Facility (NASA, 
2016a). As presented in Appendix C of the Final EA to Establish Restricted Area Airspace R-
6604C/D/E at Wallops  Flight, "It's important to note that work on the proposal to expand the 
restricted area airspace to mitigate the risks inherent to NASA's flight test operations began in 
2008" (NASA, 2016a; Appendix C, page 2). Therefore, expansion of restricted airspace is not 
associated with the home basing of the Triton UAS. Additionally, existence of this expanded 
airspace was considered but was not a requirement; neither of the two alternative locations 
have immediately adjacent restricted area airspace. Therefore, basing the Triton UAS is not 

http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx
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contingent upon establishing expanded R-6604 airspace. See also response to public comments 
associated with the Final EA to Establish Restricted Area Airspace R-6604C/D/E at Wallops Flight 
Facility contained in Appendix C, pages 1 through 9. 

• UASs used for eliminating terrorist suspects (1 comment). One comment was offered opposing 
the Triton UAS home basing at NS Mayport because the Triton UAS could be used for removing 
terrorist suspects. As presented in Sections 1.1 and 1.3, the Triton UAS mission is to provide 
continuous maritime ISR data collection and dissemination capability to the serviced Fleet 
Commander for up to 24 hours per day. The Triton UAS does not carry weapons as noted in 
Sections 4.2, 6.2, and 8.2. 

Based on the comments and analyses herein, the Navy determined that an EA is sufficient for the 
Proposed Action, and a FONSI will be prepared and signed. Notification of the FONSI’s availability will be 
announced in local newspapers identified above. 

1.8 Agency Participation and Intergovernmental Coordination  

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The Navy is conducting informal consultation with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS); Appendix B provides copies of the correspondence. 

The Navy determined that Alternative 1 may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect federally 
threatened and endangered listed species potentially occurring in the project area. Alternative 1 would 
have no effect on critical habitat as none is located in the project area. The Navy initiated informal 
consultation with the USFWS South Florida Ecological Services Office on June 2, 2016. Pursuant to the 
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act and Migratory Bird Treaty Act, no harm to eagles or migratory 
birds is anticipated. In summary, no significant impacts are anticipated to biological resources under 
Alternative 1, NAS Key West. 

The Navy determined that Alternative 2 may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect federally 
threatened and endangered listed species potentially occurring in the project area. Alternative 2 would 
have no effect on critical habitat as none is located in the project area. On July 14, 2016, the USFWS 
concurred with the Navy findings. Pursuant to the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act and Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act, no harm to eagles or migratory birds is anticipated. In summary, no significant impacts 
are anticipated to biological resources under Alternative 2, NS Mayport. 

The Navy determined that Alternative 3 would have no effect on any federally threatened and 
endangered listed species. Alternative 3 would have no effect on critical habitat as none is located in the 
project area. Pursuant to the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act and Migratory Bird Treaty Act, no 
harm to eagles or migratory birds is anticipated. In summary, no significant impacts are anticipated to 
biological resources under Alternative 3 at the WFF. 

State Historic Preservation Office. The Navy has also coordinated with the Florida and Virginia State 
Historic Preservation Officers (SHPO) for potential impacts to listed or potentially eligible properties at 
the three alternative locations. On June 30, 2016, the Navy requested the concurrence of the Florida 
State Historic Preservation Office that Alternative 1 at NAS Key West warrants a finding of “No Historic 
Properties Affected.” On August 5, 2016, the Florida SHPO responded that they needed additional 
information to support the not eligible for National Register listing determination for Buildings A-1004 
and A-1005. On August 30, 2016, the Navy responded and provided the requested information and 
pictures. On October 6, 2016, the SHPO concurred with the Navy’s finding of “No Historic Properties 
Affected.” Appendix B provides copies of the correspondence. 
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Under Alternative 2 at NS Mayport, the St. Johns Lighthouse (a listed building under the NHPA) is found 
within the APE. Based on an evaluation of the site, the Navy determined that there would be no direct 
effects to the lighthouse footprint or the viewshed of the historic property. Concurrence with these 
findings was requested of the SHPOs. On June 30, 2016, the Navy requested the concurrence of the 
Florida State Historic Preservation Office that Alternative 2 warrants a finding of “No Historic Properties 
Affected.” On August 5, 2016, the Florida SHPO requested that the project area be surveyed for 
archaeological resources. On August 30, 2016, the Navy provided justification on why this area on NS 
Mayport does not need additional surveying and why it would not be a suitable location for finding 
undiscovered archaeological resources. On October 6, 2016, the SHPO concurred with the Navy’s finding 
of “No Historic Properties Affected.” Appendix B provides copies of the correspondence. 

For Alternative 3, the Navy and NASA initiated interagency coordination with the Virginia Department of 
Historic Resources in a letter dated July 14, 2016. The Navy and NASA determined that the undertaking 
would have no effect on historic architectural or archeological resources, as the APE does not contain 
NRHP-listed or eligible properties. The Navy and NASA invited the Virginia Department of Historic 
Resources to concur with the effect determination for the undertaking. The Virginia Department of 
Historic Resources concurred with the effect determination via email dated August 10, 2016. Appendix B 
provides copies of this correspondence. 

While traditional cultural properties have not been recognized at any of the three alternative locations, 
on July 29, 2016, letters were posted and on August 1, 2016, emails were sent to the Seminole Tribe of 
Florida about the Proposed Action and Alternative 1. The Miccosukee Tribe of Indians, the Seminole 
Nation of Oklahoma, and the Seminole Tribe of Florida were also notified at the same time and manner 
regarding Alternative 2. Pursuant to NASA’s Programmatic Agreement, the Navy and NASA sent copies 
of the package sent to the Virginia Department of Historic Resources to the Pocomoke and Catawba 
Indian Nations apprising them of the Proposed Action and Alternative 3. To date, no responses from any 
of the tribes have been received; therefore, it is presumed that there are no objections to implementing 
the Proposed Action at any of the three alternative locations. Appendix B provides copies of the 
correspondence. 

Federal Coastal Consistency. The Navy and NASA also determined that implementing the Proposed 
Action at the two alternative locations in Florida is consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with 
the enforceable policies of the Florida Coastal Management Program and fully consistent with the 
Virginia Coastal Zone Management Programs. The Navy delivered Coastal Consistency Determinations 
for the two alternative locations in Florida to the Florida State Clearinghouse via a letter dated July 11, 
2016 and invited concurrence from the State of Florida. On September 23, 2016, the Florida Department 
of Environmental Protection concurred with the Navy’s determination that Alternative 1 and 2 were 
consistent with the enforceable policies of Florida.  

The Navy delivered a Coastal Consistency Determination for Alternative 3 to the Virginia Department of 
Environmental Quality via letter dated August 8, 2016, and invited concurrence from the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. On September 29, 2016, the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality 
concurred with the Navy’s determination that Alternative 3 would be fully consistent with the 
enforceable policies of Virginia. On November 15, 2016, the Navy sent Virginia’s Department of 
Environmental Quality an additional Coastal Consistency Determination to account for development of 
the unaccompanied housing area. On January 10, 2017, the Virginia Department of Environmental 
Quality determined that development in this area would be fully consistent with the Virginia State 
Coastal Management Program. Appendix B provides copies of this correspondence. 
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In response to the review of the Draft EA, agency comments identified the need to obtain the required 
construction-related permits, ensure that erosion, sedimentation, and pollution prevention measures 
are undertaken during construction, and/or noted the agency’s lack of objection to the Proposed Action. 
Specific to the WFF, the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) identified two waste and 
two petroleum release sites that could be impacted by soil disturbance. They requested that the WFF 
continue to coordinate with DEQ as well as the appropriate federal agencies to ensure exposure to any 
groundwater contamination during construction and post construction does not present a risk to human 
health or the environment. The Virginia DEQ also asked that WFF consider the nature and extent of the 
identified waste sites to determine their impact to the proposed project.  

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region III. Following review of the EA, the USEPA requested 
more information associated with home basing the Triton UAS at WFF; a summary of the comment is 
provided below. Responses to the comments are indicated in italics. 

• More information wanted on Areas of Concern at WFF for groundwater contaminants. Section 
8.8.8.2 provides information associated with hazardous materials/wastes and Areas of Concern. 

• More information on the Proposed Action. The Proposed Action is described in Section 2.1 and 
specifically as it applies to WFF in Section 2.3.4, portions of these sections were revised to 
provide clarification. 

• More information on public health and safety. Information on public health and safety is 
presented in Section 3.2 (definition, regulatory setting, and approach to analysis) and specifically 
for WWF in Section 8.2. There are no negligible changes to the health and safety environment; 
therefore, further information was not added. 

• More information on climate change resiliency. Climate change resiliency is presented in Section 
3.3.2.4 and specifically for WWF in Sections 8.3.1/8.3.2.2 (greenhouse gases [GHG] effects in the 
region and actions taken by region to address climate change/effects of the alternative to GHG 
and climate change); 8.4.1.3/8.4.2.2 (existing climate change conditions vis-à-vis biological 
resources/effects of alternative to climate change and biological resources); and 8.5.2.2 (effects 
of climate change to water resources). Section 9.2.6 (as well as similar sections in Chapter 5 and 
7) was added to the cumulative analysis addressing climate change and GHGs. 

• More information on use of green infrastructure/low impact development. Green infrastructure 
and low impact development are addressed in Sections 2.1.11 (proposed action) and 8.5.2.2 
(water resources).    

• Requested a copy of the Final EA when prepared. Placed on mailing list. 

1.9 Organization of the Environmental Assessment 

In general, because of the three distinct alternative locations, the EA is organized to minimize 
duplicative information. This is done by presenting the Proposed Action elements, which are similar for 
the three action alternatives, in Section 2.1. Elements specific to each of the alternatives are then 
described in Section 2.3.2 for NAS Key West, 2.3.3 for NS Mayport, and 2.3.4 for WFF. Chapter 3 
provides the resource definition, regulatory setting (where applicable), and approach to analysis. 
Chapters 4 and 5 apply to NAS Key West and present the affected environment and environmental 
consequences of implementing Alternative 1 (Chapter 4) and cumulative effects of the alternative 
(Chapter 5). Chapters 6 and 7 apply to NS Mayport and present the affected environment and 
environmental consequences of implementing Alternative 2 (Chapter 6) and cumulative effects of the 
alternative (Chapter 7). Chapters 8 and 9 apply to NASA’s WFF and present the affected environment 
and environmental consequences of implementing Alternative 3 (Chapter 8) and cumulative effects of 
the alternative (Chapter 9). Chapter 10 presents other considerations required by NEPA; Chapter 11 
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provides the references cited; Chapter 12 lists the EA preparers; Chapter 13 provides the distribution 
lists; and Chapter 14 identifies the persons and agencies contacted during preparation of this EA. 

1.10 Changes from the Draft EA to the Final EA 

The following updates have been made to the Final EA: 

• Chapter 1 
o A synopsis of public comments and the Navy’s responses to those comments has been 

added to Section 1.7. 
o Update to agency and intergovernmental coordination in Section 1.8. 

• Chapter 2 
o Added information associated with flight operations, areas of disturbance, and call outs for 

facilities in Section 2.1. 
o In Section 2.3, clarified information specific to each of the alternative locations. 

• Chapter 4 
o Construction emissions were re-analyzed to accommodate the 150,000 square foot hangar 

and presented in Table 4-5. When compared to the draft EA findings, the emissions 
increased slightly; however, they did not introduce any discernable impacts on the regional 
air quality or change the conclusion of no significant impacts. 

o A re-evaluation of housing availability and affordability for incoming personnel associated 
with Alternative 1 at NAS Key West were included in Section 4.6.1.3 for baseline conditions 
and in Section 4.6.2.2 identifying potential impacts. 

• Chapter 5 
o Revision to housing availability and affordability for incoming personnel associated with 

Alternative 1 at NAS Key West was included in Section 5.2.5. 
• Chapter 6 

o Construction emissions were re-analyzed to accommodate the 150,000 square-foot hangar 
and 10-acre relocated storage area.  These emissions were updated and presented in Table 
6-5. When compared to the draft EA findings, the emissions increased slightly; however, 
they did not introduce any discernable impacts on the regional air quality or change the 
conclusion of no significant impacts. 

• Chapter 8 
o Clarified in Section 8.0 that expansion of R-6604C/D/E restricted airspace is not correlated 

with home basing the Triton UAS, nor is home basing the UAS contingent upon creation of 
the proposed expanded restricted airspace. This expansion has been under consideration 
since 2008, and was not a requirement to home base the Triton UAS at WFF. 

o Radio frequency spectrum use and electromagnetic emissions were added to Section 8.0 as 
a resource considered but not carried forward for further evaluation. NASA, in conjunction 
with its onsite tenants (including the U.S. Navy), has an established frequency management 
process to prevent electromagnetic interference (EMI) from disrupting or damaging EMI-
sensitive equipment, systems, radars, etc. throughout the facility. Radio frequency 
utilization as well as management policies and procedures are applicable to all activities at 
WFF. 
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o Construction emissions were re-analyzed to reflect 150,000 square-foot hangar construction 
and the absence of the need to accommodate a wash rack. These emissions are presented 
in Table 8-5. When compared to the draft EA findings, the emissions increased slightly; 
however, they did not introduce any discernable impacts on the regional air quality or 
change the conclusion of no significant impacts. 

o Section 8.8.2 was updated to clarify the status of the Restoration Program Sites. 
• Chapter 10 

o Updated Section 10.1.1 to reflect concurrence with the Navy and NASA determinations that 
the alternatives would be consistent with the enforceable policies of Florida and Virginia 
under the Coastal Zone Management Act. 

• Chapter 11 
o Updated Section 11.4 to reflect the three references added resulting from the re-evaluation 

of housing at NAS Key West and to Section 11.8 to include a reference to the Final EA for 
Establishment of Restricted Area 6604C/D/E that was published in September 2016. 

• Appendices 
o Updated Appendix A to include correspondence from agency coordination efforts. 
o Updated Appendix B to include concurrence letters associated with the federal coastal 

consistency process from the Florida Department of Environmental Protection and the 
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality. 

o Updated Appendix C to reflect re-evaluation of air emissions.
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2 PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 
This chapter describes the Proposed Action (Section 2.1), factors used to develop the range of 
alternatives (Section 2.2), alternatives carried forward for analysis (Section 2.3), and alternatives 
considered but not carried forward for further analysis (Section 2.4).  

2.1 Proposed Action 

The Proposed Action is to provide facilities and functions to operate and maintain the MQ-4C Triton UAS 
on the east coast. Under this Proposed Action, the Navy plans to establish a launch and recovery site for 
four home based MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System (Triton UAS) and support a consolidated 
maintenance hub for up to four additional aircraft undergoing maintenance actions. The east coast 
home base location would be a permanent duty station for up to 400 personnel, plus family members, 
and would support rotational deployments of personnel and aircraft outside the continental United 
States. 

Specifically, the Proposed Action would home base four Triton UAS; establish a maintenance hub for the 
Triton UAS, supporting up to four additional Triton UAS undergoing maintenance actions at any one 
time; conduct an average of five Triton UAS flight operations (i.e., takeoffs or landings) per day (1,825 
annually); construct, demolish, and/or renovate facilities and infrastructure at the home basing location; 
and station up to 400 personnel, plus their family members, while supporting rotational deployments to 
and from locations outside the United States (U.S.). It is assumed that a maximum of eight Triton UAS 
would be at the home basing location at any given time: four that are assigned for operational missions 
and four that have been transferred to the home base from another location to receive maintenance. 
Construction, demolition, and/or renovation activities would take place over a 2-year period, from Fiscal 
Year (FY) 2017 to FY 2019, with steady state operations beginning in the 2023 timeframe. The additional 
400 personnel and their family members would gradually relocate to the home basing location and the 
surrounding area in phases, from FY 2019 to FY 2023. Details of the Proposed Action are provided in the 
following sections. 

 

Under the Proposed Action, an average of five Triton UAS flight operations (take-offs or landings) would 
be conducted per day at the home base. The Proposed Action would take into consideration the existing 
flight operations at the home base and the proposed increase in flight operations due to proposed 
Triton UAS flight operations. The Triton UAS would conduct straight-in approaches and straight-out 
departures and no closed-pattern operations would be conducted. Ideally, the Triton UAS would 
primarily depart and arrive over the ocean. The proposed operational flight profile for the Triton UAS 
takes it to a high cruise altitude—up to approximately 60,000 feet above mean sea level (MSL). Triton 
UAS flight operations would be conducted in existing controlled airspace at the home base airfield. The 
Navy would obtain the appropriate authorizations from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
before Triton UAS flight operations associated with the Proposed Action are conducted. Triton UAS 
operations from the home base airfield would occur within Restricted, Warning, or Prohibited airspace. 
This is required for compliance with FAA Order 7610.4T, Special Operations. Restricted areas are 
airspace units that are established where the existence of unusual, often invisible, hazards to aircraft 
exist, e.g., artillery firing or aerial gunnery. Entering restricted areas without authorization from the 
using or controlling agency may be extremely hazardous to non-participating aircraft. Warning areas are 
airspace units, extending from the state waters boundary seaward, which contain activities that may be 
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hazardous to non-participating aircraft. Prohibited areas contain airspace established for security or 
other reasons associated with national welfare (e.g., airspace over the National Mall where the White 
House and Congressional buildings are located).  

 

The Triton UAS has certain minimum airfield requirements for both the runway and taxiway. The runway 
must be at least 8,000 feet long and 150 feet wide. A taxiway would be required to connect the hangar 
and apron to the runway. The taxiway must be of sufficient dimensions to ensure adequate lateral wing 
clearance. The minimum taxiway width for the Triton UAS is 75 feet. To accommodate the full wingspan 
of the plane, vertical obstructions along each side of the taxiway (e.g., taxiway lights, signs, and airfield 
markings) must not exceed 1.6 feet in height. Furthermore, an adequate aircraft parking apron must be 
available. 

 

The Triton UAS airframes require protection from the elements (e.g., hail, rain, wind) when not in use. It 
is assumed that a maximum of eight Triton UAS would be at the East Coast home base at any given time: 
four that are permanently assigned for operational missions and four that have been transferred to the 
facility from another location to receive maintenance. Therefore, the hangar would be required to 
house and maintain up to eight Triton UAS at the proposed East Coast home base. Under the Proposed 
Action, the Navy evaluated the construction of new hangars to accommodate the Triton UAS. Spaces the 
hangar must accommodate include control space (i.e., space that houses the controls for the Triton UAS 
takeoffs and landings), maintenance space, administrative space, operations space, and storage space 
(including storage space for lithium ion batteries). Furthermore, adequate personnel parking must be 
available. 

 

The Triton UAS require a common kerosene-based jet propellant 5 (JP-5). One to three large 
aboveground storage tanks (e.g., 15,000-gallon tank) would be required to store JP-5. The Triton UAS 
would also require on-installation supply support services from fuel delivery trucks and those providing 
vacuum defueling. Fuel would be transported from on-installation bulk storage areas, transported via 
fuel trucks, and fuel transferred from trucks to aboveground storage tanks according to federal, state, 
local, and Navy regulations. Fuel storage tanks would be installed, operated, maintained, protected, and 
monitored per national codes and standards, Navy regulations and instructions, and meet Unified 
Facility Criteria 3-460-01, Design: Petroleum Fuel Facilities (Department of Defense [DoD], 2015) design 
requirements.  

 

A power check pad of at least 19,260 square feet in size would be required to support the Triton UAS. A 
power check pad is a paved area (rectangular, square, or circular), with an anchor block in the center. It 
is used to perform full-power engine diagnostic testing while the aircraft is held stationary.  

 

An aircraft wash rack would be required to support the Triton UAS. The aircraft wash rack would contain 
the rinse water runoff from the Triton UAS. The Navy assessed the existing aircraft wash rack(s) at each 
proposed home base location and determined that in most cases new wash rack construction would be 
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needed. The wash rack would comprise an area approximately 161 by 78 feet (12,558 square feet) in 
size. 

 

The Triton UAS is towed to the launch and recovery pad where it undergoes preflight and start up 
procedures. Upon landing, the Triton UAS taxis to the launch and recovery pad where it goes through 
post flight shutdown. Following shutdown, it is then towed to its designated parking spot, hangar, or 
maintenance area. The designated launch and recovery pad location depends upon the specific airfield 
configuration and layout of support facilities. It is recommended that this area be 181 feet wide and 150 
feet deep (27,150 square feet). The width should accommodate tow tractor, support equipment, and 
possible fuel truck movement during launch and recovery operations and maintain the minimum towed 
wingtip clearance. Depths should accommodate a safe area for the tow tractor in front of the Triton UAS 
and jet blast behind the Triton UAS. The location of the launch and recovery pad is determined by base 
operations personnel so as not to interfere with the normal traffic flow of the airfield; however, the 
pad’s site should be accessible to both tow way and taxiway. 

 

The Navy assessed the existing facilities for their capability to provide the necessary clearance and space 
to accommodate the Triton UAS. New construction, existing facility/infrastructure renovation, and 
demolition were considered depending on the action alternative.  

 

Under the Proposed Action, up to 400 personnel would be stationed at an East Coast home base to 
support the Triton UAS. The personnel would consist primarily of enlisted personnel, led by a group of 
officers, and supported by a small contingent of contractor personnel. These personnel and their family 
members would gradually relocate to the home base facility and the surrounding areas in phases (from 
FY 2019 to FY 2023). 

It is estimated that each of the 400 personnel associated with the Proposed Action would be 
accompanied by an average of about 1.3 family members (DoD, 2014a). Therefore, approximately 914 
people (400 personnel and 514 family members [adults and children]) would be relocated to a proposed 
East Coast home base and the surrounding areas.  In accordance with the number of personnel and 
associated family members, the Proposed Action requires provision of adequate housing (family and 
bachelor) as well as child development center capacity. Specifically, according to Commander, Naval 
Installation Command (CNIC) Instruction 11103.5 the Navy will house on base, unaccompanied E1 
through E3s (i.e., entry-level enlisted) personnel, and unaccompanied E4s who have less than 4 years of 
service. 

 

Under any new facility construction, renovation, and demolition activities, the Navy and NASA are 
required to site, design, build, operate, maintain, re-use, and demolish facilities in a sustainable manner 
to minimize the resources they consume, maximize the benefits they provide, and minimize the wastes 
they generate (DoD, 2013; NASA Facilities Design Guide, 2012). Additionally, DoD Unified Facilities 
Criteria (UFC) 1-200-02 (DoD, 2014b) and NASA Facilities Design Guide (NASA, 2012) define the 
minimum requirements and guidance for sustainable buildings in the planning, design, construction, 
renovation, repair, maintenance, operation, and equipment installation in new and existing facilities 
(DoD, 2014b; NASA, 2012).  
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Aspects of these requirements include, but are not limited to, orient facilities to maximize energy 
efficiencies, avoid development of sensitive land resources like prime farmlands, mitigate heat island 
effects, protect and conserve water, optimize energy efficiencies, and use environmentally preferable 
projects (e.g., those with made with recycled materials and biologically-based products (DoD, 2014b; 
NASA, 2012). Additionally, regardless of the alternative chosen for implementation, stormwater runoff 
would be managed in accordance with section 438 of the Energy Independence and Security Act (2007) 
by reducing stormwater runoff and pollution through use of green infrastructure and/or low impact 
development practices. Unified Facilities Criteria 3-210-10 Low Impact Development, provides the 
technical criteria and requirements, as well as references for the planning and design of applicable DoD 
projects to comply with stormwater requirements under section 438 of the Energy Independence and 
Security Act. Low Impact Development is a stormwater management strategy designed to maintain site 
hydrology and mitigate the adverse impacts of stormwater runoff and nonpoint source pollution ( DoD, 
2016). The Navy would adopt some or all of the following Low Impact Development design 
considerations: incorporating permeable pavements, installing bio-retention areas, using 
cisterns/rainwater recycling, and/or constructing green roofs (DoD, 2016). 

2.2 Development of the Range of Alternatives 

 

The implementing regulations of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) provide guidance on the 
consideration of alternatives to a federally proposed action and require rigorous exploration and 
objective evaluation of reasonable alternatives. Only those alternatives determined to be reasonable 
and to meet the purpose and need require detailed analysis. 

 

Potential alternatives that meet the purpose and need were evaluated against several screening factors 
as presented below. 

• (Tier 1) Geography: To be considered geographically suitable, the airfield should be located such 
that the distance to its operations areas can be achieved in the required response times.  

• (Tier 2) Meet Tier 1 Factors, and Airspace and Mission Compatibility:  
o Part A: Airfields should have reasonable access to compatible airspace (e.g., special use 

airspace (SUA) such as Restricted Areas, Warning Areas, or Prohibited Areas) and direct 
access to overwater operating areas. Current FAA regulations require special handling of 
unmanned aircraft in controlled airspace, which leads to operational constraints (e.g., 
takeoff and landing time restrictions such as nighttime flight limitations) and expense (e.g., 
dedicated chase aircraft). Airfields under or immediately adjacent to SUA allow the Triton 
UAS to launch, climb to altitude, and later return to the airfield with minimal interaction 
with civilian aircraft and without costly and operationally limiting mitigations. Access to 
overwater operating areas that minimizes the potential for overflights of populated areas. 

o Part B: Mission Compatibility: Airfield missions should be compatible with the Triton UAS 
missions. Incompatible airfield activities include flight research and testing and 
undergraduate pilot training. 

• (Tier 3) Meet Tier 1 and 2 Factors, and Compatible Facilities:  
o Part A: The airfield should be able to support the Triton UAS with existing, renovated 

facilities beginning in FY 2019 and ultimately provide permanent facilities to support steady-
state Triton UAS operations by FY 2023. The installation must be able to support additional 
personnel and their family members, who would gradually move to the surrounding areas in 
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phases (from FY 2019 to FY 2023). Initial operational capability at the installation would 
begin in FY 2019 and full operational capability would be reached by FY 2023. 

o Part B: Existing support functions and services should be available at the airfield to support 
the Triton UAS introduction timeline.  

There were 118 DoD and NASA airfields that met the Tier 1 geographic screening factor, Tier 2 and Tier 3 
screening factors were then applied. When screening factor (Tier 2) was applied, the list went from 118 
to 7 because the locations primarily did not meet the Tier 2A factor. After Tier 3 screening factors were 
applied, the list narrowed from 7 to 3, which were carried forward for analysis.  

2.3 Alternatives Carried Forward for Analysis 

Of the alternative sites meeting the purpose of and need for the Proposed Action and those meeting all 
of the screening factors, however, only three candidate sites were identified and are analyzed within 
this Environmental Assessment (EA) as separate alternatives. These sites are Naval Air Station (NAS) Key 
West and Naval Station (NS) Mayport in Florida, and Naval Aeronautics and Space Administration’s 
(NASA) Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) in Virginia. 

 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would not occur; the Navy would not establish 
facilities or functions in support of the East Coast home basing and maintaining of the Triton UAS. Under 
the No Action Alternative, the Navy would not achieve the required levels of operational readiness for 
the Triton UAS. The No Action Alternative would not meet the purpose of and need for the Proposed 
Action; however, as required by NEPA, the No Action Alternative is carried forward for analysis in this EA 
and is used as a baseline for measuring the environmental consequences of the action alternatives.

 

Alternative 1 would establish an East Coast home base (also referred to as a Forward Operating Base 
[FOB]) for the Triton UAS at NAS Key West, Florida. Under this alternative, all associated infrastructure, 
equipment and supporting personnel necessary for a fully operational Triton UAS home base would be 
developed at NAS Key West, Boca Chica Airfield. This would include the aircraft apron/taxiway, access 
road, and vehicle parking; hangar space, UAS control facility, battery storage, and other supply/storage 
facilities; power check pad; and wash rack. Development of the proposed home base under Alternative 
1 would involve new construction (including the appropriate construction-related permits), use of 
existing infrastructure and services, and changes to installation land use as described below. Figure 2-1 
depicts the Alternative 1 (NAS Key West) project area and identifies the proposed location of key 
infrastructure elements. As described herein, Alternative 1 meets all screening factors including 
geography, compatible airspace/missions, and compatible facilities. In total, 5 acres of impervious 
surfaces would be added to NAS Key West. 

Flight Operations and Airspace: Under Alternative 1, Triton UAS flight operations would use Runway 
08/26 for launch and recovery. An average of five Triton UAS flight operations would occur each day and 
share Runway 08/26 with existing flight operations. Existing flight operations average 143 per day, based 
on an annual average of 52,000. Triton UAS flight operations at NAS Key West would use adjacent SUA 
(Warning Area 174C, [W-174C]). There are 37 nautical miles of overwater corridors between the Boca 
Chica airfield airspace and W-174C for approach, departure, and C-4 routes for Runway 08/26. 
Depending on weather and other aircraft activities in the area, Triton UAS flight operations may on rare 
occasions pass over populated areas south of Runway 08/26 on take-offs and landings. Under 
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Alternative 1, Triton UAS operations would have unfettered access to compatible airspace, direct access 
to offshore operating areas, and would be compatible with current airfield activities. 

 
Figure 2-1  Naval Air Station Key West (Alternative 1) Project Area   
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Airfield Runway, Taxiway, and Apron: In terms of geography, the NAS Key West Boca Chica Airfield 
represents the southernmost suitable airfield on the East Coast of the United States. The airfield 
experiences a light to medium level of activity. NAS Key West contains three runways including Runway 
08/26 (10,001 by 200 feet), Runway 04/22 (7,002 by 200 feet), and Runway 14/32 (7,001 by 200 feet). 
However, only Runway 08/26 meets the 8,000-feet minimum runway length requirement for Triton 
UAS. Alternative 1 would use the existing runway, but construction of an additional taxiway segment 
and apron would be necessary to accommodate the size of the Triton UAS. A paved aircraft apron 
(approximately 3 acres) is proposed for new construction between the hangar and the taxiway. The 
parking apron would disturb approximately 3 acres of wetlands. Runway 08/26 includes arresting gear. 
The arresting cables would need to be disconnected prior to each Triton UAS flight operation. The 
elevation at NAS Key West Boca Chica Airfield is 6 feet above MSL. 

Aircraft Hangar: Alternative 1 would require construction of a new aircraft hangar of approximately 
150,000 square feet would be required to accommodate up to eight Triton UAS as well as all the 
necessary maintenance space, administrative space, operations space, and storage space. The proposed 
hangar location is shown in Figure 2-1. The hangar would be situated on the existing taxiway and a new 
taxiway would be constructed around the site. New construction to accommodate parking for privately 
owned vehicles (POVs) is proposed east of the hangar and would accommodate up to 180 vehicles. 
Control space would be provided from the existing air traffic control tower (Building A-4202), thereby 
maintaining line of sight communications connectivity to Runway 08/26. A sewer line is proposed to 
accommodate the increases in personnel in this area of the air station. The line would travel from the 
main administrative building, follow the southern portion of East Side Drive, and follow the existing Boca 
Chica Road to the closest Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority lift station (see Figure 2-1). The total length of 
the line would be approximately 8,400 linear feet and ground disturbance would be limited to the paved 
road and immediately adjacent vegetated areas (i.e., road shoulder). 

Fuel Storage and Supply: NAS Key West has existing JP-5 aboveground storage tanks and fuel trucks in 
place to provide fuel and defuel services; no additional fuel services would be required. 

Power Check Pad: The power check pad required to support the Triton UAS would be constructed west 
of the proposed hangar location and parking apron. The power check pad (and blast shield) would be 
located on a paved area adjacent to the hangar, and would be approximately 19,260 square feet (180 by 
107 feet) in size. 

Aircraft Wash Rack: Under this alternative, construction of a new aircraft wash rack would be required 
as existing wash racks are not located nearby nor are they sized appropriately for the Triton UAS. The 
wash rack would be located on a paved area west of the proposed hangar and aircraft parking apron in 
an area approximately 161 by 78 feet (12,558 square feet) in size. 

Launch and Recovery: The pad would be located near the hangar and would be 27,150 square feet in 
size. 

Demolition and Reconstruction Activities: Under Alternative 1, several installation modifications would 
occur to accommodate the Triton UAS infrastructure. A portion of the existing taxiway would be 
proposed for reuse as the Triton UAS hangar, storage area, maintenance shops, and administrative 
offices site. With this modification, a new taxiway would be constructed across previously disturbed 
terrain. To accommodate the proposed aircraft parking apron, power check pad, and wash rack, 
approximately 3 acres of wetlands would be impacted. To accommodate POV parking, two existing 
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facilities (A-1004 and A-1005), along with associated fencing, would be demolished. Finally, the existing 
East Side Drive would be realigned and connected with the parking lot.  

Personnel: Under Alternative 1, up to 400 Triton UAS personnel (officers, enlisted, and contractors) 
would be stationed at NAS Key West. Assuming that each of these new personnel would be 
accompanied by an average of 1.3 family members (DoD, 2014), approximately 914 people would 
relocate to the neighborhoods and communities surrounding Boca Chica Airfield. Additionally, because 
NAS Key West already has the required bachelor housing for E-1 to E-4 personnel, no other facility 
construction or renovation is required to support the increase in personnel.    

 

Alternative 2 would establish an East Coast home base for the Triton UAS at NS Mayport, Florida. Under 
this alternative, all associated infrastructure, equipment, and supporting personnel necessary for a fully 
operational Triton UAS home base would be developed at NS Mayport. This would include the aircraft 
apron/taxiway, access road, and vehicle parking; hangar space, UAS control facility, battery storage, and 
other supply/storage facilities; power check pad; and wash rack. Development of the proposed home 
base under Alternative 2 would involve a mix of new construction (including the appropriate 
construction-related permits), use of existing infrastructure and services, and changes to installation 
land use as described below. Figure 2-2 depicts the Alternative 2 (NS Mayport) project area and 
identifies the proposed location of key infrastructure elements and Figure 2-3 identifies the long-term 
storage locations. As described herein, Alternative 2 meets all screening factors including geography, 
compatible airspace/missions, and compatible facilities. In total, 8 acres of impervious surfaces would be 
added to NS Mayport. 

Flight Operations and Airspace: Under Alternative 2, Triton UAS flight operations would utilize Runway 
05/23 for launch and recovery. An average of five Triton UAS flight operations would occur each day and 
share Runway 05/23 with existing flight operations at NS Mayport. Existing flight operations average 282 
per day (or 103,000 annually). There are 19 nautical miles of overwater corridors between the 05/23 
and W-135 for approaches and departures. Depending on weather and other aircraft activities in the 
area, Triton UAS flight operations may on rare occasions pass over populated areas on take-offs or 
landings. Under Alternative 2, Triton UAS operations would have unfettered access to compatible 
airspace, direct access to offshore operating areas, and would be compatible with current airfield 
activities. 

Airfield Runway, Taxiway, and Apron: The NS Mayport airfield experiences a light to medium level of 
flight activity. The airfield has a single runway—Runway 05/23 (8,001 by 200 feet). Alternative 2, NS 
Mayport, would utilize the existing runway, but construction of a new taxiway segment and apron would 
be necessary. The new taxiway segment would be approximately 750 feet in length. A paved, dedicated 
UAS parking apron (approximately 3 acres) is proposed for new construction between the hangar and 
the taxiway. Runway 05/23 includes arresting gear. The arresting cables would need to be disconnected 
prior to each Triton UAS flight operation. The elevation at NS Mayport Admiral David L. McDonald Field 
is 15 feet above MSL and it is not located in the floodplain. 
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Figure 2-2  Naval Station Mayport (Alternative 2) Project Area 

 

Figure 2-3  Long-Term Storage Location and Relocation Site 
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Aircraft Hangar: Alternative 2 would require construction of a new aircraft hangar of approximately 
150,000 square feet would be required to accommodate up to eight Triton UAS as well as all the 
necessary control space, maintenance space, administrative space, operations space, and storage space. 
Line of sight communications connectivity to Runway 05/23 would be achieved based on the control 
space location and design. A 160-foot cable would be buried between the mission control systems 
facility and a 44-foot tall antenna tower. The proposed hangar location is shown in Figure 2-2. New 
construction to accommodate parking for 180 POVs is proposed northwest of the hangar. Battery 
storage would be provided at an existing facility used currently for lithium ion battery storage. 

Fuel Storage and Supply: NS Mayport has JP-5 aboveground storage tanks and fuel trucks in place to 
provide fuel and defuel services; no additional fuel services would be required.  

Power Check Pad: The power check pad required to support the Triton UAS would be constructed 
southeast of the proposed hangar location and east of the parking apron. The power check pad (and 
blast shield) would be located on a paved area of approximately 19,260 square feet (180 by 107 feet) in 
size. 

Aircraft Wash Rack: Under this alternative, construction of a new aircraft wash rack would be required 
as existing wash racks are not located nearby nor are they sized appropriately for the Triton UAS. The 
wash rack would be located on a paved area south of the proposed hangar and aircraft parking apron in 
an area approximately 161 by 78 feet in size, or 12,558 square feet. 

Launch and Recovery: The pad would be located near the hangar and would be 27,150 square feet in 
size. 

Demolition and Reconstruction Activities: Construction of Alternative 2 facilities would require 
occupying an approximate 10-acre site northwest of Runway 05/23. Use of this site by the Triton UAS 
facilities would require the relocation of the existing 4-acre Morale, Welfare, and Recreation 
Recreational Vehicle (RV) parking lot (see Figure 2-3). The Morale, Welfare, and Recreation RV parking 
lot would need to be relocated to an area southwest of the current long-term deployed parking area. 
The RV parking relocation site would require tree mitigation, per the station’s Forest Management Plan, 
for the close to 10 acres of trees that would be impacted.  

Personnel: Under Alternative 2, up to 400 Triton UAS personnel (officers, enlisted and contractors) 
would be stationed at NS Mayport. Assuming that each of these new personnel is accompanied by an 
average of 1.3 family members (DoD, 2014a), approximately 914 people would relocate to the 
neighborhoods and communities surrounding NS Mayport. No other facility construction or renovation 
is required to support this increase in personnel. Additionally, because NS Mayport already has the 
required bachelor housing for E-1 to E-4 personnel, no other facility construction or renovation is 
required to support the increase in personnel.    

 

Alternative 3 would establish an East Coast home base for the Triton UAS at the NASA WFF in Accomack 
County, Virginia. Under this alternative, all associated infrastructure, equipment, and supporting 
personnel necessary for a fully operational Triton UAS home base would be developed at WFF. This 
would include the aircraft apron/taxiway, access road, and vehicle parking; hangar space, UAS control 
facility, battery storage, and other supply/storage facilities; power check pad; and wash rack. 
Development of the proposed home base under Alternative 3 would involve a mix of new construction 
(including the appropriate construction-related permits), use of existing infrastructure and services, and 
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changes to installation land use as described in the bullets below. Figure 2-4 depicts the Alternative 3 
(WFF) project area and identifies the proposed location of key infrastructure elements. The Navy 
considered several optional locations within the WFF region before arriving at the WFF project area 
described in Alternative 3. As described herein, Alternative 3 meets all screening factors including 
geography, compatible airspace/missions, and compatible facilities. In total, 5 acres of impervious 
surfaces would be added to WFF. 

 
Figure 2-4  National Aeronautics and Space Administration Wallops Flight Facility 

(Alternative 3) Project Area 

Flight Operations and Airspace: Under Alternative 3, Triton UAS flight operations would either use 
Runway 04/22 or 10/28 for launch and recovery (predominantly, Runway 04/22 would be used). An 
average of five Triton UAS flight operations would occur each day and share Runways 04/22 and 10/28 
with existing flight operations, which average 167 per day (or a maximum of 61,000 annually). 
Depending on weather and other aircraft activities in the area, Triton UAS flight operations may on rare 
occasions pass over populated areas on take-offs or landings. In fact, expansion of restricted airspace is 
not associated with the home basing of the Triton UAS. As presented in the Final EA to Establish 
Restricted Area Airspace R-6604C/D/E at Wallops Flight in Appendix C, “It’s important to note that work 
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on the proposal to expand the restricted area airspace to mitigate the risks inherent to NASA’s flight test 
operations began in 2008” (NASA, 2016a; Appendix C, page 2). When considering the WFF for home 
basing the Triton UAS, the potential for expanded restricted airspace was considered but was not a 
requirement. Neither of the other two alternative locations has immediately adjacent restricted area 
airspace (see Figure 1-2). Therefore, home basing the Triton UAS at WFF is not contingent upon or 
correlated with establishing expanded R-6604 airspace. When the FAA charts this expanded restricted 
airspace, then it can be assumed that the Triton UAS would transit through it to achieve cruise altitude. 

Currently, NASA WFF is designated an emergency landing location for Triton UAS test aircraft operating 
from NAS Patuxent River and the NASA Global Hawk (MQ-4C NASA equivalent). In fact, the Global Hawk 
(based at NASA Armstrong Flight Research Center in California) conducted detachment operations at 
WFF in 2012 through 2015, totaling over 37 flights. Under Alternative 3, Triton UAS operations would 
have unfettered access to compatible airspace, direct access to offshore operating areas, and would be 
compatible with current airfield activities.  

Airfield Runway, Taxiway, and Runway: The WFF airfield represents the northernmost suitable airfield 
on the East Coast of the U.S. WFF contains two usable runways including: Runway 04/22 (8,748 by 150 
feet) and Runway 10/28 (8,005 by 200 feet). WFF has a third runway (17/35), but its length does not 
meet the minimum Triton UAS requirements. The WFF alternative would use existing runways, taxiways, 
and aprons. A paved aircraft parking apron (approximately 3 acres) is proposed between the hangar and 
the taxiway and would take advantage of existing paved aircraft parking area. Runway 04/22 includes 
arresting gear, so they would need to be disconnected prior to each Triton UAS flight operation on that 
runway. The WFF airfield is not in a floodplain and has elevations of approximately 34 to 41 feet above 
MSL. 

Aircraft Hangar: Alternative 3 would require construction of a new aircraft hangar of approximately 
150,000 square feet is required to accommodate up to eight Triton UAS as well as all the necessary 
control space, maintenance space, administrative space, operations space, and storage space. Line of 
sight communications connectivity to Runway 04/22 and Runway 10/28 would be achieved based on the 
control space location and design. The proposed hangar location is shown in Figure 2-3. New 
construction to accommodate POV parking is proposed south of the hangar and would accommodate up 
to 180 vehicles. 

Fuel Storage and Supply: Aboveground storage tanks would be needed to in order to house JP-5 fuel. It 
is estimated that one to three tanks, with a combined capacity of about 30,000 to 40,000 gallons, would 
be needed. All storage tanks would be double walled self-contained vessels with secondary 
containment. The storage tank(s) would be located adjacent to the existing fuel storage area, about 
1,000 feet west of the proposed Triton UAS development area. A single fuel truck (with a likely capacity 
of 8,000 gallons) would supply the JP-5 to the Triton UAS aircraft.   

Launch and Recovery: The pad would be located near the hangar and would be 27,150 square feet in 
size. 

Demolition and Reconstruction Activities: Under Alternative 3, several installation modifications would 
occur to accommodate the Triton UAS infrastructure. The proposed Triton UAS hangar, which includes 
the storage sites, maintenance shops, and administrative area would be constructed on previously 
disturbed terrain consisting of a mix of grass and paved surfaces (about 4 acres). To accommodate the 
proposed aircraft parking apron, power check pad, and wash rack, already paved surfaces would be 
repurposed for the new functions. To accommodate POV parking, about 1 acre of previously disturbed 
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surfaces would be developed. Only concrete and asphalt would be removed and disposed of according 
to permitted processes. No existing facilities would be demolished or reconstructed. 

Power Check Pad: The power check pad required to support the Triton UAS would be constructed north 
of the proposed hangar and parking apron. The power check pad (and blast shield) would be located on 
a paved area approximately 19,260 square feet (180 by 107 feet) in size. 

Aircraft Wash Rack: Under this alternative, no new 
construction of a wash rack would be required. The 
existing wash rack for the Global Hawk UAS is sized 
so that it can support the slightly larger wingspan 
of the Triton UAS. 

Personnel: Under Alternative 3, up to 400 Triton 
UAS personnel (officers, enlisted, and contractors) 
would be stationed at WFF. Assuming that each of 
these new personnel would be accompanied by an 
average of 1.3 family members (DoD, 2014), 
approximately 914 people would relocate to the 
neighborhoods and communities surrounding the 
NASA facility. Additionally, according to CNIC 
Instruction 11103.5 the Navy will house 
unaccompanied E1 through E3s (i.e., entry-level 
enlisted) personnel, and unaccompanied E4s who 
have less than 4 years of service. To meet this 
requirement at the WFF, an unaccompanied 
housing facility would be needed to accommodate 
an approximate 116 enlisted personnel (e.g., 58 
rooms, double occupancy). If this alternative were 
chosen for implementation, the Navy and NASA 
identified an area for development to support the 
approximate 5,800 square foot facility with an 
additional 2,000 square feet more for parking, an 
access road, and landscaping (Figure 2-5). 

2.4 Alternatives Considered but not Carried Forward for Detailed Analysis 

The following alternatives were considered, but not carried forward for detailed analysis in this EA as 
they did not meet the purpose of and need to base Triton UAS aircraft on the East Coast or satisfy the 
alternative screening factors presented in Section 2.2. 

 

This alternative would establish a home base for the Triton UAS at Patrick Air Force Base (AFB), Florida. 
This alternative was considered but not carried forward for detailed analysis in the EA based on factor 
Tier 3—Compatible Facilities.  Compatible airspace is available immediately adjacent to Patrick AFB. 
However, the airfield is unable to support Triton UAS operations, maintenance, and personnel within 
the project timeframe. Because this alternative would involve the construction of a Navy Triton UAS 
home base on an Air Force base, there is increased difficulty in establishing that operations, 

 

Figure 2-5  Proposed Unaccompanied Housing  
Development Area 
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maintenance, and personnel would be ready to timely support the Triton UAS East Coast FOB mission 
requirements considering the current uses of the facility. In addition to Navy approval for the Triton UAS 
home basing, separate Air Force approval would be required for siting of facilities and operation of Navy 
aircraft on Patrick AFB. Based on meeting the operational timeline factor, establishing a Triton UAS East 
Coast home base at Patrick AFB was eliminated as an alternative for analysis in this EA. 

 

This alternative would establish a home base for the Triton UAS at Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Station (AFS), Florida. This alternative was considered but not carried forward for detailed analysis in the 
EA based on factor Tier 3—Compatible Facilities. Compatible airspace is readily available at Cape 
Canaveral AFS. Special use airspace (i.e., R-2932, R-2933, and W-497A) covers all approaches, 
departures, and C-4 routes to Runway 13/31. This runway is also of sufficient dimensions (10,000 by 200 
feet). There would not be overflights of populated areas in the terminal area; however, as mentioned in 
Section 2.2, compatible facilities or the ability of the airfield to meet facilities requirements within the 
operational timeline is a factor that must be met. The airfield must be ready to support Triton UAS 
operations, maintenance, and personnel within the project timeframe. Because this alternative would 
involve the construction of a Navy Triton UAS home base on an Air Force station, there is increased 
difficulty in establishing that operations, maintenance, and personnel would be ready to timely support 
the Triton UAS East Coast FOB mission requirements. In addition to Navy approval for the Triton UAS 
home basing, separate Air Force approval would be required for siting of facilities and operation of Navy 
aircraft on Cape Canaveral AFS. Based on meeting the operational timeline factor, establishing a Triton 
UAS East Coast home base at Cape Canaveral AFS was eliminated as an alternative for analysis in this EA. 

 

This alternative would establish a home base for the Triton UAS at NAS Jacksonville, Florida. This 
alternative was considered but not carried forward for detailed analysis in the EA based on factor Tier 2 
(Part A)—Compatible Airspace/Direct Access to Overwater Operating Areas. As outlined in Section 2.2, 
operational considerations include the need for compatible SUA located near the airfield and direct 
access to overwater operating areas in order to minimize overflight of populated areas. At NAS 
Jacksonville, Florida, Triton UAS flights would need to traverse a vast amount of populated area before 
reaching compatible airspace and overwater operating areas. Therefore, establishing a Triton UAS East 
Coast home base at NAS Jacksonville was eliminated as an alternative for analysis in this EA. 

 

This alternative would establish a home base for the Triton UAS at NAS Patuxent River, Maryland. This 
alternative was considered but not carried forward for detailed analysis in the EA based on factors Tier 2 
(Part A)—Compatible Airspace/Direct Access to Overwater Operating Areas and Tier 2 (Part B)—
Compatible Usage. As outlined in Section 2.2, airfields should have direct access to compatible airspace 
and overwater operating areas. Although NAS Patuxent River has access to compatible airspace over the 
Chesapeake Bay and Atlantic Ocean, it is located further inland than preferred for Triton UAS 
operations. Section 2.2 additionally contains a screening factor for the ability to establish the Triton UAS 
at an installation with compatible usage and missions. NAS Patuxent River is a testing and evaluation 
installation that provides the Navy and tenant commands support with research, development, testing 
and evaluation, acquisition, engineering and fleet support to the entire range of manned and unmanned 
naval aircraft, engines, avionics, aircraft support systems and ship/shore/air operations. The existing 
testing usage and missions at NAS Patuxent River make it incompatible for Triton UAS operations. 
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3 RESOURCE DEFINITIONS, REGULATORY SETTING, AND APPROACH 
TO ANALYSIS 

Chapter 3 provides the definitions of the resources analyzed in detail for this Environmental Assessment 
(EA), the regulatory setting where applicable, and a general description of the approach to analysis for 
the resources potentially affected by the three action alternatives described in Chapter 2.  

3.1 Noise 

3.1.1 Definition 

Noise can be defined as any unwanted sound. Sound is all around us and becomes noise when it 
interferes with normal activities such as sleep and conversation. The principal human response to noise 
is annoyance. Human response to noise can vary according to the type and source of the noise, the 
distance between the source and the human receptor, the perceived importance of the noise, its 
appropriateness in the setting, and the sensitivity of the person receiving the noise (i.e., receptor). 

The measurement and human perception of sound involves three basic physical characteristics: 
intensity, frequency, and duration. Intensity is a measure of the acoustic energy of the sound 
vibrations and is expressed in terms of sound pressure. As sound pressure increases, the energy 
carried by the sound increases, and the perception of loudness of that sound also increases. 
Frequency is the number of times per second the air vibrates or oscillates. Low-frequency sounds are 
characterized as rumbles or roars, while sirens or screeches typify high-frequency sounds. Duration is 
the length of time the sound can be detected. 

The loudest sounds that can be detected comfortably by the human ear have intensities that are a 
trillion times higher than those of sounds that can barely be detected. Because of this vast range, 
using a linear scale to represent the intensity of sound becomes very unwieldy. As a result, a logarithmic 
unit known as the decibel (dB) is used to represent the intensity of a sound. Such a representation is 
called a sound level. A sound level of 0 dB is approximately the threshold of human hearing and is 
barely audible under extremely quiet listening conditions. Normal speech has a sound level of 
approximately 60 dB and a garbage disposal has a sound level of about 80 dB. Sound levels above 
120 dB begin to be felt inside the human ear as discomfort. Sound levels between 130 and 140 dB are 
felt as pain (Berglund and Lindvall, 1995). Because of the logarithmic nature of the dB unit, sound levels 
cannot be arithmetically added or subtracted and are somewhat cumbersome to handle 
mathematically. However, some simple rules are useful in dealing with sound levels. If a sound’s 
intensity is doubled, the sound level increases by 3 dB, regardless of the initial sound level (Berglund 
and Lindvall, 1995). The following are examples: 

• 60 dB + 60 dB = 63 dB 

• 80 dB + 80 dB = 83 dB 

The total sound level produced by two sounds of different levels is usually only slightly more than the 
higher of the two. The following is an example: 

• 60.0 dB + 70.0 dB = 70.4 dB 

The minimum change in the sound level of individual events that an average human ear can detect 
is about 3 dB (Berendt et al., 1976). On average, a person perceives a change in sound level of 
about 10 dB as a doubling (or halving) of the sound’s loudness, and this relation holds true for loud 
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and quiet sounds. A decrease in sound level of 10 dB actually represents a 90-percent decrease in 
sound intensity but only a 50-percent decrease in perceived loudness because of the nonlinear 
response of the human ear (similar to most human senses) (Berglund and Lindvall, 1995). 

Noise measurements assessed relative to human exposure are usually expressed using an 
A-weighted scale that filters out very low and high frequencies to replicate human sensitivity. It is 
common to add the letter “A” to the unit of measurement (dBA) to identify that the measurement 
has been made with this filtering process. Human hearing ranges from approximately 20 dBA 
(threshold of hearing) to between 130 and 140 dBA (threshold of pain). 

3.1.2 Approach to Analysis 

Noise levels in this EA are presented through two noise metrics: Sound Exposure Level (SEL) and 
Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL). The SEL is a composite noise metric that represents the intensity 
and duration of a sound. Individual noise events (e.g., takeoffs or landings) have two main 
characteristics: a sound level that changes throughout the event and a period of time during which the 
event is heard. SEL provides a measure of the net impact of the entire acoustic event; however, it does 
not directly represent the sound level heard at any given time. During an aircraft flyover, SEL captures 
the total sound energy from the beginning of the acoustic event to the point when the receiver no 
longer hears the sound. It then condenses that energy into a 1-second time period, and the metric 
represents the total sound exposure received. SEL has proven to be a good metric to compare the 
relative exposure of transient sounds, such as aircraft overflights (Department of Defense [DoD] Noise 
Working Group, 2009). 

The DNL metric is the energy-averaged sound level measured over a 24-hour period, with 10 dBs added 
to noise events occurring between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. (identified as acoustic night). This accounts 
for added sensitivity of receptors to noise during the nighttime. DNL values are average quantities, 
mathematically representing the continuous sound level that would be present if all of the variations in 
sound level that occur over a 24-hour period are averaged, to have the same total sound energy. 

Noise levels of the loudest aircraft operations significantly influence the 24-hour average. For example, if 
one daytime aircraft overflight measuring 100 dBA for 30 seconds occurs within a 24-hour period in a 
50-dBA noise environment, the DNL would be 65.5 dB. If 10 of the 30-second aircraft overflights 
occur during daytime hours in the 24-hour period, the DNL would be 75.4 dB. Therefore, a few 
maximum sound events occurring during a 24-hour period would have a strong influence on the 
24-hour DNL, even though lower sound levels from other aircraft between these flights could 
account for the majority of the flight activity. 

3.2 Public Health and Safety 

3.2.1 Definition 

The public health and safety discussion in the EA includes consideration of any activities, occurrences, or 
operations that have the potential to affect the safety, well-being, or health of members of the public. 
The primary goal is to identify and prevent potential accidents or impacts on the general public. 

Human health and safety addresses public safety during construction, demolition, and renovation 
activities; and during subsequent operations of those facilities and aircraft. Various stressors in the 
environment can adversely affect human health and safety. Identification and control or elimination of 
these stressors can reduce risks to health and safety to acceptable levels or eliminate risk entirely. 
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The Air Installations Compatible Use Zones (AICUZ) Program delineates accident potential zones (APZs), 
which are areas around an airfield where an aircraft mishap is most likely to happen. APZs are not 
predictors of accidents nor do they reflect accident probability. The DoD defines an APZ as a planning 
tool for local planning agencies. The APZs follow departure, arrival, and flight pattern tracks from an 
airfield, and based upon historical accident data. 

3.2.2 Regulatory Setting 

Aircraft safety is based on the physical risks associated with aircraft flight. Military aircraft fly in 
accordance with Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 91, General Operating and Flight Rules, which 
govern such things as operating near other aircraft, right-of-way rules, aircraft speed, and minimum safe 
altitudes. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is responsible for ensuring safe and efficient use of 
United States (U.S.) airspace by military and civilian aircraft and for supporting national defense 
requirements. In order to fulfill these requirements, the FAA has established safety regulations, airspace 
management guidelines, a civil-military common system, and cooperative activities with the DoD. These 
rules include the use of tactical training and maintenance test flight areas, arrival and departure routes, 
and airspace restrictions to help control air operations. In addition, naval aviators must also adhere to 
the flight rules, Air Traffic Control (ATC), and safety procedures provided in Navy guidance.  

Specific Navy requirements are outlined in Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) Instructions (OPNAVINST) 
3710.7 (series), Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization (NATOPS) manual, which 
provides processes and procedures that improve combat readiness and achieve a substantial reduction 
in the aircraft mishap rate thereby safeguarding people and resources. Additionally, the Naval Air 
Systems Command (NAVAIR) 00-80T-114, NATOPS Air Traffic Control Manual, provides air traffic control 
services to aircraft using military-controlled airspace. Finally, the joint instruction OPNAVINST 11010.36C 
and Marine Corps Order 11010.16 provides guidance administering the AICUZ program, which 
recommends land uses that are compatible with noise levels, accident potential, and obstruction 
clearance criteria for military airfield operations. Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) Aviation Safety Program 
addresses National Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA) safety requirements; it is overseen by 
their Aviation Safety Council and coordinated by an on-site WFF Aviation Safety Office. 

The AICUZ program was established by the DoD to analyze operational training requirements and to 
address communities’ concerns about aircraft noise and accident potential. The program goals are to 
protect the safety, welfare, and health of those who live and work near military airfields while 
preserving the military flying mission. The primary safety concern with regard to military training flights 
is the potential for aircraft mishaps to occur, which could be caused by mid-air collisions with other 
aircraft or objects, weather difficulties, mechanical failures, pilot error, or Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike 
Hazard (BASH) strikes. There is no generally recognized threshold of air safety that defines acceptable or 
unacceptable conditions. Instead, the focus of airspace managers is to reduce risks through a number of 
measures. These include, but are not limited to, providing and disseminating information to airspace 
users, requiring appropriate levels of training for those using the airspace, setting appropriate standards 
for equipment performance and maintenance, defining rules governing the use of airspace, and 
assigning appropriate and well-defined responsibilities to the users and managers of the airspace. When 
these safety measures are implemented, risks are minimized, even though they can never be eliminated. 

All construction and demolition on federal property is performed in accordance with applicable 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations. Specific practices and policies to 
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protect human health and minimize safety risks are coordinated between contractors and the 
installations prior to initiation of construction and demolition activities. 

3.2.3 Approach to Analysis 

Safety addresses flight safety or aircraft mishaps, BASH, as well as APZs. Weapons and construction 
safety are not addressed because no weapons are associated with the Proposed Action and 
construction/renovation activities would be compliant with all relevant occupational health and safety 
regulations, and anti-terrorism/force protection requirements. 

3.2.3.1 Aircraft Mishaps 

Aircraft mishaps could be caused by mid-air collisions with other aircraft or objects, weather difficulties, 
mechanical failures, pilot error, or BASH. As shown in Table 3-1, mishaps are broken down into four 
categories, based on the severity of the mishap in relation to property damage or personnel injury (DoD, 
2011). Class A mishaps are the most severe with total property damage of $2 million or more or a 
fatality and/or permanent disability (Naval Safety Center, 2016a). 

Table 3-1  Aircraft Class Mishaps 
Mishap Class Total Property Damage Fatality/Injury 

A $2,000,000 or more and/or aircraft destroyed Fatality or permanent total disability 

B $500,000 or more but less than $2,000,000 
Permanent partial disability or three or more 
persons hospitalized as inpatients 

C $50,000 or more but less than $500,000 
Nonfatal injury resulting in loss of one or 
more days from work beyond day/shift when 
injury occurred 

D $20,000 or more but less than $50,000 
Recordable injury or illness not otherwise 
classified as A, B, or C 

Source:  DoD, 2011. 

From Fiscal Year 2002 to 2016, the Naval Safety Center recorded 117 Class A mishaps for all Navy 
aircraft over the last 14 years, which translates to a 1.27 rate per 100,000 hours flown (Table 3-2) (Naval 
Safety Center, 2016b).  

Table 3-2  Class A Mishaps for Navy Aircraft  

Fiscal Year Flight Hours 
Number of 
Mishaps 

Mishap Rate (per 100,000 
flight hours per year) 

2002 1,194,048 21 1.76 
2003 1,144,481 26 2.27 
2004 1,015,290 12 1.18 
2005 891,276 13 1.46 
2006 914,020 14 1.53 
2007 924,730 9 0.97 
2008 940,326 14 1.49 
2009 955,491 11 1.15 
2010 920,851 7 0.76 
2011 968,434 9 0.93 
2012 910,612 9 0.99 
2013 844,570 4 0.47 
2014 844,552 15 1.78 
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Table 3-2  Class A Mishaps for Navy Aircraft  

Fiscal Year Flight Hours 
Number of 
Mishaps 

Mishap Rate (per 100,000 
flight hours per year) 

2015 859,700 9 1.05 
2016 866,910 7 0.81 

Totals 14,195,291 180 1.27 
Source:  Naval Safety Center, 2016b. 

3.2.3.2 Accident Potential Zones 

In the 1970s and 1980s, recognizing the need to identify areas of accident potential, the services 
conducted studies of historic aircraft accidents throughout the U.S. The studies showed that most 
aircraft mishaps occur on or near the runway, diminishing in likelihood with distance from the airfield. 
Based on these studies, the Navy and other services have identified APZs, which are areas where 
aircraft accidents are most likely to occur, if they were to occur. They are not predictors of accidents. 
APZs follow departure, arrival, and pattern flight tracks, which are based upon analysis of flight 
operations data. While the likelihood of a mishap is remote, the Navy recommends restricting 
people-intensive uses within these zones. 

3.2.3.3 Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazards 

BASH is defined as the threat of aircraft collisions with birds and wildlife during aircraft operations. It is 
a safety concern at all airfields due to the frequency of aircraft operations and the possibility of 
encountering birds at virtually all altitudes. The ATC and Environmental Divisions have primary 
responsibility for implementing accident preventative measures. 

3.3 Air Quality 

The air quality analysis considers criteria pollutants, conformity evaluation, operating permits, 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and climate change. Air pollutants are emitted from stationary and 
mobile sources. 

3.3.1 Definition 

Air quality is defined by ambient air concentrations of specific pollutants determined by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) to be of concern related to the health and welfare of the 
public and the environment, and are widespread across the U.S.  

3.3.2 Regulatory Setting 

3.3.2.1 Criteria Pollutants and National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

The primary pollutants of concern are called “criteria pollutants” and include carbon monoxide (CO), 
sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), suspended particulate matter less than or equal 
to 10 microns in diameter (PM10), fine particulate matter less than or equal to 2.5 microns in diameter 
(PM2.5), and lead. Under the Clean Air Act (CAA), the USEPA has established National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS) (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] part 50) for these pollutants. These standards, 
as depicted in Table 3-3, represent the maximum allowable atmospheric concentrations that may occur 
while ensuring protection of public health and welfare, with a reasonable margin of safety. Both 
stationary and mobile sources are measured to determine emissions levels. Short-term standards (1-, 8-, 
and 24-hour periods) are established for pollutants contributing to acute health effects, while long-term 
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standards (quarterly and annual averages) are established for pollutants contributing to chronic health 
effects. 

Table 3-3  National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
Pollutant Averaging Time Primary Standards Secondary Standards 

CO 
8-hour 9 ppm (10 mg/m3) 

None 
1-hour 35 ppm (40 mg/m3) 

Pb Rolling 3-Month Average 0.15 µg/m3 Same as Primary 

NO2  
Annual (arithmetic average) 53 ppb Same as Primary 
1-hour 100 ppb None 

PM10 24-hour 150 µg/m3 Same as Primary 

PM2.5 
Annual Mean 12.0 µg/m3 15.0 µg/m3 
24-hour 35 µg/m3 Same as Primary 

O3 8-hour 0.070 ppm Same as Primary 

SO2 
3-hour None 0.5 ppm 
1-hour 75 ppb None 

Source:  USEPA, 2011. 
Legend:  ppb – parts per billion; ppm – parts per million; mg/m3– milligrams per cubic meter; µg/m3 – micrograms per cubic 

meter. 

In addition to the NAAQS for criteria pollutants, national standards exist for hazardous air pollutants, 
which are regulated under Section 112(b) of the 1990 CAA Amendments. The National Emission 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants regulate hazardous air pollutants emissions from stationary 
sources (40 CFR part 61). 

Hazardous air pollutants emitted from mobile sources are called Mobile Source Air Toxics. Mobile 
Source Air Toxics are compounds emitted from highway vehicles and nonroad equipment, which are 
known or suspected to cause cancer or other serious health and environmental effects. In 2001, the 
USEPA issued its first Mobile Source Air Toxic Rule, which identified 21 compounds as being hazardous 
air pollutants that required regulation. A subset of six of these Mobile Source Air Toxic compounds were 
identified as having the greatest influence on health: benzene, 1,3-butadiene, formaldehyde, acrolein, 
acetaldehyde, and diesel particulate matter. In February 2007, the USEPA issued a second Mobile Source 
Air Toxic Rule, which generally supported the findings in the first rule and provided additional 
recommendations of compounds having the greatest impact on health. The second rule also identified 
several engine emissions certification standards that must be implemented (40 CFR parts 59, 80, 85, and 
86; Federal Register 72 No. 37, pp. 8427–8570, 2007). 

Unlike the criteria pollutants, there are no NAAQS for benzene and other hazardous air pollutants. The 
primary control methodologies for these pollutants for mobile sources involves reducing their content in 
fuel and altering the engine operating characteristics to reduce the volume of pollutant generated 
during combustion. 

3.3.2.2 General Conformity 

Federal actions are required to conform with the approved State Implementation Plan for those areas of 
the U.S. designated as nonattainment or in maintenance for any criteria air pollutant under the CAA (40 
CFR parts 51 and 93). As all of the alternatives identified to implement the Proposed Action are located 
within areas that are in attainment for all criteria air pollutants, the action is not subject to the general 
conformity rule. 
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3.3.2.3 Title V (Operating Permit) 

The Title V Operating Permit Program consolidates all CAA requirements applicable to the operation of a 
stationary source, including requirements from the State Implementation Plan, preconstruction permits, 
and the air toxics program. It applies to stationary sources of air pollution that exceed the major 
stationary source emission thresholds, as well as other non-major sources specified in a particular 
regulation. Federal installations subject to Title V permitting will comply with the requirements of the 
Title V Operating Permit Program, which are detailed in 40 CFR part 70 and all specific requirements 
contained in their individual permits. Regardless of the alternative, Title V permitting requirements will 
be completed per regulation, therefore, this facet of air quality is not carried forward for further 
evaluation. 

3.3.2.4 Climate Change 

Climate change refers to any significant change in the measures of climate lasting for an extended 
period of time (USEPA, 2016). It is now well established that rising global atmospheric GHG emissions 
are significantly affecting the earth’s climate (CEQ, 2016). These gases act like a blanket around the 
earth, trapping energy in the atmosphere and causing it to warm (USEPA, 2016). According to the 
USEPA, the global average temperature has increased by more than 1.5 degrees Fahrenheit since the 
late 1800s. The buildup of GHGs in the atmosphere and the warming of the planet are responsible for 
other changes, such as:  

• changing precipitation patterns;  
• increases in ocean temperatures, sea level, and acidity; 
• melting of glaciers and sea ice; 
• changes in the frequency, intensity, and duration of extreme weather events;  
• changing ecosystems, which influence the geographic ranges of many plant and animal species 

and the timing of their lifecycle events, such as migration and reproduction; 
• increasing threats to human health; and 
• worsening air and water quality, increasing the spread of certain diseases, and altering the 

frequency or intensity of extreme weather events (USEPA, 2016). 

Natural causes alone cannot explain all of these changes. Human activities are contributing to climate 
change, primarily by releasing tons of CO2 and other heat-trapping gases into the atmosphere every 
year. Most of the warming of the past half century has been caused by human emissions of greenhouse 
gases. A variety of human activities generates GHGs, including burning fossil fuels for heat and energy, 
clearing forests, fertilizing crops, storing waste in landfills, raising livestock, and producing some kinds of 
industrial products (USEPA, 2016). GHGs are gas emissions that trap heat in the atmosphere. These 
emissions occur from natural processes and human activities. Scientific evidence indicates a trend of 
increasing global temperature over the past century due to an increase in GHG emissions from human 
activities. The climate change associated with this global warming has negative economic and social 
consequences across the globe.  

Final guidance from the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), dated August 1, 2016, recommends 
that agencies consider both the potential effects of a proposed action on climate change, as indicated by 
its estimated greenhouse gas emissions, and the implications of climate change for the environmental 
effects of a proposed action. The guidance also emphasizes that agency analyses should be 
commensurate with projected GHG emissions and climate impacts, and should employ appropriate 
quantitative or qualitative analytical methods to ensure useful information is available to inform the 
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public and the decision-making process in distinguishing between alternatives and mitigations. It 
recommends that agencies use the “rule of reason” inherent in NEPA and the CEQ Regulations to 
determine, based on their expertise and experience, how to consider the environmental effects of the 
proposed action and prepare an analysis based on the available information. 

The USEPA issued the Final Mandatory Reporting of Greenhouse Gases Rule on September 22, 2009. 
Greenhouse gases covered under the Final Mandatory Reporting of Greenhouse Gases Rule are carbon 
dioxide (CO2), methane, nitrogen oxide (NOx), hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, sulfur 
hexafluoride, and other fluorinated gases including nitrogen trifluoride and hydrofluorinated ethers. 
Each GHG is assigned a global warming potential. The global warming potential is the ability of a gas or 
aerosol to trap heat in the atmosphere. The global warming potential rating system is standardized to 
CO2, which has a value of one. The equivalent CO2 rate is calculated by multiplying the emissions of each 
GHG by its global warming potential and adding the results together to produce a single, combined 
emissions rate representing all GHGs. Under the rule, suppliers of fossil fuels and/or industrial GHGs, 
manufacturers of mobile sources and engines, and facilities that emit greater than 75,000 metric tons or 
more per year of GHG emissions as CO2e must submit annual reports to the USEPA. 

The federal government has been active over the past decade in planning for climate change. Most 
recently, the President of the U.S. signed the Paris Agreement in December 2015, establishing a long 
term, durable global framework to reduce global GHG emissions. Over the past decade, multiple policies 
have been implemented to address issues surrounding climate change, including the Energy 
Independence and Security Act of 2007; Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program (74 Federal Register 56260, 
2008) (40 CFR part 98); President Obama’s Climate Action Plan 2013; and Executive Order (EO) 13693, 
Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next Decade (March 2015). Together these policies aim to 
reduce carbon pollution and increase renewable energy generation.  

To implement these policies, the DoD issued a new policy in January 2016 that integrates climate change 
considerations into all aspects of the department (DoD Directive 4715.21). The directive furthers DoD’s 
effort to adapt current and future operations to address the impacts of climate change. Mission 
planning and execution include identification and assessment of the effects of climate change on the 
mission, considers climate change adaptation and resiliency in installation planning and basing 
processes, integrates climate change considerations into acquisition strategies across the life cycle of 
weapons, platforms, and equipment, as well as DoD training range sustainment policies. DoD 
components are also charged with assessing, managing risks, and mitigating the effects of climate 
change on natural and cultural resource management, force structure, basing, and training and testing 
activities in the field environment. The directive affects every aspect of DoD from assessing security risks 
posed by climate change, to planning for disaster relief in the case of climate change impacts and 
instability sparked by a lack of natural resources.  

Additionally, the DoD 2016 Operational Energy Strategy sets forth plans to reduce the demand for 
energy and secure energy supplies. This policy also directs DoD components to reduce GHG emissions 
from operational forces. Other recent policies, updates, and/or directives include Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 
DoD Sustainability Performance Plan, and 2014 Climate Change Adaptation Roadmap, which focus on 
various actions DoD is taking to increase its resilience to the impacts of climate change.  

The U.S. Navy implements these federal and DoD policies to reduce energy usage, GHG emissions, and 
energy vulnerability. In 2010, the Secretary of Navy set goals to improve energy security, increase 
energy independence, and reduce the reliance on petroleum by increasing the use of alternative energy. 
These goals include: 
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• Sail the "Great Green Fleet": The U.S. Navy will demonstrate a Green Strike Group in local 
operations by 2012 and sail a Green Strike Group by 2016 (U.S. Navy, 2016). This goal was 
achieved. In 2012, the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group demonstrated the first Great Green Fleet at 
the 2012 Rim of the Pacific Exercise. In January 2016, the John C. Stennis Carrier Strike Group 
deployed as the first Great Green Fleet. In June 2016, the Eisenhower Carrier Strike Group 
deployed as part of the Great Green Fleet initiative. 

• Reduce Non-Tactical Petroleum Use: By 2015, the U.S. Navy will reduce petroleum use in the 
commercial fleet by 50 percent. This goal was achieved. 

• Increase Alternative Energy Ashore: By 2020, the U.S. Navy will produce at least 50 percent of 
shore-based energy requirements from alternative sources; 50 percent of U.S. Navy installations 
will be net-zero. 

• Increase Alternative Energy Use U.S. Navy-Wide: By 2020, 50 percent of all U.S. Navy energy 
consumption will come from alternative sources.  

• Energy Efficient Acquisition: Evaluation of energy factors will be mandatory when awarding 
contracts for systems and buildings. The Navy has issued policy guidance concerning the use of 
energy-related factors in acquisition planning, technology development, and source selections 
for platforms and weapons systems (U.S. Navy, 2016). 

The 1 gigawatt renewable energy generation initiative is the principal means of achieving the 50 percent 
alternative energy goal. The initiative requires the U.S. Navy to bring 1 gigawatt of renewable energy 
into procurement by the end of 2015, which it achieved as of January 2016, and integration of 
renewable energy into the installation electrical grid (U.S. Navy, 2016). These alternative energy sources 
(e.g., solar) typically involve the use of fewer fossil fuels and emit fewer GHGs. 

Each region and each installation is required to build an energy plan to help achieve these (and related) 
goals. Leaders and planners must consider the 50 percent level as a minimum “going-in” target for their 
energy plans; net-zero remains the full goal (U.S. Navy, 2012). 

3.3.3 Approach to Analysis 

The Proposed Action would include facility construction and/or modification activities at all of the 
proposed alternative locations. Factors needed to derive construction source emission rates were 
obtained from the following: 

• National Estimator, Parametric Cost Engineering System, and the California Emission Estimator 
Model information for equipment list. 

• The cumulative hours of operation are based on the productivity of the equipment or process; 
productivity of the equipment is based on a number of sources including:  
o Parametric Cost Engineering System and 2012 National Construction Estimator (Craftsman 

Book Company, 2012).   
o Project Management for Construction, Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, 

Architects, and Builders, Version 2.2. (Henderson, 2008). 
o Equipment manufacturer's websites such as Freightliner and Caterpillar. 

• USEPA Open Burning and Construction Activities: Improved PM Fine Emission Estimation 
Techniques in the National Emissions Inventory, Appendix F Debris Estimating Guides. 

• Estimated speed based on Project Management for Construction, Fundamental Concepts for 
Owners, Engineers, Architects, and Builders, Version 2.2 (Henderson, 2008).  
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The analysis estimates construction equipment that would most likely operate in 2018. The analysis also 
reduced PM10 emissions from earth-moving activities by 75 percent from uncontrolled levels by 
implementing fugitive dust control reductions. These practices include wetting soils, covering soil 
conveyances, and/or early paving of roads to minimize dust generation. 

Operational emissions associated with the Proposed Action would include emissions associated with 
aircraft operations and associated personnel increases. Air quality impacts associated with Triton 
unmanned aircraft system (Triton UAS) home basing alternatives were assessed by comparing the net 
emissions of the Triton UAS with emissions associated with existing operations at the proposed home 
basing alternatives. Operational emissions evaluated reflect 2019 conditions when all aircraft and 
personnel arrive and operate at the installation and include: 1) aircraft and maintenance operations and 
2) privately-owned vehicles (POVs) commuting to and from the installation. It was assumed that the 
Proposed Action would result in no net change in use of government-owned vehicles. 

3.4 Biological Resources 

3.4.1 Definition 

Biological resources include living plant and animal species and the habitats within which they occur. 
Plant associations are referred to generally as vegetation, and animal species are referred to generally as 
wildlife. Habitat can be defined as the resources and conditions present in an area that support a plant 
or animal.  

3.4.2 Regulatory Setting 

Special status species are those species listed as threatened or endangered under the Endangered 
Species Act (ESA); species afforded federal protection under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA); the 
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act; other special status species, including state listed species, which 
are not federally listed; and other species of special concern identified by state and federal agencies. 

Endangered Species Act. The purpose of the ESA is to conserve the ecosystems upon which threatened 
and endangered species depend and to recover listed species. Section 7 of the ESA requires action 
proponents to consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) or National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries to ensure that their actions are not likely to jeopardize the 
continued existence of federally listed threatened and endangered species, or result in the destruction 
or adverse modification of designated critical habitat. The USFWS has primary responsibility for 
terrestrial and freshwater organisms, while the responsibilities of NOAA are mainly marine wildlife such 
as whales and anadromous fish such as salmon. Under the ESA, species may be listed as either 
endangered or threatened. “Endangered” means a species is in danger of extinction throughout all or a 
significant portion of its range. “Threatened” means a species is likely to become endangered within the 
foreseeable future. All species of plants and animals, except pest insects, are eligible for listing as 
endangered or threatened (USFWS, 2016). 

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. Bald and golden eagles are protected by this act. It prohibits 
anyone, without a permit issued by the Secretary of the Interior, from taking eagles, including their 
parts, nests, or eggs. The act defines "take" as "pursue, shoot, shoot at, poison, wound, kill, capture, 
trap, collect, molest, or disturb. “Disturb” means: “to agitate or bother a bald or golden eagle to a 
degree that causes, or is likely to cause, based on the best scientific information available, (1) injury to 
an eagle, (2) a decrease in its productivity, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or 
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sheltering behavior, or (3) nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, 
feeding, or sheltering behavior" (16 U.S. Code [U.S.C.] sections 668-668c). 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). Most birds are protected under the MBTA, and their conservation by 
federal agencies is mandated by EO 13186 (Responsibilities of Federal Agencies to protect Migratory 
Birds). Under the MBTA, it is illegal for anyone, by any means or in any manner, to pursue, hunt, take, 
capture, kill, attempt to take, capture, or kill, [or] possess migratory birds or their nests or eggs at any 
time, unless permitted by regulation. Under EO 13186, each federal agency taking actions that have, or 
are likely to have, a measurable negative effect on migratory bird populations is directed to develop and 
implement a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the USFWS that promotes the conservation of 
migratory bird populations.  

In July 2006, the DoD and USFWS signed the MOU to promote the conservation of migratory birds. In it, 
specific activities were identified (e.g., Partners in Flight and Integrated Natural Resources Plans) where 
cooperation between the two agencies will contribute to the conservation of migratory birds and their 
habitats. In February 2007, 50 CFR part 21.15 authorized the take incidental to military readiness 
activities. It states that the Armed Forces may take migratory birds incidental to military readiness 
activities provided that, for those ongoing or proposed activities that the Armed Forces determine may 
result in a significant adverse effect on a population of a migratory bird species, the Armed Forces must 
confer and cooperate with the USFWS to develop and implement appropriate conservation measures to 
minimize or mitigate such significant adverse effects. Military readiness activities, as defined in Public 
Law (P.L.) 107-314, section 315(f) in the 2003 National Defense Authorization Act, includes all training 
and operations of the Armed Forces that relate to combat, and the adequate and realistic testing of 
military equipment, vehicles, weapons, and sensors for proper operation and suitability for combat use. 

3.4.3 Approach to the Analysis 

Within this EA, biological resources are divided into three major categories: (1) vegetation, (2) wildlife, 
and (3) special status species. Wildlife includes all animal species, i.e., insects and other invertebrates, 
fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals, focusing on the species and habitat features of greatest 
importance or interest. Vegetation includes terrestrial plant communities and constituent plant species. 
Special status species include federal and state listed species and other species of special concern 
identified by state and federal agencies.  

Home basing the Triton UAS aircraft and associated on-shore construction would not directly affect 
marine species or habitat through construction or operations. Indirect effects such as sedimentation and 
erosion are not anticipated. The proposed sites are located at a distance from tidal waters to preclude 
sedimentation and erosion. However, standard best management practices would be applied, such as 
silt fencing and soil stabilization, to ensure that sediments do not migrate into nearby marine areas. 
Therefore, marine resources are not included in this analysis.   

3.5 Water Resources 

3.5.1 Definition 

Groundwater is water that flows or seeps downward and saturates soil or rock, supplying springs and 
wells. Surface water resources generally consist of wetlands, lakes, rivers, streams, and stormwater. 
Surface water is important for its contributions to the economic, ecological, recreational, and human 
health of a community or locale. A Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is the maximum amount of a 
substance that can be assimilated by a water body without causing impairment. A water body can be 
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deemed impaired if water quality analyses conclude that exceedances of water quality standards occur. 
The Clean Water Act (CWA) requires that states establish a Section 303(d) list to identify impaired 
waters and establish TMDLs for the sources causing the impairment. 

Wetlands are jointly defined by USEPA and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) (33 CFR section 
328(b)) as “those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and 
duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of 
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.” Wetlands generally include “swamps, 
marshes, bogs, and similar areas.” 

Floodplains are areas of low-level ground present along rivers, stream channels, large wetlands, or 
coastal waters subject to recurring inundation (i.e., flooding). Floodplain ecosystem functions include 
natural moderation of floods, flood storage and conveyance, groundwater recharge, and nutrient 
cycling. Floodplains also help to maintain water quality and are often home to a diverse array of plants 
and animals. In their natural vegetated state, floodplains slow the rate at which the incoming overland 
flow reaches the main water body. Floodplain boundaries are most often defined in terms of frequency 
of inundation, typically this area is identified as being subject to a 1 percent probability of a flood 
exceeding a certain level in any given year, or the 100-year floodplain. Hazard maps are produced by the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency. They identify flood-prone areas that probably will be 
inundated within a specified interval. For purposes of this analysis, the 100-year interval is used. 

3.5.2 Regulatory Setting 

Groundwater quality and quantity are regulated under several statutes and regulations, including the 
Safe Drinking Water Act. The CWA establishes federal limits, through the National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) program, on the amounts of specific pollutants that can be discharged into 
surface waters to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the water. The 
NPDES program regulates the discharge of point (i.e., end of pipe) and nonpoint sources 
(i.e., stormwater) of water pollution.  

The Energy Independence and Security Act establishes stormwater design requirements for 
development and redevelopment projects. Under section 438 of the act, federal facility projects larger 
than 5,000 square feet must “maintain or restore, to the maximum extent technically feasible, the 
predevelopment hydrology of the property with regard to the temperature, rate, volume, and duration 
of flow.” 

Waters of the U.S. are defined as (1) traditional navigable waters, (2) wetlands adjacent to navigable 
waters, (3) nonnavigable tributaries of traditional navigable waters that are relatively permanent where 
the tributaries typically flow perennially or have continuous flow at least seasonally (e.g., typically 
3 months), and (4) wetlands that directly abut such tributaries under Section 404 of the CWA, as 
amended, and are regulated by USEPA and the USACE (summarized from 40 CFR section 230.3). Section 
404 of the CWA authorizes the Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers, to issue 
permits for the discharge of dredge or fill into wetlands and other Waters of the U.S. Any discharge of 
dredged or fill material into Waters of the U.S. requires a permit from the USACE.  

Wetlands are currently regulated by the USACE under Section 404 of the CWA as a subset of “Waters of 
the U.S.” The term Waters of the U.S. has a broad meaning under the CWA and incorporates deepwater 
aquatic habitats and special aquatic habitats, including wetlands. Jurisdictional waters of the U.S. 
regulated under the CWA include coastal and inland waters, lakes, rivers, ponds, streams, intermittent 
streams, and “other” waters that, if degraded or destroyed, could affect interstate commerce. The full 
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regulatory definition of Waters of the U.S. can be found at 33 CFR section 328.3, Definition of Waters of 
the United States. Protection of Wetlands, EO 11990, requires that federal agencies adopt a policy to 
avoid, to the extent possible, long- and short-term adverse impacts associated with destruction and 
modification of wetlands and to avoid the direct and indirect support of new construction in wetlands 
whenever there is a practicable alternative. Floodplains are defined by EO 11988 as “the lowland and 
relatively flat areas adjoining inland and coastal waters including flood-prone areas of offshore islands, 
including at a minimum, that area subject to a 1 percent or greater chance of flooding in any given 
year.” Areas subject to a 1 percent or greater chance of annual flooding are also referred to as 100-year 
floodplains and areas subject to a 0.2 percent or greater chance of annual flooding are referred to as 
500-year floodplains. In October 2015, EO 13690, Establishing a Federal Flood Risk Management 
Standard and Process for Further Soliciting and Considering Stakeholder Input, was approved. It 
established flood risk management standards, identified ways to increase stakeholder involvement, and 
amended certain sections of EO 11988 (see Sections 1 and 2 of EO 13690). Per both EOs, federal 
agencies are required to avoid, to the extent practicable, the long- and short-term adverse impacts 
associated with the occupancy and modification of floodplains and to avoid direct or indirect support of 
floodplain development whenever there is a practicable alternative. If impacts cannot be avoided the 
appropriate flood risk management strategies need to be applied to the design and construction of the 
building. 

3.5.3 Approach to Analysis 

The discussion of water resources in this EA includes groundwater, surface water, wetlands, and 
floodplains. Compliance with the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) is addressed in Section 10.1 of 
this EA.  

3.6 Cultural Resources 

3.6.1 Definition 

Cultural resources are remnants of past human activity that, generally, are greater than 50 years of 
age. Cultural resources can be present within landscapes as districts, sites (including both archaeological 
and historical sites), or isolated finds. Districts are groups of buildings, structures, and sites that are 
linked historically by function, theme, or physical development. Sites are the locations of a significant 
event, or of historical human occupation or activity. They are identified by the presence of artifacts or 
features within a given space. Sites have the capacity to yield important information about aspects 
of human history and cultures. Isolated finds are characterized by solitary artifacts or sparse, 
insignificant groupings of artifacts within a given space. Typically, isolated finds lack the capacity to yield 
information important to human history and cultures. 

3.6.2 Regulatory Setting 

Cultural resources are governed by federal laws and regulations, including the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA), Archeological and Historic Preservation Act, American Indian Religious 
Freedom Act, Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979, and the Native American Graves 
Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990. Federal agencies’ responsibility for protecting historic 
properties is defined primarily by sections 106 and 110 of the NHPA.  

Section 106 of the NHPA, as implemented by 36 CFR part 229, requires federal agencies to consider the 
effects of their actions on historic properties before undertaking a project. Section 110 requires federal 
agencies to establish—in conjunction with the Secretary of the Interior—historic preservation programs 
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for the identification, evaluation, and protection of historic properties. Cultural resources also may be 
covered by state, local, and territorial laws. A historic property is defined as any building, site, structure, 
object, or district that is included in, or eligible for inclusion in, the National Register of Historic 
Properties (NRHP). The NRHP is the official inventory of the nation’s historic properties. The NRHP also 
includes National Historic Landmarks. In consideration of 36 CFR part 229, federal agencies are required 
to initiate consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and interested parties to 
define the proposed action, its potential effects on significant cultural resources, and the means to 
avoid, minimize, or mitigate effects on historic properties. 

For the Navy, the Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan (ICRMP) provides guidance and 
establishes standard operating procedures for the management of historic properties on their 
installations in compliance with sections 106 and 110 of the NHPA, as well as with other federal laws, 
and DoD and Navy instructions and policies on the management of cultural resources. NASA has entered 
into a Programmatic Agreement with the Virginia State Historic Preservation Office and the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, which outlines how the WFF manages its cultural resources. The 
Environmental Resources Document identifies the archaeological, architectural, and traditional cultural 
properties found on the WFF (NASA, 2016).  

3.6.3 Approach to Analysis 

The discussion of cultural resources in this EA includes prehistoric and historic archaeological sites; 
historic buildings, structures, and districts; and physical entities and human-made or natural features 
important to a culture, a subculture, or a community for traditional, religious, or other reasons. For this 
analysis, cultural resources are divided into three major categories: 

• Archaeological resources (prehistoric and historic) are locations where human activity 
measurably altered the earth or left deposits of physical remains.  

• Architectural resources include standing buildings, structures, landscapes, and other built-
environment resources of historic or aesthetic significance. 

• Traditional cultural properties may include archaeological resources, structures, neighborhoods, 
prominent topographic features, habitat, plants, animals, and minerals that American Indians or 
other groups consider essential for the preservation of traditional culture. 

The area of potential effects (APE) for cultural resources is the geographic area or areas within which an 
undertaking (project, activity, program, or practice) may cause changes in the character or use of any 
historic properties present. The APE is influenced by the scale and nature of the undertaking and may be 
different for various kinds of effects caused by the undertaking. 

3.7 Socioeconomics 

3.7.1 Definition 

Socioeconomics is defined as the basic attributes and resources associated with the human 
environment, particularly characteristics of population and economic activity. Demographics, 
employment characteristics, and housing occupancy status data provide key insights into socioeconomic 
conditions that might be affected by a proposed action. In addition to these factors, childcare services 
are also evaluated under socioeconomics. Both day care and home care facilities were used. Day care 
facilities generally are larger, serve more children (more than 20), and support bigger staff. Home care 
facilities are generally smaller with a home-like environment, serve fewer children (less than 12), and 
consequently have fewer staff. 
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3.7.2 Regulatory Setting 

CEQ regulations implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) state that when economic 
or social effects and natural or physical environmental effects are interrelated, these effects on the 
human environment should be discussed (40 CFR section 1508.14). The CEQ regulations further state 
that the “human environment shall be interpreted comprehensively to include the natural and physical 
environment and the relationship of people with that environment.” In addition, 40 CFR section 1508.8 
states that agencies need to assess not only direct effects, but also indirect effects such as “aesthetic, 
historic, cultural, economic, social, or health” effects. According to DoD Instruction 6060.2/6060.4, 
Military Child and Youth Programs and OPNAVINST 1700.9E, Navy Child and Youth Programs, 80 percent 
of the potential need for childcare services shall be met.  

3.7.3 Approach to Analysis 

The socioeconomic analysis evaluates how elements of the human environment might be affected by 
the Proposed Action. Socioeconomic data shown are presented at the Census County Division (CCD), 
county, state, and/or national levels to characterize baseline socioeconomic conditions in the context of 
regional, state, and national trends. Data were collected from previously published documents issued by 
federal, state, and local agencies and from state and national databases (e.g., U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis’ Regional Economic Information System). The approach used to analyze childcare services was 
to identify the number of both daycare and home care facilities in the geographic area of the 
alternatives, determine the number of children they can serve, and ascertain whether there would be 
any capacity issues if the Proposed Action were implemented. 

3.8 Transportation 

3.8.1 Definition 

Ground traffic and transportation refer to roadway and street systems, the movement of vehicles on 
roadway networks, and mass transit. Roadway operating conditions and the adequacy of existing 
roadway systems to accommodate vehicle use are often described in terms of average daily traffic (ADT) 
volumes and Level of Service (LOS) ratings. Neither air traffic nor ship traffic is examined in this EA. The 
Triton UAS will operate in restricted, warning, or prohibited special use airspace upon takeoffs and 
landings and transiting to its cruising altitude—it can operate up to 60,000 feet above ground level. At 
all times the aircraft will be under the direct control of pilots. Once it gains its cruising altitude, the 
Triton UAS will operate well above civil and commercial air traffic. In terms of ship traffic, the Proposed 
Action does not involve any maritime operations so this facet of transportation is not analyzed further. 

3.8.2 Regulatory Setting 

A qualitative measure is used to identify the level of flow and service of highways and roads. The 
measure is called the LOS. With the LOS measure, a level is assigned to roadways based on traffic flow, 
density, speed, and other characteristics. The letters A through F represent the LOS. An LOS of A is 
considered the least restricted flow of traffic. An LOS of B has a reasonable free flow with only minor 
maneuverability restrictions in traffic flow and C has a stable flow where the ability to maneuver 
through lanes is restricted and lane changes require more driver awareness. An LOS of D has unstable 
flow, and the freedom to maneuver in the traffic stream is limited; E has an unstable flow, and is 
operating at its capacity. An LOS of F is considered the most restricted flow and typical of roads with 
traffic jams. 
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3.8.3 Approach to Analysis 

Transportation resources that are addressed in this EA focus on vehicle movements on the major and 
minor roadways that feed into the installations, security gates, and parking areas. 

3.9 Hazardous Materials and Waste  

3.9.1 Definition 

“Hazardous materials,” “hazardous waste,” and “special hazards,” broadly defined, can all be classified 
as “hazardous substances” as defined by the federal Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) of 1980 because they may present a threat to human health 
and/or the environment.  

Hazardous materials are defined under CERCLA as chemical substances that pose a substantial hazard to 
human health or the environment when improperly treated, handled, used, packaged, stored, 
transported, or disposed. This includes ignitable, corrosive, reactive, and/or toxic materials. 
Furthermore, the U.S. Department of Transportation regulations, 49 CFR section 171.8, defines 
hazardous materials as “hazardous substances, hazardous wastes, marine pollutants, elevated 
temperature materials, materials designated as hazardous in the Hazardous Materials Table, and 
materials that meet the defining criteria for hazard classes and divisions” in 49 CFR part 173.  

Hazardous wastes are defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) as: “a solid waste, 
or combination of solid wastes, which because of its quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or 
infectious characteristics may (A) cause, or significantly contribute to, an increase in mortality or an 
increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible illness; or (B) pose a substantial present or 
potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, 
disposed of, or otherwise managed.” Hazardous wastes may take the form of solid, liquid, contained 
gaseous, semi-solid wastes (e.g., sludges), or any combination of wastes that pose a substantial present 
or potential hazard to human health or the environment and have been discarded or abandoned. 

Special hazards are those substances that might pose a risk to human health and addressed separately 
from other hazardous substances. Special hazards include asbestos-containing material, polychlorinated 
biphenyls, and lead-based paint. The USEPA is given authority to regulate special hazard substances by 
the Toxic Substances Control Act. Asbestos is also regulated by USEPA under the CAA.  

The Defense Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) was established by DoD to facilitate thorough 
investigation and cleanup of contaminated sites on military installations (i.e., active installations, 
installations subject to Base Realignment and Closure, and formerly used defense sites). Equivalently, 
the purpose of NASA's Environmental Compliance and Restoration (ECR) Program is to clean up 
chemicals released to the environment from past activities.  

3.9.2 Regulatory Setting 

Hazardous materials are regulated under several federal programs administered by the USEPA, including 
CERCLA, Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, Toxic Substances Control Act, and 
RCRA. Both DoD and NASA installations are required to comply with these laws along with other 
applicable federal, state, DoD, and NASA regulations, as well as with relevant EOs including EO 13148, 
Greening the Government Through Leadership in Environmental Management. Transportation of 
hazardous materials is regulated by the U.S. Department of Transportation regulations.  
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Certain types of hazardous wastes are subject to special management provisions intended to ease the 
management burden and facilitate the recycling of such materials. These are called universal wastes and 
their associated regulatory requirements are specified in 40 CFR part 273. Four types of waste are 
currently covered under the universal wastes regulations: batteries, pesticides that are either recalled or 
collected in waste pesticide collection programs, thermostats, and lamps. 

In terms of special hazards, the DERP and ECR programs were instituted to satisfy the requirements of 
CERCLA and RCRA for former and current hazardous waste sites. The Installation Restoration Program 
and the Military Munitions Response Program are components of the DERP. The Installation Restoration 
Program requires each DoD installation to identify, investigate, and clean up hazardous waste disposal 
or release sites. The Environmental Restoration Program is the Navy’s initiative to address DERP. For 
NASA, ECR Program site cleanups are prioritized to ensure that the highest priority liabilities are 
addressed, first to protect human health and the environment, and second to preserve natural 
resources for future missions. The ECR program includes both restoration and environmental 
management investment projects. 

3.9.3 Approach to Analysis 

This EA discusses hazardous materials, hazardous waste, special hazards, and DERP/ERP sites. The Navy 
and NASA have implemented strict hazardous material and waste programs for all activities. These 
programs are governed Navy-wide by applicable OPNAVINST and at the installation by specific 
instructions issued by the Base Commander. Agency-wide at NASA, the programs are governed by the 
NASA Procedural Requirements and at the WFF by site specific NASA Environmental Management 
Systems. The Navy and NASA continuously monitor their operations to find ways to minimize the use of 
hazardous materials and to reduce hazardous wastes generation. 

3.10 Cumulative Impacts 

3.10.1 Definition of Cumulative Impacts 

The approach taken in the analysis of cumulative impacts in this EA follows the objectives of NEPA, 
CEQ regulations, and CEQ guidance. Cumulative impacts, defined in 40 CFR part 1508.7, are those to the 
environment that result from the incremental impact of the action when added to the other past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (federal or non-federal) 
or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but 
collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time. To determine the scope of 
environmental assessments, agencies consider cumulative actions that, when viewed with other past, 
present, or reasonably foreseeable actions, have cumulatively significant impacts and therefore be 
discussed in the same NEPA documentation. 

In addition, CEQ and USEPA have published guidance addressing implementation of cumulative 
impact analyses—Guidance on the Consideration of Past Actions in Cumulative Effects Analysis 
(CEQ, 2005) and Consideration of Cumulative Impacts in EPA Review of NEPA Documents (USEPA, 
1999). CEQ guidance entitled Considering Cumulative Impacts under NEPA (1997) states that 
cumulative impact analyses should 

“…determine the magnitude and significance of the environmental consequences of 
the proposed action in the context of the cumulative impacts of other past, present, 
and future actions...identify significant cumulative impacts…[and]…focus on truly 
meaningful impacts.” 
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Cumulative impacts are most likely to arise when a relationship or synergism exists between a proposed 
action and other actions expected to occur in a similar location or during a similar time period. Actions 
overlapping with or in close proximity to the proposed action would be expected to have more potential 
for a relationship than those more geographically separated. Similarly, relatively concurrent actions 
would tend to offer a higher potential for cumulative impacts. To identify cumulative impacts, the 
analysis needs to address the following three fundamental questions. 

• Does a relationship exist such that affected resource areas of the proposed action might interact 
with the affected resource areas of past, present, or reasonably foreseeable actions? 

• If one or more of the affected resource areas of the proposed action and another action could 
be expected to interact, would the proposed action affect or be affected by impacts of the other 
action? 

• If such a relationship exists, then does an assessment reveal any potentially significant impacts 
not identified when the proposed action is considered alone? 

3.10.2 Scope of Cumulative Impacts Analysis 

The scope of the cumulative impacts analysis involves both the geographic extent of the effects and the 
time in which the effects could be expected to occur. For this EA, the study area delimits the geographic 
extent of the cumulative impacts analysis for each of the three action alternatives. In general, the study 
area includes those locations identified for development and Triton UAS operations associated with 
Alternatives 1, 2, and 3, as well as the No Action Alternative. The period for cumulative impacts centers 
on the timing of the Proposed Action. For this analysis, the time encompasses 2017 when construction 
would begin and ends in 2023, when steady-state operations of the Triton UAS home basing action 
would be achieved. 

Another factor influencing the scope of cumulative impacts analysis involves identifying other actions to 
consider. Beyond determining that the geographic scope and time frame for the actions interrelate to 
the action alternatives, the analysis employs the measure of “reasonably foreseeable” to include or 
exclude other actions. Public documents prepared by federal, state, and local government agencies form 
the primary sources of information regarding reasonably foreseeable actions. Documents used to 
identify other actions include notices of intent for Environmental Impact Statements (EISs), EISs and EAs, 
management plans, land use plans, and other planning related studies. 
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4 ALTERNATIVE 1: NAVAL AIR STATION KEY WEST, FLORIDA 
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

This chapter presents a description of the environmental resources and baseline conditions that exist 
along with the potential environmental consequences that could occur by implementing Alternative 1 at 
Naval Air Station (NAS) Key West. 

4.0 Scope of Impact Analysis 

All potentially relevant environmental resource areas were initially considered for analysis in this 
Environmental Assessment (EA). In compliance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Council 
on Environmental Quality (CEQ), and 32 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part 775 requirements, the 
discussion of the affected environment (i.e., baseline conditions) focuses only on those resource areas 
potentially subject to impacts. Additionally, the level of detail used in describing a resource is 
commensurate with the anticipated level of potential environmental impact.  

“Significantly,” as used in NEPA, requires consideration of both context and intensity. Context means 
that the significance of an action must be analyzed using several factors such as society as a whole 
(e.g., human, national), the affected region, the affected interests, and the locality. Significance varies 
with the setting of a proposed action. For instance, in the case of a site-specific action, significance 
would usually depend on the effects in the locale rather than in the world as a whole. Both short- and 
long-term effects are relevant (40 CFR part 1508.27). Intensity refers to the severity or extent of the 
potential environmental impact, which can be thought of in terms of the potential amount of the likely 
change. In general, the more sensitive the context, the less intense a potential impact needs to be in 
order to be considered significant. Likewise, the less sensitive the context, the potential impact would 
need to be more intense to be significant. 

The following identifies the resource areas whose impacts were considered negligible or non-existent; 
therefore, they were not analyzed in detail for Alternative 1 at NAS Key West. These resources are 
airfield and airspace management, radio frequency and electromagnetic emissions, land use, 
infrastructure and utilities, recreation, community/ emergency services, cultural resources, 
environmental justice, visual/aesthetic resources, and soils and topography. 

Airfield and Airspace Management: Construction activities associated with this alternative would occur 
adjacent to one of the three runways (Figure 4-1); however, these activities would not conflict or restrict 
existing airfield operations. Construction and equipment would use existing roads to access the project 
site and the location of construction would not take place on the runways. The addition of 
approximately five Triton unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) flight operations per day would equate to a 
maximum of 1,825 aircraft operations annually (based on 365 flying days), which would represent an 
approximate 3.5 percent increase for existing annual operations at Boca Chica Airfield. Currently, this 
airfield supports more than 52,000 annual flight operations (i.e., takeoffs, landings, and touch and goes). 
Adding Triton UAS operations, which would only be takeoffs and landings (the UAS does not practice 
touch and goes), represents a 3.5 percent increase in airfield operations at NAS Key West. This would 
not impair the ability of the Radar Air Traffic Control Facility to coordinate flights within airfield 
environment or in the adjacent controlled airspace. Triton UAS aircraft would be under pilot control at 
all times and with adherence to existing flight rules, and continued coordination with Key West’s 
International Airport Air Traffic Control, would preclude conflicts with local air traffic.   
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Figure 4-1  Naval Air Station Key West Proposed Construction 

Alternative 1 would not involve the creation or modification of any special use airspace. Triton UAS flight 
operations would be conducted in existing controlled airspace around the Boca Chica Airfield and upon 
departure, fly within restricted airspace, travel over water, and climb to a final cruise altitude of 
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approximately 58,000 feet above mean sea level. The Navy would obtain the appropriate Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) certification before Triton UAS flight operations would be conducted at 
the air station. Therefore, no impacts to airfield or airspace management would be expected and no 
further analysis of this resource is carried forward under Alternative 1 at NAS Key West.  

Land Use: The proposed construction site is located on Boca Chica Airfield and primary land uses 
comprise three runways. The associated safety clear zones include large expanses of mowed apron 
areas, open water lagoons, and wetland habitats, some of which support federally protected species 
(e.g., Lower Keys marsh rabbit and American crocodile). The area located to the north of the runway 
includes air operations buildings, transient housing, administrative buildings and recreational facilities. 
In addition to airfield operations, Boca Chica contains a weapons area to the west-southwest of the 
airfield. This area contains a few buildings but is primarily undeveloped because it is encumbered by 
safety requirements for explosive ordnance handling activities (i.e., Explosive Safety Quantity Distance 
arcs). The Boca Chica Marina is located on the western side of the Key and includes a recreational beach, 
boat slips, and a mooring area (United States [U.S.] Navy, 2014a). There would be no changes to land 
use designations within the air station’s boundaries either due to construction or operations. Outside of 
station boundaries, neither construction nor operations would affect land use designations (i.e., 
construction would not affect areas off station and projected noise levels would not noticeably change 
from existing conditions). Therefore, no impacts to land uses would be expected and no further analysis 
of this resource is carried forward under Alternative 1 at NAS Key West. 

Infrastructure and Utilities: Over the past decade, NAS Key West has experienced a decrease in station 
personnel and operations, and the Key West population has shrunk by close to 4 percent since 2010 
(U.S. Census American FactFinder, 2016). Subsequently, there is excess capacity of infrastructure and 
utilities at the station and in the greater community because the existing infrastructure (including 
utilities such as potable water, electricity, and communications, as well as public services such as 
wastewater treatment and garbage collection) was originally designed to support a larger population. 
However, a new sanitary sewer line would need to be installed to accommodate the increase of 
personnel in that part of the installation. The lift station would be situated in the proposed parking area, 
follow an existing road for close to a half mile to Boca Chica Road, and then follow this road for about a 
mile to the municipal lift station on Boundary Lane at Geiger Key. The Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority 
would be responsible for the operation and maintenance of the off-installation wastewater system. As 
of January 2010, Geiger Key joined the Big Coppitt Central Wastewater System, a new system that 
completed construction in 2009. There is existing capacity according to the Authority to support this 
addition. In summary, Alternative 1 is not expected to exceed the current capacity of the infrastructure 
and utilities at NAS Key West and in the greater Lower Keys area. Therefore, only negligible impacts to 
infrastructure or utilities would be expected and no further analysis is carried forward. 

Recreation: There are no recreational resources located at or adjacent to the proposed construction site 
at NAS Key West. Furthermore, this alternative would not involve any activities that would alter existing 
recreational areas (e.g., the Marina) or impact recreational activities at or adjacent to the air station. 
Triton UAS-generated noise levels would increase no more than 1 decibel (dB) Day-Night Average Sound 
Level (DNL), therefore, the acoustic environment would not be perceptibly different from existing 
conditions if Alternative 1 were implemented. No impacts, therefore, would be expected to recreational 
resources and detailed examination is not carried forward for this resource under Alternative 1 at NAS 
Key West. 
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Community/Emergency Services: Educational Services. Monroe County supports 20 public education 
institutions. It is estimated that Alternative 1, NAS Key West, would add 184 more school-aged children 
to the Monroe County School District (Department of Defense [DoD], 2014a). This would represent a 4.2 
percent increase in the school district’s 2016 enrollment of 4,382. According to the Monroe County 
School District 2014-2015 Work Plan, the two elementary schools had a utilization rate averaging 88 
percent in 2014/2015, and it is projected that this utilization rate would remain similar in the 2018/2019 
timeframe. The addition of 130 students could introduce impacts to a local elementary school if all 
personnel lived on the station; however, as this would not be the case, it is anticipated that the 
additional students would not introduce significant effects to area elementary schools. As for the middle 
school, the 2014/2015 utilization rate was 86 percent and is projected to be 82 percent by 2018/2019 
(Monroe County School District, 2016). The middle school has the capacity to support the anticipated 
22 additional students under Alternative 1. The high school had a 2014/2015 utilization rate of 
81 percent, with a projected utilization rate of 77 percent by 2018/2019. The high school has the 
capacity to accommodate 33 additional students anticipated under Alternative 1. Therefore, only 
negligible impacts would be expected to educational services. 

Health Services. There are several civilian hospitals in the Key West area: Lower Florida Keys Medical 
Center, the Fishermen’s Community Hospital, and the Nicklaus Children’s Hospital. The Naval Branch 
Medical Clinic has two primary outpatient facilities on NAS Key West, one on Boca Chica Airfield and one 
in the city of Key West. The medical clinic at Boca Chica Airfield serves active duty personnel. At the 
main branch in downtown Key West, active duty personnel, their dependents, and veterans receive 
care. Services provided include primary care, pediatrics, minor surgery, and optometry. There is existing 
capacity in both civilian and naval facilities to support the anticipated increase in population associated 
with Alternative 1 at NAS Key West; therefore, negligible impacts are anticipated to health services. 

Emergency Services. Fire protection for NAS Key West is located on Boca Chica Airfield and Trumbo 
Annex. In addition to the Navy facilities, the city of Key West has 89 total firefighting personnel in 2015 
(Key West, 2015). The city of Key West also has 127 police department personnel. Under Alternative 1, 
NAS Key West, an estimated 914 military, civil service personnel, and their dependents would move to 
the Key West and Lower Keys area. This represents about a 2.8 percent increase in the Key West area 
population, and a 7.9 percent increase in the Lower Keys population. This negligible addition would not 
constrain the ability of the Key West fire and police to respond to emergencies; their current response 
time is 4 minutes and this would not be affected by a negligible population increase. In the event that a 
hurricane evacuation was required, personnel and their dependents would operate under existing plans 
and procedures to ensure their safety. Triton UAS and other aircraft would be flown to a safe location 
outside of the hurricane’s path. Therefore, only negligible impacts are anticipated to emergency 
response times and services. 

Accordingly, community/emergency services for Alternative 1 at NAS Key West are not carried forward 
for detailed examination. 

Cultural Resources: Cultural resources-related investigations conducted at NAS Key West have resulted 
in the recordation of 16 archaeological sites (NAS Key West, 2014). Three sites are eligible for listing in 
the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP); however, none is located within the Area of Potential 
Effects (APE) of Alternative 1. Architectural surveys were conducted at NAS Key West facilities in 1989 
and three different times in the 1990s to determine the presence of NRHP-eligible architectural 
resources. Seventeen architectural resources at NAS Key West have been determined eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP (NAS Key West, 2014). However, no NRHP-listed properties are located within the 
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APE at Boca Chica Airfield. On June 30, 2016, the Navy requested concurrence from the Florida State 
Historic Preservation Office with their determination of “No Historic Properties Affected”. On August 5, 
2016, the Florida SHPO responded that they needed additional information to support the not eligible 
for National Register listing determination for Buildings A-1004 and A-1005. On August 30, 2016, the 
Navy responded and provided the requested information and pictures. On October 6, 2016, the SHPO 
concurred with the Navy’s finding of “No Historic Properties Affected.” Appendix B provides copies of 
the correspondence. 

No traditional cultural properties have been identified associated with the Boca Chica Airfield. During 
development of the NAS Key West Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan, consultation with 
the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida was completed by the Navy. The tribal representatives 
identified potential Native American cultural materials located on Boca Chica Key, but did not indicate 
the possibility of a traditional cultural property (NAS Key West, 2014). Letters notifying the Tribes of the 
Proposed Action were sent July 29, 2016; emails were also sent on August 1, 2016, apprising the Tribes 
of the Navy’s proposed undertaking. To date, no responses from the tribes have been received; 
therefore, it is presumed that there are no objections to implementing Alternative 1 at NAS Key West. 
Accordingly, no further analysis of cultural resources is conducted for Alternative 1 at NAS Key West. 

Environmental Justice: Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 1 would occur 
within Boca Chica Airfield or on existing right of ways. Noise, safety, and health conditions affecting low-
income and minority populations would not change perceptibly from those currently found at and 
around the air station. Operationally, noise generated by the Triton UAS, at less than 1 decibel Day-
Night Average Sound Levels, would not noticeably change the acoustic environment when compared to 
existing conditions. This alternative would not involve any activities (e.g., noise, air emissions, health, or 
other hazards) that would disproportionately affect minority or low-income populations (U.S. Navy, 
2013a). This is because no construction would occur near any of these types of populations, and Triton 
UAS aircraft would use similar arrival and departure paths of aircraft currently operating on the runways 
and would adhere to existing airfield rules and regulations. In terms of health and safety, it is not 
anticipated that the Triton UAS would expose these populations to increased risks, see Section 4.2.2.2 
for further detail. Therefore, environmental justice (per Executive Order [EO] 12898, Environmental 
Justice for Low Income and Minority Populations) under Alternative 1 is not carried forward for detailed 
examination. 

Visual/Aesthetic Resources: Visually, construction and demolition activities associated with this 
alternative would result in facilities that would be consistent with the current characteristic features of a 
military airfield and landscape of the air station. Additionally, there are no historic buildings found 
adjacent to the proposed construction site to create aesthetic conflicts. The design of new structures 
would adhere to Navy building guidelines and standards. Once operational, the introduction of Triton 
UAS aircraft would not change the visual aspect or aesthetic values at an already active military airfield. 
Therefore, no impacts to visual or aesthetic resources would be expected and this resource category, for 
Alternative 1 at NAS Key West, is not carried forward for detailed examination. 

Soils and Topography: According to the NAS Key West Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan, 
soils in the Key West area belong to the Rock Island or Urban Land Association (U.S. Navy, 2014a). These 
soils have been created because of dredge and fill activities or have accumulated because of the physical 
and chemical weathering of the parent oolitic limestone. The soils consist of sand, shell, and limestone 
fragments mixed with small amounts of marine sediments. These unconsolidated soils are very 
permeable and despite the flat topography, drainage is good. Implementing best management practices 
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to stabilize soils and control sedimentation during construction and demolition activities would minimize 
potential impacts from erosion and sedimentation into receiving water bodies. No prime farmland soils 
are mapped at the site, and no in-water construction would occur to produce marine sediments. 
Construction and demolition activities associated with this alternative would not significantly alter the 
soils and topographic features of the air station. Accordingly, soils and topography for Alternative 1 at 
NAS Key West are not carried forward for detailed examination. 

4.1 Noise 

This section discusses the existing ambient sound environment within and around Boca Chica Airfield 
(i.e., the affected environment) and the potential impacts home basing the Triton UAS would have on 
this environment. Refer to Section 3.1 for the resource definition and approach to analysis. Noise in 
relation to natural resources, including wildlife, is discussed in Section 4.4. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment includes those areas and receptors exposed to noise generated at Boca Chica 
Airfield. The ambient sound environment includes natural sources (e.g., wind, waves, and birds) and 
human-generated sources (e.g., aircraft, vehicles, boats, and horns). Flight operations are the primary 
source of noise generated at the airfield. Existing conditions comprise those presented in the NAS Key 
West Airfield Operations Environmental Impact Statement, Alternative 2 (U.S. Navy, 2013a), are 
incorporated by reference, and include 52,000 annual airfield operations. These operational numbers 
include existing and anticipated future operations at the air station. Aircraft conducting flight operations 
at the air station in recent decades have been dominated by the FA-18s and F-5Ns, as well as transient  
F-15s and F-16s (U.S. Navy, 2013a). Additionally, engine maintenance run-ups are major contributors to 
the noise environment; these are conducted at the south end of Runways 14/32 and 4/22 (U.S. Navy, 
2013a). 

Table 4-1 presents the Sound Exposure Level (SEL) of commonly operated aircraft at the airfield. The SEL 
measurement assumed the aircraft are directly over the receptor and presented at varying altitudes. 
The SEL provides the best representation of what people generally and immediately respond to 
when an aircraft flyover occurs. As indicated, the F/A-18s generate SEL of about 115.8 to 116.9 dBs at 
an altitude of 1,000 feet above ground level (AGL), the probable altitude of the aircraft when it passes 
outside of the station’s boundaries. The SELs for transient aircraft at that same altitude range from 
about 118.6 for the F-22 to 94.1 dB for the P-3. In comparison, the Triton UAS creates an SEL of 82.7 at 
1,000 feet AGL.  
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Table 4-1  Representative Sound Exposure Level for Common Aircraft 
Departures at Naval Air Station Key West 

Aircraft1 
In dBs 
500 feet AGL 1,000 feet AGL 2,000 feet AGL 

F/A-18C/D2 122.9 116.9 110.5 
F/A-18E/F2 121.3 115.8 107.9 
P-83 115.5 110.5 105.0 
P-3 99.5 94.1 88.4 
F-35C2 122 116.0 110.0 
F-22 124 118.6 112.6 
F-5 116.1 110.1 103.2 
Triton UAS4 87.5 82.7 76.7 
Source: SELCalc2 (U.S. Air Force, 2002).  
Notes:   1All aircraft modeled as departures in takeoff power engine setting. 

2U.S. Navy, 2013a. 
3Modeled using Boeing 737-D9 (same engines). 
4Modeled using a Cessna Citation X, which has the same basic Rolls-Royce AE 3007 engine as 
the Triton UAS. While the Triton UAS has a single engine, the Citation X has two engines. 
Therefore, the SEL for the Citation X is approximately 3 dB greater than the Triton UAS, but 
should share a similar frequency spectrum, making for a conservative surrogate. 

 Environmental Consequences 

Analysis of potential noise impacts includes estimating likely 
noise levels from Alternative 1 and determining potential 
effects to the human and natural environment.  

4.1.2.1 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would 
not occur and there would be no change to existing noise 
levels. Therefore, no changes to the noise environment would 
occur with implementation of the No Action Alternative. 

4.1.2.2 Alternative 1: Naval Air Station Key West, Florida 

The affected environment for Alternative 1 includes those 
areas and receptors exposed to construction- and aircraft-
generated noise at Boca Chica Airfield. 

Construction Noise 

Construction noise is generated by the use of heavy equipment on job sites and is generally short-term 
in duration (i.e., during specific times in the day and certain phases of renovation, demolition, and/or 
construction). Commonly, heavy equipment operation occurs sporadically throughout daytime hours. 
Table 4-2 provides a list of representative construction equipment and associated noise levels in dBs, 
adjusted for the percent of time the equipment would typically be operated at full power at a 
construction site, from a distance of 50 feet. Overall, construction noise levels are governed primarily by 
the noisiest pieces of equipment, which are typically impact devices (e.g., jackhammers). Under 
Alternative 1 at NAS Key West, noise impacts would vary based on the construction phase and by the 
specific task being undertaken (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [USEPA], 1971). For instance, 
demolition and construction activities typically involve bulldozers and jack hammers; bulldozers, 

NAS Key West Potential Noise 
Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not change the existing noise 
environment at NAS Key West. 

• Alternative 1: Construction noise 
would be short-term and would 
not affect areas outside of air 
station boundaries. 

• Alternative 1: A less than  
1 dB DNL increase in noise levels 
from Triton UAS operations would 
likely not be noticeable; 
therefore, negligible impacts to 
the acoustic environment. 
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scrapers, backhoes, and trucks are used during excavation, land clearing, and grading; backhoes are 
involved in utility installation; and concrete mixers, pumps, saws, hammers, cranes, and forklifts are 
employed during building construction.  

Table 4-2  Predicted Noise Levels for Construction Equipment 

Equipment Description 
Actual Measured Maximum Sound 
Level (dB) at 50 feet 

Clearing and Grading 
Flat Bed Truck 74 
Dump Truck 76 
Roller 80 
Bulldozer 82 
Grader/Scraper 84 

Excavation 
Front End Loader 79 
Pneumatic Tools 85 
Jackhammer 89 

Building Construction 
Compressor (air) 78 
Concrete Mixer Truck 79 
Crane/Generator/Pump 81 
Warning Horn 83 
Chain Saw 84 
Vibrating Hopper 87 
Concrete Saw/Impact Hammer 90 

Source: Federal Highway Administration [FHWA], 2006. 

Typically, the dB level of a sound decreases (or attenuates) exponentially as the distance from the 
source increases. For a single point source, like a bulldozer, the sound level decreases by approximately 
6 dB for each doubling of distance from the source where no other features such as vegetation, 
topography, or walls absorb or deflect the sound. For example, at 50 feet a bulldozer generates a noise 
level of 82 dB, at 500 feet this level would decrease to about 54 dB and generate noise levels that would 
not likely be distinguishable within the acoustic environment. Additionally, building walls can attenuate 
noise levels by 35 to 50 dB and windows from 25 to 35 dB (FHWA, 2011). 

The nearest receptor outside of station boundaries likely to be affected by construction noise is the Boca 
Chica Road Housing Cluster at Atlantic Drive. This housing cluster is about 4,000 feet from the proposed 
construction site. Given this distance, the noise generated by a bulldozer would likely not be heard by 
individuals around or inside their homes. Therefore, no significant impacts are anticipated from 
construction-related noise if Alternative 1 at NAS Key West were implemented. 

Operations Noise 

The addition of approximately five Triton UAS flight operations per day would equate to 1,825 annual 
flight operations, which would represent a 3.5 percent increase in existing annual operations at Boca 
Chica Airfield. This percent increase would change noise levels by less than 1 dB DNL. As presented in 
Section 3.1.1, a change of 3 dB is barely noticeable to the human ear (Berendt et al., 1976); therefore, a 
less than 1-dB increase in DNL would likely not be noticeable. Additionally, existing fighter jet aircraft 
operating out of NAS Key West would continue to dominate the noise environment at the airfield. A 
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comparison of noise generated by the Triton UAS on departure (see Table 4-1) indicates that the Triton 
UAS would be approximately 33 dB quieter than the F/A-18E/Fs. 

Potential impacts to the noise environment from Triton UAS flight operations would be negligible, as the 
Triton UAS would spend relatively little time operating in the airfield environment. The Triton UAS 
would conduct straight-in approaches and straight-out departures, would not include low-approaches or 
touch-and-go maneuvers, and would primarily depart and arrive over the ocean. The Triton UAS flight 
operations would not include low-approaches or touch-and-go maneuvers, which are common with 
fixed-wing aircraft types. Therefore, implementing Alternative 1 at NAS Key West would result in 
negligible impacts to the Boca Chica Airfield noise environment. 

In summary, there would be no significant noise impacts if Alternative 1 were implemented at NAS Key 
West. 

4.2 Public Health and Safety 

As identified in Section 3.2.3, public health and safety in this EA addresses flight safety or aircraft 
mishaps, bird/wildlife aircraft strike hazards (BASH), as well as accident potential zones (APZs). Weapons 
and construction safety are not addressed because no weapons are associated with the Proposed Action 
to home base Triton UASs on the East Coast and construction activities would be compliant with all 
relevant occupational health and safety, and anti-terrorism/force protection requirements. 

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 1 could have the potential to 
introduce health and safety risks to children (per EO 13045, Protection of Children from Environmental 
Health Risks and Safety Risks). This alternative would not involve any activities that would affect children 
because no construction would occur near any homes, schools, or daycare centers. Operationally, noise 
generated by the Triton UAS, at less than 1 decibel Day-Night Average Sound Levels, would not 
noticeably change the acoustic environment when compared to existing conditions. In terms of safety, 
as presented in Section 4.2.2.2, the Triton UAS (MQ-4) has a good safety record and would continue to 
adhere to existing airfield rules and regulations to minimize safety risks. Therefore, protection of 
children under Alternative 1 at NAS Key West is not carried forward for detailed examination. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for public health and safety includes the three main operable runways at 
Boca Chica Airfield and the adjacent airspace. 

4.2.1.1 Aircraft Mishaps 

Aircraft mishaps could be caused by mid-air collisions with other aircraft or objects, weather difficulties, 
mechanical failures, pilot error, or BASH. This analysis occurs in the context of two primary ongoing 
programs that address airfield safety:  

• The Navy and DoD Air Installations Compatible Use Zones (AICUZ) program aims to protect the 
health, safety, and welfare of individuals living near a military airfield while preserving the 
operational capability of the airfield.  

• Specific safety requirements of aircraft flight operations from Boca Chica Airfield are contained 
in the NAS Key West Air Operations Manual, including detailed standard operating procedures 
that must be followed by all aircrews operating from the airfield to ensure flight safety (NAS Key 
West, 2004). 
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The Navy RQ-4 (the test and evaluation version of the Triton UAS) has had one Class A mishap (property 
damage was in excess of $2 million but there were no fatalities) in 2012 when it crashed 22 miles from 
NAS Patuxent River in Maryland. The incident resulted from a rudder system failure and the UAS system 
followed programmed maneuvers to guide it to the crash site, which was in a remote and unpopulated 
area (Naval Safety Center, 2016b). In the unlikely event of an aircraft emergency or mishap, NAS Key 
West maintains emergency and mishap response plans to guide responses to an aircraft incident (to 
include its own search and rescue plan), should one occur. These plans assign agency responsibilities 
and prescribe functional activities necessary to react to mishaps, whether on or off the station. 
Response would normally occur in two phases. The initial response focuses on rescue, evacuation, fire 
suppression, safety, elimination of explosive devices, ensuring security of the area, and other actions 
immediately necessary to prevent loss of life or further property damage. The second phase is the 
mishap investigation, which involves an array of organizations whose participation would be governed 
by the circumstances associated with the mishap and actions required to be performed. 

4.2.1.2 Accident Potential Zones 

Although the likelihood of an aircraft mishap is remote, the Navy identifies APZs to assist in land use 
planning. These zones are not predictors of accidents; however, if an aircraft mishap were to occur, 
there is expected to be a higher probability of occurrence of the mishap within an APZ. These zones are 
delineated based on historical data and departure, arrival, and pattern flight tracks on and near airfield 
runways. Boca Chica Airfield has three APZs: the Clear Zone, APZ I, and APZ II. The Clear Zone is the area 
where a mishap is most likely to occur, if one was to occur. APZ I delineates an area where mishaps are 
less likely to occur when compared to the Clear Zone. APZ II identifies an area where mishaps are even 
less likely to occur when compared to APZ I.  

4.2.1.3 Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazard 

NAS Key West has an effective BASH program that involves the distribution of information and active 
and passive measures to control how birds use the critical areas around the airfield. Methods outlined in 
the plan to reduce BASH risk at the airfield include habitat management, bird dispersal, depredation, 
and bird avoidance (NAS Key West, 2002). The NAS Key West Operations Department Safety Officer 
executes the BASH Program at NAS Key West but success also depends on participation of the entire 
Bird Hazard Working Group that includes input from tenant commands, natural resources, and Air 
Traffic Control to execute effective coordination procedures and avoidance techniques such as the 
posting of Bird Watch Conditions for aircrews at Base Operations. In addition, NAS Key West uses the 
resources of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service’s 
Wildlife Services Program to minimize the risk posed by birds and other wildlife at the air station. Risk 
minimizations used by USDA personnel include non-lethal and lethal control (if deemed necessary) of 
hazardous wildlife, as well as the capture and relocation of wildlife from airfield boundaries under 
appropriate federal and state permits. 

The presence of resident and migratory birds and their habitat at and near Boca Chica Airfield creates 
BASH risks. In Fiscal Year (FY) 2009, there were six confirmed bird strikes; in FY 2010, there were eight; 
and from October 2010 through June 2011, there were six confirmed bird strikes at the airfield. These 
levels are comparable with the historic seven to ten bird strikes per year reported for NAS Key West. No 
Class A damage and/or casualties (see Table 3-1 for definition) were reported with these incidents. 
Outside of birds, other wildlife strikes are not an issue at the airfield (U.S. Navy, 2013a). 
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4.2.1.4 Hurricanes 

Hurricane season begins June 1 and runs through November 30. Tropical Cyclone Conditions of 
Readiness are ordered by the NAS Key West Commanding Officer based on the expected onset of 
destructive winds. The level of preparation increases with the progression of each Condition of 
Readiness, from picking up loose gear in Condition of Readiness 5, to reporting to shelters in Condition 
of Readiness 1. Aircraft are relocated to other airfields as conditions warrant and personnel emergency 
responses range from sheltering in place to evacuating to an out-of-area location. 

 Environmental Consequences 

Public health and safety analysis addresses issues related to 
the health and safety of military personnel and civilians living 
on or near the airfield. Specifically, this section provides 
information on hazards associated with potential Triton UAS 
aircraft mishaps, APZs, and BASH. Please note, however, that 
there is no generally recognized threshold for air safety, 
which defines acceptable or unacceptable conditions. 
Therefore, the focus of airfield and airspace managers is to 
reduce safety risks through a number of measures, including 
providing and disseminating information to airfield/airspace 
users, requiring appropriate levels of training for those using 
the airfield/airspace, setting appropriate standards for 
equipment performance and maintenance, defining rules 
governing the use of the airfield/airspace, and assigning 
appropriate and well-defined responsibilities to Air Traffic 
Controllers, airspace managers, and pilots. When these 
measures are implemented, safety risks are minimized, even 
though they cannot be eliminated completely. 

Weapons and construction safety are not addressed in this analysis. No weapons are associated with the 
Proposed Action and construction/demolition activities would be compliant with all relevant 
occupational health and safety and anti-terrorism/force protection requirements. 

4.2.2.1 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would not occur and there would be no change to 
public health and safety. The FAA will continue to be responsible for ensuring safe and efficient use of 
federal airspace by military and civilian aircraft. To fulfill these requirements, the FAA has established 
safety regulations, airspace management guidelines, a civil/military common system, and cooperative 
activities with the DoD. There would be continued adherence to aircraft mishap and BASH avoidance 
measures as well as airfield operation rules under the No Action Alternative. Therefore, no public health 
or safety impacts are anticipated by implementing the No Action Alternative. 

4.2.2.2 Alternative 1: Naval Air Station Key West, Florida 

All Triton UAS flight operations would be conducted in accordance with FAA regulations and directives, 
specific operating manuals, and DoD Flight Information Publications. All emergencies or malfunctions 
associated with flight operations would be handled in accordance with established aircraft-specific 
procedures. In addition, existing standard operating procedures at NAS Key West would be employed to 

NAS Key West Potential Public Health 
and Safety Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not change existing conditions for 
public health and safety 
environment at NAS Key West. 

• Alternative 1: No measurable 
changes to mishap risk would 
occur at the airfield. 

• Alternative 1: The 3.5 percent 
increase in aircraft operations 
would not necessitate changes to 
existing APZ boundaries. 

• Alternative 1: Implementation of 
existing BASH avoidance 
procedures would minimize BASH 
risks to negligible levels. 
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ensure appropriate airspace management by all participating aircraft, which would reduce the potential 
for mid-air collisions. Existing emergency response plans would be updated as necessary to account for 
any specific requirements of the Triton UAS.  

Aircraft Mishaps 

To date, there have been no other class A mishaps, since the one referenced in Section 4.2.1.1 and 
implementing Alternative 1 would not measurably affect mishap risks at NAS Key West. The total 
number of annual operations conducted at Boca Chica Airfield would increase by 1,825 
(approximately 3.5 percent) with the addition of Triton UAS flight operations. This minor increase in 
operations would not be expected to increase the risk of mishaps. UAS operations conducted in the 
National Airspace System require an approved Certificate of Authorization (COA) issued from the FAA. 
The COA applications are submitted to the FAA through a web-based system. Once received, the FAA 
conducts a comprehensive operational and technical evaluation to determine if the UAS could safely 
operate with other airspace users. Under a COA, UAS operations can be conducted within a defined 
block of national airspace (typically special use airspace), usually with site specific provisions or 
limitations (e.g., requirements to fly only under Visual Flight Rules and/or only during daylight hours) 
and under the guidance of Air Traffic Control (FAA, 2016a). 

To help avoid mishaps, Triton UAS pilots receive extensive training prior to controlling actual aircraft 
flights. This includes extensive practice of emergency procedures to minimize the potential for UAS 
mishaps. The Triton UAS is also designed with multiple, redundant safety systems so that if one system 
fails, other backups take over. For instance, both the Triton UAS control centers have two consoles so 
that if one goes down, the other can take over. Another example is if communication between the pilot 
and the aircraft is interrupted, the Triton UAS is programmed to perform predetermined flight 
maneuvers (e.g., climbing to 15,000 feet above mean sea level and flying a predetermined course by 
circling at a prescribed altitude until communication is restored or landing at an already identified 
location on its own. Therefore, only negligible increases to mishaps would be introduced that would 
expose the public to safety risks under Alternative 1 at NAS Key West. 

Accident Potential Zones 

Alternative 1 would have no effect on the existing APZs at Boca Chica Airfield. The runways are 
compliant with all airfield safety and planning criteria and the new airframe would not require runway 
length or orientation to be reconfigured to retain optimal safety and efficiency of the airfield. Likewise, 
the APZs are based on predominant flight paths and these would not change by home basing Triton 
UASs at NAS Key West. No new on-base activities or construction would occur in the current APZs due to 
this action. Risks to persons and activities in the APZs would not change. The Navy would continue to 
work with Monroe County to address compatible use of privately owned land within APZ I in the 
northwest portion of Boca Chica Key (at the west end of runway 08/26) and APZs I and II (at the east end 
of runway 08/26) on Geiger Key. If Alternative 1 at NAS Key West were implemented, there would be no 
impacts to APZs. 

Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazard 

Under Alternative 1, the number of flight operations is not expected to differ noticeably from existing 
conditions. NAS Key West has a BASH Plan (a component of the Integrated Natural Resources 
Management Plan [INRMP]) that is designed to minimize the occurrence of BASH and adherence to the 
plan would continue under Alternative 1. Procedures are in place to identify increased risks and provide 
decision aids to aircrews in judging whether to alter or discontinue flying operations as necessary, as 
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identified in the Naval Air Facility Key West Instruction 3751.1B, Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazard 
(BASH) Reduction Program (NAS Key West, 2002). For instance, Air Traffic Control issues bird hazard 
warnings whenever bird activities are observed and Flight Planning is notified and current conditions are 
posted at Base Operations so that all aircrews are aware of potential BASH issues at the airfield. The risk 
of BASH incidents is not expected to change substantially because all Triton UAS aircrews would 
continue to follow applicable procedures outlined in the air station BASH Plan and Program, and Triton 
UAS pilots would adhere to existing standard operating procedures for flight. The number of flight 
operations would also remain similar to existing conditions and therefore, no significant BASH impacts 
would be anticipated if Alternative 1 were implemented. 

Hurricanes 

Under Alternative 1, there would be no changes in the safety procedures undertaken in response to 
hurricanes. If there is a Tropical Cyclone Conditions of Readiness, Triton UAS operations would be either 
diverted to another location or discontinued in advance of an approaching storm. The additional 
personnel associated with Alternative 1 would continue adhering to existing emergency plans and 
procedures and not affect the community’s hurricane evacuation preparedness. 

In summary, there would be no significant public health and safety impacts if Alternative 1 at NAS Key 
West were implemented. 

4.3 Air Quality 

A region’s air quality is influenced by many factors including the type and amount of pollutants emitted 
into the atmosphere, the size and topography of the air basin, and the prevailing meteorological 
conditions (see Section 3.3 for the resource definition, regulatory setting, and approach to analysis). 
Most air pollutants originate from human-made sources, including mobile sources (e.g., airplanes, cars, 
trucks, buses) and stationary sources (e.g., factories, refineries, power plants), as well as indoor sources 
(e.g., some building materials and cleaning solvents). Air pollutants are also released from natural 
sources such as forest fires and volcanic eruptions. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for the air quality analysis at NAS Key West includes the Southeast Florida Air 
Quality Control Region (AQCR), which comprises Broward, Dade, Indian River, Martin, Monroe, 
Okeechobee, Palm Beach, and St. Lucie Counties. However, the air quality analysis focuses on the city of 
Key West and Monroe County for local impacts. The Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
(FDEP) is responsible for implementing and enforcing state and federal air quality regulations in Florida 
and adapted the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) presented in Table 3-2. Monroe 
County is classified by the USEPA as unclassified/attainment for all criteria pollutants. Therefore, a 
General Conformity evaluation is not required for federal actions in this county. 

The most recent emissions inventory for Monroe County and NAS Key West are shown in Table 4-3. 
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions are used because they are 
precursor pollutants of ozone. Please note that the 2011 county data are the most recent from the 
USEPA, National Emissions Inventory, version 2 (USEPA, 2015). 
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Table 4-3  Baseline Annual Air Pollutant Emissions from Airfield Operations at Naval 
Air Station Key West Compared to Monroe County 

Emission Source 
Air Pollutant Emissions (Tons/Year) 
VOCs CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 

Monroe County 48,229.59 64,532.69 8,350.73 1,069.75 4,414.81 1,852.33 
Boca Chica Airfield  177 958 228 42 95 92 

Percent Contribution of 
Operational Emissions in 

Monroe County 
0.367 1.485 2.730 3.926 2.152 4.967 

Sources:  USEPA, 2015; U.S. Navy, 2013a. 
Legend: CO=carbon monoxide; SO2=sulfur dioxide; and PM10 and PM2.5=Particulate Matter 10 or 2.5 in size. 

Climate Change 

As discussed in section 3.3.2.4, emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), including carbon dioxide, are 
contributing to rising global temperatures and climate change. GHGs trap heat in the atmosphere, and 
their accumulation in the atmosphere may be contributing to an increase in the earth’s average surface 
temperature, which in turn is expected to affect weather patterns and the severity of storms/droughts, 
increase average sea levels, and increase intrusion of seawater into estuaries. Other effects are changes 
in precipitation rates, an increase in ozone (O3) levels due in part to changes in atmospheric 
photochemistry, and decreased water availability and quality (USEPA, 2016b). 

In the southeast, climate change is causing warmer temperatures, sea level rise, and increased incidents 
of seawater flooding to coastal communities (USEPA, 2016b). In response, Palm Beach, Broward, Miami-
Dade, and Monroe Counties, as well as their municipalities and partners have joined and developed the 
Southeast Florida Regional Climate Action Plan (Southeast Florida Regional Climate Change Compact 
Counties, 2012a). This plan identifies how the region will work together to reduce GHG emissions across 
an area already identified as one of the most vulnerable to sea level rise in the country. The plan 
provides a framework for sustainable communities and transportation planning; identifies measures to 
protect and address the water supply and regional infrastructure, as well as ways to protect the natural 
systems and agricultural resources (Southeast Florida Regional Climate Change Compact Counties, 
2010). Just a few of the recommendations to meet these objectives include working with appropriate 
local, regional, and state authorities to revise building codes and land development regulations to 
discourage new development or post-disaster redevelopment in vulnerable areas to reduce future risk 
and economic losses associated with sea-level rise; convert underutilized or unused properties and 
structures, including properties in financial distress, into community gardens or farmers’ markets; and 
completing, expanding, and connecting bicycle and pedestrian networks and facilities (Southeast Florida 
Regional Climate Change Compact Counties, 2012b). 
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 Environmental Consequences 

Effects on air quality are based on estimated direct and 
indirect emissions associated with the alternatives. 
Estimated emissions from a proposed federal action are 
typically compared with the relevant national and state 
standards to assess the potential for increases in pollutant 
concentrations. The study area for air quality impacts is 
Monroe County. 

4.3.2.1 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would 
not occur and there would be no change to air quality 
conditions. Therefore, regional air quality would remain 
consistent with existing conditions and no significant impacts 
are anticipated by implementing the No Action Alternative.  

4.3.2.2 Alternative 1: Naval Air Station Key West, 
Florida 

Under Alternative 1, construction would include operations 
of equipment, vehicles, and workers. For purposes of this 
analysis, a conservative estimate of emissions was 
undertaken for equal comparison of all action alternatives. 
Please refer to Section 3.3.3 for details of what and how 
emissions were identified. Anticipated air emissions from 
construction, demolition, renovation, and operations would 
represent a negligible percentage of the air emissions 
inventoried locally in Monroe County and within the AQCR 
(Table 4-5). Construction emissions associated with 
Alternative 1 are well below the current NAS Key West emissions, which themselves represent a small 
fraction of the emissions generated in Monroe County. Appendix C contains the emissions calculations 
used for this analysis. Emissions associated with construction and demolition activities would be 
temporary in nature, and appropriate fugitive dust-control measures (e.g., watering soils, replanting 
with vegetation, covering open equipment conveying materials) would be employed to minimize 
construction emissions to the greatest extent possible. While no open burning would occur during 
construction or Triton UAS operations, any new support equipment will be included in the installation’s 
air permit.  

Anticipated emissions associated with the additional personnel commuting to and from NAS Key West 
and Triton UAS flight operations, as presented in Table 4-4, would annually contribute less than 1 
percent of regional emissions for any criteria pollutant. These increases would not cause or contribute 
to a violation of any NAAQS, increase the frequency or severity of a violation of any ambient air quality 
standard, or expose populations to substantially increased pollutant concentrations. JP-5 is a kerosene-
based jet propellant that is currently used at NAS Key West. Proper procedures for the storage and 
transfer of the fuel to reduce the potential for impact to air quality during fuel and defuel activities 
would continue to be followed. Therefore, no significant impacts to local or regional air quality would be 
expected from implementing Alternative 1 at NAS Key West. 

NAS Key West Air Quality Potential 
Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not create any changes to 
regional air quality. 

• Alternative 1: Construction would 
introduce short-term increases in 
criteria pollutant emissions. 
However, these emissions would 
not change the regional 
attainment status. 

• Alternative 1: Mobile source 
emissions generated by the 2.8 
percent increase in population 
and Triton UAS operations would 
introduce negligible increases in 
criteria pollutant emissions. 
However, these long-term effects 
would not change the regional air 
quality attainment status. 

• Alternative 1: About 740 metric 
tons of GHG emissions would be 
introduced from Triton UAS and 
commuters; however, this alone 
would not cause global warming 
that could lead to climate change. 
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In summary, there would be no significant impacts to air quality if Alternative 1 at NAS Key West were 
implemented. 

Table 4-4  Projected Air Emissions Generated by Alternative 1, Naval Air Station Key West 

Location 
Air Pollutant Emissions (Tons/Year)1 

VOCs CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2e  
(in metric tons) 

Construction Emissions (2018)2 0.68 3.28 8.70 0.12 39.81 4.42 731 
Projected Operational Emissions (2019 and onwards)2 
Triton Operations, Maintenance, and 
Ground Support Equipment 0.16 1.12 0.86 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.29 

Commuting Emissions 0.22 13.33 1.26 0.01 0.09 0.08 739.33 
Annual Total Projected Operational 

Emissions 0.38 14.45 2.13 0.14 0.11 0.10 739.62 

Percent Contribution of Operational 
Emissions in Monroe County 0.0008% 0.022% 0.025% 0.012% 0.002% 0.005% 0.04% 

Notes:  1Numbers may not add up due to rounding. 
  2Appendix C provides the calculation details for emissions. 

Climate Change 

Council on Environmental Quality guidance advises agencies to analyze the impacts of the proposed 
action by quantifying GHG emissions as long as tools, methodologies, and data inputs are reasonably 
available. In addition, agencies should address opportunities for resilience and adaptation, including 
climate change effects on the environment and on the proposed project. Considering climate change 
preparedness and resilience helps ensure agencies evaluate the potential for generating additional GHG 
if a project has to be replaced, repaired, or modified, and minimize the risk of expending additional time 
and funds in the future. When considering the impacts of GHG emissions, agencies should not compare 
the proposed action’s emissions as a percentage of sector, regional, national, or global emissions.  
Rather, CEQ recommends agencies compare GHG across alternatives and discuss whether the project is 
consistent with relevant approved federal, regional, state, tribal, local plans, and policies for GHG 
emission reductions or climate adaption. (CEQ, 2016). 

Direct Impacts from the Proposed Action 

The potential effects of the GHG emissions from the proposed action are by nature global and 
cumulative, as individual sources of GHG emissions are not large enough to have an appreciable effect 
on climate change. Therefore, the appreciable impact on global climate change would occur when 
proposed GHG emissions combine with GHG emissions from other man-made activities and natural 
sources on a global scale (USEPA, 2016b). Therefore, GHG emissions are considered cumulatively with 
other global sources of GHG and no separate cumulative impact discussion is warranted.   

As indicated in Table 4-5, implementation of Alternative 1 at NAS Key West would contribute directly to 
emissions of GHGs from the combustion of fossil fuels. During demolition, construction, and clearing 
activities, 731 metric tons of CO2e would be produced; once the home basing action is completed and all 
aircraft and personnel are at the station, about 740 metric tons of CO2e emissions would be produced 
annually (see Table 4-5). Emissions of GHGs from Alternative 1 are similar to those of each of the other 
action alternatives and do not conflict with DoD, Navy, state, or local GHG goals and programs.   

Because of the importance of sustainability for the DoD mission, DoD has implemented GHG emissions 
goals in response to the President’s EO 13653, Preparing the United States for the Impacts of Climate 
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Change. The DoD has set a goal to reduce GHG direct emissions from their owned/controlled facilities 
(scope 1) and indirect emissions from owned/controlled facilities (scope 2) by 18 percent by Fiscal Year 
(FY) 2020 from the FY 2008 baseline. The DoD is planning to meet these GHG reduction targets by 
developing energy efficiency in facilities, identifying new strategies to minimize GHG emissions, and 
using innovative approaches and renewable energy (DoD, 2015). Additionally, DoD plans to reduce its 
scope 3 emissions (indirect emissions from DoD activities that are from sources not owned or directly 
controlled by DoD) by 13.5 percent by FY 2020 from the FY 2008 baseline. The DoD Strategic 
Sustainability Performance Plan provides annual updates on reaching GHG reduction goals (DoD, 2015). 
In 2014, DoD GHG emissions, spanning all sources, continued to edge down with target emissions 13.1 
percent below the FY 2008 baseline (DoD, 2015). Examples of Navy-wide GHG reduction projects include 
energy efficient construction, thermal and photovoltaic solar systems, geothermal power plants, and the 
generation of electricity with wind energy. The Navy continues to promote and install new renewable 
energy projects. 

Adaptation and Resilience 

In addition to addressing the GHG emissions that come from Alternative 1, CEQ guidance recommends 
addressing the implications of climate change for the environmental effects of a proposed action, 
including the adaptation strategies the agency would develop in response to climate change.  

Climate change has important implications for Navy operations. Factors driving this include the potential 
impact of sea level rise on installations, operations, and plans; changing storm patterns and severity; 
and water and resource challenges (U.S. Navy, 2012).  

A changing climate in the Key West area will affect facility operations (e.g., water and energy 
management), natural resources (e.g., new invasive species control), infrastructure that is vital to 
mission success (e.g., increased cost of protection against flooding), quality of life in the community 
(e.g., additional heat stress management), and the regions’ economy (e.g., increased public 
expenditures on utilities). Climate change is a clear national security concern and forecasted to affect 
DoD more significantly in the future. The 2014 DoD Climate Change Adaption Roadmap (DoD, 2014b) 
and DoD Directive 4715.21, Climate Change Adaptation and Resilience (DoD, 2016a), describe DoD plans 
to address this challenge and codify roles and responsibilities for action across DoD. These policies 
implement the requirements of EO 13653, Preparing the United States for the Impacts of Climate 
Change. 

The DoD, U.S. Navy, and NASA are actively engaging in improving their resiliency to climate change: 
from conducting screening surveys to assess vulnerability of installations from severe weather and 
projected changes in climate, to developing tools to help installations assess how much water they need 
to satisfy mission requirements. The DoD is also implementing new Floodplain Management on 
Department of Defense Installations (DoD, 2014c) and a new policy on water rights and water resource 
management (DoD, 2014c). A program of breakthrough research on climate science is also being 
conducted by NASA that enhances the ability of the international scientific community to advance global 
integrated earth system science using space-based observations. The agency's research encompasses 
solar activity, sea-level rise, the temperature of the atmosphere and the oceans, the state of the ozone 
layer, air pollution, and changes in sea ice and land ice (NASA, 2015). As climate science advances, DoD, 
the U.S. Navy, and NASA will regularly evaluate climate change risks and opportunities in order to 
develop policies and plans to manage its effects on the DoD operating environment, missions, and 
facilities.  
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In summary, Alternative 1 would not introduce significant emissions to affect climate change and it is 
unlikely that climate changes in air quality would have significant effects to implementing Alternative 1. 

4.4 Biological Resources 

As identified in Section 3.4, this analysis focuses on 
three major biological resources categories: vegetation, 
wildlife, and special status species. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for biological resources 
includes the area proposed for construction adjacent to 
Runway 08/26 and East Side Drive, at Boca Chica 
Airfield on NAS Key West and the airfield environment 
where Triton UAS operations would occur (Figure 4-2). 

4.4.1.1 Vegetation 

Landscaping. Maintained grass lawns and non-native landscape vegetation cover the pervious, 
maintained acreage at high use facility areas of the airfield. Non-native upland vegetation primarily 
consists of maintained grass lawns and ornamental plantings. Scattered trees are present on the 
property, most of which are Australian pine (U.S. Navy, 2014b; Florida Natural Areas Inventory [FNAI], 
2010).  

Mangrove Swamps. Tidally influenced mangrove swamps occupy extensive coastal areas throughout the 
undeveloped portions of Boca Chica Airfield (1,354 acres), and identified in Figure 4-2. Tidal swamp is a 
dense forest occurring along relatively flat, low wave energy, marine, and estuarine shorelines. The 
dominant plants of tidal swamps are red mangrove (Rhizophora mangle), black mangrove (Avicennia 
germinans), white mangrove (Laguncularia racemosa), and buttonwood (Conocarpus erectus). The 
density and height of mangroves and the diversity of associated herbaceous species can vary 
considerably within a tidal swamp. Mangroves typically occur in dense stands but may be sparse, 
particularly in upper tidal reaches where tidal marsh species predominate. Mangroves may range from 
trees more than 80 feet tall to dwarf shrubs growing on solid limestone rock but most commonly exist at 
intermediate heights of 10 to 20 feet tall. Tidal swamps often exist with no understory; however, where 
shrubs, vines, and herbaceous species are present, they occur most commonly in openings and along 
swamp edges (U.S. Navy, 2014b; FNAI, 2010).  

Salt Marsh and Buttonwood. Salt marsh and buttonwood wetlands are tidally influenced transitional 
wetlands, which lie landward of the mangrove fringe and seaward of the upland community (408 acres) 
(Figure 4-2). Two basic wetland communities occur within the transition zone in the Florida Keys. Salt 
marshes are the lower transitional wetlands, while buttonwood associations are generally higher 
transitional wetlands occurring between the salt marshes and the high upland habitats. The type of 
transitional association that develops in the Keys is a function of tide and topography. Salt marsh and 
buttonwood wetlands are less frequently flooded than mangrove forests. They provide valuable 
stormwater storage and wildlife habitat, as well as maintenance and improvement of water quality. Salt 
marshes are typified by salt-tolerant grasses and herbs and buttonwood wetlands are salt marshes that 
also feature buttonwood trees (U.S. Navy, 2014b; FNAI, 2010). 

Portion of Area Proposed for Triton UAS 
Facility Development 
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Figure 4-2  Alternative 1 Vegetation Communities Near Project Area 
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Exotic Invasives. The FNAI completed an exotic plant inventory for the Boca Chica Airfield property in 
2005 (FNAI, 2005). The survey documented 2,353 occurrences of 47 exotic and invasive plants totaling 
66 acres (see Figure 4-2). The most prevalent exotic invasive plants that were found include Australian 
pine (Casuarina spp.), Brazilian pepper (Schinus terebinthifolius), latherleaf (Colubrina asiatica), white 
leadtree (Leucaena leucocephala), sisal hemp (Agave sisalana), and melaleuca (Melaleuca 
quinquenervia). These species pose the greatest threat to natural areas on Boca Chica Airfield as they 
could invade and subsequently degrade the natural habitats. Eradication and control of these six species 
is a priority for NAS Key West and the management prescription is presented in NAS Key West’s INRMP 
(U.S. Navy, 2014b). 

4.4.1.2 Wildlife 

While the majority of the affected environment comprises paved and graveled areas, the wildlife 
associated with the maintained, landscaped grassy areas include birds, raccoons, mice, frogs, snakes, 
and lizards. Adjacent to the site are tidal mangrove and salt marsh swamp communities that are 
typically inhabited by mangrove water snake (Nerodia clarkii compressicauda), brown pelican (Pelecanus 
occidentalis), white ibis (Eudocimus albus), osprey (Pandion halietus), prairie warbler (Dendroica 
discolor), and mangrove cuckoo (Coccyzus minor). 

To minimize direct effects to wildlife, the Navy implements a BASH program that includes habitat 
modification, grassland management, wetlands management, wildlife exclusion measures, avian 
dispersal measures, and humane lethal control measures, to reduce the habitat attractiveness as 
foraging, resting, or nesting areas for birds. Other periodic BASH management projects, such as 
exclusion devices, removal of abandoned structures, and fence repair, specifically discourage the 
presence of wildlife in close proximity to the airfield. 

4.4.1.3 Special Status Species 

Special status species are defined as: (1) federally listed plant and animal species and their habitats that 
are protected under the Endangered Species Act (ESA); and (2) other special status species, including 
bald and golden eagles, and migratory birds. 

Endangered Species Act 

Based on a review of historical survey data (Gulledge et al., 2011), NAS Key West’s INRMP (U.S. Navy, 
2014b), and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Information Planning and Conservation System, 
the species listed in Table 4-5 were identified as potentially occurring in the vicinity of Alternative 1, 
Figure 4-2 provided an illustration of habitat. Fish, corals, and marine mammals were excluded from the 
list based on the location of Alternative 1 in an upland portion of NAS Key West. Descriptions of select 
species that could be found in the affected environment immediately follow the table. 

Table 4-5  Endangered Species Act Listed Species Potentially Occurring in the Vicinity of 
Alternative 1, Naval Air Station Key West 

Species Scientific Name 
Status 

Expected Occurrence 
Species Critical 

Habitat 
Birds 
Audubon’s Crested 
Caracara 

Polyborus plancus 
audubonii T Not 

designated Not expected 

Bachman’s Warbler Vermivora bachmanii E Not 
designated Not expected 
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Table 4-5  Endangered Species Act Listed Species Potentially Occurring in the Vicinity of 
Alternative 1, Naval Air Station Key West 

Species Scientific Name 
Status 

Expected Occurrence 
Species Critical 

Habitat 
Cape Sable Seaside 
Sparrow 

Ammodramus maritimus 
mirabilis E None in 

project area Not expected 

Everglade Snail Kite Rostrhamus sociabilis 
plumbeus E None in 

project area Not expected 

Ivory-billed 
Woodpecker Campephilus principalis E Not 

designated 
Not expected; likely 
extinct 

Piping Plover* Charadrius melodus T None in 
project area Rare 

Red Knot Calidris canutus rufa T Not 
designated Rare 

Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii dougallii T Not 
designated Rare 

Wood Stork Mycteria americana T Not 
designated Not expected 

Reptiles 

American Crocodile Crocodylus acutus T None in 
project area Rare 

Eastern Indigo Snake Drymarchon corais couperi T Not 
designated Not expected 

Loggerhead Sea Turtle Caretta caretta T None in 
project area Proximate only 

Green Sea Turtle Chelonia mydas T None in 
project area Proximate only  

Hawksbill Sea Turtle Eretmochelys imbricata E None in 
project area Proximate only 

Leatherback Sea 
Turtle Dermochelys coriacea E None in 

project area Proximate only  

Plants 

Big Pine Partridge Pea Chamaecrista lineata 
keyensis PE Not 

designated Not expected 

Blodgett’s Silverbush Argythamnia blodgettii PT Not 
designated 

Not expected**  

Cape Sable 
Thoroughwort Chromolaena frustrata E None in 

project area Not expected 

Garber’s Spurge Chamaesyce garberi T Not 
designated 

Not expected** 

Key Tree Cactus Pilosocereus robinii E Not 
designated Not expected 

Sand Flax Linum arenicola PE Not 
designated Not expected 

Wedge Spurge Chamaesyce deltoidea 
serpyllum PE Not 

designated Not expected 

Insects and Invertebrates 

Stock Island Tree Snail Orthalicus reses (not incl. 
nesodryas) T Not 

designated Not expected 
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Table 4-5  Endangered Species Act Listed Species Potentially Occurring in the Vicinity of 
Alternative 1, Naval Air Station Key West 

Species Scientific Name 
Status 

Expected Occurrence 
Species Critical 

Habitat 
Bartram’s Hairstreak 
Butterfly Strymon acis bartrami E None in 

project area Not expected 

Florida Leafwing 
Butterfly Anaea troglodyta floridalis E None in 

project area Not expected 

Miami Blue Butterfly Cyclargus (=Hemiargus) 
thomasi bethunebakeri E Not 

designated Not expected 

Schaus Swallowtail 
Butterfly 

Heraclides aristodemus 
ponceanus E Not 

designated Not expected 

Mammals 

Florida Panther Puma (=Felis) concolor coryi E Not 
designated Not expected 

Key Deer Odocoileus virginianus 
clavium E Not 

designated Not expected 

Key Largo Cotton 
Mouse 

Peromyscus gossypinus 
allapaticola E Not 

designated Not expected 

Key Largo Wood Rat Neotoma floridana smalli E Not 
designated Not expected 

Lower Keys Marsh 
Rabbit Sylvilagus palustris hefneri E Not 

designated Occasional 

Silver Rice Rat Oryzomys palustris natator E None in 
project area Proximate only 

Note: *Bold species indicates a reasonable potential for occurrence in the vicinity of the NAS Key West project area. 
**Gulledge et al., 2011, area would be surveyed prior to construction. 

Legend: T = threatened; E = endangered; P = proposed 

Listed birds. The roseate tern (Sterna dougallii), piping plover (Charadrius melodus), and red knot 
(Calidris canutus rufa) are federally threatened bird species occurring on NAS Key West property. 
Roseate terns are known to nest on a few select rooftops at NAS Key West properties. They forage for 
small schooling fish over shallow waters around bays, channels, sandbars, shoals, and reefs (Gochfeld et 
al., 1998; Nisbet and Spendelow, 1999), and are known to forage over deeper waters than other tern 
species (Olsen and Larsson, 1995). Piping plovers and red knots do not nest in the Florida Keys, but 
overwinter and migrate through during fall, winter, and spring. However, no critical habitat is located in 
the area proposed for Triton UAS development; piping plovers and red knots typically inhabit shoreline 
and open limestone habitats in the Keys, foraging in the intertidal zone of beaches and marshes. 

Listed nesting sea turtles. Loggerhead, green, hawksbill, and leatherback sea turtles may nest 
occasionally along shorelines at NAS Key West. However, no critical habitat is located in the area 
proposed for Triton UAS development. Loggerhead sea turtles are the most frequent nesters of the four 
species, but the numbers of loggerhead nests documented on NAS Key West each year are very low.  

Other listed species. The Lower Keys marsh rabbit (LKMR) (Sylvilagus palustris hefneri) is a federally 
endangered species endemic to the Lower Keys. The LKMR occupies freshwater wetlands and the salt 
marsh/buttonwood transition zone that separates mangroves from upland vegetation types (Forys, 
1995; Faulhaber, 2003). The LKMR is found only in the Florida Keys in saltmarsh areas of higher 
elevation, such as islands, and is not found east of the Seven Mile Bridge, which is about 35 miles east of 
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NAS Key West (USFWS, 1990). Listed as endangered in 1990, the LKMR exists as a metapopulation (a set 
of populations persisting in a balance between local extinction and colonization), restricted to small 
patches of wetland habitat in Florida’s Lower Keys (USFWS, 1990; Forys and Humphrey, 1996).. The 
LKMR is found on NAS Key West and the installation currently operates under a BO and incidental take 
statement from a 1993 consultation for NAS Key West activities, as well as a BO for the Airfield Clear 
Zones EIS.  A total of two incidental takes per year are authorized under the 1993 BO, and six takes total 
under the Airfield EIS. While no designated critical habitat is located in the area proposed for Triton UAS 
development, suitable habitat for the LKMR does exist in the vicinity of the area proposed for Triton UAS 
development. 

The American crocodile (Crocodylus acutus) inhabits fresh and brackish coastal habitats, but ventures 
into more saline environments and will cross long expanses of dry ground. It is federally threatened and 
the population has recovered in recent decades due to conservation efforts. American crocodiles are 
occasionally sighted on the Boca Chica Airfield and surveys conducted in 2014 documented 21 
observations. No critical habitat is located in the area proposed for Triton UAS development. 

The federally endangered silver rice rat (Oryzomys argentatus) is endemic to the lower Florida Keys and 
almost exclusively inhabits saltmarsh habitat. NAS Key West conducts regular surveys for silver rice rats 
on its properties. Although much of the low-saltmarsh and dwarf mangrove habitats on Boca Chica Key 
are suitable for silver rice rats, no specimens have been captured in the 2004 and 2010 surveys. 

Other Special Status Species 

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus). Removed from the federal threatened and endangered species 
list in 2007, the bald eagle still has federal protection under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). Bald eagles may occur year-round at NAS Key West in small 
numbers, but no active nests have been documented since 2012. 

Migratory birds. The installation’s INRMP identifies 132 bird species observed during surveys performed 
by Audubon Society members since 2000 (U.S. Navy, 2014b). Another program, Partners in Flight (PIF), 
fosters proactive attention to the conservation of migratory birds and the DoD is a member supporting 
migratory bird conservation. According to the USFWS’s birds of conservation concern (BCC) list (USFWS, 
2008), NAS Key West lies within bird conservation region (BCR) 31 – Peninsular Florida. Many of the BCC 
species in BCR 31 would be expected within beach or ocean habitats not necessarily found near the 
proposed NAS Key West project site. Those BCC species with potential to occur in the upland zone of the 
NAS Key West airfield include: magnificent frigatebird, least tern, American bittern, least bittern, reddish 
egret, swallow-tailed kite, bald eagle, American kestrel, peregrine falcon, yellow rail, black rail, limpkin, 
snowy plover, Wilson’s plover,  white-crowned pigeon, common ground-dove, mangrove cuckoo, 
smooth–billed ani, chuck-will’s-widow, red-headed woodpecker, loggerhead shrike, black-whiskered 
vireo, brown-headed nuthatch, yellow warbler, prairie warbler, prothonotary warbler, Bachman’s 
sparrow, grasshopper sparrow, Henslow’s sparrow,  Nelson’s sharp-tailed sparrow, saltmarsh sharp-
tailed sparrow, seaside sparrow, and painted bunting (USFWS, 2008; Rosenberg et al., 2016). To support 
conservation, the air station monitors for resident and transient migratory birds to determine 
population trends in association with habitat management; protects the remnant natural habitats that 
support migratory birds; and develops management strategies for high priority species designated in the 
PIF Landbird Conservation Plan (Rosenberg et al., 2016). In the last 5 years, 116 BASH incidents have 
been recorded at NAS Key West. Of these incidents, the following involved BCC: white-crowned pigeon 
(2), American kestrel (6), peregrine falcon (3), magnificent frigatebird (2), and least tern (4). The other 
incidents involved more common shorebirds, landbirds, raptors, and unidentified species. 
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Climate Change 

Coastal cities and towns of the Florida Keys face challenges associated with climate change, such as 
rising sea levels, changing precipitation patterns, growing 
frequency and severity of storms, and increasing ocean 
acidification. As rising sea levels have pushed saltwater into 
areas, peat soils are degrading, and plants and trees have 
died (USFWS, 2010). Additionally, the number of freezing 
days has declined by 4 to 7 days per year since the mid-
1970s. There has been an increase in heavy downpours in 
many parts of the southeast, while the areas experiencing 
severe drought have increased over the past three decades 
(USFWS, 2016). These changes have generally affected many 
of the wildlife species in the southeastern United States. For 
example, warmer winters are changing birds' migratory 
patterns. Sooty terns, which nest in the Dry Tortugas off Key 
West, are showing up earlier and earlier. Roseate spoonbills, 
which generally stay in Florida, the Gulf Coast, and points 
south, are now regularly spotted in South Carolina. However, 
specific changes to distribution patterns of special status 
species present on NAS Key West have not been observed or 
documented.  

 Environmental Consequences  

This analysis focuses on wildlife or vegetation types that are 
important to the function of the ecosystem or are protected 
under federal or state law or statute.  

4.4.2.1 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, this alternative would not 
be implemented and there would be no change to biological 
resources. Therefore, existing conditions for biological 
resources would remain unchanged if the No Action 
Alternative were implemented. 

4.4.2.2 Alternative 1: Naval Air Station Key West, 
Florida 

The affected environment for the analysis of effects to 
biological resources associated with Alternative 1 includes 
the approximate 21 acres disturbed by facility and 
infrastructure construction. The sanitary sewer line would be 
installed within the right-of-ways of existing roads so it would 
not disturb vegetation, wildlife, or special status species. The 
affected environment also includes the area subjected to 
noise-level changes from construction and Triton UAS 
operational activities. 

NAS Key West Potential Biological 
Resource Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not change existing conditions 
found for biological resources. 

• Alternative 1: Up to 21 acres 
would be impacted, of which 2 
acres are maintained grassy 
vegetation. 

• Alternative 1:  Construction noise 
may result in minor behavioral 
disturbance. However, effects to 
feeding, sheltering, and 
reproduction are not anticipated, 
and temporary alterations to 
behavior would return to normal 
once construction is complete.  

• Alternative 1: Once operational, 
Triton UAS operations would 
introduce 3.5 percent more 
operations, producing a less than 1 
dB DNL increase in the noise 
levels. This amount of change 
would negligibly impact wildlife. 

• Alternative 1: The Navy has 
determined that federally listed 
species may be affected, but are 
not likely to be adversely affected 
by this alternative. Pursuant to the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, takes 
would not result in a significant 
adverse effect on a population of a 
migratory bird species. Triton UAS 
flight operations are a military 
readiness activity; therefore, these 
takes comply with the MBTA. 
Pursuant to the Bald and Golden 
Eagle Protection Act, there would 
be no takes or significant impacts 
to bald eagles. 
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Vegetation 

Under Alternative 1, at NAS Key West, about 21 acres would be impacted; of which 2 acres are 
maintained vegetation that would be removed when undergoing demolition and construction. While 
construction is predominantly located on upland areas, during construction, the mangrove swamp 
habitat would be buffered against stormwater runoff to minimize erosion and sedimentation. Once the 
Triton UAS aircraft are operational, the air station would continue to manage all important and natural 
plant communities under the programs outlined in its INRMP and subsequent annual updates (U.S. 
Navy, 2014b). Without climate change, there would be no significant impacts to vegetation communities 
from implementing Alternative 1, NAS Key West.  

Wildlife 

Noise created during construction and demolition activities may result in minor behavioral disturbance 
of wildlife. However, these negligible changes in behavior are not expected to differ appreciably from 
those resulting from naturally occurring phenomena and other stressors in the existing environment (e.g., 
severe weather events, evasion of predators, etc.) and no changes to feeding, sheltering, or reproduction 
are anticipated. Once construction is complete, abundance and frequency of wildlife occurring in the 
project area are expected to return to prior levels. Given the current level of air traffic, and the Triton 
UAS’s relatively low SELs, impacts to wildlife in the vicinity would be negligible under Alternative 1, NAS 
Key West. Continued implementation of the Navy’s BASH program would further minimize impacts 
especially during higher risk times of day or migration seasons.  

Special Status Species 

Endangered Species Act. Similar to the potential effects on wildlife described above, only minor 
behavioral disturbance to federally protected species may occur resulting from construction noise. 
Avoidance of the immediate area during construction may result; however, effects to ESA-listed species 
would not be significant. Behavior is expected to return to normal once construction activities are 
complete. Table 4-6 lists the species found within the area proposed for development under Alternative 
1; the table also identifies the potential effect of implementing this alternative.  

Table 4-6  Endangered Species Act Conclusions for Alternative 1, 
Naval Air Station Key West 

Species Scientific Name 
Conclusion  

Species Critical 
Habitat 

Birds 
Piping Plover Charadrius melodus May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect  
Red Knot Calidris canutus rufa May affect, not likely to adversely affect n/a 
Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii dougallii May affect, not likely to adversely affect n/a 
Reptiles 
American Crocodile Crocodylus acutus May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect 
Green Sea Turtle Chelonia mydas May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect 
Hawksbill Sea Turtle Eretmochelys imbricata May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect 
Leatherback Sea 
Turtle Dermochelys coriacea May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect 

Loggerhead Sea Turtle Caretta caretta May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect 
Mammals 
Lower Keys Marsh 
Rabbit 

Sylvilagus palustris 
hefneri May affect, not likely to adversely affect n/a 
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Table 4-6  Endangered Species Act Conclusions for Alternative 1, 
Naval Air Station Key West 

Species Scientific Name 
Conclusion  

Species Critical 
Habitat 

Silver Rice Rat Oryzomys palustris 
natator May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect 

Legend: n/a=not applicable. 

Sea turtles are known to nest in very low numbers at Boca Chica, outside of the project area. Once the 
hangar and supporting infrastructure are operational, there may be minor alterations to the location 
and intensity of lighting in the project area. Changes to existing lighting have the potential to impact 
nesting sea turtles, but based on the very low numbers nesting at Boca Chica and distance from the 
nesting areas to the project area, effects are expected to be insignificant and discountable. Further, the 
Navy would ensure, to the extent warranted and consistent with operational safety and security 
concerns that lights installed would adhere to the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
Approved Sea Turtle Lighting Guidelines. The use of appropriate lights and fixtures—to include the use 
of amber light emitting diode bulbs, limiting the height of fixtures when appropriate, and shielding bulbs 
to prevent direct light shining towards the beach and mitigate unnecessary sky glow—would ensure that 
Alternative 1 is not likely to adversely affect nesting sea turtles and hatchlings. These measures would 
be incorporated into construction contract requirements to the maximum extent practicable.  

Alternative 1 may affect but is not likely to adversely affect the LKMR. To minimize potential impacts to 
the LKMR, the construction area would be searched each day before work begins and an observer would 
be stationed to walk ahead of moving construction equipment in areas where ground cover may conceal 
a LKMR. An increase in traffic in/around the construction area and once Triton UAS flight operations 
have started would also increase potential for vehicle collisions and physical injury to federally protected 
species, primarily the LKMR. Historic reports of vehicle mortalities are focused in other areas of NAS Key 
West where roads exist; however, none has been reported in the project area where few roads are 
found. Construction crews and incoming Navy personnel would participate in an environmental 
awareness briefing that includes specific details on federally protected species and protective measures 
such as strictly observing speed limits. Informational signage would also be posted along the roads to 
maintain daily awareness and minimize potential for vehicle collisions. Airfield operations associated 
with Alternative 1 would also be performed in accordance with the respective biological opinions (BO) 
(per the BO for airfield operations at NAS Key West, USFWS Log #4-1-92-333 and the BO for restoration 
of clear zones and stormwater draining systems SCC 41420-2006-F-0297). 

Due to the high mobility of crocodiles, it is not expected that any will be harmed by implementing 
Alternative 1. Habitat impacts would be minor, with large areas of high quality habitat remaining in 
other locations around the installation (Mazzoti, 2014). Additionally, areas impacted by Alternative 1 
development would be surveyed for American crocodiles immediately prior to construction activities to 
ensure no individuals are impacted.  

Alternative 1 may affect but is not likely to adversely affect the silver rats. Although much of the low-
saltmarsh and dwarf mangrove habitats on Boca Chica Key are suitable for silver rice rats, no specimens 
have been captured there despite ongoing surveys by USFWS. Further, the area proposed for 
development is above saltmarsh habitat, so it is not likely to be a desired habitat for the species. 
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Pursuant to the ESA, the Navy determined that for Alternative 1 at NAS Key West it: 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect the LKMR; 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect American crocodiles and would have no effect on 

critical habitat because no such habitat is located in the project area;  
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect silver rice rats and would have no effect on 

critical habitat because the project area does not support such habitat; 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect green, hawksbill, leatherback, and loggerhead sea 

turtles or their hatchlings and would have no effect on their critical habitat because none is 
located in the project area; and 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect piping plovers, red knots, roseate terns and 
would have no effect on piping plover habitat because no such habitat is located in the project 
area. 

The Navy initiated informal consultation with the USFWS South Florida Ecological Services Office on June 
2, 2016. Correspondence is provided in Appendix B.  

Other Special Status Species 

Bald Eagles. Bald eagles are regularly observed in low numbers around NAS Key West, but no nests have 
been documented since 2012. There is no suitable nesting habitat in the project area and foraging 
habitat is of marginal value compared to other areas of the Florida Keys. Noise from flight operations 
would not be anticipated to adversely affect bald eagles because there would be an imperceptible 
increase in noise levels (less than 1 dB DNL). Additionally, the species is likely habituated to noise 
associated with aircraft operating from the airfield. Therefore, it is unlikely that construction or Triton 
UAS operations would affect bald eagles if Alternative 1 were implemented at NAS Key West. Pursuant 
to the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, there would be no take or significant impact to bald eagles 
under Alternative 1. In accordance with NEPA, the proposed activities associated with Alternative 1 
would not have a significant impact on bald eagles based on the short-term and localized nature of the 
construction activities and the lack of breeding, nesting, roosting or foraging habitat available within the 
project footprint. As a result, no permit is required under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Military-readiness activities associated with Alternative 1, NAS Key West, 
include Triton UAS flight operations. Non-military readiness activities include construction of the 
facilities and once home based, administration and maintenance operations. While there is the potential 
for several migratory birds (including BCC) to occur on NAS Key West, previous disturbance has resulted 
in relatively low-quality habitat in the project area. Similar to effects described above for other wildlife, 
temporary behavioral disturbance may result from noise or human activities, mostly limited to 
avoidance of the immediate area. Once construction is complete and Triton UAS operations ensue, 
abundance and frequency of migratory birds including BCC occurring in the project area are expected to 
return to prior levels. Potential adverse impacts to migratory birds from construction and demolition 
activities associated with Alternative 1 would be mitigated by conducting a site survey of the proposed 
construction and demolition areas prior to commencement of construction activities to ensure the 
absence of migratory birds or by conducting construction activities outside of the migratory bird-nesting 
season (typically during the summer). Additionally, the USDA Wildlife Services holds a federal migratory 
bird depredation permit that authorizes the dispersal and removal of birds from the airfield. The use of 
these measures and implementation of the terms of the DoD/USFWS Memorandum of Understanding 
(2014), as determined necessary by the NAS Key West Environmental Manager would ensure that no 
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violation of the MBTA or EO 13186 would occur from implementing Alternative 1. Therefore, for 
construction and non-military readiness activities, no takes of migratory birds are anticipated. For 
operations, which are military readiness activities, the Navy has determined that the proposed activities 
under Alternative 1 may result in takes of migratory birds incidental to military readiness activities via 
aircraft strike. Based on previous statistics, bird aircraft strike incidents can be anticipated even with 
rigorous implementation of the BASH program. These takes would not result in a significant adverse 
effect on a population of a migratory bird species. Therefore, these takes comply with the MBTA. 

In summary, there would be no significant impacts to vegetation and wildlife, and it is not likely that 
there would be adverse effects to listed species, if Alternative 1 at NAS Key West were implemented. 

Climate Change 

In the southeast, rising sea levels are expected to flood as much as 30 percent of the habitat on the 
USFWS's coastal refuges. Some of the places most vulnerable to sea level rise are the Florida Coast, the 
Keys, and the Everglades. The average annual temperature has risen about 2 degrees Fahrenheit, with 
substantially warmer winters. Climate models project an increased rate of warming across the southeast 
through 2100.  

If Alternative 1 were implemented, it would not have significant impacts to biological resources under 
climate change conditions. This is because it would not reduce water resources, alter habitat, or change 
species distribution that could be exacerbated by climate change in the foreseeable future. Climate 
change impacts to biological resources would not have significant impacts to implementing Alternative 1 
at NAS Key West.  

4.5 Water Resources 

As identified and defined in Section 3.5, the discussion of water resources includes groundwater, surface 
water, wetlands, and floodplains. 

 Affected Environment 

The following discussions provide a description of the existing conditions for each of the categories 
under water quality resources at NAS Key West. The affected environment for water resources includes 
the area proposed for construction adjacent to runway 08/26 and East Side Drive, at Boca Chica Airfield. 
Compliance with the Coastal Zone Management Act is addressed in Section 10.1, Consistency with Other 
Federal, State, and Local Laws, Plans, Policies, and Regulations.   

4.5.1.1 Groundwater 

Groundwater is contained in two major aquifers that underlie the Florida Keys, the Biscayne Aquifer 
(also referred to as the Surficial Aquifer) and the Floridan Aquifer. The Biscayne Aquifer is the primary 
system and is one of the most productive and permeable aquifers in the world, due to the geology of 
the Keys. However, the Biscayne Aquifer is only capable of providing non-potable water due to excessive 
chloride concentrations. The freshwater lens (or the layer of lighter fresh water that overlies the heavier 
salt water), averages 5 feet below the central western half of Key West and contains approximately 20 
to 30 million gallons of freshwater. This fresh-water layer is subject to saltwater intrusion, as porous Key 
Largo limestone underlies the Miami oolite limestone on which Key West Island is situated (U.S. Navy, 
2014b). There are no known potable artesian water sources in Key West. 
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4.5.1.2 Surface Water 

NAS Key West is located within the Florida Bay-Florida Keys watershed that encompasses approximately 
2,043 square miles. Due to geology and topography, rainfall events have not created extensive natural 
drainage systems within the Florida Keys and major freshwater surface waters do not exist at NAS Key 
West. The primary receiving waters for the Florida Keys are the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean, 
with smaller lagoons, creeks, and channels also receiving water. Rainfall is generally carried to the 
surrounding tidal waters by overland flow or storm drains. Much of the rainfall also percolates directly 
into the underlying porous limestone (U.S. Navy, 2014b). 

NAS Key West property accounts for approximately 27 miles of shoreline. Tidal range throughout the 
Keys is low, with a mean tidal range of 1.3 feet and a spring tidal range of 1.6 feet. Due to low 
elevations, tidal surge must be considered during the design phase of projects at NAS Key West (U.S. 
Navy, 2014b).  

Surface water quality is an important issue, as the waters surrounding the Florida Keys have been 
designated Class III, Outstanding Florida Waters (62-302.400 Florida Administrative Code). This 
designation essentially prohibits any activities that would significantly diminish the ambient water 
quality. NAS Key West is regulated by the USEPA’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) and the Stormwater Multi Sector General Permit (MSGP). Under the MSGP permit, NAS Key 
West is required to develop a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) that is reviewed/updated 
annually (U.S. Navy, 2014b). The three main components of the SWPPP are stormwater monitoring, best 
management practices implementation, and site compliance evaluations.  

Stormwater runoff on Boca Chica Airfield is handled through a system of stormwater conveyances that 
drain into natural areas, wetland areas, and stormwater ponds prior to discharging to surrounding water 
bodies. This provides natural storage resulting in increased retention times and functions to minimize 
stormwater and sedimentation impacts to surrounding surface water bodies. While the minimal 
elevation and flat topography of the area hinder stormwater drainage and treatment, drainage 
restoration activities continue to result in an overall improvement to airfield drainage (U.S. Navy, 2007). 

4.5.1.3 Wetlands 

The Florida Keys have a variety of wetland communities, including freshwater wetlands, depression 
wetlands, brackish swamps, mangrove swamps, seagrass beds, and hypersaline swamps and marshes. At 
Boca Chica Airfield, there are two categories of wetlands: coastal wetlands and freshwater wetlands. 
Coastal wetlands include mangrove forests, scrub mangroves, grassy saltmarshes, and low saltmarshes. 
Freshwater wetlands include freshwater marshes and freshwater hardwoods.  

Wetland communities at NAS Key West and in the Florida Keys have been identified through a joint 
program of the USEPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), in cooperation with the USFWS, 
South Florida Water Management District, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, Florida 
Marine Research Institute, and Monroe County. This program, known as the Florida Keys Advance 
Identification of Wetlands Program, has created an inventory and map of wetlands in the Keys using 
Geographic Information System (GIS) data and photo interpretation of aerial imagery (U.S. Navy, 2014b). 
The entirety of wetlands at NAS Key West has not been delineated using USACE 1987 Wetland 
Delineation Manual; however, when the installation undertakes an action to construct, maintain, or 
renovate existing facilities that may affect wetlands, specific delineations are performed. An area of 
wetlands has been tentatively identified within the proposed construction site in the vicinity of the 
proposed parking apron. If it is determined that wetland impacts would occur from a planned activity, 
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mitigation in the form of wetland creation, restoration, enhancement of previously degraded wetlands, 
purchase of wetland credits, or payment in lieu of fees may occur based on permitting requirements. 

4.5.1.4 Floodplains 

Elevations on Boca Chica Airfield range from 2 feet below mean sea level (MSL) to 6 feet above MSL, 
with the average being approximately 4 to 5 feet above MSL around the runways. However, large 
interior areas of the island have elevations ranging from 0 to 2 feet below MSL. The 100-year and 500-
year tidal storm surges are 8 feet above MSL and 12 feet above MSL, respectively. Therefore, the 
entirety of Boca Chica Airfield is located within a designated 100-year and 500-year tidal storm surge 
area (Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2016). As such, construction activities and stormwater 
are subject to additional restrictions per EO 11988, as amended by EO 13690, and the Energy 
Independence and Security Act. The potential for strong currents and wave action compounds the flood 
hazard and areas are subject to flooding from lesser storm surges about once every 15 years (U.S. Navy, 
2014b). 

Climate Change 

According to the USEPA, changes to water sources due to increasing temperatures include shrinking 
water supplies due to hotter weather, increased evaporation, as well as increased demand from 
humans, animals, and agricultural products. NAS Key West is located in the Lower Florida Keys, an area 
that is vulnerable to storm surges and sea level rise. This rise intensifies coastal flood and storm events, 
increases inundations of the fresh-water habitats and wetlands, and introduces salt-water intrusion into 
groundwater (USEPA, 2016c; Koch-Rose, et al., 2011; 
Bilkovic et al., 2009). In response, the State of Florida, in 
its Southeast Florida Regional Climate Action Plan, 
identified goals and objectives for meeting climate 
change impacts on the water supply (Southeast Florida 
Regional Climate Change Compact Counties, 2012a). 
Monroe County, in 2013, published their Community 
Climate Change Action Plan that provides steps to move 
towards resiliency and creates a platform for public 
outreach and public policy development to 
communicate effectively the steps from risk to resiliency 
with the public, voters, elected officials and decision 
makers in Monroe County, Florida (Monroe County, 
2013). 

 Environmental Consequences  

Factors considered in the analysis of potential impacts to 
water resources include: (1) violation of federal and/or 
state water quality standards, (2) substantial depletion 
of groundwater supplies or interference with 
groundwater recharge, (3) alteration of existing drainage 
patterns, (4) degradation of the area’s ecosystem due to 
the direct discharge of fill material into a pristine 
wetland; or (5) noncompliance with floodplain executive 
orders/regulations and policies. 

NAS Key West Potential Water Resources 
Impacts: 

• Under the No Action Alternative, no 
significant impacts to water resources 
would occur. 

• Alternative 1: Construction and 
demolition activities are not 
anticipated to affect beneficial uses of 
ground and surface waters. Erosion 
and sedimentation controls would 
ensure impacts are minimized.  

• Alternative 1: About 3 acres of 
wetlands would be impacted during 
construction. No impacts to wetlands 
once the Triton UASs are operational. 

• Alternative 1: Proposed construction 
would occur in the 100-year 
floodplain. No practicable alternative 
is available as the entire air station is 
located in the floodplains. No impacts 
to the floodplains once the Triton UASs 
are operational. 
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4.5.2.1 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would not occur and there would be no change to 
baseline water resources. Therefore, no significant impacts to water resources would occur with 
implementation of the No Action Alternative. 

4.5.2.2 Alternative 1: Naval Air Station Key West, Florida 

The study area encompasses the proposed construction and ground disturbance areas related to 
Alternative 1. 

Groundwater  

Alternative 1 would not result in significant vegetation removal; soil compaction, as soils in the proposed 
development area have been previously disturbed; or alteration of the natural drainage flow, as pre-
construction hydrologic connectivity would be maintained through the use of culverts and other 
measures, as deemed appropriate. 

None of the construction or demolition activities associated with Alternative 1 would extend below 
ground surface to a depth that would affect the underlying aquifer. Although fuel or other chemicals 
could be spilled during construction, demolition, and maintenance activities, implementation of the 
required Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan and immediate cleanup of any 
spills would minimize the risk of infiltration into groundwater resources.  

Additional personnel (plus their dependents) would result in a long-term increase in demand for potable 
water. However, this long-term increase in demand would not be expected to exceed existing capacity 
of the regional water supply. NAS Key West and the Lower Keys have experienced decreases in 
population over the past decade. Subsequently, there is excess capacity of potable water because the 
existing potable water distribution systems were originally designed to support a larger population. 
Therefore, no impacts to groundwater would be expected from implementation of Alternative 1. 

Surface Water 

Approximately 5 acres of impervious surfaces would be added to NAS Key West. Localized increases in 
stormwater runoff could potentially occur; however, any possible increases would not exceed the 
current capacities of stormwater systems at the station. Retention structures would be provided to 
collect stormwater from the newly developed area. These stormwater retention structures would be 
designed, through size and depth of the retaining areas and the manner in which it drains to the system, 
to discharge no more than the pre-existing rate into the drainage system in order not to increase 
flooding or erosion hazards. Construction practices to reduce soil erosion and runoff (e.g., silt fences) 
and minimize pollution of stormwater (e.g., spill plans) would be adhered to and incorporated into final 
planning and construction. Stormwater best management practices and standard operating procedures 
are detailed in the air station’s SWPPP. In accordance with section 438 of the Energy Independence and 
Safety Act (2007) and Unified Facilities Criteria 3-210-10, stormwater runoff and pollution will be 
reduced through use of green infrastructure and/or low impact development practices (see Section 
2.1.8).  

During construction and demolition activities, runoff from site improvements could result in a slight 
increase in turbidity. Potential impacts from an increase in turbidity would be minimized with 
implementation of best management practices (e.g., wetting of soils, silt fencing, and detention basins) 
and adherence to erosion and sedimentation control and stormwater management practices, as 
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determined by the Navy, to contain soil and runoff on the project areas. Construction and demolition 
activities associated with Alternative 1 are not anticipated to degrade the water quality or affect 
beneficial uses of surface water or groundwater resources. 

The Navy would be required to obtain permit coverage under the NPDES General Permit for Storm 
Water Discharges Associated with Construction and Land Disturbance Activities (“Construction General 
Permit”) from FDEP for the proposed construction activities prior to any ground disturbance activities. 
The Navy would select, install, and maintain effective erosion- and sediment-control measures as 
identified and as necessary to comply with the Construction General Permit (USEPA, 2012). In addition, 
under the Construction General Permit, the Navy would develop a SWPPP for the proposed construction 
activities prior to implementing Alternative 1. The SWPPP would describe and ensure implementation of 
practices that would reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges into the Atlantic Ocean and prevent 
violations of applicable regulations and standards.  

Construction and demolition equipment, as well as hydraulic fluids, oils, and lubricants would be stored 
to support contractor vehicles and machinery. No other hazardous materials would be stored or used at 
the construction site. Construction contractors would follow appropriate actions to protect against 
potential petroleum or hazardous material spills per the procedures identified in the SWPPP and SPCC 
Plan.  

Operationally, all maintenance, repair, and flight activities would adhere to state and federal, as well as 
specific Navy and DoD plans and policies regarding stormwater runoff, aircraft washing, and hazardous 
material storage, use, and disposal.  

In summary, there would be no significant impacts to water resources if Alternative 1 at NAS Key West 
were implemented. 

Wetlands 

It is estimated that approximately 3 acres of estuarine wetland habitat would be impacted if this 
alternative were implemented. However, a jurisdictional wetland delineation will be performed prior to 
the start of construction to determine the exact locations of wetlands in the project area, and to inform 
the permitting process should a permit be required.  The Navy will avoid any wetlands if possible in 
compliance with the Clean Water Act. Once the wetland functions have been determined and 
concurrence gained from the USACE and the FDEP, the Navy will replace, restore, purchase wetland 
credits from a mitigation bank, or pay an in lieu fee for the types and amounts of wetlands impacted per 
the Clean Water Act. Indirect impacts to wetlands, including stormwater discharges or sedimentation, 
would be minimized through implementation of best management practices (e.g., silt fencing). 
Compliance with permit conditions and use of best management practices would minimize the potential 
for effects to wetlands and eliminate any net loss. Therefore, wetland impacts would not be significant. 

Floodplain 

The entirety of area proposed for development under Alternative 1 is located within the 100- and 500-
year floodplain and in a designated storm surge area (as is most of the Lower Keys and all of the facilities 
associated with the air station); therefore, no practicable alternative site could be identified on NAS Key 
West. As currently is the case for existing facilities, development at Boca Chica Airfield would expose the 
Triton UAS facilities and personnel to flooding and storm surge. However, if such inundation events 
were to occur, personnel would be evacuated and the aircraft flown to a safe location. Additionally, 
while not significant, impacts to the floodplain could occur; implementation of flood-protection 
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measures, as identified in the EO and Energy Independence and Security Act, would reduce these effects 
if Alternative 1 at NAS Key West were implemented. 

In summary, there would be no significant impacts if Alternative 1 were implemented. NAS Key West 
would continue to operate within all permitted guidelines, follow all spill prevention plans, and adhere 
to the SWPPP to minimize impacts to surface and ground waters, as well as to wetland and floodplains.  

Climate Change 

Sea level rise and storm surge can have impacts far beyond the area directly affected. Sea level rise 
combines with other climate-related impacts and existing pressures such as land subsidence, causing 
significant economic and ecological implications. Freshwater supplies from rivers, streams, and 
groundwater sources near the coast are at risk from accelerated saltwater intrusion due to higher sea 
levels. Porous aquifers in some areas make them particularly vulnerable to saltwater intrusion. For 
example, the freshwater Everglades currently recharge Florida’s Biscayne Aquifer, which provides the 
water supply to NAS Key West. If rising sea levels submerge low-lying areas of the Everglades, portions 
of the aquifer would become saline. Additionally, drought can cause coastal water resources such as 
wetlands to become more saline as freshwater supplies from rivers are reduced. Stormwater and 
wastewater systems also face risks from rising sea levels and the damaging impacts of storm surges 
(USEPA, 2016c). In response, new construction at NAS Key West must apply climate change-related 
design considerations. These include but are not limited to a requirement to elevate critical facility 
support systems (e.g., heating/air conditioning, electrical, etc.) such that they would not be subject to 
flooding, and finished floor elevations of occupied facilities must be built at an elevation that is at least 1 
foot above the 100-year flood zone elevation (UFC 1-200-02, High Performance and Sustainable Building 
Requirements).  

If Alternative 1 were implemented it would not significantly affect water resources under climate 
change conditions. This is because it would not reduce water resources, exacerbate saltwater intrusion, 
or cause subsidence. Alternative 1 would also not conflict with climate change programs and goals of 
the DoD and Navy (see Section 3.3.2.4), as well as Florida and Monroe County (see Section 4.5.1).  
However, climate change impacts to water resources could have significant impacts to implementing 
Alternative 1 through increased numbers of storm surges and flooding.  

4.6 Socioeconomics 

This section discusses population demographics, employment, and income, and housing occupancy 
status data provide key insights into socioeconomic conditions that might be affected by implementing 
Alternative 1. See Section 3.7 for the resource definition and the approach to analysis. 

 Affected Environment 

The study area for socioeconomic resources includes the Key West Census County Division (CCD) and 
Lower Keys CCD. These two CCDs were identified because they include the city of Key West and other 
communities within commuting distance of Boca Chica Airfield at NAS Key West. Monroe County and 
Florida statistics are also provided for comparison purposes. This section addresses population, 
employment, income, and housing characteristics of the affected environment. 

4.6.1.1 Population 

The 2014 population of the Key West CCD and Lower Keys CCD was 33,119 and 11,503, respectively 
(Table 4-7). Both the CCDs and Monroe County had a decline in population between 2000 and 2014 as 
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the Key West CCD population decreased by 1.8 percent and the Lower Keys CCD experienced a decline 
of 2.1 percent; Monroe County’s population decreased 6.3 percent. While population in the study area 
declined over this span of time, the population in Florida grew by 21 percent. Monroe County’s 
population is projected to grow approximately 0.5 percent from 2014 to 2020, compared to the 
projected 9.7 percent growth rate for the state (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016; Bureau of Economic and 
Business Research [BEBR], 2010, 2015). The military and civilian workforce population at NAS Key West 
in FY 2010 totaled 3,053, which includes 1,598 active duty military personnel, 12 reservists, and 1,443 
civilian personnel. The active duty transient population is 1,060 with approximately 12,000 military and 
civilian personnel visiting NAS Key West on an annual basis. There are 2,397 dependents (spouses and 
children) of military personnel and NAS Key West serves approximately 2,500 retired personnel and 
their dependents (U.S. Navy, 2011). 

Table 4-7  Study Area Population and Population Trends 

Jurisdiction 2000 2010 2014 
Growth Rate 
2000-2014 
(Percent) 

2020 
Projection 

Growth Rate 
2014-2020 
(Percent) 

Key West CCD 33,730 32,154 33,119 -1.8 NA NA 
Lower Keys CCD 11,756 9,624 11,503 -2.1 NA NA 
Monroe County 79,589 73,090 74,044 -6.3 74,387 0.5 
Florida 15,982,378 18,511,620 19,361,792 21 21,236,667 9.7 
Sources:  U.S. Census American FactFinder, 2016; BEBR, 2010, 2015. 
Note: NA = not available. 

4.6.1.2 Employment and Income 

Total employment in Monroe County was approximately 38,804 in 2014. County employment by 
industry in 2014 is shown in Table 4-8. The industries that employed the greatest number of people 
included leisure and hospitality (35.1 percent); trade, transportation, and utilities (19.1 percent); 
government (14.3 percent); educational and health services (7.5 percent); professional and business 
services (6.6 percent); construction (6.1 percent); and financial activities (5.3 percent); all other 
industries account for the remaining 5.9 percent (Office of Economic and Demographic Research [EDR], 
2015). 

Table 4-8  Baseline Percent Employed by Industry in the 
Study Area, 2014 

Industry Percent 
Leisure and Hospitality 35.1 
Trade, Transportation, and Utilities 19.1 
Government 14.3 
Educational and Health Services 7.5 
Professional and Business Services 6.6 
Construction 6.1 
Financial Activities 5.3 
Other Services 3.5 
Manufacturing 0.9 
Natural Resource and Mining 0.4 
Information 1.1 

Total 100 
Source: EDR, 2015. 
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NAS Key West employs approximately 3,000 military and civilian personnel (not all categorized as 
government personnel by the U.S. Census Bureau), with annual average earnings of $82,800 (Haas 
Center, 2013). Payrolls, procurement contracts, and base expenditures at NAS Key West resulted in 
approximately 2,000 additional indirect jobs with labor income of nearly $110 million and total induced 
output (payroll and expenditures [operating and capital improvement costs]) of approximately 
$75 million in 2009 (Wilbur Smith Associates, 2010). Depending on the season, and whether visiting 
personnel are housed on or off station, an estimated $60 to $270 is spent per person per day by visiting 
squadron personnel (NAS Key West, 2008).  

Unemployment rates in Monroe County have decreased since 2010, when the county experienced a 
high of 7.8 percent to a low of 4.1 percent in 2014. Monroe County’s 2014 unemployment rate was 
lower than the state’s rate of 6.3 percent (EDR, 2015). In the Key West CCD, the unemployment rate 
averaged 3.9 percent in 2014 and had one of the lowest unemployment rates in the state (employment 
data are available only on a county and city basis) (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016). 

Total personal income in Monroe County increased by 16.8 percent from 2010 to 2014. In comparison, 
per capita income in the county had an increase of 41.2 percent from 2000 to 2010. Per capita income 
grew at 10.9 percent in the county from 2010 to 2014, compared to a 53.2 percent increase from 2000 
to 2010 at the state level (EDR, 2015). The slower county rates of increase, from 2010 to 2014, were 
most likely due to the economic downturn that was especially felt in Florida’s housing industry and the 
associated real estate bubble they experienced. 

Median household income in 2014 for Monroe County was $55,449 compared to $53,422 for the Key 
West CCD and $66,884 for the Lower Keys CCD. Approximately 13.9 percent of Monroe County residents 
lived in households with incomes below the poverty line, compared to 13.5 percent in the Key West 
CCD, and 8.3 percent in the Lower Keys CCD (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). 

4.6.1.3 Housing 

Based on U.S. Census data, in 2014, there were approximately 14,100 housing units in the City of Key 
West and 52,700 housing units in Monroe County (Table 4-9). The estimated 2014 vacancy rate in 
Monroe County was 46.2 percent, in the Key West CCD it was 34.4 percent, and in the Lower Keys CCD it 
was 42.6 percent (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). These rates substantially exceed the state average of 20.2 
percent, but are generally attributable to units being held for seasonal, recreational, or occasional use. 
Both the Key West CCD and Monroe County have a higher percentage of renters (53.0 and 39.5 percent, 
respectively) in occupied housing units than does the state (33.9 percent) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). 
The Florida Keys are a popular vacation destination and this high vacancy rate reflects a greater degree 
of second or vacation homes in the area. If units used for seasonal or recreational purposes are 
subtracted, the vacancy rate for owner-occupied homes in the Key West area drops to 4.2 percent and 
for rental units to 9.8 percent (U.S. Navy, 2016). 

Table 4-9  Housing Units and Vacancy, 2014 

Jurisdiction Housing 
Units 

Percent 
Vacant 

Occupied Housing Units 
Total Percent Owner Percent Renter 

Key West CCD 17,863 34.4 11,726 47.0 53.0 
Lower Keys CCD 7,997 42.6 4,590 74.9 25.1 
Monroe County 52,861 46.2 28,418 60.5 39.5 
Florida 9,051,851 20.2 7,217,508 66.1 33.9 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2016. 
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The median monthly mortgage for owner-occupied homes in Monroe County was $2,238 and for rental 
units it was $1,400 per month in 2014. In the Key West CCD, median monthly mortgage was $2,358 per 
month for owner-occupied homes and $1,484 per month for rental units. In the Lower Keys CCD, the 
median monthly mortgage payment was $2,244 and monthly rental rate was $1,580 in 2014 (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2016). 

Based on the Monroe County, Florida Affordable Housing Needs Assessment (Metropolitan Center, no 
date) and the City of Key West Affordable Housing Needs Solutions (City of Key West, 2014) provided by 
the City of Key West, there are a significant number of cost-burdened households (i.e., where rent or 
mortgage costs exceed 30 percent of annual income) and there is a shortage of decent, reasonably 
priced, available housing, particularly for one bedroom rentals in the Lower and Middle Keys.  The 
Affordable Housing Needs Solutions indicates that there is a deficit of at least 6,500 units of affordable 
housing units (both rental and owned) across the income spectrum. The study identifies that median 
home prices are four times higher than what the average wage earner can afford in Key West; rental 
costs are no different. The study identified that 40 to 50 percent of wage earners’ income is being spent 
on rental.  

NAS Key West has 733 housing units (one, two, and three bedroom) located at four separate locations: 
Sigsbee Park Annex, Trumbo Point, Truman Annex, and the Navy Branch Medical Clinic, as well as 
berthing for 120 permanent party service members. In addition, NAS Key West has 612 rooms (797 
beds) for transient personnel in Navy Gateway Inns & Suites facilities (U.S. Navy, 2016). Currently, there 
is a wait time of up to 2 months for on-station family housing units across NAS Key West (U.S. Navy, 
2016).  

4.6.1.4 Childcare Services 

On Key West, childcare centers provide services to preschool children that range in age from 8 weeks to 
5 years old. There are 14 daycare centers with a total capacity of 1,328, and 30 homecare facilities with 
a total capacity of 290 in the greater Key West area (ChildcareCenter.US, 2016). There is availability to 
serve 1,618 children age 5 and below. According to U.S. Census data, in 2014 there were 1,793 children 
below the age of 5 in the Key West CCD (U.S. Census American FactFinder, 2016). On NAS Key West, 
there is one Navy Child Development Center (CDC) located on Sigsbee Park. The CDC has capacity to 
support 162 children, ranging in ages from 6 weeks to 5 years old. Care is broken down into age groups: 
infants (6 weeks to 1 year); pre-toddlers (1 year old); toddlers (2 years old); and preschool (3 to 5 year 
old). As of October 2016, there were 156 children enrolled, with a waiting list for 16 others. There has 
been no wait time for children needing immediate care of any age. 
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 Environmental Consequences 

Analysis of impacts to socioeconomics focused on the effects 
Alternative 1 would have on population, employment and 
income, and housing. The study area for socioeconomic 
analyses for Alternative 1 is defined as the Key West and 
Lower Keys CCDs, where NAS Key West is located and the 
areas that would be expected to absorb the added 
population and provide housing. 

4.6.2.1 No Action Alternative  

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would 
not occur and there would be no change to the 
socioeconomics of the local area or region. Therefore, no 
significant impacts would occur with implementation of the 
No Action Alternative. 

4.6.2.2 Alternative 1: Naval Air Station Key West, 
Florida 

The potential impacts of Alternative 1 at NAS Key West were 
analyzed by considering any changes to socioeconomic 
conditions. This analysis examines how Alternative 1 would 
affect population (i.e., demographics), employment and 
income, and housing. 

Population 

Construction and demolition contractors would be drawn 
from the study area’s labor pool. For construction projects of 
this duration and magnitude, the workforce is generally 
composed of workers that would commute to job sites rather 
than relocate their households. As such, the construction and demolition activities are not anticipated to 
result in either an in-migration or relocation of employees to satisfy the need for temporary 
construction-related employment. Therefore, no increase in population would be expected from 
temporary construction workers relocating to the immediate area.  

Up to 400 additional personnel would be stationed at NAS Key West, working at Boca Chica Airfield on a 
long-term basis. Using 2014 demographic information, it is estimated that 52 percent of the 400 
personnel would be accompanied by a spouse/partner, for 607 total adults (DoD, 2014a). Accompanying 
these adults would be 307 dependents, of which 184 children are school age (i.e., ages 5 to 18), for a 
total population increase of 914 individuals in the study area. This would represent an increase of 
approximately 2.8 percent in the total population of the Key West CCD and 7.9 percent in the Lower 
Keys CCD. This long-term population increase would be spread across the two CCDs; therefore, 
population numbers would not change significantly under Alternative 1, NAS Key West. 

Employment and Income 

During construction and demolition activities, short-term employment and income provided by civilian 
contracting firms for up to 2 years would result in beneficial impacts on the local economy directly and 

NAS Key West Potential 
Socioeconomic Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not change any socioeconomic 
aspects at NAS Key West 

• Alternative 1: The 2.8 percent 
increase in the population would 
not introduce adverse impacts to 
the regional population. 

• Alternative 1: There would be 
short-term beneficial economic 
effects during construction and 
long-term beneficial impacts 
from additional employment 
incomes. 

• Alternative 1: Housing units 
(owner occupied and rental) may 
not be available or not entirely 
affordable for segments of 
enlisted personnel associated 
with the home basing action. 

• Alternative 1: One Navy CDC and 
private sector childcare facilities 
are available, although there are 
potential wait times. Minor 
childcare service impacts. 
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indirectly from an increase in demand for goods and services. It is not anticipated that this increase in 
demand would result in a scarcity of such goods and services in the study area. Use of these services by 
the temporary workers might constrict their availability to the local population; however, this would be 
temporary and would not introduce significant negative impacts. 

Once the home basing is complete, it was assumed that there would be 914 family members, of whom 
207 adults would potentially be seeking employment in the local labor market. According to the DoD 
2014 Demographics Report, 66 percent of these dependents would seek employment, which would 
result in about 137 individuals seeking employment in the area (DoD, 2014a). This less than 1 percent 
increase to the regional workforce would negligibly affect the local economy. While the labor market in 
the region is limited, there would be a minor beneficial effect on the local economy due to an uptake in 
the labor pool and an increase in demand for goods and services in the study area. Indirectly, long-term 
increases in demand for goods and services would occur and result in negligible benefits to the area 
economy. 

Housing 

Department of Defense Instruction 4165.63-M and Commander, Navy Installations Command (CNIC) 
Instruction 11103.10 state it is DoD and Navy policy to rely on the local community as the primary 
source of affordable, safe, and adequate housing. However, according to CNIC Instruction 11103.5 the 
Navy will house (on-base) unaccompanied E1 to E3s (i.e., entry-level enlisted personnel), and 
unaccompanied E4s who have less the 4 years of service. It is estimated this would number 116. To 
meet this requirement at NAS Key West, E4s and above that are currently residing in unaccompanied 
housing would have to relocate and rely on the local community for housing. Therefore, it is assumed 
that 400 personnel (and their dependents) would seek housing in the Key West and Lower Keys CCDs. 
Personnel living off base are granted a basic allowance for housing (BAH), which can be used to rent or 
purchase a home (DoD, 2016b). Utilizing the information provided by the City of Key West, units may 
not be readily affordable (given the BAH for the area), especially for the lower ranks of enlisted 
personnel. Also, even though there is rental housing available (~10 percent vacancy rate), owner-
occupied homes may not be immediately available for purchase based on the 4.2 percent owner-
occupied vacancy rate. The increase in personnel needing off-base housing will transition over time 
rather than all at once. Therefore, there is time for the market to adjust to the incoming personnel. 
Although there may be times of tight housing supply, the impact is not anticipated to be significant 
because of the phased approach of the new personnel arriving and those leaving. In addition, if the 
market continues to tighten it is anticipated that the market would respond with additional housing 
and/or the Navy could seek an increase in BAH rates for the area and potentially arrange for 
construction of new housing (either through construction or private partnerships, etc.). Consequently, 
the impacts on housing are not anticipated to be significant. 

Childcare Services  

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 33 percent of children under 5 years old attend daycare centers 
outside of the home (U.S. Census, 2011). Under Alternative 1, there would be approximately 110 
children arriving with the home basing action. In the Key West area, there is one existing Navy-approved 
Child Development Centers that would be able to accommodate these incoming children. However, 
there may be a wait time before they can be enrolled. Additionally, existing day and home childcare 
services are available in the area. However, in order for a military parent to ensure the community 
childcare facility of their choice is providing affordable, quality childcare, these facilities must be 
enrolled in the Child Care Aware of America Fee Assistance Program. So, while there are enough 
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childcare facilities to accommodate the arriving number of children, military parents may need to work 
with community childcare facilities and Child Care Aware of America to ensure their facility of choice is 
enrolled. Based on this fact, while not significant, there is potential for minor childcare impacts if 
Alternative 1 at NAS Key West were implemented. Even though the impact is minor, the Navy could 
implement several solutions to minimize this impact even further. These solutions could include, but are 
not be limited to: construct another CDC on NAS Key West, expand the current CDC on-base, construct a 
CDC off-base, and/or collaborate with the community to increase enrollment in the Child Care Aware of 
America Fee Assistance Program. If Alternative 3 at NAS Key West were implemented, and any of these 
minimization efforts were to move forward, appropriate follow-on NEPA analysis would need to be 
completed. 

In summary, it is anticipated there would be both short- and long-term beneficial impacts from 
economic inputs from construction activities and population/employment increases, respectively. 
However, there could be a shortfall in affordable housing and available homes for purchase to support 
the increase in military and civilian personnel and their dependents. Childcare services both on NAS Key 
West and in the Key West area are available. Therefore, no significant impacts are anticipated with the 
implementation of Alternative 1. 

4.7 Transportation  

Transportation resources that are addressed in this EA focus on vehicle movements on the major and 
minor roadways that feed into the installation, security gates, and parking areas on NAS Key West. See 
Section 3.8 for the resource definition, regulatory setting, and the approach to analysis. 

 Affected Environment  

The affected environment for transportation includes the network of roads used by aviation squadrons 
based at and visiting Boca Chica Airfield, operations personnel, tenants, contractors, and others for 
airfield duties and training exercises. As shown in Figure 4-4, the arterial roads providing access to Boca 
Chica Airfield include U.S. Route 1, Midway Avenue, and Saratoga Avenue. The Florida Department of 
Transportation maintains these arterial roads (U.S. Navy, 2011). U.S. Highway Route 1, between Stock 
Island and Marathon, has a Level of Service (LOS) C (Monroe County, 2015). A LOS of C indicates that 
there is a stable flow of traffic but the ability to maneuver through lanes is restricted and lane changes 
require more driver awareness. U.S. Highway Route 1 provides access to the two manned gates, a 
commercial entrance from Midway Avenue and the general gate from Saratoga Road (U.S. Navy, 2011). 
Traffic volumes at the gates are greatest during the morning and evening peak rush hours.  

The City of Key West has four public bus routes around Key West and Stock Island, and the Lower Keys 
Shuttle provides service along U.S. Highway Route 1 between Key West and Marathon. There is a shuttle 
stop at Saratoga Road near the entrance of Boca Chica Airfield. 
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 Environmental Consequences  

The LOS is a factor that is considered when evaluating 
impacts for vehicle transportation. Another factor is 
contribution of additional vehicle GHGs from the action. 
The former factor is evaluated here for U.S. Highway 
Route 1, Midway Avenue, and Saratoga Road. The latter 
factor, GHG emissions, was evaluated in section 4.3.2.2.  

4.7.2.1 No Action Alternative  

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action 
would not occur and there would be no change to 
roadway LOS. Therefore, no significant impacts would 
occur with implementation of the No Action Alternative.  

4.7.2.2 Alternative 1: Naval Air Station Key West, 
Florida 

The affected environment includes U.S. Highway Route 1, 
Midway Avenue (Commercial Gate), and Saratoga Road 
(Main Gate). During construction, vehicles and equipment 
would use the Commercial Gate on Midway Avenue. This 
road branches south of U.S. Highway Route 1, and goes 
about 1,500 feet before reaching the gate. Therefore, 
sufficient space is available to accommodate construction 
equipment entering and exiting the air station. The 
distance of this gate from traffic flow on U.S. Highway 
Route 1 would preclude significant impacts to the LOS on 
the highway from construction vehicles and equipment 
(see Figure 4-4).  

Once operational, Triton UAS personnel would use the 
Main Gate at Saratoga Road. There are significant merge and entry lanes to the gate and access lanes to 
ease entry and exit onto U.S. Highway Route 1. Under Alternative 1, there may be minor congestion at 
the Main Gate during peak morning and evening rush hours. However, Triton UAS personnel work in 
three shifts over a 24-hour period, thus spreading out arrivals and departures at the gate. There is 
sufficient space on the Saratoga Avenue entry ramps to support this increase in traffic and potential for 
congestion at the gate. There also is a sufficient length of road from U.S. Highway Route 1 to the Main 
Gate to avoid traffic congestion or backups on the highway. Therefore, it is not anticipated that traffic 
would exceed the ability of the road network to support Alternative 1.  

In summary, implementing Alternative 1 at NAS Key West would result in minor impacts to 
transportation. 

4.8 Hazardous Materials and Wastes 

This section discusses hazardous materials, hazardous wastes, special hazards, and Defense 
Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) sites. See Section 3.9 for the resource definition, regulatory 
setting, and the approach to analysis. 

NAS Key West Potential Transportation 
Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would not 
change any transportation networks 
or LOS on local NAS Key West 
roadways. 

• Alternative 1: Construction vehicles 
and equipment would use the 
commercial entrance on Midway 
Avenue, about 1,500 feet from its 
intersection with U.S. Highway Route 
1. This distance from the highway 
would avoid congestion or traffic 
slow down on U.S. Highway Route 1 
during construction. 

• Alternative 1: Personnel traveling to 
and from the station would not 
cause the LOS on U.S. Highway Route 
1 or Saratoga Road to deteriorate; 
there is existing capacity for the 
roads to support an increase of 
commuting personnel. While there 
may be congestion at the Main Gate 
during the peak morning and 
evening rush hours, this would be 
minimized because Triton UAS 
personnel work in three shifts over a 
24-hour period. 
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 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for hazardous materials, hazardous wastes, special hazards, and DERP sites 
consists of the area proposed for Triton UAS construction and operations at Boca Chica Airfield.  

4.8.1.1 Hazardous Materials 

Hazardous materials are used at NAS Key West for aircraft operations and maintenance and ground 
service and support equipment. Types of hazardous substances found on station include solvents; 
batteries; hexavalent chromium (alodine), paints, paint thinners/strippers, and their contaminated 
media (filters, rags, rollers, wastewater, plastic and glass bead blast media); antifreeze; hydraulic fluid; 
petroleum, oil, and lubricants and petroleum, oil, and lubricant-contaminated media (rags and filters); 
and x-ray effluent, including silver recovery (U.S. Navy, 2013b). Hazardous materials are managed by the 
NAS Key West Occupational Safety and Health Office (OSH) through the regulations and procedures 
described in the Hazardous Materials Control and Management portion of the NAS Key West 
Occupational Safety and Health Manual (U.S. Navy, 2005) and Hazardous Waste Management Plan (U.S. 
Navy, 2013b). 

4.8.1.2 Hazardous Wastes 

Hazardous wastes include solid wastes that are regulated as hazardous based on either direct listing by 
USEPA or characteristics such as ignitability, reactivity, corrosivity, and toxicity, as well as those 
contaminants present in environmental media (e.g., soil or groundwater). NAS Key West is regulated as 
a large-quantity (i.e., over 2,205 pounds [1,000 kilograms] per month) hazardous waste generator under 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Before transport off site, hazardous wastes are 
collected at the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility (Building A4078) (U.S. Navy, 2013b). There are 
numerous Hazardous Waste Storage Areas (less than 90-day satellite accumulation areas) on NAS Key 
West operated by various air station departments and tenant commands. As sufficient volume of waste 
accumulates or the designated hold time expires, the hazardous waste at the accumulation sites is 
transported to the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility and then collected and disposed by permitted 
contractors. 

4.8.1.3 Special Hazards (Asbestos-Containing Materials, Lead Based Paint, Polychlorinated 
Biphenyls) 

The NAS Key West OSH administers the Asbestos Control Program, which provides guidance for the 
identification of asbestos-containing material (ACM). The Environmental Division provides guidance for 
the management of asbestos-containing wastes. The OSH also administers the Lead Control Program, 
which provides guidance for the abatement/minimization of environmental and occupational lead risks. 
The Environmental Division provides guidance for the management of lead wastes. All older buildings 
are screened for lead-based paint (LBP) on an as-needed basis prior to renovation, reconstruction, or 
demolition activities as required by Navy policy and USEPA directive. Congress banned the manufacture 
and use of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) in 1979 and cleanup actions are regulated through Toxic 
Substances Control Act. Although materials may be screened for PCB contamination prior to disposal, 
NAS Key West has no known PCB materials onsite and is considered “PCB free” (U.S. Navy, 2013b). 
Because none of the facilities proposed for demolition contain ACM or LBP, and the installation is PCB 
free, this facet of the resource analysis is not examined further. 
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4.8.1.4 Defense Environmental Restoration Program 

Environmental restoration sites at Boca Chica Airfield include nine RCRA Solid Waste Management Units 
(SWMU), four Installation Restoration Program Sites, two Fuel Remediation Sites, and one possible 
leaking underground-storage tank site. NAS Key West has identified 15 Military Munitions Restoration 
Program sites (U.S. Navy, 2013b). 

 Environmental Consequences 

This section analyzes impacts related to hazardous materials, 
hazardous waste, special hazards, and DERP sites and the 
potential for these substances to be introduced into the 
environment during the course of construction/demolition 
activities or during Triton UAS operations and maintenance. 

4.8.2.1 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would 
not occur and there would be no changes associated with 
hazardous materials and wastes, special hazards, or DERP 
sites. Therefore, no changes in hazardous materials or wastes, 
special hazards, or DERP sites at NAS Key West with 
implementation of the No Action Alternative. 

4.8.2.2 Alternative 1: Naval Air Station Key West, Florida 

Hazardous Materials and Wastes 

Construction, demolition, and renovation activities would 
require the use of certain hazardous materials (e.g., paints, 
welding gases, solvents, preservatives, sealants). It is 
anticipated that the quantity of products containing 
hazardous materials used for construction and demolition 
activities would be minimal and their use would be of short 
duration. All hazardous wastes generated by construction and 
demolition activities would be handled under the existing 
RCRA-compliant waste management programs and, therefore, 
would not be expected to increase the risks of exposure to 
workers and installation personnel. Therefore, no significant impacts from hazardous materials or waste 
would be expected by construction, demolition, or renovation activities. 

Once home based, the maintenance of the Triton UAS would require the use of various hazardous 
materials. JP-5 fuel is currently used and stored at NAS Key West in aboveground storage tanks. JP-5 fuel 
to support Triton UAS would be additive and not represent a new waste stream at NAS Key West. It is 
anticipated that the quantity of products containing hazardous materials used to support Triton UAS 
flight operations and maintenance activities would be minimal. The quantity of hazardous wastes 
generated from maintenance activities would be minor and would not be expected to exceed the 
capacities of existing hazardous waste disposal facilities. All hazardous materials and wastes would be 
managed in accordance with the installation’s Hazardous Materials Management Plan and Hazardous 
Wastes Management Plan. Therefore, no significant impacts would be expected to hazardous materials 

NAS Key West Potential Hazardous 
Material and Waste Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative 
would not change any 
hazardous materials or wastes, 
special hazards, or DERP sites at 
NAS Key West. 

• Alternative 1: Construction 
debris would be categorized 
and disposed according to 
federal, state, and local 
requirements. 

• Alternative 1: Once operational, 
no new hazardous materials 
would be introduced to cause 
significant impacts. 

• Alternative 1: NAS Key West’s 
status as a large quantity 
hazardous waste generator 
would not change. 

• Alternative 1: Special hazards 
would be handled according to 
established NAS Key West 
procedures. 

• Alternative 1: No DERP sites 
would be affected. 
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or waste from maintenance activities or Triton UAS flight operations if Alternative 1 at NAS Key West 
were implemented. 

Special Hazards (Asbestos Containing Materials, Lead Based Paint, Polychlorinated Biphenyls) 

Any structures proposed for demolition would be inspected for ACM and LBP according to established 
NAS Key West procedures. All ACM would be properly removed and disposed of prior to or during 
demolition in accordance with 40 CFR part 61 and established NAS Key West procedures. Any LBP would 
be managed and disposed of in accordance with federal and state requirements and established NAS 
Key West procedures. Therefore, no significant impacts to special hazards would occur from 
implementing Alternative 1, NAS Key West. 

Defense Environmental Restoration Program  

Construction would not occur on any DERP sites; however, there are two SWMUs adjacent to the 
proposed Triton UAS facilities (Figure 4-5). The first is a former open disposal area (SWMU 1) with 
petroleum, oil, and lubricant contamination; it was remediated and is routinely monitored. The second 
site, a former fire-fighting area (SWMU 3), had the potential for petroleum, oil, and lubricant 
contamination but was remediated and closed. Therefore, no significant impacts to DERP sites are 
anticipated if Alternative 1 at NAS Key West, were implemented. 
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Figure 4-5  Defense Environmental Restoration Program Sites on Boca Chica Airfield 
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5 ALTERNATIVE 1: NAVAL AIR STATION KEY WEST, FLORIDA 
CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

Cumulative impacts are most likely to arise when a relationship or synergism exists between a proposed 
action and other actions expected to occur in a similar location or during a similar time period. Actions 
overlapping with or in close proximity to the proposed action would be expected to have more potential 
for a relationship than those more geographically separated. Similarly, relatively concurrent actions 
would tend to offer a higher potential for cumulative impacts. To identify cumulative impacts, the 
analysis needs to address the following three fundamental questions. 

• Does a relationship exist such that affected resource areas of the proposed action might interact 
with the affected resource areas of past, present, or reasonably foreseeable actions? 

• If one or more of the affected resource areas of the proposed action and another action could 
be expected to interact, would the proposed action affect or be affected by impacts of the other 
action? 

• If such a relationship exists, then does an assessment reveal any potentially significant impacts 
not identified when the proposed action is considered alone? 

Cumulative effects could result from individually minor, but collectively significant actions that take 
place over time. Accordingly, a cumulative effects analysis identifies and defines the scope of other 
actions and their interrelationship with the alternatives if there is an overlap in space and time. 
Cumulative effects are most likely to occur when there is an overlapping geographic location and a 
coincidental or sequential timing of events. The first step in assessing cumulative effects therefore, 
involves identifying and defining the scope of other actions and determining their interrelationship with 
the proposed action.  The scope must consider whether other projects coincide with the location and 
timetable of the proposed action and other actions.  Past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
actions are examined, including both military actions in the region as well as other federal and non-
federal actions to determine if they interact with the Proposed Action Alternative.  After examining 
these actions, the analysis determined the nature of the interaction.  An analysis of how the impacts of 
the defined actions might affect or be affected by those resulting from the action, are discussed in 
this Environmental Assessment. 

For the purposes of this analysis, the temporal span of Alternative 1 is considered the time during which 
construction of Triton UAS facilities occur (2017) to the time when the aircraft are fully operational at 
the base (2023). It is also assumed that the existing aircraft operational tempo would continue as found 
under baseline conditions. For most resources, the spatial area for consideration of cumulative effects is 
limited to the installation on which an activity would occur, which would include Boca Chica Airfield. 
Past actions are those actions, and their associated impacts, that occurred within the geographical 
extent of cumulative effects that have shaped the current environmental conditions of the study area. 
CEQ regulations do not require the consideration of the individual effects of all past actions to 
determine the present effects of past actions (Connaughton, 2005). The effects of past actions are now 
part of the existing environment and are included in the affected environment described in Chapter 4. 
However, recent past actions with continuing ongoing effects that are germane to cumulative impacts 
are discussed in respect to present and reasonably foreseeable future actions. 
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5.1 Past, Present, and Reasonably Foreseeable Actions 

Based on a review of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions within the study area of 
Alternative 1 at NAS Key West, it was determined that several actions should be considered when 
analyzing potential cumulative impacts.  

 Present and Reasonably Foreseeable Actions 

NAS Key West Airfield Operations. This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) identified and evaluated 
the potential environmental effects that would result from airfield training operations at NAS Key West. 
The Record of Decision identified Alternative 2 as the preferred alternative. This alternative included 
airfield operations that would continue to be maintained at approximately 52,000 annual operations, 
legacy aircraft would gradually transition to next generation aircraft, and existing facilities would be 
altered to meet requirements for next generation aircraft (U.S. Navy, 2013a). 

Naval Air Station Key West Improvement Projects. NAS Key West underwent a master planning effort 
to update previous plans to efficiently respond to current and anticipated (i.e., for the next 25 years) 
mission and tenant requirements (U.S. Navy, 2011). The Master Plan identified the need to replace 
outdated or inefficient buildings with new buildings across NAS Key West facilities. At Boca Chica 
Airfield, these improvements include facility demolition, new construction, and renovations as well as 
roadway realignments in the main base and air training areas, north of the runways.  

Key West International Airport Operations. The airport is located within the city limits of Key West, and 
is owned and operated by Monroe County. Forecasts for enplanement (i.e., the number of passengers 
boarding commercial airlines) predict that by 2019, there will be 272,117 enplanements compared to 
the 383,776 recorded in 2014 (FAA, 2016b). This represents a projected reduction in passengers of 29 
percent.   

Open Tourism/Trade between the U.S. and Cuba. Currently, general tourism is prohibited for 
Americans, but travel restrictions have eased to allow some travel from select U.S. cities to Cuba by 
Cuban-Americans visiting relatives or persons who possess a federal license to visit Cuba. Federal 
authorization was granted to Key West in October 2011 and flights travel between Key West and Havana 
twice a week; however, authorization from the Cuban government is pending for ferry access. Should 
unrestricted tourism or trade between the U.S. and Cuba normalize, it is possible that airspace use by 
commercial aircraft between the two nations would increase. Although it is unknown when this could 
occur, this cumulative impact analysis assumes unrestricted tourism or trade is reasonably foreseeable 
in the future.   

5.2 Resource Analysis 

Where feasible, the cumulative impacts were assessed using quantifiable data; however, for many of the 
resources, quantifiable data are not available and a qualitative analysis was undertaken. In addition, 
where an analysis of potential environmental effects for future actions has not been completed, 
assumptions were made regarding cumulative impacts related to this EA. Following review of past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects, the only action that would have the potential to interact 
with Alternative 1 would be improvement projects planned on NAS Key West at Boca Chica Airfield. The 
NAS Key West Airfield Operations EIS was used as the baseline for all operations both now and 
anticipated into the future. Key West International Airport operations would continue to be managed by 
Air Traffic Control and would not be affected by Triton UAS operations. Scheduling and flight paths 
would continue to be coordinated between NAS Key West and Key West air traffic controllers. The same 
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would apply to increased air operations between Cuba and Key West. Through scheduling and control of 
flight paths, air traffic controllers would manage aircraft operations so as not to cause conflicts. 

 Noise 

The improvement projects at Boca Chica Airfield would include the use of construction equipment that 
would result in increased intermittent noise levels within the immediate area. Construction at and 
within the vicinity of the NAS Key West would collectively increase noise levels in the area temporarily, 
but would vary in timing of projects, and duration. Long-term aircraft operations would continue to be 
the dominant sources of noise at the NAS Key West. The introduction of no more than 1 dB DNL by the 
Triton UAS would not noticeably change the existing acoustic environment when considered in 
conjunction with current aircraft noise levels at NAS Key West, activities at the Key West International 
Airport, and the noise generated by cars, cruise ships, boats, and horns.  

The combined effects of these other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions and the 
proposed action would result in increases in noise in the areas near NAS Key West to the extent that 
these actions occur close in time and location. However, it is not anticipated that all of these would 
occur simultaneously because of the temporary nature of construction emissions, flight operations, and 
project timelines. Therefore, no significant cumulative impacts from noise are anticipated because the 
proposed action adds a negligible level of noise that is temporary, short term, and consistent with 
existing ambient noise levels. 

 Public Health and Safety 

The improvement projects would not affect aircraft mishaps, accident potential zones, BASH incidents, 
or operations in case of hurricanes. BASH hazards would continue to be managed under the naval air 
station BASH program. None of the improvement projects would create new attractants for birds or 
wildlife. Continued implementation of standard air traffic management techniques at the airfield would 
minimize the risk of aviation mishaps between proposed operations and existing airfield operations. 
Therefore, no significant, cumulative impacts are anticipated when other pertinent past, ongoing, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions are considered cumulatively with Alternative 1. 

 Air Quality 

Projects in the Monroe County region and Boca Chica airfield operations contributing emissions were 
recently analyzed in an NAS Key West Airfield Operations EIS. Projects consisted of construction projects 
on and off base occurring over long construction time periods and Monroe County is expected to stay 
largely rural, and mobile and stationary-source emissions in the county area are expected to remain 
minimal. Overall, Triton UAS construction activities at NAS Key West would collectively increase air 
emissions in the area temporarily, but would be a small percentage of overall air emissions in the 
Southeast Florida AQCR. Once the home basing is completed, Triton UAS operations and commuting 
personnel would generate minimal air emissions and contribute less than 1 percent of criteria pollutants 
in Monroe County (see Table 4-5). 

Cumulatively, construction-related air emissions would not change the attainment status of the AQCR or 
introduce a significant increase in criteria pollutant emissions. Aircraft operations emissions would also 
not introduce pollutant levels that would change the attainment status of the AQCR or pose a significant 
cumulative impact to air quality. 
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 Biological Resources 

Construction associated with the improvement projects and Alternative 1 would have the potential to 
impact vegetation, wildlife, and special status species. 

Vegetation 

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 1 and NAS Key West improvement 
projects would occur primarily in developed or already disturbed areas so when considered 
cumulatively, would not significantly affect vegetation. Once operational, it is not anticipated that Triton 
UAS and present and reasonably foreseeable aircraft operations would cumulatively affect vegetation 
on NAS Key West. 

Wildlife 

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 1 and NAS Key West improvement 
projects would generate temporary increases in noise levels, primarily in highly disturbed and developed 
portions of Boca Chica Airfield. Noise created during construction and demolition activities may result in 
temporary behavioral disturbance to wildlife, mostly limited to avoidance of the immediate area. 
However, these negligible changes in behavior are not expected to differ appreciably from those resulting 
from naturally occurring phenomena and other stressors in the existing environment (e.g., severe 
weather events, evasion of predators, etc.) and no changes to feeding, sheltering, or reproduction are 
anticipated. Once construction is complete, abundance and frequency of wildlife occurring in the project 
area are expected to return to prior levels. Additionally, the projects would occur in areas where wildlife 
may have habituated to noisy airfield activities.  

Cumulative effects to wildlife adjacent to the project area would not be considered significant under 
Alternative 1, NAS Key West. The introduction of no more than 1 dB DNL by the Triton UAS would not 
noticeably change the existing acoustic environment when considered in conjunction with current 
aircraft noise levels at Boca Chica airfield and the Key West International Airport, and the noise 
generated by cars, boats, and horns. 

To minimize direct effects to wildlife, continued implementation of the Navy’s BASH program, which 
includes habitat modification, grassland management, wetlands management, wildlife exclusion 
measures, avian dispersal measures, and humane lethal control measures, would reduce the habitat 
attractiveness as foraging, resting, or nesting areas for birds. Other periodic BASH management projects, 
such as exclusion devices, removal of abandoned structures, and fence repair, would specifically 
discourage the presence of wildlife in close proximity to the airfield. No significant, cumulative impacts 
to wildlife are anticipated with the implementation of Alternative 1. 

Special Status Species 

Endangered Species Act. Under Alternative 1, when considered with past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable actions, no cumulative, significant impacts are anticipated to federally listed species.  As 
noted in the NAS Key West Airfield Operations EIS, wildlife in the area is likely acclimated to existing 
noise levels and minor cumulative increase in aircraft noise levels and visual disturbance impacts 
associated with overflights would not be expected to affect reproductive success or change habitat 
use/value. Cumulative impacts to threatened and endangered species habitats from infrastructure 
improvements on- and off-station are not expected. Off-station construction projects could have 
additive noise impacts with the aircraft noise impacts, although it is assumed that any construction-
related noise generated from such projects would be short in duration and dominated by the noise 
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generated from existing and next generation aircraft operating out of Boca Chica airfield. Continued 
adherence to protective measures identified in existing BOs (USFWS Log #4-1-92-333 and SCC 41420-
2006-F-0297) would ensure that current and reasonably foreseeable projects would not significantly 
affect federally listed species (see Section 4.4.2.2).  

Other Special Status Species 

Bald Eagle. Bald eagles are regularly observed in low numbers around NAS Key West, but no nests have 
been documented since 2012. There is no suitable nesting habitat in the project area and foraging 
habitat is of marginal value compared to other areas of the Florida Keys. Therefore, Triton UAS 
operations, along with all other aircraft operations at the station would likely have no effects to Bald 
Eagles. No significant, cumulative harm or incidental takes of bald eagles are anticipated when 
Alternative 1 is considered along with anticipated improvement projects at NAS Key West. 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act. As mentioned in Section 4.4.2.2, potential impacts to migratory birds would 
be avoided by conducting a site survey of the proposed construction areas prior to commencement of 
construction activities for future improvement projects to ensure the absence of migratory birds 
(including BCC) or by conducting construction activities outside of the migratory bird-nesting season. 
Once the Triton UAS is operational, continued participation in Partners in Flight, observance of 
conservation and protective measures identified in the NAS Key West INRMP would be used to ensure 
that no violation of the MBTA or EO 13186 would occur from implementing Alternative 1 along with 
other present and reasonably foreseeable actions. With continued implementation of the Navy BASH 
program, no significant cumulative impacts to MBTA species (including BCC) are anticipated. 

 Water Resources 

Groundwater  

Construction and demolition impacts to ground water from Alternative 1 and station improvements 
would not extend below ground surface to a depth that would affect the underlying aquifer. Although 
fuel or other chemicals could be spilled during construction, demolition, and renovation activities, 
implementation of the required SPCC Plan and immediate cleanup of any spills would prevent any 
infiltration into groundwater resources. Cumulatively, Alternative 1 and countywide growth would 
increase the population and the demand for groundwater resources. Alternative 1 would result in 914 
personnel and dependents, and countywide population is estimated to grow by 0.5 percent by 2020. It is 
anticipated that there is adequate water supply in terms of quantity within the Lower Keys to 
accommodate forecasted growth. Therefore, no significant, cumulative impacts to groundwater 
resources are anticipated.  

Surface Water  

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 1 and programmed station 
improvement projects could result in a slight cumulative increase runoff and associated turbidity. 
Potential impacts from an increase in turbidity would be minimized with implementation of practices 
such as wetting of soils, silt fencing, and detention basins and adherence to erosion and stormwater 
management practices, as determined by the Navy, to contain soil and in runoff on the project area. 
Infrastructure improvements under Alternative 1 and all other present and foreseeable projects would 
be required to follow state and federal guidelines for construction permitting to ensure water quality 
was protected from possible erosion and sedimentation. This includes implementing project specific 
BMPs as part of the proposed infrastructure improvement projects to minimize impacts to water quality 
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and using stormwater engineering controls (e.g., culvert/channels directing stormwater to retention 
basins) to decrease future impacts to water quality following construction. The use of spill prevention 
plans and SWPPPs during infrastructure improvements would also minimize impacts to water quality. 

Construction and demolition activities from Alternative 1 and present and foreseeable projects are not 
anticipated to degrade the water quality or affect beneficial uses of surface water resources. No 
significant cumulative impacts to surface water are anticipated resulting from Triton UAS operations and 
other present or foreseeable projects.  

Wetlands 

Impacts to wetlands are site-specific and are not affected by development in the region. Alternative 1 
would impact an estimated 3 acres of wetland habitat if this alternative were implemented. There is not 
enough information on future programmed installation facility improvement projects to adequately 
determine wetland impacts associated therewith. Infrastructure improvement projects including that 
associated with Alternative 1 would be required to follow state and federal guidelines for construction 
permitting including those with respect to wetland protection or mitigation. No significant, cumulative 
impacts are anticipated by implementing Alternative 1 and other present or foreseeable projects. 
However, climate change will introduce hotter weather, which can bring on drought that can cause 
coastal water resources such as wetlands to become more saline as freshwater is reduced. 

Floodplains 

Construction and renovation activities on NAS Key West, associated with Alternative 1 and station 
improvements, are within the 100- and 500-year floodplain. This would result in cumulative impacts to 
the floodplain. In accordance with EOs 11988 and 13690, and DoD Memorandum for Floodplain 
Management on Department of Defense Installations (February 2014), the Navy will identify in any new 
construction designs or for renovations of existing installation facilities exceeding $7.5 million, the flood 
mitigation measures that will be incorporated to minimize inundation effects and notify the public as to 
why there were no practicable alternative to such development in the floodplain. Therefore, no 
significant cumulative impacts to the floodplain would be expected. 

 Socioeconomics 

Under Alternative 1, no significant impacts to socioeconomics would occur when considered with 
present and reasonable foreseeable actions. In terms of population and employment, Alternative 1 and 
present and reasonable foreseeable actions would not noticeably change population numbers in the 
Lower Keys or Key West CCDs. Other than a temporary beneficial input into the local economy 
generated by new construction, no significant, cumulative impacts are anticipated to employment and 
income. The increase in personnel would not have housing and childcare service impacts appreciably 
different than those described in Chapter 4, including a tighter market for owner-occupied homes and 
the potential for a lack of community childcare facilities enrolled in the Child Care Aware of America Fee 
Assistance Program. Additionally, development of comprehensive plan updates by the City of Key West 
and Monroe County prepared in accordance with Florida’s Local Government Comprehensive Planning 
and Land Development Regulation Act could, over time, address the need for more affordable housing. 

 Transportation 

Construction, demolition, and renovations for Alternative 1 and future station improvements would 
entail movement of heavy equipment and construction workers on U.S. Highway Route 1 and at the 
Midway Avenue Gate (the commercial gate). Transportation route improvements off-station and the 
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construction of new commercial or residential structures off-station have the potential to cause 
temporary traffic delays. However, when the transportation projects are completed, these projects 
would assist in improving local road conditions and travel times. When considered cumulatively with 
Alternative 1, these activities could cause temporary congestion at the commercial gate and negligible 
increases in traffic. However, this increased traffic would not degrade the LOS on U.S. Highway Route 1 
or introduce significant congestion at the main gate since the commercial gate is located 1,500 feet from 
the intersection with U.S. Highway Route 1 and separate from the Main Gate on Saratoga Road. Planned 
future projects would improve on-station transportation because they involve intersection 
improvements, road realignments, and increased parking areas. Therefore, no significant, cumulative 
impacts are anticipated to transportation. 

 Hazardous Materials and Wastes  

Construction, demolition, and renovation activities under Alternative 1 and station improvement 
projects would require the use of certain hazardous materials (e.g., paints, welding gases, solvents, 
preservatives, and sealants). However, all hazardous wastes generated would be handled under the 
existing RCRA-compliant waste management programs and, therefore, would not be expected to 
increase the risks of exposure to workers and installation personnel. Therefore, no significant, 
cumulative impacts to hazardous materials or waste would be expected from construction, demolition, 
or renovation activities. 

No special hazards such as ACM, LBP, or PCPs are associated with Alternative 1, but other station 
improvements could involve these special hazards. The Navy would continue to adhere to all Navy 
policies and USEPA directives associated with handling and disposing of special hazardous substances.   

Alternative 1 would not impact any DERP sites; however, these sites could be affected by future station 
improvement projects. Any impacts would be minimized through continued adherence to the station’s 
Environmental Restoration Program to identify, investigate, and clean up these hazardous waste 
disposal or release sites. In summary, no significant, cumulative impacts to hazardous materials and 
wastes are anticipated. 
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6 ALTERNATIVE 2: NAVAL STATION MAYPORT, FLORIDA 
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

This chapter presents a description of the environmental resources and baseline conditions that exist 
along with the potential environmental consequences that could occur by implementing Alternative 2 at 
Naval Station (NS) Mayport. 

6.0 Scope of Impact Analysis 

All potentially relevant environmental resource areas were initially considered for analysis in this 
Environmental Assessment (EA). In compliance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Council 
on Environmental Quality (CEQ), and 32 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part 775 requirements, the 
discussion of the affected environment (i.e., baseline conditions) focuses only on those resource areas 
potentially subject to impacts. Additionally, the level of detail used in describing a resource is 
commensurate with the anticipated level of potential environmental impact.  

“Significantly,” as used in NEPA, requires consideration of both context and intensity. Context means 
that the significance of an action must be analyzed using several factors such as society as a whole 
(e.g., human, national), the affected region, the affected interests, and the locality. Significance varies 
with the setting of a proposed action. For instance, in the case of a site-specific action, significance 
would usually depend on the effects in the locale rather than in the world as a whole. Both short- and 
long-term effects are relevant (40 CFR part 1508.27). Intensity refers to the severity or extent of the 
potential environmental impact, which can be thought of in terms of the potential amount of the likely 
change. In general, the more sensitive the context, the less intense a potential impact needs to be in 
order to be considered significant. Likewise, the less sensitive the context, the potential impact would 
need to be more intense to be significant. 

The following identifies the resource areas whose impacts were considered negligible or non-existent; 
therefore, they were not analyzed in detail for Alternative 2 at NS Mayport. These resources are airfield 
and airspace management, land use, infrastructure and utilities, recreation, community/emergency 
services, environmental justice and protection of children, visual/aesthetic resources, and soils and 
topography. 

Airfield and Airspace Management:  Construction activities associated with this alternative would occur 
adjacent to the runway; however, these activities would not conflict or restrict existing airfield 
operations through management by Air Traffic Control. Construction and equipment would use existing 
roads to access the project site and construction would not block runway use. The addition of 
approximately five Triton unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) flight operations per day would equate to a 
maximum of 1,825 aircraft operations annually (based on 365 flying days), which would represent an 
approximate 1.7 percent increase for existing annual operations at the airfield. Currently, this airfield 
annually supports more than 103,000 flight operations (i.e., takeoffs, landings, and touch-and-goes). 
Adding Triton UAS operations, which would only be takeoffs and landings (the UAS does not practice 
touch and goes), represent a 1.7 percent increase in airfield operations at NS Mayport. This would not 
impair the ability of the Radar Air Traffic Control Facility to coordinate flights within the airfield 
environment or in the adjacent controlled airspace. Triton UAS aircraft would be under pilot control at   
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Figure 6-1  Naval Station Mayport Proposed Construction 
 

all times and with adherence to existing flight rules, and continued coordination with regional Air Traffic 
Control, would preclude conflicts with local air traffic. Alternative 2 would not involve the creation or 
modification of any special use airspace. Triton UAS flight operations would be conducted in existing 
controlled airspace around the NS Mayport airfield and upon departure; fly within restricted airspace, 
travel over water, and climb to a final cruise altitude of approximately 58,000 feet above mean sea level. 
The Navy would obtain the appropriate Certificate of Authorization from the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) before Triton UAS flight operations would be conducted at the station. Therefore, 
no impacts to airfield or airspace management would be expected and no further analysis of this 
resource is carried forward under Alternative 2 at NS Mayport. 

Land Use: The proposed construction site is located adjacent to the airfield and primary land uses 
comprise the runway, as well as industrial and administrative support facilities. The associated safety 
clear zones include large expanses of mowed apron areas, open water lagoons, and wetland habitats, 
some of which support federally protected species (e.g., wood stork). In addition to airfield operations, 
NS Mayport is home to numerous Navy commands, provides maintenance and support services to the 
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southeast Navy fleet; and contains a 
turning basin with numerous wharves 
and ship berths. To the east of the 
airfield, the station also supports 
numerous fitness facilities, two 
recreational vehicle parks, a golf course, 
and a stretch of undeveloped beach. 
There would be negligible changes to on-
station land uses. The existing long-term 
storage area for recreational vehicles and 
boats would be developed to support the 
Triton UAS mission; however, this area is 
currently designated for utilities and 
maintenance uses (NS Mayport, 2014) 
and a land use designation change to 
operations would not introduce 
significant land use impacts. Additionally, 
a forested area on the southside of the 
runway (designated by NS Mayport as a 
utilities/maintenance area [NS Mayport, 
2014]) would be developed to support 
the relocated long-term storage area 
(Figure 6-2). These changes would be 
consistent with land uses found on a 
military installation. Outside of station 
boundaries, neither construction nor 
operations would affect land use 
designations (i.e., construction would not 
affect areas off station and projected noise levels would not perceptibly change from existing 
conditions). Therefore, no impacts to land uses would be expected and no further analysis of this 
resource is carried forward under Alternative 2 at NS Mayport. 

Infrastructure and Utilities: In terms of electrical, water, and natural gas supply, the station is well able 
to support the addition of 400 personnel proposed under this alternative (United States [U.S.] Navy, 
2013a). Currently, the station is operating at below capacity so a 1.7 percent increase in the Jacksonville 
Beaches or 0.1 percent increase in Duval County’s population would not strain the ability of these 
utilities to support this modest population growth on the station or in the local community. Therefore, 
only negligible impacts to infrastructure or utilities would be expected and no further analysis is carried 
forward. 

Naval Station Mayport, however, is currently subject to, and in compliance with, a Consent Order from 
the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) relating to discharges from its wastewater 
treatment facility (WWTF).  Pursuant to that consent order, a new WWTF will be constructed on the 
same site as the existing WWTF and be operational by September 1, 2020.  The addition of the Triton 
UAS mission, to include personnel and their families, would not significantly impact current or future 
WWTF operations at NS Mayport. Personnel numbers at NS Mayport have decreased over the past 
10 years and the existing system was designed to support a higher capacity of operations. Addition of 

 

Figure 6-2  Alternative 2 Development Areas 
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about 400 people working at the installation (no one is anticipated to live on base) would not represent 
a capacity issue at the current WWTF. 

Recreation: There are no recreational resources located at or adjacent to the proposed construction site 
at NS Mayport. Furthermore, this alternative would not involve any activities that would alter existing 
recreational areas (e.g., the golf course) or impact recreational activities along the beach. Triton UAS-
generated noise levels would increase no more than 1 decibel (dB), Day-Night Average Sound Level 
(DNL) therefore, would not introduce noise levels that would be perceptibly different than the existing 
acoustic environment if Alternative 2, NS Mayport were implemented. Negligible impacts, therefore, 
would be expected to recreational resources and detailed examination is not carried forward for this 
resource under Alternative 2 at NS Mayport. 

Community/Emergency Services: Educational Services. Duval County supports 197 public education 
institutions. It is estimated that Alternative 2, NS Mayport, would add 184 more school-aged children to 
the Duval County Public Schools (Department of Defense [DoD], 2014a). This would represent a 0.1 
percent increase in the school district’s 2016 enrollment of 128,702 (Duval County Public Schools 
[DCPS], 2016). Currently, district schools are at less than 75 percent capacity (DCPS, 2016) therefore, a 
less than 1 percent increase in school-aged children would introduce only negligible impacts to the 
DCPS. 

Health Services. There are 44 hospitals serving the 1 million population found in Duval County, of which 
10 are within 25 miles of the station. On NS Mayport, the Naval Branch Health Clinic provides health 
services to active duty personnel, their dependents, and veterans. Naval Hospital Jacksonville, about 50 
miles away, provides urgent, preventive, and routine in- and out-patient services. There is existing 
capacity in both civilian and naval facilities to support the anticipated increase in population associated 
with Alternative 2 at NS Mayport; therefore, no impacts are anticipated to health services. 

Emergency Services. NS Mayport supports two fire and emergency services departments. In addition, 
within 10 miles of NS Mayport, there are seven Jacksonville Fire and Rescue Departments and three 
Police Department stations. Under Alternative 2, an estimated 914 military, civil service personnel, and 
their dependents would move to the greater Jacksonville Beaches area. This represents about a 1.7 
percent increase in the area population, and a 0.1 percent increase in Duval County population. This 
negligible addition would not constrain the ability of local fire and police to respond to emergencies; the 
current average response time is 5 minutes and this would not be affected by a negligible population 
increase. In the event that a hurricane evacuation was required, personnel and their dependents would 
operate under existing plans and procedures to ensure their safety. Triton UAS and other aircraft would 
be moved and flown to a safe location outside of the hurricane’s path. Therefore, no impacts are 
anticipated to emergency response times and services. 

Accordingly, community/emergency services for Alternative 2 at NS Mayport are not carried forward for 
detailed examination. 

Environmental Justice: Construction, demolition, and renovation activities associated with Alternative 2 
would occur within the NS Mayport airfield. Noise, safety, and health conditions affecting low-income 
and minority populations would not change perceptibly from those currently found at and around the 
station. Operationally, noise generated by the Triton UAS, at less than 1 decibel Day-Night Average 
Sound Levels, would not noticeably change the acoustic environment when compared to existing 
conditions. This alternative would not involve any activities (e.g., noise, air emissions, health, or other 
hazards) that would disproportionately affect minority or low-income populations (U.S. Navy, 2013a). 
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This is because no construction would occur near any of these types of populations, and Triton UAS 
aircraft would use similar arrival and departure paths of aircraft currently operating on the runways and 
would adhere to existing airfield rules and regulations. In terms of health and safety, it is not anticipated 
that the Triton UAS would expose these populations to increased risks, see Section 6.2.2.2 for further 
detail. Therefore, environmental justice (per Executive Order [EO] 12898, Environmental Justice for Low 
Income and Minority Populations) under Alternative 2 is not carried forward for detailed examination. 

Visual/Aesthetic Resources: Visually, construction and demolition activities associated with this 
alternative would result in facilities that would be consistent with the current characteristic features of a 
military airfield and landscape of the station. The design of new structures would adhere to Navy 
building guidelines and standards. Once operational, the introduction of Triton UAS aircraft would not 
change the visual aspect or aesthetic values at an already active military airfield. Therefore, no impacts 
to visual or aesthetic resources would be expected and this resource category, for Alternative 2 at NS 
Mayport, is not carried forward for detailed examination. 

Soils and Topography: There are two soil types located in the areas proposed for construction—urban 
land and arents. Along the flight line, urban land consists of soils with no identifiable soil 
characteristics due to past development and natural drainage is variable, depending on adjacent soils. 
Arents soils, in the site proposed for the long-term storage relocation, are nearly level and commonly 
found in coastal settings. This soil unit is considered somewhat poorly drained but has a low 
frequency for flooding and ponding of water (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 1998). No prime 
farmland soils are mapped at the site, and no in-water construction would occur to produce marine 
sediments. Implementing best management practices to stabilize soils and control sedimentation during 
construction and demolition activities would minimize potential impacts from erosion and 
sedimentation into receiving water bodies. Construction and demolition activities associated with this 
alternative would not significantly alter the soils and topographic features of the station. Accordingly, 
soils and topography for Alternative 2 at NS Mayport are not carried forward for detailed examination. 

6.1 Noise 

This section discusses the existing ambient sound environment within and around NS Mayport (i.e., the 
affected environment) and the potential impacts home basing the Triton UAS would have on this 
environment. Refer to Section 3.1 for the resource definition and approach to analysis. Noise in relation 
to natural resources, including wildlife, is discussed in Section 6.4.  

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment includes those areas and receptors exposed to noise generated at the NS 
Mayport airfield. The ambient sound environment at NS Mayport includes natural sources (e.g., wind, 
waves, and birds) and human-generated sources (e.g., aircraft, vehicles, ships, horns, and construction). 
Flight operations are the primary source of noise generated at the airfield. Existing conditions comprise 
those presented in the Air Installations Compatible Use Zones (AICUZ) study conducted in 2006 (U.S. 
Navy, 2007). The analysis done for the AICUZ study, and incorporated by reference herein, evaluated 
103,000 annual operations. Using these data is justified because conditions have not changed since that 
time (i.e., no new aircraft or aircraft-related missions have been introduced). Historically, operations 
have fluctuated over the years from a high in calendar year 1993 with 156,885 to a low of 64,512 
operations in 2014. These fluctuations were due to deployments, as well as a temporary move to Naval 
Air Station Jacksonville in 2014 when NS Mayport’s runway was under refurbishment. Over the years, 
the H-60 Seahawk helicopters have dominated flight operations, contributing over 90 percent of total 
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operations. Transient operations are conducted by FA-18s, C-12s, and T-45s. NS Mayport has one 
runway (05/23) that is 8,000 feet long by 200 feet wide and the air traffic control facility maintains 
control of its Class D airspace in a 5-nautical mile radius. 

Table 6-1 presents the Sound Exposure Level (SEL) of commonly operated aircraft at the airfield. The SEL 
measurements assumed the aircraft are directly over the receptor and are presented at varying 
altitudes. The SEL provides the best representation of what people generally and immediately 
respond to when an aircraft flyover occurs. As indicated, the H-60 generates SEL of about 82.5 dB at 
an altitude of 1,000 feet above ground level (AGL), the probable altitude of the aircraft when it passes 
outside of the station’s boundaries. The SELs for transient aircraft at the same altitude range from 79.3 
dB for the C-12 to 113.5 dB for the FA-18C/D. In comparison, the Triton UAS creates an SEL of 82.7 at 
1,000 feet AGL. 

Table 6-1  Representative Sound Exposure Level for Common Aircraft 
Departures at Naval Station Mayport Airfield 

Aircraft1 
In dB 
500 feet AGL 1,000 feet AGL 2,000 feet AGL 

H-60 87.4 82.5 77.0 
C-12 88.7 79.3 74.6 
F-15 118.8 113.5 107.6 
Triton UAS2 87.5 82.7 76.7 
Source: SELCalc2 (U.S. Air Force, 2002).  
Notes:   1All modeled as departures in takeoff power engine setting. 

  2Modeled using a Cessna Citation X, which has the same basic Rolls-Royce AE 3007 engine as the 
Triton UAS. While the Triton UAS has a single engine, the Citation X has two engines so the SEL 
for the Citation X is approximately 3 dB greater than the Triton UAS but should share a similar 
frequency spectrum, making for a conservative surrogate. 

 Environmental Consequences 

Analysis of potential noise impacts includes estimating likely 
noise levels from Alternative 2 and determining potential 
effects to the human and natural environment.  

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would 
not occur and there would be no change to existing noise 
levels. Therefore, no impacts to the noise environment 
would occur with implementation of the No Action 
Alternative. 

 Alternative 2:  Naval Station Mayport, Florida 

The affected environment for Alternative 2 includes those 
areas and receptors exposed to construction- and aircraft-
generated noise at NS Mayport. 

Construction Noise 

Construction noise is generated by the use of heavy equipment on job sites and is generally short-term 
in duration (i.e., during specific times in the day and certain phases of renovation, demolition, and/or 
construction). Commonly, heavy equipment operation occurs sporadically throughout daytime hours. 

NS Mayport Potential Noise Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
incur no changes to the noise 
environment on NS Mayport. 

• Alternative 2: Construction noise 
would be short-term and would 
not affect areas outside of 
installation boundaries. 

• Alternative 2: A less than 1 dB 
DNL increase in noise levels from 
Triton UAS operations would 
likely not be noticeable; 
therefore, negligible impacts to 
the acoustic environment. 
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Table 6-2 provides a list of representative construction equipment and associated noise levels in dB, 
adjusted for the percent of time the equipment would typically be operated at full power at a 
construction site, from a distance of 50 feet. Overall, construction noise levels are governed primarily by 
the noisiest pieces of equipment, which are typically impact devices (e.g., jackhammers). Under 
Alternative 2 at NS Mayport, noise impacts would vary based on the construction phase and by the 
specific task being undertaken (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [USEPA], 1971). For instance, 
demolition and construction activities typically involve bulldozers and jack hammers; bulldozers, 
scrapers, backhoes, and trucks are used during excavation, land clearing, and grading; backhoes are 
involved in utility installation; and concrete mixers, pumps, saws, hammers, cranes, and forklifts are 
employed during building construction.  

Table 6-2  Predicted Noise Levels for Construction Equipment 

Equipment Description 
Actual Measured 
Maximum Sound Level 
(dB) at 50 feet  

Clearing and Grading 
Flat Bed Truck 74 
Dump Truck 76 
Roller 80 
Bulldozer 82 
Grader/Scraper 84 

Excavation 
Front End Loader 79 
Pneumatic Tools 85 
Jackhammer 89 

Building Construction 
Compressor (air) 78 
Concrete Mixer Truck 79 
Crane/Generator/Pump 81 
Warning Horn 83 
Chain Saw 84 
Vibrating Hopper 87 
Concrete Saw/Impact Hammer 90 

Source: Federal Highway Administration [FHWA], 2006. 

Typically, the dB level of a sound decreases (or attenuates) exponentially as the distance from the 
source increases. For a single point source, like a bulldozer, the sound level decreases by approximately 
6 dB for each doubling of distance from the source where no other features such as vegetation, 
topography, or walls absorb or deflect the sound. For example, at 50 feet a bulldozer generates a noise 
level of 82 dB, at 500 feet this level would decrease by about 54 dB and generate noise levels that would 
not likely be distinguishable within the acoustic environment. Additionally, building walls can attenuate 
noise levels by 35 to 50 dB and windows from 25 to 35 dB (FHWA, 2011). 

The nearest receptor is a cluster of homes along Broad Street, between Ocean Street and Patrol Road at 
400 feet from the proposed construction site. Given this distance, the maximum noise level of a 
bulldozer would be about 42 dBA and would likely not be heard by individuals around or in the cluster of 
homes. Therefore, no significant impacts are anticipated from construction-related noise if Alternative 2 
at NS Mayport were implemented. 
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Operations Noise 

The addition of approximately five Triton UAS flight operations per day would equate to 1,825 flight 
operations annually, which would represent a 1.7 percent increase in existing annual operations at 
NS Mayport. This percent increase would change noise levels by less than 1 dB. As presented in 
Section 3.1.1, a change of 3 dB is barely noticeable to the human ear (Berrendt et al., 1976); therefore, a 
less than 1-dB increase in DNL would likely not be noticeable. When compared to the H-60 helicopters 
based at NS Mayport, the Triton UAS has about the same SEL upon takeoff (see Table 6-1); however, it 
only arrives or departs the airfield five times per day, considerably less than existing rotary-wing airfield 
operations. 

Potential impacts to the noise environment from Triton UAS flight operations would be negligible, as the 
Triton UAS would spend relatively little time operating in the airfield environment. The Triton UAS 
would conduct straight-in approaches and straight-out departures, would not conduct any closed-
pattern operations, and would primarily depart and arrive over the ocean. The Triton UAS flight 
operations would not include low-approaches or touch-and-go maneuvers, which are common with 
fixed-wing aircraft types. Therefore, implementation of Alternative 2 would result in negligible impacts 
to the NS Mayport airfield noise environment. 

In summary, there would be no significant noise impacts if Alternative 2 were implemented at NS 
Mayport. 

6.2 Public Health and Safety 

As identified in Section 3.2.3, public health and safety in this EA addresses flight safety or aircraft 
mishaps, bird/animal aircraft strike hazards (BASH), as well as accident potential zones (APZs). Weapons 
and construction safety are not addressed because no weapons are associated with the Proposed Action 
to home base Triton UASs and construction activities would be compliant with all relevant occupational 
health and safety and anti-terrorism/force protection requirements. 

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 2 could have the potential to 
introduce health and safety risks to children (per EO 13045, Protection of Children from Environmental 
Health Risks and Safety Risks). This alternative would not involve any activities that would affect children 
because no construction would occur near any homes, schools, or daycare centers. Operationally, noise 
generated by the Triton UAS, at less than 1 decibel Day-Night Average Sound Levels, would not 
noticeably change the acoustic environment when compared to existing conditions. In terms of safety, 
as presented in Section 6.2.2.2, the Triton UAS (MQ-4) has a good safety record and would continue to 
adhere to existing airfield rules and regulations to minimize safety risks. Therefore, protection of 
children under Alternative 2 at NS Mayport is not carried forward for detailed examination. 

 Affected Environment  

The affected environment for public health and safety includes NS Mayport airfield and the adjacent 
airspace. 

 Aircraft Mishaps 

Aircraft mishaps could be caused by mid-air collisions with other aircraft or objects, weather difficulties, 
mechanical failures, pilot error, or BASH. This analysis occurs in the context of two primary ongoing 
programs that address airfield safety:  
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• The Navy and DoD AICUZ program aims to protect the health, safety, and welfare of individuals 
living near a military airfield while preserving the operational capability of the airfield.  

• Specific safety requirements of aircraft flight operations are contained in the NS Mayport Air 
Operations Manual, including detailed standard operating procedures that must be followed by 
all aircrews operating from the airfield to ensure flight safety (NS Mayport, 2005). 

The Navy RQ-4 (the test and evaluation version of the Triton UAS) has had one Class A mishap (property 
damage was in excess of $2 million but there were no fatalities) in 2012 when it crashed 22 miles from 
NAS Patuxent River in Maryland. The incident resulted from a rudder system failure and the UAS system 
followed programmed maneuvers to guide it to the crash site, which was in a remote and unpopulated 
area (Naval Safety Center, 2016a). In the unlikely event of an aircraft emergency or mishap, NS Mayport 
maintains emergency and mishap response plans to guide responses to an aircraft incident (to include 
its own search and rescue plan), should one occur. These plans assign agency responsibilities and 
prescribe functional activities necessary to react to mishaps, whether on or off the station. Response 
would normally occur in two phases. The initial response focuses on rescue, evacuation, fire 
suppression, safety, elimination of explosive devices, ensuring security of the area, and other actions 
immediately necessary to prevent loss of life or further property damage. The second phase is the 
mishap investigation, which involves an array of organizations whose participation would be governed 
by the circumstances associated with the mishap and actions required to be performed. 

 Accident Potential Zones 

Although the likelihood of an aircraft mishap is remote, the Navy identifies APZs to assist in land use 
planning. APZs are not predictors of accidents. If an aircraft mishap were to occur, there is expected to 
be a higher probability of occurrence of the mishap within an APZ. The Clear Zone is the area where 
mishaps are most likely to occur. These zones are delineated based on historical data and departure, 
arrival, and pattern flight tracks on and near airfield runways. NS Mayport’s runway supports a Clear 
Zone and APZ I for helicopter operations. Because there are fewer than 5,000 annual fixed-wing 
operations, APZs I and II for fixed-wing aircraft (which differ from those identified for rotary-wing 
aircraft) are not required (OPNAVINST 11010.36C, Chapter 3(4)(b)(2), 2008).  

 Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazard 

NS Mayport has an effective BASH program that involves the distribution of information and active and 
passive measures to control how birds use the critical areas around the airfield. Methods outlined in the 
plan to reduce BASH risk at the airfield include habitat management, bird dispersal, depredation, and 
bird avoidance. The NS Mayport Operations Department Safety Officer executes the BASH Program but 
success also depends on participation of the entire Bird Hazard Working Group, to include input from 
tenant commands, natural resources, and Air Traffic Control to execute effective coordination 
procedures and avoidance techniques such as the posting of Bird Watch Conditions for aircrews at Base 
Operations. In addition, NS Mayport uses the resources of the U.S. Department of Agriculture Animal 
and Plant Health Inspection Service’s Wildlife Services Program to minimize the risk posed by birds and 
other wildlife at the station. Risk minimizations used by U.S. Department of Agriculture personnel 
include non-lethal and lethal control of hazardous wildlife, as well as the capture and relocation of 
wildlife from airfield boundaries. Since 2012, there have been 68 BASH incidents reported at NS 
Mayport. No Class A damage and/or casualties (see Table 3-1 for definition) were reported for these 
incidents. Outside of birds, other wildlife strikes are not an issue at the airfield. 
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 Hurricanes 

Hurricane season begins June 1 and runs through November 30. Tropical Cyclone Conditions of 
Readiness are ordered by the NS Mayport Commanding Officer based on the expected onset of 
destructive winds. The level of preparation increases with the progression of each Condition of 
Readiness, from picking up loose gear in Condition of Readiness 5 to reporting to shelters in Condition of 
Readiness 1. Aircraft are relocated to other airfields as conditions warrant and personnel emergency 
responses range from sheltering in place to evacuating to an out-of-area location. 

 Environmental Consequences  

Public health and safety analysis addresses issues related 
to the health and safety of military personnel and civilians 
living on or near the airfield. Specifically, this section 
provides information on hazards associated with potential 
Triton UAS aircraft mishaps, APZs, and BASH. Please note, 
however, that there is no generally recognized threshold 
for air safety, which defines acceptable or unacceptable 
conditions. Therefore, the focus of airfield and airspace 
managers is to reduce safety risks through a number of 
measures, including: providing and disseminating 
information to airfield/airspace users, requiring 
appropriate levels of training for those using the 
airfield/airspace, setting appropriate standards for 
equipment performance and maintenance, defining rules 
governing the use of the airfield/airspace, and assigning 
appropriate and well-defined responsibilities to Air Traffic 
Controllers, airspace managers, and pilots. When these 
measures are implemented, safety risks are minimized, 
even though they cannot be eliminated completely.  

Weapons and construction safety are not addressed in this analysis. No weapons are associated with the 
Proposed Action and construction/demolition activities would be compliant with all relevant 
occupational health and safety and anti-terrorism/force protection requirements.  

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would not occur and there would be no change to 
public health and safety. The FAA will continue to be responsible for ensuring safe and efficient use of 
federal airspace by military and civilian aircraft. To fulfill these requirements, the FAA has established 
safety regulations, airspace management guidelines, a civil/military common system, and cooperative 
activities with the DoD. Therefore, no public health or safety impacts are anticipated with 
implementation of the No Action Alternative. 

 Alternative 2:  Naval Station Mayport, Florida 

All Triton UAS flight operations would be conducted in accordance with FAA regulations and directives, 
specific operating manuals, and DoD Flight Information Publications. All emergencies or malfunctions 
associated with flight operations would be handled in accordance with established aircraft-specific 
procedures. In addition, existing standard operating procedures at NS Mayport would be employed to 

NS Mayport Potential Public Health 
and Safety Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not change existing conditions for 
public health and safety at NS 
Mayport. 

• Alternative 2: No measurable 
changes to mishap risk would 
occur at the airfield. 

• Alternative 2: The 1.7 percent 
increase in aircraft operations 
would not necessitate changes to 
existing APZ boundaries. 

• Alternative 2: Implementation of 
existing BASH avoidance 
procedures would minimize BASH 
risks to negligible levels. 
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ensure appropriate airspace management by all participating aircraft, which would reduce the potential 
for mid-air collisions. Existing emergency response plans would be updated as necessary to account for 
any specific requirements of the Triton UAS.  

Aircraft Mishaps 

To date, there have been no other class A mishaps, since the one referenced in Section 6.2.1.1 and 
implementing Alternative 2 would not measurably affect mishap risks at NS Mayport West. The total 
number of annual operations conducted at the NS Mayport airfield would increase by 1,825 
(approximately 1.7 percent) with the addition of Triton UAS operations. This minor increase in 
operations would not be expected to increase the risk of mishaps. UAS operations conducted in the NAS 
require an approved Certificate of Authorization (COA) issued from the FAA. The COA applications are 
submitted to the FAA through a web-based system. Once received, the FAA conducts a comprehensive 
operational and technical evaluation to determine if the UAS could safely operate with other airspace 
users. Under a COA, UAS operations can be conducted within a defined block of national airspace 
(typically special use airspace), usually with site specific provisions or limitations (e.g., requirements to 
fly only under Visual Flight Rules and/or only during daylight hours) and under the guidance of Air Traffic 
Control (FAA, 2016). 

To help avoid mishaps, Triton UAS pilots receive extensive training prior to controlling actual aircraft 
flights.   This includes extensive practice of emergency procedures to minimize the potential for UAS 
mishaps. The Triton UAS is also designed with multiple, redundant systems so that if one system fails, 
other backups take over. For instance, both the Triton UAS control centers have two consoles so that if 
one goes down, the other can take over. Another example is if communication between the pilot and 
the aircraft is interrupted, the Triton UAS is programmed to perform predetermined flight maneuvers 
(e.g., climbing to 15,000 feet above mean sea level and flying a predetermined course by circling at a 
prescribed altitude until communication is restored or landing at an already identified location on its 
own. Therefore, only negligible increases to mishaps would be introduced that would expose the public 
to safety risks under Alternative 2 at NS Mayport.  

Accident Potential Zones 

Alternative 2 would have no effect on the existing runway or the need to provide for fixed-wing aircraft 
APZs I or II. This is because total operations at the runways would remain below the level of operations 
established by the Navy for needing these types of APZs. No changes to existing APZ boundaries or new 
APZs are anticipated if Alternative 2 at NS Mayport were implemented. 

Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazard 

Under Alternative 2, the number of flight operations is not expected to differ noticeably from baseline 
conditions and the Triton UAS aircraft would continue to operate in the same airfield environment. NS 
Mayport has a BASH Plan (a component of the Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan 
[INRMP]) that is designed to minimize the occurrence of BASH. Procedures are in place to identify 
increased risks and provide decision aids to aircrews in judging whether to alter or discontinue flying 
operations as necessary. For instance, Air Traffic Control issues bird hazard warnings whenever bird 
activities are observed and Flight Planning is notified and current conditions posted at Base Operations 
so that all aircrews are aware of potential BASH issues at the airfield. The risk of BASH incidents is not 
expected to change substantially because all Triton UAS aircrews would continue to follow applicable 
procedures outlined in the station BASH Plan and Program, and Triton UAS pilots would adhere to the 
station’s existing standard operating procedures for flight. The number of flight operations would also 
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remain similar to existing conditions and therefore, no significant BASH impacts would be anticipated if 
Alternative 2 were implemented. 

Hurricanes 

Under Alternative 2, there would be no changes in the safety procedures undertaken in response to 
hurricanes. If there is a Tropical Cyclone Conditions of Readiness, Triton UAS operations would be either 
diverted to another location or discontinued in advance of an approaching storm. The additional 
personnel associated with Alternative 2 would continue adhering to existing emergency plans and 
procedures and not affect the community’s hurricane evacuation preparedness. 

In summary, there would be no significant public health and safety impacts if Alternative 2 at NS 
Mayport were implemented. 

6.3 Air Quality 

A region’s air quality is influenced by many factors including the type and amount of pollutants emitted 
into the atmosphere, the size and topography of the air basin, and the prevailing meteorological 
conditions (see Section 3.3 for the resource definition, regulatory setting, and approach to analysis). 
Most air pollutants originate from human-made sources, including mobile sources (e.g., cars, trucks, 
buses) and stationary sources (e.g., factories, refineries, power plants), as well as indoor sources (e.g., 
some building materials and cleaning solvents). Air pollutants are also released from natural sources 
such as forest fires and volcanic eruptions. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for the air quality analysis includes the Jacksonville (Florida)-Brunswick 
(Georgia) Interstate Air Quality Control Region (AQCR), which comprises multiple counties in both 
Florida and Georgia. However, for purposes of this analysis, the focus for air quality impacts is Duval 
County where NS Mayport is located. The FDEP is responsible for implementing and enforcing state and 
federal air quality regulations in Florida and has adopted the National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS) presented in Table 3-2. Duval County is classified by the USEPA as unclassified/attainment for 
all criteria pollutants. Therefore, a General Conformity evaluation is not required for federal actions in 
this county. 

The most recent emissions inventory for Duval County and NS Mayport are shown in Table 6-3. Volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions are included because they are 
precursors of ozone. Please note that the 2011 county data are the most recent published from the 
USEPA, National Emissions Inventory, version 2 (USEPA, 2015).  

Table 6-3  Baseline Annual Air Pollutant Emissions from Airfield Operations at Naval Station 
Mayport Compared to Duval County 

Location 
Air Pollutant Emissions (Tons/Year) 
VOCs CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 

Duval County 51,061.62 158,630.16 36,980.55 20,851.79 21,685.29 8,669.74 
Naval Station Mayport 39.80 1.30 2.10 0.02 0.20 NA 
Percent Contribution of 
Emissions in Duval County 0.077% 0.0008% 0.006% 0.00009% 0.0009% - 

Sources: USEPA, 2015; FDEP, 2016. 
Legend: CO=carbon monoxide; SO2=sulfur dioxide; and PM10 and PM2.5=Particulate Matter 10 or 2.5 in size. 
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NS Mayport operates under a Title V Operating Permit (No. 0310213-029-AV) issued by Florida that 
includes air quality requirements for fuel burning equipment, i.e., external combustion sources (e.g., 
boilers and heaters); internal combustion engines (e.g., diesel emergency power generators); surface 
coating operations (e.g., painting for maintenance of marine vessels, aircraft, and facilities); gasoline 
dispensing tanks for motor vehicles; solvent degreasing for maintenance operations; abrasive blasting 
related to marine vessels and aircraft maintenance; and woodworking shops for facility maintenance, 
packing, and shipping.  

Climate Change 

As discussed in section 3.3.2.4, emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), including carbon dioxide, are 
contributing to rising global temperatures and climate change. GHGs trap heat in the atmosphere, and 
their accumulation in the atmosphere may be contributing to an increase in the earth’s average surface 
temperature, which in turn is expected to affect weather patterns and the severity of storms/droughts, 
increase average sea levels, and increase intrusion of seawater into estuaries. Other effects are changes 
in precipitation rates, an increase in ozone (O3) levels due in part to changes in atmospheric 
photochemistry, and decreased water availability and quality (USEPA, 2016b). 

In the southeast, climate change is causing warmer temperatures, sea-level rise, and increased incidents 
of seawater flooding to coastal communities (USEPA, 2016c). 
In response, Baker, Clay, Duval, Flagler, Nassau, Putnam, and 
St. Johns Counties, as well as their municipalities and partners 
have joined and developed the Northeast Florida Regional 
Action Plan for Sea Level Rise (Northeast Florida Regional 
Council, 2013). This plan identifies how the region will work 
together to reduce GHG emissions across an area already 
identified as one of the most vulnerable to sea-level rise in 
the country.  

 Environmental Consequences  

Effects on air quality are based on estimated direct and 
indirect emissions associated with the action alternatives. 
Estimated emissions from a proposed federal action are 
typically compared with the relevant national and state 
standards to assess the potential for increases in pollutant 
concentrations. The study area for air quality impacts is Duval 
County. 

 No Action Alternative  

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would 
not occur and there would be no change to air quality 
conditions. Therefore, regional air quality would remain 
consistent with baseline conditions and no significant impacts 
are anticipated by implementing the No Action Alternative. 

 Alternative 2:  Naval Station Mayport, Florida 

Under Alternative 2, construction would include equipment, 
vehicles, and workers. For purposes of this analysis, a 

NS Mayport Air Quality Potential 
Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not change existing air quality in 
the region. 

• Alternative 2: Construction would 
introduce short-term increases in 
criteria pollutant emissions. 
However, these emissions would 
not change its attainment status. 

• Alternative 2: Mobile source 
emissions generated by the 1.7 
percent increase in population and 
Triton UAS operations would 
introduce negligible increases in 
criteria pollutant emissions. 
However, these long-term effects 
would not change the regional air 
quality attainment status. 

• Alternative 2: About 740 metric 
tons of GHG emissions would be 
introduced from Triton UAS 
operations and commuters; 
however, this alone would not 
cause global warming that could 
lead to climate change. 
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conservative estimate of emissions was undertaken for equal comparison of all action alternatives. 
Please refer to Section 3.3.3 for details of what and how emissions were identified. Anticipated air 
emissions from construction, demolition, renovation, and operations would represent a negligible 
percentage of the air emissions inventoried in Duval County and within the AQCR (Table 6-4). 
Construction emissions associated with Alternative 2 are well below current NS Mayport emissions, 
would be short-term and temporary, and represent a small fraction of the emissions generated in Duval 
County. Appendix C contains the emissions calculations used for this analysis. Emissions associated with 
construction and demolition activities would be temporary in nature, and appropriate fugitive dust-
control measures (e.g., watering soils, replanting with vegetation, covering open equipment conveying 
materials) would be employed to minimize construction emissions to the greatest extent possible. While 
no open burning would occur during construction or Triton UAS operations, any new support equipment 
will be included in the installation’s air permit. 

Table 6-4  Projected Air Emissions Generated by Alternative 2, Naval Station Mayport 

Emission Source 
Air Pollutant Emissions (Tons/Year)1 

VOCs CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2e 
(in metric tons) 

Construction Emissions (2018)2 0.56 2.55 6.99 0.10 38.19 4.16 591 
Projected Operational Emissions (2019 onwards)2 
Triton Operations, Maintenance, 
and Ground Support Equipment 0.16 1.12 0.86 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.29 

Commuting Emissions 0.22 13.33 1.26 0.01 0.09 0.08 739.33 
Annual Total Projected 
Operational Emissions 0.38 14.45 2.13 0.14 0.11 0.10 739.62 

Percent Contribution of 
Operational Emissions in Duval 

County 
0.001% 0.028% 0.001% 0.001% 0.001% 0.001% 0.004% 

Notes:  1Numbers may not add up due to rounding. 
2Appendix C provides the calculation details for emissions. 

Anticipated emissions associated with the additional personnel commuting to and from NS Mayport and 
Triton UAS flight operations (referred to as projected operational emissions), just presented in Table 6-5, 
would annually contribute less than 1 percent of regional emissions for any criteria pollutant. These 
increases would not cause or contribute to a violation of any NAAQS, increase the frequency or severity 
of a violation of any ambient air quality standard, or expose people to substantially increased pollutant 
concentrations. JP-5 is a kerosene-based jet propellant that is currently used at NS Mayport. Proper 
procedures for the storage and transfer of the fuel to reduce the potential for impact to air quality 
during fuel and defuel activities would continue to be followed. Therefore, no significant impacts to local 
or regional air quality would be expected from implementing Alternative 2 at NS Mayport. 

Depending on future GHG emissions and how the climate responds, average global temperatures are 
projected to increase worldwide by 0.5 to 8.6 degrees Fahrenheit by 2100, with a likely increase of at 
least 2.0 degrees Fahrenheit (USEPA, 2016c). For the southeast, the U.S. Global Change Research 
Program anticipates that Florida will experience hotter and wetter climate, and that decreased water 
availability will be exacerbated by population growth and land-use change, thus continue to increase 
competition for water and affect the region’s economy and unique ecosystems (U.S. Global Change 
Research Program, 2014). 

In summary, there would be no significant air quality impacts if Alternative 2 at NS Mayport were 
implemented.  
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Climate Change 

Council on Environmental Quality guidance advises agencies to analyze the impacts of the proposed 
action by quantifying GHG emissions as long as tools, methodologies, and data inputs are reasonably 
available. In addition, agencies should address opportunities for resilience and adaptation, including 
climate change effects on the environment and on the proposed project. Considering climate change 
preparedness and resilience helps ensure agencies evaluate the potential for generating additional GHG 
if a project has to be replaced, repaired, or modified, and minimize the risk of expending additional time 
and funds in the future. When considering the impacts of GHG emissions, agencies should not compare 
the proposed action’s emissions as a percentage of sector, regional, national, or global emissions.  
Rather, CEQ recommends agencies compare GHG across alternatives and discuss whether the project is 
consistent with relevant approved federal, regional, state, tribal, local plans, and policies for GHG 
emission reductions or climate adaption. (CEQ, 2016). 

Direct Impacts from the Proposed Action 

The potential effects of the GHG emissions from the proposed action are by nature global and 
cumulative, as individual sources of GHG emissions are not large enough to have an appreciable effect 
on climate change. Therefore, the appreciable impact on global climate change would occur when 
proposed GHG emissions combine with GHG emissions from other man-made activities and natural 
sources on a global scale (USEPA, 2016b). Therefore, GHG emissions are considered cumulatively with 
other global sources of GHG and no separate cumulative impact discussion is warranted.   

As indicated in Table 4-5, implementing Alternative 2 at NS Mayport would contribute directly to 
emissions of GHGs from the combustion of fossil fuels. During demolition, construction, and clearing 
activities, 591 metric tons of CO2e would be produced; once the home basing action is completed and all 
aircraft and personnel are at the station, about 740 metric tons of CO2e emissions would be produced 
annually (see Table 6-5). Emissions of GHGs from Alternative 2 are similar to those of each of the other 
action alternatives and do not conflict with DoD, Navy, state, or local GHG goals and programs.    

Because of the importance of sustainability for the DoD mission, DoD has implemented GHG emissions 
goals in response to the President’s EO 13653, Preparing the United States for the Impacts of Climate 
Change. The DoD has set a goal to reduce GHG direct emissions from DoD owned/controlled facilities 
(scope 1) and indirect emissions (scope 2) from DoD owned/controlled facilities 34 percent by Fiscal 
Year (FY) 2020 from the FY 2008 baseline. The DoD is planning to meet these targets by developing 
energy efficiency in facilities, identifying new strategies to minimize GHG emissions, and using 
innovative approaches and renewable energy (DoD, 2015). Additionally, DoD will reduce its scope 3 
emissions (indirect emissions from DoD activities that are from sources not owned or directly controlled 
by DoD) by 13.5 percent by FY 2020 from the FY 2008 baseline. The DoD Strategic Sustainability 
Performance Plan provides annual updates on reaching GHG reduction goals (DoD, 2015). In 2014, DoD 
GHG emissions, spanning all sources, continued to edge down with target emissions 13.1 percent below 
the FY 2008 baseline (DoD, 2015). Examples of Navy-wide GHG reduction projects include energy 
efficient construction, thermal and photovoltaic solar systems, geothermal power plants, and the 
generation of electricity with wind energy. The Navy continues to promote and install new renewable 
energy projects. 
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Adaptation and Resilience 

In addition to addressing the GHG emissions that come from Alternative 2, CEQ guidance recommends 
addressing the implications of climate change for the environmental effects of a proposed action, 
including the adaptation strategies the agency would develop in response to climate change.  

Climate change has important implications for Navy operations. Factors driving this include the potential 
impact of sea-level rise on installations, operations, and plans; changing storm patterns and severity; 
and water and resource challenges (U.S. Navy, 2012).  

A changing climate in the Mayport area will affect facility operations (e.g., water and energy 
management), natural resources (e.g., new invasive species control), infrastructure that is vital to 
mission success (e.g., increased cost of protection against flooding), quality of life in the community 
(e.g., additional heat stress management), and the regions’ economy (e.g., increased public 
expenditures on utilities). Climate change is a clear national security concern and forecast to affect DoD 
more significantly in the future. The 2014 DoD Climate Change Adaptation Roadmap (DoD, 2014b) and 
DoD Directive 4715.21, Climate Change Adaptation and Resilience (DoD, 2016a), describe DoD plans to 
address this challenge and codify roles and responsibilities for action across DoD. These policies 
implement the requirements of EO 13653, Preparing the United States for the Impacts of Climate 
Change. 

The DoD, U.S. Navy, and NASA are actively engaging in improving their resiliency to climate change: 
from conducting screening surveys to assess vulnerability of installations from severe weather and 
projected changes in climate, to developing tools to help installations assess how much water they need 
to satisfy mission requirements. The DoD is also implementing new Floodplain Management on 
Department of Defense Installations (DoD, 2014b) and a new policy on water rights and water resource 
management (DoD, 2014b). A program of breakthrough research on climate science is also being 
conducted by NASA that enhances the ability of the international scientific community to advance global 
integrated earth system science using space-based observations. The agency's research encompasses 
solar activity, sea-level rise, the temperature of the atmosphere and the oceans, the state of the ozone 
layer, air pollution, and changes in sea ice and land ice (NASA, 2015). As climate science advances, DoD, 
the U.S. Navy, and NASA  will regularly evaluate climate change risks and opportunities in order to 
develop policies and plans to manage its effects on the DoD operating environment, missions, and 
facilities.  

Changes in the climate affect the air we breathe both indoors and outdoors. Warmer temperatures and 
shifting weather patterns can worsen air quality, which can lead to asthma attacks and other respiratory 
and cardiovascular health effects. Wildfires, which are expected to continue to increase in number and 
severity as the climate changes, create smoke and other unhealthy air pollutants. Rising carbon dioxide 
levels and warmer temperatures also affect airborne allergens, such as ragweed pollen. Due to the 
complex factors that influence atmospheric levels of fine particulate matter, scientists do not yet know 
whether climate change will increase or decrease particulate matter concentrations across the United 
States. Climate change may make it even harder for states to meet these standards in the future, 
exposing more people to unhealthy air.  

In summary, Alternative 2 would not introduce significant emissions to affect climate change and it is 
unlikely that climate changes in air quality would have significant effects to implementing Alternative 2. 
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6.4 Biological Resources 

As identified in Section 3.4, this analysis focuses on three major 
biological resources categories: vegetation, wildlife, and special 
status species. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for biological resources includes the 
area proposed for construction adjacent to runway 05/32, Patrol 
Road, and Perimeter Road, as well as the site proposed for 
relocating long-term storage on NS Mayport (Figure 6-3). The 
black arrow in the figure indicates the position where the photo 
to the right was taken. 

 Vegetation 

The majority of the northern portion of NS Mayport has been previously disturbed with only a few areas 
of planted slash pine. Open areas adjacent to buildings and roadways consist of planted and landscaped 
grasses with few shrubs and trees. The affected environment is designated as an operational protected 
area because it has limited natural resources, supports important military mission requirements, and 
includes high concentrations of human activity (U.S. Navy, 2006). 

 Wildlife 

Wildlife includes animal species such as amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. Habitat types at 
NS Mayport include coastal, estuarine and upland communities such as forested and grassy areas, each 
containing various wildlife species. Typical wildlife species include slimy salamander (Plethodon 
gluttinosus), Cope’s gray treefrog (Hyla chrysoscelis), bronze frog (Rana clamitans clamitans), box turtle 
(Terrapene carolina), eastern glass lizard (Ophisaurus ventralis), green anole (Anolis carolinensis), 
broadhead skink (Eumeces laticeps), ground skink (Scincella lateralis), red-bellied snake (Storeria 
occipitomaculata obscura), gray rat snake (Elaphe obsolete spiloides), rough green snake (Opheodrys 
aestivus), coral snake (Micrurus fulvius), woodcock (Scolopax minor), barred owl (Strix varia varia), 
pileated woodpecker (Dryocopus pileatus), shrews (Suncus etruscus), eastern mole (Scalopus aquaticus), 
gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis), wood rat (Neotoma cricetidae), and gray fox (Urocyon 
cinereoargenteus) (U.S. Navy, 2006). 

To minimize direct effects to wildlife, the Navy implements a BASH program that includes habitat 
modification, grassland management, wetlands management, wildlife exclusion measures, avian 
dispersal measures, and humane lethal control measures, to reduce the habitat attractiveness as 
foraging, resting, or nesting areas for birds. Other periodic BASH management projects, such as 
exclusion devices, removal of abandoned structures, and fence repair, specifically discourage the 
presence of wildlife in close proximity to the airfield. 

 

View of the Long-Term Storage Area 
from Patrol Road, looking Northwest 
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Figure 6-3  Alternative 2 Vegetation Communities Near Project Area  
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 Special Status Species 

Special status species are defined as: (1) federally listed plant and animal species and their habitats that 
are protected under the Endangered Species Act (ESA); and (2) other special status species, including 
bald and golden eagles, and migratory birds.  

Endangered Species Act 

Based on a review of historical survey data, NS Mayport’s INRMP, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) Information Planning and Conservation system, the species listed in Table 6-5 were identified 
as potentially occurring in the vicinity of Alternative 2. Fish, corals, and marine mammals were excluded 
from the list based on the location of the proposed construction in an upland portion of NS Mayport.  

Table 6-5  Endangered Species Act Listed Species Potentially Occurring in the Vicinity of 
Alternative 2, Naval Station Mayport 

Species Scientific Name 
Status 

Expected Occurrence 
Species Critical Habitat 

Amphibians 
Frosted Flatwoods 
Salamander 

Ambystoma 
cingulatum T None in project area Not expected 

Birds 
Piping Plover* Charadrius melodus T None in project area Rare 
Red Knot Calidris canutus rufa T Not designated Rare 
Red-cockaded 
Woodpecker Picoides borealis E Not designated Not expected 

Wood Stork Mycteria americana T Not designated Rare 
Reptiles 

Eastern Indigo Snake Drymarchon corais 
couperi T Not designated Not expected 

Green Sea Turtle Chelonia mydas T None in project area Proximate only 

Hawksbill Sea Turtle Eretmochelys 
imbricata E None in project area 

Not expected; pelagic species 
with no documented nests on 
NS Mayport 

Kemp’s Ridley Sea 
Turtle Lepidochelys kempii E Not designated 

Not expected; pelagic species 
with no documented nests on 
NS Mayport 

Leatherback Sea Turtle Dermochelys 
coriacea E None in project area Proximate only 

Loggerhead Sea Turtle Caretta caretta T None in project area Proximate only 
Note: *Bold species indicates the reasonable potential for their occurrence in the vicinity of the NS Mayport project area. 
Legend: P=proposed; T=threatened; E=endangered. 

Listed birds. Three species of federally listed birds potentially occur at NS Mayport: the piping plover 
(Charadrius melodus), red knot (Calidris canutus ssp. rufa), and wood stork (Mycteria americana), all of 
which have been designated as threatened. Only piping plovers have designated critical habitat;  none is 
located in the project area.  

Piping plovers overwinter in Florida, departing in March to April to return to their breeding and nesting 
habitat, which ranges from North Carolina through Canada. In Florida, piping plovers inhabit shoreline 
and dune ecosystems, foraging in the intertidal zone of beaches and estuaries. A seasonal colony of 
piping plovers occasionally occupies the northern extent of Mayport Beach during winter, in vicinity of 
the rock jetties.  
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Red knots migrate along the Florida coast in route from Argentina to the Canadian Arctic and back again. 
Flocks taking part in this migration typically stop in northeast Florida for a few days in March or April, 
although there is evidence that a subgroup of red knots overwinters in Florida from as early as 
November until as late as May. Like piping plovers, red knots inhabit shoreline and dune ecosystems, 
foraging in the intertidal zone of beaches and estuaries. Fall migrations back to Argentina appear to 
occur with fewer stopovers, resulting in fewer Florida sightings than in the spring. August is probably the 
most likely month to sight a red knot in northern Florida during the fall migration.   

Wood storks breed and nest in northern Florida during the spring and summer. They build colonies of 
nests in trees, typically in isolated trees or wooded areas with open canopies near standing water. Wood 
storks lay eggs as early as March and the young usually fledge by August. Adults forage for small fish in 
standing fresh or brackish water. Nesting does not occur anywhere on NS Mayport, but wood storks 
may transit the installation and explore flooded ditches, shallow ponds, and marsh habitat for food. 

Listed nesting sea turtles. Three species of sea turtles are known to nest on beaches in vicinity to 
NS Mayport: the loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta), green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas), and 
leatherback sea turtle (Dermochelys coriacea). Loggerhead sea turtles in the northwest Atlantic Ocean 
distinct population segment (DPS) and green sea turtles in the North Atlantic DPS are listed as 
threatened. Leatherback sea turtles are federally listed as endangered. While critical habitat has been 
designated for all three species, none is located in the areas proposed for development. Loggerhead sea 
turtles are the most frequent nesters of the three species in vicinity of NS Mayport. During the 2013 
nesting season, 186 loggerhead sea turtle nests were counted on the beaches of NS Mayport, Huguenot 
Park, and Hanna Park, as compared to only three green sea turtle nests and three leatherback sea turtle 
nests.  

Female sea turtles nest at night in early summer (typically, May to July). Hatchlings emerge from the 
nests at night in late summer (typically, July to October) and crawl to the water.  

Gopher Tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus). The gopher tortoise in its eastern range is a candidate species 
for possible listing under the ESA. The gopher tortoise is a State of Florida-designated threatened 
species that nests and forages in upland habitat. Upland habitat is found on NS Mayport and the species 
is managed in accordance with the NS Mayport INRMP (U.S. Navy, 2006) and the Candidate 
Conservation Agreement for the Gopher Tortoise, which was developed as a cooperative effort among 
state, federal, non-governmental, and private organizations to proactively implement gopher tortoise 
conservation measures across its eastern range (DoD, 2008, as amended in 2012). 

Other Special Status Species 

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus). Removed from the federal threatened and endangered species 
list in 2007, the bald eagle still has federal protection under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). Most breeding pairs of eagles in the southeast U.S. occur in 
peninsular Florida and Louisiana, and some in South Carolina, Alabama, and east Texas. Sporadic 
breeding takes place in the rest of the southeastern states. Bald eagles are primarily associated with 
open water areas fringed with riparian habitat, and are typically found along the coasts, rivers, and lakes 
where nesting occurs in tall, living trees. Bald eagles may not use an otherwise suitable site if there is 
excessive human activity in the area. Bald eagles are known to actively nest adjacent to the commissary 
area at NS Mayport. 

Migratory Birds. The installation’s INRMP identified 165 bird species as being recorded. Of these, 13 are 
listed at either the state or federal level as endangered, threatened, or a species of special concern (U.S. 
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Navy, 2006). Another program, Partners in Flight (PIF), fosters proactive attention to the conservation of 
migratory birds and the DoD is a member supporting migratory bird conservation. According to the 
USFWS’s birds of conservation concern (BCC) list (USFWS, 2008), NS Mayport lies within bird 
conservation region (BCR) 27 – Southeastern Coastal Plain. Many of the BCC species in BCR 27 would be 
expected within beach or ocean habitats not found near the NS Mayport project site. Those BCC species 
with potential to occur in the upland zone of the NS Mayport airfield include: American kestrel, 
peregrine falcon, yellow rail, black rail, limpkin, snowy plover, upland sandpiper, common ground-dove, 
chuck-will’s-widow, whip-poor-will, red-headed woodpecker, loggerhead shrike, brown-headed 
nuthatch, Bewick’s wren, sedge wren, wood thrush, blue-winged warbler, black-throated green warbler, 
prairie warbler, cerulean warbler, prothonotary warbler, swainson’s warbler, Kentucky warbler, 
Bachman’s sparrow, Henslow’s sparrow, LeConte’s sparrow, Nelson’s sharp-tailed sparrow, saltmarsh 
sharp-tailed sparrow, seaside sparrow, painted bunting, and rusty blackbird (USFWS, 2008; Rosenberg et 
al., 2016). To support conservation, the station monitors for resident and transient migratory birds to 
determine population trends in association with habitat management; protects the remnant natural 
habitats that support migratory birds; and develops management strategies for high priority species 
designated in the PIF Bird Conservation Plan for the Southeastern Coastal Plain. In the last 5 years, NS 
Mayport has recorded 105 BASH incidents. No BCC were identified in the BASH incidents. 

Climate Change 

Coastal cities and towns of the Atlantic coast face challenges associated with climate change, such as 
rising sea levels, melting sea ice and glaciers, changing precipitation patterns, growing frequency and 
severity of storms, and increasing ocean acidification. As rising sea levels have pushed saltwater into 
areas, peat soils are degrading, and plants and trees have died (USFWS, 2010). Additionally, the number 
of freezing days has declined by 4 to 7 days per year since the mid-1970s. There has been an increase in 
heavy downpours in many parts of the southeast, while the areas experiencing severe drought have 
increased over the past three decades (USFWS, 2016). These changes have generally affected many of 
the wildlife in the southeastern United States, including the special status species identified above. For 
example, warmer winters are changing birds' migratory patterns. Roseate spoonbills, which generally 
stay in Florida, the Gulf Coast, and points south, are now regularly spotted in South Carolina. 
Additionally, more frequent storms along the Atlantic Coast are changing beaches. This potentially 
changes how much habitat is available for piping plovers to build their nests. However, specific changes 
to distribution patterns of the special status species present on NS Mayport have not been observed or 
documented. 
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 Environmental Consequences  

This analysis focuses on wildlife or vegetation types that are 
important to the function of the ecosystem or are 
protected under federal or state law or statute.  

 No Action Alternative  

Under the No Action Alternative, this alternative would not 
be implemented and there would be no change to 
biological resources. Therefore, existing conditions for 
biological resources would remain unchanged if the No 
Action Alternative were implemented. 

 Alternative 2:  Naval Station Mayport, Florida 

The affected environment for the analysis of effects to 
biological resources associated with Alternative 2 includes 
the approximate disturbance of 25 acres for facility and 
infrastructure construction, and long-term storage 
relocation. The affected environment also includes the area 
subjected to noise-level changes from construction and 
Triton UAS operational activities.  

Vegetation  

In total, close to 15 acres of vegetation would be removed, 
of which 10 acres are composed of planted slash pine. 
Adherence to the station’s Forest Management Plan, 
whereby other dead, dying, or diseased trees would be 
replaced, ensures that there are no significant effects to 
on-station forested areas. Once the Triton UAS aircraft are 
operational, the station would continue to manage all 
important and natural plant communities under the 
programs outlined in its INRMP and subsequent annual 
updates (U.S. Navy, 2006). There would be no significant 
impacts to vegetation communities from implementing 
Alternative 2 at NS Mayport. 

Wildlife 

Noise created during construction and demolition activities 
may result in temporary behavioral disturbance to wildlife, 
mostly limited to avoidance of the immediate area. 
However, these minor changes in behavior are not expected 
to differ appreciably from those resulting from naturally 
occurring phenomena and other stressors in the existing environment (e.g., severe weather events, 
evasion of predators, etc.) and no changes to feeding, sheltering, or reproduction are anticipated. Once 
construction is complete, abundance and frequency of wildlife occurring in the project area are expected 
to return to prior levels. Given the current level of air traffic and the Triton UAS’ relatively low SELs, 
ongoing impacts to wildlife in the vicinity would be negligible. No significant impacts to wildlife would 

NS Mayport Potential Biological 
Resource Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not change existing conditions for 
biological resources on NS 
Mayport. 

• Alternative 2: 10 acres of planted 
slash pine would be impacted. 

• Alternative 2: Construction noise 
may result in minor behavioral 
disturbance. However, effects to 
feeding, sheltering, and 
reproduction are not anticipated, 
and temporary alterations to 
behavior would return to normal 
once construction is complete.  

• Alternative 2: Once operational, 
Triton UAS aircraft operations 
would introduce 1.7 percent more 
operations, producing a less than 1 
dB DNL increase in the noise 
levels. This amount of change 
would negligibly impact wildlife. 

• Alternative 2: The Navy has 
determined that federally listed 
species may be affected, but are 
not likely to be adversely affected 
by this alternative. Pursuant to the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, takes 
would not result in a significant 
adverse effect on a population of a 
migratory bird species. Triton UAS 
flight operations are a military 
readiness activity; therefore, these 
takes comply with the MBTA. 
Pursuant to the Bald and Golden 
Eagle Protection Act, there would 
be no takes or significant impacts 
to bald eagles. 
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be expected under Alternative 2, NS Mayport. Additionally, continued implementation of the Navy’s 
BASH program would further minimize impacts especially during higher risks times of day or migration 
seasons. 

Special Status Species 

Endangered Species Act. Similar to the potential effects on wildlife described above, only minor 
behavioral disturbance to federally listed species may occur resulting from construction noise. 
Avoidance of the immediate area during construction may result; however, effects to ESA-listed species 
would not be significant. Behavior is expected to return to normal once construction activities are 
complete. Table 6-6 lists the species found on NS Mayport and identifies the potential effect of 
implementing Alternative 2.  

Table 6-6  Endangered Species Act Conclusions for Alternative 2, 
Naval Station Mayport 

Species Scientific Name 
Status 
Species Critical Habitat 

Birds 
Piping Plover Charadrius melodus May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect  
Red Knot Calidris canutus rufa May affect, not likely to adversely affect n/a 
Wood Stork Mycteria americana May affect, not likely to adversely affect n/a 
Reptiles 
Green Sea Turtle Chelonia mydas May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect  

Leatherback Sea Turtle Dermochelys 
coriacea May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect  

Loggerhead Sea Turtle Caretta caretta May affect, not likely to adversely affect No effect  
Legend: n/a=not applicable. 

Alternative 2 is not likely to adversely affect nesting sea turtles. Artificial light is the only potential 
stressor from Alternative 2 that may impact nesting sea turtles and hatchlings. The Navy will ensure, to 
the extent warranted and consistent with operational safety and security concerns, lights installed for 
Alternative 2 will adhere to the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission Approved Sea Turtle 
Lighting Guidelines and recommendations described in the NS Mayport Light Management Assessment. 
The use of appropriate lights and fixtures, to include using amber light emitting diode bulbs, limiting the 
height of fixtures when appropriate, and shielding bulbs to prevent direct light shining towards the 
beach and mitigate unnecessary sky glow will ensure that Alternative 2 does not negatively affect 
nesting sea turtles and hatchlings. These measures would be incorporated into construction contract 
requirements to the maximum extent practicable.  

Pursuant to the ESA, Alternative 2 at NS Mayport: 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, piping plovers and would have no effect on their 
critical habitat because none is located in the project area; 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, red knots; 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, wood storks; 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, green sea turtles and would have no effect on 

their critical habitat because none is located in the project area; 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, leatherback sea turtles and would have no effect 

on their critical habitat because none is located in the project area; and 
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• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, loggerhead sea turtles and would have no effect 
on their critical habitat because none is located in the project area. 

The Navy initiated informal consultation with the USFWS North Florida Ecological Services Office on June 
10, 2016. On July 14, 2016, the USFWS concurred with the Navy findings. Appendix B provides the 
correspondence. 

Gopher Tortoise. Under Alternative 2, about 7 acres of potential gopher tortoise habitat would be 
permanently impacted if Alternative 2 were implemented. However, prior to any ground disturbance, 
the site would be surveyed for gopher tortoises and their burrows, and if any gopher tortoises were 
found, they would be relocated per the objectives identified in the NS Mayport INRMP (U.S. Navy, 2006) 
and the Candidate Conservation Agreement for the Gopher Tortoise (DoD, 2008, as amended in 2012). 
No significant impacts to this special status species would occur.   

Other Special Status Species 

Bald Eagles. Bald eagles are regularly observed in low numbers around NS Mayport; however, there is 
no suitable nesting or foraging habitat in the project area. Noise from flight operations would not be 
anticipated to adversely impact bald eagles because there would be an imperceptible increase in noise 
levels (less than 1 dB DNL). Additionally, the species is likely habituated to noise associated with aircraft 
operating from the airfield. Therefore, it is unlikely that construction or Triton UAS operations would 
impact bald eagles if Alternative 2 were implemented at NS Mayport. Pursuant to the Bald and Golden 
Eagle Protection Act, there would be no take or significant impact to bald eagles under Alternative 2. In 
accordance with NEPA, the proposed activities associated with Alternative 2 would not have a significant 
impact on bald eagles based on the short-term and localized nature of the construction activities and 
the lack of breeding, nesting, roosting or foraging habitat available within the project footprint. As a 
result, no permit is required under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Military-readiness activities associated with Alternative 2, NS Mayport, 
would include Triton UAS flight operations. Non-military readiness activities include construction of the 
facilities and once home based, administration and maintenance operations. While there is the potential 
for several migratory birds (including BCC) to occur on NS Mayport, previous disturbance has resulted in 
relatively low-quality habitat in the project area. Similar to effects described above for other wildlife, 
temporary behavioral disturbance may result from noise or human activities, mostly limited to 
avoidance of the immediate area. Once construction is complete and Triton UAS operations ensue, 
abundance and frequency of migratory birds including BCC occurring in the project area are expected to 
return to prior levels. Potential adverse impacts to migratory birds from construction and demolition 
activities associated with Alternative 2 would be mitigated by conducting a site survey of the proposed 
construction and demolition areas prior to commencement of construction activities to ensure the 
absence of migratory birds or by conducting construction activities outside of the migratory bird-nesting 
season (typically during the summer). Additionally, the U.S. Department of Agriculture Wildlife Services 
holds a federal migratory bird depredation permit that authorizes the dispersal and removal of birds 
from the airfield. The use of these measures, or other mitigation measures and implementation of the 
terms of the DoD/USFWS Memorandum of Understanding (2014), as determined necessary by the NS 
Mayport Environmental Manager would ensure that no violation of the MBTA or EO 13186 would occur 
from implementing Alternative 2. Therefore, for construction and non-military readiness activities, no 
takes of migratory birds are anticipated. For operations, which are military readiness activities, the Navy 
has determined that the proposed activities under Alternative 2 may result in takes of migratory birds 
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incidental to the military readiness activities via aircraft strike. Based on previous statistics, bird aircraft 
strike incidents can be anticipated even with rigorous implementation of the BASH program. These takes 
would not result in a significant adverse effect on a population of a migratory bird species. Therefore, 
these takes comply with the MBTA. 

In summary, there would be no significant impacts to vegetation and wildlife, and it is not likely that 
there would be adverse effects to listed species, if Alternative 2 at NS Mayport were implemented. 

Climate Change 

In the southeast, rising sea levels are expected to flood as much as 30 percent of the habitat on the 
USFWS's coastal refuges. Some of the places most vulnerable to sea level rise are in the southeast, 
including the north Florida coast. The average annual temperature has risen about 2 degrees 
Fahrenheit, with substantially warmer winters. Climate models project an increased rate of warming 
across the southeast through 2100.  

If Alternative 2 were implemented, it would not have significant impacts to biological resources under 
climate change conditions. This is because it would not reduce water resources, alter habitat, or change 
species distribution that could be exacerbated by climate change in the foreseeable future. Climate 
change impacts to biological resources would not have significant impacts to implementing Alternative 2 
at NS Mayport. 

6.5 Water Resources 

As identified and defined in Section 3.5, this discussion of water resources includes groundwater, 
surface water, wetlands, and floodplains.  

 Affected Environment 

The following discussions provide a description of the existing conditions for each of the categories 
under water quality resources at NS Mayport. The affected environment encompasses the areas 
proposed for construction to the northwest of the runway 05/23 and the site proposed for relocating 
the long-term storage site. Neither floodplains nor wetlands would be affected by Alternative 2 so no 
further examination of these facets is presented for water resources. Compliance with the Coastal Zone 
Management Act (CZMA) is addressed in Section 10.1, Consistency with Other Federal, State, and Local 
Laws, Plans, Policies, and Regulations. 

 Groundwater 

Three aquifers are present at NS Mayport: surficial, intermediate, and Floridan. The surficial aquifer 
reaches a depth of approximately 100 feet below land surface. Local precipitation recharges the surficial 
aquifer. Due to the unconfined nature of the surficial aquifer, it can be a recipient of pollutant 
discharges (e.g., spills). The intermediate aquifer is confined by the low permeability sandy clay of the 
Hawthorn Group (a geological formation). The low permeability of the Hawthorn Group limits 
contamination of the intermediate aquifer from the surficial aquifer. The Floridan Aquifer begins at 
approximately 400 feet below land surface at NS Mayport. This aquifer is the principal source of fresh 
water for NS Mayport and northeast/central Florida. The potentiometric surface (or the level to which 
water rises in a well; in a confined aquifer such as the Floridan it represents the surface of the aquifer) is 
above land surface, resulting in a net upward hydraulic gradient between the Floridan and surficial 
aquifer. In areas where the confining layers are less impermeable, the intermediate aquifer might 
actually be recharged by the Floridan aquifer (USEPA, 1996). Currently, there is minor saltwater 
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intrusion into the aquifer that is removed at the treatment plants. This is primarily due to population 
growth and agricultural withdrawals (Koch-Rose et al., 2011). 

 Surface Water 

Major surface water bodies on and adjacent to the installation include the St. Johns River, Chicopit Bay, 
and Lake Wonderwood. Florida classifies the Lower St. Johns River (the section of river where NS 
Mayport is located) as a Class III water body, which has the following designated uses: recreation, 
propagation, and maintenance of a healthy, well-balanced population of fish and wildlife. 

The Lower St. Johns River in 1998 was included on the 303(d) list as impaired for nutrients. The river was 
verified as impaired by nutrients based on elevated chlorophyll-a levels (i.e., algal organic matter) in 
both the fresh and marine portions of the river, and was included on the verified list of impaired waters 
for the Lower St. Johns River Basin. Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) were established for the 
allowable loadings of total nitrogen and total phosphorus to the fresh and marine portions of Lower St. 
Johns River. These TMDLs restore the river so that it meets its applicable water quality criteria for 
nutrients and dissolved oxygen (FDEP, 2006).  

NS Mayport is a well-developed military facility, with most areas containing structures, impervious 
paved roads, and parking lots; however, there are also natural land areas on the installation, with grass 
and trees, a waterfront, a large area of wetlands, and two large dredge spoils areas. Surface water 
features on the installation include a large and varied drainage system with interconnected ditches and 
swales; infiltration areas, stormwater inlets, pipes, and other flow structures; oil-water separators; and 
stormwater ponds. The 21-acre Lake Wonderwood is one of the most notable elements of the surface 
water system on the installation. There are no surface water bodies located within the proposed 
construction sites. 

Surface water at NS Mayport drains mainly in three directions, north to the Turning Basin and St. Johns 
River, west to Chicopit Bay, or south to Lake Wonderwood and a marsh area. Within these three general 
flow directions, the installation has been divided into 60 drainage basins. There are 48 direct discharges 
either through drainage pipes or in concentrated ditch flows. Nineteen drainage basins either sheet flow 
to low points with no apparent outfall, or sheet flow off site with no concentrated discharge point. 

NS Mayport has obtained a Florida Multi-Sector Generic Permit (Permit No. FLR05A970), which 
authorizes the implementation of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program 
for industrial activities. NS Mayport must comply with all conditions of the issued permit, including 
development and implementation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). The plan 
identifies sources of pollution that affect the quality of stormwater discharges from industrial areas 
associated with airfield operation and support activities. The plan also provides guidelines for the 
station’s stormwater pollution prevention program and technical procedures to prevent illicit discharges 
to the stormwater drainage system. In addition, the station reduces pollutants in stormwater discharges 
by implementing best management practices at industrial facilities. These practices can include 
structural modifications such as skimmer dams, spill-control gates, oil-water separators, and roof and 
canopy structures over waste storage areas and personnel training areas (U.S. Navy, 2006). In addition, 
NS Mayport has a Phase II Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System permit (Permit No. FLR04E056). This 
permit allows for the discharge of untreated stormwater runoff into local waterbodies and requires the 
development of a stormwater management plan to prevent harmful pollutants from being washed or 
dumped into the municipal separate storm sewer systems. 
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Climate Change 

According to the USEPA, changes to water sources due to increasing temperatures include shrinking 
water supplies due to hotter weather, increased evaporation, as well as increased demand from 
humans, animals, and agricultural products. In terms of water quality, freshwater resources, such as the 
St. Johns River, along the coast face risks from sea level rise (USEPA, 2016d). As the sea rises, saltwater 
moves into freshwater areas. For example, rising sea level increases the salinity of surface water and 
groundwater due to inundation of low-lying coastal land and saltwater intrusion into the Floridan 
Aquifer, which provides water supply to northeast Florida (Koch-Rose, et al., 2011). Additionally, 
drought can cause coastal water resources such as wetlands to become more saline as freshwater 
supplies from rivers are reduced. Stormwater and waste water systems also face risks from rising sea 
levels and the damaging impacts of storm surges (USEPA, 2016d). Floodplains may also expand and thus 
expose more infrastructure to increased episodes of inundation. 

 Environmental Consequences 

Factors considered in the analysis of potential impacts to 
water resources include: (1) violation of federal and/or state 
water quality standards, (2) substantial depletion of 
groundwater supplies or interference with groundwater 
recharge, (3) alteration of existing drainage patterns, 
(4) degradation of the area’s ecosystem due to the direct 
discharge of fill material into a pristine wetland, or (5) 
noncompliance with floodplain executive orders/regulations 
and policies.  

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action 
would not occur and there would be no change to baseline 
water resources. Therefore, no significant impacts to water 
resources would occur with implementation of the No 
Action Alternative.  

 Alternative 2:  Naval Station Mayport, Florida 

The study area encompasses the proposed construction and 
ground disturbance areas related to Alternative 2 (see 
Figure 6-1). 

Groundwater 

Alternative 2 would not result in significant vegetation removal; soil compaction, as soils in the proposed 
development area have been previously disturbed; or alter the natural drainage flow, as 
pre-construction hydrologic connectivity would be maintained through the use of culverts and other 
measures, as deemed appropriate. 

None of the construction, demolition, or renovation activities associated with Alternative 2 would 
extend below ground surface to a depth that would affect the underlying aquifer. Although fuel or other 
chemicals could be spilled during construction, demolition, and maintenance activities, implementation 

NS Mayport Potential Water Resources 
Impacts: 

• Under the No Action Alternative, 
no significant impacts to water 
resources would occur. 

• Alternative 2: Construction and 
demolition activities are not 
anticipated to affect beneficial 
uses of ground and surface 
waters. Erosion and 
sedimentation controls would 
ensure impacts are minimized to 
the lower St. Johns River.  

• Alternative 2: Once operational, 
no significant impacts would 
occur to water resources due to 
Triton UAS activities. 

• Alternative 2: No wetlands or 
floodplains would be impacted. 
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of the required Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan and immediate cleanup of 
any spills would minimize the risk of infiltration into groundwater resources. 

Under Alternative 2, over 900 individuals would be added to the area population and maintenance 
activities for the Triton UAS would occur. These activities would introduce increases in the use of 
potable water from the Floridan Aquifer system. However, there is existing capacity in the aquifer 
system to meet these increased demands. Stormwater best management practices, such as silt fencing, 
would be in place to appropriately direct surface waters to recharge areas. Therefore, negligible impacts 
are anticipated to groundwater resources. 

Surface Water 

Approximately 8 acres of impervious surfaces would be added to NS Mayport. Localized increases in 
stormwater runoff could potentially occur; however, any possible increases would not exceed the 
current capacities of stormwater systems at the station. Retention structures would be provided to 
collect stormwater from the newly developed area. These stormwater retention structures would be 
designed, through size and depth of the retaining areas and the manner in which they drain to the 
system, to discharge no more than the pre-existing rate into the drainage system in order not to 
increase flooding or erosion hazards. Construction practices to reduce soil erosion and runoff (e.g., silt 
fences) and minimize pollution of stormwater (e.g., spill plans) would be adhered to and incorporated 
into final planning and construction. Stormwater best management practices and standard operating 
procedures are detailed in the station’s SWPPP. In accordance with section 438 of the Energy 
Independence and Safety Act (2007) and Unified Facilities Criteria 3-210-10 stormwater runoff and 
pollution will be reduced through use of green infrastructure and/or low impact development practices 
(see Section 2.1.8).  

During construction and demolition activities, runoff from site improvements could result in a slight 
increase in turbidity. Potential impacts from an increase in turbidity would be minimized with 
implementation of best management practices (e.g., wetting of soils, silt fencing, and detention basins) 
and adherence to erosion and sedimentation control and stormwater management practices, as 
determined by the Navy, to contain soil and runoff on the project areas. These practices, SPCC plans, 
and SWPPPs are required mitigation measures that would be implemented during construction to 
reduce effects to TMDLs in the lower St. Johns River. Construction and demolition activities associated 
with Alternative 2, therefore, are not anticipated to degrade the water quality or affect beneficial uses 
of surface water resources. 

The Navy would be required to obtain permit coverage under the NPDES General Permit for Storm 
Water Discharges Associated with Construction and Land Disturbance Activities (“Construction General 
Permit”) from FDEP for the proposed construction activities prior to any ground disturbance activities. 
The Navy would select, install, and maintain effective erosion- and sediment-control measures as 
identified and as necessary to comply with the Construction General Permit (USEPA, 2012). In addition, 
under the Construction General Permit, the Navy would develop a SWPPP for the proposed construction 
activities prior to implementing Alternative 2. The SWPPP would describe and ensure implementation of 
practices that would reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges into the Atlantic Ocean and prevent 
violations of applicable regulations and standards. 

Construction and demolition equipment, as well as hydraulic fluids, oils, and lubricants would be stored 
to support contractor vehicles and machinery. No other hazardous materials would be stored or used 
at the construction site. Construction contractors would follow appropriate actions to protect against 
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potential petroleum or hazardous material spills per the procedures identified in the SWPPP and 
SPCC Plan. Once the Triton UAS aircraft are home based, all maintenance and operational activities 
would adhere to NS Mayport plans and policies regarding stormwater runoff, aircraft washing, and 
hazardous material storage, use, and disposal.    

Operationally, all maintenance, repair, and flight activities would adhere to state and federal, as well as 
specific Navy and DoD plans and policies regarding stormwater runoff, aircraft washing, and hazardous 
material storage, use, and disposal.  

In summary, there would be no significant impacts to water resources if Alternative 2 at NS Mayport 
were implemented. 

Climate Change 

Sea level rise and storm surge can have impacts far beyond the area directly affected. Sea level rise 
combines with other climate-related impacts and existing pressures such as land subsidence, causing 
significant economic and ecological implications. Freshwater supplies from rivers, streams, and 
groundwater sources near the coast are at risk from accelerated saltwater intrusion due to higher sea 
levels. Porous aquifers in some areas make them particularly vulnerable to saltwater intrusion. 
Additionally, drought can cause coastal water resources such as wetlands to become more saline as 
freshwater supplies from rivers are reduced. Stormwater and wastewater systems also face risks from 
rising sea levels and the damaging impacts of storm surges (USEPA, 2016d). In response, new 
construction at NS Mayport must apply climate change-related design considerations, which include but 
are not limited to a requirement to elevate critical facility support systems (e.g., heating/air 
conditioning, electrical, etc.) such that they would not be subject to flooding, and in many cases, 
finished floor elevations of occupied facilities must be built at an elevation that is at least 1 foot above 
the 100-year flood zone elevation (UFC 1-200-02, High Performance and Sustainable Building 
Requirements). 

If Alternative 2 were implemented it would not significantly affect water resources under climate 
change conditions. This is because it would not reduce water resources, exacerbate saltwater intrusion, 
or cause subsidence. While Alternative 2 would not conflict with climate change programs and goals of 
the DoD and Navy (see Section 3.3.2.4), as well as Florida and Duval County (see Section 4.5.1), climate 
change could increase stormwater surges, cause saltwater intrusion into the porous aquifer, and limit 
operations due to flooding. In summary, there would not be significant impacts to water resources 
under climate change conditions if Alternative 2 at NS Mayport were implemented.  

6.6 Cultural Resources 

This discussion of cultural resources includes prehistoric and historic archaeological sites; historic 
buildings, structures, and districts; and physical entities and human-made or natural features important 
to a culture, a subculture, or a community for traditional, religious, or other reasons. See Section 3.6 for 
the resource definition, regulatory setting, and approach to analysis. 

 Affected Environment 

The management of cultural resources at NS Mayport is guided by the Integrated Cultural Resources 
Management Plan (ICRMP) for Naval Station Mayport (U.S. Navy, 2008a). The ICRMP provides guidance 
and establishes standard operating procedures for the management of historic properties on the station 
in compliance with Sections 106 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), other federal 
laws, and DoD and Navy instructions and policies on the management of cultural resources. Section 106 
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of the NHPA, as implemented by 36 CFR part 800, requires federal agencies to consider the effects of 
their actions on historic properties before undertaking a project. A historic property is defined as any 
building, site, structure, object, or district that is included in, or eligible for inclusion in, the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The NRHP is the official inventory of the nation’s historic properties. 
The NRHP also includes National Historic Landmarks. In consideration of 36 CFR part 800, federal 
agencies are required to initiate consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and 
interested parties to define the proposed action, its potential effects on significant cultural resources, 
and the means to avoid, minimize, or mitigate effects on historic properties. 

The area of potential effects (APE) for cultural resources is the geographic area or areas within which an 
undertaking (project, activity, program, or practice) may cause changes in the character or use of any 
historic properties present. The APE is influenced by the scale and nature of the undertaking and may be 
different for various kinds of effects caused by the undertaking. For Alternative 2, NS Mayport, the Navy 
determined that the APE includes the area that would support the facilities to home base the Triton 
UAS—within the Patrol Road and Navy-Mayport Access Road loop. 

Historic Context. Archeologists divide the prehistory of the region into three distinct periods: Paleo-
Indian (12,000 Before Christ [B.C.] to 7500 B.C.), Archaic (7,500 B.C. to 2,000 B.C.), and the St. Johns 
Period (1,000 B.C. to Anno Domini [A.D.] 1565). The Timucuan Indians—who were part of the 
Mississippian culture—occupied the St. Johns River area in the early 1500s (U.S. Navy, 2008a). The 
Timucuan Indians lived along the St. Johns River in 1513, when Spanish explorer, Juan Ponce de Leon, 
landed approximately 3 miles south of present day Jacksonville. In May 1562, the French arrived on the 
north bank of a large river, which they referred to as the Riviere de Mai, or the River May. In 1564, the 
French returned to Florida to establish a settlement and selected a site approximately 5 miles (8 
kilometers) up the St. Johns River. This fort and its grouping of fortifications marked the first of many 
military bases at the present site of Mayport. A Spanish settlement at St. Johns, Fort Piribiriba, appears 
on a Spanish map dated 1700. Surrounding the Spanish fortification were associated Guale and 
Timucuan Indian settlements on a peninsula at the mouth of Pablo Creek. Today, the northern part of 
this peninsula lies within present day NS Mayport (U.S. Navy, 2008a).  

Throughout the 16th and 17th centuries, the area came under Spanish, French, and British control. 
During this time, plantations in the Mayport area produced cotton, sugar, oranges, and indigo for 
export. Commercial export operations also existed in the Mayport area, yielding orange juice and 
turpentine. The St. Johns River area was very attractive to settlers because conditions for economic 
development existed in both plantation agriculture and river commerce (U.S. Navy, 2008a). Ships could 
enter the St. Johns River and transport their goods throughout inland Florida. Ship captains often found 
it difficult to navigate through the turbulent waters and terrain surrounding the mouth of the river. Due 
to increased public demand, Congress appropriated monies in May 1828, to construct a lighthouse to 
protect ships, goods, and people traveling on the St. Johns River. The project was completed by 1830. 
Change in topography and its proximity to the water, damaged and ultimately destroyed the lighthouse. 
In 1834, another lighthouse was rebuilt approximately 1.6 miles upriver from the previous site. Weather 
also destroyed the second St. Johns River lighthouse. However, by the mid-1850s, hoping to minimize 
shipwrecks and increase river commerce without a jetty, Congress committed monies to build a taller 
lighthouse at the mouth of the St. Johns River (U.S. Navy, 2008a).  
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This third lighthouse was located further inland and across 
the sand bar from the second lighthouse tower. By 1858, 
the government completed the 85-foot, red-brown brick 
tower lighthouse. The entry to the structure was 
constructed through a small adjoining building on the west 
side (Figure 6-4). The 1858 lighthouse, known as the St. 
Johns Lighthouse, is an extant property at NS Mayport and 
is listed in the NRHP (U.S. Navy, 2008a). During the Civil 
War, the lighthouse functioned as a channel marker for 
Union boats, a use curtailed by the Confederates who 
extinguished the light during a battle. After the war, 
lanterns were substituted for the tower lamp until the light 
could be replaced in 1867.  

In 1939, Congress authorized construction of a naval base 
in the Jacksonville area where carriers, planes, and berthing 
piers could be supported (U.S. Navy, 2008a). Mayport served as an airfield until May 1946, when its 
status switched to caretaker status; however, instead of closing the station completely, the Navy 
transferred stewardship of Mayport to the U.S. Coast Guard. In May 1948; however, the Navy 
reclaimed Mayport and reopened its airstrips as a Naval Outlying Landing Field for NAS Jacksonville 
(U.S. Navy, 2008a). Mayport was a boomtown between 1953 and 1960, expanding in operational 
significance, land area, and new construction. The Navy found the facilities at Mayport critical to Fleet 
Operations. Primarily the 1959 to 1961 expansions at NS Mayport were in support of the Atlantic Fleet 
Dispersal Program for 3 carriers and 16 destroyers. From 1964 to 1966, events at NS Mayport were 
relatively routine with home ported ships embarking on training exercises in the Atlantic and as part of 
operations in the Mediterranean, Middle East, and Asia (U.S. Navy, 2008a). From 1964 to 1975, when 
the U.S. was actively involved in the Vietnam Conflict, the military ordered nearly 30,000 jet aircraft, 
helicopters, and several hundred new vessels. Approximately 16,000 military personnel were stationed 
at NS Mayport from 1965 to 1975 (U.S. Navy, 2008a). The years following the Vietnam Conflict (1975 to 
1989) were marked by a slow-down in defense-related spending and an overall reduction in the size of 
the military. The Post-Cold War (1989 to 2000) environment did little to slow operations at NS 
Mayport. The 1990s also saw the decommissioning of several ships at NS Mayport. During this time, the 
Navy assigned the aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy to NS Mayport; however, by the late 2010s, the 
USS John F Kennedy was decommissioned with other missions taking its place. 

 Archaeological Resources 

Several sites are eligible for listing in the NRHP; however, none is located within the APE of this 
alternative. 

 Architectural Resources 

One NRHP-listed property, the St. Johns Lighthouse, is located within the APE for this alternative. 

 Traditional Cultural Properties 

Currently, no resources of traditional, religious, or cultural significance to Native American tribes have 
been identified within NS Mayport. 

 

Figure 6-4  St. Johns Lighthouse 
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 Environmental Consequences 

Analysis of potential impacts to cultural resources considers 
both direct and indirect impacts. Direct impacts are 
assessed by identifying the types and locations of proposed 
activity and determining the location of cultural resources 
that could be affected. Direct impacts may be the result of 
physically altering, damaging, or destroying all or part of a 
resource. Indirect impacts result primarily from project-
induced population increases on base and the need for 
construction to accommodate this population growth. 

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action 
would not occur and there would be no change to cultural 
resources. Therefore, no significant impacts to cultural 
resources would occur with implementation of the No 
Action Alternative. 

 Alternative 2:  Naval Station Mayport, Florida 

This alternative involves a mix of new construction, demolition, and use of existing infrastructure and 
services.  The APE takes into account direct effects incurred at the proposed construction site as well as 
viewshed and auditory effects.  

The St. Johns Lighthouse is located about 580 feet from the edge of proposed construction and in the 
APE. A surface inspection of the project APE was conducted on December 17, 2015. Archaeologists 
observed evidence of significant disturbance on undeveloped portions of land throughout the APE and 
concluded that this was the product of original runway construction and ongoing runway/grounds 
maintenance over the past 70 years. Given observed site conditions and a review of historical U.S. 
Geological Survey maps, the Navy concluded that there is a low probability that intact archeological 
resources will be identified in the course of the Triton UAS project. No archaeological sites are identified 
in the APE. However, in the event that intact subsurface cultural resources are inadvertently discovered 
during construction or demolition activities, work would cease, the cultural resources would be 
evaluated for NRHP eligibility, and consultation would continue per 36 CFR parts 800.4 to 800.6. The NS 
Mayport Cultural Resources Manager would follow the procedures outlined in the station’s ICRMP. 

Based on the findings presented above, the Navy has determined that there will be no direct effects to 
the St. Johns Lighthouse footprint or the viewshed of the historic property. On June 30, 2016, the Navy 
requested the Florida State Historic Preservation Office for their concurrence that Alternative 2 warrants 
a finding of "No Historic Properties Affected.” On August 5, 2016, the Florida SHPO requested further 
information about potentially buried deposits that may still be intact below the area proposed for 
construction. On August 30, the Navy responded to the request. On October 6, 2016, the SHPO 
concurred with the Navy’s finding of “No Historic Properties Affected.” Appendix B provides copies of 
this correspondence. 

No traditional cultural properties have been recognized within the APE. The Navy notified the 
Miccosukee Tribe of Indians, the Seminole Nation of Oklahoma, and the Seminole Tribe of Florida  by 
letter (July 29, 2016) and email (August 1, 2016) of this proposal. To date, no responses from the tribes 

NS Mayport Potential Cultural 
Resources Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not affect existing cultural 
resources at NS Mayport. 

• Alternative 2: No effects to 
archaeological or traditional 
cultural properties. 

• Alternative 2: The St. Johns 
Lighthouse is adjacent to the 
proposed construction site; 
however, the Navy concluded 
that there would be no direct 
effects to the footprint or the 
viewshed of the historic property. 
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have been received; therefore, it is presumed that there are no objections to implementing Alternative 
2 at NS Mayport. 

Operationally, noise levels would increase by less than 1 dB and therefore, would not damage historic 
structures or interrupt traditional activities within the APE. The addition of about 400 military personnel 
and their dependents would not affect cultural resources as no properties listed or potentially eligible 
for listing on the NRHP would be affected.  

In summary, there would be no significant cultural resources impacts if Alternative 2 at NS Mayport 
were implemented. 

6.7 Socioeconomics 

This section discusses population demographics, employment and income, and housing occupancy 
status data provide key insights into socioeconomic conditions that might be affected by a proposed 
action. See Section 3.7 for the resource definition and the approach to analysis. 

 Affected Environment 

The study area for socioeconomic resources includes Duval County and the Jacksonville Beaches Census 
County Division (CCD), which includes the village of Mayport, as well as Atlantic, Neptune, and 
Jacksonville Beaches. This CCD was chosen because it includes the area within commuting distance of 
the station. Duval County and State of Florida statistics are provided for comparison purposes. This 
section addresses population, employment, income, and housing characteristics of the affected 
environment. 

 Population 

The 2014 population of the Jacksonville Beaches CCD was 54,714 and Duval County was 880,750 
(Table 6-7). From 2010 to 2014, Jacksonville Beaches CCD population decreased by 641, a decline of 
1.2 percent while over the same period, Duval County population increased by 3.0 percent. In 
comparison, the State of Florida population grew by 4.6 percent between 2010 and 2014. The 
Jacksonville Beaches CCD population is projected to grow approximately 3.4 percent from 2014 to 2020, 
compared to a projected 14.7 percent growth rate for Duval County and 9.7 percent for the state 
(U.S.  Census Bureau, 2016a; FloridaHomeTownLocator, 2016). The total estimated daily military and 
civilian workforce population at NS Mayport totaled 13,444 with about 90 percent comprising enlisted 
military (11,700) and 10 percent military officers (1,300). These military personnel were accompanied by 
7,228 dependents (spouses and children). 

Table 6-7  Study Area Population and Population Trends 

Jurisdiction 2000 2010 2014 
Growth Rate 
2010-2014 
(Percent) 

2020 
Projection 

Growth Rate 
2014-2020 
(Percent) 

Jacksonville Beaches CCD NA 55,355 54,714 -1.2 56,5781 3.4 
Duval County 778,879 854,848 880,750 3.0 1,010,561 14.7 
Florida 15,982,378 18,511,620 19,361,792 4.6 21,236,667 9.7 
Sources:  U.S. Census, 2016a; Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR), 2010, 2015. 
Legend: NA = not available.   
Note: 1Projection based on 0.56 percent compound annual growth rate (FloridaHomeTownLocator, 2016). 
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 Employment and Income 

Total employment in Duval County was approximately 456,128 in 2014 (Office of Economic and 
Demographic Research [EDR], 2015). County employment by industry is shown in Table 6-8. The 
industries that employ the greatest number of people included trade, transportation, and utilities 
(20.6 percent); professional and business services (16.5 percent), educational and health services 
(15.4 percent); financial activities (11.3 percent); leisure and hospitality as well as government 
(10.9 percent each); construction (5.2 percent); manufacturing (5.0 percent); and all other industries 
account for the remaining 4.3 percent (EDR, 2015). 

Table 6-8  Baseline Percent Employed by Industry in the Study Area, 2014 
Industry Duval County Percent Jacksonville Beaches CCD 
Trade, Transportation, and Utilities 20.6 18.9 
Professional and Business Services 16.5 17.4 
Educational and Health Services 15.4 20.6 
Financial Activities 11.3 10.8 
Leisure and Hospitality 10.9 14.0 
Government 10.9 3.4 
Construction 5.2 5.8 
Manufacturing 5.0 4.1 
Other Services 2.6 3.2 
Information 1.6 1.6 
Natural Resource and Mining 0.1 0.3 

Total 100 100 
Sources: EDR, 2015; U.S. Census Bureau, 2014. 

Total civilian employment in the Jacksonville Beaches CCD was 25,865 in 2014 (U.S. Census Bureau, 
2014). The CCD employment by industry is shown in Table 6-7. The industries that employ the greatest 
number of people included educational and health services (20.6 percent); trade, transportation, and 
utilities (18.9 percent); and professional and business services (17.4 percent); all other industries 
account for the remaining 43.2 percent (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014).  

The unemployment rate in 2014 for Duval County was 6.7 percent. The county unemployment rate has 
fluctuated over recent years from a low 3.3 percent in 2000 to a high of 11.4 percent in 2010 (EDR, 
2015). In comparison, the unemployment rate in the Jacksonville Beaches CCD was 7.6 percent in 2014, 
about 1 percent higher than the county overall level (EDR, 2015).   

According to the City of Jacksonville’s (COJ) Office of Economic Development (COJ, 2016), NS Mayport 
employs approximately 13,444 military and civilian personnel. In 2009, payrolls, procurement contracts, 
and expenditures at NS Mayport generated approximately 811 additional indirect jobs with labor 
income of nearly $40 million and total induced output (payroll and expenditures [operating and capital 
improvement costs]) of approximately $58 million in 2009 (Wilbur Smith Associates, 2010).  

Total personal income in Duval County increased by 13.7 percent from 2010 to 2014. In comparison, per 
capita income in the county had an increase of 39.8 percent from 2000 to 2010. Per capita income grew 
at 9.6 percent in the county from 2010 to 2014, compared to a 52.7 percent increase from 2000 to 2010 
at the state level (EDR, 2015). Comparable data are not available at the CCD level. The slower county 
rates of increase from 2010 to 2014 were most likely due to the economic downturn that was especially 
felt in Florida’s housing industry and the associated real estate bubble they experienced. 
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The median household income in 2014 for Duval County was $47,582 compared to $57,100 for the CCD. 
The median family income was also greater for the CCD ($72,673) compared to the county ($59,043). 
Approximately 17.4 percent of Duval County residents lived in households with incomes below the 
poverty line, compared to 12 percent in the CCD (U.S. Census American Factfinder, 2016). 

 Housing 

Based on the U.S. Census, in 2014, there were approximately 391,719 housing units in Duval County, of 
which 26,207 were located within the Jacksonville Beaches CCD (Table 6-9). The estimated 2014 vacancy 
rate in Duval County was 14.6 percent and in the Jacksonville Beaches CCD it was 14.8 percent; both 
rates were below the state average of 20.2 percent (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016a). The Jacksonville 
Beaches CCD and Duval County had a higher percentage of renters (43.2 percent and 39.7 percent, 
respectively) in occupied housing units than the state (33.9 percent) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016b). If 
units used for seasonal or recreational purposes are subtracted, the vacancy rate for owner-occupied 
homes in the Jacksonville Beaches area drops to 2.6 percent and for rental units to 10.6 percent (U.S. 
Navy, 2015).Median monthly mortgage for owner-occupied homes in Duval County was $1,411 and for 
rental units it was $941 per month in 2014. In the Jacksonville Beaches CCD, median monthly mortgage 
was $1,797 per month for owner-occupied homes and $1,093 per month for rental units (U.S. Census 
Bureau, 2016b). 

Table 6-9  Housing Units and Vacancy, 2014 

Jurisdiction Housing 
Units 

Percent 
Vacant 

Occupied Housing Units 
Total Percent Owner Percent Renter 

Jacksonville Beaches CCD 26,207 14.8 22,321 56.8 43.2 
Duval County 391,719 14.6 334,721 60.3 39.7 
Florida 9,051,851 20.2 7,217,508 66.1 33.9 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2016a; b. 

Family housing at NS Mayport is leased and operated under a Public-Private Venture (PPV). As such, the 
Navy has turned over day-to-day operation and control of family housing to the PPV operator, Balfour 
Beatty. In this contractual relationship, Balfour Beatty is the responsible party for the future 
development of family housing on NS Mayport. The PPV agreement was established in 2007 and will last 
50 years (until 2057). Currently, there is a wait time from 8 months to a year for on-station family 
housing units (NS Mayport, 2016). 

 Childcare Services 

In the greater Jacksonville Beaches CCD area childcare centers provide services to preschool children 
that range in age from infants to 6 years old. There are 22 daycare centers with a total capacity of 2,061 
and seven homecare facilities with a total capacity of 70 within the Jacksonville Beaches CCD area 
(ChildcareCenter.US, 2016). According to U.S. Census data, in 2014 there were 3,060 children below the 
age of 5 in the Jacksonville Beaches CCD (U.S. Census American FactFinder, 2016). For NS Mayport, two 
Navy Child Development Centers (CDC) are run off-base. The CDCs have capacity to support 412 
children, ranging in ages from 6 weeks to 5 years old. Care is broken down into age groups: infants (6 
weeks to 1 year); pre-toddlers (1 year old); toddlers (2 years old); and preschool (3 to 5 year old). As of 
October 2016, there were 320 children enrolled, with a waiting list for 130 others. Wait time for all age 
groups range from 41 days for infants to 9 days for preschoolers. There has been no wait time for 
children needing immediate care of any age. 
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 Environmental Consequences 

Analysis of impacts to socioeconomics focused on the 
effects Alternative 2 would have on population, 
employment and income, and housing. The study area 
for socioeconomics is defined as Duval County, with the 
Jacksonville Beaches CCD as a subset. The CCD is 
included because it is expected that a majority of Triton 
UAS personnel would likely live in this area.   

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action 
would not occur and there would be no change to the 
socioeconomic conditions of the study area. Therefore, 
no significant impacts would occur with implementation 
of the No Action Alternative. 

 Alternative 2:  Naval Station Mayport, 
Florida  

The potential impacts of Alternative 2 at NS Mayport 
were analyzed by considering any potential changes to 
socioeconomic conditions. This analysis examines how 
Alternative 2 would affect population 
(i.e., demographics), employment and income, and 
housing. 

Population 

Construction and demolition contractors primarily would be drawn from the study area’s labor pool. For 
construction projects of this duration and magnitude, the workforce is generally composed of workers 
that would commute to job sites rather than relocate their households. As such, construction, 
demolition, and renovation activities are not anticipated to result in either an in-migration or relocation 
of employees to the study area to satisfy the need for temporary construction-related employment. 
Therefore, no increase in population would be expected from temporary construction workers 
relocating to the study area.  

Up to 400 additional personnel would be stationed at NS Mayport on a long-term basis. Using 2014 
demographic information, it is estimated that 52 percent of the 400 personnel would be accompanied 
by a spouse/partner, for 607 total adults (DoD, 2014c). Accompanying these adults would be 307 
dependents, of which 184 children are school age (i.e., ages 5 to 18), for a total population increase of 
914 individuals in the study area.  This would represent an increase of approximately 1.7 percent in the 
total population of the Jacksonville Beaches CCD and 0.1 percent in Duval County. This long-term 
population increase would not significantly change demographics of the region under Alternative 2. 

Employment and Income 

During construction and demolition activities, short-term employment and income provided by civilian 
contracting firms for up to 2 years would result in beneficial impacts to the local economy due to an 
increase in demand for goods and services. It is anticipated that, given the market for similar goods and 

NS Mayport Potential Socioeconomic 
Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would not 
change the socioeconomic 
conditions currently found at NS 
Mayport. 

• Alternative 2: The 1.7 percent 
increase in the population would 
not introduce adverse impacts. 

• Alternative 2: There would be short-
term beneficial economic effects 
during construction and long-term 
beneficial impacts from additional 
employment incomes. 

• Alternative 2: While not significant, 
there is potential for minor housing 
impacts for those wishing to buy a 
home. 

• Alternative 2: Two Navy CDCs and 
private sector child care facilities are 
available, although there are 
potential wait times. Minor 
childcare service impacts. 
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services, this increase in demand would not result in a scarcity of such goods and services in the study 
area.  

Once the home basing is complete, it was estimated there would be 914 family members, of whom 207 
adults were assumed to be joining the local labor market. According to the DoD 2014 Demographics 
Report, this would represent a less than 1 percent increase in the 2014 Jacksonville Beaches CCD 
workforce and 0.05 percent increase in the county workforce (DoD, 2014c). These additional workers 
would contribute to the regional workforce by directly stimulating the local economy. There would be a 
beneficial effect on the local economy due to an uptake in the local labor pool and an increase in 
demand for goods and services. 

Housing  

Department of Defense Instruction 4165.63-M and Commander, Navy Installations Command (CNIC) 
Instruction 11103.10 state it is DoD and Navy policy to rely on the local community as the primary 
source of affordable, safe, and adequate housing. However, according to CNIC Instruction 11103.5 the 
Navy will house (on-base) unaccompanied E1 to E3s (i.e., entry-level enlisted personnel), and 
unaccompanied E4s who have less the 4 years of service. It is estimated this would number 116. To 
meet this requirement at NS Mayport, E4s and above that are currently residing in unaccompanied 
housing would have to relocate and rely on the local community for housing. Therefore, it is assumed 
that 400 personnel (and their dependents) would seek housing in the Jacksonville beaches CCD and 
Duval County area. 

Personnel living off station are granted a basic allowance for housing (BAH), which can be used to rent 
or purchase a home (DoD, 2016b). With a rental vacancy rate of more than 10 percent, there are 
adequate, affordable rental units available for those wishing to rent housing. Based on the 2.6 percent 
owner-occupied vacancy rate, homes may not be immediately available for purchase. Therefore, while 
not significant, there is potential for minor housing impacts for those wishing to buy a home if 
Alternative 2 at NS Mayport were implemented. The increase in personnel needing off-base housing will 
transition over time rather than all at once. Therefore, there is time for the market to adjust to the 
incoming personnel. Although there may be times of tight housing supply, the impact is not anticipated 
to be significant because of the phased approach of the new personnel arriving and those leaving. In 
addition, if the market continues to tighten it is anticipated that the market would respond with 
additional housing and/or the Navy could seek an increase in BAH rates for the area and potentially 
arrange for construction of new housing (either through construction or private partnerships, etc.). 
Consequently, the impacts on housing are not anticipated to be significant. 

Childcare Services  

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 33 percent of children under 5 years old attend daycare centers 
outside of the home (U.S. Census, 2011). Under Alternative 2, there would be approximately 110 
children arriving with the home basing action. In the Jacksonville CCD area, there are two existing Navy-
approved Child Development Centers that would be able to accommodate these incoming children. 
However, there may be a wait time before they can be enrolled. Additionally, existing day and home 
childcare services are available in the area. However, in order for a military parent to ensure the 
community childcare facility of their choice is providing affordable, quality childcare, these facilities 
must be enrolled in the Child Care Aware of America Fee Assistance Program. So, while there are 
enough childcare facilities to accommodate the arriving number of children, military parents may need 
to work with community childcare facilities and Child Care Aware of America to ensure their facility of 
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choice is enrolled. Based on this fact, while not significant, there is potential for minor childcare impacts 
if Alternative 2 at NS Mayport were implemented. Even though the impact is minor, the Navy could 
implement several solutions to minimize this impact even further. These solutions could include, but are 
not be limited to: construct a CDC on NS Mayport, expand the current CDCs off-base, construct another 
CDC off-base, and/or collaborate with the community to increase enrollment in the Child Care Aware of 
America Fee Assistance Program. If Alternative 2 at NS Mayport were implemented, and any of these 
minimization efforts were to move forward, appropriate follow-on NEPA analysis would need to be 
completed. 

In summary, it is anticipated there would be both short- and long-term beneficial impacts from 
economic inputs from construction activities and population/employment increases, respectively. 
However, there could be a shortfall in available owner-occupied housing to support the increase in 
military and civilian personnel and their dependents. Childcare services in the Jacksonville Beaches area 
are available. Therefore, no significant impacts are anticipated with the implementation of Alternative 2. 

6.8 Transportation 

Transportation resources that are addressed in this EA focus on vehicle movements on the major and 
minor roadways that feed into the installation, security gates, and parking areas on NS Mayport. See 
Section 3.8 for the resource definition, regulatory setting, and the approach to analysis. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for transportation includes the network of roads used by aviation and naval 
military personnel based at NS Mayport, operations personnel, tenants, contractors, deployed 
personnel, and others support services. As shown in Figure 6-5, the arterial roads providing access to NS 
Mayport include Mayport Road (Rd.)/State Highway A1A, the Wonderwood Drive (Dr.), and the St. Johns 
Ferry, which provides continuation of State Highway A1A/Heckscher Dr., north of the St. Johns River. 
The Florida Department of Transportation (DOT) maintains these arterial roads.  
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Figure 6-5  Naval Station Mayport Local Road Network 

NS Mayport is bordered on the east by the Atlantic Ocean, on the north by the St. Johns River, on the 
west by State Highway A1A, and to the south by Wonderwood Drive. Access into the installation is 
currently provided at three locations: (1) the Main Gate that provides access from Mayport Road/State 
Route 101; (2) Seminole Gate that provides access through Kathryn Abbey Hannah Park via Seminole 
Road; and (3) Gate 5 that provides access from Ocean Street/State Highway A1A in the village of 
Mayport. Gate 5 also provides commercial traffic access. According to the Florida DOT, all major arterial 
roads (State Highway A1A, Wonderwood Drive, and Old Mayport Road [State Route 101]) have a Level 
of Service (LOS) C (Florida DOT, 2015). An LOS of C indicates that there is a stable flow of traffic but the 
ability to maneuver through lanes is restricted and lane changes require more driver awareness. 

The Jacksonville Transit Authority has one public bus route near NS Mayport; there are three stops: the 
village of Mayport, the main gate at Wonderwood Drive and Old Mayport Road, and in Neptune Beach. 
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 Environmental Consequences  

The LOS is a factor that is considered when evaluating 
impacts for vehicle transportation. Another factor is 
contribution of additional vehicle GHGs from the action. 
The former factor is evaluated here for State Highway 
A1A, Wonderwood Drive, or Old Mayport Road (State 
Route 101). The latter factor, GHG emissions, was 
evaluated in Section 6.3.2.2. 

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action 
would not occur and there would be no change to 
transportation. Therefore, no significant impacts would 
occur with implementation of the No Action Alternative.  

 Alternative 2:  Naval Station Mayport, Florida 

The affected environment includes State Highway A1A at 
Ocean Drive in Mayport, where access to the airfield and 
commercial vehicles is located at Gate 5. This is because 
this gate is the nearest entrance point for the proposed 
Triton UAS construction site. During construction, 
equipment would use this commercial entry gate. With 
the Florida DOT planned project to provide entry and 
merge lanes along State Highway A1A to Ocean Road, it is 
not anticipated that traffic on State Highway A1A would 
be blocked or congested and, therefore, Alternative 2 would not affect the LOS.  

Once operational, Triton UAS personnel would likely use Gate 5 due to its vicinity to the Triton UAS 
operations facilities. Under Alternative 2, while there may be minor congestion at the gate in the 
morning and evening peak hours; this would be minimized because Triton UAS personnel work in three 
shifts over a 24-hour period. It is not anticipated there would be a reduction in the LOS for State 
Highway A1A.  

In summary, implementing Alternative 2 at NS Mayport would not result in significant impacts to 
transportation. 

6.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes 

This section discusses hazardous materials, hazardous waste, special hazards, and Defense 
Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) sites. See Section 3.9 for the resource definition, regulatory 
setting, and the approach to analysis. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for hazardous materials, hazardous waste, special hazards, and DERP sites 
consists of the area proposed for Triton UAS construction and operations at NS Mayport. 

NS Mayport Potential Transportation 
Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not involve any changes in the 
transportation networks or LOS on 
local roadways. 

• Alternative 2: Construction 
vehicles and equipment would use 
the commercial traffic entrance at 
Gate 5. There are entry and merge 
lanes that would alleviate 
congestion on State Highway A1A. 

• Alternative 2: Personnel traveling 
to and from the station would not 
cause the LOS on State Highway 
A1A to deteriorate. While there 
may be congestion at Gate 5 
during peak morning and evening 
hours, this would be minimized 
because Triton UAS personnel 
work in three shifts over a 24-hour 
period. 
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 Hazardous Materials 

Routine operations on NS Mayport require use of a variety of hazardous materials, including petroleum, 
oil, and lubricant products, solvents, cleaning agents, paints, adhesives, and other products necessary to 
perform ship, ground vehicle, and equipment maintenance; military training activities; facilities repair 
and maintenance; and administrative and housing functions (U.S. Navy, 2008a). Types of hazardous 
substances found on station include solvents; batteries; hexavalent chromium (alodine), paints, paint 
thinners/strippers, and their contaminated media (filters, rags, rollers, wastewater, plastic and glass 
bead blast media); antifreeze; hydraulic fluid; petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) and POL-
contaminated media (rags and filters); and x-ray effluent, including silver recovery. Hazardous materials 
used at NS Mayport are managed by their Safety Office through the regulations and procedures 
described in the Hazardous Materials Control and Management portion of the Occupational Safety and 
Health Manual and Hazardous Waste Management Plan.  

 Hazardous Wastes 

Hazardous wastes include solid wastes that are regulated as hazardous based on either direct listing by 
USEPA or characteristics such as ignitability, reactivity, corrosivity, and toxicity, as well as those 
contaminants present in environmental media (e.g., soil or groundwater). NS Mayport is regulated as a 
large-quantity hazardous waste generator (i.e., over 2,205 pounds [1,000 kilograms] per month) under 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (USEPA Identification No. FL9170024260). Before 
transport off site, hazardous wastes are collected at the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility. There are 
numerous Hazardous Waste Storage Areas (less than 90-day satellite accumulation areas) on NS 
Mayport operated by various station departments and tenant commands. As sufficient volume of waste 
accumulates or the designated hold time expires, the hazardous waste at the accumulation sites is 
transported to the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility and then collected and disposed by permitted 
contractors. 

 Special Hazards (Asbestos-Containing Materials, Lead Based Paint, Polychlorinated 
Biphenyls) 

NS Mayport manages asbestos in shore facilities and asbestos waste in accordance with Commander, 
Navy Installations Command (CNIC) Instruction 5100.1, Asbestos Management Program. NS Mayport 
shore facilities scheduled for maintenance, renovation, remodeling, or demolition are inspected for the 
presence of asbestos-containing material (ACM), as required by law or as a precautionary measure when 
asbestos-containing material is to be removed through outside contracts by licensed specialized firms 
(U.S. Navy, 2008b).  

Lead-based paint (LBP) is managed in accordance with OPNAVINST 5100.23F. Employees and 
contractors engaged in the maintenance and repair of surfaces with LBP follow procedures to minimize 
personal exposure to lead and risk of environmental contamination. Employees and contractors 
involved in maintenance and repair activities that could result in exposure to LBP attend annual training 
to reinforce their knowledge of engineering controls to reduce risk of exposure to lead during work 
activities (U.S. Navy, 2008b).  

No polychlorinated biphenyls-containing equipment exists at NS Mayport following a comprehensive 
electrical equipment sampling and removal program conducted in the 1990s (U.S. Navy, 2008b). 
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 Defense Environmental Restoration Program 

Environmental restoration sites at NS Mayport include contaminated solid waste management units 
(SWMUs) and Areas of Concern (Figure 6-6). NS Mayport has 56 SWMUs and 5 areas of concern (AOCs).  
Fifteen of the SWMUs were determined to require No Further Action; 18 SWMUs required RCRA Facility 
Investigations; and 23 SWMUs required further action. The Navy has conducted investigations to 
determine the extent of contamination, established criteria for cleanup, and identified and evaluated 
remedial action alternatives and costs (U.S. Navy, 2008b).  

 Environmental Consequences  

This section analyzes impacts related to hazardous materials, 
hazardous waste, special hazards, and DERP sites and the 
potential for these substances to be introduced into the 
environment during the course of construction/renovation 
activities and Triton UAS operations and maintenance. 

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would 
not occur and there would be no changes associated with 
hazardous materials and wastes, special hazards, or DERP 
sites. Therefore, no changes in hazardous materials or wastes, 
special hazards, or DERP sites at NS Mayport with 
implementation of the No Action Alternative. 

 Alternative 2:  Naval Station Mayport, Florida  

Hazardous Materials and Wastes 

Construction, demolition, and renovation activities would 
require the use of certain hazardous materials (e.g., paints, 
welding gases, solvents, preservatives, sealants). It is 
anticipated that the quantity of products containing 
hazardous materials used for construction, demolition, and 
renovation activities would be minimal and their use would be 
of short duration. All hazardous wastes generated from 
construction and demolition activities would be handled 
under the existing RCRA-compliant waste management 
programs and, therefore, would not be expected to increase 
the risks of exposure to workers and installation personnel. 
Therefore, no significant impacts to hazardous materials or 
waste would be expected from construction or demolition 
activities. 

NS Mayport Potential Hazardous 
Material and Waste Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not change any hazardous 
materials and waste, special 
hazards, or DERP sites at NS 
Mayport.  

• Alternative 2: Construction debris 
would be categorized and 
disposed according to federal, 
state, and local requirements. 

• Alternative 2: Once operational, 
no new hazardous materials 
would be introduced to cause 
significant impacts.  

• Alternative 2: NS Mayport’s status 
as a large quantity hazardous 
waste generator would not 
change. 

• Alternative 2: Special hazards 
would be handled according to 
established NS Mayport 
procedures. 

• Alternative 2: Three DERP sites, 
SWMUs 26 and 28, and AOC 58, 
would be affected; however, close 
coordination between the 
installation’s Environmental 
Restoration Program leadership, 
the USEPA, and FDEP would occur 
to avoid significant impacts. 
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Figure 6-6  Defense Environmental Restoration Program Sites at Naval Station Mayport  
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 Alternative 2:  Naval Station Mayport, Florida  

Hazardous Materials and Wastes 

Construction, demolition, and renovation activities would require the use of certain hazardous materials 
(e.g., paints, welding gases, solvents, preservatives, sealants). It is anticipated that the quantity of 
products containing hazardous materials used for construction, demolition, and renovation activities 
would be minimal and their use would be of short duration. All hazardous wastes generated from 
construction and demolition activities would be handled under the existing RCRA-compliant waste 
management programs and, therefore, would not be expected to increase the risks of exposure to 
workers and installation personnel. Therefore, no significant impacts to hazardous materials or waste 
would be expected from construction or demolition activities. 

Once home based, the maintenance of the Triton UAS would require the use of certain hazardous 
materials. JP-5 fuel is currently used and stored at NS Mayport in aboveground storage tanks. JP-5 fuel 
to support Triton UAS would be additive and not represent a new waste stream NS Mayport. It is 
anticipated that the quantity of products containing hazardous materials used to support Triton UAS 
flight operations and maintenance activities would be minimal. The quantity of hazardous wastes 
generated from maintenance activities would be minor and would not be expected to exceed the 
capacities of existing hazardous waste disposal facilities. All hazardous materials and wastes would be 
managed in accordance with the installation’s Hazardous Wastes Management Plan. Therefore, no 
significant impacts to hazardous materials or waste from maintenance activities or Triton UAS flight 
operations would be expected. 

Special Hazards (Asbestos Containing Materials, Lead Based Paint, Polychlorinated Biphenyls) 

Any structures proposed for demolition would be inspected for ACM and LBP according to established 
NS Mayport procedures. All ACM would be properly removed and disposed of prior to or during 
demolition in accordance with 40 CFR part 61 and established NS Mayport procedures. Any LBP would 
be managed and disposed of in accordance with federal and state requirements and established NS 
Mayport procedures. Therefore, no significant impacts to special hazards would occur from 
implementing Alternative 2, NS Mayport. 

Defense Environmental Restoration Program 

Alternative 2 has the potential to affect SWMU 28 and AOC 58, because of construction of the Triton 
UAS support facilities, and SWMU 26 because of the relocation of the long-term storage area (see Figure 
6-5). For SWMU 28, the Statement of Basis indicates no soil or groundwater exceedances of State 
Cleanup Target Levels. Site AOC 58, which is located in the vacant lot adjacent to the current long-term 
storage yard, is in the Site Assessment phase. The contaminants of concern being investigated are 
petroleum based. Site SWMU 26 is a known landfill that does not contain any contaminants that exceed 
the residential Cleanup Target Levels for soil and groundwater. Several other SWMUs are adjacent to 
the proposed Triton UAS facilities; however, these will be avoided during any land-disturbing activities. 
All applicable procedures about working at and around these sites will be followed, and close 
coordination among the installation’s Environmental Restoration Program leadership, the USEPA, and 
FDEP would occur to avoid significant impacts to DERP sites if Alternative 2, NS Mayport were 
implemented.
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7 ALTERNATIVE 2:  NAVAL STATION MAYPORT, FLORIDA 
CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

Cumulative impacts are most likely to arise when a relationship or synergism exists between a proposed 
action and other actions expected to occur in a similar location or during a similar time period. Actions 
overlapping with or in close proximity to the proposed action would be expected to have more potential 
for a relationship than those more geographically separated. Similarly, relatively concurrent actions 
would tend to offer a higher potential for cumulative impacts. To identify cumulative impacts, the 
analysis needs to address the following three fundamental questions. 

• Does a relationship exist such that affected resource areas of the proposed action might interact 
with the affected resource areas of past, present, or reasonably foreseeable actions? 

• If one or more of the affected resource areas of the proposed action and another action could 
be expected to interact, would the proposed action affect or be affected by impacts of the other 
action? 

• If such a relationship exists, then does an assessment reveal any potentially significant impacts 
not identified when the proposed action is considered alone? 

Cumulative effects could result from individually minor, but collectively significant actions that take 
place over time. Accordingly, a cumulative effects analysis identifies and defines the scope of other 
actions and their interrelationship with the alternatives if there is an overlap in space and time. 
Cumulative effects are most likely to occur when there is an overlapping geographic location and a 
coincidental or sequential timing of events. The first step in assessing cumulative effects therefore, 
involves identifying and defining the scope of other actions and determining their interrelationship with 
the proposed action.  The scope must consider whether other projects coincide with the location and 
timetable of the proposed action and other actions.  Past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
actions are examined, including both military actions in the region as well as other federal and non-
federal actions to determine if they interact with the Proposed Action Alternative.  After examining 
these actions, the analysis determined the nature of the interaction.  An analysis of how the impacts of 
the defined actions might affect or be affected by those resulting from the action, are discussed in 
this Environmental Assessment. 

For the purposes of this analysis, the temporal span of Alternative 2 is considered the time during which 
construction of Triton UAS facilities would r (2017) to the time when the aircraft are fully operational at 
the base (2023). It is also assumed that the existing aircraft operational tempo would continue as found 
under baseline conditions. For most resources, the spatial area for consideration of cumulative effects is 
limited to the installation on which an activity would occur, which would include NS Mayport. Past 
actions are those actions, and their associated impacts, that occurred within the geographical extent of 
cumulative effects that have shaped the current environmental conditions of the study area. CEQ 
regulations do not require the consideration of the individual effects of all past actions to determine the 
present effects of past actions (Connaughton, 2005). The effects of past actions are now part of the 
existing environment and are included in the affected environment described in Chapter 6. However, 
recent past actions with continuing ongoing effects that are germane to cumulative impacts are 
discussed in respect to present and reasonably foreseeable future actions. 
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7.1 Past, Present, and Reasonably Foreseeable Actions 

Based on a review of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions within the study area of 
Alternative 2 at NS Mayport, it was determined that several actions should be considered when 
analyzing potential cumulative impacts.  

 Past Actions 

Homeporting of Amphibious Ready Group at Naval Station Mayport. Evaluated as Alternative 5, in the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Proposed Homeporting of Additional Surface Ships at NS 
Mayport (U.S. Navy, 2008b), between 2013 and 2014, three ships from the Iwo Jima Amphibious Ready 
Group (ARG) moved from Naval Station Norfolk to NS Mayport. This action added close to 1,800 enlisted 
and officer personnel, plus their family members (U.S. Navy, 2013b). Construction of the Command 
building took place to the east of the turning basin. 

 Present and Reasonably Foreseeable Actions 

Proposed Homeporting of Littoral Combat Ships (LCS) on the East Coast. This EA evaluated the 
homeporting of up to 14 LCS at NS Mayport by 2020. This alternative included using a combination of 
existing military assets, east of the turning basin (see Figure 6-1), to provide berthing space, ship hotel 
services, maintenance support, drydocking facilities, fueling services, ordnance handling and storage, 
cargo and mission module handling and storage, support facilities, and aviation asset support. No 
in-water construction projects would be required (U.S. Navy, 2013a). The Navy announced in August 
2014 that by 2016 six LCS would homeport at NS Mayport and approximately 900 enlisted and officer 
personnel as well as their family members would be added to the station and local population 
(navaltoday.com, 2014). 

Naval Station Mayport Future Development. Future development within the geographic area (i.e., the 
airfield) of the Triton UAS alternative could include a structural/aircraft fire and rescue station that 
would combine into one facility to replace the two existing single function stations. A jet engine test cell 
is also identified as a potential future action. This project would construct an indoor jet engine test 
facility for out-of-airframe testing of helicopter engines. This project would replace the existing outdoor 
facility within the airfield environment. 

Wastewater Treatment Plant Construction. Pursuant to the Consent Order from FDEP relating to 
discharges from the NS Mayport WWTF, a new facility will be constructed on the same site as the 
existing WWTF. The existing facility is located to the east of the turning basin. Construction of the new 
WWTF will be phased, to allow for maintaining current WWTF operations while building new structures 
and demolishing existing portions of treatment process structures. The new WWTF is anticipated to be 
fully operational, and fully compliant with all permit requirements, by September 1, 2020. 

Homeporting of Additional Surface Ships at Naval Station Mayport. This EIS evaluated 12 alternatives, 
with Alternative 4, homeporting one Nuclear-Powered Aircraft Carrier (CVN) at NS Mayport by 2014, as 
the preferred alternative (U.S. Navy, 2008a). However, in 2013, the Congressional Research Service 
(CRS) indicated that the Navy’s Fiscal Year 2013-2017 Future Years Defense Plan, did not include funding 
for military construction projects to homeport a CVN at NS Mayport (CRS, 2013). Once operational, now 
estimated after 2019, there would be an additional 3,140 enlisted and officer personnel, and their 
dependents associated with this action. 
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Evaluation of Florida and Duval County DOT, local municipalities (e.g., Atlantic Beach and Mayport, the 
nearest communities), and potential development plans elicited no other actions that could interact 
with the proposal to home base the Triton UAS at NS Mayport.  

7.2 Resource Analysis 

Where feasible, the cumulative impacts were assessed using quantifiable data; however, for many of the 
resources, quantifiable data are not available and a qualitative analysis was undertaken. In addition, 
where an analysis of potential environmental effects for future actions has not been completed, 
assumptions were made regarding cumulative impacts related to this EA. Following review of past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects, the actions that would have the potential to interact with 
Alternative 2 would be improvement projects planned in the airfield environment on NS Mayport and 
personnel increases associated with the LCS, ARG, and CVN homeporting actions. According to NS 
Mayport, the addition of the UAS Triton aircraft, to include personnel and their families, would not 
significantly impact current or future WWTF operations at NS Mayport, therefore, it would not result in 
significant cumulative impacts. 

 Noise 

The improvement projects at NS Mayport would include the use of construction equipment that would 
result in increased intermittent noise levels within the immediate area. Construction at and within the 
vicinity of the NS Mayport would collectively increase noise levels in the area temporarily, but would 
vary in timing of projects, and duration. Long-term aircraft operations would continue to be the 
dominant sources of noise at the NS Mayport. The introduction of no more than 1 dB DNL by the Triton 
UAS would not noticeably change the existing acoustic environment when considered in conjunction 
with current aircraft noise levels at NS Mayport, and the noise generated by cars, ships, boats, and 
horns.  

The combined effects of these other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions and the 
proposed action would result in increases in noise in the areas near NS Mayport to the extent that these 
actions occur close in time and location. However, it is not anticipated that all of these would occur 
simultaneously because of the temporary nature of construction emissions, flight operations, and 
project timelines. Therefore, no significant cumulative impacts from noise are anticipated because the 
proposed action adds a negligible level of noise that is temporary, short term, and consistent with 
existing ambient noise levels. 

 Public Health and Safety 

The improvement projects would not affect aircraft mishaps, accident potential zones, BASH incidents, 
or operations in case of hurricanes. BASH hazards would continue to be managed under the naval 
station BASH program. None of the improvement projects or additional homeported ships would create 
new attractants for birds or wildlife. Continued implementation of standard air traffic management 
techniques at the airfield would minimize the risk of aviation mishaps between proposed operations and 
existing or new airfield operations. Therefore, no significant, cumulative impacts are anticipated when 
other pertinent past, ongoing, and reasonably foreseeable future actions are considered cumulatively 
with Alternative 2. 

 Air Quality 

Projects in the Duval County region and at the naval station contributing emissions consist of 
construction projects occurring over long construction time periods and mobile and stationary-source 
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emissions in the county area are expected to remain minimal. Overall, Triton UAS construction activities 
at the airfield would collectively increase air pollutant emissions in the area temporarily, but would be a 
small percentage of overall air emissions in the Jacksonville (Florida)-Brunswick (Georgia) Interstate 
AQCR. Once the home basing is completed, Triton UAS operations and commuting personnel would 
generate minimal air emissions and contribute less than 1 percent of criteria pollutants in Duval County 
(see Table 6-5).  

Cumulatively, construction-related air emissions would not change the attainment status of the AQCR or 
introduce a significant increase in criteria pollutant emissions. Aircraft operations emissions would also 
not introduce pollutant levels that would change the attainment status of the AQCR or pose a significant 
cumulative impact to air quality. 

 Biological Resources 

Vegetation 

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 2 NS Mayport would occur primarily 
in developed or already disturbed areas so when considered cumulatively, would not significantly affect 
vegetation. Tree plantings around the project area would replace trees removed for development 
purposes and in the long-term carbon dioxide sequestration would not be affected. Impacts to 
implementing Alternative 2 due to climate change could include increased risk of storm surges that 
could remove vegetation. Operationally, it is not anticipated that Triton UAS and present and reasonably 
foreseeable aircraft operations would cumulatively impact vegetation on NS Mayport. 

Wildlife 

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 2 and NS Mayport improvement 
projects would generate temporary increases in noise levels, primarily in highly disturbed and developed 
portions of NS Mayport. Noise created during construction and demolition activities may result in 
temporary behavioral disturbance to wildlife, mostly limited to avoidance of the immediate area. 
However, these negligible changes in behavior are not expected to differ appreciably from those resulting 
from naturally occurring phenomena and other stressors in the existing environment (e.g., severe 
weather events, evasion of predators, etc.) and no changes to feeding, sheltering, or reproduction are 
anticipated. Once construction is complete, abundance and frequency of wildlife occurring in the project 
area are expected to return to prior levels. Additionally, the projects would occur in areas where wildlife 
may have habituated to noisy airfield activities.  

Cumulative effects to wildlife adjacent to the project area would not be considered significant under 
Alternative 2, NS Mayport.  The introduction of no more than 1 dB DNL by the Triton UAS would not 
noticeably change the existing acoustic environment when considered in conjunction with current 
aircraft noise levels at the airfield and port, and the noise generated by cars, boats, and horns. 

To minimize direct effects to wildlife, continued implementation of the Navy’s BASH program, which 
includes habitat modification, grassland management, wetlands management, wildlife exclusion 
measures, avian dispersal measures, and humane lethal control measures, would reduce the habitat 
attractiveness as foraging, resting, or nesting areas for birds. Other periodic BASH management projects, 
such as exclusion devices, removal of abandoned structures, and fence repair, would specifically 
discourage the presence of wildlife in close proximity to the airfield. No significant, cumulative impacts 
to wildlife are anticipated with the implementation of Alternative 2. 
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Special Status Species 

Endangered Species Act. Under Alternative 2, when considered with past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable actions, no cumulative, significant impacts are anticipated to federally listed species. 
Continued adherence to protective measures identified in the INRMP would ensure that federally listed 
species would not be significantly affected by implementing Alternative 2 (see Section 6.4.2.2).  

For the gopher tortoise, a candidate for listing under the ESA, there may be a permanent loss of 7 acres 
of low- to moderate-quality habitat from Alternative 2 construction. No other on-station construction 
was identified that would cumulatively affect the tortoise. However, if potential habitat were to be 
disturbed, the area would be surveyed and burrows examined prior to any land disturbance to ensure 
that there are no gopher tortoises present. If gopher tortoises are present, then they would be handled 
according to the 2012 revision of the 2008 Gopher Tortoise Candidate Conservation Agreement. 

Other Special Status Species 

Bald Eagle. Bald eagles are observed in low numbers around NS Mayport, but no nests have been 
documented in the project area. There is no suitable nesting or foraging habitat in the project area when 
compared to other areas adjacent to the station. Therefore, Triton UAS operations, along with all other 
aircraft operations at the station would likely have no effects to Bald Eagles. No significant, cumulative 
harm or incidental takes of bald eagles are anticipated when Alternative 2 is considered along with 
anticipated improvement projects at NS Mayport. 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act. As mentioned in Section 6.4.2.2, potential impacts to migratory birds would 
be avoided by conducting a site survey of the proposed construction area prior to commencement of 
construction activities to ensure the absence of migratory birds (including BCC) or by conducting 
construction activities outside of the migratory bird-nesting season. Once the Triton UAS is operational, 
continued participation in Partners in Flight and observance of conservation and protective measures 
identified in the INRMP would be used to ensure that no violation of the MBTA or EO 13186 would occur 
from implementing Alternative 2 along with other present and reasonably foreseeable actions. With 
continued implementation of the Navy BASH program, no significant, cumulative significant impacts to 
MBTA species (including BCC) are anticipated. 

 Water Resources 

Groundwater  

Construction and demolition impacts to ground water from Alternative 2 and station improvements 
would not extend below ground surface to a depth that would affect the underlying aquifer. Although 
fuel or other chemicals could be spilled during construction, demolition, and renovation activities, 
implementation of the required SPCC Plan and immediate cleanup of any spills would prevent any 
infiltration into groundwater resources. Cumulatively, Alternative 2 and countywide growth would 
increase the population and the demand for groundwater resources. As a result of Alternative 2 
implementation alone, the countywide population is estimated to grow only by 0.1 percent by 2020; 
while countywide population is expected to increase 14.7 percent over the same time period from other 
growth sources. It is anticipated that there is adequate water supply in terms of quantity within Duval 
County to accommodate forecasted growth. Therefore, no significant, cumulative impacts to 
groundwater resources are anticipated. 
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Surface Water  

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 2 and programmed station 
improvement projects could result in a slight cumulative increase in turbidity. Potential impacts from an 
increase in turbidity would be minimized with implementation of practices such as wetting of soils, silt 
fencing, and detention basins and adherence to erosion and stormwater management practices, as 
determined by the Navy, to contain soil and in runoff on the project area. Infrastructure improvements 
under Alternatives 2 and all other present and foreseeable projects would be required to follow state 
and federal guidelines for construction permitting to ensure water quality was protected from possible 
erosion and sedimentation. This includes implementing project specific BMPs as part of the proposed 
infrastructure improvement projects to minimize impacts to water quality and using stormwater 
engineering controls (e.g., culvert/channels directing stormwater to retention basins) to decrease future 
impacts to water quality following construction. The use of spill prevention plans and SWPPPs during 
infrastructure improvements would also minimize impacts to water quality. 

Construction and demolition activities from Alternative 2 and present and foreseeable projects are not 
anticipated to degrade the water quality or affect beneficial uses of surface water resources. No 
significant cumulative impacts to surface water are anticipated resulting from Triton UAS operations and 
other present or foreseeable projects. 

 Socioeconomics 

Under Alternative 2, no significant impacts to socioeconomics would occur when considered with 
present and reasonable foreseeable actions. Between 2006 and 2014, there has been an overall 
reduction of over 5,100 military personnel at NS Mayport resulting from the following: 

• decommissioning the aircraft carrier USS Kennedy in 2007, which resulted in a loss of 
approximately 2,498 enlisted and officer personnel; 

• downsizing in military personnel at the Southeast Regional Maintenance Center that resulted in 
a net decrease of approximately 539 ships maintenance personnel between 2006 and 2009; and 

• decommissioning of 10 frigates between 2010 and 2014, which corresponded to a loss of 2,150 
enlisted and officer personnel. 

Under cumulative effects, there would be an additional 3,100 personnel: 

• 400 from the Triton UAS Home Basing Action, Alternative 2 and  
• 2,700 from the LCS and ARG homeporting actions.  

These numbers would still remain below the 5,100 drawdown of personnel over the last 10 years. If the 
CVN action were to occur, there would be an additional gain of 3,140 more personnel (U.S. Navy, 
2008a). However, according to the CRS (2013) the Navy’s Fiscal Year 2013-2017 Future Years Defense 
Plan, did not include funding for military construction projects to homeport a CVN at NS Mayport. It is 
anticipated that construction could occur in 2019.  

If the CVN action does not take place there would be no additional impacts than those described in 
Chapter 6. If the CVN action were implemented along with other reasonably foreseeable actions, 
cumulatively there would be a net increase of up to 1,040 personnel in the region. In terms of 
employment and income, directly, there would be an additional beneficial effect on the local economy 
due to an uptake in the labor pool and payment of payroll taxes, in the study area. Indirectly, long-term 
additional increases in demand for goods and services would occur and result in benefits to the area 
economy. The increase in personnel would not have housing and childcare service impacts appreciably 
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different than those described in Chapter 6, including a tighter market for owner-occupied homes and 
the potential for a lack of community childcare facilities enrolled in the Child Care Aware of America Fee 
Assistance Program. 

 Transportation 

Construction, demolition, and renovations for Alternative 2 and future on-station improvements would 
entail movement of heavy equipment and construction workers at Gate 5 that provides commercial 
access from Ocean Street/State Highway A1A in the village of Mayport to Patrol Road. Transportation 
route improvements off-station and the construction of new commercial or residential structures off-
station have the potential to cause temporary traffic delays. However, when the transportation projects 
are completed, these projects would assist in improving local road conditions and travel times. When 
considered cumulatively these activities could cause temporary congestion at the gate and negligible 
increases in traffic. However, this increased traffic would not degrade the LOS on State Highway A1A or 
introduce significant congestion at the gate. Additional personnel, when Alternative 2 is considered with 
other personnel additions, would not degrade local highway LOS or cause increased congestion at any of 
the three gates. Local area traffic networks have been upgraded (e.g., the Wonderwood Road 
Connector) and the gates are historically accustomed to these numbers and would continue to 
efficiently process entry into the station (U.S. Navy, 2013a).  

This conclusion is supported by the fact that historically there has been an overall reduction of over 
5,100 military personnel at NS Mayport between 2006 and 2014. By implementing Alternative 2 
populations would still remain below the 5,100 drawdown of personnel over the last 10 years. If the 
CVN action were to occur, there would be a gain of 3,140 more personnel. However, according to the 
CRS (2013) the Navy’s Fiscal Year 2013-2017 Future Years Defense Plan, it did not include funding for 
military construction projects to homeport a CVN at NS Mayport. If this action were implemented, 1,140 
more personnel would relocate to the region. However, this increase would not degrade local traffic 
networks because the Jacksonville Beaches CCD has experienced a -1.2 percent growth rate from 2010 
to 2014 and roads were built for a larger commuting population. 

Therefore, no significant, cumulative impacts are anticipated to transportation under Alternative 2 at NS 
Mayport. 

 Hazardous Materials and Wastes  

Construction and demolition activities under Alternative 2 and on-station improvement projects would 
require the use of certain hazardous materials (e.g., paints, welding gases, solvents, preservatives, and 
sealants). However, all hazardous wastes generated would be handled under the existing RCRA-
compliant waste management programs and, therefore, would not be expected to increase the risks of 
exposure to workers and installation personnel. Therefore, no significant, cumulative impacts to 
hazardous materials or waste would be expected from construction and demolition activities. 

No special hazards such as ACM, LBP, or PCPs are associated with Alternative 2 but other station 
improvements could involve these special hazards. The Navy would continue to adhere to all Navy 
policies and USEPA directives associated with handling and disposing of special hazardous substances.  
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Alternative 2 would impact three SWMUs; and other DERP sites could be affected by future on-station 
improvement projects. Potential significant impacts would be avoided through continued adherence to 
the station’s Environmental Restoration Program to identify, investigate, and clean up these hazardous 
waste disposal or release sites. Close coordination among the installation’s Environmental Restoration 
Program leadership, the USEPA, and FDEP would occur to avoid significant, cumulative impacts to DERP 
sites. In summary, no significant, cumulative impacts to hazardous materials and wastes are anticipated. 
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8 ALTERNATIVE 3: WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY, VIRGINIA 
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

This chapter presents a description of the environmental resources and baseline conditions that exist 
along with the potential environmental consequences that could occur by implementing Alternative 3 at 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Wallops Flight Facility (WFF), Main Base.  

8.0 Scope of Impact Analysis 

All potentially relevant environmental resource areas were initially considered for analysis in this 
Environmental Assessment (EA). In compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), NASA NEPA Regulations (14 CFR 1216), NASA Procedural 
Requirements (NPR) for Managing NEPA (NPR 8580.1), and 32 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part 
775 requirements, the discussion of the affected environment (i.e., baseline conditions) focuses only on 
those resource areas potentially subject to impacts. Additionally, the level of detail used in describing a 
resource is commensurate with the anticipated level of potential environmental impact. 

“Significantly,” as used in NEPA, requires considerations of both context and intensity. Context means 
that the significance of an action must be analyzed using several factors such as society as a whole 
(e.g., human, national), the affected region, the affected interests, and the locality. Significance varies 
with the setting of a proposed action. For instance, in the case of a site-specific action, significance 
would usually depend on the effects in the locale rather than in the world as a whole. Both short- and 
long-term effects are relevant (40 CFR part 1508.27). Intensity refers to the severity or extent of the 
potential environmental impact, which can be thought of in terms of the potential amount of the likely 
change. In general, the more sensitive the context, the less intense a potential impact needs to be in 
order to be considered significant. Likewise, the less sensitive the context, the potential impact would 
need to be more intense to be significant. 

The following identifies the resource areas whose impacts were considered negligible or non-existent; 
therefore, they were not analyzed in detail for Alternative 3 at WFF. These resources are airfield and 
airspace management, radio frequency and electromagnetic emissions, land use, infrastructure and 
utilities, recreation, community/emergency services, environmental justice, visual/aesthetic resources, 
and soils and topography. Cultural resources were also not analyzed in detail, the Virginia State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) concurred with the Navy/NASA determination of no effects to historic 
properties. 

Airfield and Airspace Management:  Construction activities (Figure 8-1) associated with this alternative 
would occur within the developed, interior airfield area adjacent to Runways 10/28 and 17/35. These 
activities would not conflict or restrict existing airfield operations, as construction vehicle traffic would 
remain on vehicular paved surfaces and within parking areas. The addition of approximately five Triton 
UAS flight operations per day would equate to a maximum of 1,825 aircraft operations annually (based 
on 365 flying days) or 3.1 percent of total airfield operations. Currently, this airfield supports 61,000 
annual flight operations (i.e., takeoffs, landings, and touch and goes). Adding Triton UAS operations, 
which would only be takeoffs and landings (the UAS does not practice touch and goes), represent a 3.1 
percent increase in airfield operations at WFF. This would not impair the ability of the Radar Air Traffic 
Control Facility to coordinate flights within the airfield environment or in the adjacent controlled 
airspace. Triton UAS aircraft would be under pilot control at all times and with adherence to existing 
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flight rules, and continued coordination with WFF’s Air Traffic Control, would preclude conflicts with 
local air traffic.  

 

Figure 8-1  Wallops Flight Facility Proposed Construction 

In 2012, the Navy analyzed 61,000 annual airfield operations (i.e., takeoffs, landings, and touch-and-
goes) at the installation under Alternative 2 of the E-2/C-2 Field Carrier Landing Practice Operations EA 
(United States Department of the Navy [U.S. Navy], 2013). In 2015, the WFF airfield supported 41,486 
total annual airfield operations (NASA, 2015a). The addition of 1,825 annual Triton UAS operations 
would raise this total to 43,311 annual operations. A 3.1 percent increase would not impair the ability of 
the Washington, DC Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) to coordinate flights within airfield 
environment or in the adjacent controlled airspace. Triton UAS aircraft would be under pilot control at 
all times and with adherence to existing flight rules, and continued coordination with ARTCC would 
preclude conflicts with local air traffic.  

Alternative 3 would not involve the creation or modification of any special use airspace. Triton UAS 
would take off from the airfield, fly in restricted airspace R-6604, travel over water, and climb to an 
altitude of approximately 58,000 feet above mean sea level. The Navy would obtain the appropriate 
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documentation from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) before Triton UAS flight operations 
would be conducted at the airfield.  

The expansion of R-6604A/B was not associated with the home basing of the Triton UAS. As presented in 
the Final EA to Establish Restricted Area Airspace R-6604C/D/E at Wallops Flight Facility, Appendix C, It's 
important to note that work on the proposal to expand the restricted area airspace to mitigate the risks 
inherent to NASA's flight test operations began in 2008 (NASA, 2016a; Appendix C, page 2). In fact, the 
potential for expanded restricted airspace was considered but was not a requirement for home basing 
the Triton UAS. Of the three alternatives, neither NAS Key West nor NS Mayport have immediately 
adjacent restricted area airspace (see Figure 1-2) but are still viable alternatives. Home basing the Triton 
UAS at WFF is not contingent upon or correlated with expanded R-6604C/D/E airspace; however, the 
Triton UAS would use R-6604C/D/E once it is charted. On November 7, 2016, FAA released its Final Rule 
expanding the restricted airspace to support NASA WFF test requirements.  

In summary, no impacts to airfield or airspace management would be expected and no further detailed 
examination of this resource is carried forward under Alternative 3 at WFF. 

Radio Frequency and Electromagnetic Emissions: To ensure that there are no conflicts with radio 
frequencies and electromagnetic emissions, NASA and its onsite tenants (including the U.S. Navy), have 
an established frequency management process to prevent electromagnetic interference (EMI) from 
disrupting or damaging NASA’s EMI-sensitive equipment, systems, and radars throughout the WFF. The 
Test Director and the Spectrum Manager perform frequency management duties in close coordination 
with NASA’s tenants including the U.S. Navy. Triton UAS operations would adhere to existing radio 
frequency and EMI management policies and procedures. Therefore, this resource is not considered 
further in this analysis. 

Land Use:  The area around the WFF Main Base airfield is largely developed, consists of various land 
uses, and zoned industrial by Accomack County (Accomack County, 2014). Most acreage is dedicated to 
airfield operations. The proposed construction site is located within the developed area between 
Runways 10/28 and 17/35 where no prime farmland is located. There is a large area of undeveloped 
land along the eastern boundary of the WFF, but this is predominately marshlands. Land use 
surrounding WFF is zoned predominately agricultural, with rural farmland and small villages making up 
the majority of the surrounding areas. Triton UAS airfield operations would be similar to UAS flight 
operations currently occurring at the airfield. As such, implementing Alternative 3 would not affect 
existing land uses or require a change in land use designation for the areas surrounding the WFF. No 
impacts to land use on or off the installation would be expected. As such, the Navy has omitted further 
detailed examination of this resource for Alternative 3 at WFF. 

Infrastructure and Utilities: The current utility infrastructure at WFF is under capacity. The population 
growth associated with Alternative 3 would increase demand on the utility infrastructure supplying 
power, water, wastewater treatment, and waste disposal to the WFF and Accomack County. However, 
the 2.5 percent increased population and demand would not exceed the current capacity of the 
infrastructure and utilities at WFF or the county. Therefore, only negligible impacts to infrastructure and 
utilities would be expected and the Navy has omitted further detailed examination of this resource for 
Alternative 3 at WFF. 

Recreation:  There are no recreational resources located at or adjacent to the proposed construction 
site at WFF. Furthermore, this alternative would not involve any activities that would alter recreational 
areas or impact recreational activities at or adjacent to the proposed facility. Triton UAS-generated 
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noise levels would add no more than 1 decibel (dB) Day-Night Average Sound Levels (DNL), therefore, 
the acoustic environment would not be perceptibly different than existing conditions if Alternative 3, 
WFF were implemented. No impacts, therefore, would be expected and the Navy has omitted further 
detailed examination of recreation for Alternative 3 at WFF. 

Community/Emergency Services: Educational Services. Accomack County has five elementary schools, 
two middle schools, and three high schools. It is estimated that Alternative 3, WFF would add 
approximately 184 more children to the Accomack County School District. A planning estimate found 
that for the three school age groups, there would be about 42 percent attending elementary school, 7 
percent middle school, and 11 percent high school. According to the Accomack County Public School 
Capital Improvement Plan, the five elementary schools had an averaged utilization rate of 89 percent in 
2014/2015, and it projected that this utilization rate would decrease in the 2018/2019 timeframe. The 
addition of 130 students would introduce negligible impacts to local elementary schools. The two middle 
schools had utilization rates of 73 percent and 82 percent in 2014/2015, and it is projected that these 
utilization rates would rise slightly in the 2018/2019 timeframe. The middle schools have the capacity to 
support the anticipated 22 additional students under Alternative 3. The three high schools had an 
averaged utilization rate of 77 percent and it is projected the utilization rates would decrease in the 
2018/2019 timeframe (Accomack County, 2015a). The high schools have the capacity to support an 
additional 33 students anticipated under Alternative 3. Therefore, only negligible impacts would be 
expected to educational services. 

Health Services. Three local emergency medical service facilities are located on Chincoteague Island, 
near WFF: the Chincoteague Community Health Center, Chincoteague Island Medical Center, and the 
Atlantic Community Health Center located in Oak Hall, Virginia. In addition, WFF has its own health unit 
with a full-time nursing staff and a full-time physician to provide first aid and immediate assistance in 
case of emergencies. After-hours emergency medical care is provided by Emergency Medical Services 
staff of the WFF Fire Department (NASA, 2016b). No adverse impacts to health services would be 
anticipated if Alternative 3 were implemented. This is because there is existing capacity at the 
installation and in the county to support an additional 914 people (or 2.5 percent increase in Accomack 
County population). 

Emergency Services. The WFF Fire Department provides fire, crash, and rescue response to the facility 
along with emergency services to the neighboring community. The WFF Fire Department also has a 
Mutual Aid Agreement with the Accomack-Northampton Fireman’s Association for any outside 
assistance needed at WFF (NASA, 2008a). The local fire companies closest to WFF are in the towns of 
Atlantic, Chincoteague, and New Church, Virginia. WFF Fire Department personnel are housed in two 
buildings on the facility, one on the Main Base and one on Wallops Island. No adverse impacts would be 
anticipated to emergency services because there is existing capacity at the installation and in the county 
to support an additional 914 people (or 2.5 percent increase in Accomack County population). 
Accordingly, the Navy has omitted further detailed examination of community/emergency services for 
Alternative 3 at WFF. 

Cultural Resources: Of the nine archaeological sites identified on WFF, four are located on the Main 
Base (Table 8-1). Three of the sites have been recommended as ineligible for listing in the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and the fourth site was not subject to further archaeological review 
because it is located in a protected area not planned for development (NASA, 2015b). 
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Table 8-1  Known Archaeological Sites on Wallops Flight Facility Main Base 
Site 
Number Site Type Location NRHP 

Eligible? Cultural Period 

44AC0103 Matthews House and associated 
grave/cemetery Main Base Not 

Determined 18th Century (circa 1788) 

44AC0405 Artifact scatter Main Base No 19th Century 
44AC0437 Artifact scatter Main Base No 18th and 19th Centuries 

44AC0556 Trash pit and funerary, single 
grave Main Base No Late Woodland and 19th Century 

Source: NASA, 2015b. 

Historic resources eligibility surveys conducted at WFF in 2004 and 2011 determined there were no 
eligible historic districts within the facility. Additionally, these surveys determined that none of the 
buildings and structures inventoried on the Main Base was individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. 
The Virginia SHPO concurred with the 2004 and 2011 eligibility determinations (Virginia Department of 
Historic Resources, 2004; 2011). Currently, no resources of traditional, religious, or cultural significance 
to Native American tribes have been identified within the Area of Potential Effects. 

In December 2014, a Programmatic Agreement among NASA, the Virginia SHPO, and the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, in consultation with Native American tribes, regarding the 
management of facilities, infrastructure, and sites at WFF, was executed (NASA, 2014a) and updated by 
Amendment 1 on October 5, 2016 (NASA, 2016c). The Programmatic Agreement set forth a streamlined 
process for NASA’s compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, when the 
agreed upon criteria are met and procedures in the Agreement are followed. Appendix G of the 
Programmatic Agreement defined activities with limited potential to affect historic resources including 
ground disturbance in areas modeled with low archaeological sensitivity and new construction that does 
not directly affect or alter identified archaeological sites. 

Under Alternative 3, one historic property (Figure 8-2) is found in the area proposed for unaccompanied 
housing construction. While it has been determined that the site is not eligible for listing, it would be 
avoided if Alternative 3 were implemented. The Virginia SHPO concurred with the Navy and NASA 
conclusion of no effects to historic properties on August 10, 2016 (see Appendix B for the 
correspondence). 

No archaeological sites would be affected by implementing Alternative 3; however, in the event that 
intact subsurface cultural resources are inadvertently discovered during construction or demolition 
activities, work would cease, the cultural resources would be evaluated for NRHP eligibility, and 
consultation would continue per 36 CFR parts 800.4 to 800.6. The WFF Facilities Management Division 
would follow the procedures outlined in the ICRMP as well as Stipulations VII, VIII, XI, XII, and XIII of the 
Programmatic Agreement (NASA, 2014a). No traditional cultural properties have been recognized within 
the Area of Potential Effects. 

Accordingly, no further analysis of cultural resources is conducted for Alternative 3 at WFF. 

Environmental Justice: Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 3 would occur 
within the WFF Main Base airfield. Noise, safety, and health conditions affecting low-income and 
minority populations would not change perceptibly from those currently found at and around the flight 
facility. Operationally, noise generated by the Triton UAS, at less than 1 decibel Day-Night Average 
Sound Levels, would not noticeably change the acoustic environment when compared to existing 
conditions. This alternative would not involve any activities (e.g., noise, air emissions, health, or other 
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hazards) that would disproportionately affect minority or low-income populations (U.S. Navy, 2013a). 
This is because no construction would occur near any of these types of populations, and Triton UAS 
aircraft would use similar arrival and departure paths of aircraft currently operating on the runways and 
would adhere to existing airfield rules and regulations. In terms of health and safety, it is not anticipated 
that the Triton UAS would expose these populations to increased risks, see Section 8.2.2.2 for further 
detail. Finally, the environmental justice analysis conducted within the Final EA for E-2/C-2 Field Carrier 
Landing Practice Operations (U.S. Navy, 2013) is incorporated by reference herein. In that EA, after 
thorough noise, health, and safety analysis, no significant environmental justice impacts were found and 
the current proposed action would not change that assessment. Therefore, environmental justice (per 
Executive Order [EO] 12898, Environmental Justice for Low Income and Minority Populations) is not 
carried forward for detailed examination under Alternative 3 at WFF. 

Visual/Aesthetic Resources:  The WFF is composed primarily of runways, hangars, and office and 
storage buildings. Visually, construction and demolition activities associated with this alternative would 
result in facilities that would be consistent with the current characteristic features of the airfield, and 
surrounding areas and landscape of the facility. Additionally, there are no historic buildings found 
adjacent to the proposed construction site to create aesthetic conflicts. The design of new structures 
would adhere to Navy and NASA building guidelines and standards. Once operational, the introduction 
of Triton UAS aircraft would not change the visual aspect or aesthetic values at an already active airfield. 
Therefore, no impacts to visual or aesthetic resources would be expected under Alternative 3 at WFF, 
and this resource category is not carried forward for detailed examination. 

Soils and Topography: The WFF is located within the Atlantic Coastal Plain Physiographic Province. The 
area is underlain by approximately 7,000 feet of sediment. The two uppermost stratigraphic deposits at 
WFF are the Yorktown Formation and the Columbia Group. The predominant soil types at the 
installation include Bojac fine sandy loam found in the inland areas and Molena loamy sand found along 
the perimeter areas. These soils are high in sand content, resulting in a highly leached condition, an 
acidic pH, and a low natural fertility (U.S. Department of Agriculture [USDA], 2013). The soil type within 
the project construction site consists of Bojac fine sandy loam with typical slopes of 0 to 2 percent. This 
soil is nearly level, very deep, and well drained. This alternative would occur in areas already covered by 
pavement, or where soils have been disturbed by past development. Implementing best management 
practices to stabilize soils and control sedimentation during construction and demolition activities would 
minimize potential impacts from erosion and sedimentation into receiving water bodies. No prime 
farmland soils are mapped at the site, and no in-water construction would occur to produce marine 
sediments. Construction and demolition activities associated with this alternative would not significantly 
alter the soils or topography of the installation. The majority of the proposed construction site is located 
on paved, developed, or landscaped areas. Therefore, no impacts to soils or topography would be 
expected. Accordingly, the Navy has omitted further detailed examination of soils and topography for 
Alternative 3 at WFF.

8.1 Noise 

This section discusses the existing ambient sound environment within and around WFF (i.e., the affected 
environment) and the potential impacts home basing the Triton UAS would have on this environment. 
Refer to Section 3.1 for the resource definition and approach to analysis. Noise in relation to natural 
resources, including wildlife, is discussed in Section 8.4. 
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 Affected Environment 

The affected environment includes those areas and receptors exposed to noise generated at the WFF 
airfield. While noise generated from activities at the airfield is the primary focus, rocket launches at the 
WFF launch range located on Wallops Island are a major source of noise at WFF. However, flight 
operations are the primary source of noise generated at the WFF airfield. Existing conditions comprise 
those presented in Alternative 2 of the E-2/C-2 Field Carrier Landing Practice Operations EA (U.S. Navy, 
2013), are incorporated by reference, and include 61,000 annual airfield operations. These operational 
numbers include existing and anticipated future operations at the WFF airfield. In 2015, WFF had 41,486 
total annual airfield operations (NASA, 2015a).  Aircraft conducting flight operations at WFF airfield are 
dominated by the FA-18s and E-2s/C-2s.  

Table 8-2 presents the Sound Exposure Level (SEL) of commonly operated aircraft at the airfield. The SEL 
measurement assumed the aircraft are directly over the receptor and is presented at varying altitudes. 
The SEL provides the best representation of what people generally and immediately respond to 
when an aircraft flyover occurs. As indicated, the E-2/C-2 generates an SEL of about 92.9 dB at an 
altitude of 1,000 feet above ground level (AGL), the probable altitude of the aircraft when it passes 
outside of the installation’s boundaries. The SELs for other aircraft at the same altitude range from 92.5 
dB for the C-130 to 110.5 dB for the C-40. In comparison, the Triton UAS creates an SEL of 82.7 dB at 
1,000 feet AGL. 

Table 8-2  Representative Sound Exposure Level for Common Aircraft 
Departures at the Wallops Flight Facility Airfield 

Aircraft1 
In dB 
500 feet AGL 1,000 feet AGL 2,000 feet AGL 

E-2/C-2 97.5 92.9 88.0 
C-130 97.8 92.5 86.6 
C-402 115.5 110.5 105 
A-10 102.6 96.2 88.5 
Triton UAS3 87.5 82.7 76.7 
Source: SELCalc2 (U.S. Air Force, 2002).  
Notes:   1All modeled as departures in takeoff power engine setting. 

 2Modeled using Boeing 737-D9. 
3Modeled using a Cessna Citation X, which has the same basic Rolls-Royce AE 3007 
engine as the Triton UAS. While the Triton UAS has a single engine, the Citation X has 
two engines so the SEL for the Citation X is approximately 3 dB greater than the 
Triton UAS but should share a similar frequency spectrum, making for a conservative 
surrogate. 
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 Environmental Consequences 

Analysis of potential noise impacts includes estimating likely 
noise levels from Alternative 3 and determining potential 
effects to the human and natural environment.  

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would 
not occur and there would be no change to existing noise 
levels. Therefore, no changes to the noise environment 
would occur with implementation of the No Action 
Alternative. 

 Alternative 3:  Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

The affected environment for Alternative 3 includes those 
areas and receptors exposed to construction- and aircraft-
generated noise at WFF. 

Construction Noise 

Construction noise is generated by the use of heavy equipment on job sites and is generally short-term 
in duration (i.e., during specific times in the day and certain phases of renovation, demolition, and/or 
construction). Commonly, heavy equipment operation occurs sporadically throughout daytime hours. 
Table 8-3 provides a list of representative construction equipment and associated noise levels in dB, 
adjusted for the percent of time the equipment would typically be operated at full power at a 
construction site, from a distance of 50 feet. Overall, construction noise levels are governed primarily by 
the noisiest pieces of equipment, which are typically impact devices (e.g., jackhammers). Under 
Alternative 3 at WFF, noise impacts would vary based on the construction phase and by the specific task 
being undertaken (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [USEPA], 1971). For instance, demolition and 
construction activities typically involve bulldozers and jackhammers; bulldozers, scrapers, backhoes, and 
trucks are used during excavation, land clearing, and grading; backhoes are involved in utility 
installation; and concrete mixers, pumps, saws, hammers, cranes, and forklifts are employed during 
building construction.  

Table 8-3  Predicted Noise Levels for Construction Equipment 

Equipment Description 
Actual Measured Maximum 
Sound Level (dB) at 50 feet  

Clearing and Grading 
Flat Bed Truck 74 
Dump Truck 76 
Roller 80 
Dozer 82 
Grader/Scraper 84 

Excavation 
Front End Loader 79 
Pneumatic Tools 85 
Jackhammer 89 

Building Construction 
Compressor (air) 78 

WFF Potential Noise Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative 
would not change the existing 
noise environment at WFF. 

• Alternative 3: Construction 
noise would be short-term and 
would not affect areas outside 
of installation boundaries. 

• Alternative 3: A less than 1 dB 
DNL increase in noise levels 
from Triton UAS operations 
would likely not be noticeable; 
therefore, negligible impacts to 
the acoustic environment. 
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Table 8-3  Predicted Noise Levels for Construction Equipment 

Equipment Description 
Actual Measured Maximum 
Sound Level (dB) at 50 feet  

Concrete Mixer Truck 79 
Crane/Generator/Pump 81 
Warning Horn 83 
Chain Saw 84 
Vibrating Hopper 87 
Concrete Saw/Impact Hammer 90 

Source: Federal Highway Administration [FHWA], 2006. 

Typically, the dB level of a sound decreases (or attenuates) exponentially as the distance from the 
source increases. For a single point source, like a bulldozer, the sound level decreases by approximately 
6 dB for each doubling of distance from the source where no other features such as vegetation, 
topography, or walls absorb or deflect the sound. For example, at 50 feet a bulldozer generates a noise 
level of 82 dB, at 500 feet this level would decrease to about 54 dB and generate noise levels that would 
not likely be distinguishable within the acoustic environment. Additionally, building walls can attenuate 
noise levels by 35 to 50 dB and windows from 25 to 35 dB (FHWA, 2011). 

The nearest receptor is the NASA Visitor Center located approximately 2,600 feet from the proposed 
construction site. Given this distance, the noise generated by a bulldozer would likely not be heard by 
individuals around or inside the Visitor Center. Therefore, construction-related noise levels would not 
introduce significant impacts if Alternative 3 at WFF were implemented. 

Operations Noise 

The addition of approximately five Triton UAS flight operations per day would equate to 1,825 flight 
operations annually, which would represent a 3.1 percent increase in existing annual operations at the 
WFF airfield. This percent increase would change noise levels by less than 1 dB DNL. As presented in 
Section 3.1.1, a change of 3 dB is barely noticeable to the human ear (Berrendt et al., 1976); therefore, a 
less than 1-dB increase in DNL would likely not be noticeable. When compared to the other aircraft 
commonly operating out of the airfield, the Triton UAS has lower SEL upon takeoff (see Table 8-2) and 
only arrives or departs the airfield five times per day, considerably less than existing aircraft operations. 

Potential impacts to the noise environment from Triton UAS flight operations would be negligible, as the 
Triton UAS would spend relatively little time operating in the airfield environment. The Triton UAS 
would conduct straight-in approaches and straight-out departures, would not conduct any closed-
pattern operations, and would primarily depart and arrive over the ocean. The Triton UAS flight 
operations would not include low-approaches or touch-and-go maneuvers, which are common with 
fixed-wing aircraft types. Therefore, implementing Alternative 3 at WFF would result in negligible 
impacts to the airfield noise environment. 

In summary, there would be no significant noise impacts if Alternative 3 were implemented at the WFF. 

8.2 Public Health and Safety 

As identified in Section 3.2.3, public health and safety in this EA addresses flight safety or aircraft 
mishaps, bird/animal aircraft strike hazards (BASH), as well as accident potential zones (APZs). Weapons 
and construction safety are not addressed because no weapons are associated with the Proposed Action 
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to home base Triton UASs on the East Coast. Construction activities would be compliant with all relevant 
occupational health and safety and anti-terrorism/force protection requirements. 

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 3 could have the potential to 
introduce health and safety risks to children (per EO 13045, Protection of Children from Environmental 
Health Risks and Safety Risks). This alternative would not involve any activities that would affect children 
because no construction would occur near any homes, schools, or daycare centers. Operationally, noise 
generated by the Triton UAS, at less than 1 decibel Day-Night Average Sound Levels, would not 
noticeably change the acoustic environment when compared to existing conditions. In terms of safety, 
as presented in Section 8.2.2.2, the Triton UAS (MQ-4) has a good safety record and would continue to 
adhere to existing airfield rules and regulations to minimize safety risks. Therefore, protection of 
children under Alternative 3 at WFF is not carried forward for detailed examination. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for public health and safety includes the WFF airfield and the adjacent 
airspace. 

 Aircraft Mishaps 

Aircraft mishaps could be caused by mid-air collisions with other aircraft or objects, weather difficulties, 
mechanical failures, pilot error, or wildlife-aircraft strikes. This analysis considers mishaps in the context 
of two primary ongoing programs at WFF that address airfield safety:  

• NASA’s Aviation Safety Program aims to protect the health, safety, and welfare of individuals 
living near a NASA airfield while preserving the operational capability of the airfield.  

• WFF has an established Aviation Safety Program that is overseen by an Aviation Safety Council 
and coordinated by an on-site Aviation Safety Officer. 

The Navy RQ-4 (the test and evaluation version of the Triton UAS) has had one Class A mishap (property 
damage was in excess of $2 million but there were no fatalities) in 2012 when it crashed 22 miles from 
NAS Patuxent River in Maryland. The incident resulted from a rudder system failure and the UAS system 
followed programmed maneuvers to guide it to the crash site, which was in a remote and unpopulated 
area (Naval Safety Center, 2016b). While there have not been any Class A incidents reported for WFF 
runways, in the unlikely event of an aircraft emergency or mishap, the WFF maintains emergency and 
mishap response plans to guide responses to an aircraft incident (to include its own search and rescue 
plan), should one occur. These plans assign agency responsibilities and prescribe functional activities 
necessary to react to mishaps, whether on or off the installation. Response would normally occur in two 
phases. The initial response focuses on rescue, evacuation, fire suppression, safety, elimination of 
explosive devices, ensuring security of the area, and other actions immediately necessary to prevent loss 
of life or further property damage. The second phase is the mishap investigation, which involves an 
array of organizations whose participation would be governed by the circumstances associated with the 
mishap and actions required to be performed.  

 Accident Potential Zones  

Although the likelihood of an aircraft mishap is remote, NASA identifies APZs to assist in land use 
planning. These zones are not predictors of accidents; however, if an aircraft mishap were to occur, 
there is expected to be a higher probability of occurrence of the mishap within an APZ. These zones are 
delineated based on historical data and departure, arrival, and pattern flight tracks on and near airfield 
runways. The WFF runways have three APZs: the Clear Zone, APZ I, and APZ II (Accomack County, 
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2015b). The Clear Zone is the area where a mishap is most likely to occur, if one was to occur. APZ I 
delineates an area where mishaps are less likely to occur when compared to the Clear Zone. APZ II 
identifies an area where mishaps are even less likely to occur when compared to APZ I.  

 Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazard 

An important component of aviation safety at WFF is its ongoing BASH program, also referred to as the 
Wildlife Hazard Management Plan program. The purpose of the program is to mitigate both short- and 
long-term hazards to aviation. Since 2001, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Animal and Plant 
Health Inspection Service’s Wildlife Services Division has maintained a full-time presence at WFF to 
disperse and remove birds and mammals from the airfield. Program objectives include reducing the 
attractiveness of WFF to birds and wildlife by minimizing food sources, nesting sites, and roosting 
habitat within the airfield clear zones. USDA personnel regularly implement various management 
techniques within and adjacent to the WFF airfield, which can include: identifying and manipulating 
species habitat and roosts, employing techniques to disperse species, and, if deemed necessary, 
removal of birds and/or mammals that pose a hazard to human health and aviation safety under 
appropriate federal and state permits (NASA, 2014b). In the last 5 years, 11 BASH incidents were 
recorded on WFF.  

 Environmental Consequences 

This public health and safety analysis addresses issues related 
to the health and safety of military personnel and civilians living 
on or near the airfield. Specifically, this section provides 
information on hazards associated with potential Triton UAS 
aircraft mishaps, APZs, and BASH. Please note, however, that 
there is no generally recognized threshold for air safety, which 
defines acceptable or unacceptable conditions. Therefore, the 
focus of airfield and airspace managers is to reduce safety risks 
through a number of measures, including providing and 
disseminating information to airfield/airspace users, requiring 
appropriate levels of training for those using the 
airfield/airspace, setting appropriate standards for equipment 
performance and maintenance, defining rules governing the use 
of the airfield/airspace, and assigning appropriate and well-
defined responsibilities to Air Traffic Controllers, airspace 
managers, and pilots. When these measures are implemented, 
safety risks are minimized, even though they cannot be 
eliminated completely. 

Weapons and construction safety are not addressed in this analysis. No weapons are associated with the 
Proposed Action and construction/demolition activities would be compliant with all relevant 
occupational health and safety and anti-terrorism/force protection requirements. 

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would not occur and there would be no change to 
public health and safety. The FAA will continue to be responsible for ensuring safe and efficient use of 
federal airspace by military and civilian aircraft. To fulfill these requirements, the FAA has established 

WFF Potential Public Health and 
Safety Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative 
would not change existing 
conditions for public health and 
safety environment at WFF. 

• Alternative 3: No measurable 
changes to mishap risk would 
occur at the airfield. 

• Alternative 3: The 3.1 percent 
increase in aircraft operations 
would not necessitate changes 
to existing APZ boundaries. 

• Alternative 3: Implementation 
of existing BASH avoidance 
procedures would minimize 
BASH risk to negligible levels. 
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safety regulations, airspace management guidelines, a civil/military common system, and cooperative 
activities with NASA. Therefore, no impacts are anticipated by implementing the No Action Alternative. 

 Alternative 3:  Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia  

All Triton UAS flight operations would be conducted in accordance with FAA regulations and directives, 
specific operating manuals, and DoD Flight Information Publications. All emergencies or malfunctions 
associated with flight operations would be handled in accordance with established aircraft-specific 
procedures. In addition, existing standard operating procedures at WFF would be employed to ensure 
appropriate airspace management by all participating aircraft, which would reduce the potential for 
mid-air collisions. Existing emergency response plans would be updated as necessary to account for any 
specific requirements of the Triton UAS.  

Aircraft Mishaps 

To date, there have been no other class A mishaps, since the one referenced in Section 8.2.1.1 and 
implementing Alternative 3 would not measurably affect mishap risks at WFF. The total number of 
annual operations conducted at WFF would increase by 1,825 (approximately 3.1 percent) with the 
addition of Triton UAS flight operations. This minor increase in operations would not be expected to 
increase the risk of mishaps. UAS operations conducted in the National Airspace System require an 
approved Certificate of Authorization (COA) issued from the FAA. The COA applications are submitted to 
the FAA through a web-based system. Once received, the FAA conducts a comprehensive operational 
and technical evaluation to determine if the UAS could safely operate with other airspace users. Under a 
COA, UAS operations can be conducted within a defined block of national airspace (typically special use 
airspace), usually with site specific provisions or limitations (e.g., requirements to fly only under Visual 
Flight Rules and/or only during daylight hours) and under the guidance of Air Traffic Control (FAA, 2016). 

To help avoid mishaps, Triton UAS pilots receive extensive training prior to controlling actual aircraft 
flights. This includes extensive practice of emergency procedures to minimize the potential for UAS 
mishaps. The Triton UAS is also designed with multiple, redundant systems so that if one system fails, 
other backups take over. For instance, both the Triton UAS control centers have two consoles so that if 
one goes down, the other can take over. Another example is if communication between the pilot and 
the aircraft is interrupted, the Triton UAS is programmed to perform predetermined flight maneuvers 
(e.g., climbing to 15,000 feet above mean sea level and flying a predetermined course by circling at a 
prescribed altitude until communication is restored or landing at an already identified location on its 
own. These maneuvers would minimize mishap risks. Therefore, only negligible increases to mishaps 
would be introduced that would expose the public to safety risks under Alternative 3 at WFF. 

Accident Potential Zones 

Triton UAS aircraft would operate on either Runway 10/28 or Runway 04/22 for launch and recovery. 
Alternative 3 would have no effect on the existing runways or the need to provide for fixed-wing aircraft 
APZs I or II. This is because total operations at the runways would remain below the level of operations 
established by the Navy for needing these type of APZs. No changes to existing APZ boundaries or new 
APZs are anticipated if Alternative 3 at WFF were implemented. 

Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazard 

Under Alternative 3, the increase in 1,825 annual flight operations is not expected to differ noticeably 
from existing conditions. The WFF Wildlife Hazard Management Plan is designed to minimize the 
occurrence of BASH incidents within the airfield environment (NASA, 2014b). Procedures are in place to 
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identify increased risks and provide decision aids to aircrews in judging whether to alter or discontinue 
flying operations as necessary. For instance, Air Traffic Control issues bird hazard warnings whenever 
bird activities are observed and Flight Planning is notified and current conditions posted so that all 
aircrews are aware of potential BASH issues at the airfield. The risk of BASH incidents is not expected to 
change substantially because all Triton UAS aircrews would continue to follow applicable procedures 
and Triton UAS pilots would adhere to the WFF’s existing standard operating procedures for flight from 
the airfield. The number of flight operations would also remain similar to existing conditions and 
therefore, no significant BASH impacts would be anticipated if Alternative 3 were implemented. 

In summary, there would be no significant impacts to public health and safety if Alternative 3 at WFF 
were implemented. 

8.3 Air Quality 

A region’s air quality is influenced by many factors including the type and amount of pollutants emitted 
into the atmosphere, the size and topography of the air basin, and the prevailing meteorological 
conditions (see Section 3.3 for the resource definition, regulatory setting, and approach to analysis). 
Most air pollutants originate from human-made sources, including mobile sources (e.g., airplanes, cars, 
trucks, buses) and stationary sources (e.g., factories, refineries, power plants), as well as indoor sources 
(e.g., some building materials and cleaning solvents). Air pollutants are also released from natural 
sources such as forest fires and volcanic eruptions. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for the air quality analysis includes the Northeastern Virginia Intrastate Air 
Quality Control Region (AQCR), which comprises 26 counties. However, for this analysis, the focus for air 
quality impacts is Accomack County where the WFF is located. The Virginia Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ) is responsible for implementing and enforcing state and federal air quality 
regulations in Virginia. It has adopted the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) as presented 
in Table 3-2. Accomack County is classified by the USEPA as unclassified/attainment for all criteria 
pollutants. Therefore, a General Conformity evaluation is not required for federal actions in this county. 

The most recent emissions inventory for Accomack County and WFF Main Base are shown in Table 8-4. 
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions are included because they are 
precursors of ozone. Please note that the 2011 Accomack County data are the most recent published 
from the USEPA, National Emissions Inventory, version 2 (USEPA, 2015). 

Table 8-4  Wallops Flight Facility Main Base Permit Limits and  
2014 Annual Air Pollutant Emissions Compared to Accomack County 

Location 
Air Pollutant Emissions (Tons/Year) 
VOCs CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 

Accomack Countya 4,098.04 14,408.30 2,959.99 1,145.81 393.67 2,370.54 
WFF Main Base Emissionsb 0.70 1.34 2.38 0.21 0.02 0.02 
E-2/C-2 Mobile Emissionsc 3.81 13.16 64.01 2.89 28.6 28.6 
Percent Contribution of 
Emissions in Accomack County 

0.11 0.10 2.24 0.27 7.27 1.21 

Sources:  aUSEPA, 2015; bVirginia DEQ, 2016; cU.S. Navy, 2013.  
Legend:  CO=carbon monoxide; SO2=sulfur dioxide; and PM10 and PM2.5=Particulate Matter 10 or 2.5 in size. 
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The WFF is regulated as a synthetic minor source (a source whose potential to emit is restricted to less 
than a major source threshold) for air pollutants. WFF maintains two synthetic minor operating permits 
(a permit restricts a source's potential to emit so that it is a synthetic minor source), one for the Main 
Base and one for the combined Mainland and Wallops Island. The Main Base holds Virginia Synthetic 
Minor Source Permit Number 40217 Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) Facility Subsystem 
Identification Number 51-001-0005 (April 18, 2005, as amended). 

Climate Change 

As discussed in section 3.3.2.4., the emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), including carbon dioxide, are 
contributing to rising global temperatures and climate change. GHGs trap heat in the atmosphere, and 
their accumulation in the atmosphere may be contributing to an increase in the earth’s average surface 
temperature, which in turn is expected to affect weather patterns and the severity of storms/droughts, 
increase average sea levels, and increase intrusion of seawater into estuaries. Other effects are changes 
in precipitation rates, an increase in ozone (O3) levels due in part to changes in atmospheric 
photochemistry, and decreased water availability and quality (NASA, 2010). 

In the southeast, climate change is causing warmer temperatures, sea level rise, and increased incidents 
of seawater flooding for coastal communities (USEPA, 2016b). Climate data collected over the past 60 
years in the Wallops Flight Facility area show a long-term pattern of sea level and temperature rise. Data 
from Salisbury, Maryland indicate that the average annual temperature has risen approximately 1.2 
degrees over the past century. Data from Kiptopeke, Virginia show that sea level has risen about 7 
inches during the past sixty years (NASA, 2012). 

In Accomack County (where Wallops Flight Facility is located), carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) 
stationary emissions were inventoried at 101,396 metric tons in 2010 (USEPA, 2016b). Please note that 
data for mobile sources are not published by the county or USEPA, so actual GHG emissions would be 
more than the approximate 101,396 metric tons indicated above. However, NASA, DoD,  the Accomack-
Northampton Planning District Commission and Mid-Atlantic Regional Ocean Council (which NASA is a 
member) are coordinating efforts among local, state, and federal representatives of government, 
aquaculture, agriculture, and community organizations to reduce GHG emissions and better plan for the 
risks associated with climate change and sea level rise. Efforts have included training and outreach 
programs on ground water hydrology, developing a hazard mitigation plan for local governments, and 
teaming with local community members in planting native trees (Accomack-Northampton Planning 
District Commission, 2016). Additionally, WFF is in the process of forming the Mid-Atlantic Coastal 
Resilience Institute. The Institute develops and implements adaptation strategies for a climate resilient 
Eastern Shore through resource and data sharing. Outputs of the Institute’s research are expected to be 
the most accurate and complete information to support applied science and policy related to coastal 
resilience in the context of sea level rise, extreme weather events, and coastal ecosystem degradation in 
the Mid-Atlantic.  
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 Environmental Consequences 

Effects on air quality are based on estimated direct and 
indirect emissions associated with the action alternatives. 
Estimated emissions from a proposed federal action are 
typically compared with the relevant national and state 
standards to assess the potential for increases in pollutant 
concentrations. The study area for air quality impacts is 
Accomack County. 

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would 
not occur and there would be no change to air quality 
conditions. Therefore, regional air quality would remain 
consistent with existing conditions and no significant impacts 
are anticipated by implementing the No Action Alternative. 

 Alternative 3:  Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Under Alternative 3, construction would include equipment, 
vehicles, and workers. For purposes of this analysis, a 
conservative estimate of emissions was undertaken for equal 
comparison of all action alternatives. Please refer to Section 
3.3.3 for details of what and how emissions were identified. 
Anticipated air emissions from construction, demolition, and 
Triton UAS operations would represent a negligible 
percentage of the air emissions inventoried in Accomack 
County and within the AQCR (Table 8-5). Construction 
emissions associated with Alternative 3 would be short-term 
and temporary, and represent a small fraction of the 
emissions generated in Accomack County. Appendix C 
contains the emissions calculations used for this analysis. 
Emissions associated with construction and demolition activities would be temporary in nature, and 
appropriate fugitive dust-control measures (e.g., watering soils, replanting with vegetation, covering 
open equipment conveying materials) would be employed to minimize construction emissions to the 
greatest extent possible. While no open burning would occur during construction or Triton UAS 
operations, any new support equipment will be included in the installation’s air permit.  

  

WFF Air Quality Potential Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative 
would not change existing air 
quality conditions at the WFF. 

• Alternative 3: Construction 
would introduce short-term 
increases in criteria pollutant 
emissions. However, these 
emissions would not change the 
region’s attainment status. 

• Alternative 3: Mobile source 
emissions generated by the 2.7 
percent increase of population 
in Accomack County and Triton 
UAS operations would 
introduce increases in criteria 
pollutant emissions in 
Accomack County. However, 
these long-term effects would 
not change the regional 
attainment status. 

• Alternative 3: About 740 metric 
tons of GHG emissions would be 
introduced from Triton UAS and 
commuters; however, this alone 
would not cause global warming 
that could lead to climate 
change.  
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Table 8-5  Projected Air Emissions Generated by Alternative 3, Wallops Flight Facility 

Emission Source 
Air Pollutant Emissions (Tons/Year)1  

VOCs CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2e 
(in metric tons) 

Construction Emissions (2018)2 0.52 2.41 6.53 0.09 38.16 4.13 541 
Projected Operational Emissions (2019 onwards)2 
Triton Operations, 
Maintenance, and Ground 
Support Equipment 

0.16 1.12 0.86 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.29 

Commuting Emissions 0.22 13.33 1.26 0.01 0.09 0.08 739.33 
Annual Total Projected 
Operational Emissions 0.38 14.45 2.13 0.14 0.11 0.10 739.62 

Percent Contribution of 
Operational Emissions in 

Accomack County 
0.013% 0.353% 0.015% 0.011% 0.028% 0.004% 0.07% 

Notes:   1Numbers may not add up due to rounding. 
 2Appendix C provides the calculation details for emissions. 

Anticipated emissions associated with the additional personnel commuting to and from the WFF and 
Triton UAS flight operations (referred to as projected operational emissions), just presented in Table  
8-5, would annually contribute less than 1 percent of regional emissions for any criteria pollutant. These 
increases would not cause or contribute to a violation of any NAAQS, increase the frequency or severity 
of a violation of any ambient air quality standard, or expose populations to substantially increased 
pollutant concentrations. JP-5 is a kerosene-based jet propellant that is not currently used at WFF Main 
Base; however, it is used on Wallops Island. Proper procedures for the storage and transfer of the fuel to 
reduce the potential for impact to air quality during fuel and defuel activities would be followed.  

In summary, there would be no significant impacts to air quality if Alternative 3 the WFF were 
implemented. 

Climate Change  

Council on Environmental Quality guidance advises agencies to analyze the impacts of the proposed 
action by quantifying GHG emissions as long as tools, methodologies, and data inputs are reasonably 
available. In addition, agencies should address opportunities for resilience and adaptation, including 
climate change effects on the environment and on the proposed project. Considering climate change 
preparedness and resilience helps ensure agencies evaluate the potential for generating additional GHG 
if a project has to be replaced, repaired, or modified, and minimize the risk of expending additional time 
and funds in the future.  When considering the impacts of GHG emissions, agencies should not compare 
the proposed action’s emissions as a percentage of sector, regional, national, or global emissions.  
Rather, CEQ recommends agencies compare GHG across alternatives and discuss whether the project is 
consistent with relevant approved federal, regional, state, tribal, local plans, and policies for GHG 
emission reductions or climate adaption (CEQ, 2016). 

Direct Impacts from the Proposed Action 

The potential effects of the GHG emissions from the proposed action are by nature global and 
cumulative, as individual sources of GHG emissions are not large enough to have an appreciable effect 
on climate change. Therefore, the appreciable impact on global climate change would occur when 
proposed GHG emissions combine with GHG emissions from other man-made activities and natural 
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sources on a global scale (USEPA, 2016b). Therefore, GHG emissions are considered cumulatively with 
other global sources of GHG and no separate cumulative impact discussion is warranted.   

As indicated in Table 8-5, implementation of Alternative 3 at WFF would contribute directly to emissions 
of GHGs from the combustion of fossil fuels. During demolition, construction, and clearing activities, 541 
metric tons of CO2e would be produced; once the home basing action is completed and all aircraft and 
personnel are at the station, about 740 metric tons of CO2e emissions would be produced annually (see 
Table 8-5). Emissions of GHGs from Alternative 3 are similar to those of each of the other action 
alternatives and do not conflict with DoD, Navy, NASA, state, or local GHG goals and programs.   

Because of the importance of sustainability for DoD and NASA missions, both have implemented GHG 
emissions goals in response to the President’s EO 13653, Preparing the United States for the Impacts of 
Climate Change. NASA has voluntarily established the goal of reducing GHG direct emissions from their 
owned/controlled facilities (scope 1) and indirect emissions from owned/controlled facilities (scope 2) 
by 18 percent by Fiscal Year (FY) 2020 from the FY 2008 baseline. NASA and DoD are planning to meet 
their GHG reduction targets by developing energy efficiency in facilities, identifying new strategies to 
minimize GHG emissions, and using innovative approaches and renewable energy (NASA, 2016d; DoD, 
2015). Additionally, NASA plans to reduce its scope 3 emissions (indirect emissions from NASA activities 
that are from sources not owned or directly controlled by NASA) by 12.3 percent by FY 2020. The DoD 
plans to reduce its scope 3 emissions by 13.5 percent by FY 2020. The NASA Strategic Sustainability 
Performance Plan provides annual updates on reaching GHG reduction goals (NASA, 2015c). In 2014, 
NASA scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions reduced by 29 percent and scope 3 emissions reduced by 32 percent 
below the FY 2008 baseline (NASA, 2015c).   

Adaptation and Resilience 

In addition to addressing the GHG emissions that come from Alternative 3, CEQ guidance recommends 
addressing the implications of climate change for the environmental effects of a proposed action, 
including the adaptation strategies the agency would develop in response to climate change.  

Climate change has important implications for NASA and Navy operations. Factors driving this include 
the potential impact of sea level rise on installations, operations, and plans; changing storm patterns 
and severity; and water and resource challenges (NASA, 2014c; U.S. Navy, 2012).  

Depending on future GHG emissions, and how the climate responds, average global temperatures are 
projected to increase worldwide by 0.5 to 8.6 degrees Fahrenheit by 2100, with a likely increase of at 
least 2.0 degrees Fahrenheit (USEPA, 2016b). In Virginia, the Georgetown Climate Center identified that 
sea levels along the state’s coastline are rising faster today than in the past and that population centers 
near the coast face increasing flood risks and storm surges (Georgetown Climate Center, 2015). 
Additionally, hotter temperatures are likely to increase drought risks and level of salinity in water that 
affect water supplies, agricultural crops, and marine fisheries.  

Based on local temperature and sea level records, scientists from NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space 
Studies used local data to refine global climate model outputs, making the projections WFF-specific. This 
“downscaling” process can provide a more precise projection for a specific location (in this case the WFF 
area), than modeling for an entire region, such as the East Coast. Using these models, NASA scientists 
project higher average annual temperatures and rising average sea levels for the Wallops area. While 
little change is expected in average annual precipitation, storms may be more intense, leading to 
increased risks of flooding. The combination of rising sea level and severe storms could produce major 
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impacts on WFF and the surrounding high profile infrastructure assets, human capital, and natural 
resources (NASA, 2012a). 

A changing climate in the Wallops area will affect facility operations (e.g., water and energy 
management), natural resources (e.g., new invasive species control), infrastructure that is vital to 
mission success (e.g., increased cost of protection against flooding), quality of life in the community 
(e.g., additional heat stress management), and the regions’ economy (e.g., increased public 
expenditures on utilities). 

However, NASA, DOD and WFF are actively planning to address these issues. For example, in response to 
climate change, the 2012 NASA Facilities Design Guide recommended several design and planning 
projects to achieve climate resiliency and improve energy efficiency. These include, but are not limited 
to, raising critical infrastructure that sits in basements or on ground floors, increasing cleaning of drains 
and gutters, planting more heat and drought/flood tolerant vegetation, and installing or increasing the 
height of flood barriers such as revetments, levees, and sea walls (NASA, 2012b).  

The DoD, U.S. Navy, and NASA are actively engaging in improving their resiliency to climate change: 
from conducting screening surveys to assess vulnerability of installations from severe weather and 
projected changes in climate, to developing tools to help installations assess how much water they need 
to satisfy mission requirements. In fact, NASA conducts research on climate science, enhancing the 
ability of the international scientific community to advance global integrated earth system science using 
space-based observations. The agency's research encompasses solar activity, sea level rise, the 
temperature of the atmosphere and the oceans, the state of the ozone layer, air pollution, and changes 
in sea ice and land ice (NASA, 2015c). As climate science advances, NASA, the DoD, and the U.S. Navy 
will regularly evaluate climate change risks and opportunities in order to develop policies and plans to 
manage their effects on the operating environment, missions, and facilities.  

In summary, Alternative 3 would not introduce significant emissions to affect climate change and it is 
unlikely that climate changes in air quality would have significant effects to implementing Alternative 3. 

8.4 Biological Resources 

As identified in Section 3.4, this analysis focuses on three major biological resources categories: 
vegetation, wildlife, and special status species. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for biological resources includes the area proposed for construction adjacent 
to Runways 4/22 and 10/28. 

 Vegetation 

The WFF Main Base is dominated by vegetation classified as managed, maintained, or planted (Figure  
8-3 and Table 8-6). The majority of these areas are maintained as open grassland necessary for the 
mission; however, some areas are landscaped. In addition, there are approximately 255 acres of 
impervious surfaces consisting of roads, parking lots, airfield runways, buildings, and unpaved parking 
areas and roads with no vegetation. Forested areas cover 22 percent of the Main Base and vary in 
composition based on historical land use and site conditions, but three main classifications prevail: 
hardwood, pine, and mixed pine-hardwood. The remaining area comprises wetlands that include 
emergent and scrub-shrub areas.  
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Note: Areas that do not have vegetation communities indicated are managed landscapes or already developed/improved. 

Figure 8-3  Vegetation Communities on Wallops Flight Facility Main Base  

 

Table 8-6  Vegetation Communities at Wallops Flight Facility Main Base 
Community Main Base (acres) 
Managed, Maintained, or Planted 850  
Forests 432  
Wetlands (emergent estuarine and scrub shrub) 387  
Impervious surfaces and unpaved roads/parking* 255 

Total 1,924 
Note: *This item included to represent total acreage for the Main Base. 

Managed/maintained vegetation at the WFF occurs in areas that are either mission critical (i.e., runway 
clear zones) or are landscaped for aesthetic or stormwater management purposes. Common species 
that occur in areas maintained by mowing are crabgrass (Digitaria sanguinalis), Bermuda grass (Cynodon 
dactylon), meadow fescue (Schedonorus pratensis), bluegrasses (Poa spp.), sheep sorrel (Rumex 
acetosella), chickweeds (Cerastium spp.), and other non-native weedy species. A variety of landscape 
and ornamental trees and shrubs are planted in areas that are maintained for aesthetic purposes. 
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Commonly used native species are loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) and American holly (Ilex opaca). Non-
native species used for landscaping include Bradford pear (Pyrus calleryanaI), autumn olive (Elaeagnus 
umbellata), thorny olive (Elaeagnus pungens), ornamental cherry (Prunus spp.), and privet (Ligustrum 
spp.). There are three areas of wetlands on the WFF, which function as part of the stormwater 
management system around the airfield. These semi-natural communities are classified as 
managed/maintained vegetation because they are within the runway clear zones; therefore, the 
vegetation height is maintained by mowing or brush cutting (NASA, 2016b). 

 Wildlife 

Wildlife includes animal species (i.e., amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals) focusing on the species 
and habitat features of greatest importance or interest. Invertebrates are found in all habitat types at 
WFF; however, invertebrate diversity is highest in marsh and wetlands areas. Amphibians and reptiles 
found at WFF include Fowler’s toad (Anaxyrus fowleri), green treefrog (Hyla cinerea), eastern ratsnake 
(Pantherophis alleghaniensis), eastern hognose snake (Heterodon platirhinos), fence lizard (Sceloporus 
undulates), eastern box turtle (Terrapene carolina), and northern diamond-backed terrapin (Malaclemys 
terrapin) (NASA, 2008b). Birds that commonly use open and urban areas at WFF include northern 
mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos), American robin (Turdus migratorius), northern cardinal (Cardinalis 
cardinalis), northern bobwhite (Colinus virginianus), barn swallow (Hirundo rustica), brown-headed 
cowbird (Molothrus ater), house sparrow (Passer domesticus), house finch (Carpodacus mexicanus), rock 
dove (Columba livia), and European starling (Sturus vulgaris) (NASA, 2008b). The only large mammal that 
occurs at WFF is the white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus). Other mammals found on WFF property 
include the red fox (Vulpes vulpes), raccoon (Procyon lotor), opossum (Didelphis virginiana), eastern grey 
squirrel (Sciurus carolinesis), white-footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus), meadow vole (Microtus 
pennsylvanicus), river otter (Lontra canadensis), and eastern cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus) (NASA, 
2008b). 

To minimize direct effects to wildlife, NASA implements a BASH program that includes habitat 
modification, grassland management, wetlands management, wildlife exclusion measures, avian 
dispersal measures, and humane lethal control measures, to reduce the habitat attractiveness as 
foraging, resting, or nesting areas for birds. Other periodic BASH management projects, such as 
exclusion devices, removal of abandoned structures, and fence repair, specifically discourage the 
presence of wildlife in close proximity to the airfield. 

 Special Status Species 

Special status species are defined as: (1) federally listed plant and animal species and their habitats that 
are protected under the Endangered Species Act; and (2) other special status species include bald and 
golden eagles and migratory birds. 

Endangered Species Act 

The northern long-eared bat is the only federally listed species that may occur on or near the WFF 
airfield. The WFF consults with the Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries and Virginia 
Department of Conservation and Recreation (VDCR) to ensure protection and monitoring of state-listed 
species at WFF. The following discussion addresses only those species potentially occurring in the 
project area of WFF.  
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Table 8-7  Endangered Species Act Listed Species Potentially Occurring in the Vicinity of 
Alternative 3, Wallops Flight Facility 

Common Name Scientific Name Federal Status State Status Notes 
BIRDS 

Bald eagle Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus 

Bald and 
Golden Eagle 
Protection Act 

Threatened Active nests adjacent to Wallops Main 
Base and Island. 

Upland sandpiper Bartramia longicauda --- Threatened 
Rare in Virginia; breed in Northern 
Virginia counties with possible post-
breeding presence in the area. 

Loggerhead shrike Lanius ludovicianus --- Threatened 

Historic occurrence in Accomack 
County; however, recent Virginia 
occurrences have only been in the 
Shenandoah Valley.  

Henslow’s sparrow Ammodramus 
henslowii --- Threatened Small breeding populations may occur 

in Accomack County.  
Migrant loggerhead 
shrike 

Lanius ludovicianus 
migrans --- Threatened Precise distribution of this subspecies of 

shrike in Virginia is unclear.  
MAMMALS 
Northern long-
eared bat Myotis septentrionalis Threatened --- Potentially in the area in summer 

months for roosting and feeding. 
Source: NASA, 2016b. 

Listed species. The northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis) is on the federal threatened list. 
This bat is medium-sized, measuring roughly 3 to 3.7 inches in length and weighing approximately 0.2 to 
0.3 ounces. Its fur color can be medium to dark brown on the back and tawny to pale-brown on the 
underside. The northern long-eared bat is distinguished by its long ears, particularly as compared to 
other bats in its genus. The northern long-eared bat spends winter hibernating in caves and abandoned 
mines. During the summer, they tend to roost singly or in colonies underneath loose tree bark and in the 
cavities or crevices of both live and dead trees. Northern long-eared bats seem to be flexible in selecting 
roosts, choosing roost trees based on suitability to retain bark or provide cavities or crevices. Threats to 
this species include disturbance during hibernation, loss of summer habitat, pesticides and other 
contaminants, and most recently the disease known as white-nose syndrome (WNS). The disease is 
named for the white fungus that infects skin of the muzzle, ears, and wings of hibernating bats. Under 
the Final 4(d) Rule, incidental take is prohibited in areas of the country impacted by WNS (i.e., areas 
inside the WNS zone) under the following circumstances:  

• If it occurs within a hibernaculum.   
• If it results from tree removal activities and  

o the activity occurs within 0.25 mile of a known hibernaculum; or 
o the activity cuts or destroys a known, occupied maternity roost tree or other trees 

within a 150-foot radius from the maternity roost tree during the pup season from June 
1 through July 31. 

Other Special Status Species 

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus). Removed from the federal threatened and endangered species 
list in 2007, the bald eagle still has federal protection under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
and the MBTA. Bald eagles are primarily associated with open water areas fringed with riparian habitat, 
and are typically found along the coasts, rivers, and lakes where nesting occurs in tall, living trees. Figure 
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8-4 provides the approximate location of bald eagle nesting sites near the airfield (NASA, 2016b). NASA 
currently maintains a 660-foot construction buffer around bald eagle nest sites per an agreement with 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

 

Figure 8-4  Bald Eagle Nest Sites at Wallops Flight Facility Main Base 

Migratory Birds. The WFF is home to a wide variety of bird species. A large number of migratory birds 
have been documented at WFF due to its location within the Atlantic Flyway, which is a major migration 
route for birds along the Atlantic coast (NASA, 2008b). Another program, Partners in Flight (PIF), fosters 
proactive attention to the conservation of migratory birds and both the DoD and NASA are members 
supporting migratory bird conservation. According to the USFWS’s  birds of conservation concern (BCC) 
list (USFWS, 2008), WFF lies within bird conservation region (BCR) 30 – New England/Mid-Atlantic Coast. 
BCR 30 lists 45 BCC. Many of the BCC species in BCR 30 would be expected within beach or ocean 
habitats not found at WFF. Those BCC species with  potential to occur at the upland zone oft WFF may 
include: short-eared owl, whip-poor-will, red-headed woodpecker, loggerhead shrike, brown-headed 
nuthatch, sedge wren, wood thrush, blue-winged warbler, golden-winged warbler, prairie warbler, 
cerulean warbler, worm-eating warbler, Kentucky warbler, Henslow’s sparrow, Nelson’s sharp-tailed 
sparrow, saltmarsh sharp-tailed sparrow, seaside sparrow, and rusty blackbird (USFWS, 2008 and 
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Rosenberg et al., 2016). To support conservation, NASA monitors for resident and transient migratory 
birds to determine population trends in association with habitat management; protects the remnant 
natural habitats that support migratory birds; and develops management strategies for high priority 
species designated in the PIF Landbird Conservation Plan (Rosenberg et al., 2016). In the last 5 years, 11 
BASH incidents were recorded on WFF; none involved a BCC. 

In summary, there would be no significant impacts to 
vegetation and wildlife, and it is not likely that there 
would be adverse effects to listed species, if Alternative 3 
at WFF were implemented. 

Climate Change 

Coastal cities and towns of the Mid-Atlantic face 
challenges associated with climate change, such as sea 
level rise, the possibility of increasingly severe storms, and 
shifts in the abundance and distribution of fish and other 
marine species (Mid-Atlantic Regional Council on the 
Ocean [MARCO], 2015). The Mid-Atlantic region also 
contains large river estuaries and extensive narrow strips 
of elongated barrier beaches, typically separated from the 
mainland by bays and marshes. These coastal ecosystems 
contain interrelated coastal habitats that support many 
priority fish, wildlife, and plant species. Increases in the 
number and severity of storms and sea level rise will have 
direct changes to distribution patterns of these species 
(MARCO, 2015). While the WFF has not recorded specific 
changes to distribution patterns of species at the Main 
Base that would be attributable to climate change. 
However, adjacent Wallops Island has seen a change in 
the sand formations and invasive vegetation that can lead 
to changes in the distribution of shore birds and sea turtle 
nesting areas.  

 Environmental Consequences  

This analysis focuses on wildlife or vegetation types that 
are important to the function of the ecosystem or are 
protected under federal or state law or statute. 

 No Action Alternative  

Under the No Action Alternative, this alternative would 
not be implemented and there would be no change to 
biological resources. Therefore, existing conditions for 
biological resources would remain unchanged if the No 
Action Alternative were implemented. 

WFF Potential Biological Resource 
Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not change any existing conditions 
for biological resources on WFF. 

• Alternative 3: Approximately 6 
acres of maintained vegetation 
would be removed. 

• Alternative 3: Construction noise 
may result in minor behavioral 
disturbance. However, effects to 
feeding, sheltering, and 
reproduction are not anticipated, 
and temporary alterations to 
behavior would return to normal 
once construction is complete. 

• Alternative 3: Once operational, 
Triton UAS operations would 
introduce 3.1 percent more 
operations, producing a less than 
1-dB DNL increase in the noise 
levels. This amount of change 
would negligibly affect wildlife. 

• Alternative 3: Pursuant to the ESA, 
there would be no effect to 
northern long-eared bats. 
Pursuant to the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act, takes would not result 
in a significant adverse effect on a 
population of a migratory bird 
species. Triton UAS flight 
operations are a military readiness 
activity; therefore, these takes 
comply with the MBTA. Pursuant 
to the Bald and Golden Eagle 
Protection Act, there would be no 
takes or significant impacts to bald 
eagles. 
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 Alternative 3: Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

The affected environment for the analysis of effects to biological resources associated with Alternative 3 
includes the approximate 11 acres disturbed by facility and infrastructure construction. Once the home 
basing is complete and all UAS aircraft arrive, operational activities would not have significant impacts to 
biological resources.  

Vegetation 

The proposed construction activities to support the Triton UAS would be located on the Main Base 
airfield in a managed/maintained area. Approximately 6 acres of maintained vegetation would be 
impacted. The amount of maintained vegetation lost would not constitute a significant impact under 
Alternative 3. Once home based, Triton UAS flight operations would not affect vegetation and nor would 
increases in personnel and their dependents, so both the Triton UAS operations and increase in 
personnel are not carried further for detailed analysis. 

Wildlife 

Noise created during construction and demolition activities may result in temporary behavioral 
disturbance to wildlife, mostly limited to avoidance of the immediate area. However, this short-term 
reaction is not expected to differ appreciably from reactions to other stressors in the existing 
environment (e.g., severe weather events, evasion of predators, etc.). No long-term changes to feeding, 
sheltering, or reproduction are anticipated. Once construction is complete, abundance and frequency of 
wildlife occurring in the project area are expected to return to prior levels. Given the current level of air 
traffic at the installation, wildlife using nearby habitat would have become habituated to noise and 
temporarily relocate to adjacent, less-utilized habitat, and return to the area later (Ellis et al., 1991; 
Grubb and King, 1991). A less than 1 dB DNL increase would not be expected to produce a noticeable 
change in average noise levels within the areas currently exposed to noise from aircraft operations. 
While vegetation would be removed to support enlisted lodging facilities, it does not provide 
suitable habitat. This is because it formerly supported homes that have since been demolished. 
Continued implementation of the BASH program would further minimize impacts especially during 
higher risk times of day or migration seasons. No significant impacts to wildlife would be expected 
Alternative 3 at the WFF. 

Special Status Species 

Endangered Species Act. The only special status species to potentially occur on the WFF Main Base is 
the northern long-eared bat and only has the potential to occur during the summer months as it spends 
the winter hibernating in caves and abandoned mines.  A 2014-2015 survey of northern long-eared bats 
did not detect this species in northern Accomack County; however, this lack of evidence does not 
disprove the potential for the species to occur in Accomack County, especially within wooded areas. No 
tree clearing would occur as part of the proposed action, except maybe in the area proposed for 
bachelor housing.  However, in order to remain in compliance with the 4(d) rule, no tree clearing would 
occur from June 1 through July 31. Based on the fact that the species is already habituated to existing 
noise levels associated with aircraft activities, the construction and aircraft noise associated with 
Alternative 3 do not increase the noise levels from those found in the ambient noise environment, and 
no tree clearing (if needed) would take place between June 1 and July 31, the Navy and NASA have 
made a no effect determination pursuant to the ESA. Additionally, proposed and ongoing launch 
operation activities at WFF (including but not limited to UAS flights and routine facility maintenance) are 
and would continue to be conducted in accordance with the terms of USFWS Biological Opinion dated 
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June 22, 2016 (Appendix D). Therefore, there are no significant impacts on special status species 
associated with the implementation of Alternative 3. 

 Other Special Status Species 

Bald Eagles.  No suitable habitat for the bald eagle exists in the areas proposed for construction. While 
there are two active bald eagle nests located just beyond the WFF Main Base boundary, both are about 
a mile from the planned construction areas. Noise from flight operations would not be anticipated to 
adversely affect the bald eagle because there would be an imperceptible increase in noise levels (less 
than 1 dB DNL). Additionally, the species is likely habituated to noise associated with aircraft operating 
from the airfield. WFF reported one strike of a bald eagle at the airfield within the past five years (in 
2014). This rate is low considering the number of flight operations annually occurring at WFF. Assuming 
this strike rate continues, the future loss of bald eagle(s) due to aircraft strike under the Proposed Action 
is not expected to constitute a population-level impact for this relatively abundant species. As noted in 
previous analysis (U.S. Navy, 2013), the WFF Main Base has an existing, robust BASH management 
program, which will be adhered to and expanded upon, as needed, and all flight operation standard 
operating procedures would be followed. Pursuant to the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, there 
would be no take or significant impact to bald eagles occurring near WFF under Alternative 3, WFF. In 
accordance with NEPA, the proposed activities associated with Alternative 3, WFF would not have a 
significant impact on bald eagles based on the short-term and localized nature of the construction 
activities and the lack of breeding, nesting, roosting or foraging habitat available within the project 
footprint. As a result, no permit is required under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Military-readiness activities associated with Alternative 3, WFF, include 
Triton UAS flight operations. Non-military readiness activities include construction of the facilities and 
once home based, administration and maintenance operations. While there is the potential for several 
migratory birds (including BCC) to occur on WFF Main Base, previous disturbance has resulted in 
relatively low-quality habitat in the project area. Similar to effects described above for other wildlife, 
temporary behavioral disturbance may result from noise or human activities, mostly limited to 
avoidance of the immediate area. Once construction is complete and Triton UAS operations ensue, 
abundance and frequency of migratory birds including BCC occurring in the project area are expected to 
return to prior levels. Potential adverse impacts to migratory birds from construction and demolition 
activities associated with Alternative 3 would be mitigated by conducting a site survey of the proposed 
construction and demolition areas prior to commencement of construction activities to ensure the 
absence of migratory birds or by conducting construction activities outside of the migratory bird-nesting 
season (typically during the summer). Additionally, the USDA Wildlife Services holds a federal migratory 
bird depredation permit that authorizes the dispersal and removal of birds from the airfield. The use of 
these measures and implementation of the terms of the DoD/USFWS Memorandum of Understanding 
(2014), as determined necessary by the WFF Environmental Manager would ensure that no violation of 
the MBTA or EO 13186 would occur from implementing Alternative 3. Therefore, for construction and 
non-military readiness activities, no takes of migratory birds are anticipated. For operations, which are 
military readiness activities, the Navy has determined that the proposed activities under Alternative 3 
may result in takes of migratory birds incidental to military readiness activities via aircraft strike. Based 
on previous statistics, bird aircraft strike incidents can be anticipated even with rigorous implementation 
of the BASH program. These takes would not result in a significant adverse effect on a population of a 
migratory bird species. Therefore, these takes comply with the MBTA. 
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In summary, there would be no significant impacts to vegetation and wildlife, and no effect to listed 
species, if Alternative 3 at WFF were implemented.  

Climate Change 

According to the USEPA, temperatures in the southeast are estimated to increase by 4 to 8 degrees 
Fahrenheit by 2100 (USEPA, 2016b). NASA has predicted that wetland losses due to increased storm 
surge impacts may affect the buffering effect that protects some of their coastal facilities, such as 
Wallops Island. Increasing downpours and fluctuating groundwater tables may also mobilize 
contaminants at remediation sites on the Main Base (NASA, 2015c). Changes, therefore, in the 
distribution patterns of wildlife and special status species may be encountered at WFF.  

If Alternative 3 were implemented, it would not have significant impacts to biological resources under 
climate change conditions. This is because it would not reduce water resources, alter good-quality 
habitat, or change species distribution that could be exacerbated by climate change in the foreseeable 
future. Climate change impacts to biological resources would not have significant impacts to 
implementing Alternative 3 at WFF.  

8.5 Water Resources 

As identified and defined in Section 3.5, this discussion of water resources includes groundwater, 
surface water, wetlands, and floodplains. 

 Affected Environment 

The following discussions provide a description of the existing conditions for each of the categories 
under water quality resources at the WFF. The affected environment encompasses the area proposed 
for construction within the developed areas between Runways 10/28 and 17/35. Neither floodplains nor 
wetlands would be affected by Alternative 3 so no further examination of these facets of water 
resources is presented. Compliance with the Coastal Zone Management Act is addressed in Section 10.1, 
Consistency with Other Federal, State, and Local Laws, Plans, Policies, and Regulations. 

 Groundwater 

WFF receives all of its potable water from groundwater supply wells located within the boundaries of 
the installation. Groundwater is from the Columbia and Yorktown-Eastover multi-aquifer system (NASA, 
2016b). Virginia DEQ manages groundwater withdrawals in designated Groundwater Management 
Areas under the Groundwater Management Act of 1992. The WFF lies within the Eastern Shore 
Groundwater Management Area, which includes Accomack and Northampton counties. WFF voluntarily 
complies with historic groundwater withdrawal permits issued by the Virginia DEQ. Main Base 
withdrawals averaged 1,614,488 gallons per month over a 5-year period from 2011 to 2015 (NASA, 
2016b). Monitoring since 1991 indicates that there have been no appreciable changes in groundwater 
quality.  

 Surface Water 

WFF is located in the Eastern Lower Delmarva and Chincoteague watersheds. The entire airfield at WFF 
is part of the Chincoteague watershed drainage. This portion of the WFF drains primarily into Little 
Mosquito Creek to the west and north, and borders Simoneaston Bay tidal marsh to the east. The 
southeastern portion of the Main Base includes stormwater swales and ditches that drain to Watts Bay. 
In 2006, the surface waters of Little Mosquito Creek were listed, per Virginia 303(d), as an impaired 
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water body for beneficial uses including aquatic life. Due to low dissolved oxygen, these waters continue 
to be identified as impaired (Virginia DEQ, 2014). 

Permit No. VA0024457, under the Virginia Pollutant Discharge and Elimination System (VPDES) program 
was issued to WFF by the Virginia DEQ on August 17, 1989, with the most recent renewal date being 
September 2, 2014. The VPDES permit applies to 11 industrial stormwater outfalls on the Main Base, 
including the Federally Owned Treatment Works process outfall. Four non-industrial stormwater outfalls 
are located on the Main Base. 

The Virginia Stormwater Management Program (VSMP) regulations (4 Virginia Administrative Code 
3-20), administered by the VDCR, require that construction and land development activities incorporate 
measures to protect aquatic resources from the effects of increased volume, frequency, and peak rate 
of stormwater runoff and from increased non-point source pollution carried by stormwater runoff. The 
VSMP also requires that land-disturbing activities of 1 acre or greater develop a Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and acquire a permit from the VDCR prior to construction. 

WFF has both natural and man-made drainage patterns and stormwater drains to intercept and divert 
stormwater flow. On the northern portion of the WFF Main Base, stormwater flows drain to Little 
Mosquito Creek and eventually to the Atlantic Ocean. On the eastern and southeastern portions of the 
WFF Main Base, the natural drainage pattern flows to Jenneys Gut and Simoneaston Bay, then into 
Cockle Creek, Shelly Bay, and Chincoteague Bay before reaching the Atlantic Ocean. On the western and 
southwestern portions of the WFF Main Base, the natural drainage pattern is toward Wattsville Branch, 
then to Little Mosquito Creek, and on to the Atlantic Ocean. Stormwater drains on the WFF Main Base 
intercept natural drainage ditches and divert the flow to numerous discharge locations. The extensive 
storm drainage network on the WFF Main Base discharges into Little Mosquito Creek to the north and 
west, and into Simoneaston Bay tidal marsh to the east (NASA, 2016b). There are no surface water 
bodies located within the proposed construction site.  

Climate Change 

According to the USEPA, changes to water sources due to increasing temperatures include shrinking 
water supplies due to hotter weather, increased evaporation, as well as increased demand from 
humans, animals, and agricultural products (USEPA, 2016c). The WFF is located along Virginia’s Eastern 
Shore in an intracoastal area, which is vulnerable to sea level rise. This rise can intensify coastal flood 
and storm events, increase inundations of the fresh- and shallow-water habitats, and introduce salt-
water intrusion into the groundwater in the Columbia and Yorktown-Eastover system (Bilkovic et al., 
2009). Additionally, stormwater and wastewater systems also face risks from rising sea levels and the 
damaging impacts of storm surges (USEPA, 2016c). Floodplains may also expand and thus expose more 
infrastructure to increased episodes of inundation. In response, the Commonwealth of Virginia’s Coastal 
Zone Program is taking steps to help prepare for the predicted effects of climate change, especially sea-
level rise on Virginia's coastal resources (Virginia CZM, 2016). The Accomack-Northampton Planning 
District Commission (A-NPDC) is the lead agency for the Eastern Shore of Virginia Climate Adaptation 
Working Group (NASA is a member). The working group provides educational outreach and planning 
tools for local, state, and federal government to better plan and mitigate risks associated with climate 
change and sea level rise (A-NPDC, 2016). For more information regarding NASA and DoD efforts on 
planning for climate change impacts, see Sections 3.3.2.4 and 8.3.2. 
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 Environmental Consequences 

Factors considered in the analysis of potential impacts to 
water resources include: (1) violation of federal and/or state 
water quality standards, (2) substantial depletion of 
groundwater supplies or interference with groundwater 
recharge, (3) alteration of existing drainage patterns; (4) 
degradation of the area’s ecosystem due to the direct 
discharge of fill material into a pristine wetland; or (5) 
noncompliance with floodplain executive orders/regulations 
and policies.  

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would 
not occur and there would be no change to baseline water 
resources. Therefore, no significant impacts to water 
resources would occur with implementation of the No Action 
Alternative.  

 Alternative 3:  Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

The study area encompasses the proposed construction and 
ground disturbance areas related to Alternative 3.  

Groundwater 

Alternative 3 would not result in significant vegetation removal; soil compaction, as soils in the proposed 
development area have been previously disturbed; or alter the natural drainage flow, as 
pre-construction hydrologic connectivity would be maintained through the use of culverts and other 
measures, as deemed appropriate. 

None of the construction or demolition activities associated with Alternative 3 would extend below 
ground surface to a depth that would affect the underlying aquifer. Although fuel or other chemicals 
could be spilled during construction, demolition, and maintenance activities, implementation of the 
required Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan and immediate cleanup of any 
spills would minimize the risk of infiltration into groundwater resources. 

Under Alternative 3, over 900 individuals would be added to the area population and maintenance 
activities for the Triton UAS would occur. These activities would introduce increases in the use of 
potable water from the Columbia and Yorktown-Eastover multi-aquifer system. However, there is 
existing capacity of the aquifer system to meet these increased demands. Stormwater best management 
practices, such as silt fencing, would be in place to appropriately direct surface waters to recharge areas. 
Therefore, negligible impacts are anticipated to groundwater supplies. 

Surface Water 

Approximately 6 acres of impervious surfaces would be added to WFF. Localized increases in 
stormwater runoff could potentially occur; however, any possible increases would not exceed the 
current capacities of stormwater systems at WFF. Retention structures would be constructed to collect 
stormwater from the newly developed area. These stormwater retention structures would be designed, 
through size and depth of the retaining areas and the manner in which it drains to the system, to 

WFF Potential Water Resources 
Impacts: 

• Under the No Action Alternative, 
no significant impacts to water 
resources would occur. 

• Alternative 3: Construction and 
demolition activities are not 
anticipated to affect beneficial 
uses of ground or surface waters. 
Erosion and sedimentation 
controls would ensure impacts 
are minimized. 

• Alternative 3: Once operational, 
no significant impact would occur 
to water resources due to Triton 
UAS activities. 

• Alternative 3: No wetlands or 
floodplains would be impacted. 
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discharge no more than the pre-existing rate into the drainage system in order not to increase flooding 
or erosion hazards. Construction practices to reduce soil erosion and in runoff (e.g., silt fences) and 
minimize pollution of stormwater (e.g., spill plans) would be adhered to and incorporated into final 
planning and construction. Stormwater best management practices and standard operating procedures 
are detailed in WFF’s SWPPP. In accordance with section 438 of the Energy Independence and Security 
Act (2007) and Unified Facilities Criteria 3-210-10 stormwater runoff and pollution will be reduced 
through use of green infrastructure and/or low impact development practices (see Section 2.1.8).  

During construction and demolition activities, runoff from site improvements could result in a slight 
increase in turbidity. Potential impacts from an increase in turbidity would be minimized with 
implementation of best management practices (e.g., wetting of soils, silt fencing, and detention basins) 
and adherence to erosion and sedimentation control and stormwater management practices, as 
determined by the Navy, to contain soil and runoff on the project areas. Construction and demolition 
activities associated with Alternative 3, therefore, are not anticipated to degrade the water quality or 
affect beneficial uses of surface water resources. 

The Navy and NASA would be required to obtain permit coverage under the NPDES General Permit for 
Storm Water Discharges Associated with Construction and Land Disturbance Activities (“Construction 
General Permit”) from the Virginia DEQ for the proposed construction activities prior to any ground 
disturbance activities. The Navy and NASA would select, install, and maintain effective erosion- and 
sediment-control measures as identified and as necessary to comply with the Construction General 
Permit (USEPA, 2012). In addition, under the Construction General Permit, the Navy and NASA would 
develop a SWPPP for the proposed construction activities prior to implementing Alternative 3. The 
SWPPP would describe and ensure implementation of practices that would reduce pollutants in 
stormwater discharges into the Atlantic Ocean and prevent violations of applicable regulations and 
standards. 

Construction and demolition equipment, as well as hydraulic fluids, oils, and lubricants would be stored 
to support contractor vehicles and machinery. No other hazardous materials would be stored or used 
at the construction site. Construction contractors would follow appropriate actions to protect against 
potential petroleum or hazardous material spills per the procedures identified in the SWPPP and 
SPCC Plan. 

Operationally, all maintenance, repair, and flight activities would adhere to state and federal, as well as 
specific NASA plans and policies regarding stormwater runoff, aircraft washing, and hazardous material 
storage, use, and disposal.  

In summary, there would be no significant impacts to water resources if Alternative 3 at WFF were 
implemented. 

Climate Change 

Sea level rise and storm surge can have impacts far beyond the area directly affected. Sea level rise 
combines with other climate-related impacts and existing pressures such as land subsidence, causing 
significant economic and ecological implications. Freshwater supplies from rivers, streams, and 
groundwater sources near the coast are at risk from accelerated saltwater intrusion due to higher sea 
levels. Additionally, drought can cause coastal water resources such as wetlands to become more saline 
as freshwater supplies from rivers are reduced. Stormwater and wastewater systems also face risks from 
rising sea levels and the damaging impacts of storm surges (USEPA, 2016c). In response, new 
construction at the WFF must apply climate change-related design considerations, which include but are 
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not limited to a requirement to elevate critical facility support systems (e.g., heating/air conditioning, 
electrical, etc.) such that they would not be subject to flooding, and in many cases.  

If Alternative 3 were implemented it would not significantly affect water resources under climate 
change conditions. This is because it would not reduce water resources, exacerbate saltwater intrusion, 
or cause subsidence. Alternative 3 would also not conflict with climate change programs and goals of 
NASA, DoD, and Navy (see Section 3.3.2.4), as well as Virginia and the A-NPDC (see Section 4.5.1). 
However, climate change impacts to water resources could impacts Alternative 3 infrastructure at WFF 
depending on the severity of future sea-level rise related flooding. 

8.6 Socioeconomics 

This section discusses population demographics, employment and income, and housing occupancy 
status data provide key insights into socioeconomic conditions that might be affected by a proposed 
action. See Section 3.7 for the resource definition and the approach to analysis. 

 Affected Environment 

The study area for socioeconomic resources includes the five-county area of Accomack and 
Northampton in Virginia, and Somerset, Wicomico, and Worcester counties in Maryland. Data presented 
have been collected from a variety of sources including, but not limited to, the U.S. Census Bureau 2000 
and 2010, Virginia Employment Commission, Maryland Department of Planning, U.S. Department of 
Commerce, and WFF. 

 Population 

Table 8-8 provides the 2014 population of the five counties in the affected region with a comparison to 
the Commonwealth of Virginia (VA) and the State of Maryland (MD). The 2014 population of the five 
counties combined was 224,215. Accomack and Northampton counties declined in population between 
2000 and 2014 by 13.8 percent and 7.4 percent, respectively. Somerset, Wicomico, and Worcester 
counties grew by 4.5 percent, 19.9 percent, and 11 percent, respectively. Over the same period, Virginia 
grew by 17.6 percent and Maryland by 12.8 percent (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). Projections indicate 
that all three counties will experience population growth from 2014 to 2020. 

Table 8-8  Study Area Population and Population Trends 

Jurisdiction 2000 2010 2014 

Growth 
Rate 
2000-2014 
(Percent) 

2020 
Projection 

Growth Rate 
2014-2020 
(Percent) 

Accomack County, VA 38,305 33,164 33,021 -13.8 33,432 1.2 
Northampton County, VA 13,093 12,389 12,121 -7.4 12,133 0.1 
Somerset County, MD  24,747 26,470 25,859 4.5 27,275 5.5 
Wicomico County, MD 84,644 98,733 101,539 19.9 109,200 7.5 
Worcester County, MD 46,543 51,454 51,675 11.0 56,100 8.6 

Total 207,332 222,210 224,215 8.1 238,140 6.2 
Virginia  7,078,515 8,001,024 8,326,289 17.6 8,871,484 6.5 
Maryland 5,296,486 5,773,552 5,976,407 12.8 6,224,150 4.1 
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2016; Weldon Cooper Center, 2016; Maryland Department of Planning, 2016. 
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 Employment and Income 

Total employment in the study area was approximately 96,278 jobs in 2015 (Table 8-9). The industries 
that employed the most people in the five counties are government (24 percent); trade, transportation, 
and utilities (16 percent); leisure and hospitality (16 percent); and educational and health services (15 
percent). NASA is the fifth largest employer in Accomack County following Perdue Products, Tyson 
Farms, Accomack County School Board, and County of Accomack, respectively (Virginia Employment 
Commission, 2016). In 2014, the unemployment rates were 6.0 percent in Accomack County, 
6.7 percent in Northampton County, 9.1 percent in Somerset County, 7.6 percent in Wicomico County, 
and 13.0 percent in Worcester County (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016a; 2016b). 

Table 8-9  Baseline Percent Employed by Industry in the Study Area, 2014 

Industry Accomack Northampton Somerset Wicomico Worcester Total 
Agriculture, Fishing, and 
Mining 1 16 3 <1 <1 7 

Construction 3 2 4 4 4 3 
Manufacturing 25 12 3 8 3 10 
Trade, Transportation, and 
Utilities 14 11 16 21 16 16 

Information 1 0 0 1 <1 1 
Financial Activities 1 1 3 4 5 3 
Professional and Business 
Services 10 2 3 10 6 6 

Educational and Health 
Services 9 21 16 19 8 15 

Leisure and Hospitality 11 14 5 11 41 16 
Other Services 2 2 2 4 3 3 
Government 22 19 45 18 14 24 

Total1  100 100 100 100 100 100 
Note:   1Numbers may not add up due to rounding. 
Sources: Virginia Employment Commission, 2016; Maryland Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation, 2016.  

In FY 2015, WFF employed 1,119 NASA employees comprising 844 contractors and 275 civil servants 
(NASA, 2016b). The majority of WFF employees (civil servants and contractors) are residents of 
Accomack County. Employment categories at WFF consist largely of managerial, professional, and 
technical disciplines with higher than regional average salaries. 

Total per capita income in the study area increased by an average of 9 percent from 2010 to 2015 (Table 
8-10). Per capita income in Virginia and Maryland grew by 13.7 percent and 10.5 percent, respectively 
over the same period. All five counties had per capita incomes lower than their respective states (U.S. 
Department of Commerce, 2016). 
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Table 8-10  Per Capita Income in the Study Area 

Jurisdiction 2010 Per Capita 
Incomea 

2015 Per Capita 
Incomea 

Percentage Increase  
2010-2015 

Accomack County, VA 33,403 36,960 10.6 
Northampton County, VA 35,498 35,987 1.4 
Somerset County, MD 27,472 29,389 7.0 
Wicomico County, MD 34,145 37,187 8.9 
Worcester County, MD 41,857 49,592 18.5 

Virginia 44,267 50,345 13.7 
Maryland 49,023 54,176 10.5 

Note: a Not adjusted for inflation. 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, 2016. 

The median household income in 2014 for Accomack County was $39,389; in Northampton County, it 
was $34,656; in Somerset County, it was $36,716; in Wicomico County, it was $52,301; and in Worcester 
County, it was $58,820. An average of 22 percent across the five counties lived in households with 
incomes below the poverty line (U.S. Census American Factfinder, 2016). 

 Housing 

Based on the U.S. Census data, in 2014, there were approximately 136,698 housing units across the five 
counties within a 60 minute driving radius of WFF (Table 8-12), of which approximately 37.9 percent 
were vacant (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). The comparable vacancy rate for Virginia was 10.6 percent, and 
for Maryland, 10.1 percent (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). The Eastern Shore is a popular vacation 
destination and the high vacancy rate reflects the high number of second, or vacation, homes in the 
area). Approximately 69 percent of housing units were owner-occupied homes, with 31 percent rental 
units. The vacancy rate for rental units in Accomack County, Somerset County, and Worchester County 
drops to 1.0 percent when units used for seasonal or recreational purposes are subtracted (U.S. Navy, 
2014). For the five counties, the median monthly mortgage for owner-occupied homes was at the 
highest in Worcester County, Maryland at $1,574 per month; the highest median rental rate was in 
Wicomico County at $992 per month (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016c).  

Table 8-11  Housing Units and Vacancy, 2014 

Jurisdiction Housing 
Units 

Percent 
Vacant 

Occupied Housing Units 
Total Percent Owner Percent Renter 

Accomack County, VA 21,054 32 14,289 70 30 
Northampton County, VA 7,322 29 5,237 70 30 
Somerset County, MD 11,164 24 8,498 65 35 
Wicomico County, MD 41,472 12 36,479 63 37 
Worcester County, MD 55,731 63 20,492 77 23 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2016. 

Based on information provided by WFF and viewed by their staff as more up-to-date data (ESRI, 2016) of 
their area, there are approximately 90,156 housing units across the study area (Table 8-12). The average 
vacancy rate across the area of potential effect (60-minute radius to WFF) is 49 percent for owner-
occupied homes and 28 percent for rental units (ESRI, 2016). This leaves approximately 22 percent of 
housing units vacant and available for purchase or rental.  
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Table 8-12: Housing Units and Vacancy within a 60 Minute Driving Radius of WFF 
Housing Units by 
Occupancy Status and 
Tenure 

Census 2010 2016 2021 

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Total Housing Units 86,844  100.0 90,156  100.0 92,693  100.0% 
Occupied 69,159  79.6 70,171  77.8 71,045  76.6% 

Owner 45,374  52.2 44,607  49.5 45,129  48.7% 
Renter 23,785  27.4 25,564  28.4 25,916  28.0% 

Vacant 17,685  20.4 19,985  22.2 21,648  23.4% 

The U.S. Navy Housing Center is located adjacent to the WFF Main Base and includes residences for both 
bachelors and families. The Unaccompanied Housing in Building R-010 contains six efficiency 1-bedroom 
units. Family housing in the Skeeter Lane area includes 20 homes comprising 2-bedroom (14), 3-
bedroom (2), and 4-bedroom (4) homes. Navy Gateway Inns and Suites has 63 total rooms composed of 
29 private rooms, 14 shared baths, 18 standard suites, and 2 family suites. Each private room, shared 
bath sleeps up to two guests and suites can sleep up to four guests. In addition, temporary dormitories 
in Buildings F-004 and F-005 on the Main Base are available for visiting personnel (NASA, 2016b).  

 Childcare Services 

Currently in Virginia, there are 23 registered childcare 
facilities in Accomack County capable of providing space 
for a total of 555 pre-school children. In Northampton 
County, there are 19 registered childcare facilities 
capable of providing space for a total of 412 pre-school 
children (Virginia Department of Social Services, 2016). In 
Maryland, the three counties have capacity for close to 
4,000 preschool children (childcarecenter.us, 2017). 
These data do not include the number of spaces for 
home day care providers, licensed with the state. There is 
no Navy Child Development Center (CDC) located on or 
off WFF.  

 Environmental Consequences 

Analysis of impacts to socioeconomics is focused on the 
effects of the alternative on population, employment and 
income, and housing in the five-county study area of 
Accomack and Northampton Counties in Virginia and 
Somerset, Wicomico, and Worcester Counties in 
Maryland. These counties comprise the area where the 
majority of Triton UAS personnel would likely live. 

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action 
would not occur and there would be no change to the 
socioeconomic conditions of the study area. Therefore, 
no significant impacts would occur with implementation 
of the No Action Alternative. 

WFF Potential Socioeconomic Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would not 
change socioeconomic conditions 
within the WFF study area. 

• Alternative 3: The minor increase in 
the population would not introduce 
adverse impacts. 

• Alternative 3: There would be short-
term beneficial economic effects 
during construction and long-term 
beneficial impacts from additional 
employment incomes. 

• Alternative 3: While housing in the 
area is affordable and available (at 
about 22 percent vacancy rate), 
rental units may not be immediately 
available in the three counties 
closest to WFF given the 1.0 percent 
rental vacancy rate for those areas. 

• Alternative 3: No Navy CDC available 
on WFF. No childcare service 
impacts given the availability of 
private sector opportunities. 
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 Alternative 3:  Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

The potential impacts of Alternative 3 at WFF were analyzed by considering any changes to 
socioeconomic conditions. This analysis examines how the Alternative 3 would affect population (i.e., 
demographics), employment and income, and housing. 

Population 

Construction and demolition contractors would be drawn from the study area’s labor pool. For 
construction projects of this duration and magnitude, the workforce is generally composed of workers 
that would commute to job sites rather than relocate their households. As such, the construction and 
demolition activities are not anticipated to result in either an in-migration or relocation of employees to 
satisfy the need for temporary construction-related employment. Therefore, no increase in population 
would be expected from temporary construction workers relocating to the study area.  

Up to 400 additional personnel would be stationed at WFF on a long-term basis. Using 2014 
demographic information, it is estimated that 52 percent of the 400 personnel would be accompanied 
by a spouse/partner, for 607 total adults (DoD, 2014). Accompanying these adults would be 307 
dependents, of which 184 children would be school age (i.e., ages 5 to 18), for a total population 
increase of 914 individuals in the five-county study area. Some dispersion is likely, but should all 914 
individuals reside in one of the five study area counties, this would represent a population increase of 
2.8 percent in Accomack County, a 7.5 percent increase in Northampton County, a 3.5 percent increase 
in Somerset County, a 0.9 percent in Wicomico County, and 1.8 percent in Worcester County. This long-
term population increase would not significantly change demographics of the five-county study area 
under Alternative 3; therefore, impacts would be negligible. 

Employment and Income 

During construction, demolition, and renovation activities, short-term employment and income 
provided by civilian contracting firms for up to 2 years would result in beneficial impacts in the local 
economy, due to an increase in demand for goods and services. It is not anticipated that, given the 
market for similar goods and services, this increase in demand would result in a scarcity of such goods 
and services in the study area.  

Once the home basing is complete, it was estimated there would be 914 family members, of whom 207 
adults were assumed to be joining the local labor market. These additional workers would contribute to 
the regional workforce and directly stimulate the local economy. However, employment may be difficult 
to find given the higher unemployment rates in these counties; they range between a low of 6 percent 
in Accomack County, Virginia to 13 percent in Worcester County in Maryland. In general, there would be 
a beneficial effect on the local economy due to an uptake in the local labor pool and an increase in 
demand for goods and services. 

Housing 

Department of Defense Instruction 4165.63-M and Commander, Navy Installations Command (CNIC) 
Instruction 11103.10 state it is DoD and Navy policy to rely on the local community as the primary 
source of affordable, safe, and adequate housing. However, according to CNIC Instruction 11103.5 the 
Navy will house (on-base) unaccompanied E1 to E3s (i.e., entry-level enlisted personnel), and 
unaccompanied E4s who have less the 4 years of service. It is estimated this would number 116. To 
meet this requirement at WFF, an unaccompanied housing facility would be needed to accommodate 
these enlisted personnel. The Navy and NASA have identified an area for development on WFF to 
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support this requirement (see Section 2.3.4 for more details). Therefore, it is assumed that the 
remaining 284 personnel (and their dependents) would seek housing in the community. 

Personnel living off station are granted a basic allowance for housing (BAH), which can be used to rent 
or purchase a home (DoD, 2016b). While housing in the area is affordable and available (at about 22 
percent vacancy rate), rental units may not be immediately available in the three counties closest to 
WFF given the 1.0 percent rental vacancy rate for those areas. The increase in personnel needing off-
base housing will transition over time rather than all at once. Therefore, there is time for the market to 
adjust to the incoming personnel. Although there may be a tight rental market in the three counties 
closest to WFF, the impact is not anticipated to be significant because there appears to be sufficient 
availability in the other two counties and because of the phased approach of the new personnel arriving. 
Consequently, the impacts on housing are not anticipated to be significant.  In addition, the phased 
timeline of arriving personnel provide time for the market to respond with additional housing, if needed.  
Furthermore, the Navy continually assesses housing market conditions and, in future dates as personnel 
arrive in larger numbers, the Navy can separately assess whether additional actions are required should 
housing prove insufficient.  This could include the Navy seeking an increase in BAH rates for the area and 
potentially arrange for construction of new housing (either through construction or private partnerships, 
etc.).  

Childcare Services 

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 33 percent of children under 5 years old attend daycare centers 
outside of the home (U.S. Census, 2011). Under Alternative 3, there would be approximately 110 
children arriving with the home basing action. In the Wallops area, existing childcare services are 
available. However, in order for a military parent to ensure the community childcare facility of their 
choice is providing affordable, quality childcare, these facilities must be enrolled in the Child Care Aware 
of America Fee Assistance Program. So, while there are enough childcare facilities to accommodate the 
arriving number of children, military parents may need to work with community childcare facilities and 
Child Care Aware of America to ensure their facility of choice is enrolled. Based on this fact, while not 
significant, there is potential for minor childcare impacts if Alternative 3 at WFF were implemented. 
Even though the impact is minor, the Navy could implement several solutions to minimize this impact 
even further. These solutions could include, but are not limited to: construct a CDC on WFF, construct a 
CDC off base, and/or collaborate with the community to increase enrollment in the Child Care Aware of 
America Fee Assistance Program. If Alternative 3 at WFF were implemented, and any of these 
minimization efforts were to move forward, appropriate follow-on NEPA analysis would need to be 
completed. 

In summary, it is anticipated there would be both short- and long-term beneficial impacts from 
economic inputs from construction activities and population/employment increases, respectively. While 
housing in the area is affordable and available (at about 22 percent vacancy rate), rental units may not 
be immediately available in the three counties closest to WFF given the 1.0 percent rental vacancy rate 
for those areas. Childcare services in the Wallops area are available. Therefore, no significant impacts 
are anticipated with the implementation of Alternative 3. 

8.7 Transportation 

Transportation resources that are addressed in this section focus on vehicle movements throughout a 
road and highway network. Roadways are classified into one of three types according to the function 
each serves in moving traffic: arterial roads, collector roads, and residential streets.  
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 Affected Environment 

Virginia’s Eastern Shore is connected to the mainland by U.S. Route 13 and the Chesapeake Bay Bridge 
Tunnel, a 20-mile long, four-lane bridge/tunnel crossing between Virginia Beach and Northampton 
County. Traffic in the region varies with the seasons: during the winter and early spring traffic is 
minimal, during the summer and early fall traffic surges due to increased tourism in the area. The 
primary north/south route that spans the Delmarva Peninsula is U.S. Route 13, a four-lane divided 
highway and operates at a good Level of Service (LOS C or better) (Virginia Department of 
Transportation, 2006). An LOS of C indicates that there is a stable flow of traffic but the ability to 
maneuver through lanes is restricted and lane changes require more driver awareness.  

Local traffic travels by arteries branching off U.S. Route 13. Primary access to WFF is provided by Route 
175, a two-lane secondary road, to either Mill Dam Road or Atlantic Road (Figure 8-4); these roads meet 
outside the entrance to the WFF Main Base gate. The WFF Main Base gate is the single point of entry 
onto the Main Base. 

In 2007, a traffic study was conducted in support of proposed development of the Wallops Research 
Park near the Main Base gate (NASA, 2007). The 2007 conditions of Route 13 to Route 175, during the 
morning (7:15-8:15 a.m.) and evening (4:00-5:00 p.m.) peak hours, Monday through Friday, had an 
average LOS of B. Route 175 to Mill Dam Road during the peak hours had an average LOS of A. Route 
175 to Atlantic Road during the peak hours had an average LOS of C (NASA, 2007).  

 Environmental Consequences 

The LOS is a factor that is considered when evaluating 
impacts for vehicle transportation. Another factor is 
contribution of GHGs from the action. The former factor is 
evaluated here for Route 175, Mill Dam Road, and Atlantic 
Road. The latter factor, GHG emissions, was evaluated in 
section 8.3.2.2.  

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action 
would not occur and there would be no change to 
roadway LOS. Therefore, no significant impacts would 
occur with implementation of the No Action Alternative. 

 Alternative 3:  Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Construction and demolition activities on WFF Main Base 
could result in temporary impacts to traffic flow from 
construction-related traffic on Route 175, Mill Dam Road, 
and Atlantic Road. There also is the potential for 
congestion at the Main Base gate, the single entry point 
into the installation. Construction-related traffic could 
include heavy equipment and transport vehicles, cranes, 
concrete trucks, dump/haul trucks, personnel transport 
vehicles, and others as necessary. Impacts to traffic from 
construction vehicles would be short-term, impacts would not result in LOS D on the affected roads, and 
impacts would be considered negligible.  

WFF Potential Transportation Impacts: 

• The No Action Alternative would 
not change any transportation 
networks or LOS on local 
roadways. 

• Alternative 3: Construction 
vehicles and equipment could 
temporarily cause congestion on 
Mill Dam Road. 

• Alternative 3: Personnel traveling 
to and from WFF would not cause 
the LOS on Route 175 or Mill Dam 
Road to deteriorate; there is 
existing capacity for the roads to 
support an increase of commuting 
personnel. While there may be 
congestion at the Main Gate 
during the peak morning and 
evening rush hours, this would be 
minimized because Triton UAS 
personnel work in three shifts 
over a 24-hour period. 
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Once operational, it is not anticipated that traffic on Route 175, Mill Dam Road, and Atlantic Road would 
introduce significant impacts. Under Alternative 3, while there may be minor congestion at the gate in 
the morning and evening peak hours, this would be minimized because Triton UAS personnel work three 
shifts during a 24-hour period. This traffic volume would be well within the 2027 projected levels 
evaluated in the 2007 traffic study (NASA, 2007). The 2027 projected scenario identified future 
conditions at Route 13 to Route 175 would have an LOS of B to C, Route 175 to Mill Dam Road would 
have an LOS of A to B, and Route 175 to Atlantic Road would maintain an LOS of C. While there may be 
minor congestion at the Main Base gate in the morning and evening peak hours, it is not anticipated this 
would lead to a negative LOS on Mill Dam or Atlantic Roads.  

In summary, implementing Alternative 3 would not result in significant impacts to transportation. 

8.8 Hazardous Materials and Wastes 

This section discusses hazardous materials, hazardous waste, special hazards, and Environmental 
Restoration Program (ERP) sites. See Section 3.9 for the resource definition, regulatory setting, and the 
approach to analysis. 

 Affected Environment 

The affected environment for hazardous materials, hazardous waste, special hazards, and ERP sites 
consists of the airfield at WFF. 

 Hazardous Materials 

The WFF Integrated Contingency Plan, developed by NASA to meet the requirements of 40 CFR part 112 
(Oil Pollution Prevention and Response), 40 CFR part 265 subparts C and D (Hazardous Waste 
Contingency Plan), and 9 Virginia Administrative Code 25-91-10 (Oil Discharge Contingency Plan), serves 
as the facility’s primary guidance document for the prevention and management of oil, fuel (e.g., gas, 
diesel, and jet), hazardous material, and hazardous waste releases (NASA, 2015d). Hazardous materials 
used at WFF include fuel oils and petroleum products, ammonium perchlorate/aluminum, 
nitrocellulose/nitroglycerine, hydrazine, cutting fluids, solvents, flammables, paint thinners, and 
laboratory reagents.  

Contracted distributors fill the fuel oil storage systems, under supervision of the WFF or tenant. To 
minimize releases, NASA requires that all fueling contractors exercise caution during fuel transfer 
operations. In accordance with U. S. Department of Transportation regulations, all fuel transporters 
must maintain an emergency spill containment kit on the transport vehicle and should call 911 or (757) 
824-1333 from a mobile phone in the event of a spill and for disposal of clean-up materials. Fueling 
contractors are responsible for containment, cleanup, and disposal of any releases that may occur 
during fuel transfer operations (NASA, 2015d). 

 Hazardous Waste 

Hazardous wastes include solid wastes that are regulated as hazardous based on either direct listing by 
USEPA or characteristics such as ignitability, reactivity, corrosivity, and toxicity, as well as those 
contaminants present in environmental media (e.g., soil or groundwater). The WFF Main Base is 
classified as Large Quantity Generator (i.e., over 2,205 pounds [1,000 kilograms] per month) under the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (USEPA Identification No. VA8800010763). The Main 
Base maintains three separate hazardous waste storage areas for less-than-90-days accumulation; 
however, Building B-29 is the primary accumulation area designated for wastes generated on the 
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installation (NASA, 2015d). In 2015, 50,779 pounds of hazardous waste were generated on the Main 
Base (NASA, 2016b). 

 Special Hazards (Asbestos Containing Materials, Lead Based Paint, Polychlorinated 
Biphenyls) 

The WFF manages asbestos materials and waste in accordance with Goddard Procedural Requirement 
1840.1, Asbestos Program Management. Disposal of materials containing asbestos, lead, and 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are managed in accordance with Goddard Procedural Requirement 
8500.3, Waste Management. Facilities scheduled for maintenance, renovation, remodeling, or 
demolition are inspected for the presence of asbestos-containing material, as required by law or as a 
precautionary measure when asbestos-containing material is to be removed through outside contracts 
by licensed specialized firms (NASA, 2016b).  

As buildings are renovated or demolished, lead-based paint issues are resolved. Any abatement or 
removal is done by licensed lead removal professionals and typically disposed of by a licensed removal 
contractor (NASA, 2016b). 

 Environmental Restoration Program 

The WFF ERP is responsible for the planning, implementation, and oversight of the investigation of past 
site activities to ensure the protection of human health and the environment. Several Areas of Concern 
(AOCs) have been identified at WFF. Currently, NASA has 27 Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act sites (10 of which are active); 22 petroleum sites (1 of which is active); 
and 15 Formerly Used Defense Sites (13 of which are active); and 104 Former Navy AOCs (3 of which 
require site investigations). Figure 8-5 provides the location of the AOCs in the vicinity of the project 
area at WFF. Land use restrictions and institutional controls exist at the active sites to prevent future 
development and groundwater usage (NASA, 2016b). No ERP sites are located in the area proposed for 
unaccompanied housing development. 
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Figure 8-5  Existing Areas of Concern on Wallops Flight Facility Main Base 

 Environmental Consequences 

This section analyzes impacts related to hazardous materials, hazardous waste, special hazards, and ERP 
sites and the potential for these substances to be introduced into the environment during the course of 
any construction/demolition activities or during Triton UAS operations and maintenance. 

 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, the Proposed Action would not occur and there would be no change 
associated with hazardous materials and wastes. Therefore, no significant impacts would occur with 
implementation of the No Action Alternative. 

 Alternative 3:  Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 

Hazardous Materials and Waste 

Construction and demolition activities would require the use of certain hazardous materials (e.g., paints, 
welding gases, solvents, preservatives, sealants). It is anticipated that the quantity of products 
containing hazardous materials used for construction and demolition activities would be minimal and 
their use would be of short duration. All hazardous wastes generated by construction and demolition 
activities would be handled under the existing RCRA-compliant waste management programs and, 
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therefore, would not be expected to increase the risks of exposure to workers and installation 
personnel. Therefore, no significant impacts from hazardous materials or waste would be expected from 
construction or demolition activities. 

Once home based, the maintenance of the Triton UAS would require the use of certain hazardous 
materials. JP-5 fuel would be used and stored aboveground at WFF. There would be one to three tanks 
with a combined capacity of about 30,000 to 40,000 gallons. All storage tanks would be double walled 
self-contained vessels with secondary containment. The storage tank(s) would be located adjacent to 
the existing fuel storage area, about 1,000 feet west of the proposed Triton UAS development area. A 
single fuel truck (with a likely capacity of 8,000 gallons) would supply the JP-5 to the Triton UAS aircraft. 
JP-5 fuel would represent a new waste stream WFF Main Base; however, WFF routinely handles similar 
refined petroleum products for aviation and aerospace systems. Additionally, it is anticipated that the 
quantity of other products containing hazardous materials used to support Triton UAS flight operations 
and maintenance activities would be minimal. The quantity of hazardous wastes generated from 
maintenance activities would be minor and would not be expected to exceed the capacities of existing 
hazardous waste disposal facilities. All hazardous materials and wastes would be managed in accordance 
with the WFF Integrated Contingency Plan. Therefore, no significant impacts would be expected to 
hazardous materials or waste from maintenance activities or Triton UAS flight operations. 

Special Hazards (Asbestos Containing Materials, Lead Based Paint, Polychlorinated Biphenyls) 

No structures are proposed for upgrade or retrofit. Therefore, no impacts to special hazards would 
occur from implementing Alternative 3. 

Environmental Restoration Program 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) submitted a draft Site Investigation report in the fall of 2015 
of various Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS) at NASA WFF Main Base. The area proposed for 
development under Alternative 3 resides within the NASA-identified FUDS Project 11. For both surface 
and subsurface soil sampling, no residential or industrial regional screening levels (RSLs) were exceeded 
in Project 11. For surface soil sampling, no ecological screening levels were exceeded. For upper aquifer 
groundwater sampling, tetrachloroethylene was detected at a range, which is higher than the USEPA tap 
water RSL of 4.1 μg/L and the USEPA maximum contaminant level (MCL) of 5 μg/L. Trichloroethylene 
was detected at a range lower than the USEPA MCL of 5 μg/L. One sample concentration exceeded the 
USEPA tap water RSL of 0.28 μg/L. The USACE is coordinating with NASA, the USEPA, and the Virginia 
DEQ on finalizing the Site Investigation. If necessary, construction measures (e.g., vapor barrier) could be 
incorporated to protect human health from detected concentrations of tetrachloroethylene and 
trichloroethylene in the upper aquifer groundwater below the proposed Alternative 3, WFF site. While 
Project 11 coincides with proposed renovation and/or construction, close coordination between WFF’s 
Environmental Office leadership, the USEPA, and Virginia Department of Environmental Quality would 
occur to avoid adverse impacts under Alternative 3. Therefore, no significant impacts to the 
Environmental Restoration Program sites are anticipated. 

In summary, implementing Alternative 3 at WFF would not result in significant impacts to hazardous 
materials and waste, special hazards, or to sites under the Environmental Restoration Program. 
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9 ALTERNATIVE 3: WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY, VIRGINIA 
CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

Cumulative impacts are most likely to arise when a relationship or synergism exists between a proposed 
action and other actions expected to occur in a similar location or during a similar period. Actions 
overlapping with or in close proximity to the proposed action would be expected to have more potential 
for a relationship than those more geographically separated. Similarly, relatively concurrent actions 
would tend to offer a higher potential for cumulative impacts. To identify cumulative impacts, the 
analysis needs to address the following three fundamental questions. 

• Does a relationship exist such that affected resource areas of the proposed action might interact 
with the affected resource areas of past, present, or reasonably foreseeable actions? 

• If one or more of the affected resource areas of the proposed action and another action could 
be expected to interact, would the proposed action affect or be affected by impacts of the other 
action? 

• If such a relationship exists, then does an assessment reveal any potentially significant impacts 
not identified when the proposed action is considered alone? 

Cumulative effects could result from individually minor, but collectively significant actions that take 
place over time. Accordingly, a cumulative effects analysis identifies and defines the scope of other 
actions and their interrelationship with the alternatives if there is an overlap in space and time. 
Cumulative effects are most likely to occur when there is an overlapping geographic location and a 
coincidental or sequential timing of events. The first step in assessing cumulative effects therefore, 
involves identifying and defining the scope of other actions and determining their interrelationship with 
the proposed action. The scope must consider whether other projects coincide with the location and 
timetable of the proposed action and other actions.  Past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
actions are examined, including both military actions in the region as well as other federal and non-
federal actions to determine if they interact with the Proposed Action Alternative.  After examining 
these actions, the analysis determined the nature of the interaction. An analysis of how the impacts of 
the defined actions might affect or be affected by those resulting from the action, are discussed in 
this Environmental Assessment. 

For the purposes of this analysis, the temporal span of Alternative 3 is considered the time during which 
construction of Triton UAS facilities would occur (2017) to the time when the aircraft are fully 
operational at the base (2023). It is also assumed that the existing aircraft operational tempo would 
continue as found under baseline conditions. For most resources, the spatial area for consideration of 
cumulative effects is limited to the installation on which an activity would occur, which would include 
WFF Main Base. Past actions are those actions, and their associated impacts, that occurred within the 
geographical extent of cumulative effects that have shaped the current environmental conditions of the 
study area. CEQ regulations do not require the consideration of the individual effects of all past actions 
to determine the present effects of past actions (Connaughton, 2005). Recent past actions with 
continuing ongoing effects that are germane to cumulative impacts are discussed in respect to present 
and reasonably foreseeable future actions. 
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9.1 Past, Present, and Reasonably Foreseeable Actions 

Based on a review of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions within the study area of 
Alternative 3 at WFF, it was determined that several actions should be considered when analyzing the 
potential cumulative impacts of the actions.  

 Past Actions 

Demolition of Blades Circle Housing Units. This on-base project demolished 28 housing units (or about 
11 acres) down to the ground because they were old and degraded (Figure 9-1). This demolition is part 
of a revitalization project to retro fit and enhance the area with more modern structures. Categorical 
Exclusion 35 was identified for the applicable NEPA documentation (NASA 2013). The site was previously 
surveyed and no archaeological sites were identified.  

Although the action is complete, it is mentioned here, as a portion of this area is proposed for 
unaccompanied housing should Alternative 3 be implemented. 

 Present and Reasonably Foreseeable Actions 

E-2/C-2 Field Carrier Landing Practice Operations. This 2013 EA evaluated the Navy’s Fleet Forces 
Command’s proposed action to conduct regular, scheduled E-2C Hawkeye, E-2D Advanced Hawkeye, 
and C-2A Greyhound (E-2/C-2) field carrier landing operations at the Main Base airfield (U.S. Navy, 
2013). The Navy selected WFF as their preferred alternative and began conducting operations in the fall 
of 2013. Up to 45,000 operations occur annually with 30,000 operations in the five-plane field carrier 

 

Figure 9-1  Locations of Blades Circle Housing Units Demolition and  
Skeeter Lane Housing Units Renovations 
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landing practice patterns and 15,000 operations in the three-plane pattern. Approximately half of the 
Navy E-2/C-2 training is conducted during daylight hours and half during nighttime hours. Aircraft 
refueling and overnight detachments are also associated with this action at WFF. 

Wallops Research Park.  The 2008 EA assessed the development of the Wallops Research Park adjacent 
to the Main Base on approximately 202 acres of lands owned by NASA, Accomack County, and the 
Chincoteague Bay Field Station. Still under development, the research park will consist of a multi-use 
area dedicated to public recreational facilities, non-retail commercial and government space, and 
science research and educational facilities (NASA, 2008c). 

Restricted Area Airspace R-6604C/D/E at Wallops Flight Facility. With the purpose of safely segregating 
civil air traffic from flight testing of unproven and experimental aerial systems, NASA has requested the 
FAA to expand R-6604 by adding new airspace designated R-6604C/D/E. R-6604C would incorporate 
airspace from the ground surface up to, and including, 3,500 feet AGL; would be linked to R-6604A/B; 
and would extend through and beyond the NASA Class D airspace. Similarly, R-6604D would extend from 
100 feet AGL to 3,500 feet AGL; whereas, R-6604E would span from 700 feet AGL to 3,500 feet AGL. 
Similar to existing R-6604A/B, each new section of airspace would be activated separately, as needed. 
WFF has prepared an EA for this action. The final EA and signed FONSI were released on September 19, 
2016 (NASA, 2016a). 

Additions to Skeeter Lane Housing Units. This Navy project involves interior renovations to 10 existing 
units, adding about 200 square feet to each (see Figure 9-1). It is currently being undertaken to provide 
improved housing for personnel assigned to Wallops Island. Categorical Exclusions 23 and 34 were 
identified for the applicable NEPA documentation, the Virginia SHPO concurred that there would be no 
effects to historic properties, and if any trees require removal, they will need to be replaced in 
accordance with the WFF Tree Preservation and Replacement Policy. 

9.2 Resource Analysis 

Where feasible, the cumulative impacts were assessed using quantifiable data; however, for many of the 
resources, quantifiable data are not available and a qualitative analysis was undertaken. In addition, 
where an analysis of potential environmental effects for future actions has not been completed, 
assumptions were made regarding cumulative impacts related to this EA. Following review of past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects, each of the actions that would have the potential to 
interact with Alternative 3 would be the Skeeter Lane additions, Wallops Research Park build out, and 
R-6604 airspace expansion in adjacent airspace.  

 Noise 

The Wallops Research Park and Skeeter Lane housing unit additions projects would include the use of 
construction equipment that would result in increased intermittent noise levels within the immediate 
area. Construction at and within the vicinity of the WFF would collectively increase noise levels in the 
area temporarily, but would vary in timing of projects, and duration. Long-term aircraft operations 
would continue to be the dominant sources of noise at the WFF. The introduction of no more than 1 dB 
DNL by the Triton UAS would not noticeably change the existing acoustic environment when considered 
in conjunction with current aircraft noise levels at WFF, activities at the nearby spaceport, and the noise 
generated by cars, farm equipment, boats, and horns.  

The combined effects of these other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions and the 
proposed action would result in increases in noise in the areas near WFF to the extent that these actions 
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occur close in time and location. However, it is not anticipated that all of these would occur 
simultaneously because of the temporary nature of construction emissions, flight operations, and 
project timelines. Therefore, no significant cumulative impacts from noise are anticipated because the 
proposed action adds a negligible level of noise that is temporary, short term, and consistent with 
existing ambient noise levels. 

 Public Health and Safety 

One present project would interact with Alternative 3 in terms of public health and safety. That project 
is the expansion of R-6604. This action broadens the airspace under direct air traffic control for aircraft 
operations out of the WFF airfield. This would create better separation among civilian and commercial 
air traffic and NASA/military operations emanating from WFF. It is anticipated that this could further 
reduce the risk of aircraft mishaps. No changes to accident potential zones or BASH incidents would 
occur. BASH hazards would continue to be managed under the facility BASH program. None of the 
improvement projects would create new attractants for birds or wildlife. Continued implementation of 
standard air traffic management techniques at the airfield would minimize the risk of aviation mishaps 
between proposed operations and existing or new airfield operations. Therefore, no significant 
cumulative public health and safety impacts are anticipated when other pertinent past, ongoing, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions are considered cumulatively with Alternative 3 at WFF.  

 Air Quality 

Other projects in Accomack County region contributing emissions were recently analyzed in an EA (U.S. 
Navy, 2013). Most projects consisted of construction projects on and off base occurring over long 
construction time periods. It was noted that Accomack County is expected to stay largely rural, and 
mobile and stationary-source emissions in the county area expected to remain minimal (U.S. Navy, 
2013). Overall, Triton UAS construction activities at WFF would collectively increase air emissions in the 
area temporarily but would be a small percentage of overall air emissions in the Northeastern Virginia 
Intrastate AQCR. Once the home basing is completed, Triton UAS operations and commuting personnel 
would generate minimal air emissions and contribute less than 1 percent of criteria pollutants in 
Accomack County (see Table 8-5). 

Cumulatively, construction-related air emissions would not change the attainment status of the AQCR or 
introduce a significant increase in criteria pollutant emissions. Aircraft operations emissions would also 
not introduce pollutant levels that would change the attainment status of the AQCR or pose a significant 
cumulative impact to air quality.  

 Biological Resources 

Construction of the Wallops Research Park, Skeeter Lane additions, and Alternative 3 would have the 
potential to cumulatively impact vegetation, wildlife, and special status species. 

Vegetation 

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 3 and WFF projects would occur 
primarily in developed or already disturbed areas so when considered cumulatively, would not 
significantly affect vegetation. Once operational, it is not anticipated that Triton UAS and present and 
reasonably foreseeable aircraft operations would cumulatively affect vegetation on WFF. 
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Wildlife 

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 3 and WFF construction projects 
would generate temporary increases in noise levels, primarily in highly disturbed and developed 
portions of the Main Base airfield. Noise created during construction and demolition activities may result 
in temporary behavioral disturbance to wildlife, mostly limited to avoidance of the immediate area. 
However, these negligible changes in behavior are not expected to differ appreciably from those resulting 
from naturally occurring phenomena and other stressors in the existing environment (e.g., severe 
weather events, evasion of predators, etc.) and no changes to feeding, sheltering, or reproduction are 
anticipated. Once construction is complete, abundance and frequency of wildlife occurring in the project 
area are expected to return to prior levels. Additionally, the projects would occur in areas where wildlife 
may have habituated to noisy airfield activities.  

Cumulative effects to wildlife adjacent to the project area would not be considered significant under 
Alternative 3, WFF. The introduction of no more than 1 dB DNL by the Triton UAS would not noticeably 
change the existing acoustic environment when considered in conjunction with current aircraft noise 
levels at WFF, activities at the nearby spaceport, and the noise generated by cars, farm equipment, 
boats, and horns. 

To minimize direct effects to wildlife, continued implementation of the NASA’s BASH program, which 
includes habitat modification, grassland management, wetlands management, wildlife exclusion 
measures, avian dispersal measures, and humane lethal control measures, would reduce the habitat 
attractiveness as foraging, resting, or nesting areas for birds. Other periodic BASH management projects, 
such as exclusion devices, removal of abandoned structures, and fence repair, would specifically 
discourage the presence of wildlife in close proximity to the airfield. No significant, cumulative impacts 
to wildlife are anticipated with the implementation of Alternative 3. 

Special Status Species 

Endangered Species Act. Under Alternative 3, when considered with past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable actions, no cumulative, significant impacts are anticipated to federally listed species (i.e., 
Northern long-eared bat). As noted in the E-2/C-2 FCLP Operations EA, the now ongoing E-2/C-2 FCLP 
operations were expected to have no effect on federally listed threatened and endangered species or 
impacts on state-listed threatened or endangered species; therefore, no cumulative impacts are 
anticipate to these resources. Continued adherence to protective measures identified in the USFWS 
Biological Opinion dated June 22, 2016 (Appendix D) would ensure that current and reasonably 
foreseeable projects would not cumulatively affect federally listed species (see Section 8.4.2.2).  

Other Special Status Species 

Bald Eagle. Bald eagles are regularly observed and two nests have been identified about a mile north 
and 1 mile east from the construction areas. There is no suitable nesting habitat in the areas under 
construction and foraging habitat is of marginal value compared to other areas in the Wallops region. 
Therefore, Triton UAS operations, along with all other aircraft operations at the installation would likely 
have no effects to Bald Eagles. No significant, cumulative harm or incidental takes of bald eagles are 
anticipated when Alternative 3 is considered along with anticipated improvement projects at WFF. 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act. As mentioned in Section 8.4.2.2, potential impacts to migratory birds would 
be avoided by conducting a site survey of the proposed construction areas prior to commencement of 
construction activities for future improvement projects to ensure the absence of migratory birds 
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(including BCC) or by conducting construction activities outside of the migratory bird-nesting season. 
Once the Triton UAS is operational, continued participation in Partners in Flight, observance of 
conservation and protective measures identified in the NASA Environmental Resource Document would 
be used to ensure that no violation of the MBTA or EO 13186 would occur from implementing 
Alternative 3 along with other present and reasonably foreseeable actions. With continued 
implementation of the BASH program, no cumulatively significant impacts to MBTA species (including 
BCC) are anticipated. 

 Water Resources 

Construction of the Wallops Research Park, Skeeter Lane additions, and Alternative 3 would have the 
potential to impact ground and surface waters. 

Groundwater  

Construction impacts to ground water from Alternative 3 and the other construction projects would not 
extend below ground surface to a depth that would affect the underlying aquifer. Although fuel or other 
chemicals could be spilled during construction, demolition, and renovation activities, implementation of 
the required SPCC Plan and immediate cleanup of any spills would prevent any infiltration into 
groundwater resources. Cumulatively, Alternative 3 and countywide growth would increase the 
population and the demand for groundwater resources. Alternative 3 would result in 914 personnel and 
dependents, and countywide population is estimated to grow by 0.5 percent by 2020. It is anticipated 
that there is adequate water supply in terms of quantity within the Lower Keys to accommodate 
forecasted growth. Therefore, no significant, cumulative impacts to groundwater resources are 
anticipated.  

Surface Water  

Construction and demolition activities associated with Alternative 3 and the other programmed 
construction projects could result in a slight cumulative increase runoff and associated turbidity. 
Potential impacts from an increase in turbidity would be minimized with implementation of practices 
such as wetting of soils, silt fencing, and detention basins and adherence to erosion and stormwater 
management practices, as determined by the Navy, to contain soil and in runoff on the project area. 
Infrastructure improvements under Alternatives 3 and all other present and foreseeable projects would 
be required to follow state and federal guidelines for construction permitting to ensure water quality 
was protected from possible erosion and sedimentation. This includes implementing project specific 
BMPs as part of the proposed infrastructure improvement projects to minimize impacts to water quality 
and using stormwater engineering controls (e.g., culvert/channels directing stormwater to retention 
basins) to decrease future impacts to water quality following construction. The use of spill prevention 
plans and SWPPPs during infrastructure improvements would also minimize impacts to water quality. 

Construction and demolition activities from Alternative 3 and present and foreseeable projects are not 
anticipated to degrade the water quality or affect beneficial uses of surface water or groundwater 
resources. No significant cumulative impacts to surface water are anticipated resulting from Triton UAS 
operations and other present or foreseeable projects.  

 Socioeconomics 

Under Alternative 3, no significant impacts to socioeconomics would occur when considered with 
present and reasonable foreseeable actions. In terms of population and employment, Alternative 3 and 
present and reasonable foreseeable actions would not noticeably change population numbers the five-
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county area of Accomack and Northampton in Virginia, and Somerset, Wicomico, and Worcester 
counties in Maryland. Other than a temporary beneficial input into the local economy generated by new 
construction, no significant, cumulative impacts are anticipated to employment and income. The 
increase in personnel would not have housing and childcare service impacts appreciably different than 
those described in Chapter 8.  

 Transportation 

The Skeeter Lane construction traffic and increases in traffic associated with natural population growth 
would be expected to interact with Alternative 3. Access to Wallops Research Park would not require 
entrance to the installation. Construction on the WFF would require the movement of heavy equipment 
and construction workers on Route 175 and Mill Dam and Atlantic Roads. Transportation route 
improvements off base and the construction of new commercial or residential structures off base have 
the potential to cause temporary traffic delays. However, when the transportation projects are 
completed, these projects would assist in improving local road conditions and travel times. When 
considered cumulatively with Alternative 3, these activities could lead to minor traffic delays and 
temporary congestion at the Main Base gate when development projects on base occur. While there 
could be short-term effects during construction through traffic congestion at the gate, no significant 
impacts are anticipated. No long-term significant cumulative impacts to traffic would be expected to 
degrade the local traffic network. 

 Hazardous Materials and Wastes 

Construction of the Wallops Research Park, Skeeter Lane additions, and Alternative 3 would require the 
use of certain hazardous materials (e.g., paints, welding gases, solvents, preservatives, sealants). It is 
anticipated that the quantity of products containing hazardous materials used for construction and 
demolition activities would be minimal and their use would be of short duration. All hazardous wastes 
generated by construction and demolition activities would be handled under the existing RCRA-
compliant waste management programs and, therefore, would not be expected to increase the risks of 
exposure to workers and installation personnel. No structures with special hazards (Asbestos Containing 
Materials, Lead Based Paint, Polychlorinated Biphenyls) would be impacted. While Alternative 3 
coincides with ERP sites, no other construction projects would be affected by these program sites. In 
summary, no significant, cumulative impacts to hazardous materials and wastes are anticipated. 
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10 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS REQUIRED BY THE NATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT 

10.1 Consistency with Other Federal, State, and Local Laws, Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

In accordance with 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part 1502.16(c), analysis of environmental 
consequences shall include discussion of possible conflicts between the Proposed Action and the 
objectives of federal, regional, state and local land use plans, policies, and controls. Table 10-1 identifies 
the principal federal and state laws and regulations that are applicable to the Proposed Action, and 
describes briefly how compliance with these laws and regulations would be accomplished. 

Table 10-1  Principal Federal and State Laws Applicable to the Proposed Action 

Federal, State, Local, and Regional Land Use Plans, 
Policies, and Controls Status of Compliance 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (42 
United States (U.S.) Code [U.S.C.] section 4321 et 
seq.); Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) NEPA 
implementing regulations (40 CFR parts 1500-1508; 
Navy procedures for Implementing NEPA (32 CFR 
part 775 and Office of Chief of Naval Installations 
Instruction [OPNAVINST] 5090.1D); and National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s regulations 
at 14 CFR part 1216.3. 

This Environmental Assessment (EA) has been prepared in 
accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality 
regulations implementing NEPA, and Navy and National 
Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA) NEPA 
procedures. The appropriate public participation and 
review are being conducted in compliance with NEPA.  

Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. section 7401 et seq.) 

The air quality analysis in the EA concludes that under 
Alternatives 1, 2, or 3, proposed emissions: (1) would not 
create a major regional source of air pollutants or affect 
the current attainment status at Naval Air Station (NAS) 
Key West and Naval Station (NS) Mayport in Florida, or at 
the NASA Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) in Virginia, and 
(2) would comply with all applicable state and regional air 
agency rules and regulations. 

Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 U.S.C. section 1251 et 
seq.) 

Permits under CWA Section 404 would be required to 
implement Alternative 1 at NAS Key West. Should this 
alternative be identified for implementation, all required 
permits would be acquired prior to any ground disturbance 
activities in regulated areas. In addition, any required 
mitigation measures would be implemented in accordance 
with the permit requirements.  
At any of the three alternative locations, stormwater 
runoff and operational activities would be managed in 
accordance with the installations’ Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and applicable federal and state 
stormwater and erosion best management practices 
(BMPs). 
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Table 10-1  Principal Federal and State Laws Applicable to the Proposed Action 

Federal, State, Local, and Regional Land Use Plans, 
Policies, and Controls Status of Compliance 

Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) 
(16 U.S.C. section 1451 et seq.) 

The Navy and NASA have determined that implementing 
the Proposed Action at either of the two Florida 
alternative locations is consistent, to the maximum extent 
practicable, with the enforceable policies of the Florida 
Coastal Management Program and implementing the 
Proposed Act at the Virginia alternative location is fully 
consistent with the enforceable policies of the Virginia 
State Coastal Zone Management Programs. The applicable 
Federal Coastal Consistency Determinations were 
submitted to the Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection (FDEP) and Virginia Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ) for review. Moreover, an 
addendum to the Virginia Coastal Consistency 
Determination was submitted to Virginia DEQ with regard 
to the potential development of an unaccompanied 
housing facility on WFF (Alternative 3). The Virginia DEQ, 
on January 10, 2017, found that the housing facility is fully 
consistent with the enforceable policies of the Virginia 
State Coastal Zone Management Programs. Federal Coastal 
Consistency Determinations are found in Appendix B.   

National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) 
(Section 106, 16 U.S.C. section 470 et seq.) 

The Navy determined that there would be no effects to 
archeological resources or listed or eligible historic 
properties by implementing Alternative 1 (NAS Key West), 
or Alternative 2 (NS Mayport), or Alternative 3 (Wallops 
Flight Facility). The Navy concluded that the project at all 
alternative sites warranted a finding of "No Historic 
Properties Affected" and conveyed this determination to 
the Florida SHPO by letter dated July 6, 2016 and the 
Virginia Department of Historic Resources by letter dated 
July 14, 2016.  
On October 6, 2016, the SHPO concurred with the Navy’s 
finding of “No Historic Properties Affected” at NAS Key 
West and NS Mayport. The Virginia Department of Historic 
Resources concurred with the Navy determination of no 
effects for Alternative 3 at WFF on August 10, 2016. 
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Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
(16 U.S.C. section 1531 et seq.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pursuant to the ESA, Alternative 1 at NAS Key West: 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect the 

LKMR; 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect American 

crocodiles and would have no effect on critical habitat 
because no such habitat is located in the project area;  

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect silver rice 
rats and would have no effect on critical habitat because 
the project area does not support such habitat; 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect green, 
hawksbill, leatherback, and loggerhead sea turtles or 
their hatchlings and would have no effect on their 
critical habitat because none is located in the project 
area; and 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect piping 
plovers, red knots, roseate terns and would have no 
effect on piping plover habitat because no such habitat 
is located in the project area. 

The Navy initiated informal consultation with the USFWS 
South Florida Ecological Services Office on June 2, 2016; a 
response is pending. 

Pursuant to the ESA, Alternative 2 at NS Mayport: 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, piping 

plovers and would have no effect on their critical 
habitat because none is located in the project area; 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, red 
knots; 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, wood 
storks; 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, green 
sea turtles and would have no effect on their critical 
habitat because none is located in the project area; 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 
leatherback sea turtles and would have no effect on 
their critical habitat because none is located in the 
project area; and 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 
loggerhead sea turtles and would have no effect on 
their critical habitat because none is located in the 
project area. 

The Navy initiated informal consultation with the USFWS 
North Florida Ecological Services Office on June 10, 2016. 
On July 14, 2016, the USFWS concurred with the Navy 
findings. 
Alternative 3 at WFF: 
• Would have no effect on northern long-eared bats and 

would have no effect on their critical habitat, as there is 
none located in the project area. 
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Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) 
(16 U.S.C. sections 703-712) 

Pursuant to the MBTA, takes incidental to military 
readiness activities (due to bird aircraft strikes) would not 
result in a significant adverse effect on a population of a 
migratory bird species under Alternatives 1, 2, or 3. Triton 
operations under the Proposed Action are a military 
readiness activity; therefore, these takes comply with the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act. During construction, impacts on 
birds would be largely avoided and minimized and would 
not rise to the level of take.  

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act  
(16 U.S.C. section 668-668d) 

Pursuant to the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, the 
Proposed Action would have no significant impact on 
eagles under Alternatives 1, 2, or 3. 

Noise Control Act of 1972 and Quiet Communities 
Act of 1978 

A less than 1 dB DNL increase in noise levels from Triton 
UAS operations would likely not be noticeable at any of 
the three alternative locations. Therefore, the Proposed 
Action is consistent with these acts. 

Executive Order (EO) 11988, Floodplain 
Management, amended by EO 13690, Establishing a 
Federal Flood Risk Management Standard and 
Process for Further Soliciting and Considering 
Stakeholder Input 

Under Alternative 1, the Proposed Action would be located 
within the 100-year and 500-year floodplain. As the 
Proposed Action would occur at an existing air station and 
the airfield is located entirely within a floodplain, there is 
no practicable alternative to avoid occupancy or 
development within the floodplain. In accordance with EOs 
11988 and 13690, new construction would be designed to 
reduce the risk of flood loss and to minimize the impact of 
floods on human safety, health, and welfare. 

EO 12088, Federal Compliance with Pollution 
Control Standards 

Regardless of the alternative implemented, the Navy 
and/or NASA would adhere to and comply with all federal, 
state, and local pollution control standards. 

EO 12898, Federal Actions to Address 
Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and 
Low-income Populations 

The Proposed Action would not disproportionately affect 
minority or low-income populations if Alternative 1, 2, or 3 
were implemented. 

EO 13045, Protection of Children from 
Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks 

The Proposed Action would not affect children’s health or 
safety risks if Alternative 1, 2, or 3 were implemented. 

EO 13693, Planning for Federal Sustainability in the 
Next Decade, that supersede and revokes Executive 
Order 13423, Strengthening Federal Environmental, 
Energy, and Transportation Management 

Regardless of the alternative implemented, the Navy 
and/or NASA would implement environmental 
management systems to ensure integrated, continuously 
improving, efficient, and sustainable practices in federal 
facility operation.  

EO 13175, Consultation and Coordination with 
Indian Tribal Governments 

The Proposed Action would not affect traditional cultural 
properties if Alternative 1, 2, or 3 were implemented. 

EO 13514, Federal Leadership in Environmental, 
Energy, and Economic Performance 

The Proposed Action would increase energy and water 
consumption at any of the three alternative locations. 
However, the installations and the communities in which 
they are located have the capacity to provide both energy 
and water without appreciable changes from baseline 
conditions. 
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 Coastal Zone Management 

The federal CZMA of 1972 establishes a federal-state partnership to provide for the comprehensive 
management of coastal resources. Coastal states and territories develop site-specific coastal 
management programs based on enforceable policies and mechanisms to balance resource protection 
and coastal development needs. The state coastal management program lays out the policy to guide the 
use, protection, and development of land and ocean resources within the state’s coastal zone. Under 
the act, federal activity in, or affecting, a coastal zone requires preparation of a Federal Consistency 
Determination. In other words, any federal agency proposing to conduct or support an activity within or 
outside the coastal zone that will affect any land or water use or natural resource of the coastal zone is 
required to do so in a manner consistent with the CZMA or applicable state coastal zone program to the 
maximum extent practicable. However, federal lands, which are “lands the use of which is by law subject 
solely to the discretion of…the Federal Government, its officers, or agents,” are statutorily excluded 
from the state’s “coastal zone.” If, however, the proposed federal activity has the potential to affect 
coastal resources or uses beyond the boundaries of the federal property (i.e., has spillover effects), the 
CZMA Section 307 federal consistency requirement applies. As federal agencies, the Navy and NASA are 
required to determine whether the proposed activities would have the potential to affect the coastal 
zone. For all three of the project alternatives analyzed, it was determined that there is the potential for 
the Proposed Action to affect the coastal zones of Florida or Virginia. 

10.1.1.1 Alternative 1: Naval Air Station Key West, Florida 
The FDEP is responsible for directing the implementation of the statewide coastal management 
program. At NAS Key West, the preservation of coastal resources is part of the overall natural resources 
management program (U.S. Navy, 2014). Under Alternative 1, the entirety of the area proposed for 
development lies within the coastal zone. To comply with the federal CZMA, NAS Key West evaluated its 
proposal in terms of consistency with the CZMA. The air station determined that implementing 
Alternative 1 would be consistent to the maximum extent practicable with Florida’s Coastal 
Management Program and a Federal Consistency Determination was sent to the FDEP on July 11, 2016. 
On September 23, 2016, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection concurred with the Navy’s 
determination that Alternative 1 was consistent with the enforceable policies of Florida. All associated 
correspondence is included in Appendix B. 

10.1.1.2 Alternative 2: Naval Station Mayport, Florida 
As with NAS Key West, FDEP is responsible for the statewide coastal management program. At 
NS Mayport, the preservation of coastal resources is part of the overall natural resources management 
program (U.S. Navy, 2006). Under Alternative 2, the entirety of the area proposed for development lies 
within the coastal zone. To comply with the federal CZMA, NS Mayport evaluated its proposal in terms 
of consistency with the CZMA. The station determined that implementing Alternative 2 would be 
consistent to the maximum extent practicable with Florida’s Coastal Management Program and a 
Federal Consistency Determination was sent to the FDEP on July 11, 2016.  On September 23, 2016, the 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection concurred with the Navy’s determination that 
Alternative 2 was consistent with the enforceable policies of Florida. All associated correspondence is 
included in Appendix B. 
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10.1.1.3 Alternative 3: Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia 
Virginia’s DEQ is responsible for the statewide coastal management program. At WFF, the preservation 
of coastal resources is part of the overall natural resources management program (NASA, 2008). Under 
Alternative 3, the entirety of the area proposed for development lies within the coastal zone. To comply 
with the federal CZMA, WFF evaluated its proposal in terms of consistency with the CZMA. It was 
determined that implementing Alternative 3 would be fully consistent with Virginia’s Coastal Zone 
Management Program and a Federal Consistency Determination was sent to the Virginia DEQ on August 
9, 2016. On September 29, 2016, the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality concurred with the 
Navy’s determination that Alternative 3 would be consistent with the enforceable policies of Virginia. 
Thereafter, an addendum to the Coastal Consistency Determination was sent to the Virginia DEQ on 
November 15, 2016, to address the potential development of an unaccompanied housing facility on 
WFF. On January 10, 2017, the Virginia DEQ determined that developing the proposed unaccompanied 
housing under Alternative 3 would be fully consistent with Virginia’s Coastal Zone Management 
Program. All associated correspondence is included in Appendix B. 

10.2 Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitments of Resources  

Resources that are irreversibly or irretrievably committed to a project are those that are used on a long-
term or permanent basis. This includes the use of non-renewable resources such as metal and fuel, and 
natural or cultural resources. These resources are irretrievable in that they would be used for this 
project when they could have been used for other purposes. Human labor is also considered an 
irretrievable resource. Another impact that falls under this category is the unavoidable destruction of 
natural resources that could limit the range of potential uses of that particular environment. 

Implementation of Alternatives 1, 2, or 3 would involve irretrievable commitments of non-renewable 
and renewable resources. With regard to the infrastructure improvements, resources such as capital, 
labor, fuels, and construction materials would be committed. The total amount of construction materials 
(e.g., concrete, insulation, wiring, etc.) required for this action is relatively small when compared to the 
resources available in the regional areas of Monroe County (Alternative 1, NAS Key West), Duval County 
(Alternative 2, NS Mayport), or Accomack County (Alternative 3, WFF). The construction materials and 
energy required for construction and operations are not in short supply; their use would not have an 
adverse impact on the continued availability of these resources, and the energy resource commitment is 
not anticipated to be excessive in terms of region-wide use. 

All infrastructure upgrades would comply with EO 13693, Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next 
Decade, and EO 13514, Federal Leadership in Environmental, Energy, and Economic Performance. EO 
13693 sets goals for federal agencies in areas such as energy efficiency, renewable energy, toxic 
chemical reduction, recycling, sustainable buildings, electronics stewardship, and water conservation. 
EO 13514 mandates that federal agencies meet numerical and non-numerical targets. For example, EO 
13514 requires that 95 percent of all new contracts require the use of water-efficient fixtures, low-flow 
fixtures, nontoxic or less toxic products, and energy-efficient products. This EO also requires that all new 
construction comply with the Guiding Principles for Federal Leadership in High Performance and 
Sustainable Buildings (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [USEPA], 2006), Memorandum of 
Understanding among U.S. federal agencies. Principles include, but are not limited to employing design 
and construction strategies that increase energy efficiency, eliminate solid waste, and reduce 
stormwater runoff.    
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10.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 

This EA has determined that the alternatives considered would not result in any unavoidable adverse 
impacts. Climate change, however, could adversely affect future Navy and NASA missions as sea level 
rise continues, water surges and flooding increase along the shorelines, saltwater invades freshwater 
sources, and temperatures rise cause agricultural issues and habitat changes. 

10.4 Relationship between Short-Term Use of the Environment and Long-Term Productivity 

NEPA requires an analysis of the relationship between a project’s short-term impacts on the 
environment and the effects that these impacts may have on the maintenance and enhancement of the 
long-term productivity of the affected environment. Impacts that narrow the range of beneficial uses of 
the environment are of particular concern. This refers to the possibility that choosing one development 
site reduces future flexibility in pursuing other options, or that using a parcel of land or other resources 
often eliminates the possibility of other uses at that site. 

As discussed in Chapters 4 through 9, environmental consequences for each of the alternative locations, 
the Proposed Action would result in both short- and long-term environmental effects. However, 
implementing Alternative 1, 2, or 3 is not expected to result in the types of impacts that would reduce 
environmental productivity, affect biodiversity, or narrow the range of potential long-term beneficial 
uses of the environment. 
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_____. (2016b). Environmental Resources Document. Goddard Space Flight Center/Wallops Flight 
Facility. April. 

_____. (2016c). Programmatic Agreement, Amendment 1, among the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, the Virginia State Historic Preservation Office, and the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation Regarding the Management of Facilities, Infrastructure, and Sites at the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Wallops Flight Facility, Wallops Island, 
Accomack County, Virginia. October 5. 

_____. (2016d). Global Climate Change, Vital Signs of the Planet. NASA’s Role. Available from 
http://climate.nasa.gov/nasa_role/.  

_____. (2015a). Wallops Flight Facility Annual Airfield Traffic for 2015. 

_____. (2015b). Integrated Cultural Resource Management Plan (ICRMP) for Wallops Flight 
Facility/Wallops Island, Virginia. August. 

_____. (2015c). Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan. NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. Available 
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12 LIST OF PREPARERS 
This Environmental Assessment (EA) was prepared collaboratively between the Navy, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and contractor preparers. 

NAVY PREPARERS 
U.S. Fleet Forces Command 
Lisa Padgett, Environmental Readiness, Home Basing Program Manager 
Richard Keys, Shore Aviation Readiness 
 
Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) PMA-262 
John Jenkins, MQ-4C Triton Support 
 
Commander Patrol and Reconnaissance Group/Triton Fleet Introduction Team  
Donald Seybold, MQ-4C Triton UAS Integration Team Lead 
Daniel Duquette, CPRG MILCON Coordinator 
 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic Division 
Lesley Dobbins-Noble, NEPA Project Manager 
Jeffery Butts, NEPA Project Manager, Community Planner 
 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Southeast 
Bill Brainard, IPT South Atlantic 
Brock Durig, Environmental Planning 
Taura Huxley, Natural Resources Specialist 
Doug Nemeth, Natural Resources Specialist 
 
Naval Station Mayport 
Patricia Loop, Tanks/Natural Resources/Cultural Resources 
Joe Marshall, Environmental – NEPA/Air Permits 
Rick Geshwiler, Public Works Department Planning 
 
Naval Air Station Key West 
Edward Barham, Environmental Director 
Edwin Stringfield, Facilities Planning 
Dave Vermillion, Airfield Manager 
Shelby Graham, Natural Resources 
 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION PREPARERS 

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Wallops Flight Facility 
Keith Thompson, Advanced Projects Office/Technical Manager 
Tom Wilson, Facilities 
Shari Miller, Environmental Planning 
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CONTRACTOR PREPARERS 
Cardno, Inc. 
 
Jim Campe 
B.S., Naval Architecture and Offshore Engineering, University of California, 1986 
Years of Experience:  24 
Noise and Hazardous Materials/Waste 
 
Christina Cummings  
A.A.S., Administrative Office Technology, Boise State University, 1999 
Years of Experience:  17 
Technical Editing/Project Administrator 
 
Travis P. Gahm 
B.S. Biology, James Madison University, 2009 
Years of Experience:  5 
Natural and Water Resources/Geographic Information System 
 
Lesley Hamilton 
B.A., Chemistry, Mary Baldwin College, 1988 
Years of Experience: 25 
Air Quality 
 
Chareé Hoffman 
B.S., Biology, Christopher Newport University, 1999 
Years of Experience: 17 
Deputy Project Manager/Quality Control 
 
David Kiernan  
B.S., Economics, Florida State University, 2000 
M.A., Urban and Regional Planning, University of Hawaii, 2010 
Years of Experience:  15 
Socioeconomics and Transportation 
 
Edie Mertz 
A.A. General Education, Cerro Coso College, CA, 1994 
Years of Experience:  26 
Graphics 
 
Isla Nelson 
B.A., Anthropology, Boise State University, 2001 
Years of Experience:  13 
Cultural Resources, Cumulative Impacts 
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B.A., Political Science/German, University of Massachusetts/Amherst, 1980 
M.A., International Relations, George Washington University, 1983 
M.S., Forest Resource Management, University of Idaho, 1996 
Years of Experience:  25 
Project Manager 
 
Lori Thursby 
B.A., Environmental Design in Architecture, University of Virginia, 1993 
M.A., Architectural History and Historic Preservation, Miami University, 1999 
Years of Experience: 23 
Historic Properties  
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13 DISTRIBUTION LISTS 
Notice of the EA was distributed to the following U.S. elected officials: 

Table 13-1  National Elected Officials 
Salutation First Last District Organization State 

Representative John Carney, Jr. At Large U.S. House of Representatives Delaware 
Senator Tom Carper Delaware U.S. Senate Delaware 
Senator Christopher Coons Delaware U.S. Senate Delaware 
Representative Ander Crenshaw Florida 4th District U.S. House of Representatives Florida 
Representative Carlos Curbelo Florida 26th District U.S. House of Representatives Florida 
Senator Bill Nelson Florida U.S. Senate Florida 
Senator Marco Rubio Florida U.S. Senate Florida 
Representative Donna  Edwards Maryland 4th District U.S. House of Representatives Maryland 
Representative Andy  Harris Maryland 1st District U.S. House of Representatives Maryland 
Representative C.A. Dutch Ruppersberger Maryland 2nd District U.S. House of Representatives Maryland 
Representative Chris  Van Hollen Maryland 8th District U.S. House of Representatives Maryland 
Senator Benjamin Cardin Maryland U.S. Senate Maryland 
Senator Barbara Mikulski Maryland U.S. Senate Maryland 
Representative Gerald Connolly Virginia 11th District U.S. House of Representatives Virginia 
Representative Randy  Forbes Virginia 4th District U.S. House of Representatives Virginia 
Representative Scott Rigell Virginia 2nd District U.S. House of Representatives Virginia 
Representative Robert "Bobby" Scott Virginia 3rd District U.S. House of Representatives Virginia 
Representative Robert   Wittman Virginia 1st District U.S. House of Representatives Virginia 
Senator Tim Kaine Virginia U.S. Senate Virginia 
Senator Mark Warner Virginia U.S. Senate Virginia 
Representative Donald C Beyer Virginia 8th District U.S. House of Representatives Virginia 
Representative Barbara Comstock Virginia 10th District U.S. House of Representatives Virginia 
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Notice of the EA was distributed to the following additional agencies/people: 

Table 13-2  Alternatives 1 and 2 Distribution List 
Salutation First Last Title Organization Town State Zip 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West 

Mr. Daniel Clark Refuge Manager Key Deer National Wildlife Refuge  Big Pine Key FL 33043-
6087 

Dr. Roy E. Crabtree Regional 
Administrator 

NOAA Fisheries, Southeast 
Regional Office  St. Petersburg FL 33701 

Mr. Sean Morton Superintendent NOAA, Florida Keys National 
Marine Sanctuary  Key West FL 33040 

   Administrator U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency - Region IV Atlanta FL 30303 

Mr. Larry Williams State Supervisor U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Vero Beach FL 32960 
Captain Jeffrey Janszen Commander USCG Sector Key West Key West FL 33040 
Governor Rick Scott Governor of Florida Florida  Tallahassee FL 32399 
Senator Dwight Bullard District 39 Florida Senate Cutler Bay FL 33189 
Representative Holly Raschein District 120 Florida Legislature Key Largo FL 33037 
Monroe County 
Commissioners    Monroe County Board of 

Commissioners Key West FL 33037 

Mr. Roman Gastesi County Administrator Monroe County Key West FL 33040 
Mayor Craig Cates Mayor City of Key West Key West FL 33041 
Mr. James Scholl City Manager City of Key West Key West FL 33040 
Mr. Preston Brewer President Navy League Key West Council Key West FL 33040 
Mr. Phil Goodman  Military Affairs Committee Key West FL 33040 
Dr. Robin Lockwood President Key West Chamber of Commerce Key West FL 33040 
Mr. David Yamold President Florida Keys Audubon Society Tavernier FL 33070 

Mr. Keith Douglass Director Florida Keys Land Trust Marathon FL 33050 

Mr. Chris Bergh  The Nature Conservancy Big Pine Key FL 33043 

Mr. Bob Cardenas President, Chairman 
and CEO Reef Relief Key West FL 33040 

 Naja Girard President Last Stand Big Pine Key FL 33043 
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Table 13-2  Alternatives 1 and 2 Distribution List 
Salutation First Last Title Organization Town State Zip 

Ms. Lorraine Phelps Director Key Haven Civic Association Key West FL 33040 

Mr. Robert Murphy President Tamarac Park Property Owners 
Association, Inc. Key West FL 33040 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport 
Senator Aaron Bean District 4 Florida Senate Jacksonville FL 32207 
Senator Audrey Gibson District 9 Florida Senate Jacksonville FL 32202 
Representative Janet Adkins District 11 Florida Legislature Jacksonville Beach FL 32250 
Representative Lake Ray District 12 Florida Legislature Jacksonville FL 32216 
Governor Rick Scott Governor of Florida Florida Tallahassee FL 32399 
Mayor Lenny Curry Mayor City of Jacksonville Jacksonville FL 32202 
Mr. Bill Gulliford District 13 City Council Jacksonville FL 32202 
Mr. Aaron Bowman District 3 City Council Jacksonville FL 32202 
Mayor Mitchell Reeves Mayor Mayor Atlantic Beach Atlantic Beach FL 32233 
Mayor Harriet Pruette Mayor Mayor Neptune Beach Neptune Beach FL 32266 
Mayor Charles Lathem Mayor Mayor Jacksonville Beach Jacksonville Beach FL 32250 

Mr. Bill Spann City of Jacksonville Military and Veterans Affairs 
Office Jacksonville FL 32202 

Mr. Harrison Conyers City of Jacksonville Military and Veterans Affairs 
Office Jacksonville FL 32202 

Mr. Brian Taylor CEO Jacksonville Port Authority Jacksonville FL 32206 
Mr. Ray Alfred Chairman Jacksonville Airport Authority Jacksonville FL 32229 

Major General Michael Calhoun The Adjutant General 
of Florida City of Jacksonville Council St. Augustine FL 32084 

Councilman Greg Anderson President City of Jacksonville Council Jacksonville FL 32202 
Director Bill Killingsworth Director of Planning City of Jacksonville Jacksonville FL 32202 

Director Daryl Joseph Parks, Recreation and 
Community Services City of Jacksonville Jacksonville FL 32202 

Director David Clark Director of Florida 
State Lands State of Florida Tallahassee FL 32399 
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Table 13-3  Alternative 3 Distribution List 
Salutation First Last Title Organization Town State Zip 

Mr. William Tarr District 1 Accomack County Board of Supervisors Chincoteague VA 23336 
Mr. Ronald Wolff District 2 Accomack County Board of Supervisors Atlantic VA 23303 
Mr. Grayson Chesser District 3 Accomack County Board of Supervisors Sanford VA 23426 
Mr. Paul Muhly District 4 Accomack County Board of Supervisors Parksley VA 23421 
Mr. Harrison Phillips District 5 Accomack County Board of Supervisors Bloxom VA 23308 
Mr. Robert Crockett District 6 Accomack County Board of Supervisors Onancock VA 23417 
Ms. Laura Belle Gordy District 7 Accomack County Board of Supervisors Onley VA 23418 
Mr. Donald Hart, Jr. District 8 Accomack County Board of Supervisors Keller VA 23401 
Mr. C. Reneta Major District 9 Accomack County Board of Supervisors Painter VA 23420 
Senator Lynwood Lewis, Jr. District 6 Virginia Senate Accomac VA 23301 
Delegate Bloxon Robert District 100 Virginia House of Delegates Mappsville VA 23407 
Governor Terry McAuliffe Governor of Virginia Commonwealth of Virginia Richmond VA 23218 

Mr. Rex Simpkins President Somerset County Board of 
Commissioners Princess Anne MD 21853 

Mr. Michael Lipford Executive Director The Nature Conservancy Nassawadox VA 23413 
Mayor John Tarr Mayor Town of Chincoteague Chincoteague VA 23336 
Mr. Matt Holloway President Wicomico County Council Salisbury MD 21801 
Mr. James Church President Worcester County Board of Supervisors Snow Hill MD 21863 

Ms. Kristi Ashley Environmental 
Specialist 

Federal Aviation Administration,  
Operations Support Group Wallops Island VA 23337 

Mr. Doug Crawford Director 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, Wallops Command and 
Data Acquisition Station 

Wallops Island VA 23337 

Ms. Deborah Darden Superintendent National Park Service,  
Assateague Island National Seashore Berlin MD 21811 

CW04 Trevor Dalee Engineering Officer U.S. Coast Guard, 
SFO Eastern Shore Chincoteague VA 23336 

Mr. John Gironda 
Environmental 
Compliance and 
Safety Project 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, NESDIS Management 
Operations & Analysis Division 

Silver Spring MD 20910 
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Table 13-3  Alternative 3 Distribution List 
Salutation First Last Title Organization Town State Zip 

Manager 

Mr. Kevin Sloan Refuge Manager U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,  
Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge Chincoteague VA 23336 

Mr. Christopher Jarboe Team Lead NAVAIR Ranges Sustainability Office, 
Atlantic Test Range Patuxent River MD 20670 

Ms. Cindy Schulz Supervisor  U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Ecological 
Services, Virginia Field Office Gloucester VA 23061 

Ms. Barbara Rudnick NEPA Team Leader 
Office of Environmental Programs 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Region III 

Philadelphia PA 19103 

 
 

 

Notice of the EA was distributed to the following federally recognized Tribes: 

Table 13-4  Federally Recognized American Indian Tribes Distribution List 
Alternative Salutation First Last Title Organization Town State Zip 
NAS Key West/ 

NS Mayport 
Mr. James E. Billie Chairman Seminole Tribe of Florida Hollywood FL 33024 
Dr. Paul N. Backhouse Tribal Historic Preservation Officer Seminole Tribe of Florida Clewiston FL 33440 

NS Mayport 

Mr. Colley Billie Chairman Miccosukee Tribe of Indians Miami FL 33144 
Mr. Fred Dayhoff Tribal Historic Preservation Officer Miccosukee Tribe of Indians Ochopee FL 34141 
Mr. Leonard M. Harjo Principal Chief The Seminole Nation of Oklahoma Wewoka OK 74868 
Ms. Natalie Harjo Tribal Historic Preservation Officer The Seminole Nation of Oklahoma Wewoka OK 74868 

Wallops Flight 
Facility 

Mr.  Norris Howard Paramount Chief Pocomoke Indian Nation Eden MD 21822 
Dr. Caitlin Totherow Tribal Historic Preservation Officer Catawba Indian Nation Rock Hill SC 29730 
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Hard copies of the EA were distributed to the following libraries: 
 

Table 13-5  Libraries List by Alternative 
Alternative Organization Street Town State Zip 

NAS Key West 
Florida Keys Community College Library 5901 College Road Key West FL 33040 
Monroe County Public Library 700 Fleming Street Key West FL 33040 

NS Mayport 
Beaches Library 600 3rd Street Neptune Beach FL 32266 
Main Library 303 N. Laura Street Jacksonville FL 32202 
Public Library 25 N. 4th Street Fernandina Beach FL 32034 

Wallops Flight 
Facility 

Wallops Flight Facility Visitors Center Building J20, VA-175 Wallops Island VA 23337 
Chincoteague Island Library 4077 Main Street Chincoteague Island VA 23336 
Pocomoke Public Library 301 Market Street Pocomoke MD 21851 
Eastern Shore Public Library 23610 Front Street Accomac VA 23301 
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14 PERSONS AND AGENCIES CONTACTED 
The following persons were contacted during development of this EA. 
 
Naval Air Station Key West 
 
Timothy A. Parsons 
Division Director and State Historic Preservation Officer 
500 S. Bronough Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 
 
Shawn Christopherson 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
South Florida Ecological Services Office 
1339 20th Street 
Vero Beach, FL 32960-3559 
 
Chris Stahl 
Clearinghouse Coordinator 
Office of Intergovernmental Programs 
Department of Environmental Protection 
2600 Blair Stone Road MS 47 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400 
 
Naval Station Mayport 
 
Timothy A. Parsons 
Division Director and State Historic Preservation Officer 
500 S. Bronough Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 
 
Jay Herrington 
Field Supervisor 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
7915 Baymeadows Way, Suite 200 
Jacksonville, FL 32256-7517 
 
Chris Stahl 
Clearinghouse Coordinator 
Office of Intergovernmental Programs 
Department of Environmental Protection 
2600 Blair Stone Road MS 47 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400 
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Wallops Flight Facility 
 
Marc Holma 
Division of Review and Compliance 
Virginia Department of Historic Resources 
2801 Kensington Avenue 
Richmond, VA 23221 
 
Bettina Sullivan 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Office of Environmental Impact Review 
629 East Main Street 
6th Floor  
Richmond, VA 23219 
 
Cindy Schulz 
Field Supervisor, Virginia Ecological Services 
Virginia Field Office 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
6669 Short Lane 
Gloucester, VA 23061 
 
Michael T. Tolbert 
Chief of Management & Operations 
Accomack County Public Schools 
Accomac, VA 23301 
 
Herman W. Rawlings 
Navy Installation Housing Director 
Wallops Island, VA 23337 
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NOTIFICATIONS  





 

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOR THE 
EAST COAST HOME BASING OF THE  

MQ‐4C TRITON UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM 
The  U.S.  Department  of  the  Navy  (Navy)  and  the  National  Aeronautics  and  Space 
Administration  (NASA) give notice, per  the National Environmental Policy Act  (NEPA) of 
1969, Council on Environmental Quality Regulations (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 
sections  1500‐1508),  Navy  NEPA  regulations  (32  CFR  section  775),  and  NASA  NEPA 
Regulations (14 CFR section 1216), that a Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) has been 
prepared. The EA evaluates potential effects from home basing and maintaining the MQ‐
4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System (Triton UAS) at one of three alternative locations on 
the East Coast:   Naval Air Station Key West  in Florida; Naval Station Mayport  in Florida; 
and National Aeronautics and Space Administration Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia. The 
Draft  EA  is  available  for  public  comment  and  review  for  30  days  from  September  1  to 
October 1, 2016. The comment period closes on October 1, 2016. 
The Proposed Action would provide  facilities and  functions  to operate and maintain  the 
Triton  UAS  on  the  East  Coast.  The  Triton  UAS  is  an  unmanned,  unarmed,  remotely 
controlled  aircraft  employed  to  enhance  maritime  intelligence,  surveillance,  and 
reconnaissance  capabilities  as  part  of  the  Navy’s Maritime  Patrol  and  Reconnaissance 
Force in the Atlantic Fleet’s area of operations. Under the Proposed Action, the Navy plans 
to  establish  a  launch  and  recovery  site  for  four  home  based  Triton  UAS  aircraft  and 
support  a  consolidated maintenance  hub  for  up  to  four  additional  aircraft  undergoing 
maintenance actions (up to eight aircraft). The East Coast home base location would be a 
permanent  duty  station  for  up  to  400  personnel,  and  about  500  family members,  and 
support rotational deployments of personnel and aircraft outside the continental United 
States  (OCONUS). Military  construction  projects  in  support  of  the  home  basing would 
begin in fiscal year 2017.  
The  Draft  EA  is  available  for  public  review  at  the  following  website:  http://www. 
public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx.  Paper  copies  of  the  Draft 
EA are available for review at the following libraries in the Wallops Island area: 
 Wallops Flight Facility Visitors Center, Building J20, VA‐175, Wallops Island, VA 23337 
 Chincoteague Island Library, 4077 Main Street, Chincoteague Island, VA 23336  
 Pocomoke Public Library, 301 Market Street, Pocomoke City, MD 21851 
 Eastern Shore Public Library, 23610 Front Street, Accomac, VA 23301 
Comments may be submitted in writing to: Navy MQ‐4C Triton UAS Home Basing Project 
Manager,  Naval  Facilities  Engineering  Command  Atlantic,  Attn:  Code  EV21JB,  6506 
Hampton  Boulevard, Norfolk, VA  23508.  Comments must  be  postmarked  no  later  than 
October 1, 2016 to ensure consideration in the Final EA. 

late) Cathy Thomas coached volleyball 
… Marlene was an awesome role mod-
el for many students even to this day. 
I still go to the school to visit her and 
give her grief.”

Barbara Mullins was our sponsor for 
the school paper, ‘The Arcadian Flame.’ 
Because of her I found a true love for 
writing and journalism. She made sure 
that all of her student editors were in-
ducted into Quill and Scroll, an hon-
or society … if they maintained their 
respective grade point average in her 
class. I still have my pin.”

“Amy Lines was my Earth Sci-
ence teacher,” said Burford. “I adored 
her. She let me build a volcano and 
bring it to class plus she taught 
me about the weather and baromet-
ric pressure. After her class, I was pos-
itive I wanted to work at NOAA (the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration) and predict the weather.”

“When I was in school, summer va-
cation was spent arguing with my 
brother and sister,” Burford continued. 
“That's what sibs do in the summer. I'd 

give anything to have her (Burford’s 
sister) back with us to argue with one 
more time. Love ya Tessie!!!”

That volcano she mentioned ear-
lier was transported to school by her 
grandmother. “Somehow the chemicals 
got stirred up a little more than they 
should have and when I went to deto-
nate it, instead of the lava oozing out 
like it was supposed to, it blew out two 
of the ceiling tiles in the science lab,” 
said Burford. “After that Mr. (Jack) 
Gray (the principal) said no more vol-
canos in the building.”

The big tradition back then was pep 
rallies. “It seemed like we had many 
more ways to be connected with our 
classmates. …We actually saw each 
other and talked on the phone or face 

to face. Pep rallies were a good way for 
each of the classes … to get together and 
bond. It was also a way for the cheer-
leaders and football players to get out 
there and act like crazy kids. Once the 
guys dressed up in the cheer uniforms 
and the girls were in the players’ jerseys 
and the guys had to cheer for them. The 
way things are now, the kids are con-
nected in a less personal way. Sure they 
know each other but they are not nearly 
as close as our classes used to be.”

She chose Kegotank and Arca-
dia High as the best schools. “Both of 
those schools have superb administra-
tion and top-of-the-line teachers. Also 
I would like to include Susan Wilder's 
SPED (special education) class at Nan-
dua High School.”

Shore Survey: TeacherS (conTinued from Page 3)
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J. Scott McGee, CPA
Now Accepting

Individual & 
Business
Clients

  • Accounting & Auditing
  • Bookkeeping
  • Taxes - Income, Payroll & Sales
     • Planning
     • Consultation
     • Preparation

jsmcg3rd@gmail.com
mobile: 540-808-3627
office: 757-789-5026

26 Kerr St        Onancock, VA









a non-binding referendum 
related to the use of genet-
ically modified mosquitoes 
to suppress the invasive 
Aedes aeqypti mosquito,” 
the press release.

Representatives of the 
Florida Keys Safety Alliance 
will be canvassing Key Haven 
and the rest of the Keys speak-
ing to residents one-on-one 
and sharing information 
about Oxitec’s technology.

The federal Food and 
Drug Administration has 
approved the test release 
and will be the government 
agency overseeing the test 
and reviewing the findings.

In August, the FDA issued a 
final finding of no significant 
impact on humans or the envi-
ronment. The FDA review team 
consisted of experts from the 
FDA, the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention and 
the Environmental Protection 
Agency.

Aedes aegypti mosqui-
toes are known for spreading 
serious diseases such as the 
Zika virus, dengue fever and 
chikungunya. To date, the 
Florida Department of Health 
has documented more than 
500 cases of travel-related and 
43 cases of locally transmitted 
Zika infections in the state.

Despite the federal gov-
ernment’s approval, some 
local residents have objected 
to the test and questioned 
the safety of the release. 
They have argued that the 
FDA relied too much on 
Oxitec’s own science and 

more peer-reviewed science 
needs to be done before the 
test on Key Haven occurs.

The mosquito control 
board agreed to place the 
referendum on the Nov. 8 
general election ballot. The 
referendum is non-binding 
but board members have 
said publicly that they would 
abide by the results of the ref-
erendum.

tohara@keysnews.com
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NOTICE OF MEETINGS
CITY COMMISSION MEETING
September 7, 2016, at 6:00 p.m.
City Commission Chambers, Old City Hall, 510 Greene Street
CAROLINE STREET CORRIDOR AND BAHAMA VILLAGE 
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

September 7, 2016, immediately following the City Commission 
meeting, as soon as the matter shall arise on the agenda.

If agenda items are not completed on the same day the 
meeting will be recessed until 6:00 p.m. the following day or 
the same day as the case may be.
ADA Assistance: It is the policy of the City of Key West to comply with all requirements of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act. Please call the TTY number at 800-955-8771 or 800-955-8770 (Voice) or the ADA 
Coordinator at 305-809-3731 at least five business days in advance for sign language interpreters, 
assistive listening devices, or materials in accessible format.

Pursuant to F.S. 286.0105, notice is given that if a person decides to appeal any decision made by the 
Commission with respect to any matter considered at such meeting or hearing, that person will need a 
record of the proceedings, and that, for such purpose, that person may need to ensure that a verbatim 
record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence upon which the 
appeal is to be based.

Cheryl Smith, MMC, CPM
City Clerk

September 1, 2016 Key West Citizen 508015

SPECIAL EVENT
(Exemption from Noise Ordinance)

The following application for an Event 
 which will be considered at the city commission 

Meeting of  September 7, 2016 @ 6:00 p.m. @ Old City Hall

A copy of each application is on file  
at the City Clerk’s Office for public inspection.

Mundaka, LLC
Lucy’s Retired Surfers Bar & Restaurant

Grand Opening
James Street between Grinnell & Margaret

Street Closure & Noise Exemption
Saturday, September 24, 2016

11:00 am to 11:00 pm
Contact Cody Morgan 504-453-6355

Exclusive Sports Marketing, Inc. of Florida
Key West Halloween Marathon &

5K Schooner Wharf
Saturday, October 15th 12:00 pm to 6:00 p.m.

Sunday, October 16th 6:00 am to 11:00 am
Contact: Matt Lorraine 561-504-2001

Whitney Matthews
Wedding & Reception

Noise Exemption
Laggerheads Beach Bar & Grill

Saturday, October 22, 2016
6:00 pm to 12:00 am

Contact: Whitney Matthews573-825-4292

Lone Palm Foundation Inc.
Parrot Heads in Paradise

Street Closure & Noise Exemption
400 & 500 blocks of Duval Street

Friday, November 4, 2016
8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Contact: Stacy Peele 336-549-8096
508014September 1, 2016 Key West Citizen

THE CITY OF KEY WEST
Post Office Box 1409 Key West, FL 33041-1409  

(305) 809-3888

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING
MONROE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

Notice of Labor Negotiations
The Monroe County School District and The United Teachers 
of Monroe, Florida will conduct Labor Negotiations at 
Marathon High School, 350 Sombrero Beach Road, Marathon 
on Tuesday, September 6, 2016 beginning at 9:00 am.  

Mark T. Porter, Superintendent
September 1, 2016

September 1, 2016 & September 6  Key West Citizen 508016

PHOENIX, ARIZONA AUGUSTA, MAINE RAINELLE, WEST VIRGINIA

The Associated Press

Two months after a freak storm flooded homes and killed 23 peo-
ple in West Virginia, residents in impoverished Rainelle curl up in 
tents and campers at night while their homes are gutted during 
the day. Spray-painted X’s on the front doors of damaged homes 
are a constant reminder of the frantic searches for survivors after 
nearly a foot of rain fell in less than 12 hours, stranding people 
in cars, homes and businesses. Five people in Rainelle died. The 
town of 1,500 people, nestled in a low-lying valley in Greenbrier 
County, was battered as badly as any during the June 23 floods. 

The sheriff for metropolitan 
Phoenix trounced three rivals Tuesday 
to win his Republican primary in what 
could be the toughest campaign in his 
24 years in office as he faces a storm 
of legal troubles stemming from his 
immigration patrols.

Sheriff Joe Arpaio easily beat for-
mer Buckeye Police Chief Dan Saban 
and two lesser-known Republicans. 
Arpaio has raised a staggering amount 
of money for a local sheriff’s race — 
$11.3 million and counting, most 
from people living in other states.

The 84-year-old lawman moves on 
to face the race’s sole Democrat, retired 
Phoenix police Officer Paul Penzone, 
in the Nov. 8 general election. — AP

Republican Gov. Paul LePage said 
Wednesday he intends to seek “spiritual 
guidance” in hopes of quieting a controver-
sy he created when he left an obscene mes-
sage on a Democratic lawmaker’s voicemail 
and then said he wished he could challenge 
him to a duel and point a gun at him.

As top Democrats continued their 
calls for LePage’s resignation, a fissure 
has emerged between House and Senate 
Republicans over whether the self-de-
scribed straight talker is taking enough 
responsibility for his remarks and wheth-
er legislative action should be ruled out.

The governor has also gotten an 
earful from top Republicans across 
the country, including New Jersey Gov. 
Chris Christie. — AP

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

A federal appeals court has 
upheld the government’s ban 
on the sale of guns to medical 
marijuana card holders.

The 9th U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals said Wednesday the 
ban does not violate the 2nd 
Amendment.

The ruling applies to the nine 
Western states that fall under 
the court’s jurisdiction, includ-
ing California, Washington and 
Oregon.

It came in a lawsuit filed by 
S. Rowan Wilson, a Nevada 
woman who tried to buy a fire-
arm in 2011 after obtaining a 
medical marijuana card. — AP

Metro sheriff wins primary 
in bid for seventh term

Governor says he plans 
to seek ‘spiritual guidance’

Court: Ban OK on gun 
sales to pot card holders

NATION

HILO, Hawaii — 
Forecasters on Wednesday 
downgraded a previously 
issued warning for Hawaii’s 
Big Island, saying Hurricane 
Madeline would likely weak-
en to a tropical storm as it 
passes to the south of the 
island.

The development came as 
merchants boarded up shop 
windows along Hilo Bay and 
shoppers snatched supplies 
of food and water from gro-
cery store shelves after ini-
tially being told the island 
could be hit by its first hur-
ricane in a quarter-century.

The National Weather 
Service downgraded the alert 
to a tropical storm warning 
as Madeline was about 95 
miles southeast of Hilo and 
packing 75 mph winds.

Residents were still 
advised to take precautions 
to protect themselves and 
their property.

“It doesn’t matter if it’s a 
strong tropical storm or a 
category 1 hurricane,” said 

Eric Lau, a meteorologist 
with the weather service. 
“If you have 70 mph winds 
verses 75 mph winds, it’s still 
a strong storm, so residents 
still need to be prepared.”

The center of the storm is 
not expected to make land-
fall on any Hawaiian island.

Surf was building, and the 
waves outside Hilo Harbor 
were about 12 feet high, 
Hawaii County Civil Defense 
Director Ed Teixeira said.

“Hopefully our roofs stay 
on, and our houses don’t 

float way or get blown away,” 
Big Island resident Mitzi 
Bettencourt said as she cov-
ered walls of glass windows 
while the island was under 
the hurricane warning. 
“It’s like, ‘Oh my God, are 
we going to get flattened or 
what?’”

Meanwhile, Hurricane 
Lester was about 1,000 miles 
from Hawaii and expected 
to drop to a tropical storm 
by Sunday.

Elsewhere, the National 
Hurricane Center said 

Tropical Storm Hermine had 
formed in the Gulf of Mexico 
and was centered about 350 
miles from Tampa, Florida. 
It was expected to pick up 
speed and approach the 
northwest Florida coast 
Thursday night. A warning 
was dropped about a trop-
ical depression that had 
been moving toward North 
Carolina.

In Hawaii, Peggy Beckett, 
a retiree and beekeeper, 
stopped at a Hilo supermar-
ket to pick up onion bagels, 
cheese, cold cuts and salad 
to add to her canned food at 
home. She also has a cool-
er with ice plus a portable 
burner and batteries to get 
her through the storm.

Noting the lines of people 
at the market, Beckett said 
people were getting pre-
pared but weren’t panicking.

“There’s always a lot of dis-
belief on the island that the 
storms will really be as big 
and bad as forecast,” she said, 
noting that she and her part-
ner had taken precautions to 
protect their beehives.

Hurricane warning downgraded 
for Hawaii’s Big Island
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Mosquitoes
Continued from Page 1A

special magistrate requires 
legal assistance from the 
city attorney, a ‘Chinese 
wall’ shall be observed 
between the city attorney 
and the assistant city attor-
ney consistent with Florida 
Bar Rule of Professional 
Conduct 4-1.10.”

On Wednesday, Goldman 
called the change “laugh-
able and ridiculous,” and 
said the ordinance “makes 
no legal sense whatsoever.”

The amended ordinance 
doesn’t present a conflict 
of interest, according to 
Assistant City Attorney Ron 
Ramsingh.

“(Goldman) cannot 
and has not been able to 
demonstrate actual preju-
dice in the previous case or 
this case where our office 
has advised both the mag-
istrate and code compli-

ance,” Ramsingh said. “It’s 
never happened.”

“Language doesn’t 
get any stronger from an 
appellate court than obvi-
ous fundamental due pro-
cess violation,” Goldman 
retorted, in reference to 
Koenig’s ruling.

“Right now, I’m inclined 
to believe there’s a conflict 
of interest … I don’t see 
that there’s a dismissal with 
prejudice … but I’m will-
ing to read anything that 
you all (submit),” Special 
Magistrate Donald Yates 
told both parties.

Yates requested a mem-
orandum of law — which 
will allow both sides to pro-
vide additional arguments 
— and postponed the case 
until the Sept. 28 hearing.

The city is looking into 
changing the wording 
of the ordinance, which 
would nullify the argu-
ment, Ramsingh said.

sunger@keysnews.com

Code
Continued from Page 1A

The Associated Press

Workers install flashing around the roof and windows of restau-
rant in preparation of Tropical Storm Hermine on Wednesday in 
Cedar Key, Fla. Forecasters say Hermine could be near hurricane 
strength by Thursday night as it approaches the Gulf Coast.
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Meeting Notice
Monroe County Land Authority

Notice is hereby given that the Governing Board of the Monroe County 
Land Authority will hold public hearings on the adoption of a budget 

ADA ASSISTANCE: If you are a person with a disability who needs special accommodations 
in order to participate in these proceedings, please contact the County Administrator’s 
Office, by phoning (305) 292-4441, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m., no later 
than five (5) calendar days prior to the scheduled meeting; if you are hearing or voice 
impaired, call “711”. 

September 2, 2016  Key West Citizen   508018

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Key West Police Department, in conjunction with 
other law enforcement agencies, will be conducting a DUI 
check point on Saturday, September 3, 2016 from 8:00 
p.m. to 2:00 a.m. The checkpoint will occur at Garrison 
Bight Marina, 1801 North Roosevelt Boulevard, in the City 
of Key West. 

During the checkpoint, law enforcement officers from 
several agencies will be checking for impaired drivers, 
equipment violations and other infractions. Officers will 
also check to be sure that drivers have a current driver’s 
license, registration and proof of insurance on hand. 

During the holiday weekend, officers encourage drivers 
to be extra cautious on the roadway. Residents and 
visitors celebrating the Labor Day holiday weekend are 
encouraged to plan their ride home ahead of time and to 
designate a sober driver.

September 2, 2016 & September 3, 2016  Key West Citizen 508020

CARACAS, Venezuela — 
Venezuela’s opposition is 
vowing to keep up pressure 
on President Nicolas Maduro 
after flooding the streets of 
Caracas with demonstrators 
Thursday in its biggest show 
of force in years.

Protesters filled doz-
ens of city blocks in what 
was dubbed the “taking of 
Caracas” to pressure elector-
al authorities to allow a recall 
referendum against Maduro 
this year. Protesters, dressed 
mostly in white and carrying 
Venezuelan flags, chanted, 
“It’s going to fall, it’s going to 
fall, the government is going 
to fall.”

The buildup to the protest 
was tense. Maduro’s govern-
ment jailed several promi-
nent activists, deployed 
security forces across the city 
and warned of bloodshed.

There were few immedi-
ate signs of violence, though 
Maduro told a much small-
er rally of state workers and 
hard-core supporters that 
opponents are plotting a 
coup such as the one that 
briefly toppled his late pre-
decessor Hugo Chavez in 
2002.

He said authorities had 
arrested people possess-
ing military fatigues and C4 
explosives, and who had 
plans to fire upon the crowds 
dressed as national guard 
members.

“Today we’ve defeated a 
coup attempt that sought to 
fill Venezuela and Caracas 
with violence and death,” 
Maduro told his supporters 
without providing details 
about the accusations. 
“We’re still looking for sev-
eral criminals that paid to 
massacre the people.”

Caracas political analyst 
Dimitris Pantoulas said the 
“warlike” language may have 
actually energized oppo-
nents who otherwise might 
be on vacation or, at a time 
of economic crisis, standing 
in long lines for food.

“The government made 

a big mistake by throwing 
fuel onto the flames,” said 
Pantoulas.

As the rally was wrapping 
up, the head of the opposi-
tion Democratic Unity alli-
ance outlined the next steps 
in its campaign to force 
Maduro from office.

“Today is the beginning 
of the definitive stage of our 
struggle,” Jesus Torrealba 
told supporters.

He called for a nationwide 
demonstration of pot-bang-
ing Thursday night to pro-
test growing hunger. There 
are also plans for two more 
street protests, including 

one Sept. 14 coinciding with 
the arrival of heads of state 
from around the world for a 
summit of the Non-Aligned 
Movement taking place 
on the Caribbean island of 
Margarita.

“This isn’t the country I 
grew up in and it’s not the 
one I want my children to 
live in,” said Olga Delgado, 
a school administrator, who 
arrived to the protest on 
crutches following hip-re-
placement surgery. She was 
wearing a hat reading “I am 
squalid,” appropriating for 
herself one of Chavez’s favor-
ite taunts for his opponents.

Venezuelan oppositions vow 
to keep up pressure on Maduro
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LONDON — Apple’s chief 
executive says the company 
has put aside “several billion 
dollars” to pay tax liabilities 
in the United States as it 
repatriates some of its huge 
overseas earnings.

Tim Cook told Irish state 
network RTE in an interview 
broadcast Thursday that the 
money, part of profits from 
2014, should be brought 
back to the U.S. next year. 
He did not specify how 
much would be repatriated.

Apple holds nearly $215 
billion in cash and securities 
outside the U.S., much of 
that generated by its Irish 
subsidiaries. Cook has com-
plained in the past that high 
U.S. taxes have discouraged 

the company from bringing 
those earnings home.

This week, the European 
Union ordered the com-
pany based in Cupertino, 
California, to pay $14.5 bil-
lion in back taxes to Ireland 
plus billions more in inter-
est.

The tax dispute is part of 
an ongoing fight over wheth-
er America’s largest global 
corporations pay adequate 
taxes throughout the world.

Apple plans to fight the 
EU order, which Cook char-
acterized as unfair. He told 
Irish television that the EU’s 
findings are “maddening” 
and that the company had 
not received special treat-
ment from Irish authorities.

In Brussels, EU 
Competition Commissioner 

Margrethe Vestager vigor-
ously defended the legality 
and arithmetic of the tax 
clawback order affecting 
Apple.

“This is a decision based 
on the facts of the case,” she 

told a news conference at 
EU headquarters. Vestager 
said figures used to calculate 
the amount of back taxes 
owed by Apple came from 
the company itself, as well as 
U.S. Senate hearings.

Apple says several billion dollars set aside for US taxes
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEIRUT — Syria’s gov-
ernment secured a deal 
to restore its authority 
over another rebellious 
Damascus suburb on 
Thursday while Syrian reb-
els captured new ground in 
a lightning advance on the 
central city of Hama and 
suspected government air-
strikes killed 25 civilians in 
the surrounding province.

The Syrian capital’s west-
ern suburb of Moadamiyeh, 
which a U.N. report said was 
gassed with toxic sarin in 
2013, has suffered a three-
year government siege that 
left its estimated 28,000 res-
idents with dwindling food 
and medical supplies.

On Thursday, 
Moadamiyeh’s residents 
agreed to let President 
Bashar Assad’s government 
restore its security presence 
and political institutions in 

the suburb, according to 
Hassan Ghadour, a resident 
and leading negotiator of 
the deal.

Ghadour said 200 gun-
men who did not wish to 
give up their arms would 
be allowed safe passage to 
rebel-held areas in Syria’s 
northwestern Idlib and 
Aleppo provinces. The 
implementation to the 
agreement is expected to 
begin on Friday.

A local activist in the sub-
urb, Dani Qappani, said the 
residents had no desire to 
negotiate with Assad’s gov-
ernment but that their “cir-
cumstances grew too diffi-
cult.”

The development came 
as an uneasy truce contin-
ued to hold on Thursday 
between Turkish troops 
and Kurdish-led forces 
in northern Syria, despite 
Ankara’s vow that it would 
never negotiate with what 

it calls a “terror organiza-
tion.” The United States 
has called on both sides to 
stop fighting each other fol-
lowing Turkey’s incursion 
into the area last week, and 
instead focus on defeating 
the Islamic State group.

Elsewhere in Syria on 
Thursday, at least 25 civil-
ians, including six children, 
were killed in suspected 
government airstrikes on 
Hama province as reb-
els made new gains there, 
activists said.

The Hama-based Syrian 
Press Center, an activist 
group operated by Ahmed 
al-Ahmed, said at least 10 
people were killed when 
warplanes struck a crowd 
of people displaced from 
Suran, a town north of the 
city of Hama, which was 
seized by opposition fight-
ers. Another 15 people were 
killed further to the west, 
the center said.

Syria strikes kill 25 as another 
Damascus suburb surrenders
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

JUBA, South Sudan — 
The U.N. Security Council 
is expected to arrive in 
South Sudan on Friday 
for a rare visit to the trou-
bled nation on the edge of 
renewed civil war.

The trip comes amid ten-
sions between South Sudan 
and the United States, its 
former champion who now 
threatens to cut off aid.

At the center of the 
visit is a council resolu-
tion approved last month 
to send 4,000 additional 
peacekeepers to secure the 
capital, Juba, a foreign min-
istry spokesman, Mawien 
Arik, told The Associated 
Press. Hundreds were 
killed in Juba when gov-
ernment and rebel forces 
clashed in July, and rebel 
leader Riek Machar fled 
the country and is now in 
Sudan.

The diplomats must 
balance two main goals: 
avoiding further bloodshed 
in the country, a priority 
of the United States; and 
respecting South Sudan’s 
sovereignty, a priority of 
Russia, China, and Egypt.

They are expected 
to meet with President 
Salva Kiir and visit U.N. 
sites where tens of thou-
sands of South Sudanese 
have sheltered from the 

fighting, amid allegations 
that U.N. peacekeepers in 
some cases have not done 
enough to protect them.

“The Security Council is 
going there to say, ‘What’s 
next? Are we going to get 
any cooperation out here?’” 
said Princeton Lyman, 
the former U.S. envoy for 
Sudan and South Sudan. 
“It’s kind of a fact-finding 
mission.”

The trip is also the lat-
est chapter in the brief but 
complicated relationship 
between the United States 
and South Sudan.

Government spokesman 
Michael Makuei has called 
a U.S.-proposed plan to 
send in additional peace-
keepers “a new colonial-
ism.”

Americans were target-
ed in a rampage by South 
Sudanese troops at a Juba 
hotel compound popular 
with foreigners a few days 
after the fighting erupt-
ed in July, with witnesses 
telling the AP that people 
were gang-raped, beaten 
and forced to watch a local 
journalist be shot dead.

Meanwhile, the U.S., 
which says it is the larg-
est humanitarian donor to 
South Sudan, has threat-
ened to cut its aid to the 
country if the government 
does not take positive steps 
to peace. 

UN Security Council 
diplomats to visit 
troubled South Sudan
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WORLD

The Associated Press

A man poses for a photo with a giant inflatable depicting Venezuela’s late President Hugo 
Chavez towering over Bolivar Avenue on Thursday during a rally in support of President Nicolas 
Maduro in Caracas, Venezuela.

The Associated Press

A person stands near the Apple logo at the company’s store in 
Grand Central Terminal, in New York. 
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NOTICE OF MEETING

SPECIAL CITY COMMISSION MEETING
September 8, 2016, at 6:00 p.m.
City Commission Chambers, Old City Hall, 510 Greene 
Street
Purpose:

   ORDINANCES – FIRST READING (Public Hearing)
1 An Ordinance of the City of Key West, Florida, 

adopting an Ad Valorem Tax General Municipal 
Millage Rate for FY 2016-2017; Providing for 
severability; Providing for repeal of inconsistent 
provisions; Providing for an effective date.

     RESOLUTIONS – (Public Hearing)

1 A Resolution of the City Commission of the City of Key 
West, Florida, Adopting the Tentative Budget for Fiscal 
Year 2016-2017; Providing for an effective date.

2 A Resolution of the City Commission of the City of 
Key West, Relating to the collection and disposal of 
Solid Waste in the City of Key West, Florida; Imposing 
Solid Waste Service Assessments against certain real 
residential property located within the City of Key West, 
Florida, approving the Solid Waste Assessment roll 
for the Solid Waste Service Assessments; Confirming 
the Preliminary Assessment Resolution for Fiscal Year 
2016-2017; Providing for an effective date.

3 A Resolution of the City Commission of the City of Key 
West, Relating to the provision of Stormwater Services; 
Imposing Stormwater Service Assessments against 
certain real property within the City of Key West; 
Approving the Stormwater Assessment roll for the 
Stormwater Service Assessments for Fiscal Year 2016-
2017; Providing for an effective date.

If agenda items are not completed on the same day, the 
meeting will be recessed until 6:00 p.m. the following day 
or the same day as the case may be.

ADA Assistance: It is the policy of the City of Key West to comply with all 
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act. Please call the TTY number 
at 800-955-8771 or 800-955-8770 (Voice) or the ADA Coordinator at 305-809-
3731 at least five business days in advance for sign language interpreters, 
assistive listening devices, or materials in accessible format.

Pursuant to F.S. 286.0105, notice is given that if a person decides to appeal any 
decision made by the Commission with respect to any matter considered at 
such meeting or hearing, that person will need a record of the proceedings, and 
that, for such purpose, that person may need to ensure that a verbatim record 
of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence 
upon which the appeal is to be based.

Cheryl Smith, MMC, CPM
City Clerk

Sept. 3, 2016 Key West Citizen 508008
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PORTLAND, Maine — 
Market analysts say New 
England lobster prices are 
at their highest point in 
more than a decade head-
ing into the Labor Day 
weekend.

Trade publication 
SeafoodNews says the 
wholesale price of a 
1¼-pound hard-shelled 
lobster reached $8.50 this 
week. That is the highest 
price for August since 2005.

The Portland Press 
Herald reports prices are 
up because of expanding 

markets, heavy processing 
activity and the upcoming 
holiday weekend.

The increase in lob-
ster processing in 
Massachusetts and Maine 
is one reason prices have 
risen. Demand for the 
products is so high that 
processors are able to com-
pete with live lobster buy-
ers.

The Maine Lobster 
Dealers’ Association says 
demand for live and pro-
cessed lobster has been 
strong all summer this year. 
Interest in lobster in Asia 
has helped fuel growth.

New England lobster 
prices high heading 
into holiday weekend
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SANTA FE, N.M. — It’s 
a week-long event that 
draws together generations 
of northern New Mexico 
Hispanic residents, some 
who can trace their roots to 
the 1600s.

For centuries, northern 
New Mexico Hispanic res-
idents have held an elabo-
rate festival in Santa Fe to 
honor Spanish conquista-
dor Don Diego De Vargas, 
who reclaimed the city fol-
lowing an American Indian 
revolt. There is music, 
dancing, a parade and the 
reenactment of De Vargas’s 
“peaceful reoccupation” of 
what is now New Mexico’s 
capital.

But after 301 years, an 
emboldened group of 
Native American activists 
said it’s time to change a 
celebration centered on the 
conquest of New Mexico’s 
Pueblo tribes. They say 
the annual Santa Fe Fiesta 

ignores the horrors inflicted 
on the indigenous popula-
tion during the colonial era.

“I would like to see fies-
ta celebrated as a recon-
ciliation of all the different 
groups of people who make 
up Santa Fe today, and less 
Eurocentric (and) less focus 
on settler colonialism on 
conquest,” said Elena Ortiz, 
of group Spirit of Po’pay 
that is planning to hold a 
protest at the event that 
begins Friday. “We should 
welcome all community 
members.”

Hispanic residents say 
the fiesta is more about 
honoring their Spanish her-
itage and paying homage to 
their Catholic faith. “We’d 
like to just make it some-
thing that’s just peaceful 
now,” said Santa Fe Fiesta 
council member Cecilia 
Tafoya. “I think so many 
people were hurt both on 
the Native American and on 
the Spanish side of it.”

The city has hosted 

some annual celebrations 
of Vargas since the early 
1700s. According to the 
story, Vargas came to Santa 
Fe 12 years after Spanish 
settlers were forced out 
due to the Pueblo Revolt. 
He returned with a wood-
carved Virgin Mary known 
as “La Conquistadora” and 
negotiated the return of 

Spanish rule with Native 
Americans, who sought to 
keep their villages and some 
of their traditions.

Members of the Pueblo 
tribes became Catholic and 
adopted some Spanish tra-
ditions, but some fought 
against the Spanish rule 
and later were forced into 
slavery.

Annual New Mexico Hispanic 
fiesta draws Native American ire
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HILO, Hawaii — With 
the second of two powerful 
storms churning across the 
Pacific toward a possible 
impact with Hawaii, offi-
cials are hoping residents 
take severe weather threats 
seriously after the islands 
escaped serious problems 
from the first storm.

The islands of Hawaii, 
Oahu, Maui, Lanai, Molokai 
and Kahoolawe were 
under a hurricane watch 
Thursday as Hurricane 
Lester surged closer to the 
islands.

The major Category 3 
storm is on a track to pass 
just north of the island 
chain over the weekend, 
and its center isn’t expected 
to make landfall. But if the 
storm veers to the south it 
could have a much greater 
impact, said Ian Morrison, 
meteorologist from the 
National Weather Service 
says.

“Our island is small 
enough that an event of 
this size could impact all 
areas,” said Maui County 
Emergency Management 
Officer Anna Foust. “We are 
a little concerned that peo-

ple will not take this one 
seriously ... This one looks 
like it’s going to actually 
give us some significant 
impacts.”

Foust reminded res-
idents and visitors that 
every storm is different, 
and they shouldn’t let their 
guard down because the 
first of two storms wasn’t 
severe.

Maui County officials 
were busy Thursday pre-

paring for possible impacts 
from Lester, and were 
deploying generators, top-
ping out fuel and planning 
to open emergency shel-
ters. Schools, courts and 
government offices on 
Maui were set to close at 
noon Friday.

Lester was expected to 
slowly weaken but remain 
a hurricane as it pass-
es the state Saturday and 
Sunday. The eastern part of 

the state could be hit with 
heavy rains and tropical 
storm or hurricane-force 
winds starting Friday night, 
Morrison said.

After it was downgraded 
from a hurricane, Tropical 
Storm Madeline left parts 
of Hawaii’s Big Island 
soggy but intact Thursday 
as residents of the island 
state prepared for a second 
round of potentially vola-
tile tropical weather.

Hawaii braces for possible hurricane impact
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

INDIANAPOLIS — Subway’s 
former pitchman imprisoned 
for child pornography and sex 
abuse is arguing in a court 
filing that the parents of one 
of his female victims are to 
blame for what he describes 
as her “destructive behaviors.”

Jared Fogle’s motion filed 
Thursday in U.S. District 
Court in Indianapolis also 
argues that the parents may 
be responsible for the girl’s 
injuries alleged in a civil law-
suit against him.

The victim — who unknow-
ingly appeared in some of the 
child pornography that led to 
Fogle’s criminal conviction 
last year — filed a lawsuit in 
March against him and two 
other people. It seeks mon-
etary damages for, among 
other things, personal injury 
and emotional distress.

Fogle’s filing alleges the 
girl’s parents fought and 

abused alcohol in front of 
her. It argues that is among 
the causes of her distress and 
that her parents may be liable 
for some or all of her claims 
against Fogle.

Fogle’s attorney, Ron 
Elberger, and his colleague 
Steven Groth filed the motion 
Thursday. The Associated 
Press left messages for both 
lawyers Friday morning seek-
ing comment.

M. Michael Stephenson, 
the attorney for the Indiana 
girl who is suing Fogle, said 
Friday that he had no imme-
diate comment on the filing. 
Stephenson has said his client 
suffered “significant emotion-
al trauma” because of Fogle’s 
actions.

Fogle, a 39-year-old father 
of two who was living in sub-
urban Indianapolis when he 
was arrested, was sentenced 
in November to more than 15 
years in prison after plead-
ing guilty to distributing and 

receiving child pornography 
and traveling out of state to 
engage in illicit sexual con-
duct with a minor. Fogle has 
paid restitution to 14 victims, 
but they can still sue him for 
additional money.

The girl’s parents are not 
named in the court doc-
uments, and the victim is 
referred to only by the pseud-
onym “Jane Doe.”

Fogle’s Thursday filing also 
points the finger at the par-
ents’ divorce, describing it as 
acrimonious. “Custody and 
parenting time (agreements),” 
it says, “required Jane Doe to 
constantly rotate her living 
arrangements caused unnec-
essary stress, anxiety, and 
trauma for Jane Doe.”

The victim’s lawsuit, which 
seeks at least $300,000 in dam-
ages, names Fogle and the for-
mer head of his anti-obesity 
charity, Russell Taylor. Taylor’s 
wife is also a defendant in the 
suit.

Ex-Subway pitchman in suit: 
Victim’s parents to blame
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Associated Press

Kaly Sun, right, removes boards from her restaurant in Pahoa, Hawaii, after Tropical Storm 
Madeline moved through the area on Thursday. 

The Associated Press

Organizers of the Santa Fe Fiesta in Santa Fe, N.M., place 
shields of the last names of original Spanish settler families on 
the Palace of the Governors on Thursday.

Your trusted 
          source.
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R E G I O N

The Fifth Coast Guard
District is advising mari-
ners and swimmers
throughout the mid-At-
lantic region to use cau-
tion this week.

Tropical Depressions
Eight and Nine are fore-
casted to impact beaches
and waterways from
North Carolina to New
Jersey as they transit the
Mid-Atlantic region dur-
ing the next several days.
Tropical storm-force
winds are possible during
the next 48 hours.

“Our primary concern
is ensuring the safety of
life at sea,” said Capt. Wil-
liam Lane, Fifth District
Chief of Response. “We
are encouraging all mari-
ners, personal watercraft
users, and beachgoers to
make safety a priority as
these two weather sys-
tems pass through the re-
gion.”

Mariners are warned
to take the following pre-
cautions to protect their
vessels and their crews:

» Check bridge sched-
ules for any changes and
plan ahead accordingly.

» If a storm is ap-
proaching, do not go out to
sea.

» Double-check lines
securing your boat if it is
moored and take precau-
tions for items stored
loosely aboard.

» Contact local mari-
nas for advice on how best

to secure your vessel.
» Ensure that you

have the proper signal-
ing devices aboard your
vessel and the correct
number of personal floa-
tation devices.

» Have a float plan in
place before getting un-
derway.

Swimmers and per-
sonal watercraft users
are advised to:

» Be extra cautious of
rip tides. Check the local
beach forecast before
leaving for the beach
and talk with lifeguards
located at the beach.

» Do not go swim-
ming on a beach without
a lifeguard.

» Make sure to have a
proper personal flota-
tion device for yourself
and each of your loved

ones when on the water.
» For information on

how to identify and
avoid rip currents, visit
the NOAA rip current
website. 

For additional guid-
ance, mariners are ad-
vised to contact their lo-
cal harbormaster.

Breaking news is
posted by the 5th Dis-
trict on Twitter @USCG
MidAtlantic.

NOAA IMAGES PROVIDED BY THE U.S. COAST GUARD

NOAA projection of the path of Tropical Depression Nine as of Monday.

Coast Guard warns Mariners
of severe weather ahead 
STAFF REPORT

NOAA projection of the path of Tropical Depression Eight, as
of Monday.

Gov. Larry Hogan
this week unveiled
Maryland's new license
plate design, which will
feature the Maryland
flag front and center.

The new plate will re-
place the current War of
1812 bicentennial plates.

Those who want to re-
place their existing li-
cense plates will pay the
current $20 replace-
ment cost. Registration
renewal costs remain
unchanged. All vehicles
purchased on or after
Sept. 26 will be issued
the new plate unless cus-
tomers want to transfer
their existing plates to
their vehicles.

The Department of
Transportation’s Motor
Vehicle Administration
will start issuing the new
plate on Monday, Sept.
26, for all passenger
cars, SUVs, trucks, mo-
torcycles, and multipur-
pose vehicles.

Maryland flag to take center
stage on new license plates
LIZ HOLLAND
ERHOLLAND@GANNETT.COM

SUBMITTED IMAGES

The new Maryland license plates featuring the state flag will
be available starting Sept. 26.

Gov. Larry Hogan unveils a new license plate featuring the
Maryland flag on Tuesday.

Woman, 27, extorts
$10K, claiming she's
underage sex victim

A woman has been
sentenced to 90 days in
jail for extorting more
than $10,000 from a sex
partner by telling him
afterward that she was
15, even though she was
25 at the time.

The Herald-Mail re-
ports that Whitney Dole-
man, now 27, was sen-
tenced Tuesday in Ha-
gerstown.

The victim told police
he and Doleman met on a
website called Plenty of

Fish and had sex at his
apartment in January
2015.

He says she contact-
ed him later and de-
manded $500 in hush
money. Police estimate
he paid her $10,255 over
several months, mostly
at face-to-face meet-
ings.

The victim also al-
leged that Doleman had
a male accomplice who
posed as a police officer
in a series of threat-
ening telephone calls.
Police were unable to
identify him.

Associated Press
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STAFF PHOTOS BY LIZ HOLLAND

Gov. Larry Hogan helps cut the ribbon at the Washington Inn & Tavern. From left are inn partner Charlotte Sharf, Secretary of Housing &
Community Development Kenneth Holt, Hogan, Town Commissioner Garland Hayward, inn owner Ian Fleming and Sen. James Mathias, D-38. 

Washington Inn & Tavern
enjoys grand opening

At left, Hogan speaks at the event, and at right, Guests gather in the bar area at the Washington Inn & Tavern in Princess Anne. 

A hurricane moving up the Atlantic
coast could wash out several Labor 
Day weekend events, but organizers
said they are trying to remain 
positive.

The Crisfield Chamber of Com-
merce is waiting to see which way Her-
mine decides to go before deciding if it
will cancel events at the 69th annual
National Hard Crab Derby.

“As it stands now, it’s still a go,” said
office manager Pat Hanley.

Organizers of this year’s Deal Island
Skipjack Race on Labor Day are count-
ing on the storm being far off the coast
by Monday.

“Hopefully, it will keep going off (to
sea) like it’s looking now,” said race di-
rector Stoney Whitelock.

Hurricane Hermine was intensify-
ing over the Gulf of Mexico on Thurs-
day and was expected to come ashore in
northern Florida before heading up the
Atlantic coast, said Lyle Alexander, a
meteorologist with the National Weath-
er Service in Wakefield, Va.

The storm is expected to bring
heavy rain to the Eastern Shore on Sat-
urday, with some lingering rain on Sun-
day, Alexander said. It also will bring
rip currents and strong winds as it ap-
proaches.

The rip currents on Thursday were
the lowest they have been all week, said
Lt. Ward Kovacs of the Ocean City
Beach Patrol.

The Beach Patrol made 80 rescues
on Monday and 87 on Tuesday, but that
number dropped to 40 on Wednesday
and less on Thursday when rain kept
people off the beach, but the rip tide sit-
uation will change once Hermine heads
this way. 

“We’re anticipating they will in-
crease rapidly,” Kovacs said.

The Beach Patrol will have 45 life-
guards on duty over the weekend,
which is about half the number during
the peak summer season.

Ocean City officials are closely mon-
itoring the storm and have begun re-
moving extra lifeguard chairs from the
beach, he said.

Hurricane Hermine could dump as
many as 5 inches of rain on lower Del-
marva on Saturday, forecasters are
saying.

Rain will begin over southeastern
Virginia on Friday evening into Satur-
day morning, reported Doug Jones,
deputy emergency management coor-
dinator for Accomack County.

“There remains a fair amount of un-
certainty relative to the track/intensity
of Hermine,” Jones said in an email.

The region’s heaviest rains Satur-
day are likely across northeastern
North Carolina, eastern Virginia and
possibly the lower Eastern Shore of
Maryland, he said.

East to northeast winds will increase
Friday into Saturday. Rising water lev-
els and coastal flooding is greatest Sat-
urday and Saturday evening on the
Eastern Shore of Virginia. Winds will
subside and turn offshore on Sunday,
he reported.

Jones said the county was receiving
its information from the Warning Coor-
dination Meteorologist from the Na-
tional Weather Service in Wakefield

Delmarva Power also is monitoring
the path of hurricane Hermine and tak-
ing steps to prepare in case the antici-
pated heavy rain and strong winds
cause service interruptions, the com-
pany said in a news release.

If outages occur, Delmarva Power
will work around the clock to restore
power, though as always restoration
will not begin until it is safe for crews to
perform work. When winds exceed 35
mph, work from bucket trucks is sus-
pended until it is safe for crews to con-
tinue.

On Twitter @LizHolland5

Brace
for very
rainy
weekend
LIZ HOLLAND
ERHOLLAND@GANNETT.COM

Eastwood will headline 1st Saturday
this weekend in downtown Salisbury, as
the event makes its return to the steps of
the Government Office Building. To cel-
ebrate, the limited edition 2016 T-shirts
will be for sale for $5.

It will be held from 4 to 7 p.m. on
North Division Street. This event is free
and all ages are welcome and encour-
aged.

Eastwood consists of Chris Gray on
lead guitar and vocals, Chase Jester on
drums and vocals, and Kevin Brown on
bass, playing all your party rock favor-
ites.

Free bottled water will be provided
by Herl’s Bath & Tile Solutions, and stop
by the Adams Radio Group van for free-
bies and to learn about their collection of
local radio stations based in Salisbury.
For Pokemon Go hunters, lures will be

dropped each half hour.
Edit Salon will provide face painting

for $3 for small designs and $5 for large
designs, and the Fenix Youth Project
will be on hand with information about
its nonprofit that encourages communi-
ty involvement and personal develop-
ment in youths through creative arts.

One of the downtown’s newest eating
establishments, Olde Towne Deli will
hold special hours, or grab a bite from
the Drift’n Kitchen food truck.

All attendees are asked to bring a do-
nation for Operation We Care, a locally-
based nonprofit organization that sends
care packages and supports our mili-

tary, law enforcement and fire/EMS. A
list of the most needed items can be
found at www.operationwecare.org.
Also setting up shop during the event is
Slaughter House Farm, a Halloween at-
traction based in Laurel that raises mon-
ey for Operation We Care. Be led
through Stalkers Field and into Slaugh-
ter House Farm, where chain saws, shot-
guns and many other surprises await un-
suspecting victims.

The 1st Saturday Art Market has
grown this year, so look for new artists
selling locally made products, and also
be sure to stop by the tables for First
Shore Federal and Headquarters Live.

Eastwood to rock downtown for 1st Saturday
STAFF REPORT
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Toast Labor Day weekend with one of
these hot summer cocktails, available at
popular restaurants from Ocean City to
Lewes.

Culture Authentic Eatery 
— white sangria

Made with pinot grigio wine, elder-
flower liqueur, peach nectar, fresh lem-
on juice, a splash of citrus soda, fresh
strawberries and lemon garnish, it’s
easy to see why this white sangria cock-
tail is perfect for summer. 

“It’s simple, crisp and refreshing —
and the perfect way to celebrate a great
meal on a warm summer day,” said Kim-
berly DeBoy, bar manager.

Liquid Assets 
— summer lemonade

This tart yet sweet cocktail is pre-
pared with house-made grapefruit vod-
ka and lemonade, San Pellegrino Paler-
mo and pamplemousse grapefruit liquor. 

It is one of Liquid Assets’ best sellers,
easily serving more than 100 a day.

“It’s as fresh as you can get,” said bar-
tender Matt Trowbridge. “It packs a
tasty little punch.”

Fish Tales — grapefruit crush

For those looking for something a lit-
tle less sweet to cool off with, look no fur-
ther than the Orange Crush’s beloved
cousin, the Grapefruit Crush.

Chris Gee, longtime bartender at Fish
Tales in Ocean City, said the waterfront
restaurant and bar sells more than 8,000
of them in a year.

The bar makes its famed summer-
time drink with Smirnoff Grapefruit
vodka, triple sec, half a fresh grapefruit
and a splash of sprite. Bartenders also
add a splash of cranberry juice to cut
down some of the drink’s natural bitter-
ness.

Barn 34 — the barn-tini

What started out as a Valentine’s Day
special, known as the valen-tini, has se-
cured a permanent spot on Barn 34’s
cocktail list. 

Later changed to the barn-tini, the
tasty drink is served in a frosted martini
glass and made with Hendricks Gin, St.
Germain elderflower liquor and cham-
pagne. 

“It’s incredibly classy and refresh-
ing,” bartender Ryan “Rymac” Maccub-
bin said. “It has just the right amount of
kick.”

Fin Alley — pineapple mojito 

Fenwick Island’s newest addition is
offering an interesting spin on a classic
— a pineapple mojito, made with fresh
pineapple puree, fresh-ground mint,
Cruzan pineapple rum and splash of club
soda.

Bartender Chris Givens said the
fruity creation is easily the bar’s best
seller. 

“Fresh ingredients make all the dif-
ference,” he said. “It has unbelievable
flavor. You can’t beat it.”

Fork and Flask at Nage 
— fish house punch

When local entrepreneur and restau-
ranteur Josh Grapski thinks about sum-
mer, he cannot help but picture Fork and
Flask’s fish house punch. 

And now we understand why.
Made with Blackwell Jamaican rum,

cognac, fresh citrus juice and peach
brandy, the punch is perfect on a hot
summer day. The cocktail is served in a
frosted flask, making it ideal for sharing
— if your tastebuds will let you.

Papa Grandes 
— watermelon margarita

Just like a cannonball at a pool party,
summer isn’t quite complete without a
beautiful dinner, al fresco. 

And that’s exactly what Papa Grandes
in Rehoboth Beach offers through an ex-
ceptional menu, fresh cocktails and its
Spanish-inspired second floor patio.

Be sure to enjoy the restaurant’s wa-
termelon margarita made with Sauza Te-
quila, house-made sour mix with agave
nectar and lime juice, and fresh, cold-
pressed watermelon juice from Twist
Juice Bar in Rehoboth Beach. 

“It’s a light and refreshing drink,” as-
sistant manager Chad McMaster said.
“A very summery take on a classic.”

Back Porch Cafe 
— cool as a cucumber

This cocktail is “summer in a glass,”
said bartender Bee Neild. 

Created with house-made cucumber
vodka, watermelon, lemon juice, simple
syrup and Campari, Back Porch Cafe’s
cool as a cucumber martini is sure to
make you feel just as cool. 

Rehoboth Beach 
Ale House — the gin-jar

This light and fresh cocktail is incred-
ibly versatile and great for any palate. 

The ingredients — gin, muddled cu-
cumbers, mint, fresh squeezed lime,
house made ginger simple syrup and a
splash of soda water — will keep you
coming back for more, even after sum-
mer ends.

Surfside Bar and Grill 
— dirty banana 

Steve Bowers suggests Surfside’s
dirty banana as the ultimate, unassum-
ing summer drink.

“It tastes more like a breakfast
smoothie,” he said. “It’s amazing, and
dangerous.”

It’s made with fresh bananas, creme
de banana liqueur, Cruzan light rum and
Kahula. The cocktail is blended with ice
and topped with fresh cream and choco-
late sauce — the kind of danger we want
to flirt with. 

302-537-1881, ext. 207
On Twitter @hcarroll_1
Facebook.com/byhannahcarroll
On Instagram @thesassy_banana

STAFF PHOTOS BY MEGAN RAYMOND

Papa Grande’s “Watermelon Margarita.” Culture Authentic Eatery’s “White Sangria.” Back Porch Cafe’s “Cool as a Cucumber.” 

Toast summer goodbye at the beach with these cocktails
HANNAH CARROLL
HCARROLL2@DMG.GANNETT.COM

Liquid Assets’ “Summer Lemonade” House Punch. 

Rehoboth Ale House’s “Gin-Jar” is made with gin, muddled cucumbers, mint, fresh squeezed
lime, house-made ginger simple syrup and a splash of soda water. 
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For Wed. Sept 7th
Keynoter & L’Attitudes
Retail & Classified Display

Thurs. Sept 1st by 5 pm

Classified Line ads
Fri. Sept 2nd by 10 am

For Fri Sept 9th –
Reporter

Retail
Fri. Sept 1st by 5 pm

Classified Display & Line ads
No Change

The Keynoter & Reporter offices
will be closed on Monday

September 5th.
Have a safe and happy holiday.Have a safeafe and happy holiday.

ADVERTISING DEADLINES

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT FOR THE EAST COAST HOME BASING OF THE

MQ-4C TRITON UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM

The U.S. Department of the Navy (Navy) gives notice, per the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, Council on Environmental Quality Regulations (Code of
Federal Regulations [CFR] sections 1500-1508), and Navy NEPA regulations (32 CFR
section 775), that a Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) has been prepared. The EA
evaluates potential environmental effects from home basing MQ-4C Triton unmanned
aircraft system (Triton UAS) at one of three alternative locations on the East Coast:
Naval Air Station Key West in Florida; Naval Station Mayport in Florida; and National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia. The Draft EA
is available for public comment and review for 30 days from September 1 to October
1, 2016. The comment period closes on October 1, 2016.

The Proposed Action would provide facilities and functions to operate and maintain
the Triton UAS on the East Coast. The Triton UAS is an unmanned, unarmed, remotely
controlled aircraft employed to enhance maritime intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance capabilities as part of the Navy’s Maritime Patrol and Reconnaissance
Force in the Atlantic Fleet’s area of operations. Under the Proposed Action, the
Navy plans to establish a launch and recovery site for four home based Triton UAS
aircraft and support a consolidated maintenance hub for up to four additional aircraft
undergoing maintenance actions (up to eight aircraft). The East Coast home base
location would be a permanent duty station for up to 400 personnel, and about 500
family members, and support rotational deployments of personnel and aircraft outside
the continental United States (OCONUS). Military construction projects in support of
the home basing would begin in fiscal year 2017.

The Draft EA is available for public review at the following website:
http://www. public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx.
Paper copies of the Draft EA are available for review at the following libraries in the
greater Key West area:

• Monroe County Public Library, 700 Fleming Street, Key West, FL 33040

• Florida Keys Community College Library, 5901 College Road, Key West,
FL 33040

Comments may be submitted in writing to: Navy MQ-4C Triton UAS Home Basing
Project Manager, Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, Attn: Code EV21JB,
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508. Comments and must be postmarked no
later than October 1, 2016 to ensure consideration in the Final EA.

SEPTEMBER
Facts
FROM

THE TAX COLLECTOR

· The 2nd Installment for the 2016 Real Estate Property taxes are payable September 1st and due

by September 30, 2016.

· Local Business Tax renewals for 2016/2017 will be delinquent after September 30, 2016.

Penalties begin on October 1, 2016.

· Beginning October 1, 2016, The Tax Collectors Office located at 1200 Truman Ave will be

selling City of Key West Residential Parking Permits at the cost of $10.00.

The Monroe County Tax Collector’s offices will be closed on Monday, September 5th 2016 for Labor Day.

· Per Monroe County Ordinance 23-85(c) every owner, manager, rental agent or association

engaged in the business of renting accommodations (residential or commercial) on a daily,

weekly, monthly, or yearly basis, must pay for each rental an amount of $20.00 per year.

· Property that is rented for less than 30 days at a time is required to have a transient rental

license from the Dept of Business & Professional Regulations (myfloridalicense.com)

Tag TalkTax Talk

Notice of Manual Audit
The Monroe County Supervisor of Elections, R. Joyce Griffin,
will be conducting a Manual Audit for the upcoming Primary
Election. The drawing of the race and precinct will be held
Friday, September 2, 2016 at 10:30 a.m. in the Supervisor
of Elections Office, 530 Whitehead St #101, Key West, FL.
The Manual Audit of the chosen race and precinct will
be held Wednesday, September 7, 2016 at 10:00 a.m. in
the Supervisor of Elections Office, 530 Whitehead St #101,
Key West, FL.

R. Joyce Griffin
Supervisor of Elections
www.keyselections.orgPublished Keynoter 8/31/16

A proposal to lower the
harvest of hogfish and
raise the minimum size
limit could harm Florida

Keys residents who pursue
the species for fun or a
living, commenters told a
federal fishery council.

“I have no problem find-
ing hogfish in the areas I
fish,” Lee Starling, a Lower
Keys commercial spear-

fisher, told the South At-
lantic Fishery Management
Council. “The population is
abundant and healthy...
There is no need to raise
the size limit, either.”

The South Atlantic
Council, meeting Sept. 12
to 16 at Myrtle Beach, S.C.,
is expected to submit its
final recommendations to
the U.S. secretary of com-

merce for a revised plan on
hogfish. The Commerce
Department oversees the
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Adminis-
tration.

About three dozen peo-
ple submitted comments
on hogfish to the regulat-
ing agency, most remarks
centered on the Florida
Keys-Florida East Coast
fishery. 

“Most of the comments
from individuals opposed
the management measures
for minimum size limits,
commercial trip limits,
recreational bag limits, and
a partial closure of the
recreational fishing season
for the [Florida] stock of
hogfish,” says a summary
of remarks received. 

Some supported the
tighter rules. If enacted,
recreational fishermen
could be limited to a four-
month harvest season, with
a one-hogfish-per-day
limit, under a preferred
alternative crafted by
council staff.

A 25-pound commercial
trip limit for hogfish in
federal waters off the Keys
and East Florida has been
endorsed by federal staff.
tarling objected, “ 25-
pound trip limit is absurd.
This amount is not worth
pulling my boat off the
dock. At a 16-inch fork
limit, that’s basically six
fish.” 

The current hogfish
recreational limit is five
fish per day. Many recre-
ational fishers appealed for
a three-hogfish daily limit,
or recommended that har-
vest be limited to free
divers or hook-and-line. 

Others agreed the mini-
um size could be increased
but asked that it be set at
12 to 14 inches rather than
the suggested 16 inches. 

A council fact sheet says:
“For the Florida Keys-East
Florida population, assess-
ment results showed the
[hogfish] population is
undergoing overfishing
and is overfished, and
therefore is in need of a
rebuilding plan.” 

The U.S. Department of
the Interior, which over-
sees national parks, agreed
with the one-hogfish recre-
ational limit, a 16-inch size
limit and the July-October

open season recommenda-
tion.

“Our fishery-independ-
ent surveys at Biscayne
National Park show that
most observed hogfish are
undersized, and the fish-
ery-dependent data from
the recreational fishery
show that the average size
of landed hogfish is just
above legal size,” wrote
Nikhil Mehta of Interior’s
Southeast Regional Office.

Hogfish are a member of
the wrasse family, although
they frequently are called
“hogfish snapper” and
regulated through the fed-
eral Snapper-Grouper Man-
agement Plan that covers
dozens of species. 

Comments still are being
accepted through
www.safmc.net..

Kevin Wadlow:
305-440-3206

OUR FISHERIES

Florida Keys fishers contend
hogfish plan could hurt 

South Atlantic Fishery Management Council
is expected to craft final proposal at September
meeting in South Carolina. 

BY KEVIN WADLOW
kwadlow@keynoter.com

ALBERT KOK Wikipedia

Hogfish, a Florida Keys delicacy and a popular spearfishing
target, may see a larger size limit and shorter open season. 

Key West developers
who also run the leading
local sightseeing tour have
until October to fight a
batch of code cases accus-
ing them of repeatedly
renting out vacation con-
dos without the proper
license for short-term rent-
als.

Chris Belland and Ed
Swift of Historic Tours of
America also own Key
Cove Landing, which owns
several luxury condos at a
waterfront complex off

North Roosevelt Boule-
vard.

Two of those condos, 4
and 10 Key Cove Drive,
were recently rented in
separate agreements by an
undercover Code Compli-
ance officer who said she
found illegal short-term
listings on Airbnb, Vrbo
and HomeAway websites
and booked six nights at
both spots for about
$4,000 each.

Four Key Cove code
cases were set to be aired
out at Wednesday’s Code
Compliance hearing at Old
City Hall, 510 Greene St.
But after having an at-
torney meet with city offi-
cials, the owners were
granted a postponement to
Oct. 19.

The owners face up to
$24,000 in fines on what
city officials say is their
third code violation in 15

months. 
Twice last year, Belland

signed settlements with the
Key West Code Compli-
ance Department promis-
ing not to rent Key Cove
condos for fewer than 30
days after being caught
doing short-term rentals
without a transient license.

In September, Key Cove
Landings paid the city
$4,087 — the profits off a
recent illegal rental — plus
$250 in administrative
costs, after a neighbor
reported the $1 million
condo being rented by the
night. A $5,000 fine was
also suspended for 60
months. 

Earlier that year, Belland
paid $250 in fees for an-
other illegal rental ad-
vertisement.

Gwen Filosa:
@KeyWestGwen

KEY WEST

Developers’ vacation
rental case is postponed

City Code Compliance
cites owners from Historic
Tours of America

BY GWEN FILOSA
gfilosa@keynoter.com
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Delivering the Bay Boat of Your Dreams

Come see our best selection of in stock Pathfinder Bay
Boats from 22 to 26 feet today at Caribee

Visit Us:MileMarker 81.5 Bayside
Islamorada,FL33036| 305.664.3431
www.caribeeboats.com Expect t

he Best!
BOAT SALES

AND MARINA

BOAT SALES
AND MARINACaribeeCaribee

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT FOR THE EAST COAST HOME BASING OF THE

MQ-4C TRITON UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM

The U.S. Department of the Navy (Navy) gives notice, per the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, Council on Environmental Quality Regulations (Code of
Federal Regulations [CFR] sections 1500-1508), and Navy NEPA regulations (32 CFR
section 775), that a Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) has been prepared. The EA
evaluates potential environmental effects from home basing MQ-4C Triton unmanned
aircraft system (Triton UAS) at one of three alternative locations on the East Coast:
Naval Air Station Key West in Florida; Naval Station Mayport in Florida; and National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia. The Draft EA
is available for public comment and review for 30 days from September 1 to October
1, 2016. The comment period closes on October 1, 2016.

The Proposed Action would provide facilities and functions to operate and maintain
the Triton UAS on the East Coast. The Triton UAS is an unmanned, unarmed, remotely
controlled aircraft employed to enhance maritime intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance capabilities as part of the Navy’s Maritime Patrol and Reconnaissance
Force in the Atlantic Fleet’s area of operations. Under the Proposed Action, the
Navy plans to establish a launch and recovery site for four home based Triton UAS
aircraft and support a consolidated maintenance hub for up to four additional aircraft
undergoing maintenance actions (up to eight aircraft). The East Coast home base
location would be a permanent duty station for up to 400 personnel, and about 500
family members, and support rotational deployments of personnel and aircraft outside
the continental United States (OCONUS). Military construction projects in support of
the home basing would begin in fiscal year 2017.

The Draft EA is available for public review at the following website:
http://www. public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx.
Paper copies of the Draft EA are available for review at the following libraries in the
greater Key West area:

• Monroe County Public Library, 700 Fleming Street, Key West, FL 33040

• Florida Keys Community College Library, 5901 College Road, Key West,
FL 33040

Comments may be submitted in writing to: Navy MQ-4C Triton UAS Home Basing
Project Manager, Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, Attn: Code EV21JB,
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508. Comments and must be postmarked no
later than October 1, 2016 to ensure consideration in the Final EA.

MARTIN LUTHER CHAPEL
122nd Street, Gulf

Sunday Worship 9:00 am
Bible Study 10:15 am
305-289-0700

Marathon Lutheran Day Care 305-735-4762
Infants, Pre-K and After School Care

Florida
Keys

Religious
Services

Keep the boat you love, upgrade your motors!

Download our
Mobile App

*Annual percentage rate. Subject to credit approval. Restrictions and processing fee may apply.

Repower with a Keys Engine-only Loan
as low as 7.9%APR* or use your boat to finance
new engines from 4.5%APR*.

We specialize in fast local service,
great rates and affordable payments.

Apply today!
Call 305-293-6000 Go to KeysFCU.org

Visit any branch in Key West at 3022 N. Roosevelt Blvd.
or 514 Southard St. or in Big Pine at MM30 and
Marathon at MM53.5 Gulfside

Keys schools Superintend-
ent Mark Porter won’t have
Ed Davidson to kick him
around anymore. 

Monroe County voters
ousted incumbent Davidson
from the five-member
School Board on Tuesday,
preferring instead Mindy
Conn, a former New York
attorney turned mother of
two living on Sugarloaf Key,
by an 18-point margin.

Conn swept the Lower
Keys, winning all 10 Key
West precincts, along with
Stock Island, Big Coppitt
and Sugarloaf, according to
detailed reports by Monroe
County Supervisor of Elec-
tions Joyce Griffin.

Davidson did his best in
his hometown of Marathon,
snapping up all precincts.
Conn won four Upper Keys

precincts, including Ocean
Reef by 82 percent. 

But unlike Conn, David-
son couldn’t top 58 percent
— his personal best at the
Marathon Moose Lodge —
in any of the 33 precincts in
the Keys. Conn took 20
precincts to Davidson’s 12.
The two tied at precinct 28
in Key Largo.

In choosing Conn over
the one-term incumbent for
District 3, voters removed
from office the board’s top
critic when it comes to
Porter’s performance and
administrators’ work. 

In the most recent set of
evaluations of Porter by
board members compiled in
December, Davidson stood
alone by rating poorly the
superintendent hired in
2012 on an overall scale of
1-5. While his colleagues
handed Porter overall scores
of 3 and above, between
“accomplished” and profi-
cient,” Davidson graded
Porter a 1.67, with one being
“not acceptable.”

Moments after learning of
his defeat Tuesday night,
Davidson said many Keys
residents who support him
were out of town, adding his
loss isn't a “repudiation” of
anything he did on the
School Board. 

“I've got two more
months,” said Davidson,
whose tenure included
accusing the company that
built the new Horace
O’Bryant School in Key
West of price gouging and
questioning Porter’s integri-
ty after he reassigned a
principal after a scandal
over $21,000 in cash dis-
appearing from a day-care
program.

Davidson this month said
Porter isn’t the right person
for the superintendent’s job,
blasting him after learning
Porter was job-seeking. 

On Conn, Davidson
didn’t exactly congratulate
the political newcomer. 

“Being nice to people
doesn't always make them
behave better,” he said,

adding that her law degree
may help her keep watch
over the district’s financial
handling.

“I don’t need to be a
watch dog,” Conn said. She
said she will do her home-
work on board issues and
rejected Davidson’s chosen
nickname. 

Conn spent nearly all the
$21,000 she raised, a figure

that includes about $7,200
in donated goods for events,
while Davidson spent more
than $18,000 of his largely
self-funded campaign that
compiled $28,650, the latest
campaign finance records
show.

In Florida, voters elect
school boards in nonparti-
san races. The District 3
race drew 15,660 voters in

Monroe, with 9,210 going to
Conn while Davidson col-
lected 6,450. Of the three
countywide elections Tues-
day, this one drew the most
by a few hundred votes.

Gwen Filosa: @KeyWestGwen

MONROE COUNTY SCHOOLS

Schools chief to lose
top critic as voters
oust the incumbent

Davidson out after one
term, Conn replaces him.

BY GWEN FILOSA
gfilosa@keynoter.com

GWEN FILOSA Keynoter

Ed Davidson discusses his defeat at a Tuesday election event in Key West. 

In this Key West election,
four-term Mayor Craig
Cates says, locals know best.

Cates, a native of the
island, which makes him a
Conch, wore a huge smile
Tuesday night as he easily
brushed off the competition:
A minister who immediately
announced his 2018 cam-
paign and a man who says
residents should decide
issues in online voting.

“Some people come here,
that have only been here a
couple of years, and think
they know better than ev-
erybody else,” Cates said
after winning 63 percent of
the vote in the nonpartisan

election. “People in Key
West are focused. We’ve
been doing this for gener-
ations.”

The Rev. Randy Becker,
his most visible and ardent
opponent, took 30 percent

of 1,571 votes, while Ed
“Krane” Karsch took 5
percent, or 361 votes.

Neither is a Key West
native nor raised anything
close to the $59,439 Cates
did. Becker was second in
the money department,
having spent most of the
$12,612 he raised. 

Cates, first elected in
2009, isn’t the mayor again
quite yet, even after winning
3,229 votes. He must face a
runoff Nov. 8 with a write-in
candidate, perennial gadfly
Sloan Bashinsky, who is
making his fifth try for this
office. 

Barring a bizarre upset,
Cates will take a fifth and
final term as mayor of the

tiny city that has more than
2 million visitors each year.
But only Cates’ name will
appear on the ballot. Voters
may write in Bashinsky’s
name but must do it perfect-
ly for it to count. 

Key West’s voter turnout
Tuesday was 36 percent, as
5,310 voters took part.

Cates, a retired auto parts
shop owner who grew up
racing cars and speed boats,
said he will continue work-
ing to build affordable work

force housing in Key West.
Also, Cates noted if all

goes as planned Nov. 8, he
will be only the second
person to ever win five
mayoral elections in a row.
Sonny McCoy was the first,
serving from 1971 to 1981. 

KEY WEST

Mayor approaches
his likely fifth term

GWEN FILOSA Keynoter

Cheryl Cates, Mayor Craig Cates and Mosquito Control
Board member Jill Cranney-Gage react to Tuesday’s
primary win.

Cates sweeps primary
but awaits a write-in
candidate Nov. 8.

BY GWEN FILOSA
gfilosa@keynoter.com

BODY RECOVERED
OFF MALLORY SQUARE

Key West police Friday
morning found a man’s
body in the harbor off Tru-
man Waterfront and Mallo-
ry Square but hadn’t identi-
fied him pending notifica-
tion of his family.

The body was found
about 7 a.m. Two days earli-

er at the same waterfront
spot, a street performer
known as Kenyatta Arring-
ton had abandoned his
belongings.

Arrington remained mis-
sing Friday and friends in
Key West believed he was
the dead man but police
would not comment. An
autopsy was ordered and
police said no foul play was
suspected.

NEWS BRIEF
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toP oF PAGE onE:
An Mh-60S Sea hawk 
helicopter attached to the 
‘tridents’ of helicopter Sea 
Combat (hSC) 9 picks up 
cargo from the flight deck of 
the fleet replenishment oiler 
USnS leroy Grumman (t-Ao 
195) .

 Vol . 27 no . 34 WWW .CnIC .nAVy .MIl/KEyWESt nAVAl AIR StAtIon KEy WESt, FloRIDA

FRIDAy, SEPtEMBER 2, 2016

(Aug . 25, 2016) Sailors 
and Marines compete in a 
three-on-three basketball 
game during a steel beach 
picnic aboard amphibious 
assault ship USS Boxer 
(lhD 4) . Boxer, flag ship 
for Boxer Amphibious 
Ready Group, 13th Marine 
Expeditionary Unit team, 
is operating in the U .S . 
3rd Fleet area of opera-
tions .

U. S. Navy photo by
MC1 Brian Caracci

navy releases draft ea for Triton at three sites
U .S . FlEEt FoRCES 
CoMMAnD
PUBlIC AFFAIRS

The navy on Thursday 
released the draft 
e n v i r o n m e n t a l 

assessment for the estab-
lishment of facilities and 

functions to support the 
east coast home basing and 
maintenance of the MQ-4c 
Triton Unmanned aircraft 
System at one of three loca-
tions: naval air Station 
Key West in florida; naval 
Station Mayport in florida; 
and national aeronautics 

and Space administration 
Wallops flight facility on 
Virginia’s eastern Shore.

The ea is available for 
public review and comment 
through oct. 1. comments 
may be submitted in writ-
ing to: navy MQ-4c Triton 
UaS Home Basing project 

Manager, naval facilities 
engineering command 
atlantic, attn: code 
eV21JB, 6506 Hampton 
Boulevard, norfolk, 
Virginia, 23508. comments 
must be postmarked by 
oct. 1. comments will also 
be accepted electronically 

beginning Sept. 1 at the 
following link: http://www.
public.navy.mil/usff /
environmental/pages/
public-comments.aspx.

comments received 
from the public and fed-

officials urge
safety first
for Labor Day
FRoM nAS KEy WESt
PUBlIC AFFAIRS

With school back in ses-
sion, the last holiday 

of summer is a marker to 
fall: Labor Day.

“i’m reminding our 
Sailors and civilians to 
make safety a priority, 
whether it’s on the water, 
on the road or at home,” 
naval air Station Key West 
commanding officer capt. 
Bobby Baker said Tuesday 
during his weekly radio 
interview on U.S. 1 Radio. 
“We want to see everyone 
back at work safe and sound 
on Tuesday.”

federal facilities, includ-
ing offices at naval air 
Station Key West, are 
closed for the holiday. all 
MWR facilities are closed 

see lABoR page 3

see tRIton page 3

U.S. Navy photo by Jolene Scholl
naval Air Station Key West Security officers and training staff are shown with the Sailors and civilians who received certificates 
thursday for completing the Auxiliary Security Force course . the course prepares Sailors, regardless of navy rating and aug-
mented from various nAS Key West tenant commands, to help meet the installation’s security needs .

New faces at the gate; 13 earn ASF certificates
FRoM nAS KEy WESt
PUBlIC AFFAIRS

naval air Station 
Key West’s Security 
Department was 

bolstered Thursday as 13 
Sailors and civilians were 
awarded certificates for 

completing the auxiliary 
Security force course.

The course prepares 
Sailors augmented from 
various naS Key West ten-
ant commands to help meet 
naS Key West’s security 
needs.

Two graduates were 

recognized for excelling in 
the course: aeaa Robert 
o’connor, the top per-
former, and aMan austin 
Zang, the “top shot” at the 
gun range.

others completing the 
course were ao2 Daren 
Bailey, HM3 Brandon 

colon, officer Richard 
cooper, acan Samantha 
Gardner, officer angel 
Gomez, aMan christopher 
Hennis, officer Jeancarlo 
Romero, LSSa San Kha, 
aBH2 Jowalsh oytas, 
aBH2 Daniel Suggs and 
aTan Todd Maurer.

http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/public-comments.aspx
http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/public-comments.aspx
http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/public-comments.aspx
http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/public-comments.aspx
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Balfour Beatty 
communities has pro-
moted arlen Dieguez to 

community manager for naval 
air Station Key West’s hous-
ing at Sigsbee park, Trumbo 
point, Truman annex and 
at the navy Branch Health 
clinic compound.

Dieguez has been with 
Balfour Beatty for five-and-
one-half years, starting as a 

resident specialist, moving 
up into her recent position as 

assistant community manager. 
She began her first official day 
as cM on Monday.

“as community manager i 
oversee day-to-day operations 
and interact with current and 
prospective residents,” Dieguez 
said. “it’s important to me to 
establish collaborative rela-
tionships with the residents, 
the community and our navy 
partner.”

another priority, she said, 
is maintaining the safety and 
security of the communities at 

all times.
“i am proud of the work that 

i and my team do on a daily 
basis,” she said. “We work hard 
to provide good customer ser-
vice to our service members.”

Hang out
My 3-year-old theolo-

gian strikes again! She 
has inspired previous 

articles like she is doing for 
this one. The lessons i have 
learned being a parent have 
truly enriched my understand-
ing of God as a father. This 
time she has reminded me of 
how much God wants to spend 
time with us because we are 
children of God.

for the past few months, my 
daughter has been resistant to 
going to bed. She doesn’t throw 
a temper tantrum. instead, she 
will lay awake “reading” books, 
playing with her animals and 
singing songs like, “The itsy 
Bitsy Spider.”

after some time, she decides 
she wants to get out of bed and 
find me. When it first started, we 
kept putting her back in bed and 
taking books and animals out of 
her bed so the temptation to be 
awake would be minimal.

However, she has evolved in 
her ways. Before we bring her 
back she would say she had a 
question for me. after a few 
minutes of thinking on the spot 
of what the question was, she 

would be escorted back. Then 
she increased her ability to delay 
by stating, “Daddy, i just want to 
hang out with you for a little bit.”

The cute little blonde and 
blue-eyed girl struck my heart. 
My wife, hearing the innocent 
and sweet tone, knew that there 

was no way 
around this. i 
crack every time 
because there is 
only one person 
on this planet 
who takes prior-
ity over my kids 
and that is my 
wife. 

as a result, 
there is about a 
five-minute cud-
dle with my little 

one and then i tuck her back in 
bed. Usually, a short time after 
that she will finally fall asleep 
to wake me up early the next 
morning.

My 3-year-old reminds me of 
a few spiritual truths we can 
forget as christians. first is that 
God is our abba father. The 
term abba can be translated as 
Daddy. it is the understanding 
that God is an intimate parent 
to us. My children are the only 
ones who call me daddy. Their 
friends call me “Mr. ethan” or 

my kids’ “dad.” They have their 
own daddies. 

My kids and i have an intimate 
relationship to allow this close-
ness. However, the term daddy 
is earned because of the time i 
make for them. This is another 
concept shown by my daughter 
and me. When we approach God 
to spend time with God, God will 
be there. He is not a distant God 
just sitting on his throne, but a 
God who places us on his lap. We 
just need to approach God.

The final lesson i am reminded 
of is the peace God give us when 
we spend time in his presence. 
My daughter is able to settle 
down after spending that time. 
i find when i am stressed or 
have a million questions racing 
through my mind that spending 
time with God helps calm my 
waters. i am able to find rest 
because of the peace God gives 
me in those moments.

if you need to spend time with 
the abba father, come join us for 
our protestant worship service 
each Sunday at 10:30 a.m. in 
the Truman chapel. if you need 
chaplain care, please contact 
your chaplain at (305) 293-2318, 
naval air Station Key West, or  
(305) 292-8788, coast Guard 
Sector Key West. God bless and 
hang out with God.

NAS Key West
Command 
Chaplain

Lt.
Ethan Everts

CHAPLAIN'S 
CORNER

CoMMAnDInG oFFICER
Capt. Bobby J. Baker

ExECUtIVE oFFICER
Cmdr. Pornchai Davidson

PUBlIC AFFAIRS oFFICER
Trice Denny

EDItoR
Jolene Scholl

StAFF
MC2 Cody Babin

This newspaper is an authorized 
publication for members of the 
military service and their families. 
Its contents do not necessarily 
reflect the official views of the U.S. 
Government, the Department of 
Defense, or the U.S. Navy and do 
not imply endorsement thereof.

The editorial content of this 
newspaper is prepared, edited 
and provided by the Public Affairs 
Office of Naval Air Station Key 
West, Florida. Additional copy 
and photographs provided by 
the readers of the Southernmost 
Flyer should be addressed to: 
Editor, Southernmost Flyer, 
Public Affairs Office, Naval Air 
Station, Box 9001, Key West, FL 
33040-9001. Copy can also be  
e-mailed to jolene.scholl@
navy.mil. Telephone (305) 
293-2425/2434. DSN 483-
2425/2434.

Deadline for all editorial copy 
is 4 p.m. the Friday preceding 
publication. All articles must be 
submitted on disk in text format, 
written in upper/lower case style. 

Sept. 2
1862 - The gunboat, USS pittsburgh, 
supports army troops landing at eunice, 
arkansas, during the civil War.

Sept. 3
1783 - The Treaty of paris is signed, 
ending the american Revolution. The 
U.S. is acknowledged as a sovereign and 
independent nation.

Sept. 4
1954 - a p2V-5 neptune from Vp-19 
is attacked by two Soviet MiG-15s and 
crashes in the Sea of Japan, 40 miles off 
the coast of Siberia.

Sept. 5
1990 - During operation Desert Shield, 
USS acadia (aD 42) departs San Diego 
for the first war-time deployment of 
male-female crew on combat vessel.

Sept. 6
1953 - exchange of prisoners of war 
from Korean War called operation Big 
Switch ends.

Sept. 7
 1945 - The Japanese surrender the 
Ryukyu islands area at the U.S. Tenth 
army Headquarters on okinawa.

Sept. 8
1958 - Lt. R. H. Tabor, wearing a navy-
developed pressure suit, completes a 
72-hour simulated flight at altitudes 
as high as 139,000 feet. it was another 
step in the development of the navy 
spacesuit.

Balfour Beatty selects Dieguez as housing community manager

DIEGUEz
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eral, state and local agen-
cies will be considered in 
the final ea, which will be 
released to the public some-
time this fall. The draft ea 
will be available at the fol-
lowing link: http://www.
public.navy.mil/usff /
environmental/pages/
nepaprojects.aspx. a 
printed copy and an elec-
tronic copy of the Draft ea 
for public review have also 
been placed at the Monroe 
county public Library, 700 
fleming Street and florida 
Keys community college 
Library, 5901 college Road,.

The proposed action would 
provide facilities and func-
tions to operate and main-

tain the Triton UaS on the 
east coast. The Triton UaS 
is an unmanned, unarmed, 
remotely controlled aircraft 
employed to enhance mari-
time intelligence, surveil-
lance and reconnaissance 
capabilities as part of the 
navy’s Maritime patrol and 
Reconnaissance force.

Under the proposed 
action, the navy plans to 
establish a launch and 
recovery site for four home 
based Triton UaS aircraft 
and support a consolidated 
maintenance hub for up 
to four additional aircraft 
undergoing maintenance 
actions (up to eight aircraft 
total).

The east coast home 
base location would be a 
permanent duty station for 
up to 400 personnel plus 

family members, and sup-
port rotational deployments 
of personnel and aircraft 
outside the continental U.S. 
Military construction proj-
ects in support of the home 
basing would begin in fiscal 
year 2017.

The Triton UaS is a mul-
tiple-sensor unmanned air-
craft that is about 48 feet 
long with a wingspan of 
about 131 feet. Triton UaS 
will conduct operations over 
water, with most operations 
occurring over international 
waters 12 miles or more 
offshore. The mission of the 
Triton UaS is to provide 
persistent maritime intel-
ligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance data collec-
tion to the fleet, providing 
both tactical and strategic 
mission capabilities.

Job title: Transient Line
hometown:  Killeen, Texas
Prior Duty Stations: USS 
Ronald Reagan (CVN 76)
hobbies: Lifting, traveling.
Most Interesting Experience: 
Visiting Germany.
Future Plans: Work on 
bachelor’s degree. ABh2

Daniel Suggs

This Just in…

Run/Walk for suicide awareness
naval air Station Key West’s command Suicide 

prevention program coordinators have planned a 2-mile 
run/walk supporting Suicide awareness for 8:30 a.m., 
Sept. 24, starting at the Sigsbee community center. 
The walk/run is free and no registration is required. 
it is open to all hands. The event coincides with 
September’s Suicide awareness and prevention Month. 
for more information, call aBecS James colley, cSp 
program coordinator, at (305) 293-2855.

Army photo studio down
Due to an unforeseen personal emergency, the U.S. 

army Garrison-Miami photo Studio will be closed 
through this week.  it should re-open on Tuesday. 
personnel with appointments for this week must go into 
VioS and reschedule to a later date. Go to http://www.
vios.army.mil.

Get active with MCHC
The Multicultural Heritage committee is looking for 

more people - Sailors and DoD civilians - to join the 
organization.  The McHc meets every Thursday at 
noon in Bldg. a-324, Boca chica field.

U.S. Navy photo by Sandra McMurray

More than a dozen Sailors and DoD civilians got the word out friday to more than 500 housing residents 
on how they can stop the spread of mosquito-borne disease by ridding their property of standing water. 
The volunteers distributed door hangars illustrating how little water is needed for mosquitoes to breed. 

The cards also gave information on how to avoid being bitten, as well as contact information for Monroe county 
Mosquito control and naval Branch Health clinic Key West.

MoSQUIto FlEEt 2016

Triton
continued from page 1

Labor
continued from page 3

except for the following:
•	fly away café, Boca 

chica Marina: 10 a.m. 
- 3 p.m. 

•	navigator’s Bar, Boca 
chica Marina: 11 a.m. 
- 7 p.m. 

•	nGiS front Desk: 24 
hours

•	Sigsbee Marina: 7:45 
a.m. - 5 p.m. 

•	Trumbo pool: noon - 5 
p.m. 

•	Vacation Rentals: 8 
a.m. - 4 p.m.

•	The navy exchange 
on Sigsbee park and 
neX mini-marts on 
Boca chica field and 
Trumbo point are open 
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx
http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx
http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx
http://www.public.navy.mil/usff/environmental/Pages/NEPAprojects.aspx
http://www.vios.army.mil
http://www.vios.army.mil
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Reducing risk factors, strengthening resilience keys to preventing suicide
FRoM nAVAl hoSPItAl
JACKSonVIllE PUBlIC 
AFFAIRS

according to the 
centers for Disease 
control and 

prevention, suicide was 
the 10th leading cause of 
death, for all ages, in the 
U.S. in 2013 - a rate of 
about 113 deaths each day.  
Building resilience and 
preventing suicide requires 
all members of the navy 
and Marine corps commu-
nity to work together. 

Suicide prevention is 
about being there for every 
sailor, Marine and family 
member, every day.  

“people are our great-

est asset,” said Dr. Kirsten 
pollick, naval Hospital 
Jacksonville’s mental 
health clinic department 
head and neuropsycholo-
gist.  “our goal is to reduce 
the risk factors for suicide, 
and strengthen the factors 
that promote resilience.”

Suicide can be a complex 
behavioral response influ-
enced by a multitude of fac-
tors within one’s personal 
experience with life.  These 
potentially include individ-
ual, relational, community, 
or societal circumstances; 
or any combination thereof. 

Specific risk factors and 
stressors associated with 
suicidality have been linked 
to illness, isolation, fam-

ily and marital discord, 
financial issues, depressive 
disorders or other mental 
health concerns (including 
prior suicidal ideation or 
attempts), impulsive behav-
iors, lack of sleep, or chang-
es in brain chemicals due to 
alcohol or drug abuse.

Warning signs include 
thoughts or comments 
about suicide, substance 
abuse, purposelessness, 
anxiety, feeling trapped 
or hopeless, withdrawal, 
anger, recklessness, and 
mood changes.

effective treatments and 
interventions are avail-
able for depression, situ-
ational stressors, and other 
health problems that are 

risk factors for suicide.  
Understanding warning 
signs and risk factors can 
help prevent, identify, and 
enable early intervention to 
save lives.

Tips to help Sailors and 
Marines stay mission-
ready include: find time 
for oneself - improve sleep 
habits, try yoga or medita-
tion, participate in enjoy-
able activities;  break down 
obstacles into small steps 
and tackle one at a time;  
improve physical condition-
ing with regular physical 
training, which strength-
ens the muscles and the 
mind;  avoid alcohol and 
substance misuse, which 
can affect how you manage 

stress and interfere with 
sleep, relationships and 
responsibilities; and identi-
fy people to turn to when in 
need whether it is a friend, 
family member, chaplain or 
health care professional.

for free, confidential sup-
port 24/7, call the Military 
crisis Line at 800-273-
TaLK (8255), text message 
to 838255, or chat online at 
www.veteranscrisisline.net.

The crisis Line is avail-
able to current and former 
service members, their fam-
ilies and friends.

active duty can call naval 
Branch Health clinic Key 
West’s family Medicine 
department at (305) 293-
4834/4850 to be directed to 

the appropriate provider.
family members, retirees 

and retiree families can call 
TRicaRe Value options at 
(800) 700-8646 for mental 
health care.  

for someone in immedi-
ate danger, go to the near-
est emergency room or call 
911.  Remember to acT 
(ask, care, Treat).  aSK 
if someone is depressed 
and if they are thinking 
about suicide.  Let them 
know you caRe.  Get them 
TReaTment as soon as pos-
sible.

nBHc Key West is 
one of nH Jacksonville’s 
six health care facilities 
located across florida and 
Georgia.  
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ffSc

Holiday $pending
Wednesday, 1 - 2:30 p.m.

Holiday spending does 
not have to break the bank. 
explore cost saving strate-
gies for the gift-giving sea-
son and learn methods to 
plan for next year’s budget 
ahead of time.

Car buying tips
Thursday, 10 - 11:30 a.m.

Save money when buying 
your next car by learning 
about the “three deals of 
car buying” - the purchase, 
financing and trade-in.

Workshops are at fleet 
and family Support center. 
ffSc’s hours of operation 
are 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday 
- Thursday and 8 a.m. - 4 
p.m. on fridays. for infor-
mation or to request ser-
vices, call (305) 293-4408.

U.S. Navy photo by Jolene Scholl

Key West philanthropist and WWII naval aviator Ed Knight 
accepted a replica of USS Constitution during the 2012 navy 
Birthday Ball, themed after the War of 1812 . Presenting the 
ship were former naval Air Station Key West Commanding 
officer Capt . Patrick lefere and his wife, Wendy .

WWii naval aviator ‘slips surly bonds of earth’
By JolEnE SCholl
Southernmost Flyer

edward B. Knight, 
a WWii naval 
aviator and staunch 

military supporter, died 
Sunday at the age of 99. 

He was born Jan. 11, 
1917, in Jacksonville, and 
had already earned a pilot’s 
license by the time he began 
flying for the navy. He 
arrived in Key West dur-
ing WWii and settled here 
after meeting his wife, Joan 
Thompson.

He enjoyed sharing his 
flying stories with naval 
air Station Key West’s 
aviators whenever he had 
the opportunity. He particu-
larly enjoyed laughing over 
aviator escapades, includ-
ing his own - rum flights to 
cuba to stock the officer’s 
club bar.

When the Southernmost 
air Spectacular drew the 
Blue angels to Key West, 
he would share the fact that 
he was bunkmates with the 
first aviator to be selected 
to lead the Blues when the 
squadron stood up in 1946.

always a military sup-
porter, Knight worked with 
other local business lead-
ers in forming the Military 
affairs committee in 1965 
to foster and improve the 
relationship between the 
military and civilian com-
munities.

The following poem by 
John Gillespie Magee Jr. is 
often read at the retirement 
ceremonies for military avi-
ators. it seems appropriate 
to share it in his honor:

High Flight
Oh! I have slipped the 

surly bonds of earth,
And danced the skies on 

laughter-silvered wings;
Sunward I’ve climbed, 

and joined the tumbling 
mirth

Of sun-split clouds, --and 
done a hundred things

You have not dreamed of 
--Wheeled and soared and 
swung

High in the sunlit silence. 
Hov’ring there

I’ve chased the shouting 
wind along, and flung

My eager craft through 
footless halls of air...

Up, up the long, delirious, 
burning blue

I’ve topped the wind-swept 
heights with easy grace

Where never lark or even 
eagle flew --

And, while with silent lift-
ing mind I’ve trod

The high untrespassed 
sanctity of space,

Put out my hand, and 
touched the face of God.
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Luau in Paradise
The popular luau event 

returns for a third year on 
Sept. 9 at the Sigsbee circle 
in the Sigsbee park camp-
ground. The event runs 
from 6 - 9 p.m.

patrons will enjoy a 
catered Hawaiian barbecue 
as hula dancers and fire/
knife dancers perform as 
the sun goes down, about 
8 p.m. The event includes 
activities for the entire 
family: Limbo contests, 
hula hoop competitions, a 
Hawaiian market with mul-
tiple vendors and an adult 
beverage tiki hut.

General admission/
show only tickets are $5 
and can be purchased at 
the iTT office on Sigsbee 
park. children 3 and under 
are free. food can be pur-
chased at the event; pro-
ceeds benefit the navy Ball 
committee. 

please note there are no 
aTM’s on site; only cash is 
accepted.

Sponsors supporting the 
event are aT&T, USaa, 
fury Water adventures, 
Waste Management, 
Sparkling ice, Military 
affairs committee, navy 
League Key West council 
and the naS Key West 
cpoa. Sponsorship of 
this event does not imply 
federal endorsement of 
product or service. call 
(305) 563-0364 for more 
information. 

Feedback
Tell us how we’re 

doing. Morale, Welfare 
and Recreation is here to 
improve your quality of life 
while stationed at naval 
air Station Key West. MWR 

strives to improve our prod-
ucts, services and programs 
and we need your feedback 
to make that happen. Visit 
www.navyMWRKeyWest.
com and click aBoUT then 
cUSToMeR SURVeY. 
for questions, email 
mwrnaskw@gmail.com or 
call (305) 293-2503.

MWR website
Morale, Welfare and 

Recreation has a new web-
site and cellphone/computer 
application that lists facili-
ties, programs, services 
and current employment 
opportunities. Visit www.
navymwrkeywest.com to 
find out what MWR has 
to offer. Visit the apple or 
android app stores and 
search for: navy MWR 
Key West. Have informa-
tion at your fingertips and 
make the most of what 
MWR has to offer. other 
websites include facebook 
and Twitter “naS Key West 
MWR.” patrons can request 
to be added to the Weekly 
activities Sheet email dis-
tribution list. for more 
information or questions: 
mwrnaskw@gmail.com. 

Now hiring
Morale, Welfare and 

Recreation and navy 
Gateway inns and Suites 
a have a number of oppor-
tunities for full time with 
benefits and flex part-time 
employment.

for a list of avail-
able positions visit the 
MWR personnel office at 
Bldg. a-711, email kwm-
wrhr@gmail.com or 
call (305) 293-2518. Visit 
the MWR website, www.
navyMWRKeyWest.com 

and click on JoBS to see 
listings.

Free movies
Beach patio Recreation 

center offers free movies 
each Saturday at 1 and 
6 p.m. on the big screen. 
Recliners are available and 
snacks may be purchased. 
note: facility use is lim-
ited to patrons aged 18 and 
older after 4 p.m. daily. for 
more information, call (305) 
293-5282.
friday: “Free State of 
Jones” (R) 6 p.m. 
Saturday: “independence 
Day: Resurgence” (pG-13) 
1 p.m. 
Sept. 9: “central 
intelligence” (pG-13) - 6 
p.m. 
Sept. 10: “Teenage Mutant 
ninja Turtles: out of the 
Shadows” (pG-13) 1 p.m. 
Sept. 16: “popstar: never 
Stop, never Stopping” (R) 
6 p.m. 
Sept. 17: “alice through the 
Looking Glass” (pG-13) - 1 
p.m. 
Sept. 23: “The conjuring 2” 
rated (R) 6 p.m. 
Sept. 24: “now You See 
Me” rated (pG-13) 1 p.m.

Babysitting break
The child & Youth 

programs is offering addi-
tional child care through 
the Give parents a Break 
program. The cost is $4 per 
child, per hour and each 
child must be pre-regis-
tered, including immuniza-
tion records. cancellations 
must be made before 8 a.m. 
on the day of scheduled 
child care to avoid paying 
for reserved time. for more 
information or to register, 
call (305) 293-4498 or visit 

the child Development 
center on Sigsbee park.
Sept. 9: 6:30 - 11:30 p.m. 
(register by Tuesday)
Sept. 17: 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 
p.m. (register by Sept. 15)
Sept. 30: 6:30 - 11:30 p.m. 
(register by Sept. 28)

Splash Park
The Sigsbee park Splash 

park is open from 8 a.m. 
- sunset daily. The splash 
park is free and open to 
MWR-eligible patrons of all 
ages. it is an unmanned 
facility, so those using the 
park should follow safe 
practices.

noting the park is a “fam-
ily facility” the following 
rules are posted: 
•	no running (wet surfaces)
•	children under 12 must 

be accompanied by some-
one 16 or older

•	 infants and toddlers must 
wear swim diapers

•	proper attire is required
The following are not 

allowed: pets, alcohol, 
smoking, glass containers, 
bicycles, skateboard, hover 
boards, scooters, roller 
blades and roller skates.

MWR Update

see MWR page 7

http://www.navymwrkeywest.com
http://www.navymwrkeywest.com
mailto:mwrnaskw@gmail.com
mailto:kwmwrhr@gmail.com
mailto:kwmwrhr@gmail.com
http://www.NavyMWRKeyWest.com
http://www.NavyMWRKeyWest.com
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ROOMMATE WANTED
Old Town Key West 
- single, clean, quiet, 
non-smoking roommate 
to share 2BR/1BA lower 
level duplex apartment. 
Available now. No pets, no 
parties. $1,000/mo. $500 
deposit.  Background/credit 
check required.

FOR RENT
Ramrod Key - Available 
now. Recently renovated, 
large 2BD/2BA home, new 
A/C, all tile and ceiling fans, 
located on large corner lot. 
$2,000 a month; discount 
for military $1,800 month. 
F/L/S. Call Danny at (305) 
296-1385.

Las Salinas - 3/2 unfur-
nished condo available 
immediately for 12-month 
lease. Updated bathrooms 
and kitchen, tiled living 
room and kitchen, and 
pool views from the bal-
cony. Reduced to $2,900 
per month.  F/L and $2,000 
security due at sign-
ing.  Email Mayra at peli-
agic2015@yahoo.com.

HELP WANTED
Hyatt Residence Club 
is growing its sales and 
marketing operations in 
historic downtown Key 
West. Select individuals will 
work our outside marketing 
booths promoting Key West 
activities, assisting tourists 

with directions and recom-
mendations, and promoting 
a Hyatt Sales Presentation. 
$11/hour plus commission; 
flexible scheduling. Apply 
at www.HospitalityOnline.
com, search postings by 
city or zip code, and search 
for the ad under “Marketing 
Associate.”

Hyatt Windward Pointe 
is hiring front desk clerks 
- full-time and part-time 
positions. Flexible sched-
ules; no overnight shifts. 
Benefits include hotel dis-
counts, vacation pay, sick 
pay, and more. Apply at 
Hyatt.jobs and search 
under Key West, Florida, 
as the location.

LOST AND FOUND
Updated - the follow-
ing items have been 
turned into the Security 
Department: Black pouch 
found July 11 at Trumbo 
Point Navy Gateway Inns 
and Suites; hammer drill 
with drill set turned into on 
Dec. 17, 2015; and a toy 
motorized plane found at 
the Seminole battery (goat 
enclosure area) on Truman 
Annex June 8, 2016. To 
claim or for more infor-
mation, call MA1 Everett 
Kalgren at (305) 293-2506.

NAS KEY WEST CLASS-
IFIEDS are free for active-
duty and retired personnel, 

their families and civilian 
base employees only. 
Deadline for submissions 
is noon the Tuesday prior 
to that Friday’s issue. Make 
submissions to the NAS 
Key West Public Affairs 
Office by email, jolene.
scholl@navy.mil; mail, P.O. 
Box 9001, Key West, FL 
33040-9001; or fax sub-
missions to (305) 293-
2627. Unless otherwise 
directed, ads will run for 
four issues. Contact us if 
you wish to pull ad early. 
Name and phone number 
must accompany requests 
in order for them to be con-
sidered for publication. For 
info, call (305) 293-2425.

Liberty activities 
The Liberty Single Sailor 

program is open to all single 
or unaccompanied active 
duty military personnel 
e-6 and below. Visit us on 
facebook at “MWR Liberty 
Key West” and request to be 
added to the closed Liberty 
Group.

for additional informa-
tion, email naskwliberty@
gmail.com or call (305) 
293-6282 or (305) 797-4468.
Saturday: Boondocks, 
Ramrod Key, $10, at 11 a.m. 
Sunday: Key West Little 
House and the conch Tour 
Train in the barracks, free, 

at 11 a.m. 
Monday: Volleyball picnic 
at Beach patio, free food, 
at 6 p.m. 
Sept. 9: Luau in paradise 
on Sigsbee circle, $5, at iTT 
or $7 at the door, 6 - 9 p.m. 
Sept. 10: Jet ski tour, Key 
West water tours, $70, at 10 
a.m. Register by friday

Fly Away Café
The fly away café, oper-

ating at navigator’s Bar & 
Grill, Boca chica Marina, 
offers breakfast and lunch, 
as well as dinner specials. 
The cafe has changed to 
off-season hours until nov. 
1. Hours: 8 a.m. - 4 p.m., 
Monday - friday; 10 a.m. - 3 
p.m. Saturday and Sunday. 
Grab and go food is avail-
able until navigator’s clos-

ing time, seven days a week. 
order ahead or call for spe-
cials at (305) 293-2468.

Open pickleball
open pickleball is sched-

uled from 8:30 - 10:30 a.m. 
Tuesdays at the Sigsbee 
park tennis courts. players 
of all levels welcome.for 
more information, call (305) 
797-7791.

Child care
need an extra hour or two 

of child care? The School 
age care program and the 
child Development center 
offer hourly care. families 
may not exceed 10 hours of 
care per child per week dur-
ing Sac Before and after 
School program. children 

must have an active regis-
tration on file.

Make reservations in per-
son or by calling the Youth 
center at (305) 293-4437. 
for cDc hourly care, call 
(305) 293-4498.

Trumbo Pool 
The Trumbo pool is open 

Wednesday - Saturday, 11 
a.m. - 5 p.m., and Sunday, 
noon - 5 p.m. The pool, on 
Trumbo point, offers laps 
swimming, water slides, lily 
pads, climbing wall and kid-
die splash pad.

The pavilion is available 
for parties and a playground 
is on site. admission is $1 a 
day for retirees and DoD 
civilians and free to active 
duty and their families.

for more information, or 
to book a party, call (305) 
293-4324.

SAS memorabilia
Southernmost air 

Spectacular air show 
T-shirts, coins, posters and 
more may be purchased at 
the Landing Zone, Bldg. 
a-711, Boca chica field.

for more information, 
call (305) 293-2884 or email 
mwrgraphics@gmail.
com. 

Fitness schedule
Monday 
7 - 7:45 a.m. - cycling (Boca 
chica cycling Studio)
5:15 - 6:15 p.m. - pUMp 
(Boca chica exercise 

center)
6:30 - 7:30 p.m. - Yoga (Boca 
chica exercise Studio)

Tuesday
10 - 10:45 a.m. - HiiT (Boca 
chica fitness center)
6 - 6:45 p.m. - cycling (Boca 
chica cycling Studio)

Wednesday
7 - 8 a.m. - pRT prep (Boca 
chica fitness center) 
*active duty only 
5:15 - 6 p.m. - HiiT (Boca 
chica fitness center)

Thursday
5:30 - 6:15 p.m. - cylcing 
(Boca chica cycling Studio)

Saturday
9:15 - 10:15 a.m. - circuit 
(Boca chica fitness center)

NAS	Classifieds

MWR
continued from page 6

mailto:peliagic2015@yahoo.com
mailto:peliagic2015@yahoo.com
http://www.HospitalityOnline.com
http://www.HospitalityOnline.com
mailto:naskwliberty@gmail.com
mailto:naskwliberty@gmail.com
mailto:mwrgraphics@gmail.com
mailto:mwrgraphics@gmail.com


NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT FOR THE EAST COAST HOME BASING OF THE 

MQ-4C TRITON UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM

residence of the country’s 
president, Enrique Peña Ni-
eto, Trump said Wednesday 
the two men didn’t discuss 
who would pay the estimat-
ed  billions in construction 
costs.

Silent at that moment, 
Peña Nieto later tweeted, 
“At the start of the conver-
sation with Donald Trump 
I made it clear that Mexico 
will not pay for the wall.”

With the meeting held be-
hind closed doors, it was im-
possible to know who was 
telling the truth. But the dif-
ference in how Trump and 
Peña Nieto recalled their 
talk was an example of the 
political risk taken on by 
two unpopular politicians 
who arrived at the meeting 
having spent months quar-
reling from afar.

Trump began his cam-
paign by deriding Mexico 
as a source of rapists and 
criminals, and piled on in 
the months to come as he 
attacked Mexico over free 
trade, illegal immigration 
and border security. Peña 
Nieto responded by con-
demning Trump’s language, 
saying those were the sort of 
words that gave rise to Ad-
olf Hitler.

Peña Nieto did not repeat 
such criticism Wednesday 
but acknowledged Trump’s 
comments had “hurt and af-
fected Mexicans.”

“The Mexicans deserve 
everyone’s respect,” he said.

The trip and the later dis-
pute, arriving 10 weeks be-
fore America’s presidential 
election , came just hours 
before Trump delivered a 
highly anticipated speech 
in Arizona about illegal im-
migration. That has been a 
defining issue of his presi-
dential campaign, but also 
one on which he’s appeared 
to waver in recent days.

There was no sign of wa-
vering in Phoenix during 
his speech . Trump insist-
ed Mexico would pay for 
the wall on the border, “100 
percent.”

“They don’t know it yet, 
but they’re going to pay for” 
it, he said.

He said the nation’s immi-
gration policy must focus on 
what is best for American 
citizens, not those living in 
the country illegally. 

“There is only one core is-
sue in the immigration de-
bate and that issue is the 
well-being of the American 
people,” he said.

Trump also said  that, as 
president, he would order 
the immediate detention of 
all known immigrants in the 
U.S. illegally who have been 
arrested for crimes.

He said that on his first 
day in office he would “is-
sue detainers for illegal im-
migrants who are arrested” 
and initiate immediate pro-
ceedings to remove them.

Trump said “no one” 
among the 11 million people 
who are in the United States 
illegally “will be immune or 
exempt from enforcement” 
on his watch. But he said he 
would set priorities for de-
porting people.

 
Earlier Wednesday, Trump 

stayed on script after the 
meeting with Peña Nieto, 
reading a statement from 
notes and politely answer-
ing shouted questions from 
reporters about his promise 
to force Mexico to pay for 
the wall along the border be-
tween the two countries.

“We did discuss the wall. 
We didn’t discuss payment 
of the wall,” Trump said.

Writing later on Twitter, 
Peña Nieto said the subject 
was among the first things 
the men discussed. He has 
for months said “there is no 
scenario” under which Mex-

ico would pay for the wall.
“From there, the con-

versation addressed oth-
er issues, and developed 
in a respectful manner,” 
he added.

Those issues included the 
North American Free Trade 
Agreement, which Trump 
has called the worst trade 
deal in history. Peña Nieto 
suggested there was room 
to improve the trade deal, 
while the New York busi-
nessman promised to pro-
mote trade deals that would 
keep jobs in the Western 
Hemisphere – a departure 
from his standard “Ameri-
ca First” rhetoric.

T r u m p ’s  p r e s e n c e 
Wednesday, his first meet-
ing with a head of state 
abroad as a presidential 
candidate, sparked anger 
and protests across Mex-
ico’s capital city. Former 
Mexican President Vicente 
Fox bluntly told the celebri-
ty businessman that, despite 
Peña Nieto’s hospitality, he 
was not welcome.

“We don’t like him. We 
don’t want him. We reject 
his visit,” Fox said on CNN, 
calling the trip a “political 
stunt.”

Peña Nieto was less com-
bative as he addressed re-
porters alongside Trump. 
He acknowledged the two 
men had differences and 
defended the contribution 
of Mexicans working in the 
United States, but he de-
scribed the conversation 
as “open and constructive.”  

Peña Nieto’s performance 
came in for immediate con-
demnation from his many 
critics in Mexico.

“Peña ended up forgiving 
Trump when he didn’t even 
ask for an apology,” said Es-
teban Illades, the editor of 
Nexos magazine. “The low-
est point of the most pain-
ful day in the history of the 
Mexican presidency.”

Kloeppel’s presentation to 
the council was the last straw 
for at least three of the four 
members who have left her 
group.

People for Portsmouth, a 
PAC with more than 3,000 
participants, was created 
in the spring of 2015 after 
the City Council slashed the 
city’s public safety budget, 
froze positions and raised 
taxes to close an $11.7 mil-
lion gap.

The group had high hopes, 
stating it was “determined 
to make a positive change in 
local governance and lead-
ership, beginning in 2016,” 
according to its website. 
Members wanted to remove 
“incompetent” leaders.

But Kloeppel’s decision to 
focus on race at the meet-
ing went against the advice 
of some board members. She 
told the council that a white 
majority of high-level em-
ployees who had left since 
City Manager John Rowe was 
fired in April 2015 were re-
placed with black employees. 
Rowe, who is white, is now 
running for mayor in the No-
vember election. 

“Do you have an issue with 
the racial makeup?” Whita-
ker asked Kloeppel.

“I think, for many years, 
many of us have been inter-
ested in the racial makeup 
being as much like the com-
munity as possible,” she re-
sponded.

Whitaker asked whether 
she had the same concern be-
fore last year, when most de-
partment heads were white 
in a majority-black city. 
Kloeppel only repeated her 
statistics from 2015.

But Whitaker wasn’t done: 
“I just find it interesting that 
your organization chooses to 
bring up race when it’s con-
venient, not when it’s truth-
ful and not when there are is-
sues of disparity that need to 
be addressed.”

For John Wright and two 
of his board colleagues, the 
heated exchange sealed the 
decision to leave People for 
Portsmouth, Wright said in 
an interview.

“That was about as racist 
as you could get,” he said.

Kloeppel said she present-
ed the exact numbers the city 
gave her.

“And I don’t know how that 
can be racist because it is 
facts based on salary, gender 
and race and the change that 
went on,” she said.

What’s truly happening? 
She said former board mem-
bers are trying to discredit 
People for Portsmouth and 
advocate for their preferred 
mayoral candidate, Shannon 
Glover, a black businessman. 

Kloeppel wouldn’t say 
whom the organization plans 
to support, but Wright said 
he was 100 percent sure it 

would be Rowe.
Kloeppel let the board 

know she was going to give 
the speech at City Hall, 
Wright said, and some told 
her not to. She would just be 
opening herself up to criti-
cism from Whitaker.

She said she was simply 
defending the data she had 
received after a Freedom 
of Information Act request 
on top-level employees who 
had left since the city fired 
Rowe, one of five candidates 
running against Mayor Ken-
ny Wright. The data included 
12 employees and showed a 
shift from 58 percent white 

L. TODD SPENCER | VIRGINIAN-PILOT FILE PHOTO

Former Portsmouth City Manager Jim Rowe, right, and other mayoral candidates draw for questioning order ahead of People for Portsmouth's candidate 
forum in June. PAC board member John Wright said the political action committee is likely to endorse Rowe. 

to 33 percent. The mayor had 
told The Virginian-Pilot he 
didn’t believe the figures.

The Pilot made its own re-
quest about all top-level em-
ployees and found that half 
of the 18 are black, and half 
are white. 

 
John Wright said he and his 

colleagues had wanted Peo-
ple for Portsmouth to reach 
out to more residents than 
just “old whites.” Instead, it 
is “supporting the same old 
candidates who have given us 
the same old mess for years,” 
including Rowe.

“I just don’t think John was 
attentive to the needs of the 
corporate citizens of the city, 
and I think he can be paint-
ed with a lot of what’s wrong 
with the city now.”

Rowe did not return calls 
for this article.

Wright said Glover has 
work to do, but he doesn’t 
come with Rowe’s baggage.

Glover said via email that 
some of his opponents are 
“stuck in the failed practic-
es of the past,” and that he 
offers a way to “move for-
ward to heal, unite and grow 
our city.” 

Wright and his colleagues 
didn’t want People for Ports-
mouth to be perceived as the 
white version of the influen-
tial Martin Luther King Jr. 
Leadership Steering Com-
mittee, a political action 
committee of predominate-
ly black community leaders.

“That’s what blacks think 
we are,” he said.

Board Treasurer Fred 
Schoenfeld, who is white, 
said some members did think 
Kloeppel’s presentation was 
“poorly timed.” But, in his 
opinion, she spoke the truth, 

and it needed to be brought to 
the public’s attention.

“That’s not normal attri-
tion,” he said of the recent 
hires. “There is something 
going on, and I think that 
needs to be brought out. 
You flip it around, everyone 
would be up in arms.”

Board Vice President Bar-
bara Early was the first to 
leave, around the end of June, 
Schoenfeld said. The other 
three, Wright, Ross Cher-
ry and Bill Hargrove, left in 
mid-July, according to a let-
ter sent to Kloeppel. All four 
are white.

Ea rly  ack nowledged 
that she left the board but 
wouldn’t say why. She’s still 
maintaining the group’s 
Facebook page and app be-
cause Portsmouth is “really 
in trouble politically.” Cher-
ry and Hargrove did not re-
turn calls.

The letter of resignation 
said the organization had 
failed to represent “a broader 
spectrum of the community.”

“I don’t know why they 
would say that,” said board 
member Lee Cherry, a Sher-
iff’s Office spokesman who is 
white. “We have reached out 
to the black community, but 
it is what it is, and we are go-
ing to continue to reach out.”

Kloeppel said the organi-
zation is going to support a 
diverse slate of candidates, 
and, “We have gentlemen on 
our board who are black. We 
are doing the best we can to 
be inclusive.”

One of those black board 
members, Joe Wright, said 
he is concerned that the or-
ganization is mostly white. 
He didn’t have a problem 
with Kloeppel’s statements 
to the council because they 

were true, but the stats aren’t 
“really alarming because I 
have lived for years when the 
council and staff have been 
all white.” 

Whitaker maintained 
his position Friday. He has 
criticized People for Ports-
mouth in the past for resist-
ing “black progress” and fre-
quently supports the mayor, 
who is also black.

The group’s  at tacks 
against black elected leaders, 
silence on white officials’ im-
proprieties and lack of sup-
port for minority contracting 
and diversifying public safe-
ty show its desire to “turn 
back the clock and maintain 
the status quo,” Whitaker 
said via email.

“Persons with a social-jus-
tice consciousness under-
stand that People for Ports-
mouth is not a novel concept, 
rather, it is an organization 
aligned with the Jim Crow 
philosophy of the past de-
signed to prevent the prog-
ress of African-Americans,” 
he said.

Schoenfeld, the treasurer, 
said politicians are “throw-
ing up the race issue as a 
smoke screen simply be-
cause they don’t want to face 
the truth.”

“The pendulum can obvi-
ously swing the other way,” 
he said. “And I think that is 
what happened.”

Another white PAC mem-
ber, Marcus Gilmore, agreed.

“This new direction we are 
going in, it seems like racism 
in reverse. I am all about the 
most effective person.”

Johanna Somers , 757-446-2478, 
johanna.somers@pilotonline.com 
Follow @JohannaSomers1 on 
Twitter.

P O R T S M O U T H  P A C

EX-PAC MEMBER: PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS 
SEALED DEAL FOR THREE TO LEAVE GROUP
Continued from Page 1

Board member Joe 
Wright said he is 
concerned that 
the political action 
committee is mostly 
white. 

Portsmouth City 
Councilman Mark 
Whitaker has 
frequently criticized 
the political action 
committee.

Pam Kloeppel, 
president of People 
for Portsmouth,  
said she wasn't 
being racist at the 
council meeting.
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TRUMP | Candidate promises “detainers” 
catching illegal immigrants on Day One
Continued from Page 1
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Savings valid on select items. Entire stocks not included unless specified. Styles & colors vary by store.
Some merchandise may not be available at every store or online. Prices valid through 9/5/2016 in participating stores.

For your nearest Stein Mart store visit www.steinmart.com or call 1-888-steinmart. See Stein Mart fair pricing policy at steinmart.com or in-store.

Free standard ground shipping on all items without an applicable surcharge. Discount automatically applied at checkout.

Valid on Red Dot Clearance items. Cannot be combined with
other coupon offers on these items. Not valid on previously
purchased merchandise. May be used with Stein Mart Rewards
certificates and coupons. Coupon must be surrendered at
time of sale. Valid through 9/5/2016 in participating stores.
Reproductions will not be accepted. Shoes at 30% off.

7002001050400010

THROUGH MONDAY

STORES OPEN 9AM
FRIDAY, SATURDAY

& MONDAY
11AM SUNDAY

One time use per transaction on one Sale or Newest Reduction item. Cannot
be combined with other coupon offers on this item. Excludes Clearance, Gift
Cards, BOGO, A-List and 8 cent ending Specials & Doorbuster merchandise.
Not valid on previously purchased merchandise. May be used with Stein Mart
Rewards certificates and coupons. Coupon must be surrendered at time of
sale. Valid through 9/5//2016 in participating stores. Reproductions will not
be accepted. Not for use by Stein Mart associates.

One time use per transaction on one Home Sale item. Cannot be combined
with other coupon offers on this item. Excludes Clearance, Gift Cards,
BOGO, A-List and 8 cent ending Specials & Doorbuster merchandise. Not
valid on previously purchased merchandise. May be used with Stein Mart
Rewards certificates and coupons. Coupon must be surrendered at time of
sale. Valid through 9/5//2016 in participating stores. Reproductions will not
be accepted. Not for use by Stein Mart associates.

OFF OUR SALE PRICES OFF OUR SALE PRICES

THROUGH MONDAY THROUGH MONDAY

7002001020400025 7002001020400033

Ladies & Men’s Swimwear

Ladies & Men’s Shorts

Men’s Short Sleeve Shirts

Ladies Famous Maker
Separates

Ladies Colored Crop Pants

Separates

Skirts

Shrugs & Cardigans

Ladies Casual Knit Tops

Men’s Tees

Dresses

Sport Coats

Career Blouses

Seasonal Handbags

Gabrielle K Jewelry

Seasonal Hats & Sandals
Sold in the Accessories Department
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From wire reports

“Crushed.” “Disappoint-
ed.” “Confused.”  

Some Hispanic leaders 
who have been advising Don-
ald Trump say they feel be-
trayed after his long-awaited 
immigration speech that de-
finitively ruled out a pathway 
to legal status for people liv-
ing in the country illegally.

Trump stopped short of 
calling for the mass depor-
tation of millions of people 
who have not committed 
crimes beyond their immi-
gration offenses. But he also 
ruled out what he dismissed 
as “amnesty,” saying those 
who want to live legally in 
the U.S. will need to leave 
and head to the back of the 
line in their home countries.

“People will know that you 
can’t just smuggle in, hun-
ker down and wait to be le-
galized,” Trump declared in 
his speech Wednesday night. 
“Those days are over.”

The language caught off 
guard a group of Hispan-
ic faith and business lead-
ers who have been advis-
ing him, often in the face 
of criticism from their own 
communities. In closed-door 
meetings, phone calls and in 
public statements, Trump 
and his aides had given many 

the impression that he was 
prepared to soften his stance 
on immigration as he tries to 
court more moderate, gener-
al election voters and boost 
his standing with Hispanics 
and other minorities.

Now, some feel Trump 
misled them.

“There’s several of us who 
have gone out on a limb, if 
you will, to try to at least be 
at the table of reason with 
him, and that’s left us con-
fused and disappointed,” said 
Tony Suarez, the executive 
vice president of the National 
Hispanic Christian Leader-
ship Conference. He’s been 
among those pushing Trump 
to moderate his stance.

As recently as Monday, he 
said, the GOP presidential 
nominee had signaled on a 
conference call with faith 
leaders that they could ex-
pect to see a gentler, more 
compassionate Trump in the 
speech. Trump, Suarez said, 
was asked explicitly whether 
they would see a softening or 
any “hope” for at least some 
of the people currently liv-
ing in the shadows.

“He said, ‘Yes,’ and he 
thought we would be very 
pleased on Wednesday,” Su-
arez said. “The impression 
given on the call was not 
what we heard last night.”

Alfonso Aguilar, president 
of the Latino Partnership 
for Conservative Principles, 
had prominently endorsed 
Trump after initially oppos-
ing his candidacy. He, too, 
said Trump had signaled 

a willingness to moderate 
some of his immigration 
plans, including limiting his 
call for deportations to those 
convicted of crimes.

“At this point, I just don’t 
see how I can support him. 
So I’m withdrawing my sup-
port,” Aguilar said. “I was 
expecting something very 
different last night. I’m not 
naive, I knew who I was deal-
ing with. I knew this could 
happen. It was a risk.”

Trump’s campaign, how-
ever, insisted the billionaire 
businessman had never wa-
vered.

“Mr. Trump has been con-
sistent in advocating for an 
end to illegal immigration 
and he will continue to reach 
out and work with voters 
from all communities to de-
feat crooked Hillary Clinton 
this fall,” said Jason Miller, 

the campaign’s senior com-
munications adviser.

Trump’s latest deportation 
priorities could target more 
than 6 million individuals 
for immediate removal, ac-
cording to a Washington Post 
analysis.

On Wednesday, he not only 
called for removing all un-
documented immigrants who 
had committed crimes, but 

also said he would prioritize 
those who have overstayed 
their visas for deportation.

The GOP presidential nom-
inee also said he would triple 
the number of Immigration 
and Customs Enforcement 
agents and create a “new spe-
cial deportation task force” 
to track the most serious se-
curity threats.

Together, those proposals 
represented his most specif-
ic comments on deportation 
policy – and they pointed to a 
massive undertaking.

“The police and law en-
forcement – they know who 
these people are. They live 
with these people. They get 
mocked by these people,” 
he said. 

“They can’t do anything 
about these people, and they 
want to. They know who 
these people are. Day one, 
my first hour in office, those 
people are gone.”

An estimated 690,000 un-
documented immigrants 
have committed significant 
crimes that would make 
them security priorities – 

felonies or serious misde-
meanors – according to a 
study by the Migration Poli-
cy Institute. 

That number is closer to 
2 million, according to some, 
including Jessica Vaughan of 
the Center for Immigration 
Studies, whom the Trump 
campaign has consulted on 
the issue.

If visa overstays are also 
included in the immediate 
priorities, as Trump said 
he would order during his 
speech, the number would 
grow by about 4.5 million in-
dividuals, according to esti-
mates that place overstays 
at about 40 percent of total 
undocumented population.

In all, the number of in-
dividuals prioritized for re-
moval by ICE agents would 
range between about 5.0 mil-
lion and 6.5 million, accord-
ing to available data and es-
timates.

This story was compiled from 
reports by The Associated 
Press and The Washington 
Post.

ELECTION 2016

Some Hispanic leaders feel betrayed by Trump
He ruled out a path 
to legal status for 
people living in the 
country illegally

EVAN VUCCI | THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Donald Trump speaks to the American Legion National 
Convention on Thursday in Cincinnati. On Wednesday, he 
ruled out “amnesty” for people living in the country illegally.

By Stephen Braun
The Associated Press

The State Department 
agreed Thursday to turn 
over all the detailed plan-
ning schedules from Hillary 
Clinton’s time as secretary 
of state to The Associated 
Press by mid-October. It was 
an abrupt reversal from U.S. 
government lawyers’ warn-
ing last week that hundreds 
of pages would not be re-
leased until after the pres-
idential election.  

The decision is significant 
because it will make avail-
able before the election all 
of Clinton’s minute-by-min-
ute schedules. Those plan-
ning documents offer a de-
tailed look at Clinton’s daily 
routine during her tenure as 
secretary of state between 
2009 and 2013.

The State Department 
provided the AP some of 
the Democratic presiden-
tial nominee’s official cal-
endars from her time at the 
department. But in some in-

stances the calendars had 
been edited after her events 
and, in some cases, names of 
those who met with her had 
been omitted.

The department has so far 
released about half of her 
more complete daily sched-
ules. The new agreement 
Thursday was drawn up af-
ter government lawyers told 
the AP last week that the de-
partment expected to release 
the last of the detailed daily 
schedules around Dec. 30, 
weeks after the election. The 

AP objected to the delays.
The daily schedules drew 

attention last week after the 
AP reviewed the two years 
of schedules released so far, 
plus Clinton’s official cal-
endars. From those, the AP 
determined that more than 
half the people with whom 
Clinton met or spoke – out-
side of members of the U.S. 
or foreign governments – 
had donated to the Clinton 
Foundation either person-
ally or through companies 
or groups.

Before election, State Department 
to hand over all Clinton schedules

ANDREW HARNIK | THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Democratic 
presidential 
candidate 
Hillary Clinton 
speaks at the 
American 
Legion’s 
98th Annual 
Convention in 
Cincinnati on 
Wednesday. 
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461-8855 • 1-866-625-9284 (toll free)

6633 Virginia Beach Blvd. at Newtown Road, Norfolk
Don’t Get Nervous...Bring it to Perry Service

www.perrybuick.comPERRY
SINCE 1931

PREOWNED CARS AND TRUCKS

ALL OFFERS PLUS TAXES, TITLE, TAGS, AND $499 PROCESSING FEE. ONE AT THIS PRICE. *WITH APPROVED CREDIT. NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED. FINAL PAYMENT 
DEPENDS ON AMOUNT FINANCED. SEE DEALER FOR MODELS THAT ARE ELIGIBLE. ★0% APR FINANCING FOR 60 MONTHS AT $166 PER MONTH PER $10,000 

FINANCED. ♦ ENCLAVE: 2.1% APR X 39 MOS, RESIDUAL $32,216; ENCORE: 1.46% APR X 39 MOS, RESIDUAL $14,215: VERANO: 2.1% APR X 39 MOS,
RESIDUAL $13,695; REGAL: 2.2% APR X 39 MOS, RESIDUAL $16,780; LACROSSE: 2.2% APR X 39 MOS, RESIDUAL $19,534. SECURITY DEPOSIT WAIVED.

10,000 MILE PER YEAR LEASE(20¢ PER MILE CHARGE FOR OVERAGE). PLUS FIRST PAYMENT, TAX, TITLE, TAGS & FEES. OFFERS EXPIRE 9/7/16.

2002 Ford Explorer $5,990
Good Condition, Automatic. #S66331
2002 Ford Expedition XLT $5,990
4WD, 4DR, Nice. #950651
2007 Buick Lacrosse CXL $7,990
Good Condition, Leather. #950451
2011 Smart Car $7,990
Automatic, Excellent Condition. #S67032
2008 Honda Civic EX $8,990
Automatic, Excellent Condition. #S66771
2013 Chevrolet Spark LT $10,990
Automatic, Excellent Condition. #S70011
2010 Honda Accord LX $11,990
Automatic, Nice!  #S62842
2008 Lexus ES 350 $11,990
Excellent Condition, Loaded. #S70841

2006 Pontiac Solstice Conv. $12,990
Automatic, Low Miles. #S65871

2010 Nissan Extera 2WD $13,990
Excellent Condition, Automatic. #S66241

2011 Buick Lacrosse CXL $17,990
Fully Loaded, Excellent Condition. #95058

2009 Buick Lucern Super Charge $17,990
Only 29K Miles, Excellent Condition, Leather. #95066

2011 Chevrolet Traverse LT $19,990
Excellent Condition. #95059 

2012 Honda Odyssey $21,990
Fully Loaded, Excellent Condition. #S66851 

2014 Lexus IS 350 Sport $33,990
Fully Loaded, Navigation, Leather. #S70051

SELLING A VEHICLE? WE BUY USED CARS & TRUCKS
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www.perrybuick.comm PERRY
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LABOR DAY CLEARANCE SALE!

AFTER $500 CASH BACK,  $750 BONUS & $1,000 CONQUEST  1 TO CHOOSE

AFTER $750 CASH BACK,  $3750 BONUS & $1,000 CONQUEST
 1 TO CHOOSE

AFTER $2500 CASH BACK,  $3750 BONUS & $1,000 CONQUEST
 1 TO CHOOSE
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By Denise Lavoie
The Associated Press

WEST BRIDGEWATER, MASS.

State troopers in Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., have been 
known to patrol in a tractor-
trailer so they can sit up high 
and spot drivers texting be-
hind the wheel.  

In Bethesda, Md., a police 
officer disguised himself 
as a homeless man, stood 
near a busy intersection and 
radioed ahead to officers 
down the road about texting 
drivers. In two hours last 
October, police gave out 56 
tickets.

And in West Bridgewater, 
Mass., south of Boston, an 
officer regular-
ly tools around 
town on his bi-
cycle, pedals up 
to drivers at stop-
lights and hands 
them $105 tick-
ets.

Texting while 
driving in the 
U.S. is not just a 
dangerous hab-
it but also an 
i nfur iat i ngly 
widespread one, 
practiced both 
brazenly a nd 
surreptitiously 
by so many mo-
torists that po-
lice are being 
forced to get cre-
ative – and still 
can’t seem to make much 
headway.

“It’s everyone, kids, old-
er people – everyone,” West 
Bridgewater Officer Mat-
thew Monteiro said. “When 
I stop someone, they say, 
‘You’re right. I know it’s dan-
gerous, but I heard my phone 

go off and I had to look at it.’ ” 
The National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administra-
tion estimates nearly 3,500 
people were killed in crash-
es involving distracted driv-
ers in the mainland U.S. and 
Puerto Rico in 2015, up from 
almost 3,200 in 2014. The 
number of deaths in which 
cellphones were the distrac-
tion rose from 406 in 2014 to 
476 in 2015.

But many safety advo-
cates say crashes involving 
cellphones are vastly under-
reported because police are 
forced to rely on what they 
are told by drivers, many of 
whom aren’t going to admit 
they were using their phones.

“You don’t have a Breatha-
lyzer or a blood test to see if 
they are using their phones,” 
said Deborah Hersman, pres-
ident and chief executive of 
the National Safety Council 
and former chairwoman of 
the National Transportation 

Safety Board. 
“Certainly, law 
e n fo r c e m e nt 
can ask people, 
‘Can I see your 
phone?’ but peo-
ple can refuse, so 
they then have to 
get a search war-
rant.”

F o r t y - s i x 
states, includ-
i n g  Vi rg i n i a 
and North Car-
olina, have laws 
against texting 
while driving 
that typically 
also ban sending 
or reading email, 
using apps or en-
gaging in other 
internet activity. 

Fourteen states bar drivers 
from using hand-held cell-
phones for any activity, in-
cluding talking.

While efforts to discour-
age texting have increased 
in recent years, the consen-
sus among police, safety ad-
vocates and drivers is that 

the problem is only getting 
worse.

In New York, texting tick-
ets soared from about 9,000 
in 2011 to nearly 85,000 in 
2015. In Massachusetts, they 
rocketed from about 1,100 to 
a little over 6,100 over the 
same period. In California, 
the number of people found 
guilty of texting while driv-
ing climbed from less than 
3,000 in 2009 to more than 
31,000 in 2015.

Everywhere they look, po-
lice see drivers staring at 
their phones.

“We did see one driver who 
had two phones going at one 

time – one in his left hand and 
one in his right hand, with his 
wrist on the steering wheel,” 
said Lt. Paul Watts, a Virgin-
ia state trooper.

West Bridgewater police 
Chief Victor Flaherty said: 
“We’ve seen cars in trees. 
We’ve had two houses hit 
within three weeks. We had 
a car off the road 100 yards 
before it hit a parking lot.”

Enforcement is difficult, 
in part because it’s hard to 
prove texting violations in 
states that allow drivers to 
talk on hand-held cellphones.

“For the normal officer, in 
a car, it’s very difficult to tell 

if someone is texting or just 
using their phone in another 
way,” Flaherty said.

In Florida, texting is a sec-
ondary offense, meaning that 
even if police spot drivers 
texting, they can’t be stopped 
unless the officer sees anoth-
er violation, such as speed-
ing. Police gave out just 1,359 
citations for texting in 2015.

Drivers have also become 
sneakier. Instead of resting 
their phones against the 
steering wheel, they hold 
them down low to make it 
more difficult for police to 
see what’s going on.

“Some people call it the 

red-light prayer because 
their heads are bowed and 
they are looking down at 
their laps with a nice blue 
glow coming up in their 
face,” said Chris Cochran, a 
spokesman for the Califor-
nia Office of Traffic Safety.

In New York, some law-
makers proposed equipping 
police with a device called 
the Textalyzer. An officer 
investigating a crash could 
use it to check the driver’s 
phone for any activity before 
the wreck. 

The idea ran into legal ob-
jections and has not been put 
to a vote.

Getting creative to stop drivers’ texting
Police are still losing 
the battle to get 
drivers to put down 
their cellphones

STEVEN SENNE | THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

West Bridgewater, Mass., Officer Matthew Monteiro, who patrols on a bicycle, writes a citation for a motorist who was 
texting while driving. In Bethesda, Md., an officer disguised himself as a homeless man and watched for texting drivers. 

   “We’ve 
seen cars in 
trees. We’ve 
had two houses 
hit within three 
weeks. We had 
a car off the 
road 100 yards 
before it hit a 
parking lot.”

West Bridgewater 
police Chief Victor 
Flaherty

Newspaper retracts story on 
Melania Trump after lawsuit
LONDON

The Daily Mail newspaper 
and its website retracted a 
story about Melania Trump 
on Friday after she filed a 
lawsuit accusing the Daily 
Mail Online and a Maryland 
blogger of falsely accusing 
her of involvement with an 
escort agency during her 
modeling career.  

The retraction said the 
newspaper regrets any 
“misinterpretation” of the 
Aug. 20 article. It said the 
story wasn’t intended to sug-
gest that Melania Trump had 
been involved in escort work, 
but rather to raise questions 
about whether allegations 
about her past could hurt her 
husband’s campaign for the 

White House.
“Among other things, the 

article noted that allegations 
have been made in a book 
available on Amazon about 
a modeling agency where 
Mrs. Trump worked in Mi-
lan being ‘something like 
a gentleman’s club,’ and an 
article published by Suzy, a 
Slovenian magazine, alleged 
that Mrs. Trump’s modeling 
agency in New York, run by 
Paolo Zampolli, ‘operated as 
an escort agency for wealthy 
clients,’ ” the newspaper said.

– The Associated Press 
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Butts, Jeffery CIV NAVFAC LANT, EV

From: Winter, Len E CIV NAVFAC SE, JAXS <len.winter@navy.mil>
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2016 10:09
To: Durig, Brock CIV NAVFAC SE, EV
Subject: FW:  Triton UAS Project:  NAS Key West and NS Mayport
Attachments: 5090 Ser N45 xxx L Winter TRITON STOF BACKHOUSE CONSULT 28 JULY 2016.pdf
Signed By: len.winter@navy.mil

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Winter, Len E CIV NAVFAC SE, JAXS  
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 12:17 PM 
To: paulbackhouse@semtribe.com 
Subject: Triton UAS Project: NAS Key West and NS Mayport 
 
 
Dr. Backhouse:  
 
I am forwarding you this e‐copy of a Section 106 consultation letter that will hopefully leave here today via FEDEX for 
delivery to your office on Monday 1 August.    
 
Per the contents, this is a proposed action to establish an unmanned aircraft system (UAS) at Key West or Mayport.  
Both proposed construction sites have been heavily modified since WWII.  The Navy conducted archaeological survey of 
the proposed Mayport site and confirmed widespread disturbance.  No cultural resources were identified in the course 
of survey.  In similar regard, the proposed Key West site has been thoroughly reconfigured by development over the 
past 70 years.  A recent inspection indicates that the property is unlikely to yield any archaeological resources.  As with 
most Navy bases, such industrialized zones were first developed in the 1940s and have been thoroughly graded, filled, 
re‐graded, and re‐filled on too many subsequent occasions.   
 
Given the outcome of archeological and architectural survey and general site inspections, the Navy has concluded that 
the UAS project warrants a finding of "No Historic Properties Affected."  Suffice it to say, the Navy will consult with your 
tribe in the remote event that Native American artifacts or NAGPRA cultural items are identified. 
 
I hope that you concur that our finding is sufficient.  We look forward to your comments. 
 
Thanks and have a great weekend, 
 
Len     
 
Len Winter 
Historic Preservation Officer 
NAVFAC SE/CNRSE 
Box 30A/BLDG 903 
NAS Jacksonville 
Jacksonville, FL  32212 
COMM: 904‐542‐6861 
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Butts, Jeffery CIV NAVFAC LANT, EV

From: Winter, Len E CIV NAVFAC SE, JAXS <len.winter@navy.mil>
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2016 10:09
To: Durig, Brock CIV NAVFAC SE, EV
Subject: FW:  Triton UAS Project:  NAS Key West and NS Mayport
Attachments: 5090 Ser N45 xxx L Winter TRITON STOF BILLIE CONSULT 28 JULY 2016.pdf
Signed By: len.winter@navy.mil

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Winter, Len E CIV NAVFAC SE, JAXS  
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 12:28 PM 
To: 'jamesbillie@semtribe.com' 
Subject: Triton UAS Project: NAS Key West and NS Mayport 
 
Dear Chairman Billie:   
 
I am forwarding you this e‐copy of a Section 106 consultation letter that will hopefully leave here today via FEDEX for 
delivery to your office on Monday 1 August.   I have also emailed THPO Backhouse in re this matter. 
 
Per the contents, this is a proposed action to establish an unmanned aircraft system (UAS) at Key West or Mayport.  
Both proposed construction sites have been heavily modified since WWII.  The Navy conducted archaeological survey of 
the proposed Mayport site and confirmed widespread disturbance.  No cultural resources were identified in the course 
of survey.  In similar regard, the proposed Key West site has been thoroughly reconfigured by development over the 
past 70 years.  A recent inspection indicates that the property is unlikely to yield any archaeological resources.  As with 
most Navy bases, such industrialized zones were first developed in the 1940s and have been thoroughly graded, filled, 
re‐graded, and re‐filled on too many subsequent occasions.   
 
Given the outcome of archeological and architectural survey and general site inspections, the Navy has concluded that 
the UAS project warrants a finding of "No Historic Properties Affected."  Suffice it to say, the Navy will consult with your 
tribe in the remote event that Native American artifacts or NAGPRA cultural items are identified. 
 
I hope that you concur that our finding is sufficient.  We look forward to your comments. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Len 
 
Len Winter 
Historic Preservation Officer 
NAVFAC SE/CNRSE 
Box 30A/BLDG 903 
NAS Jacksonville 
Jacksonville, FL  32212 
COMM: 904‐542‐6861 
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Butts, Jeffery CIV NAVFAC LANT, EV

From: Winter, Len E CIV NAVFAC SE, JAXS <len.winter@navy.mil>
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2016 10:09
To: Durig, Brock CIV NAVFAC SE, EV
Subject: FW:  Triton UAS Project:  NAS Key West and NS Mayport
Attachments: 5090 Ser N45 xxx L Winter TRITON SNOO NAT HARJO CONSULT 28 JULY 2016.pdf
Signed By: len.winter@navy.mil

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Winter, Len E CIV NAVFAC SE, JAXS  
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 12:22 PM 
To: 'harjo.n@sno‐nsn.gov' 
Subject: Triton UAS Project: NAS Key West and NS Mayport 
 
Dear THPO Harjo:   
 
I am forwarding you this e‐copy of a Section 106 consultation letter that will hopefully leave here today via FEDEX for 
delivery to your office on Monday 1 August.    
 
Per the contents, this is a proposed action to establish an unmanned aircraft system (UAS) at Key West or Mayport.  
Both proposed construction sites have been heavily modified since WWII.  The Navy conducted archaeological survey of 
the proposed Mayport site and confirmed widespread disturbance.  No cultural resources were identified in the course 
of survey.  In similar regard, the proposed Key West site has been thoroughly reconfigured by development over the 
past 70 years.  A recent inspection indicates that the property is unlikely to yield any archaeological resources.  As with 
most Navy bases, such industrialized zones were first developed in the 1940s and have been thoroughly graded, filled, 
re‐graded, and re‐filled on too many subsequent occasions.   
 
Given the outcome of archeological and architectural survey and general site inspections, the Navy has concluded that 
the UAS project warrants a finding of "No Historic Properties Affected."  Suffice it to say, the Navy will consult with your 
tribe in the remote event that Native American artifacts or NAGPRA cultural items are identified. 
 
I hope that you concur that our finding is sufficient.  We look forward to your comments. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Len 
 
Len Winter 
Historic Preservation Officer 
NAVFAC SE/CNRSE 
Box 30A/BLDG 903 
NAS Jacksonville 
Jacksonville, FL  32212 
COMM: 904‐542‐6861 
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From: Butts, Jeffery CIV NAVFAC LANT, EV
To: Cook, Darrell E CIV NAVFAC LANT, EV; Miller, Shari A (WFF-200.C)[LJT AND ASSOCIATES, INC.]; Padgett, Lisa M

CIV USFF, N46; Dobbins-Noble, Lesley C CIV NAVFAC LANT, EV; Randy Stanley (randall.m.stanley@nasa.gov)
Cc: Kathy Rose; Charee Hoffman
Subject: RE: Proposal to home base MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft Systems, Accomack Co. (2016-0727)
Date: Wednesday, August 10, 2016 9:34:35 AM

Thank you Darrell.
All - VA DHR concurred that No Historic Properties will be Affected by the Alternative 3 Triton undertaking at
WFF.

v/r,
Jeffery H. Butts, J.D., AICP
Community Planner, EV21 NEPA Infrastructure
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic
6506 Hampton Blvd Norfolk, VA 23508-1278
(757) 322-4015 : Jeffery.Butts@navy.mil

-----Original Message-----
From: Cook, Darrell E CIV NAVFAC LANT, EV
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2016 10:31 AM
To: Butts, Jeffery CIV NAVFAC LANT, EV
Subject: FW: Proposal to home base MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft Systems, Accomack Co. (2016-0727)

Jeff,

We have received DHR's reply on the Wallops undertaking.

Thank you,

Darrell E. Cook, M.A.
Architectural Historian
NAVFAC Atlantic, EV54
6506 Hampton Boulevard
Norfolk, Virginia 23508
757.322.4282, DSN 262

-----Original Message-----
From: Holma, Marc (DHR) [mailto:Marc.Holma@dhr.virginia.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2016 10:19 AM
To: Cook, Darrell E CIV NAVFAC LANT, EV
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Proposal to home base MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft Systems, Accomack Co.
(2016-0727)

Darrell,

Please accept this email as DHR's official response to the Navy's request for our review and comment on the above
referenced project.  We concur that No Historic Properties will be Affected by the undertaking.

Sincerely,
Marc Holma

mailto:jeffery.butts@navy.mil
mailto:darrell.e.cook@navy.mil
mailto:shari.a.miller@nasa.gov
mailto:Lisa.Padgett@navy.mil
mailto:Lisa.Padgett@navy.mil
mailto:lesley.dobbins-noble@navy.mil
mailto:randall.m.stanley@nasa.gov
mailto:Kathy.Rose@cardno-gs.com
mailto:Charee.Hoffman@cardno-gs.com
mailto:Marc.Holma@dhr.virginia.gov
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1. Purpose and Need for the Proposed Action 

The United States (U.S.) Navy (Navy), along with the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) proposes to provide facilities and functions to operate and maintain the 

MQ-4C Triton unmanned aircraft system (UAS) (Figure 1-1) on the east coast of the U.S. Under 

the Proposed Action, the Navy plans to establish a launch and recovery site for four home 

based MQ-4C Triton UAS and support an operational-level maintenance hub for up to four 

additional aircraft undergoing maintenance actions. The East Coast home base location would 

be a permanent duty station for up to 400 personnel, plus family members, and would support 

rotational deployments of personnel and aircraft outside the continental U.S. (OCONUS). 

Facility construction and renovations would begin in 2017 and associated deployable fleet UAS 

assets would begin operations in 2019, reaching a steady state of operations in the 2023 

timeframe. 

 
Figure 1-1.  MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System 

2. Proposed Locations on the U.S. East Coast 

Three alternative MQ-4C Triton UAS east coast home bases are being evaluated for the 

Proposed Action:  

1. Naval Air Station (NAS) Key West, Florida,  

2. Naval Station (NS) Mayport, Florida, and  

3. NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia.  

This BA pertains only to the NAS Key West alternative since that is the only one of the three 

alternative locations under the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) South Florida Ecological 

Services Field Office’s jurisdiction. A separate biological assessment has been prepared for the 

NS Mayport alternative and submitted to the North Florida Ecological Services Field Office. 
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2.1   Naval Air Station Key West, Florida 

Naval Air Station (NAS) Key West is comprised of approximately 2,630 hectares (6,500 acres) 

of land distributed over several properties located in the Florida Keys, Monroe County, Florida 

(Figure 2-1). The approximately 1,902 hectare (4,700 acre) Boca Chica Field property is NAS 

Key West’s primary site. Boca Chica Field is located on Boca Chica Key, approximately 8 

kilometers (5 miles) east of the city of Key West in Monroe County, 251 kilometers (156 miles) 

southwest of Miami, and 145 air kilometers (90 miles) north of Cuba. Key West is the closest 

point in the United States to Cuba, South America, and the Caribbean Sea, making NAS Key 

West a significant military and homeland security asset, independent of its role as an aviation 

training venue. Available airspace and high quality flying days make NAS Key West a primary 

flight training facility for the Navy. 

 
Figure 2-1.  Map of the Naval Air Station Key West, Florida properties 

Source: NAS Key West Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan 

3. Description of the Proposed Action 

Under the NAS Key West Alternative, all associated infrastructure, equipment and supporting 

personnel necessary for a fully operational Triton UAS home base would be developed at NAS 

Key West, including: airfield elements, hangar space, UAS control facility, power check pad, 

wash rack, battery storage, sewer line, and other supply/storage facilities. Development of the 
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proposed home base under the NAS Key West Alternative would involve a mix of new 

construction, use of existing infrastructure and services and changes to installation land use as 

described in the bullets below. Figure 3-1 depicts the NAS Key West project area and proposed 

location of key infrastructure elements. 

3.1 Flights, Airspace, and Runways   

Triton UAS flight operations are projected to occur initially on Runway 08/26 for launch and 

recovery (Figure 3-2), though other runways may be used. An average of five flight operations 

would occur each day and share Runway 08/26 with existing flight activities at NAS Key West. 

Existing flight operations average 143 per day. Runway 08/26 includes arresting gear. The 

arresting cables would need to be disconnected prior to each Triton UAS flight operation. Triton 

UAS control (for Triton UAS mission planning, start, taxi, launch and recovery) would be 

provided from the existing air field air traffic control tower (Building A-4202). 

3.2   Hangars and Pavements 

This project would require construction of a new hangar facility of approximately 150,000 ft.2 to 

accommodate up to eight Triton UAS aircraft at any time. The east coast home base would 

have four primary assigned aircraft as well as maintenance responsibility for eight rotating 

outside the CONUS (OCONUS) aircraft for a total maintenance responsibility of twelve aircraft.  

The proposed hangar location is shown in Figure 3-1. The hangar location would be situated on 

an existing unused taxiway (previously disturbed surfaces) and a new taxiway would be 

constructed around the site. A paved aircraft parking apron (approximately 3 acres) is proposed 

for new construction between the hangar and the taxiway. The parking apron may disturb 

approximately 3 acres of wetlands. New construction to accommodate parking for privately-

owned vehicles (POVs) is proposed east of the hangar. The parking lot would accommodate up 

to 160 vehicles.  

A sewer line is proposed for installation in the existing roadway from the main project area to the 

closest Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority lift station. The total length of the line would be 

approximately 8,400 linear feet and ground disturbance would be limited to the paved road and 

immediately adjacent vegetated areas (i.e., road shoulder).        

3.3   Demolition and Reconstruction Activities  

Several installation modifications would occur to accommodate the Triton UAS infrastructure. A 

portion of the existing taxiway is proposed for reuse as the Triton UAS hangar site and adjacent 

warehouse site. With this modification, a new taxiway is proposed to be constructed across 

previously disturbed terrain. To accommodate the proposed aircraft parking apron, power check 

pad and wash rack, approximately 3 acres of wetlands may be impacted. To accommodate 

POV parking, two existing facilities along with associated fencing (A-1004 and A-1005) 

scheduled for demolition would be removed. Finally, the existing East Side Drive would be 

realigned and connected with the parking lot. 
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Figure 3-1.  Naval Air Station Key West Project Area and Key Infrastructure Elements 
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Figure 3-2.  Runway Proposed for Use
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3.4   Power Check Pad 

The power check pad required to support the Triton UAS would be constructed west of the 

proposed hangar location and parking apron. The power check pad (and blast shield) would be 

located on a paved area approximately 19,260 ft.2 (1,789 m2) (180 ft. x 107 ft.). 

3.5   Aircraft Wash Rack 

The aircraft wash rack required to support the Triton UAS would contain the rinse water runoff 

from the Triton UAS. Construction of a new aircraft wash rack would be required. The wash rack 

would be located on a paved area west of the proposed hangar and aircraft parking apron in an 

area approximately 161 ft. x 78 ft. (12,558 ft.2) and will be connected to the wastewater system. 

3.6    Other Storage and Supply 

Requirements for storage of supplies including batteries would be accommodated in the 

proposed warehouse.  

3.7   Personnel 

Approximately 400 Triton UAS personnel (officers, enlisted and contractors) would be stationed 

at NAS Key West if it is selected as the preferred location. Assuming that each new personnel 

would be accompanied by an average of 1.3 family members, approximately 900 people would 

relocate to the neighborhoods and communities surrounding Boca Chica Field.  

4. Listed Species, Potential Impacts, and Protective Measures 

4.1   Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit 

One of three metapopulations of the Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit (LKMR) (Sylvilagus palustris 

hefneri) occurs on NAS Key West properties. The first Biological Opinion (BO) for the LKMR 

relative to Navy actions was completed in 1993. That BO discussed threats to the LKMR, 

including vehicle operation, mowing, and feral cat predation, which have been addressed by 

proactive measures taken by the installation. A subsequent BO was completed in 2007 and 

focused on the Boca Chica airfield restoration and modification project.  This BO addressed 

habitat loss, creation and restoration associated with making the airfield compliant with Navy 

and Federal Aviation Administration safety regulations. Prescribed mitigations to benefit LKMR 

habitat are underway and trending towards success with LKMR pellets observed in some 

mitigation areas within a year of creation. Since these areas were planted with vegetation 

specifically preferred by the LKMR, it is plausible that, once these habitats are fully established, 

LKMR densities may exceed those previously documented on the installation. 

Annual monitoring data for the LKMR on NAS Key West show variable abundance between 

years. This may be due to actual changes in abundance or lack of fidelity to the sampled 

patches.  Regardless, in 1999, densities of LKMR on Navy-managed lands were more than four 

times greater than densities range-wide, suggesting a propensity for greater LKMR densities on 

Navy lands, perhaps owing to higher habitat quality. 
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The 2006 Population Variability Analysis of the LKMR on Boca Chica Key, as well as annual 

survey reports, indicated that predation by raccoons and feral cats were likely significant 

stressors on the LKMR population. Between 2010 and 2014, NAS Key West has removed a 

total of 28 cats and 285 raccoons on Navy properties in and adjacent to LKMR habitats.   

Large storm events have also been cited as a major factor affecting LKMR abundance, an 

assertion supported by the data collected on NAS Key West.  Storm surge during Hurricane 

Wilma, a Category 3 hurricane that struck NAS Key West in 2005, inundated LKMR habitats in 

the lower Florida Keys resulting in high patch abandonment (37.5%) and low rates of patch re-

occupancy (38.1%) two years after the hurricane (Schmidt et al. 2012). Seventy-one percent of 

radio-collared LKMR were determined to have died after the hurricane.  

While mortality associated with predators and storms may be affecting LKMR abundance, direct 

evidence of that mortality is rarely seen. Alternatively, mortality from vehicle strikes is much 

more observable, even if it is not as significant a factor influencing population size.  

The 1993 BO required elimination of off-road driving, use of slow zones in LKMR habitat, and 

education of installation personnel regarding the LKMR. All indicators are that these measures 

have been successful even as the base supports about 8,000 occupants during a typical work 

day. Vehicular incidental takes have not occurred in the part of the airfield where the Action 

Area is located (Figure 4-1) and the minor increase in traffic resulting from the Proposed Action 

is not expected to result in an increase in average annual mortalities. The increase in number of 

flights associated with the project would not adversely affect the LKMR due to the relatively 

small proportional increase from current levels. Additionally, noise levels generated by facility 

construction and operation of the Triton UAS, ranging from approximately 60 – 90 dBA1 would 

be less than those produced from current flight operations. LKMRs may have habituated to 

existing noise levels based on the population density adjacent to the airfield. 

Airfield operations and clear zone management associated with the Proposed Action would be 

performed in accordance with their respective biological opinions2. 

Potential impacts to the LKMR during construction would be minimized by searching the 

construction area each day before work begins and stationing an observer to walk ahead of 

moving construction equipment in areas where ground cover may conceal a LKMR. 

Additionally, speed limit and habitat signs would be posted along roadways to / from the Triton 

UAS facilities, and incoming personnel would continue to receive environmental awareness 

briefings that include an explanation of protective measures for the LKMR.  

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 

Lower Keys marsh rabbits. 

  

                                                
1
 U.S. Navy 2013 Airfield Operations Environmental Impact Statement  

2
 Biological opinion for airfield operations at NAS Key West USFWS Log # 4-1-92-333 and biological 

opinion for restoration of clear zones and stormwater drainage systems SCC 41420-2006-F-0297 
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Figure 4-1.  Locations of Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit Vehicular Mortality, Depicted by Year
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4.2   American Crocodile 

The American crocodile (Crocodylus acutus) inhabits fresh and brackish coastal habitats, but 

ventures into more saline environments and will cross long expanses of dry ground.  It is 

federally-threatened and the population has recovered in recent decades due to conservation 

efforts. American crocodiles are occasionally sighted on the Boca Chica Key airfield and a 

series of four professional surveys conducted on Boca Chica Key in 2014 documented 21 

American crocodile sightings in proximity to the Action Area (Figure 4-2). No vehicle collisions 

have been documented on the installation. Due to the high mobility of crocodiles, it is not 

expected that any will be harmed by the Proposed Action. Minor behavioral disturbance (e.g., 

avoidance of the immediate area) may occur during construction activities, but individuals are 

expected to return to the area once they are complete. Habitat impacts resulting from the 

Proposed Action would be minor, with large areas of high quality habitat remaining in other 

locations around the installation (Mazzoti 2014). There is no critical habitat in the Action Area. 

Potential impacts to crocodiles are not expected to differ appreciably from those resulting from 

naturally occurring phenomena and existing activity levels. Therefore, overall effects would be 

insignificant. Areas impacted by the Proposed Action would be surveyed for American 

crocodiles immediately prior to construction activities to ensure no animals are present. 

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 

American crocodiles; and would have no effect on their critical habitat as none is located 

in the Action Area. 
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Figure 4-2 Crocodile Survey Sightings
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4.3   Silver Rice Rat 

The federally-endangered silver rice rat (Oryzomys argentatus) is endemic to the lower Florida 

Keys and almost exclusively inhabits saltmarsh habitat. NAS Key West conducts regular 

surveys for silver rice rats on its properties. Although much of the low-saltmarsh and dwarf 

mangrove habitats on Boca Chica Key are suitable for silver rice rats, no specimens have been 

captured there despite surveys by small-mammal experts in 2004 and 2010. Further, the Action 

Area does not contain the silver rice rat’s preferred salt marsh habitat, and contains no critical 

habitat. As such, the likelihood of this species occurring in the Action Area is very low. Areas 

impacted by the Proposed Action would be surveyed for silver rice rats immediately prior to 

construction activities to ensure no individuals are impacted. 

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 

silver rice rats; and would have no effect on their critical habitat as none is located in the 

Action Area.  

4.4   Nesting Sea Turtles 

Loggerhead sea turtles (Caretta caretta) and green sea turtles (Chelonia mydas) are known to 

nest in the lower Florida Keys, and hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricata) and leatherback 

(Dermochelys coriacea) may occasionally nest in the area as well.  

Loggerhead sea turtles in the Northwest Atlantic Ocean distinct population segment (DPS) and 

green sea turtles in the North Atlantic DPS are federally-listed as threatened, while hawksbill 

and leatherback sea turtles are classified as endangered. There is no critical habitat for these 

species in the Action Area. Loggerhead sea turtles are the most frequent nesters of the four 

species, but the numbers documented at Boca Chica are very low. From 2012 – 2015, a total of 

26 sea turtle nests (25 loggerhead and one green) were documented (FWC 2016).       

Noise created during construction and renovation activities and Triton UAS flight operations may 

result in temporary behavioral disturbance of sea turtles, but the zone of influence is expected to 

be largely limited to the immediate area around the hangar and runways, away from known 

nesting beaches. These minor changes in behavior are not expected to differ appreciably from 

those resulting from naturally occurring phenomena and other stressors in the existing 

environment (e.g., severe weather events, evasion of predators, etc.) and no changes to 

feeding, sheltering, or reproduction are anticipated. Given the current level of air traffic at NAS 

Key West and the Triton UAS’ relatively low sound levels (approximately 33 dB quieter than the 

F/A-18E/Fs), ongoing impacts would be insignificant and discountable.  

Once the hangar and supporting infrastructure are operational, there may be minor alterations 

to the location and intensity of lighting in the project area which could affect nesting sea turtles. 

The Navy would ensure, to the extent warranted and consistent with operational safety and 

security concerns, that lights installed for the Proposed Action adhere to the FWC Approved 

Sea Turtle Lighting Guidelines. The use of appropriate lights and fixtures – to include the use of 

amber LED bulbs, limiting the height of fixtures when appropriate, and shielding bulbs to prevent 

direct light shining towards the beach and mitigate unnecessary sky glow – would ensure that 

the Proposed Action does not negatively affect nesting sea turtles and hatchlings. These 

measures would be incorporated into construction contract requirements to the maximum extent 

practicable. Changes to existing lighting have the potential to impact nesting sea turtles, but 
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based on the very low numbers of individuals nesting at Boca Chica, distance from the nesting 

areas to the project area (≥ 2,000 feet), and intervening woody vegetation, effects would be 

insignificant and discountable.   

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 

nesting loggerhead, green, hawksbill, and leatherback sea turtles, or their hatchlings; 

and would have no effect on their critical habitat as none is located in the Action Area.  

4.5   Listed Birds 

The roseate tern (Sterna dougallii), piping plover (Charadrius melodus), and red knot (Calidris 

canutus rufa) are federally-listed bird species occurring in vicinity of the Action Area.  All three 

are listed as threatened in Florida, although the roseate tern and piping plover are also listed as 

endangered elsewhere in the U.S.  

Roseate terns are known to nest on a few select rooftops at NAS Key West properties. They 

forage for small schooling fish over shallow waters around bays, channels, sandbars, shoals, 

and reefs (Gochfeld et al. 1998; Nisbet and Spendelow 1999), and are also known to forage 

over deeper waters than other tern species (Olsen and Larsson 1995).  

Piping plovers and red knots do not nest in the Florida Keys, but they migrate through during 

fall, winter, and spring. Piping plovers and red knots typically inhabit shoreline and open 

limestone habitats in the Keys, foraging in the intertidal zone of beaches and marshes.  

All three species may occur incidentally in the Action Area, but potential effects are limited to 

temporary behavioral changes such as avoidance during construction. These changes would be 

minor and are not expected to differ appreciably from those resulting from other stressors such 

as evasion of predators or severe weather events. Potential impacts from flights would be 

limited to collisions. In historic studies, there were no demonstrated impacts of military activity 

on wading bird colony establishment or size, and aircraft disturbance did not seem to adversely 

affect waterfowl observed during a study in coastal North Carolina (Black et al. 1984; Conomy et 

al. 1998). No impacts to feeding, sheltering, or reproduction are anticipated for these species.  

The Navy employs USDA staff to ameliorate bird strike hazards at NAS Key West and those 

efforts have been successful. No recent aircraft strikes of listed birds have been documented 

(Walls pers. comm. 2016). Because the Action Area contains no suitable nesting or foraging 

habitat, the likelihood of piping plovers, red knots, or roseate terns occurring in the Action Area 

is very low. Therefore, effects from the Proposed Action would be insignificant and discountable.  

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 

roseate terns, piping plovers, and red knots; and would have no effect on piping plover 

critical habitat as none is in the Action Area. 
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‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Barham, Edward M CIV NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West  
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2016 2:38 PM 
To: Powell, Brian 
Cc: Sandra Sneckenberger (sandra_sneckenberger@fws.gov); Huxley, Taura A CIV NAVFAC SE, EV; Martin, Matthew S 
CIV NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West; Durig, Brock CIV NAVFAC SE, EV; Kenny, George P CIV NAVFAC SE JAXS, EVBL; Graham, 
Shelby K CTR NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West 
Subject: NASKW Response FWS RAI‐Triton consultation 

Brian; 

Attached is our revised biological assessment addressing the questions in your RAI. 

Thank you; 
Edward Barham 
Environmental Director 
Naval Air Station 
P.O. Box 9007 
Key West, FL 33040 

DSN: 483‐2911 
Com (305) 293‐2911 
Cell (305) 797‐4458 
Edward.barham@navy.mil 

***FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY‐PRIVACY SENSITIVE***  This e‐mail, including any attachments, may contain information 
that requires protection from unauthorized disclosure.  Do not disseminate this e‐mail, or its contents, to anyone who 
does not have an official need for access.  Any misuse or unauthorized disclosure can result in both civil and criminal 
penalties. 

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Powell, Brian [mailto:brian_powell@fws.gov]  
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2016 2:48 PM 
To: Huxley, Taura A CIV NAVFAC SE, EV 
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Cc: Sandra Sneckenberger (sandra_sneckenberger@fws.gov); Barham, Edward M CIV NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West; Durig, 
Brock CIV NAVFAC SE, EV; Kenny, George P CIV NAVFAC SE JAXS, EVBL 
Subject: 8‐11‐16‐FWS RAI‐Triton consultation 
 
This email acknowledges the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (Service) June 8, 2016 receipt of your June 2, 2016 letter 
requesting initiation of section 7 consultation under the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (Act) (87 Stat. 
884; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). The consultation concerns the possible effects of the proposed Triton Unmanned Aircraft 
System facility on the American crocodile, Lower Keys marsh rabbit, piping plovers, red knots, roseate terns, sea turtles, 
and silver rice rats. We have assigned log number 2016‐TA‐0371 to this consultation.  Please refer to that number in 
future correspondence on this consultation. 
 
  
 
  
 
The Service has not received all of the information necessary to initiate consultation on the Triton Unmanned Aircraft 
System facility.  Before proceeding with consultation, we will require the following information:  
 
Please provide a detailed description of the habitats to be impacted by the proposed development (hangers, parking 
lots, sewer lines, etc.), to include characterization of the habitat types and dominant vegetation within each habitat 
type.  Please verify whether any of the areas to be disturbed are suitable habitat for any of the species listed above and 
if it is occupied or not.  Please provide any information regarding surveys conducted to determine if any suitable nesting 
habitat for the American crocodile, sea turtles, and/or shorebirds is present within the project area.  Also, please 
indicate if lighting from the proposed project has taken into account potential impacts to nesting sea turtles and 
hatchlings.  Please consider incorporating dark sky compliant lighting for the project where ever it is feasible. 
 
 
 
 
The consultation process for the project will not begin until we receive all of the information, or a statement explaining 
why that information cannot be made available.  We will notify you when we receive sufficient information to initiate 
consultation; our notification will also outline the dates within which consultation should be complete.  The South 
Florida Ecological Services Office will strive to meet the statutory consultation deadlines; however, due to high volumes 
of requests and staffing constraints our response will likely be delayed.  If you have extenuating circumstances, for 
example, another federally mandated deadline, that may impact the consultation timeline, please identify this as soon 
as possible. 
 
  
 
If you have any questions or concerns about this consultation or the consultation process in general, please feel free to 
call me. 
 
 
Brian Powell 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
South Florida Ecological Service Office 
1339 20th Street 
Vero Beach, Fl 32960 
772‐469‐4315 ‐ office 
772‐562‐4288 fax 
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NOTE: All email correspondence and attachments received from or sent to me are subject to the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) and may be disclosed to third parties. 
 
On Wed, Aug 10, 2016 at 3:10 PM, Huxley, Taura A CIV NAVFAC SE, EV <taura.a.huxley1@navy.mil> wrote: 
 
 
  Hi Brian, 
   
  Following up on our July 21st conversation re: the Triton BA, can you provide an update on the RAI's status? I 
believe it was being routed for signature at that time... 
   
  Thanks! 
  /r 
  Taura 
   
  Taura Huxley 
  Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Southeast 
  Box 30, Building 903 
  NAS Jacksonville, FL  32212‐0030 
  Comm: (904) 542‐6307 / DSN: 942‐6307 
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1. Purpose and Need for the Proposed Action 

The United States (U.S.) Navy (Navy), along with the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) proposes to provide facilities and functions to operate and maintain the 
MQ-4C Triton unmanned aircraft system (UAS) (Figure 1-1) on the east coast of the U.S. Under 
the Proposed Action, the Navy plans to establish a launch and recovery site for four home 
based MQ-4C Triton UAS and support an operational-level maintenance hub for up to four 
additional aircraft undergoing maintenance actions. The East Coast home base location would 
be a permanent duty station for up to 400 personnel, plus family members, and would support 
rotational deployments of personnel and aircraft outside the continental U.S. (OCONUS). 
Facility construction and renovations would begin in 2017 and associated deployable fleet UAS 
assets would begin operations in 2019, reaching a steady state of operations in the 2023 
timeframe. 

 
Figure 1-1.  MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System 

2. Proposed Locations on the U.S. East Coast 

Three alternative MQ-4C Triton UAS east coast home bases are being evaluated for the 
Proposed Action:  

1. Naval Air Station (NAS) Key West, Florida,  

2. Naval Station (NS) Mayport, Florida, and  

3. NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia.  

This BA pertains only to the NAS Key West alternative since that is the only one of the three 
alternative locations under the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) South Florida Ecological 
Services Field Office’s jurisdiction. A separate biological assessment has been prepared for the 
NS Mayport alternative and submitted to the North Florida Ecological Services Field Office. 
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2.1   Naval Air Station Key West, Florida 
Naval Air Station (NAS) Key West is comprised of approximately 2,630 hectares (6,500 acres) 
of land distributed over several properties located in the Florida Keys, Monroe County, Florida 
(Figure 2-1). The approximately 1,902 hectare (4,700 acre) Boca Chica Field property is NAS 
Key West’s primary site. Boca Chica Field is located on Boca Chica Key, approximately 8 
kilometers (5 miles) east of the city of Key West in Monroe County, 251 kilometers (156 miles) 
southwest of Miami, and 145 air kilometers (90 miles) north of Cuba. Key West is the closest 
point in the United States to Cuba, South America, and the Caribbean Sea, making NAS Key 
West a significant military and homeland security asset, independent of its role as an aviation 
training venue. Available airspace and high quality flying days make NAS Key West a primary 
flight training facility for the Navy. 

 
Figure 2-1.  Map of the Naval Air Station Key West, Florida properties 

Source: NAS Key West Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan 

3. Description of the Proposed Action 

Under the NAS Key West Alternative, all associated infrastructure, equipment and supporting 
personnel necessary for a fully operational Triton UAS home base would be developed at NAS 
Key West, including: airfield elements, hangar space, UAS control facility, power check pad, 
wash rack, battery storage, sewer line, and other supply/storage facilities. Development of the 
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proposed home base under the NAS Key West Alternative would involve a mix of new 
construction, use of existing infrastructure and services and changes to installation land use as 
described in the bullets below. Figure 3-1 depicts the NAS Key West project area and proposed 
location of key infrastructure elements. 

3.1 Flights, Airspace, and Runways   

Triton UAS flight operations are projected to occur initially on Runway 08/26 for launch and 
recovery (Figure 3-2), though other runways may be used. An average of five flight operations 
would occur each day and share Runway 08/26 with existing flight activities at NAS Key West. 
Existing flight operations average 143 per day. Runway 08/26 includes arresting gear. The 
arresting cables would need to be disconnected prior to each Triton UAS flight operation. Triton 
UAS control (for Triton UAS mission planning, start, taxi, launch and recovery) would be 
provided from the existing air field air traffic control tower (Building A-4202). 

3.2   Hangars and Pavements 
This project would require construction of a new hangar facility of approximately 150,000 ft.2 to 
accommodate up to eight Triton UAS aircraft at any time. The east coast home base would 
have four primary assigned aircraft as well as maintenance responsibility for eight rotating 
outside the CONUS (OCONUS) aircraft for a total maintenance responsibility of twelve aircraft.  

The proposed hangar location is shown in Figure 3-1. The hangar location would be situated on 
an existing unused taxiway (previously disturbed surfaces) and a new taxiway would be 
constructed around the site. A paved aircraft parking apron (approximately 3 acres) is proposed 
for new construction between the hangar and the taxiway. The parking apron may disturb 
approximately 3 acres of wetlands. New construction to accommodate parking for privately-
owned vehicles (POVs) is proposed east of the hangar. The parking lot would accommodate up 
to 160 vehicles.  

A sewer line is proposed for installation in the existing roadway from the main project area to the 
closest Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority lift station. The total length of the line would be 
approximately 8,400 linear feet and ground disturbance would be limited to the paved road and 
immediately adjacent vegetated areas (i.e., road shoulder).        

3.3   Demolition and Reconstruction Activities  
Several installation modifications would occur to accommodate the Triton UAS infrastructure. A 
portion of the existing taxiway is proposed for reuse as the Triton UAS hangar site and adjacent 
warehouse site. With this modification, a new taxiway is proposed to be constructed across 
previously disturbed terrain. To accommodate the proposed aircraft parking apron, power check 
pad and wash rack, approximately 3 acres of wetlands may be impacted. To accommodate 
POV parking, two existing facilities along with associated fencing (A-1004 and A-1005) 
scheduled for demolition would be removed. Finally, the existing East Side Drive would be 
realigned and connected with the parking lot. 
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Figure 3-1.  Naval Air Station Key West Project Area and Key Infrastructure Elements 
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Figure 3-2.  Runway Proposed for Use
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3.4   Power Check Pad 
The power check pad required to support the Triton UAS would be constructed west of the 
proposed hangar location and parking apron. The power check pad (and blast shield) would be 
located on a paved area approximately 19,260 ft.2 (1,789 m2) (180 ft. x 107 ft.). 

3.5   Aircraft Wash Rack 
The aircraft wash rack required to support the Triton UAS would contain the rinse water runoff 
from the Triton UAS. Construction of a new aircraft wash rack would be required. The wash rack 
would be located on a paved area west of the proposed hangar and aircraft parking apron in an 
area approximately 161 ft. x 78 ft. (12,558 ft.2) and will be connected to the wastewater system. 

3.6    Other Storage and Supply 
Requirements for storage of supplies including batteries would be accommodated in the 
proposed warehouse.  

3.7   Personnel 
Approximately 400 Triton UAS personnel (officers, enlisted and contractors) would be stationed 
at NAS Key West if it is selected as the preferred location. Assuming that each new personnel 
would be accompanied by an average of 1.3 family members, approximately 900 people would 
relocate to the neighborhoods and communities surrounding Boca Chica Field.  

4. Listed Species, Potential Impacts, and Protective Measures 
Potential habitat impacts resulting from construction of facilities required for the proposed action 
are summarized in Table 4-1, and illustrated in Figure 4-1. None of the habitat that may be 
impacted by the Proposed Action is known to be occupied ESA-listed species. A jurisdictional 
wetland delineation will be performed prior to the start of construction to determine the exact 
locations of wetlands in the project area, and to inform the permitting process should a permit 
be required. Once the wetland functions have been determined and concurrence gained from 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, the 
Navy will replace, restore, purchase wetland credits from a mitigation bank, or pay an in lieu fee 
for the types and amounts of wetlands impacted. Indirect impacts to wetlands, including 
stormwater discharges or sedimentation, would be minimized through implementation of best 
management practices (e.g., silt fencing). Compliance with permit conditions and use of best 
management practices would minimize the potential for effects to wetlands and eliminate any 
net loss. 
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Table 4-1. Potential Habitat Impacts 

Habitat Type Description Quantity 
(acres) 

Potential 
Species Type of Impact(s) 

Buttonwoods Dominated by buttonwood shrubs 0.01 LKMR 
(marginal) 

Vegetation clearing, 
excavation, and 
regrading 

Mangrove Swamp 
Potential LKMR habitat (marginal) in this area for the 
proposed road.  
 
Mangrove Swamps are a coastal hardwood community 
comprised of red, black, white and/or buttonwood 
mangroves in which red and black mangroves are pure or 
predominant.  

2.1 LKMR 
(marginal) 

Scrub Mangrove 0.03 AC  

Man-made Lagoon 

Open water with buttonwoods and freshwater grasses in 
the area. Surrounded by a mangrove fringe. There is not 
suitable habitat for the LKMR in this area, and there are 
no signs of recent occupation.  

0.7 AC  

Total 2.84  
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Figure 4-1. Habitat Types in Action Area
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4.1   Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit 
One of three metapopulations of the Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit (LKMR) (Sylvilagus palustris 
hefneri) occurs on NAS Key West properties. The first Biological Opinion (BO) for the LKMR 
relative to Navy actions was completed in 1993. That BO discussed threats to the LKMR, 
including vehicle operation, mowing, and feral cat predation, which have been addressed by 
proactive measures taken by the installation. A subsequent BO was completed in 2007 and 
focused on the Boca Chica airfield restoration and modification project. This BO addressed 
habitat loss, creation and restoration associated with making the airfield compliant with Navy 
and Federal Aviation Administration safety regulations. Prescribed mitigations to benefit LKMR 
habitat are underway and trending towards success with LKMR pellets observed in some 
mitigation areas within a year of creation. Since these areas were planted with vegetation 
specifically preferred by the LKMR, it is plausible that, once these habitats are fully established, 
LKMR densities may exceed those previously documented on the installation. 

Annual monitoring data for the LKMR on NAS Key West show variable abundance between 
years. This may be due to actual changes in abundance or lack of fidelity to the sampled 
patches.  Regardless, in 1999, densities of LKMR on Navy-managed lands were more than four 
times greater than densities range-wide, suggesting a propensity for greater LKMR densities on 
Navy lands, perhaps owing to higher habitat quality. 

The 2006 Population Variability Analysis of the LKMR on Boca Chica Key, as well as annual 
survey reports, indicated that predation by raccoons and feral cats were likely significant 
stressors on the LKMR population. Between 2010 and 2014, NAS Key West has removed a 
total of 28 cats and 285 raccoons on Navy properties in and adjacent to LKMR habitats.   

Large storm events have also been cited as a major factor affecting LKMR abundance, an 
assertion supported by the data collected on NAS Key West.  Storm surge during Hurricane 
Wilma, a Category 3 hurricane that struck NAS Key West in 2005, inundated LKMR habitats in 
the lower Florida Keys resulting in high patch abandonment (37.5%) and low rates of patch re-
occupancy (38.1%) two years after the hurricane (Schmidt et al. 2012). Seventy-one percent of 
radio-collared LKMR were determined to have died after the hurricane.  

While mortality associated with predators and storms may be affecting LKMR abundance, direct 
evidence of that mortality is rarely seen. Alternatively, mortality from vehicle strikes is much 
more observable, even if it is not as significant a factor influencing population size.  

The 1993 BO required elimination of off-road driving, use of slow zones in LKMR habitat, and 
education of installation personnel regarding the LKMR. All indicators are that these measures 
have been successful even as the base supports about 8,000 occupants during a typical work 
day. Vehicular incidental takes have not occurred in the part of the airfield where the Action 
Area is located (Figure 4-2) and the minor increase in traffic resulting from the Proposed Action 
is not expected to result in an increase in average annual mortalities. The increase in number of 
flights associated with the project would not adversely affect the LKMR due to the relatively 
small proportional increase from current levels. Additionally, noise levels generated by facility 
construction and operation of the Triton UAS, ranging from approximately 60 – 90 dBA1 would 

                                                
1 U.S. Navy 2013 Airfield Operations Environmental Impact Statement  
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be less than those produced from current flight operations. LKMRs may have habituated to 
existing noise levels based on the population density adjacent to the airfield. 

Airfield operations and clear zone management associated with the Proposed Action would be 
performed in accordance with their respective biological opinions2. 

Potential impacts to the LKMR during construction would be minimized by searching the 
construction area each day before work begins and stationing an observer to walk ahead of 
moving construction equipment in areas where ground cover may conceal a LKMR. 

Additionally, speed limit and habitat signs would be posted along roadways to / from the Triton 
UAS facilities, and incoming personnel would continue to receive environmental awareness 
briefings that include an explanation of protective measures for the LKMR.  

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 
Lower Keys marsh rabbits. 

  

                                                
2 Biological opinion for airfield operations at NAS Key West USFWS Log # 4-1-92-333 and biological 
opinion for restoration of clear zones and stormwater drainage systems SCC 41420-2006-F-0297 
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Figure 4-2.  Locations of Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit Vehicular Mortality, Depicted by Year 
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4.2   American Crocodile 

The American crocodile (Crocodylus acutus) inhabits fresh and brackish coastal habitats, but 
ventures into more saline environments and will cross long expanses of dry ground. It is 
federally-threatened and the population has recovered in recent decades due to conservation 
efforts. American crocodiles are occasionally sighted on the Boca Chica Key airfield and a 
series of four professional surveys conducted on Boca Chica Key in 2014 documented 21 
American crocodile sightings in proximity to the Action Area (Figure 4-3). One crocodile was 
observed in a channel east of the Action Area in 2016 (Metzger 2016). No vehicle collisions 
have been documented on the installation. Due to the high mobility of crocodiles, it is not 
expected that any will be harmed by the Proposed Action. Minor behavioral disturbance (e.g., 
avoidance of the immediate area) may occur during construction activities, but individuals are 
expected to return to the area once they are complete. Habitat impacts resulting from the 
Proposed Action would be minor, with large areas of high quality habitat remaining in other 
locations around the installation (Mazzoti 2014). There is no suitable nesting (Metzger 2016) or 
designated critical habitat in the Action Area. Potential impacts to crocodiles are not expected to 
differ appreciably from those resulting from naturally occurring phenomena and existing activity 
levels. Therefore, overall effects would be insignificant. Areas impacted by the Proposed Action 
would be surveyed for American crocodiles immediately prior to construction activities to ensure 
no animals are present. 

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 
American crocodiles; and would have no effect on their critical habitat as none is located 
in the Action Area. 
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Figure 4-3 Crocodile Survey Sightings Through 2016 
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4.3   Silver Rice Rat 

The federally-endangered silver rice rat (Oryzomys argentatus) is endemic to the lower Florida 
Keys and almost exclusively inhabits saltmarsh habitat. NAS Key West conducts regular 
surveys for silver rice rats on its properties. Although much of the low-saltmarsh and dwarf 
mangrove habitats on Boca Chica Key are suitable for silver rice rats, no specimens have been 
captured there despite surveys by small-mammal experts in 2004 and 2010. Further, the Action 
Area does not contain the silver rice rat’s preferred salt marsh habitat, and contains no critical 
habitat. As such, the likelihood of this species occurring in the Action Area is very low. Areas 
impacted by the Proposed Action would be surveyed for silver rice rats immediately prior to 
construction activities to ensure no individuals are impacted. 

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 
silver rice rats; and would have no effect on their critical habitat as none is located in the 
Action Area.  

4.4   Nesting Sea Turtles 
Loggerhead sea turtles (Caretta caretta) and green sea turtles (Chelonia mydas) are known to 
nest in the lower Florida Keys, and hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricata) and leatherback 
(Dermochelys coriacea) may occasionally nest in the area as well.  

Loggerhead sea turtles in the Northwest Atlantic Ocean distinct population segment (DPS) and 
green sea turtles in the North Atlantic DPS are federally-listed as threatened, while hawksbill 
and leatherback sea turtles are classified as endangered. There is no critical habitat for these 
species in the Action Area. Loggerhead sea turtles are the most frequent nesters of the four 
species, but the numbers documented at Boca Chica are very low. From 2012 – 2015, a total of 
26 sea turtle nests (25 loggerhead and one green) were documented (FWC 2016).       

Noise created during construction and renovation activities and Triton UAS flight operations may 
result in temporary behavioral disturbance of sea turtles, but the zone of influence is expected to 
be largely limited to the immediate area around the hangar and runways, away from known 
nesting beaches. These minor changes in behavior are not expected to differ appreciably from 
those resulting from naturally occurring phenomena and other stressors in the existing 
environment (e.g., severe weather events, evasion of predators, etc.) and no changes to 
feeding, sheltering, or reproduction are anticipated. Given the current level of air traffic at NAS 
Key West and the Triton UAS’ relatively low sound levels (approximately 33 dB quieter than the 
F/A-18E/Fs), ongoing impacts would be insignificant and discountable.  

Once the hangar and supporting infrastructure are operational, there may be minor alterations 
to the location and intensity of lighting in the project area which could affect nesting sea turtles. 
The Navy would ensure, to the extent warranted and consistent with operational safety and 
security concerns, that lights installed for the Proposed Action adhere to the FWC Approved 
Sea Turtle Lighting Guidelines. The use of appropriate lights and fixtures – to include the use of 
amber LED bulbs, limiting the height of fixtures when appropriate, and shielding bulbs to prevent 
direct light shining towards the beach and mitigate unnecessary sky glow – would ensure that 
the Proposed Action does not negatively affect nesting sea turtles and hatchlings. These 
measures would be incorporated into construction contract requirements to the maximum extent 
practicable. Changes to existing lighting have the potential to impact nesting sea turtles, but 
based on the very low numbers of individuals nesting at Boca Chica, distance from the nesting 
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areas to the project area (≥ 2,000 feet), and intervening woody vegetation, effects would be 
insignificant and discountable.   

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 
nesting loggerhead, green, hawksbill, and leatherback sea turtles, or their hatchlings; 
and would have no effect on their critical habitat as none is located in the Action Area.  

4.5   Listed Birds 
The roseate tern (Sterna dougallii), piping plover (Charadrius melodus), and red knot (Calidris 
canutus rufa) are federally-listed bird species occurring in vicinity of the Action Area.  All three 
are listed as threatened in Florida, although the roseate tern and piping plover are also listed as 
endangered elsewhere in the U.S.  

Roseate terns are known to nest on a few select rooftops at NAS Key West properties. They 
forage for small schooling fish over shallow waters around bays, channels, sandbars, shoals, 
and reefs (Gochfeld et al. 1998; Nisbet and Spendelow 1999), and are also known to forage 
over deeper waters than other tern species (Olsen and Larsson 1995).  

Piping plovers and red knots do not nest in the Florida Keys, but they migrate through during 
fall, winter, and spring. Piping plovers and red knots typically inhabit shoreline and open 
limestone habitats in the Keys, foraging in the intertidal zone of beaches and marshes.  

All three species may occur incidentally in the Action Area, but potential effects are limited to 
temporary behavioral changes such as avoidance during construction. These changes would be 
minor and are not expected to differ appreciably from those resulting from other stressors such 
as evasion of predators or severe weather events. Potential impacts from flights would be 
limited to collisions. In historic studies, there were no demonstrated impacts of military activity 
on wading bird colony establishment or size, and aircraft disturbance did not seem to adversely 
affect waterfowl observed during a study in coastal North Carolina (Black et al. 1984; Conomy et 
al. 1998). No impacts to feeding, sheltering, or reproduction are anticipated for these species.  

The Navy employs USDA staff to ameliorate bird strike hazards at NAS Key West and those 
efforts have been successful. No recent aircraft strikes of listed birds have been documented 
(Walls pers. comm. 2016). Because the Action Area contains no suitable nesting or foraging 
habitat, the likelihood of piping plovers, red knots, or roseate terns occurring in the Action Area 
is very low. Therefore, effects from the Proposed Action would be insignificant and discountable.  

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 
roseate terns, piping plovers, and red knots; and would have no effect on piping plover 
critical habitat as none is in the Action Area. 
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Kathy Rose

Subject: FW:   Triton consultation - check-in

 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Powell, Brian [mailto:brian_powell@fws.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2016 10:28 AM 
To: Huxley, Taura A CIV NAVFAC SE, EV 
Cc: Sandra Sneckenberger (sandra_sneckenberger@fws.gov); Barham, Edward M CIV NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West; 
Martin, Matthew S CIV NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West; Kenny, George P CIV NAVFAC SE JAXS, EVBL; Graham, Shelby K CTR 
NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West; Ashleigh Blackford 
Subject: Re: [Non‐DoD Source] Re: Triton consultation ‐ check‐in 
 
Taura, 
After having discussed the project with Sandra Sneckenberger (marsh rabbit recovery biologist) we had a few questions 
regarding the number of new staff that will be associated with the triton project.   The BA indicates that approximately 
400 new personnel would be stationed at the base for the Triton project.  Our concern is with traffic going and coming 
from the new facility and the potential for additional rabbit mortality that the Navy would not be authorized for.  Can 
you indicate how many people will be traveling to the facility daily so that we can get an idea of the number of trips that 
will be generated as a result of the new facility.  By looking at the current mortality data there is not any mortality in the 
vicinity of the proposed triton facility, however currently there is no other facilities in that area that would generate a lot 
of traffic.  
 
Additionally, can you provide an estimate of when construction for the facility would begin if it was selected.  I am 
assuming the Navy would have to secure permits from the Army Corps and potentially the water management district 
prior to construction.  I am trying to identify a timeframe for preparing a Biological Opinion if it is determined that one is 
necessary.  Thanks for your assistance with the requested info. 
 
Brian Powell 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
South Florida Ecological Service Office 
1339 20th Street 
Vero Beach, Fl 32960 
772‐469‐4315 ‐ office 
772‐562‐4288 fax 
 
NOTE: All email correspondence and attachments received from or sent to me are subject to the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) and may be disclosed to third parties. 
 
On Wed, Sep 28, 2016 at 7:10 AM, Huxley, Taura A CIV NAVFAC SE, EV <taura.a.huxley1@navy.mil> wrote: 
 
  Good morning Brian, 
   
  Just checking in on this consultation ‐ any new updates that we can pass along to our supported commands? 
   
  Thank you, 
  r/ 
  Taura 
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  ‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
  From: Huxley, Taura A CIV NAVFAC SE, EV 
  Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2016 6:02 PM 
  To: 'Powell, Brian' 
  Cc: Sandra Sneckenberger (sandra_sneckenberger@fws.gov); Barham, Edward M CIV NAVFAC SE, PWD Key 
West; Martin, Matthew S CIV NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West; Kenny, George P CIV NAVFAC SE JAXS, EVBL; Graham, Shelby K 
CTR NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West; Ashleigh Blackford 
  Subject: RE: [Non‐DoD Source] Re: Triton consultation ‐ check‐in 
   
  Hi Brian, thank you for the update. We will not have a decision on which site is selected until the NEPA process 
has progressed. As such, we are treating all three alternatives' supporting documents and consultations the same for the 
foreseeable future. I'll check back in a few more weeks if we haven't rec'd a response. 
  /r 
  Taura 
   
  ‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
  From: Powell, Brian [mailto:brian_powell@fws.gov] 
  Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2016 11:03 AM 
  To: Huxley, Taura A CIV NAVFAC SE, EV 
  Cc: Sandra Sneckenberger (sandra_sneckenberger@fws.gov); Barham, Edward M CIV NAVFAC SE, PWD Key 
West; Martin, Matthew S CIV NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West; Kenny, George P CIV NAVFAC SE JAXS, EVBL; Graham, Shelby K 
CTR NAVFAC SE, PWD Key West; Ashleigh Blackford 
  Subject: [Non‐DoD Source] Re: Triton consultation ‐ check‐in 
   
  Hi Taura, 
  The site visit did go well, we were able to get around and see what we needed to see.  I am meeting with Sandra 
this afternoon to review the photos I took during the site visit.  We will discuss the quality of the habitat and the 
likelihood that is is occupied rabbit habitat.  I also received the revised BA from Ed and will review it today to verify that 
it contains the information I needed to wrap up the consultation.  Depending on the outcome of Sandra and I's 
discussion i will prepare our concurrence response.  Unfortunately we are experiencing quite a backlog in the review 
process and if I am able to get it drafted before I leave for vacation tomorrow it will still likely be up to 3 weeks until the 
navy receives it.  Have you gotten any indication on which site is going to be selected?  If it is determined that Key West 
is selected we can re‐prioritize the concurrence response to get it out, so as soon as you get word let us know.  If you 
have any other questions feel fr  ee to contact me. 
   
   
  Brian Powell 
  Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
  U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
  South Florida Ecological Service Office 
  1339 20th Street 
  Vero Beach, Fl 32960 
  772‐469‐4315 ‐ office 
  772‐562‐4288 fax 
   
  NOTE: All email correspondence and attachments received from or sent to me are subject to the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) and may be disclosed to third parties. 
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1. Purpose and Need for the Proposed Action 

The United States (U.S.) Navy (Navy), along with the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) proposes to provide facilities and functions to operate and maintain the 

MQ-4C Triton unmanned aircraft system (UAS) (Figure 1-1) on the east coast of the U.S. Under 

the Proposed Action, the Navy plans to establish a launch and recovery site for four home 

based MQ-4C Triton UAS and support an operational-level maintenance hub for up to four 

additional aircraft undergoing maintenance actions. The East Coast home base location would 

be a permanent duty station for up to 400 personnel, plus family members, and would support 

rotational deployments of personnel and aircraft outside the continental U.S. (OCONUS). 

Facility construction and renovations would begin in 2017 and associated deployable fleet UAS 

assets would begin operations in 2019, reaching a steady state of operations in the 2023 

timeframe. 

 
Figure 1-1. MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System 

2. Proposed Locations on the U.S. East Coast 

Three alternative MQ-4C Triton UAS east coast home bases are being evaluated for the 

Proposed Action:  

1. Naval Air Station (NAS) Key West, Florida,  

2. Naval Station (NS) Mayport, Florida, and  

3. NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia.  

This BA pertains only to the NS Mayport alternative since that is the only one of the three 

alternative locations under the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) North Florida Ecological 

Field Office’s jurisdiction.  A separate biological assessment has been prepared for the NAS 

Key West alternative and will be submitted to the South Florida field office. 
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2.1   Naval Station Mayport, Florida 

Naval Station Mayport is located 24 kilometers (15 miles) east of Jacksonville, Florida, on 

approximately 1,380 hectares (3,409 acres) at the mouth of the St. Johns River in Duval County 

(Figure 2-1).  NS Mayport's operational composition is unique, with a busy harbor capable of 

accommodating 34 ships and a 2,440 meter (8,000-foot) runway capable of handling any 

aircraft in the Department of Defense inventory.  

 

Figure 2-1.  Map of Naval Station, Mayport, Florida
1
 

3. Description of the Proposed Action 

Under the NS Mayport Alternative, all associated infrastructure, equipment and supporting 

personnel necessary for a fully operational Triton UAS home base would be developed at NS 

Mayport, including: airfield elements, hangar space, UAS control facility, power check pad, wash 

rack, battery storage and other supply/storage facilities. Development of the proposed home 

base would involve a mix of new construction, use of existing infrastructure and services and 

                                                
1 Source: NS Mayport Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan 
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changes to installation land use as described in the bullets below. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 depict 

the NS Mayport project area and location of key infrastructure elements, respectively. 

3.1  Flights and Runways 

Triton UAS flight operations would utilize Runway 05/23 for launch and recovery. An average of 

five Triton UAS flights are projected to occur each day, primarily from Runway 05/23. Roughly 

250 to 300 flight operations occur daily at current levels. The NS Mayport airfield experiences a 

light to medium level of flight activity. The airfield has a single usable runway: Runway 05/23 

(8,001 ft. x 200 ft.). The NS Mayport Alternative would utilize the existing runway, but 

construction of a new taxiway segment and apron would be necessary. The new taxiway 

segment would be approximately 750 feet long. The elevation at NS Mayport Admiral David L. 

McDonald Field is 15 feet above mean sea level. 

3.2   Triton UAS Control Facility 

Triton UAS control (for Triton UAS mission planning, start, taxi, launch and recovery) would be 

provided from a proposed newly-constructed control facility adjacent to the hangar complex. 

Line of sight communications connectivity to the runway would be achieved based on the 

control facility location and design, and a 160-foot cable will be buried between the mission 

control systems (MCS) facility and an antenna tower. The antenna tower height is expected to 

be 44 feet. 

3.3   Hangars and Pavements 

This project would require construction of a new hangar facility to accommodate up to eight 

Triton UAS aircraft at any time. The CONUS Forward Operating Base (FOB) located on the east 

coast will have four aircraft as primary assigned aircraft. But the FOB will have maintenance 

responsibility for these four aircraft and eight rotating OCONUS aircraft for a total maintenance 

responsibility of twelve aircraft. New construction of an aircraft hangar of approximately 150,000 

square feet is required to accommodate up to eight Triton UAS. A paved dedicated UAS parking 

apron (approximately 150,000 square feet) is proposed for new construction between the 

hangar and the taxiway. New construction to accommodate parking for privately owned vehicles 

(POV) is proposed northwest of the hangar.  
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Figure 3-1.  Naval Station Mayport Project Area 
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Figure 3-2. Proposed Locations of Key Infrastructure Elements 
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3.4   Demolition and Reconstruction Activities 

Construction would require occupying an approximately ten acre site northwest of Runway 

05/23. Use of this site by the Triton UAS facilities would require the relocation of the existing 4-

acre Morale, Welfare & Recreation (MWR) Recreational Vehicle (RV) storage lot to an area 

northwest of the current long-term deployed parking area. The RV parking relocation site is 

located outside of wetlands, but would require an Explosive Safety Quantity-Distance (ESQD) 

waiver. The commercial vehicle inspection station may also need to be relocated, unless line of 

sight between the Triton UAS tower antenna and all of the runways and taxiways can be met 

without relocation of the inspection station. 

3.5   Power Check Pad 

The power check pad required to support the Triton UAS would be constructed southeast of the 

proposed hangar location and east of the parking apron. The power check pad (and blast 

shield) would be located on a paved area approximately 27,000 ft.2 (2,508 m2) (180 ft. x 150 ft.). 

3.6   Aircraft Wash Rack 

The aircraft wash rack required to support the Triton UAS would contain the rinse water runoff 

from the Triton UAS. Under this alternative, construction of a new aircraft wash rack would be 

required. The wash rack would be located on a paved area south of the proposed hangar and 

aircraft parking apron in an area approximately 161 ft. x 78 ft. (12,558 ft2), and would be tied into 

the installation’s existing wastewater system.  

3.7   Battery Storage Facility 

A battery storage facility is required to store the Triton UAS batteries when they are not in use. 

At NS Mayport, an existing unused space is available for refurbishment in order to meet the 

battery storage facility requirement. 

3.8   Other Storage and Supply 

Storage and supply facilities are required to support the Triton UAS. At NS Mayport, Triton UAS 

storage and supply requirements are met through existing base supply. Furthermore, storage 

and supply needs are to be met through construction of the facility north of the hangar which will 

primarily house the maintenance control and mission control systems. The facility will 

additionally contain a vehicle garage, material control, lockers, hangar storage and fire 

suppression equipment. 

3.9   Personnel 

Approximately 400 Triton UAS personnel (officers, enlisted and contractors) would be stationed 

at NS Mayport. Assuming that new personnel would each be accompanied by an average of 1.3 

family members, approximately 900 people would relocate to the neighborhoods and 

communities surrounding NS Mayport.  
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4. Listed Species, Potential Impacts, and Protective Measures 

4.1   Listed Sea Turtles 

Three species of sea turtles are known to nest on beaches in vicinity to NS Mayport:  

loggerhead (Caretta caretta), green (Chelonia mydas), and leatherback (Dermochelys coriacea) 

sea turtles.  

Loggerhead sea turtles in the Northwest Atlantic Ocean distinct population segment (DPS), and 

green sea turtles in the North Atlantic DPS are federally listed as threatened; leatherback sea 

turtles are listed as endangered. While critical habitat has been designated for all three species, 

there is none located in the Action Area. Female sea turtles nest at night in early summer 

(typically, May to July).  Hatchlings emerge from the nests at night in late summer (typically, July 

to October) and crawl to the water. Loggerhead sea turtles are the most frequent nesters of the 

three species in vicinity of NS Mayport. During the 2013 nesting season, a total 186 loggerhead 

sea turtle nests were counted at the beaches of NS Mayport, Huguenot Park, and Hanna Park, 

compared to only three green and three leatherback nests, respectively.     

Noise created during construction, demolition, and renovation activities and Triton UAS flights 

may result in temporary behavioral disturbance, mostly limited to avoidance of the immediate 

project area. However, these minor changes in behavior are not expected differ appreciably from 

those resulting from naturally occurring phenomena and other stressors in the existing 

environment (e.g., severe weather events, evasion of predators, etc.) and no changes to feeding, 

sheltering, or reproduction are anticipated. Given the current level of air and ship traffic at the air 

station and the Triton UAS’ relatively low SELs (87 decibels at 500 feet above ground level2), 

ongoing impacts to sea turtles in the vicinity would be negligible.  

Once the hangar and supporting infrastructure are operational, there may be minor alterations 

to the location and intensity of lighting in the project area. Changes to existing lighting have the 

potential to impact nesting sea turtles, but based on the distance from the nesting areas to the 

project area, effects are expected to be insignificant and discountable. Further, the Navy would 

ensure, to the extent warranted and consistent with operational safety and security concerns, 

that lights installed for the Proposed Action adhere to the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 

Commission (FWC) Approved Sea Turtle Lighting Guidelines. The use of appropriate lights and 

fixtures – to include the use of amber LED bulbs, limiting the height of fixtures when appropriate, 

and shielding bulbs to prevent direct light shining towards the beach and mitigate unnecessary 

sky glow – would ensure that the Proposed Action does not negatively affect nesting sea turtles 

and hatchlings. These measures would be incorporated into construction contract requirements 

to the maximum extent practicable.  

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 

nesting loggerhead, green, and leatherback sea turtles; and would have no effect on their 

critical habitat as none is located in the Action Area. 

4.2   Listed Birds 

Three species of ESA-listed birds potentially occur at NS Mayport: the piping plover (Charadrius 

melodus), red knot (Calidris canutus ssp. rufa), and wood stork (Mycteria americana); all are 

                                                
2
 Modeled using a Cessna Citation X, which has the same basic Rolls-Royce AE 3007 engine. 
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currently classified as threatened. Only piping plovers have designated critical habitat; none is 

located in the Action Area.  

Piping plovers overwinter in Florida, departing in March to April to return to their breeding and 

nesting habitat, which ranges from North Carolina through Canada. In Florida, piping plovers 

inhabit shoreline and dune ecosystems, foraging in the intertidal zone of beaches and estuaries. 

A seasonal colony of piping plovers occasionally occupies the northern extent of Mayport Beach 

during winter, in vicinity of the rock jetties.  

Red knots migrate along the Florida coast in route from Argentina to the Canadian Arctic and 

back again. Flocks taking part in this migration typically stop in northeast Florida for a few days 

in March or April, although there is evidence that a subgroup of red knots overwinters in Florida 

from as early as November until as late as May. Like piping plovers, red knots inhabit shoreline 

and dune ecosystems, foraging in the intertidal zone of beaches and estuaries. Fall migrations 

back to Argentina appear to occur with fewer stopovers, resulting in fewer Florida sightings than 

in the spring. August is probably the most likely month to sight a red knot in northern Florida 

during the fall migration.   

Wood storks breed and nest in northern Florida during the spring and summer. They build 

colonies of nests in trees, typically in isolated trees or wooded areas with open canopies near 

standing water. Wood storks lay eggs as early as March and the young usually fledge by 

August. Adults forage for small fish in standing fresh or brackish water. Nesting does not occur 

anywhere on NS Mayport, but wood storks may transit the installation and explore flooded 

ditches, shallow ponds, and marsh habitat for food. 

As described above for sea turtles, potential impacts to ESA-listed birds would be limited to 

minor behavioral disturbance during construction. However, these changes in behavior are not 

expected differ appreciably from those resulting from naturally occurring phenomena and other 

stressors in the existing environment (e.g., severe weather events, evasion of predators, etc.) 

and no changes to feeding, sheltering, or reproduction are anticipated.  

Additionally, the Navy’s ongoing Bird Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) program would minimize 

potential for collisions with the Triton UAS. 

Pursuant to the ESA, the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, 

piping plovers, red knots, and wood storks; and would have no effect on piping plover 

critical habitat as none is located in the Action Area. 
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COASTAL CONSISTENCY DETERMINATION 
FOR THE HOME BASING OF MQ-4C TRITON  

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM 
NAVAL AIR STATION KEY WEST, FLORIDA 

 
 

Introduction 

This document provides the State of Florida with the U.S. Department of the Navy’s (Navy) Consistency 
Determination under Section 307(c)(1) of the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972, as 
amended, and 15 Code of Federal Regulations part 930, Subpart C, for the Navy’s proposal to operate 
and maintain the MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System (Triton UAS) on the East Coast. To fulfill the 
proposed action, the Navy identified three alternatives: Alternative 1 at Naval Air Station (NAS) Key 
West and Alternative 2 at Naval Station Mayport in Florida, and Alternative 3 at the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia. This document addresses 
Alternative 1 at NAS Key West, Boca Chica Airfield, which is located in Monroe County, Florida. 

This CZMA Coastal Consistency Determination addresses the proposed action evaluated by the Navy and 
as described below and in the supporting Figure 1 and Table 1. After careful consideration, the Navy has 
determined that the proposed action will be undertaken in a manner consistent, to the maximum extent 
practicable, with the applicable enforceable polices of the Florida Coastal Management Program 
(FCMP). 

Proposed Federal Agency Action 

The Navy proposes to home base four Triton UAS aircraft and support a maintenance hub for up to four 
additional Triton UAS. An average of five Triton UAS flight operations (take-offs or landings) per day 
(1,825 annually) would occur. Demolition and construction activities to support the home basing are 
currently scheduled to begin in 2017, Triton UAS assets are scheduled to begin arriving in 2019, and 
steady state operations would be achieved in the 2023 timeframe. In total, up to 400 personnel and 
approximately 500 family members are associated with the proposed action. Personnel and their family 
members would gradually relocate to the surrounding area in phases, from 2019 to 2023.    

Project Location 

NAS Key West comprises approximately 6,500 acres of land distributed over several properties located 
in the Florida Keys, Monroe County, Florida. The approximate 4,700-acre Boca Chica Airfield is NAS Key 
West’s primary site. The airfield is located on Boca Chica Key, approximately 5 miles east of the city of 
Key West (Figure 1).  

Proposed Action Description 

Approximately 21 acres in the industrialized area at Boca Chica Airfield would be developed to support 
the home basing action: 16 acres of already disturbed/developed lands (i.e., graveled and paved areas), 
up to 2 acres of maintained vegetation, and up to 3 acres of wetlands. Construction would occur 
adjacent to the taxiways/runways and along the Boca Chica Road right-of-way (Figure 1). Several project 
components were identified to support the home basing of the Triton UAS at NAS Key West and are 
identified in Table 1.  
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Figure 1  Naval Air Station Key West Proposed Construction and Infrastructure Improvements 
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Table 1  Naval Air Station Key West Proposed Project Components for the Triton  
Unmanned Aircraft System Home Basing 

Description Project Size Project Detail 

Hangar 150,000 square feet Maintenance facility with capacity to 
accommodate eight Triton UAS aircraft 

Aircraft parking apron, vehicle access 
road, sanitary sewer line, privately-
owned vehicle parking lot, and 
realignment of East Side Drive 

6 acres 

Parking for up to eight Triton UAS aircraft, 
access road to existing taxiway, installation 
of an underground sanitary sewer line along 
existing roads, as well as access and parking 
lot for aircraft maintainers and operators 

Sanitary Sewer Line 8,400 linear feet 

The line would travel from the main 
administrative building, follow the southern 
portion of East Side Drive, and then travel 
northeast along the existing Boca Chica Road 
to the closest Florida Keys Aqueduct 
Authority lift station. Ground disturbance 
would be limited to the paved road and 
immediately adjacent vegetated areas (i.e., 
road shoulder) 

Aircraft wash rack 12,558 square feet Wash rack located on paved area west of 
hangar 

Demolish Building A1004 and A1005 Not Applicable 

Buildings that were already scheduled for 
demolition would be removed to 
accommodate a parking lot for Triton UAS 
personnel 

NAS Key West would incorporate pollution prevention, energy, and water conservation and water 
quality initiatives into all facilities and activities where practicable. The objectives of the initiatives would 
be to improve waste reduction and management practices; energy efficiency and energy conservation 
practices; water resource conservation and management; and recycling and reuse practices. When 
applicable, waste generated during construction would be recycled according to the type of material.  

Permitting and Environmental Assessment 

Prior to implementation of Alternative 1, the Navy would obtain permit coverage under the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated 
with Construction and Land Disturbance Activities from the Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection (FDEP) for the proposed construction activities. The Navy would select, install, and maintain 
effective erosion- and sediment-control measures as identified and as necessary to comply with the 
Construction General Permit. In addition, under the Construction General Permit, the Navy would 
develop a site-specific Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for the proposed construction 
activities. The SWPPP would describe and ensure implementation of practices that would reduce 
pollutants in stormwater discharges into the Atlantic Ocean and prevent violations of applicable 
regulations and standards.  

Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), the Navy is consulting with the 
State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) regarding potential effects of the proposed construction 
action on historic properties. There are no archaeological sites located within or near the construction 
footprint and no traditional cultural properties or sacred sites have been identified at NAS Key West.  
Buildings A1004 and A1005 are proposed for demolition to accommodate personnel parking associated 
with the Triton UAS mission.  Building A1004 is a communications/receiver building constructed in 1946.  
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The building was surveyed in 1995 by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and was determined ineligible to 
the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) with SHPO concurrence.  Building A1005 is a 
shredder/incinerator facility constructed in 1946.  The building has been unutilized for many years and 
was surveyed in conjunction with this proposed action.  The building exhibits no qualifying 
characteristics under criteria A-D and has been recommended ineligible to the NRHP.  The Navy 
contends that buildings A1004 and A1005 do not constitute historic properties and that their demolition 
warrants a finding of “No Historic Properties Affected.”  

The Navy entered into consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) South Florida 
Ecological Services Field Office regarding potential impacts to threatened and endangered species from 
implementing Alternative 1 at NAS Key West. The Navy prepared a biological assessment for the 
following listed species: Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit (LKMR); American crocodile; silver rice rat; nesting 
green, hawksbill, leatherback, and loggerhead sea turtles; roseate terns; piping plovers; and red knots.  

Pursuant to the Endangered Species Act (ESA), implementing the proposed action at NAS Key West: 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect the LKMR; 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect American crocodiles and would have no effect on 

critical habitat;  
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect silver rice rats and would have no effect on 

critical habitat; 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect nesting green, hawksbill, leatherback, and 

loggerhead sea turtles or their hatchlings and would have no effect on critical habitat; and 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect piping plovers, red knots, and roseate terns. 

Background 

The CZMA, enacted in 1972, created the National Coastal Management Program for management and 
control of the uses of and impacts on coastal zone resources. The program is implemented through 
federally approved state coastal management programs (CMPs). Federal approval of a state CMP 
triggers the CZMA Section 307 federal consistency determination requirement.   

Section 307 mandates that federal actions within a state’s coastal zone (or outside the coastal zone if 
the action affects land or water uses or natural resources within the coastal zone) be consistent to the 
maximum extent practicable with the enforceable policies of the state CMP. A federal agency 
considering actions that may impact waters governed by the CZMA uses these requirements to ensure 
compliance with the state’s federally-approved CMP. Federal agency actions include direct and indirect 
federal agency activities, federal approval activities, and federal financial assistance activities. 
Accordingly, federal agency activities (direct, indirect, or cumulative) reasonably affecting the state’s 
coastal zone must be fully consistent with the enforceable policies of the state’s CMP, unless compliance 
is otherwise prohibited by law. There are no categorical exemptions or exclusions to or from the Section 
307 federal consistency requirement. 

The Florida CMP (FCMP), approved by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in 1981, 
manages over 8,000 miles of coastline through the authority granted by the Florida Legislature in 24 
different statutes. This network of statutes is administered by nine state agencies, including all of the 
water management districts, throughout the state of Florida.  Each FCMP agency must ensure that 
federal activities comply with the requirements of the specific FCMP statutes and authorities within its 
jurisdiction. The FCMP includes enforceable policies that ensure the wise use and protection of the 
state's water, cultural, historic, and biological resources; minimize the state's vulnerability to coastal 
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hazards; ensure compliance with the state's growth management laws; protect the state transportation 
system; and protect the state's proprietary interest as the owner of sovereignty submerged lands. 

The first step in the CZMA federal consistency process is to determine whether the proposed action 
would have a reasonably foreseeable direct, indirect, or cumulative effect on a state’s coastal uses or 
resources (Chief of Naval Operations Instruction [OPNAVINST] M-5090.1). This is called an “effects test.”  
After conducting an effects test, the Navy determined that Alternative 1 at NAS Key West may result in 
reasonably foreseeable direct, indirect, or cumulative effects on Florida’s coastal uses or resources; 
therefore, the Navy has prepared this consistency determination. 

Florida/Coastal Policy Assessment 

In accordance with the CZMA, the Navy has reviewed the FCMP and associated enforceable policies.  
Based on this review, the Navy has determined that Alternative 1 at NAS Key West is either fully 
consistent or consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the FCMP. This section discusses how 
the Triton UAS home basing Alternative 1 proposed project is consistent with the Florida statutes that 
are included in the FCMP as enforceable policies and are relevant to this action.  Additional statutes that 
are incorporated as enforceable policies of the FCMP but are not applicable to implementing Alternative 
1, are excluded from detailed analysis in this Federal Consistency Determination.  Table 2 provides a 
summary of the statutes that are not applicable. 

Table 2  Florida Coastal Management Program Statutes Not Applicable to  
Alternative 1 of the Proposed Action 

Statute Scope Explanation of Non-Applicability 

Chapter 161 
Beach and Shore 
Preservation 

Provides policy for the regulation of 
construction, reconstruction, and other 
physical activities related to the 
beaches and shores of the state.  
Additionally, this statute requires the 
restoration and maintenance of 
critically eroding beaches. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would not 
include construction within or adjacent to 
any beach or shoreline regulated by the 
Coastal Construction Permit Program, the 
Coastal Construction Control Line (CCCL) 
Permit Program, or the Coastal Zone 
Protection Program, and would not affect 
shorelines or shoreline processes. 

Chapter 163, Part II – 
Growth Policy; County 
and Municipal Planning; 
Land Development 
Regulation 

Chapter 163 provides for the 
implementation of comprehensive 
planning programs to guide and 
control future development in the 
state. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would have no 
effect on local, state, or regional plans or 
programs for future development in the 
state.  

Chapter 186 
State and Regional 
Planning 

Chapter 186 provides basic policy 
direction to all levels of government 
regarding the orderly social, economic, 
and physical growth of the state. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would not have 
a negative effect on state plans for water 
use, land development, or transportation. 

Chapter 252 – 
Emergency 
Management 

Directs the state to reduce the 
vulnerability of its people and property 
to natural and man-made disasters; 
prepare for, respond to, and reduce 
the impacts of disasters; and decrease 
the time and resources needed to 
recover from disasters.   

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would not 
affect the state’s emergency planning and 
response efforts, evacuation procedures, or 
flood-control procedures. 
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Table 2  Florida Coastal Management Program Statutes Not Applicable to  
Alternative 1 of the Proposed Action 

Statute Scope Explanation of Non-Applicability 

Chapter 253 – State 
Lands 

Provides the basis for the acquisition, 
administration, management, control, 
supervision, conservation, protection, 
and disposition of all lands owned by 
the state.   

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would occur on 
federal property and would have no effect 
on state lands. 

Chapter 258, 259, 260, 
and 375 – State Parks 
and Preserves, Land 
Acquisition for 
Conservation or 
Recreation, Florida 
Greenways and Trails 
Act, Outdoor 
Recreation and 
Conservation Lands 

Chapter 258 addresses the state’s 
administration of state parks, aquatic 
preserves, and recreation areas to 
ensure conservation of these 
properties.  
 
Chapter 259 addresses acquisition and 
management of lands to maintain the 
state’s unique natural resources; 
protect air, land, and water quality; 
promote water resource development; 
promote restoration activities on 
public lands; and provide lands for 
natural resource based recreation.  
 
Chapter 260 establishes a statewide 
system of greenways and trails in order 
to conserve, develop, and use the 
natural resources of Florida for 
healthful and recreational purposes.   
 
Chapter 375 addresses the 
development of a comprehensive 
outdoor recreation plan. 

No state parks, state trails, state aquatic 
preserves, or wild and scenic river segments 
would be affected by Alternative 1, NAS Key 
West, and opportunities for recreation on 
state lands would not be affected. 

Chapter 267 – Historical 
Resources 

Addresses management and 
preservation of the state’s 
archaeological and historical resources. 

As further described on pages 3 and 4 
herein, Alternative 1, NAS Key West would 
not affect cultural resources managed by the 
State of Florida, as no such sites have been 
identified within the Project footprint. 
However, should any cultural resources that 
are managed by the State of Florida be 
discovered during construction, the activity 
would cease and the discovery would be 
immediately reported to the installation 
Environmental Director and the Florida State 
Historic Preservation Officer. 

Chapter 288  – 
Commercial 
Development and 
Capital Improvements 

Establishes the framework to promote 
and develop general business, trade, 
and tourism components of the state 
economy. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would not 
affect the natural, coastal, historical, or 
cultural tourism assets of the state, or affect 
the development of nature-based tourism 
and recreation. 
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Table 2  Florida Coastal Management Program Statutes Not Applicable to  
Alternative 1 of the Proposed Action 

Statute Scope Explanation of Non-Applicability 

Chapter 334, 339 – 
Transportation 
Administration, 
Transportation Finance 
and Planning 

Chapter 334 addresses the state’s 
policy concerning transportation 
administration.  
 
Chapter 339 addresses the finance and 
planning needs of the state’s 
transportation system. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would not 
affect the administration of the state’s 
transportation system, or the finance and 
planning of the state’s transportation 
system. 

Chapter 377 – Energy 
Resources 

Addresses regulation, planning, and 
development of oil and gas resources 
of the state. 

Energy resource production, including oil 
and gas, and the transportation of oil and 
gas, would not be affected by Alternative 1, 
NAS Key West. 

Chapter 380 – Land and 
Water Management 

Establishes land and water 
management policies to protect 
natural resources and the 
environment, and to guide and 
coordinate local decisions relating to 
growth and development.   

Development of state lands with regional 
(i.e. more than one county) impacts would 
not occur. No changes to coastal 
infrastructure such as capacity increases of 
existing coastal infrastructure, or use of state 
funds for infrastructure planning, designing 
or construction would occur. 

Chapter 381 – Public 
Health, General 
Provisions 

Establishes public policy concerning 
the state’s public health system, which 
is designated to promote, protect, and 
improve the health of all people in the 
state. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West does not involve 
the construction of an on-site sewage or 
treatment system. Implementing this 
alternative would not affect the state’s 
policy concerning the public health system.  

Chapter 388 – Mosquito 
Control 

Describes the policy to conduct 
mosquito control in a manner 
consistent with protection of the 
environmental and ecological integrity 
of lands and waters throughout the 
state. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would not 
further propagation of mosquitoes or affect 
mosquito control efforts. 

Chapter 553 – Building 
and Construction 
Standards 

Addresses building construction 
standards and provides for a unified 
Florida Building Code. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West construction 
and renovations are not subject to the 
provisions of the Florida Building Code. 

Chapter 597 – 
Aquaculture 

Establishes public policy concerning 
the cultivation of aquatic organisms in 
the state. 

Aquaculture facilities would not be 
constructed, and aquatic resources 
supporting aquaculture activities would not 
be affected. 

 

Enforceable Policies Applicable to Implementing the Proposed Action 

Chapter 373 – Water Resources 

This statute addresses sustainable water management; the conservation of surface and ground waters 
for full beneficial use; the preservation of natural resources, fish, and wildlife; protecting public land; 
and promoting the health and general welfare of Floridians. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would be conducted in a manner consistent with Chapter 373. Any 
applicable permitting requirements would be satisfied in accordance with 62-25 Florida Administrative 
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Code (FAC) and NPDES. NAS Key West would submit a notice of intent to use the generic permit for 
stormwater discharge under the NPDES program prior to project initiation according to Section 
403.0885, Florida Statutes. Alternative 1, NAS Key West would also require coverage under the generic 
permit for stormwater discharge from construction activities that disturb one or more acres of land 
(FAC 62-621). 

Approximately 5 acres of impervious surfaces would be added at NAS Key West. To reduce stormwater 
runoff, retention structures would be provided to collect stormwater from the newly developed area. 
These stormwater retention structures would be designed, through size and depth of the retaining areas 
and the manner in which it drains to the system, to discharge no more than the pre-existing rate into 
the drainage system in order not to increase flooding or erosion hazards. Construction practices to 
reduce soil erosion and runoff (e.g., silt fences) and minimize pollution of stormwater (e.g., spill plans) 
would be adhered to and incorporated into final planning and construction. Stormwater best 
management practices and standard operating procedures would continue to be used for erosion and 
sediment control; these procedures are detailed in the NAS Key West SWPPP.  

Approximately 3 acres of estuarine wetland habitat would be impacted. Impacts would be mitigated in 
accordance with the Clean Water Act section 404 permitting process. Prior to any ground disturbing 
activities, the wetlands will be surveyed and delineated. Once the wetland functions have been 
determined and concurrence gained from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Navy would replace, 
restore, purchase wetland credits from a mitigation bank, or pay an in lieu fee for the types and 
amounts of wetlands impacted. 

The Navy has determined that Alternative 1, NAS Key West is fully consistent with this policy. 

Chapter 376 – Pollution Discharge Prevention and Removal 

This statute provides a framework for the protection of the state’s coastline from spills, discharges, and 
releases of pollutants. The discharge of pollutants into or upon any coastal waters, estuaries, tidal flats, 
beaches, and lands adjoining the seacoast of the state is prohibited.  
The statute:  

• Provides for hazards & threats of danger and damages resulting from any pollutant discharge to 
be evaluated 

• Requires the prompt containment and removal of pollution; provides penalties for violations 
• Ensures the prompt payment of reasonable damages from a discharge.  

 
Alternative 1, NAS Key West would be conducted in a manner consistent with Chapter 376. All required 
permits would be procured, and established procedures for transport, storage, and handling of 
hazardous materials would be followed. The Navy does not anticipate the discharge of any pollutants in 
the marine environment or upon surface or ground waters. In the event of a spill, a written Spill 
Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan would be followed. BMPs would be incorporated to 
minimize impacts on water quality. 

The Navy has determined that Alternative 1, NAS Key West is fully consistent with this policy. 

Chapter 379 – Fish and Wildlife Conservation 

This statute establishes the framework for the management and protection of Florida’s wide diversity of 
fish and wildlife resources.  It is Florida’s policy to conserve and wisely manage these resources.  
Particular attention is given to those species defined as being endangered or threatened. 
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The federal-endangered LKMR has been observed within the proposed project area. To minimize 
impacts to the LKMR, the construction area would be searched each day before work begins and an 
observer would be stationed to walk ahead of moving construction equipment in areas where ground 
cover may conceal an LKMR. An increase in traffic in/around the construction area and once Triton UAS 
flight operations have started would also increase the potential for vehicle collisions and physical injury 
to federally protected species, primarily the LKMR. The Navy is consulting with the USFWS South Florida 
Ecological Services Field Office regarding potential impacts to the LKMR. The Navy determined that 
Alternative 1, NAS Key West may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect the LKMR. 

Other federally protected species have been observed on NAS Key West; however, their expected 
occurrence within the project area would be rare or extralimital. These other federally protected species 
include: American crocodile; silver rice rat; nesting loggerhead, green, hawksbill and leatherback sea 
turtles; roseate terns; piping plovers; and red knots. The Navy determined that Alternative 1, NAS Key 
West may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect these protected species. 

The Navy determined that Alternative 1, NAS Key West is consistent to the maximum extent practicable 
with this policy. 

Chapter 403 – Environmental Control 

This statute establishes public policy concerning environmental control in the state and authorizes the 
regulation of pollution of the air and waters. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would be conducted in a manner consistent with Chapter 403. This includes 
implementation of appropriate best management practices for erosion and sediment control, along with 
practices to prevent spills if petroleum products are temporarily stored on site during construction.  
Alternative 1, NAS Key West would not significantly affect fish, wildlife, or critical habitats.  
Approximately 3 acres of estuarine wetland habitat would be impacted; however, these impacts would 
be mitigated to insignificance through adherence to the section 404 permitting process. Work would be 
conducted under FDEP permits as described in the discussion for Chapter 373. Surface waters of the 
state would not be significantly affected by the project. Construction and demolition activities are not 
anticipated to degrade the water quality or affect beneficial uses of surface water or groundwater 
resources. No significant impacts to local or regional air quality would be expected from implementing 
Alternative 1, NAS Key West; Monroe County would remain in attainment for all criteria pollutants.  

The Navy has determined that Alternative 1, NAS Key West is fully consistent with this policy. 

Chapter 582 – Soil and Water Conservation 

This statute provides for the control and prevention of soil erosion. It is Florida’s policy to preserve 
natural resources; control and prevent soil erosion; prevent floodwater and sediment damages; and 
further the conservation, development, and use of soil and water resources, and the disposal of water. 
Land use policies are evaluated in terms of their tendency to cause or contribute to soil erosion or to 
conserve, develop, and use soil and water resources on site or in adjoining properties. 

Alternative 1, NAS Key West would be conducted in a manner consistent with Chapter 582. This includes 
implementation of appropriate best management practices for erosion and sediment control. 
Construction practices to reduce soil erosion and runoff (e.g., silt fences) and minimize pollution of 
stormwater (e.g., spill plans) would be adhered to and incorporated into final planning and construction. 
The Navy would develop a SWPPP for the proposed construction activities prior to implementing the 
alternative. The SWPPP would describe and ensure implementation of practices that would reduce 
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pollutants in stormwater discharges into the Atlantic Ocean and prevent violations of applicable 
regulations and standards. 

The Navy has determined that Alternative 1, NAS Key West is fully consistent with this policy. 

Summary 

The Navy has determined that Alternative 1, NAS Key West would be fully consistent with the 
enforceable policies of Chapters 373, 376, 403, and 582 of the FCMP.  

The Navy has determined that Alternative 1, NAS Key West would be consistent to the maximum extent 
practicable with the enforceable policy of Chapter 379 of the FCMP.  
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COASTAL CONSISTENCY DETERMINATION 

FOR THE HOME BASING OF MQ-4C TRITON  
UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM 

NAVAL STATION MAYPORT, FLORIDA 
 

Introduction 

This document provides the State of Florida with the U.S. Department of the Navy’s (Navy) Consistency 
Determination under Section 307(c)(1) of the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972, as 
amended, and 15 Code of Federal Regulations part 930, Subpart C, for the Navy’s proposal to operate 
and maintain the MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System (Triton UAS) on the East Coast. To fulfill the 
proposed action, the Navy identified three alternatives: Alternative 1 at Naval Air Station Key West and 
Alternative 2 at Naval Station (NS) Mayport in Florida, and Alternative 3 at the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration’s Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia. This document addresses Alternative 2 at NS 
Mayport, which is located in Duval County, Florida.  

This CZMA Coastal Consistency Determination addresses the proposed action evaluated by the Navy and 
as described below in the project description and the supporting Figure 1 and Table 1. After careful 
consideration, the Navy has determined that the proposed action will be undertaken in a manner 
consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the applicable enforceable polices of the Florida 
Coastal Management Program (FCMP). 

Proposed Federal Agency Action 

The Navy proposes to home base four MQ-4C Triton UAS aircraft and support a maintenance hub for up 
to four additional Triton UAS. An average of five Triton UAS flight operations (take-offs or landings) per 
day (1,825 annually) would occur. Demolition and construction activities to support the home basing are 
currently scheduled to begin in 2017, Triton UAS assets are scheduled to begin arriving in 2019, and 
steady state operations would be achieved in the 2023 timeframe. In total, up to 400 personnel and 
approximately 500 family members are associated with the proposed action. Personnel and their family 
members would gradually relocate to the surrounding area in phases, from 2019 to 2023.  

Project Location 
 
NS Mayport is located 15 miles east of Jacksonville, Florida, on approximately 3,409 acres at the mouth 
of the St. Johns River in Duval County (Figure 1). 

Proposed Action Description 

Approximately 25 acres at the existing airfield would be developed to support the home basing action: 
10 acres of already disturbed/developed lands (i.e., graveled or paved areas) and 15 acres of vegetated 
or forested areas. Construction would occur adjacent to the runway in an already industrialized area 
(Figure 1). To support development in this area, an existing long-term recreational vehicle and boat 
storage lot would be relocated (Figure 2). Several project components were identified to support the 
home basing of the Triton UAS at NS Mayport and are listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 1  Naval Station Mayport Proposed Construction and Infrastructure Improvements  
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Figure 2  Naval Station Mayport Proposed Long-Term Storage Relocation 
 
 

Table 1  Naval Station Mayport Proposed Project Components for the Triton  
Unmanned Aircraft System Home Basing 

Description Project Size Project Detail 

Hangar 150,000 square feet Maintenance facility with capacity to 
accommodate eight Triton UAS aircraft 

Aircraft parking apron, vehicle access 
road to Patrol Road, privately-owned 
vehicle parking lot, realignment of 
Patrol Road, and runway access 

5 acres 
Parking for up to eight Triton UAS aircraft, 
access road and parking lot for aircraft 
personnel, and runway access from hangar 

Aircraft wash rack 12,558 square feet Wash rack located on paved area  
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Table 1  Naval Station Mayport Proposed Project Components for the Triton  
Unmanned Aircraft System Home Basing 

Description Project Size Project Detail 

Develop an area of planted slash pine 
for long-term storage relocation 10 acres 

Adherence to the station’s Forest Management 
Plan mitigations, whereby other dead, dying, or 
diseased trees would be replaced, would ensure 
that there are no significant effects to on-station 
forested areas 

NS Mayport would incorporate pollution prevention, energy, and water conservation and water quality 
initiatives into all facilities and activities where practicable. The objectives of the initiatives would be to 
improve waste reduction and management practices; energy efficiency and energy conservation 
practices; water resource conservation and management; and recycling and reuse practices. When 
applicable, waste generated during construction would be recycled according to the type of material. 

Permitting and Environmental Assessment 

Prior to implementation of Alternative 2 at NS Mayport, the Navy would obtain permit coverage under 
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit for Storm Water 
Discharges Associated with Construction and Land Disturbance Activities from the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection (FDEP) for the proposed construction activities. The Navy would select, install, 
and maintain effective erosion- and sediment-control measures as identified and as necessary to comply 
with the Construction General Permit. In addition, under the Construction General Permit, the Navy 
would develop a site-specific Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for the proposed 
construction activities. The SWPPP would describe and ensure implementation of practices that would 
reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges into the Atlantic Ocean and prevent violations of applicable 
regulations and standards.  

Pursuant to Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), the Navy 
is consulting with the State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) regarding 
potential effects of the proposed action on 
historic properties. The St. Johns Lighthouse 
(Site 8DU296) is in the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP). The lighthouse is 
located approximately 580 feet from the 
southern edge of proposed construction. 
The APE is indicated in pink in Figure 3. 
Under this alternative, construction would 
not affect the site or viewshed of the 
lighthouse, and the 1-decibel Day-Night 
Average Sound Level increase associated 
with the UAS flights would not incur 
acoustic effects on the structure.  

A surface inspection of the project APE was 
conducted on December 17, 2015. 
Archaeologists observed evidence of 
significant disturbance on undeveloped Figure 3  Naval Station Mayport Area of Potential 

Effects 
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portions of land throughout the APE and concluded that this was the product of original runway 
construction and ongoing runway/grounds maintenance over the past 70 years.  Given observed site 
conditions and a review of historical U.S. Geological Survey maps, the Navy concluded that there is a low 
probability that intact archeological resources will be identified in the course of the Triton UAS project.  
No archaeological sites are identified in the APE and no traditional cultural properties or sacred sites 
have been identified at NS Mayport.  As a result of archaeological survey, site inspection, and historic 
map review, the Navy has concluded that the proposed action at NS Mayport warrants a finding of “No 
Historic Properties Affected.” 

The Navy entered into consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Jacksonville, Florida 
Field Office regarding potential impacts to threatened and endangered species from implementing the 
proposed action at NS Mayport. The Navy prepared a biological assessment for the following listed 
species: nesting loggerhead, green, and leatherback sea turtles; wood storks; piping plovers; and red 
knots.  

Pursuant to the Endangered Species Act (ESA), implementing the proposed action at NS Mayport: 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, nesting leatherback and loggerhead sea turtles 
and would have no effect on their critical habitat; 

• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, wood storks and red knots; 
• may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, piping plovers and would have no effect on their 

critical habitat (as no critical habitat is located in the action area) 

Background 

The CZMA, enacted in 1972, created the National Coastal Management Program for management and 
control of the uses of and impacts on coastal zone resources. The program is implemented through 
federally approved state coastal management programs (CMPs). Federal approval of a state CMP 
triggers the CZMA Section 307 federal consistency determination requirement.   

Section 307 mandates that federal actions within a state’s coastal zone (or outside the coastal zone if 
the action affects land or water uses or natural resources within the coastal zone) be consistent to the 
maximum extent practicable with the enforceable policies of the state CMP. A federal agency 
considering actions that may impact waters governed by the CZMA uses these requirements to ensure 
compliance with the state’s federally approved CMP. Federal agency actions include direct and indirect 
federal agency activities, federal approval activities, and federal financial assistance activities. 
Accordingly, federal agency activities (direct, indirect, or cumulative) reasonably affecting the state’s 
coastal zone must be fully consistent with the enforceable policies of the state’s CMP, unless compliance 
is otherwise prohibited by law. There are no categorical exemptions or exclusions to or from the Section 
307 federal consistency requirement. 

The Florida CMP (FCMP), approved by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in 1981, 
manages over 8,000 miles of coastline through the authority granted by the Florida Legislature in 24 
different statutes. This network of statutes is administered by nine state agencies, including all of the 
water management districts, throughout the state of Florida.  Each FCMP state agency must ensure that 
federal activities comply with the requirements of the specific FCMP statutes and authorities within its 
jurisdiction. The FCMP includes enforceable policies that ensure the wise use and protection of the 
state's water, cultural, historic, and biological resources; minimize the state's vulnerability to coastal 
hazards; ensure compliance with the state's growth management laws; protect the state transportation 
system; and protect the state's proprietary interest as the owner of sovereignty submerged lands. 
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The first step in the CZMA federal consistency process is to determine whether the proposed action 
would have a reasonably foreseeable direct, indirect, or cumulative effect on a state’s coastal uses or 
resources (Chief of Naval Operations Instruction [OPNAVINST] M-5090.1). This is called an “effects test.”  
After conducting an effects test, the Navy determined that the proposed action may result in reasonably 
foreseeable direct, indirect, or cumulative effects on Florida’s coastal uses or resources; therefore, the 
Navy has prepared this consistency determination. 

Florida/Coastal Policy Assessment 

In accordance with the CZMA, the Navy has reviewed the FCMP and associated enforceable policies.  
Based on this review, the Navy has determined that Alternative 2 at NS Mayport is either fully consistent 
or consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the FCMP.  This section discusses how the Triton 
UAS home basing Alternative 2 proposed project is consistent with the Florida statutes that are included 
in the FCMP as enforceable policies and are relevant to this action.  Additional statutes that are 
incorporated as enforceable policies of the FCMP are not applicable to the proposed action and are 
excluded from detailed analysis in this Federal Consistency Determination.  Table 2 provides a summary 
of the statutes that are not applicable. 

Table 2  Florida Coastal Management Program Statutes Not Applicable to  
Alternative 2 of the Proposed Action 

Statute Scope Explanation of Non-Applicability 

Chapter 161 
Beach and Shore Preservation 

Provides policy for the regulation of 
construction, reconstruction, and 
other physical activities related to 
the beaches and shores of the state.  
Additionally, this statute requires 
the restoration and maintenance of 
critically eroding beaches. 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would not 
include construction within or adjacent to 
any beach or shoreline regulated by the 
Coastal Construction Permit Program, the 
Coastal Construction Control Line (CCCL) 
Permit Program, or the Coastal Zone 
Protection Program, and would not affect 
shorelines or shoreline processes. 

Chapter 163, Part II – Growth 
Policy; County and Municipal 
Planning; Land Development 
Regulation 

Chapter 163 provides for the 
implementation of comprehensive 
planning programs to guide and 
control future development in the 
state. 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would have no 
effect on local, state, or regional plans or 
programs for future development in the 
state.  

Chapter 186 
State and Regional Planning 

Chapter 186 provides basic policy 
direction to all levels of government 
regarding the orderly social, 
economic, and physical growth of 
the state. 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would not 
have a negative effect on state plans for 
water use, land development, or 
transportation. 

Chapter 252 – Emergency 
Management 

Directs the state to reduce the 
vulnerability of its people and 
property to natural and man-made 
disasters; prepare for, respond to, 
and reduce the impacts of disasters; 
and decrease the time and 
resources needed to recover from 
disasters.   

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would not 
affect the state’s emergency planning 
and response efforts, excavation 
procedures, or flood-control procedures. 
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Table 2  Florida Coastal Management Program Statutes Not Applicable to  
Alternative 2 of the Proposed Action 

Statute Scope Explanation of Non-Applicability 

Chapter 253 – State Lands 

Provides the basis for the 
acquisition, administration, 
management, control, supervision, 
conservation, protection, and 
disposition of all lands owned by the 
state.   

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would occur 
on federal property and would have no 
effect on state lands. 

Chapter 258, 259, 260, and 
375 – State Parks and 
Preserves, Land Acquisition 
for Conservation or 
Recreation, Florida 
Greenways and Trails Act, 
Outdoor 
Recreation and Conservation 
Lands 

Chapter 258 addresses the state’s 
administration of state parks, 
aquatic preserves, and recreation 
areas, to ensure conservation of 
these properties.  
 
Chapter 259 addresses acquisition 
and management of lands to 
maintain the state’s unique natural 
resources; protect air, land, and 
water quality; promote water 
resource development; promote 
restoration activities on public lands; 
and provide lands for natural 
resource based recreation. 
 
Chapter 260 establishes a statewide 
system of greenways and trails in 
order to conserve, develop, and use 
the natural resources of Florida for 
healthful and recreational purposes.   
 
Chapter 375 addresses the 
development of a comprehensive 
outdoor recreation plan. 

No state parks, state trails, state aquatic 
preserves, or wild and scenic river 
segments would be affected by 
Alternative 2, NS Mayport, and 
opportunities for recreation on state 
lands would not be affected. 

Chapter 267 – Historical 
Resources 

Addresses management and 
preservation of the state’s 
archaeological and historical 
resources. The state historic 
preservation program operates in 
conjunction with the NHPA to 
require state and federal agencies to 
consider the effect of their direct or 
indirect actions on historic and 
archeological resources. These 
resources cannot be destroyed or 
altered unless no prudent 
alternative exists. Unavoidable 
impacts must be mitigated. 

As further described on pages 4 and 5 
herein, Alternative 2, NS Mayport would 
not affect cultural resources managed by 
the State of Florida, as no such sites have 
been identified within the Project 
footprint. However, should any cultural 
resources that are managed by the State 
of Florida be discovered during 
construction, the activity would cease 
and the discovery would be immediately 
reported to the installation 
Environmental Director and the Florida 
State Historic Preservation Officer. 
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Table 2  Florida Coastal Management Program Statutes Not Applicable to  
Alternative 2 of the Proposed Action 

Statute Scope Explanation of Non-Applicability 

Chapter 288  – Commercial 
Development and Capital 
Improvements 

Establishes the framework to 
promote and develop general 
business, trade, and tourism 
components of the state economy. 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would not 
affect the natural, coastal, historical, or 
cultural tourism assets of the state, or 
affect the development of nature-based 
tourism and recreation. 

Chapter 334, 339 – 
Transportation 
Administration, 
Transportation Finance and 
Planning 

Chapter 334 addresses the state’s 
policy concerning transportation 
administration.  
 
Chapter 339 addresses the finance 
and planning needs of the state’s 
transportation system. 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would not 
affect the administration of the state’s 
transportation system, or the finance and 
planning of the state’s transportation 
system. 

Chapter 377 – Energy 
Resources 

Addresses regulation, planning, and 
development of oil and gas 
resources of the state. 

Energy resource production, including oil 
and gas, and the transportation of oil and 
gas, would not be affected by Alternative 
2, NS Mayport. 

Chapter 380 – Land and Water 
Management 

Establishes land and water 
management policies to protect 
natural resources and the 
environment, and to guide and 
coordinate local decisions relating to 
growth and development.   

Development of state lands with regional 
(i.e. more than one county) impacts 
would not occur.  No changes to coastal 
infrastructure such as capacity increases 
of existing coastal infrastructure, or use 
of state funds for infrastructure planning, 
designing or construction would occur. 

Chapter 381 – Public Health, 
General 
Provisions 

Establishes public policy concerning 
the state’s public health system, 
which is designated to promote, 
protect, and improve the health of 
all people in the state. 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport does not 
involve the construction of an on-site 
sewage or treatment system. There 
already is a plan (not related to this 
action) to replace the existing treatment 
plant with planned completion in 2020.  

Chapter 388 – Mosquito 
Control 

Describes the policy to conduct 
mosquito control in a manner 
consistent with protection of the 
environmental and ecological 
integrity of lands and waters 
throughout the state. 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would not 
further propagation of mosquitoes or 
affect mosquito control efforts. 

Chapter 553 – Building and 
Construction Standards 

Addresses building construction 
standards and provides for a unified 
Florida Building Code. 

The proposed facility construction and 
renovations are not subject to the 
provisions of the Florida Building Code. 

Chapter 597 – Aquaculture 
Establishes public policy concerning 
the cultivation of aquatic organisms 
in the state. 

Aquaculture facilities would not be 
constructed, and aquatic resources 
supporting aquaculture activities would 
not be affected. 
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Enforceable Policies Applicable to Implementing the Proposed Action 

Chapter 373 – Water Resources 

This statute addresses sustainable water management; the conservation of surface and ground waters 
for full beneficial use; the preservation of natural resources, fish, and wildlife; protecting public land; 
and promoting the health and general welfare of Floridians. 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would be conducted in a manner consistent with Chapter 373. Any applicable 
permitting requirements would be satisfied in accordance with 62-25 Florida Administrative Code (FAC) 
and NPDES. NS Mayport would submit a notice of intent to use the generic permit for stormwater 
discharge under the NPDES program prior to project initiation according to Section 403.0885, Florida 
Statutes. The proposed action would also require coverage under the generic permit for stormwater 
discharge from construction activities that disturb one or more acres of land (FAC 62-621). 

Approximately 8 acres of impervious surfaces would be added at NS Mayport. To reduce stormwater 
runoff, retention structures would be provided to collect stormwater from the newly developed area. 
These stormwater retention structures would be designed, through size and depth of the retaining areas 
and the manner in which it drains to the system, to discharge no more than the pre-existing rate into 
the drainage system in order not to increase flooding or erosion hazards. Construction practices to 
reduce soil erosion and runoff (e.g., silt fences) and minimize pollution of stormwater (e.g., spill plans) 
would be adhered to and incorporated into final planning and construction. Stormwater best 
management practices and standard operating procedures would continue to be used for erosion and 
sediment control; these procedures are detailed in the NS Mayport SWPPP  

The Navy has determined that Alternative 2, NS Mayport is fully consistent with this policy. 

Chapter 376 – Pollution Discharge Prevention and Removal 

This statute provides a framework for the protection of the state’s coastline from spills, discharges, and 
releases of pollutants. The discharge of pollutants into or upon any coastal waters, estuaries, tidal flats, 
beaches, and lands adjoining the seacoast of the state is prohibited.  
The statute:  

• Provides for hazards & threats of danger and damages resulting from any pollutant discharge to 
be evaluated 

• Requires the prompt containment and removal of pollution; provides penalties for violations 
• Ensures the prompt payment of reasonable damages from a discharge.  

 
Alternative 2, NS Mayport would be conducted in a manner consistent with Chapter 376. All required 
permits would be procured, and established procedures for transport, storage, and handling of 
hazardous materials would be followed. The Navy does not anticipate the discharge of any pollutants in 
the marine environment or upon surface or ground waters. In the event of a spill, a written Spill 
Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan would be followed. BMPs would be incorporated to 
minimize impacts on water quality. 

The Navy has determined that Alternative 2, NS Mayport is fully consistent with this policy. 

Chapter 379 – Fish and Wildlife Conservation 

This statute establishes the framework for the management and protection of Florida’s wide diversity of 
fish and wildlife resources.  It is Florida’s policy to conserve and wisely manage these resources. 
Particular attention is given to those species defined as being endangered or threatened. 
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The following federally protected species have been observed on MS Mayport: piping plover, red knot, 
wood stork, and nesting leatherback, and loggerhead sea turtles. The Navy determined that Alternative 
2, NS Mayport may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect these protected species. 

The Navy has determined that Alternative 2, NS Mayport is consistent to the maximum extent 
practicable with this policy. 

Chapter 403 – Environmental Control 

This statute establishes public policy concerning environmental control in the state and authorizes the 
regulation of pollution of the air and waters. 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would be conducted in a manner consistent with Chapter 403.  This includes 
implementation of appropriate BMPs for erosion and sediment control, along with best management 
practices to prevent spills if petroleum products are temporarily stored on site during construction. The 
proposed action would not significantly impact fish, wildlife, or critical habitats. No wetlands would be 
impacted. Construction and demolition activities are not anticipated to degrade the water quality or 
affect beneficial uses of surface water or groundwater resources. All work would be conducted under 
FDEP permits as described in the discussion for Chapter 373. No significant impacts to local or regional 
air quality would be expected from implementing the proposed action; Duval County would remain in 
attainment for all criteria pollutants.  

The Navy has determined that Alternative 2, NS Mayport is fully consistent with this policy. 

Chapter 582 – Soil and Water Conservation 

This statute provides for the control and prevention of soil erosion.  It is Florida’s policy to preserve 
natural resources; control and prevent soil erosion; prevent floodwater and sediment damages; and 
further the conservation, development, and use of soil and water resources, and the disposal of water.  
Land use policies are evaluated in terms of their tendency to cause or contribute to soil erosion or to 
conserve, develop, and utilize soil and water resources on site or in adjoining properties. 

Alternative 2, NS Mayport would be conducted in a manner consistent with Chapter 582.  This includes 
implementation of appropriate best management practices for erosion and sediment control.  
Construction practices to reduce soil erosion and runoff (e.g., silt fences) and minimize pollution of 
stormwater (e.g., spill plans) would be adhered to and incorporated into final planning and construction. 
The Navy would develop a SWPPP for the proposed construction activities prior to implementing the 
action. The SWPPP would describe and ensure implementation of practices that would reduce pollutants 
in stormwater discharges into the Atlantic Ocean and prevent violations of applicable regulations and 
standards. 

The Navy has determined that Alternative 2, NS Mayport is fully consistent with this policy. 

Summary 

The Navy has determined that Alternative 2, NS Mayport would be fully consistent with the enforceable 
policies of Chapters 373, 376, 403, and 582 of the FCMP.  

The Navy has determined that Alternative 2, NS Mayport would be consistent to the maximum extent 
practicable with the enforceable policy of Chapter 379 of the FCMP. 
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Ms. Camille R. Destafney, P.E. 

Region Environmental Director 

Department of the Navy 

Box 102, Naval Air Station 

Jacksonville, Florida 32212-0102  

 

 

RE: Coastal Consistency Determination and Draft Environmental Assessment 

Comments for the Department of the Navy - East Coast Home Basing of MQ-4C 

Triton Unmanned Aircraft System at Naval Station Key West and Naval Station 

Mayport - Florida. 

SAI # FL201607277701C 

 

 

Dear Ms. Destafney: 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the East Coast Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton 

Unmanned Aircraft System project. 

 

The Florida State Clearinghouse has coordinated a review of the proposed federal action 

under the following authorities:  Presidential Executive Order 12372; Section 

403.061(42), Florida Statutes; the Coastal Zone Management Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1451-

1464, as amended; and the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4347, 

as amended.  What follows are the only comments we offer for your consideration. 

 

The St. Johns River Water Management District (SJRWMD) has reviewed the proposed 

Naval Station Mayport project and it appears that some components appear to require an 

Environmental Resource Permit (ERP) from SJRWMD. For questions, please contact 

Wally Esser, Supervising Regulatory Scientist at 904/448-7912 or wesser@sjrwmd.com. 

 

Based on the information contained in the proposal and enclosed agency comments, the 

state has determined that, at this stage, the proposed federal activities are consistent with 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/
mailto:wesser@sjrwmd.com


Ms. Camille R. Destafney, P.E. 

FL201607277701C  

Page 2 of 2 

September 23, 2016 

 

www.dep.state.fl.us 

the Florida Coastal Management Program (FCMP).  The state’s continued concurrence 

will be based on the activities’ compliance with FCMP authorities, including federal and 

state monitoring of the activities to ensure their continued conformance, and the adequate 

resolution of issues identified during this and any subsequent regulatory reviews.  The 

state’s final concurrence of the project’s consistency with the FCMP will be determined 

during the environmental permitting process, in accordance with Section 373.428, 

Florida Statutes, if applicable. 

 

The State of Florida is committed to improving the state’s military friendly environment 

for service members and businesses that bring military and base-related jobs to the state.  

The state is supportive of the Navy’s finding of no significant impacts at either of the 

Florida locations and the conclusion that an Environmental Impact Statement is not 

required.  

 

Should you have any questions regarding this letter, please don’t hesitate to contact me at 

850/717-9076. 

 

Sincerely, 
 

Chris Stahl 
 

Chris Stahl, Coordinator 

Florida State Clearinghouse 

Office of Intergovernmental Programs 

 

Enclosures 

 

cc: Steven Fitzgibbons, SJRWMD, sfitzgibbons@sjrwmd.com  

 Navy MQ-4C Triton UAS Home Basing Project Manager 

mailto:sfitzgibbons@sjrwmd.com


COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Street address: 629 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219

MoUy Joseph Ward MaSing address: P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, Virginia 23218
Seciefaryof Natural Resources Fax: 804-698-4019 - TDD (804) 698^021

www. deq. Virginia, ga v

January 10, 2017

Navy MQ-4C Triton UAS Home Basing Project Manager
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic Division
Attn: Code EV21JB
6506 Hampton Boulevard
Norfolk, Virginia 23508

David K. Paylor
Di rector

(8 &t) 698-4020
1-800-592-5482

RE: U. S. Department of the Navy Federal Consistency Determination, Addendum #1
Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System, NASA Wallops Flight
Facility (5090/EV21/08/RE695; DEQ 16-224F).

Dear Project Manager:

The Commonwealth of Virginia has completed its review of the Addendum #1 to the
federal consistency determination (FCD) for the above-referencecf project. The
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) is responsible for coordinating state
reviews of FCDs submitted under the Coastal Zone Management Act. The following
agencies participated in this review:

Department of Environmental Quality
Department of Conservation and Recreation
Department of Health
Marine Resources Commission
Department of Aviation

The Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, Department of Historic Resources, and
Accomack County also were invited to comment on the project.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The U. S. Department of the Navy submitted a FCD for the proposed operation and
maintenance of the MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) in
Accomack County. A portion of the proposed development will be unaccompanied
housing. The construction would take place over the course of approximately one year
beginning in later fiscal year 2017. The proposed project site is located at the WFF
Main Base on approximately 51 acres of a previously disturbed site, but it is anticipated
that only up to 5 acres within this general area would be re-developed as part of the
proposed facility. The precise location is not known at this time so the entire site is
evaluated in the FCD. The site currently consists of an area of recently demolished
housing and an existing area of newer U. S. Coast Guard housing around a maintained
lawn. A small section of mixed pine and hardwoods would be avoided to the extent
practicable. Approximately 58 rooms are anticipated to be necessary, occupying
approximately 5, 800 square feet within a multi-story facility. To accommodate parking
and common areas, the potential footprint may conservatively approach up to 5 acres.

FEDERAL CONSISTENCY PURSUANT TO THE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT
ACT

Pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended, activities both
within and outside of the Commonwealth's designated coastal zone with reasonably
foreseeable effects on any coastal uses or resources resulting from a Federal agency
activity (15 CFR Part 930, Subpart C) must be consistent to the maximum extent
practicable with Virginia's Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Program. The Virginia
CZM Program consists of a network of programs administered by several agencies.
DEQ coordinates the review of FCDs and federal consistency certifications (FCCs) with
agencies administering the enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM Program.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

In accordance with 15 CFR §930. 2, a public notice of this proposed action was
published in OEIR's Program Newsletter and on the DEQ website from November 18,
2016 to December 16, 2016. No public comments were received in response to the
notice.

FEDERAL CONSISTENCY CONCURRENCE

The FCD states that the project is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the
enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM Program. The reviewing agencies that are
responsible for the administration of the enforceable policies generally agree with the
FCD. Based on the review of the FCD and the comments submitted by agencies
administering the enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM Program, DEQ concurs that
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the proposed project is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the Virginia
CZM Program provided all applicable permits and approvals are obtained as described.
However, other state approvals which may apply to this project are not included in this
concurrence. Therefore, the responsible agent must also ensure that this project is
constructed and operated in accordance with all applicable federal, state and local laws
and regulations.

ANALYSIS OF ENFORCEABLE POLICIES

The analysis which follows responds to the discussion of the enforceable policies of the
Virginia CZM Program that apply to this project and review comments submitted by
agencies that administer these enforceable policies.

1. Wetlands Management and Water Quality. The FCD (page 6) states that no
wetlands would be impacted by the implementation of the project. Indirect impacts on
wetlands could occur but would be minimized.

1(a) Agency Jurisdiction.

1(a)(i) DEQ. The State Water Control Board promulgates Virginia's water regulations,
covering a variety of permits to include Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Permit, Virginia Pollution Abatement Permit, Surface and Groundwater Withdrawal
Permit, and the Virginia Water Protection (VWP) Permit. The VWP Permit is a state
permit which governs wetlands, surface water, and surface water
withdrawals/impoundments. It also serves as § 401 certification of the federal Clean
Water Act § 404 permits for dredge and fill activities in waters of the U. S. The VWP
Program is under the Office of Wetlands and Stream Protection (OWSP).

1(a)(ii) Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC). Tidal wetlands are regulated
byVMRC under the authority of Virginia Code §28. 2-1301 through §28. 2-1320.

1(b) Agency Findings.

1(b)(i) DEQ Findings. As described in the FCD, the DEQ Tidewater Regional Office
(TRO) states that the project will not impact surface waters. As such, authorization from
the VWP program will not be required for the project.

1(b)(ii) VMRC Findings. Based upon a review of the documentation, it appears that the
project will not be in the jurisdiction of the VMRC. Therefore, no authorization would be
required from the VMRC.

1(c) Conclusion. As proposed, the project would be consistent with the wetlands
management enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM Program.
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2. Subaqueous Lands Management. The FCD (page 5) states that the implementation
of the project would not affect subaqueous lands.

2(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC)
regulates encroachments in, on or over state-owned subaqueous beds as well as tidal
wetlands pursuant to Virginia Code §28. 2-1200 through 1400. For nontidal waterways,
VMRC states that it has been the policy of the Habitat Management Division to exert
jurisdiction only over the beds of perennial streams where the upstream drainage area
is 5 square miles or greater. The beds of such waterways are considered public below
the ordinary high water line.

2(b) Agency Finding. Based upon a review of the documentation, it appears that the
project will not be in the jurisdiction of the VMRC. Therefore, no authorization would be
required from the VMRC.

2(c) Conclusion. As proposed, the project would be consistent with the subaqueous
lands management enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM Program.

3. Air Pollution Control. The FCD (page 9) states that the emissions generated by
implementation of the project at Wallops Flight Facility would not violate federal or
Virginia air quality standards.

3(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The DEQ Air Division, on behalf of the State Air Pollution
Control Board, is responsible for developing regulations that implement Virginia's Air
Pollution Control Law (Virginia Code §10. 1-1300 et seq. ). DEQ is charged with carrying
out mandates of the state law and related regulations as well as Virginia's federal
obligations under the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990. The objective is to protect and
enhance public health and quality of life through control and mitigation of air pollution.
The division ensures the safety and quality of air in Virginia by monitoring and analyzing
air quality data, regulating sources of air pollution, and working with local, state and
federal agencies to plan and implement strategies to protect Virginia's air quality. The
appropriate DEQ regional office is directly responsible for the issuance of necessary
permits to construct and operate all stationary sources in the region as well as
monitoring emissions from these sources for compliance. As a part of this mandate,
environmental impact reviews (EIRs) of projects to be undertaken in the state are also
reviewed. In the case of certain projects, additional evaluation and demonstration must
be made under the general conformity provisions of state and federal law.

The Air Division regulates emissions of air pollutants from industries and facilities and
implements programs designed to ensure that Virginia meets national air quality
standards. The most common regulations associated with projects are:
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. Open burning:

. Fugitive dust control:

. Permits for fuel-burning equipment:

9VAC5-130etseq.
9VAC5-50-60 et seq.
9VAC5-80-1100etseq.

3(b) Ozone Attainment Area. According to the DEQ Air Division, the project site is
located in an ozone attainment area.

3(c) Requirements.

3(c)(i) Fugitive Dust. During land-disturbing activities, fugitive dust must be kept to a
minimum by using control methods outlined in 9VAC5-50-60 et seq. of the Regulations
for the Control and Abatement of Air Pollution. These precautions include, but are not
limited to, the following:

. Use, where possible, water or suitable chemicals for dust control during the
proposed demolition and construction operations and from material stockpiles;

. Install and use of hoods, fans and fabric filters to enclose and vent the handling
of dusty materials;

. Cover open equipment for conveying materials; and

. Promptly remove spilled or tracked dirt or other materials from paved streets and
dried sediments resulting from soil erosion.

3(c)(ii) Open Burning. If project activities include the burning of vegetative debris or
use of special incineration devices in the disposal of land clearing debris, this activity
must meet the requirements under 9VAC5-130 et seq. of the regulations for open
burning, and it may require a permit. The regulations provide for, but do not require, the
local adoption of a model ordinance concerning open burning. Contact officials with the
appropriate locality to determine what local requirements, if any, exist.

3(d) Agency Finding. The DEQ TRO states that if any fuel-burning or air-polluting
support equipment will be part of the project, it will be subject to air permitting.

3(e) Agency Recommendation. Contact DEQ TRO if any fuel-burning and air-polluting
support equipment will be part of the project to ensure compliance with any permitting
requirements.

3(f) Conclusion. Provided the project complies with applicable requirements, it would
be consistent with the air pollution control enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM
Program.

4. Coastal Lands Management. The FCD (page 10) states that the proposed project
would have no effect on Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area land use, water use or
natural resources.
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4(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The DEQ Office of Local Government Programs (OLGP)
administers the coastal lands management enforceable policy through the Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Act (Bay Act) (Virginia Code §62. 1-44. 15 et seq. ) and Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Area Designation and Management Regulations (Regulatk
25-830-1 Oetseq. ).

4(b) Agency Findings. DEQ OLGP states that the project is proposed to be
constructed on lands analogous to Resource Management Areas (RMAs). The FCD
mdicates that the site is not required to be designated as a Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Area because it is a federal facility, but that the project would adhere to
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act requirements to the extent practicable.

4(c) Requirement. This project should address erosion and sediment control and
stormwater management requirements.

4(d) Conclusion. Provided the project is consistent with the above-referenced
requirements, the proposed activity would be consistent with the coastal lands
management enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM Program.

5. Nonpoint Pollution Control. According to the FCD (page 7), approximately five
acres of impervious surfaces would be created as a result of project implementation.
The FCD also states that the Navy, in cooperation with NASA, would implement
appropriate best management practices to reduce soil erosion and runoff and minimize
pollution of stormwater.

5(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The DEQ Office of Stormwater Management (OSM)
administers the following laws and regulations governing construction activities:

. Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law (§ 62. 1-44. 15:51 et seq. ) and
Regulations (VESCL&R) (9VAC25-840);

. Virginia Stormwater Management Act (VSMA) (§ 62. 1-44. 15:24 et seq. );

. Virginia Stormwater Management Program (VSMP) regulation (9VAC25-870);
and

. 2014 General Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) Permit
for Discharges of Stormwater from Construction Activities (9VAC25-880).

In addition, DEQ is responsible for the VSMP General Permit for Stormwater
Discharges from Construction Activities related to Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4s) and construction activities for the control of stormwater discharges
from MS4s and land disturbing activities under the Virginia Stormwater Management
Program (9VAC25-890-40).
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5(b) Requirements.

5(b)(i) Erosion and Sediment Control and Stormwater Management Plans. The
applicant and its authorized agents conducting regulated land-disturbing activities on
private and public lands in the state must comply with VESCL&R and VSMA, including
coverage under the general permit for stormwater discharge from construction activities,
and other applicable federal nonpoint source pollution mandates (e.g. Clean Water Act-
Section 313). Clearing and grading activities, installation of staging areas, parking lots,
roads buildings, utilities, borrow areas, soil stockpiles, and related land-disturbing"
activities that result in the total land disturbance of equal to or greater than 10, 000
square feet or 2, 500 square feet on lands analogous to Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Areas would be regulated by VESCL&R. Accordingly, the applicant must prepare and
implement an erosion and sediment control (ESC) plan to ensure compliance with state
law and regulations. The ESC plan is submitted to the DEQ regional office that serves
the area where the project is located for review for compliance. The applicant is
ultimately responsible for achieving project compliance through oversight of on-site
contractors, regular field inspection, prompt action against non-compliant sites, and
other mechanisms consistent with agency policy (Reference: VESCL 62. 1-44. 15 et
seq. ).

5(b)(ii) General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities
(VAR10). The operator or owner of a construction project involving land-disturbing
activities equal to or greater than one acre is required to register for coverage under the
General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater from Construction Activities and develop a
project-specific stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP). The SWPPP must be
prepared prior to submission of the registration statement for coverage under the
general permit and the SWPPP must address water quality and quantity in accordance
with the VSMP Permit Regulations. General information and registration forms for the
General Permit are available on DEQ's website at http://www. deq. virginia. gov/
Programs/Water/StormwaterManagemenWSMPPermits/ConstructionGeneral
Permit. aspx (Reference: VSWML 62. 1-44. 15 et seq. ; VSMP Permit Regulations 9VAC
25-870-1 Oetseq. ).

5(c) Conclusion. Provided the project is consistent with the above-referenced
requirements, the project would be consistent with the nonpoint pollution control
enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM Program.

6. Fisheries Management. The FCD (page 5) states that given the inland location, the
proposed project would have no direct impacts on commercial or recreational fisheries.

6(a) Agency Jurisdiction.
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6(a)(i) Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC) and Department of Game
and Inland Fisheries (DGIF). The fisheries management enforceable policy is
administered by the VMRC (Virginia Code Section 28. 2-200 to 28. 2-713) and the DGIF
(Virginia Code Section 29. 1-100 to 29. 1-570).

6(a)(ii) Department of Health. The VDH Division of Shellfish Sanitation (DSS) is
responsible for protecting the health of the consumers of molluscan shellfish and
crustacea by ensuring that shellfish growing waters are properly classified for
harvesting, and that molluscan shellfish and crustacea processing facilities meet
sanitation standards. The mission of this Division is to minimize the risk of disease from
molluscan shellfish and crustacea products at the wholesale level by classifying
shellfish waters for safe commercial and recreational harvest; by implementing'a
statewide regulatory inspection program for commercial processors and shippers; and
by providing technical guidance and assistance to the shellfish and crustacea industries
regarding technical and public health issues.

6(b) Agency Findings. VDH and VMRC did not indicate that fisheries resources under
their jurisdictions would be affected. DGIF did not respond to DEQ's request for
comments.

6(c) Conclusion. As proposed, the project consistent with the fisheries management
enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM Program.

7. Point Source Pollution Control. The FCD (page 6) states that that the
implementation of the project would not significantly change the stormwater rate and
volume of runoff.

7(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The point source program is administered by the State
Water Control Board (DEQ) pursuant to Virginia Code §62. 1-44. 15. Point source
pollution control is accomplished through the implementation of: (1) the National
PoNutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program established pursuant
to Section 402 of the federal Clean Water Act and administered in Virginia as the
Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) permit program; and (2) the
Virginia Water Protection Permit (VWPP) program administered by DEQ (Virginia Code
§62. 1-44. 15:20 et seq. ) and Water Quality Certification pursuant to Section 401 of the
Clean Water Act.

7(b) Agency Findings. DEQ TRO states that NASA Wallops Flight Facility has a
VPDES permit (VA0024457) for discharges. The permit may need to be modified to
include the addition of the Navy activity. This modification could include additional
stormwater outfalls addressed in the permit as well as the potential for deicing language
depending upon the use of deicing fluids
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7(c) Conclusion. Provided the project adheres to all VPDES requirements, the project
would be consistent with the point source pollution control enforceable policy of the'
Virginia CZM Program.

ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

In addition to the enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM Program, comments also
were provided with respect to applicable requirements and recommendations of the
following programs:

1. Solid and Hazardous Waste Management.

1(a) Agency Jurisdiction. On behalf of the Virginia Waste Management Board, the
DEQ Division of Land Protection and Revitalization is responsible for carrying out the
mandates of the Virginia Waste Management Act (Virginia Code §10. 1-1400 et seq. ), as
well as meeting Virginia's federal obligations under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act and the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation Liability
Act (CERCLA), commonly known as Superfund. The DEQ Division of Land Protection
and Revitalization also administers those laws and regulations on behalf of the State
Water Control Board governing Petroleum Storage Tanks (Virginia Code §62. 1-44. 34:8
et seq. ), mcluding Aboveground Storage Tanks (9VAC25-91 et seq. ) and Underground
Storage Tanks (9VAC25-580 et seq. and 9VAC25-580-370 et seq. ), also known'as
Virginia Tank Regulations, and § 62. 1-44. 34:14 et seq. which covers oil spills.
Virginia:

. Virginia Waste Management Act, Virginia Code §10. 1-1400 et seq.

. Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations, 9VAC20-81
o (9VAC20-81 -620 applies to asbestos-containing materials)

. Virginia Hazardous Waste Management Regulations, 9VAC20-60
o (9VAC20-60-261 applies to lead-based paints)

. Virginia Regulations for the Transportation of Hazardous Materials, 9VAC20-1 10.

Federal:

. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U. S. Code sections 6901
et seq.

. U. S. Department of Transportation Rules for Transportation of Hazardous
Materials, 49 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 107

. Applicable rules contained in Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations.

1(b) Database Search. DEQ's Division of Land Protection and Revitalization (DLPR)
identified two waste sites of possible concern at Wallops Flight Facility
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CERCLA Sites:

. VA800010763, NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Route 175, Wallops
Island, VA 23337, Not on NPL.

. VAN000306905, Naval Aviation Ordnance Test Station, Route 175,
Wallops Island, VA 23337, Not on NPL.

The hazardous wastes/RCRA/Cerlis site information can be accessed from
EPA's websites at https://www3. epa. gov/enviro/,
https://rcrainfopreprod. epa. gov/rcrainfoweb/action/main-menu/viewand
https://www. epa. gov/superfund.

See the attached letter from DEQ DLPR for additional details.

1(c) Petroleum Storage Tank Cleanups. DEQ TRO states that there are closed
pollution complaint cases associated with the facility. The cases have been closed
based on completed cleanups and or limited risk to the environment.

1(d) Requirements.

. Test and dispose of any soil that is suspected of contamination or wastes that
are generated during construction-related activities in accordance with applicable
federal, state and local laws and regulations.

. The installation and use of an AST (>660 gallons) for temporary fuel storage
(>120 days) during the project must follow the requirements in 9VAC25-91~-10 et
seq.

. All structures being demolished or removed should be checked for asbestos-
containing materials (ACM) and lead-based paint (LBP) prior to demolition. If
ACM and LBP are found, in addition to the federal waste-related regulations
mentioned above, state regulations 9VAC20-81-640 forACM and 9VAC20-60-
261 for LBP must be followed.
The removal, relocation or closure of any regulated petroleum storage tanks -
abovegrouncf storage tank (AST); underground storage tank (UST) must be
conducted in accordance with the requirements of the Virginia Tank Regulations
9 VAC 25-91-10 et seq. (AST)and/or 9 VAC 25-580-10 et seq. (UST).

. Report any future site activities involving excavation or disturbance of former
petroleum contaminated soils and or groundwater to DEQ TRO (Tom Madigan at
757-518-2115 or Lynne Smith at 757-518-2055).
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1(e) Agency Recommendations.

. Consider the nature and extent of the identified waste sites to determine their
impact to the proposed project.

. DEQ encourages all projects to implement pollution prevention principles,
including:

o the reduction, reuse and recycling of all solid wastes generated; and
o the minimization and proper handling of generated hazardous wastes.

2. Natural Heritage Resources.

2(a) Agency Jurisdiction.

2(a)(i) The Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation's (DCR) Division
of Natural Heritage (DNH): DNH's mission is conserving Virginia's biodiversity through
inventory, protection and stewardship. The Virginia Natural Area Preserves Act (Virginia
Code §10. 1-209 through 217), authorized DCR to maintain a statewide database for
conservation planning and project review, protect land for the conservation of
biodiversity, and to protect and ecologically manage the natural heritage resources of
Virginia (the habitats of rare, threatened and endangered species, significant natural
communities, geologic sites, and other natural features).

2(a)(u) The Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (VDACS):
The Endangered Plant and Insect Species Act of 1979 (Virginia Code Chapter 39 §3. 1-
1020 through 1030) authorizes VDACS to conserve, protect and manage endangered
and threatened species of plants and insects. Under a Memorandum of Agreement
established between VDACS and the DCR, DCR represents VDACS in comments
regarding potential impacts on state-listed threatened and endangered plant and insect
species.

2(b) Agency Findings - Natural Heritage Resources.

According to the information currently in DCR files, the Wallops Island Seeps
Conservation Site is located adjacent to the project site. It has a biodiversity
significance ranking of B2, which represents a site of very high significance. The
natural heritage resource of concern at this site is Coastal Plain / Outer Piedmont
Seepage Bog (G1/S1/NL/NL).

. The Wattsville Branch Stream Conservation Unit (SCU) is downstream from the
project site. It has a biodiversity ranking of B3, which represents a site of high
significance. The natural heritage resource associated with this site is an aquatic
natural community (OC-Chincoteague Second Order Stream;G2/S2/NL/NL).
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. Furthermore, the Northern pitcher-plant (Sarracenia purpurea, G5/S2/NL/NL) has
been historically documented downstream of the project site. The Northern
pitcher plant, a state rare perennial, inhabits bogs, pinelands and such disturbed
areas as power line rights-of-way (TNC, 1996).

. DCR supports the development and implementation of a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan and the use of low impact development for this project.

. See the attached comments from DCR for additional information.

2(c^Agency Findings - Threatened and Endangered Plant and Insect Species.
DCR states that the current activity will not affect any documented state-listed plant and
insect species.

2(d) Agency Findings - Natural Area Preserves. There are no State Natural Area
Preserves under DCR's jurisdiction in the project vicinity.

2(e) Agency Recommendation. Contact DCR DNH to re-submit project information
and a map for an update on this natural heritage information if the scope of the project
changes and/or six months has passed before it is utilized.

3. Water Supply.

3(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The Virginia Department of Health (VDH) Office of Drinking
Water (ODW) reviews projects for the potential to impact public drinking water sources"
(groundwater wells, springs and surface water intakes). The VDH ODW administers
both federal and state laws governing waterworks operation.

3(b) Agency Comment. VDH ODW states that the public groundwater wells are
located within a 1-mile radius of the project site:

PWSID
Number

3001500

3001500

3001500

3001500

3001500

City/County

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

System Name
NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT
CENTER
NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT
CENTER
NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT
CENTER
NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT
CENTER
NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT
CENTER

Facility
Name

WELL #5

WELL #3

WELL #4

WELL #1

WELL #2
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No surface water intakes located within a 5-mile radius of the project site. The project is
not within the watershed of any public surface water intakes.

3(c) Requirement. Potential impacts to public water distribution systems or sanitary
sewage collection systems must be verified by the local utility according to VDH ODW.

4. Aviation.

4(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The Virginia Department of Aviation is a state agency that
plans for the development of the state aviation system; promotes aviation; grants
aircraft and airports licenses; and provides financial and technical assistance to cities,
towns, counties and other governmental subdivisions for the planning, development,
construction and operation of airports, and other aviation facilities.

4(b) Agency Finding. The DOAV does not anticipate any negative impacts associated
with the proposed project.

5. Pollution Prevention. DEQ advocates that principles of pollution prevention and
sustainability be used in all construction projects as well as in facility operations.
Effective siting, planning, and on-site Best Management Practices (BMPs) will help to
ensure that environmental impacts are minimized. However, pollution prevention and
sustainability techniques also include decisions related to construction materials,
design, and operational procedures that will facilitate the reduction of wastes at the
source.

5(a) Recommendations. We have several pollution prevention recommendations that
may be helpful in constructing or operating this facility:

. consider devebPment of an effective Environmental Management System
(EMS). An effective EMS will ensure that the proposed facility is committed to
complying with environmental regulations, reducing risk, minimizing
environmental impacts, setting environmental goals, and achieving
improvements in its environmental performance. D EQ offers EMS
development assistance and recognizes facilities with effective Environmental
Managemen^Systems through its Virginia Environmental Excellence Program
(VEEP). VEEP provides recognition, annual permit fee discounts, and the
possibility for alternative compliance methods.
Consider environmental attributes when purchasing materials. For example,
the extent of recycled material content, toxicity level, and amount of
packaging should be considered and can be specified in purchasing
contracts.

. Consider energy efficiency when choosing materials and products, like
insulation, fixtures, and HVAC systems.
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. Consider contractors' commitment to the environment when choosing
contractors. Specifications regarding raw materials and construction'
practices can be included in contract documents and requests for proposals.

. Choose sustainable materials and practices for building construction and
design.

. Integrate pollution prevention techniques into the facility maintenance and
operation, to include inventory control for centralized storage of hazardous
materials. Maintenance facilities should have sufficient and suitable space to
allow for effective inventory control and preventive maintenance.

DEQ's Office of Pollution Prevention provides information and technical assistance
relating to pollution prevention techniques and EMS. If interested, please contact DEQ
(Meghann Quinn at 804-698-4021).

6. Pesticides and Herbicides. In general, when pesticides or herbicides must be
used, their use should be strictly in accordance with manufacturers' recommendations.
In addition, to the extent feasible, DEQ recommends that the responsible agent for the
project use the least toxic pesticides or herbicides effective in controlling the target
species. For more information on pesticide or herbicide use, please contact the Virginia
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services at (804) 786-3501.

REGULATORY AND COORDINATION NEEDS

1. Air Pollution Control.

. Contact officials with the appropriate locality for information on any local
requirements pertaining to open burning.

. Contact DEQ TRO (Wayne Franklin at Wayne. Franklin@deq. virginia. gov or 757-
518-2155) for additional information on air regulations if necessary.

2. Coastal Lands Management. The project must be consistent with the coastal lands
management enforceable policy as administered by DEQ through the Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Act (Virginia Code §62. 1-44. 15:67 - 62. 1-44. 15:78) and Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Area Designation and Management Regulations (Regulations). Contact
DEQ (Daniel Moore at Daniel. Moore@deq. virginia. gov) for additional information and
coordination.

3. Nonpoint Source Pollution Control.

3(a) Erosion and Sediment Control and Stormwater Management. This project must
comply with Virginia's Erosion and Sediment Control Law (Virginia Code § 62. 1-
44. 15:61) and Regulations (9VAC25-840-30 et seq. ) and Stormwater Management Law
(Virginia Code § 62. 1-44. 15:31) and Regulations (9VAC25-870-210 et seq. )~as
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administered by DEQ. Erosion and sediment control, and stormwater management
requirements should be coordinated with the DEQ TRO (Janet Weyland at
Janet.Weyland@deq. virginia. gov or 757-518-2151).

3(b). General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities
(VAR10). The operator or owner of a construction activity involving land disturbance of
equal to or greater than 1 acre is required to register for coverage under the General
Permit for Discharges of Stormwater from Construction Activities and develop a project
specific stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP). Specific questions regarding
the Stormwater Management Program requirements should be directed to DEQ (Holly
Sepety at 804-698-4039) (Reference: VSWML §62. 1-44. 15 et seq. ).

4. Point Source Pollution Control. Coordinate with DEQ TRO (Deanna Austin at 757-
518-2008) regarding potential modifications to the NASA Wallops Flight Facility VPDES
permit (VA0024457) for discharges associated with the facility.

5. Solid and Hazardous Wastes. Contact DEQ TRO (Sean Priest at 757-518-2141 or
Jonathan priest@deqvirgima. gov) for additional information about waste management.
Contact DEQ TRO (Steve Pollock at Steve. Pollock@deq. virginia. gov) for additional
information about fuel storage equipment if necessary. Report any future site activities
involving excavation or disturbance of former petroleum contaminated soils and or
groundwater to DEQ TRO (Tom Madigan at 757-518-2115 or Lynne Smith at 757-518-
2055).

All solid waste, hazardous waste and hazardous materials must be managed in
accordance with all applicable federal, state and local environmental regulations.

5(a) Asbestos-Containing Material. It is the responsibility of the owner or operator of
a renovation or demolition activity, prior to the commencement of the renovation or
demolition, to thoroughly inspect the affected part of the facility where the operation will
occur for the presence of asbestos, including Category I and Category II nonfriable
asbestos-containing material (as applicable). Upon classification as friable or non-
friable, all asbestos-containing material shall be disposed of in accordance with the
Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations (9VAC20-81-640) and transported in
accordance with the Virginia regulations governing Transportation of Hazardous
Materials (9VAC20-110-10 et seq. ). Contact the DEQ Division of Land Protection and
Revitalcation (Katy Dacey at 804-698-4274) and the Department of Labor and Industry
(804-371- 2327) for additional information.

5(b) Lead-Based Paint. If applicable, this project must comply with the U. S.
Department of Labor Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
regulations and with the Virginia Lead-Based Paint Activities Rules and Regulations.
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For additional information regarding these requirements, contact the Department of
Professional and Occupational Regulation (804-367-8500).

6. Natural Heritage Resources.

. Contact the DCR DNH (804-371 -2708) to re-submit project information and a
map for an update on natural heritage information if the scope of the project
changes and/or six months has passed before it is utilized.

. Coordinate with DCR DNH (Rene' Hypes, Natural Heritage Project Coordinator
at 804-371-2708) for additional information on its comments and
recommendations if necessary.

7. Water Supply. Potential impacts to public water distribution systems or sanitary
sewage^ollection systems must be verified by the local utility according to VDH ODW
(Susan Douglas at Susan. Douglas@vdh. virginia. gov).

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this FCD. The detailed comments of
reviewers are attached. If you have questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (804)
698-4204 or Julia Wellman at (804) 698-4326.

Sincerely,

Enclosures

ec: Amy Ewing, DGIF
Robbie Rhur, DCR
Susan Douglas, VDH
Roger Kirchen, DHR
TonyWatkinson, VMRC
Scott Denny, DOAV
Justine Woodward, Navy
Jeffery Butts, Navy
Steven Miner, Accomack County

Bettina Sullivan, Manager
Environmental Impact Review and Long Range
Priorities Program



Wellman, Julia (DEQ)

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Warren, Arlene (VDH)
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 4:59 PM
Wellman, Julia (DEQ)
RE: NEW PROJECT Navy Addendum #1 16-224F

Project Name: Addendum #1 Home Basing of MQ-4CTriton Unmanned Aircraft System
Project #: 16-224F
UPC#:N/A
Location: Accomack Co.

VDH - Office of Drinking Water has reviewed the above project. Below are our comments as they relate to proximity to
public drinking water sources (groundwater wells, springs and surface water intakes). Potential impacts to public water
distribution systems or sanitary sewage collection systems must be verified by the local utility.

The following public groundwater wells are located within a 1 mile radius of the project site:
PWSID

Number

3001500

3001500

3001500

3001500

3001500

City/County

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

System Name

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER

Facility Name

WELL #5

WELL #3

WELL #4

WELL #1

WELL #2

There are no surface water intakes located within a 5 mile radius of the project site.

The project is not within the watershed of any public surface water intakes.

Best Management Practices should be employed, including Erosion & Sedimentation Controls and Spill Prevention
Controls & Countermeasures on the project site.

The Virginia Department of Health - Office of Drinking Water appreciates the opportunity to provide comments. If you
have any questions, please let me know.

Best Regards,

Arlene Fields Warren

Office of Drinking Water
Virginia Department of Health
109 Governor Street

Richmond, VA 23220
(804)864-7781

From: Fulcher, Valerie (DEQ)
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2016 2:22 PM

To: dgif-ESS Projects (DGIF)^ Rhur, Robbie (DCR); odwreview (VDH); Dacey, Katy (DEQ); Narasimhan, Kotur (DEQ);
Gavan, Larry (DEQ); Moore, Daniel (DEQ); Sepety, Holly (DEQ); Robinson, Cindy (DEQ);'Kirchen, Roger (DHR);



Molly Joseph Ward
Secretan- of'Natural Resources

Clyde E. Cristman
Director

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND RECREATION

Rochelle Altholz
Deputy Director of

Administration and Finance

David C. Dowling
Deputy Director of

Soil and Water Conservation

and Dam Safety

Thomas L. Smith
Deputy' Director of Operations

MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 15, 2016

TO: Julia Wellman, DEQ

FROM: Roberts Rhur, Environmental Impact Review Coordinator

SUBJECT: DEQ 16-224F, Addendum 1 Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System

Division of Natural Heritage

The Department of Conservation and Recreation's Division of Natural Heritage (DCR) has searched its
Biotics Data System for occurrences of natural heritage resources from the area outlined on the submitted
map. Natural heritage resources are defined as the habitat of rare, threatened, or endangered plant and
animal species, unique or exemplary natural communities, and significant geologic formations.

According to the information currently in our files, the Wallops Island Seeps Conservation Site is located
adjacent to the project site. Conservation sites are tools for representing key areas of the landscape that
warrant further review for possible conservation action because of the natural heritage resources and
habitat they support. Conservation sites are polygons built around one or more rare plant, animal, or
natural community designed to include the element and, where possible, its associated habitat, and buffer
or other adjacent land thought necessary for the element's conservation. Conservation sites are given a
biodiversity significance ranking based on the rarity, quality, and number of element occurrences they
contain; on a scale of 1-5, 1 being most significant. Wallops Island Seeps Conservation Site has been given a
biodiversity significance ranking of B2, which represents a site of very high significance. The natural
heritage resource of concern at this site is:

Coastal Plain / Outer Piedmont Seepage Bog G1/S1/NL/NL

The Coastal Plain / Outer Piedmont Seepage Bog is currently known from the inner Coastal Plain from
central and southern Maryland to southeastern Virginia. [NatureServe, 2011)The saturated shrub and
herbaceous vegetation of this group occupies oligotrophic spring-heads, seepage slopes, and less frequently
small, headwater stream bottoms. Sites are scattered throughout the Coastal Plain (except the maritime
zone) and outer Piedmont, typically on lower or toe slopes, where groundwater is forced to the surface by
impermeable clay layers. Surficial soils are usually peaty or sandy, very acidic, infertile, and covered by
dense mats of Sphagnum mosses. Natural examples of these communities have nearly been extirpated by
decades of fire exclusion, hydrologic alterations [ditching, draining, and impoundments), or "outright
destruction. The elimination of fire as an ecological process has allowed many former bogs to become
overgrown with shrubs and trees. [Fleming, et al., 2012)The most "natural" occurrences of this vegetation
are now restricted to military base impact areas and dedicated natural areas that are burned frequently
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Compositionally identical vegetation is more common where artificially maintained powerline rights-of-
way intersect small streams and swales. (NatureServe, 2011) The vegetation ofseepage bogs is usually a
mosaic of scattered trees, shrub patches, and graminoid-dominated herbaceous patches. A large number of
state-rare plants and several state-rare odonates Cdragonflies and damselflies) are associated with seepage
bogs. [Fleming, etal., 2012)

The Wattsville Branch Stream Conservation Unit (SCU) is downstream from the project site. SCUs identify
stream reaches that contain aquatic natural heritage resources, including 2 miles upstream and 1 mile
downstream of documented occurrences, and all tributaries within this reach. SCUs are also given a
biodiversity significance ranking based on the rarity, quality, and number of element occurrences they
contain. The Wattsville Branch SCU has been given a biodiversity ranking of B3, which represents a site of
high significance. The natural heritage resource associated with this site is:

Aquatic Natural Community (OC-Chincoteague Second Order Stream) G2/S2/NL/NL

The documented Aquatic Natural Community based on Virginia Commonwealth University's INSTAR
interactive Stream Assessment Resource) database which includes over 2,000 aquatic [stream and river)
collections statewide for fish and macroinvertebrate. These data represent fish and macroinvertebrate
assemblages, instream habitat, and stream health assessments. The associated Aquatic Natural Community
is significant on multiple levels. First, this stream is a grade B, per the VCU-Center for Environmental
Sciences (CES), indicating its relative regional significance, considering its aquatic community composition
and the present-day conditions of other streams in the region. This stream reach also holds a "Healthy"
stream designation per the INSTAR Virtual Stream Assessment (VSSJ score. This score assesses the
similarity of this stream to ideal stream conditions of biology and habitat for this region. Lastly, this stream
contributes to high Biological Integrity at the watershed level C6th order) based on number of native/non-
native, pollution-tolerant/intolerant and rare, threatened or endangered fish and macroinvertebrate
species present.

Furthermore the Northern pitcher-plant (Sarracenia purpurea, G5/S2/NL/NL) has been historically
documented downstream of the project site. The Northern pitcher plant, a state rare perennial, inhabits
bogs, pinelands and such disturbed areas as powerline rights-of-way (TNC, 1996J. This species blooms
from April to July (Weakley, in prep. ). In Virginia, purple pitcher-plants are currently known from 16
occurrences in the coastal plain region.

Threats to the significant Aquatic Natural Community and the surrounding watershed include water quality
degradation related to point and non-point pollution, water withdrawal and introduction of non-native
species. To minimize adverse impacts to the aquatic ecosystem as a result of the proposed activities, DCR
recommends the implementation of and strict adherence to applicable state and local erosion and sediment
control/storm water management laws and regulations, establishment/enhancement of riparian buffers
with native plant species and maintaining natural stream flow.

DCR supports the development and implementation of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention (SPP) plan and
the use of low impact development for this project.

There are no State Natural Area Preserves under DCR's jurisdiction in the project vicinity.

Under a Memorandum of Agreement established between the Virginia Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services (VDACS) and the DCR, DCR represents VDACS in comments regarding potential impacts
on state-listed threatened and endangered plant and insect species. The current activity will not affect any
documented state-listed plants or insects.



New and updated information is continually added to Biotics. Please re-submit project information and
map for an update on this natural heritage information if the scope of the project changes and/or six
months has passed before it is utilized.

The Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (VDGIF) maintains a database of wildlife locations,
including threatened and endangered species, trout streams, and anadromous fish waters that may contain
information not documented in this letter. Their database may be accessed from http://vafwis. org/fwis/ or
contact Ernie Aschenbach at 804-367-2733 or Ernie.AschenbachOdpif. virmnia. gov.

The remaining DCR divisions have no comments regarding the scope of this project. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
DIVISION OF AIR PROGRAM COORDINATION

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW COMMENTS APPLICABLE TO AIR QUALIPT

TO: Julia H. Wellman DEQ - OEIA PROJECT NUMBER: DEQ #16-224F

PROJECT TYPE: D STATE EA/EIR X FEDERAL EA / EIS D SCC

D CONSISTENCY DETERMINATION

PROJECT TITLE: Addendum #1 Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System

PROJECT SPONSOR: Department of the Navy

PROJECT LOCATION: X OZONE ATTAINMENT AREA

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTSMAY BE APPLICABLE TO: X CONSTRUCTION
D OPERATION

STATE
1. D
2. 5
3. X
4. X
5.
6. D

8. D
9. D

10.

11. D

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD REGULATIONS THAT MAY APPLY:
9 VAC 5-40-5200 C & 9 VAC 5-40-5220 E - STAGE I
9 VAC 5-45-760 et seq. - Asphalt Paving operations
9 VAC 5-130 et seq. - Open Burning
9 VAC 5-50-60 et seq. Fugitive Dust Emissions
9 VAC 5-50-130 et seq. - Odorous Emissions; Applicable to.
9 VAC 5-60-300 et seq. - Standards of Performance for Toxic Pollutants
9 VAC 5-50-400 Subpart_, Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources,
designates standards of performance for the_

9 VAC 5-80-1100 et seq. of the regulations - Permits for Stationary Sources
9 VAC 5-80-1605 et seq. Of the regulations - Major or Modified Sources located in
PSD areas. This rule may be applicable to the
9 VAC 5-80-2000 et seq. of the regulations - New and modified sources located in
non-attainment areas

9 VAC 5-80-800 et seq. Of the regulations - State Operating Permits. This rule may be
applicable to

COMMENTS SPECIFIC TO THE PROJECT

(Kotur S. Narasimhan)
Office of Air Data Analysis DATE: November 7, 2016



VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

COPIES:

SUBJECT:

Julia Wellman, DEQ/EIR Environmental Program Planner

Katy Dacey, Division of Land Protection & Revitalization Review Coordinator

November 22, 2016

Sanjay Thirunagari, Division of Land Protection & Revitalization Review Manager; file

Environmental Impact Review: EIR Project No 16-224F Addendum #1 Home Basing of
MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System, NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Accomack
County, VA

The Division of Land Protection & Revitalization (DLPR) has completed its review of the November 15,
2016 EIR Addendum #1 for Home Basing ofMQ-4C Triton Umnanned Aircraft System located at the
NASA Wallops Flight Facility at approximately Chincoteague and Atlantic Roads in Wallops Island, VA
23337 - ' " ' " ---. ---.. --,----,

Project Scope: construction of unaccompanied housing

Some solid and hazardous waste issues were addressed in the submittal. The submittal did not indicate
that a search of Federal or State environmental databases was conducted. DLPR staff conducted a search
(500 foot radius) of solid and hazardous waste databases (including petroleum releases) to identify waste
sites in close proximity to the project area. DLPR search did not identify any waste sites in close
proximity which might impact the project. Additionally, the facility itself was found to have two waste
sites of possible concern when the zip code (23337) of the project area was searched. The DEQ DLPR
staff has reviewed the submittal and offers the following comments concerning possible waste issues
associated with this proposed project:

Hazardous Waste/RCRA Facilities - none in close proximity to the project area

CERCLA Sites - two located on the site

VA800010763, NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Route 175, Wallops Island, VA 23337, Not on
NPL. ' ° -'--'"--"-'

VAN000306905, Naval Aviation Ordnance Test Station, Route 175, Wallops Island, VA 23337,
Not on NPL.



The above information related to hazardous wastes/RCRA/CERCLIS sites can be accessed from
EPA's websites at https://www3.epa.eov/enviro/,
https://rcramfoureprod. epa. eov/rCTainfoweb/action/main-menu/view and
https ://www. eoa. eov/superfimd

Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS) - none

Solid Waste - none

Virsinia Remediation Prosram (VRP) - none

Petroleum Releases none in close proximity to project area

PROJECT SPECIFIC COMMENTS

None

GENERAL COMMENTS

Soil, Sediment. Groundwater. and Waste Manaeement

Any soil, sediment or groundwater that is suspected of contamination or wastes that are generated must be
tested and disposed ofm accordance with applicable Federal, State, and local laws and regulations. Some
of the applicable state laws and regulations are: Virginia Waste Management Act, Code of Virginia
Section 10. 1-1400 et seq. ; Virginia Hazardous Waste Management Regulations CVHWMR) (9VAC 20-
60); Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations (VSWMR) (9VAC 20-81); Virginia Regulations for
the Transportation of Hazardous Materials (9VAC 20-110). Some of the applicable Federal "laws and
regulations are: the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U. S.C. Section 6901 et seq.,
and the applicable regulations contained in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations; and the U. S. '
Department of Transportation Rules for Transportation of Hazardous Materials, 49 CFR Part 107.

Pollution Prevention - Reuse - Recycling

Please note that DEQ encourages all construction projects and facilities to implement pollution prevention
principles, including the reduction, reuse, and recycling of all solid wastes generated. All generation of
hazardous wastes should be minimized and handled appropriately.

If you have any questions or need further information, please contact Katy Dacey at (804) 698-4274.



Molly Joseph Ward
Secretary of Natural Resources

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Street address: 629 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, Virginia 23218

Fax: 804-698-4019 - TDD (804) 698-4021
www.deq.vtrgima.gov

MEMORANDUM

David K. Paylor
Director

(804) 698-4020
1-800-592-5482

TO: Daniel Moore

FROM: Shawn Smith, Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance

DATE: November 29, 2016

SUBJECT: DEQ 16-224F- Addendum #1 for Home Basing ofMQ-4C Triton Unmanned
Aircraft System, NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Accomack County

The proposed activity relates to the Home Basing ofMQ-4C Triton Unmamied Aircraft System,
NASA Wallops Flight Facility in Accomack County. The proposed project would require some
redevelopment of existing impervious surfaces and the development of new facilities on other
areas, both currently in turf and some in forest. This Addendum #\, relates to the construction of
a 116 bed, 59-room residential structure for MQ-4C personnel. The site for this Addendum is
similar to other sites in that it is likely that all activities would occur on lands analogous to
Resource Management Areas. The documentation for this project indicates that the site is not
required to be designated as CBPAs as it is a federal facility, but that the project would adhere to
Bay Act requirements to the extent practicable. A review of the location map indicated that
project sites would likely occur on land analogous to Resource Management Areas. This project
should address erosion and sediment control and stormwater management requirements. As long
as these criteria are addressed, this project would be consistent with the Bay Act.



DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
TIDEWATER REGIONAL OFFICE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW COMMENTS

December 27, 2016

PROJECT NUMBER: 16-224F

PROJECT TITLE: Addendum #1 Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned
Aircraft System

As Requested, TRO staff has reviewed the supplied information and has the following
comments:

Petroleum Storage Tank Cleanups:
DEQ records indicate that there are closed pollution compliant cases associated
with this property. The cases have been closed based on limited risk to the
environment. Any future site activities involving excavation or dishirbance of
formerly petroleum contaminated soils and or groundwater should be reported to
the DEQ Tidewater Regional Office (TRO). Contact Mr. Tom Madigan (757) 518-
2115 or Lynne Smith at (757) 518-2055.

Petroleum Storage Tank Compliance/Inspections:
The removal, relocation or closure of any regulated petroleum storage tanks -
aboveground storage tank (AST); underground storage tank (UST) must be
conducted in accordance with the requirements of the Virginia Tank Regulations 9
VAC 25-91-10 et seq (AST) and / or 9 VAC 25-580-10 et seq (UST). Documentation
and / or questions should be submitted to Steve Pollock - DEQ Tidewater Regional
Office - 5636 Southern Blvd., Virginia Beach, VA 23462. Phone (757) 518-2014^"
Installation and operation of any regulated petroleum storage tank(s) either AST or
UST must also be conducted in accordance with the Virginia Regulations 9 VAC 25-
91-10 et seq and / or 9 VAC 25-580-10 et seq. Please contact Steve Pollock (757) 518-
2014 for additional details.

Virginia Water Protection Permit Program (VWPP):
As described in the information provided/ the project will not impact surface
waters. As such, authorization from the VWP program will not be required for the
project. If the project scope changes or it is determined that surface water impacts
are required, provided that appropriate VWP authorization is obtained and
complied with, the project will be consistent with our program.

Air Permit Program:
The following air regulations may be applicable: Virginia Administrative Code 9
VAC 5-50-60 et seq. which addresses the abatement of visible emissions and fugitive
dust emissions/ and Virginia Administrative Code 9 VAC 5-130-10 et seq. which
addresses open burning. For additional information, contact Wayne Franklin/ DEQ-
TRO at (757) 518-2155.

1 of 2



DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
TIDEWATER REGIONAL OFFICE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW COMMENTS

December 27, 2016

PROJECT NUMBER: 16-224F

PROJECT TITLE:
Aircraft System

Addendum #1 Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned

Water Permit Program:
No comments concerning housing. The comments found in the September 2016
review are still valid. If you have additional questions, please contact Deanna
Austin/ DEQ-TRO at 757-518-2008.

Waste Permit Program:
All construction, demolition and debris waste including excess soil must be
characterized in accordance with the Virginia Hazardous Waste Management
Regulations prior to management at an appropriate facility. For additional
information, contact Sean Priest, DEQ-TRO at (757) 518-2141 or
jonathan. priest@deq. virginia. gov.

Storm Water Program:
Stormwater and erosion & sediment control plans will need to be submitted to DEQ
for review and approval.

The staff from the Tidewater Regional Office thanks you for the opportunity to provide
comments.

Sincerely,

C'-^iT^L^
Cindy Robinson
Environmental Specialist II
5636 Southern Blvd.
VA Beach, VA 23462
(757)518-2167
Cindy. Robinson@deq. Virginia, gov
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
TIDEWATER REGIONAL OFFICE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW COMMENTS

September 23, 2016

PROJECT NUMBER: 16-181F

PROJECT TITLE: Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System
NASA Wallops Flight Facility

As Requested/ TRO staff has reviewed the supplied information and has the following
comments:

Petroleum Storage Tank Cleanups:
DEQ records indicate that there is are several closed pollution compliant cases
associated with the facility. The cases have been closed based on completed
cleanups and or limited risk to the environment. Any future site activities involving
excavation or disturbance of formerly petroleum contaminated soils and or
groundwater should be reported to the DEQ Tidewater Regional Office (TRO).
Contact Mr. Tom Madigan (757) 518-2115 or Ms. Lynne Smith at (757) 518-2055.

Petroleum Storage Tank Compliance/Inspections:
Installation and operation of any regulated petroleum storage tank(s) either AST or
UST must also be conducted in accordance with the Virginia Regulations 9 VAC 25-
91-10 et seq and / or 9 VAC 25-580-10 et seq. Please contact Steve Pollock (757) 518-
2014 for additional details. The installation and use of an AST (>660 gallons) for
temporary fuel storage (>120 days) during the project must follow the requirements
in 9 VAC 25-91-10 et. seq. Please contact Steve Pollock of the DEQ Tidewater
Regional Office (757) 518-2014 for additional details.

Virginia Water Protection Permit Program (VWPP):
According to your submittal/ your project will not impact wetland or subaqueous
bottom. Provided that surface waters are not impacted by your project, this project
will not require a VWP permit.

Air Permit Program:
There were no air permitting issues identified in the information provided. If any
fuel burning or air polluting support equipment will be part of the project it will be
subject to air permitting.

1 of 2



DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
TIDEWATER REGIONAL OFFICE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW COMMENTS

September 23, 2016

PROJECT NUMBER: 16-181F

PROJECT TITLE: Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System -
NASA Wallops Flight Facility

Water Permit Program:
NASA Wallops has a VPDES permit (VA0024457) for discharges associated with
their facility. The permit may need to be modified to include the addition of the
Navy activity. This could include additional stormwater outfalls addressed in the
permit as well as the potential for deicing language depending upon the use of
deicing fluids. Please contact Deanna Austin of the DEQ Tidewater Regional Office
757-518-2008 for additional information if needed.

Waste Permit Program:
No comment at this time. Contact Sean Priest at 757-518-2141 or

jonathan. priest@deq. virginia. gov if you require additional information.

Storm Water Program:
No Comments

The staff from the Tidewater Regional Office thanks you for the opportunity to provide
comments.

Sincerely,

(L^^U-5^

Cindy Robinson
Environmental Specialist II
5636 Southern Blvd.
VA Beach, VA 23462
(757)518-2167
Cindy.Robinson@deq.virginia.gov

2 of 2



COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Marine Resources Commission

2600 Washington Avenue
Third Floor

Newport News, Virginia 23607

November 28, 2016

Ms. Julia H. Wellman
c/o Department of Environmental Quality
Office of the Environmental Impact Review
629 East Main Street, Sixth Floor
Richmond, Virginia 23219

Re: ##16-224F (Addendum #1 Home
Basing ofMQ-4C Triton) "See #16-181 F"

Dear Ms. Wellman:

You have inquired regarding a proposed housing site for the Home Basing ofMQ-4C
Triton Unmanned Aircraft System at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility. The complex would be
located in the southwest comer of the Main Base.

The Marine Resources Commission requires a permit for any activities that encroach
upon or over, or take use of materials from the beds of the bays, ocean, rivers and streams, or
creeks which are the property of the Commonwealth.

Based upon my review of the documentation, it appears that your project will not be in
the Commission's jurisdiction, therefore, no authorization would be required from the Marine
Resources Commission.

If I may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at (757) 414-0710

Sincerely,

-^^ -
George H. Badger, III
Environmental Engineer

An Agency of the Natural Resources Secretariat
www.mrc.virsima. eov

Telephone (757) 247-2200 (757) 247-2292 V/TDD Information and Emergency Hotline 1-800-541-4646 V/TDD



RECEIVED
DEC 0 2 2016

tffiQi^Rce of Environmental
Impact Review

COMMONWEALTH of VIRQWIA
Randall P Burdette
Du-ector Department of Aviation

5702 Gulfstream Road
Richmond, Virginia 23250-2422

VH-DD . (804) 236-3624
FAX . (804) 236-3635

November 28, 2016

Ms. Julia Wellman

Department of Environmental Quality
Office of Environmental Impact Review
629 East Main Street, 6th Floor
Richmond, Virginia 23219

Re: Addendum #1 Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton at Wallops Flight Facility
Consistency Determination, Project Number 16-224F

Dear Ms. Wellman:

Thank you for requesting our comments regarding Addendum #1 to Federal Consistency
Determination for the Home Basing f MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft Systems at Wallops Flight
Facility, Project Number 16-224F.

The Virginia Department of Aviation has reviewed the document as provided. The Department
does not anticipate any negative impacts associated with the proposed action.

The Department appreciates the consideration you have given to us by requesting our
comments on this project. Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or
require further assistance regarding the Department's review of this project.

Sincerely,

Cy
R. N. (Rusty) Harrington
Manager, Planning and Environmental Section
Airport Services Division

tbm/

100 DOAVAS 20161128 Navy MQ-4C riton UH Consistency Determination 16-224F. doc





























Molly Joseph Ward
Secietaiy of Natural Resources

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Street address: 629 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219

Mailing address: P. O. Box 1105, Richmond, Virginia 23218
Fax: 804-698-4019 - TDD (804) 698^021

www.deq.virginia.gov

September 29, 2016

David K. Paylor
Director

(801)698-4020
1-800-592-5482

Navy MQ-4C Triton UAS Home Basing Project Manager
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic DivisFon
Attn:CodeEV2UB
6506 Hampton Boulevard
Norfolk, Virginia 23508

RE: ^L?: DePartmentof the Navy Environmental Assessment and Federal Consistency
Determination: MQ-4C UAS East Coast Home Basing (5090/EV21/08/RE488;
DEQ16-181F).

Dear Project Manager:

The Commonwealth of Virginia has completed its review of the draft Environmental
Assessment (EA) and a federal consistency determination (FCD) for the above-
referenced project. The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) is responsible for
coordinating Virginia's review of federal environmental documents prepared pursuant'to
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and responding to appropriate federal'
officials on^behalf of the Commonwealth. DEQ is also responsible for coordinating state
reviews of FCDs submitted under the Coastal Zone Management Act. The following
agencies participated in this review:

Department of Environmental Quality
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries
Department of Conservation and Recreation
Department of Health
Marine Resources Commission
Department of Transportation
Department of Aviation

The Department of Historic Resources, Accomack-Northampton Planning District
Commission and Accomack County also were invited to comment on the project.



Navy Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft
DEQ 16-181 F
Page 2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The U. S. Department of the Navy is evaluating proposed locations on the East Coast of
the United States for the MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS). The draft EA
,
a.<?d?s^,est,hT NOACtion Alternative, Alternative 1 (basing the UAS program in Key
West, Florida), Alternative 2 (basing the UAS program inMayport, Florida) and
Alternative 3_(basing the UAS program in Accomack County, Virginia). Alternative 3 is
the focus of DEQ's coordinated review of the EA and FCD. The proposed location for
Alternative 3, as described in the EA, would establish an East Coast home base for the
Triton UAS at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility. Under this alternative, all associated
infrastructure, equipment, and supporting personnel necessary for a fully operational
T,?Sn UAS ,h5>m?. base would be devel°Ped including: airfield elements, hangar space,
UAS control facility, power check pad, wash rack, battery storage, and other"
supply/storage facilities. Development of the proposed home base under Alternative 3
would involve a mix of new construction, use of existing infrastructure and services, and
changes to installation land use. The FCD submitted to'DEQ only addressed the
Wallops Flight Facility site The project would include the construction of a hangar,
maintenance shops, and storage and administration building fora total of 150, 000
square feet of new facilities. Approximately five acres of paved areas would include
SPace for an aircraft parking apron vehicle parking and access roads. According to the
FCD, the projectjs consistent with the enforceable policies of the Virginia Coastal Zone
Management (CZM) Program to the maximum extent practicable.

FEDERAL CONSISTENCY PURSUANT TO THE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT
ACT

Pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended, activities both
within and outside of the Commonwealth's designated coastal zone with reasonably
foreseeable effects on any coastal uses or resources resulting from a Federal agency
activity (15 CFR Part 930, Subpart C) or Federal license or permit activity (15 CFR Part

930 Subpart D) must be consistent with Virginia's Coastal Zone Management (CZM)
Program. The Virginia CZM Program consists of a network of programs administered by
several agencies DEQ coordinates the review of FCDs and federal consistency
certifications (FCCs) with agencies administering the enforceable policies oftheVirginic
CZM Program.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

In accordance with 15 CFR §930. 2, a public notice of this proposed action was
published in OEJR's Program Newsletter and on the DEQ website from August 25, 2016
to September 16, 2016. No public comments were received in response to the notice.



Navy Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft
DEQ 16-181 F
Page3

FEDERAL CONSISTENCY CONCURRENCE

he FCD that states that the Pr°Ject is consistent to the maximum extent practicable
with the enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM Program. The reviewing'agencies that
are responsible for the administration of the enforceable policies generally agree with
the FCD. Based on the review of the FCD and the comments submitted by agencies
administering the enforceable policies of the Virginia CZM Program, DEQ'concurs that
the proposed project is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the Virginia
CZM Program provided all applicable permits and approvals are obtained as described.
However, other state approvals which may apply to this project are not included in this
concurrence. Therefore, the responsible agent must also ensure that this project is
constructed and operated in accordance with all applicable federal, state and local laws
and regulations.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION

1. Wetlands Management and Water Quality. The FCD (page 6) states that no
wetlands would be impacted by the implementation of the project at Wallops Flight
Facility. Indirect impacts on wetlands, in the form of water quality impacts resulting from
increased stormwater runoff or sedimentation, could occur but would be minimized.

(a) Agency Jurisdiction.

1(a)(i) DEQ. The State Water Control Board promulgates Virginia's water regulations,
covering a variety of permits to include Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Permit, Virginia Pollution Abatement Permit, Surface and Groundwater Withdrawal
Permit, and the Virginia Water Protection (VWP) Permit. The VWP Permit is a state
permit which governs wetlands, surface water, and surface water
withdrawals/impoundments. It also serves as § 401 certification of the federal Clean
Water Act § 404 permits for dredge and fill activities in waters of the U. S. The VWP
Program is under the Office of Wetlands and Stream Protection (OWSP).

1(a)(ii) Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC). Tidal wetlands are regulated
by VMRC under the authority of Virginia Code §28. 2-1301 through §28. 2-1320.

1(b) Agency Findings.

1(b)(i) DEQ Findings. According to the submitted document, Alternative 3 will not
impact wetlands. Provided that surface waters are not impacted, the DEQ Tidewater
Regional Office states that this project will not require a VWP permit.
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DEQ 16-181 F
Page 4

1ib^"?VMRC Findings: Based. uPon a review of the documentation, it appears that the
project will not be in the jurisdiction of the VMRC. Therefore, no authorization would'be'
required from the VMRC.

1(c) Conclusion. As proposed, the project would be consistent with the wetlands
management enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM Program.

2. Subaqueous Lands Management. The FCD (page 6) states that the implementation
of the project at Wallops Flight Facility would not affect subaqueouslands.

?-^Ag®ncy Jurisdiction- The Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC)
regulates encroachments in, on or over state-owned subaqueous beds as well as tidal
?T^ds. -p.urs^ant.. t(? vir?inia code §28. 2-1200 through 1400. For nontidal waterways,
VMRC states that it has been the policy of the Habitat Management Division to'exert'
jurisdiction only over the beds_of perennial streams where the upstream drainage area
is 5 square miles or greater. The beds of such waterways are considered public below
the ordinary high water line.

2(b) Agency Finding. Based upon a review of the documentation, it appears that the
project will not be in the jurisdiction of the VMRC. Therefore, no authorization would be
required from the VMRC.

?JC?, conclusion"As Pr°Posed' the project would be consistent with the subaqueous
lands management enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM Program.

31Air_poll"tio" contr01- The FCD (Pa9e_10) states fhat the emissions generated by
implementation of the project at Wallops Flight Facility would not violate'federalOr
Virginia air quality standards.

3(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The DEQ Air Division, on behalf of the State Air Pollution
Control Board, is responsible for developing regulations that implement Virginia's Air
?Jlutio-n, 90ntroJ. (-aw.(v"'^inia code §10. 1-1300 et seq. ). DEQ'is charged with carrying
out mandates of the state law and related regulations as well as Virginia's federal
obligations under the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990. The objective is" to'protect and
enhance public health and quality of life through control and mitigation of air pollution.'
T?e-.d^=i?o.n_?nsures>, the safety and clualityofair in Virginia by monitoring and analyzing
air quality data, regulating sources of air pollution, and working with locaL state and
?_deral_a^en^ie^to plan andimPlement strategies to protect Virginia's air quality. The
???_r(if)ri. ate DE? re9ional office is directly responsible for the issuance of necessary
permits to construct and operate all stationary sources in the region as well as
monitoring emissions from these sources for compliance. As a part of this mandate,
environmental impact reviews (EIRs) of projects to be undertaken in the state are also
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reviewed. In the case of certain projects, additional evaluation and demonstration must
be made under the general conformity provisions of state and federal law.

The Air Division regulates emissions of air pollutants from industries and facilities and
implements programs designed to ensure that Virginia meets national air quality
standards. The most common regulations associated with projects are:

. Open burning:

. Fugitive dust control:

. Permits for fuel-burning equipment:

9VAC5-130etseq.
9VAC5-50-60 et seq.
9VAC5-80-1100etseq.

3(b) Ozone Attainment Area. According to the DEQ Air Division, the project site is
located in an ozone attainment area.

3(c) Requirements.

3(c)(i) Fugitive Dust. During land-disturbing activities, fugitive dust must be kept to a
minimum by using control methods outlined in 9VAC5-50-60 et seq. of the Regulations
for the Control and Abatement of Air Pollution. These precautions include, but are not
limited to, the following:

. Use, where possible, water or suitable chemicals for dust control during the
proposed demolition and construction operations and from material stockpiles;

. Install and use of hoods, fans and fabric filters to enclose and vent the handling
of dusty materials;

. Cover open equipment for conveying materials; and

. Promptly remove spilled or tracked dirt or other materials from paved streets and
dried sediments resulting from soil erosion.

3(c)(ii) Open Burning. If project activities include the burning of vegetative debris or
use of special incineration devices in the disposal of land clearing debris, this activity
must meet the requirements under 9VAC5-130 et seq. of the regulations for open
burning and it may require a permit. The regulations provide for, but do not require, the
local adoption of a model ordinance concerning open burning. Contact officials with the
appropriate locality to determine what local requirements, if any, exist.

3(d) Agency Finding. The DEQ TRO states that if any fuel-burning or air-polluting
support equipment will be part of the project, it will be subject to air" permitting.

3.̂ e)-A?ency Recomm®"dation. Contact DEQ TRO if any fuel-burning and air-polluting
support equipment will be part of the project to ensure compliance with any permittir
requirements.
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3(f) Conclusion. Provided the project complies with applicable requirements, it would
be consistent with the air pollution control enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM
Program.

4. Coastal Lands Management. The FCD (page 11) states that NASA Wallops Flight
Facilityisjipecifically excluded from Accomack County's Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Area (CBPA) overlay area. Therefore, the project would have no effect on CBPA land"
use, water use or natural resources.

4(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The DEQ Office of Local Government Programs (OLGP)
administers the coastal lands management enforceable policy through the Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Act (Bay Act) (Virginia Code §62. 1-44. 15 et'seq. ) and Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Area Designation and Management Regulations (Reaulatk
25-830-1 Oetseq. ).

4(b)^Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act. In Accomack County, the areas protected by
the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, as locally implemented^ require con'formance
with performance criteria. These areas include Intensely Developed Areas (IDAs),
Resource Protection Areas (RPAs) and Resource Management Areas (RMAs) as
designated by the local government. RPAs include tidal wetlands, certain non-tidal
wetlands and tidal shores. RPAs also include a 100-foot vegetated buffer area located
adjacent to and landward of these features and along both sides of any water body with
perennial flow. RMAs, which require less stringent performance criteria, include those
areas of the County not included in the RPAs.

4(c) Agency Findings. DEQ OLGP states that if the Wallops Flight Facility is chosen
for t^le. T^iton U.AS East coast Home Basin9 (Alternative 3), the proposed project would
result in land disturbance on lands analogous to RMA lands. Approximately five acres of
impervious surfaces would be added to the Wallops Flight Facility in an area that is
already highly developed with extensive impervious cover and maintained lawn areas.

4(d) Requirements. Under the Federal Consistency Regulations of the Coastal Zone
Management Act of 1972, federal actions in Virginia must be conducted in a manner
"consistent to the^maximum extent practicable" with the enforceable policies of the
Virginia Coastal Zone Management Program. The Coastal Lands Management
enforceable policy is administered through the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act and
Regulations.

Federal actions on installations located within Tidewater Virginia are required to be
consistent with the performance criteria of the Regulations on lands analogous to locally
designated RPAs and RMAs, as provided in §9VAC25-830-130 and 140 of the
Regulations. The performance criteria include the requirement to minimize land
disturbance (including access and staging areas), retain existing vegetation and
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minimizejmpervious cover as well as including compliance with the requirements of the
Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook, and stormwater management"criteria
consistent with water quality protection provisions of the Virginia Stormwater
Management Regulations For land disturbance over 2, 500 iquare feet, the project
must comply with the requirements of the Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control
Handbook.

4(e) Conclusion. Provided the project is consistent with the above-referenced
requirements, the proposed activity would be consistent with the coastal lands
management enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM Program.

5. Nonpoint Pollution Control. According to the FCD (page 8), approximately five
acres of imperyious surfaces would be created as a result of constructing the new
facilitiesclt wall°PS Fliclht Facility. The FCD also states that the Navy, in'cooperation
with NASA, would implement appropriate best management practices to reduce soil
erosion and runoff and minimize pollution of stormwater.

5(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The DEQ Office ofStormwater Management (OSM)
administers the following laws and regulations governing construction activities:

. Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law (§ 62. 1-44. 15:51 et seq. ) and
Regulations (VESCL&R) (9VAC25-840);

. Virginia Stormwater Management Act (VSMA) (§ 62. 1-44. 15:24 et seq. );

. Virginia Stormwater Management Program (VSMP) regulation (9VAC25-870);
and

. 2014 General Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) Permit
for Discharges of Stormwater from Construction Activities (9VAC25-880)

In addition, DEQ is responsible for the VSMP General Permit for Stormwater
Discharges from Construction Activities related to Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4s) and construction activities for the control of stormwater discharges
from MS4s and land disturbing activities under the Virginia
Program (9VAC25-890-40).

5(b) Requirements.

5(b)(i) Erosion and Sediment Control and Stormwater Management Plans. The
applicant and its authorized agents conducting regulated land-disturbing activities on
Private and public lands in the state must comply with VESCL&R and VSMA, including
coverage under the general permit for stormwater discharge from construction activities,
and other applicable federal nonpoint source pollution mandates (e. g. Clean Water Act-
Section 313). Clearing and grading activities, installation of staging areas, parking lots',
roads, buildings, utilities, borrow areas, soil stockpiles, and related land-disturbing
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activities that result in the total land disturbance of equal to or greater than 10, 000
square feet or 2, 500 square feet on lands analogous to Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Areas would be regulated by VESCL&R. Accordingly, the applicant must prepa'reand '
implement an erosion^and_sediment control (ESC)'plan to ensure complianc'ewithsiate
law and regulations. The ESC plan is submitted to the DEQ regional office that serves"
the area where the project is located for review for compliance. The applicant is
ultimately responsible for achieving project compliance through oversight of on-site
contractors, regular field inspection, prompt action against non-compliant sites, and
other mechanisms consistent with agency policy (Reference: VESC'L 62. 1-44^5 ef
seq. ).

5^"^G®neral p®rmit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities
^F?J_°?'-The, OPerator or ownei" of a construction project involving land-disturbing
activities^equal to (^greater thani one acre is required to register for coverage under the
?-T?-e-?LperTit f?r Dischar9esof Stormwater from Construction Activities a?id deveiop'a
project-specific stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP). The SWPPP must" be
prepared prior to submission_of the registration statement for coverage under the"
general permltand the_SWPPP must address water quality and quantity in accordance
with the yS MP Permit Regulations. General information and registration forms for The'
General Permit are available on DEQ's website at http://www. deq. virginia. gov/
Programs/Water/StormwaterManagemenWSMPPermjts/ConstructionGeneral
permitaspx. (Reference: VSWML 62. 1-44. 15 et seq. ; VSMP Permit Regulations 9VAC
25-870-10 etseq. ).

5(c) Conclusion. Provided the project is consistent with the above-referenced
requirements, the project would be consistent with the nonpoint pollution control
enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM Program.

6. Solid and Hazardous Waste Management. The EA (page 8-35) states that
construction and demolition activities would require the use of certain hazardous
materials (eg. paints, welding gases, solvents, preservatives, sealants). It is
anticipated that the quantity of products containing hazardous materials used for
construction and demolition activities would be minimal and their use would be of short
dul'ationLACCOrdlng to the EA (page 8-36)' mairitenance of the Triton UAS would require
the use of certain hazardous materials. JP-5 fuel would be used and stored
???ve^rounc! a? wall°PS Fli9ht Facility Secondary containment is required'at facility for
lb-<iv^??, UJ1cl.stol"a^e tanksmore than 55 gallons^ In addition, the EA'(page-8-36)"states
thauhe^u^s- Army cor_ps of En9ineers submitted a draft Site Investigation Report in the
?Jl?L2?L5, OLVarioL^ Formerly used Defense Sites (FUDS) at NASA'Wallops'Fiight'
Facility Main Base. The Corps is currently in negotiations with NASA, the U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and DEQ on finalizing the site investigation. If
necessary, construction measures (e. g., vapor barrier) could be incorporated to protect
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human health from detected concentrations of tetrachloroethylene and trichloroethylene
in the upper aquifer groundwater below the proposed Alternative 3 site.

!?aLAg®."cy Jurisdiction. On behalf of the Virginia Waste Management Board, the
DEQ Division of Land Protection and Revitalization is responsible for carrying out the
ma"dates of the Virginia Waste Management Act (Virginia Code §10. 1-14'00'et seq. )', as
well as meeting Virginia's federal obligations under the Resource'Conservation and
?e.c/°^^c?. and the comPrehensive Environmental Response Compensation Liability
Act (CERCLA), commonly known as Superfund. The DEQ Division of Land Protection
and Revitalizatkin also administers those laws and regulations on behalf of the State
Water Control Board governing Petroleum Storage Tanks (Virginia Code §62. 1-44. 34:8
?. seq^'incl^d"?^ ^b^g-r?^ncf storage Tanks (9VAC25-91 et seq. ) and Underground
Storage Tanks (9VAC25-580 et seq. and 9VAC25-580-370 et seq. ), 'also knowrTas
Virginia Tank Regulations, and § 62. 1-44. 34:14 et seq. which covers oil spills.
Virginia:

. Virginia Waste Management Act, Virginia Code § 10. 1-1400 et seq.

. Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations, 9VAC20-81
o (9VAC20-81-620 applies to asbestos-containing materials)

. Virginia Hazardous Waste Management Regulations, 9VAC20-60
o (9VAC20-60-261 applies to lead-based paints)

Virginia Regulations for the Transportation of Hazardous Materials, 9VAC20-11 0.

Federal:

. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U. S. Code sections 6901
et seq.

. U. S. Department of Transportation Rules for Transportation of Hazardous
Materials, 49 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 107

. Applicable rules contained in Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations.

6(b) Database Search. DEQ's Division of Land Protection and Revitalization (DLPR)
staff conducted a cursory search (within a 500-foot radius of project site) of solid and
hazardous waste databases for waste sites in close proximity to the project site and did
ldentified two waste sites in close proximity which might impact the project. Additionally,
the facility has two waste sites of possible concern. The DEQ DLPR staff has reviewed
the submittal and offers the following comments concerning possible waste issues
associated with this proposed project:

CERCLA Sites:

. VA800010763, NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Route 175, Wallops
Island, VA 23337, Not on NPL.
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. VAN000306905, Naval Aviation Ordnance Test Station, Route 175,
Wallops Island, VA 23337, Not on NPL.

The hazardous wastes/RCRA/Cerlis site information can be accessed from
EPA's websites at https://www3. epa. gov/enviro/,
https://rcrainfopreprod. epa. gov/rcrainfoweb/action/main-menu/viewand
https://www. epa. gov/superfund.

Petroleum Releases:

p?#l9 910470' NASA wa"°PS Flight Facility, Route 175, Wallops Island,
VA 23337. Release Date: 09/24/1990. Status: Closed. ' ~ ""'' """""'

. PC#20155141, Former Navy A-7 Auxiliary Power Station, Route 175,
Wallops Island, VA 23337. Release Date:'01,12/2015. Status: Closed.

See the attached letter from DEQ DLPR for additional details.

6(c) Petroleum Storage Tank Cleanups. DEQ TRO states that there are several
closed pollution complaint cases associated with the facility. The cases'have been
closed based on completed cleanups and or limited risk to'the environment.'

6^dicERCLASi.te^TheDEQ office of Remediation Programs states that the proposed
??^?. Ba?,ingofMQ'4c Tritonunmanned Aircraft System at NASA'Walkips'FNgh't'
Facility will occupy an area that is under CERCLA investigation. Groundwater'
contamination has been detected as is presented in the referenced Site Investigation
Report. There is a potential for vapor intrusion to any buildings constructed over the
?!!i=T?;_However/measures maybe taken during construction of a new'buHdingto'
mitigate vapor intrusion impacts to human health. Such measures would neecTto~be
taken by the Navy should they select NASA Wallops Flight Facility as the home'base for

_Triton Unmanned Aircraft System. As the EA states, '"close coordination
wjth. NASA'EPA1. and the vir?inia DEQ" would be necessary to ensure exposure to the
groundwater contamination during construction and post construction does not
a risk to human health or the environment.

6(e) Requirements.

. Test and dispose of any soil that is suspected of contamination or wastes that
are_generatecl cluring construction-related activities in accordance with applicable
federal, state and local laws and regulations.

* Ih.e/ins,talla^n anduse of an AST (>660 gallons) for temporary fuel storage
(>120 days) during the project must follow'the requirements in 9VA-C25-9T-10 et
seq.

. All structures being demolished or removed should be checked for asbestos-
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containing materials (ACM) and lead-based paint (LBP) prior to demolition. If
ACM and LBP are found, in addition to the federal waste-related regulations
mentioned above, state regulations 9VAC20-81-640 forACM and 9VAC20-60-
261 for LBP must be followed.

. The removal relocation or closure of any regulated petroleum storage tanks -
aboveground storage tank (AST); underground storage tank (UST) must be
conducted in accordance with the requirements of the Virginia Tank Regulations
9 VAC 25-91-10 et seq. (AST)and/or 9 VAC 25-580-10 et seq. (UST).~

. Report any future site activities involving excavation or disturbance of former
Petroleum contaminated soils and or groundwater to DEQ TRO (Tom Madigan at
757-518-2115 or Lynne Smith at 757-518-2055).

6(f) Agency Recommendations.

. Continue to coordinate with DEQ as well as the appropriate federal agencies to
ensure exposure to the groundwater contamination during construction and post
construction does not present a risk to human health or the environment.

. Consider the nature and extent of the identified waste sites to determine their
impact to the proposed project.
DEQ encourages all projects to implement pollution prevention principles,
including:

o the reduction, reuse and recycling of all solid wastes generated; and
o the minimization and proper handling of generated hazardous wastes.

7. Natural Heritage Resources. The EA (page 3-19) states that approximately five
acres of maintained vegetation would be disturbed by Alternative 3.

7(a) Agency Jurisdiction.

7(a)(i) The Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation's (DCR) Division
of Natural Heritage (DNH): DNH's mission is conserving Virginia's biodiversity through
inventory protection and stewardship. The Virginia Natural Area Preserves Act (Virginia
Code §10. 1-209 through 217), authorized DCR to maintain a statewide database for
conservation planning and project review, protect land for the conservation of
biodiversity, and to protect and ecologically manage the natural heritage resources of
Virginia (the habitats of rare, threatened and endangered species, significant natural
communities, geologic sites, and other natural features).

7(a)(N) The Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (VDACS):
The Endangered Plant and Insect Species Act of 1979 (Virginia Code Chapter 39 §3'1-
1020 through 1030) authorizes VDACS to conserve, protect and manage endangered
and threatened species of plants and insects. Under a Memorandum of Agreement
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established between VDACS and the DCR, DCR represents VDACS in comments
regarding potential impacts on state-listed threatened and endangered plant and insect
species.

7(b) Agency Findings - Natural Heritage Resources. The Biotics Data System
documents the presence of natural heritage resources within two miles of the project
area. However, due to the scope of the activity and the distance to the resources, ~DCR
-!H.does notanticiPate that this project will adversely impact these natural heritage
resources. DCR supports the development of a Storm Water Pollution and Prevention
Plan and a Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasures Plan.

7(c)Agency Findings - Threatened and Endangered Plant and Insect Species.
DCR states that the current activity will not affect any documented state-listed plant and
insect species.

7(d) Agency Findings - Natural Area Preserves. There are no State Natural Area
Preserves under DCR's jurisdiction in the project vicinity.

7(e) Agency Recommendation. Contact DCR DNH to re-submit project information
andamaP for an update on this natural heritage information if the scope of the project
changes and/or six months has passed before'it is utilized.

8. Fisheries Management. The FCD (page 5) states that given the inland location, the
proposed project at Wallops Flight Facility would have no direct impacts on commercial
or recreational fisheries.

8(a) Agency Jurisdiction.

8(a)(i) yi rginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC) and Department of Game

and Inland Fisheries' (DGIF). The fisheries management enforceable policy is
administered by the VMRC (Virginia Code Section~28. 2-200 to 28.2-713) and the DGIF
(Virginia Code Section 29. 1-100 to 29. 1-570).

8{a)(ii) DePartm®nt °fH®alth- The VDH Division of Shellfish Sanitation (DSS) is
responsible for protecting the health of the consumers of molluscan shellfish and
crustacea by ensuring that shellfish growing waters are properly classified for
harvesting, and that molluscan shellfish and crustacea processing facilities meet
sanitation standards. The mission of this Division is to minimize the risk of disease from
mc>lluscan shellfish and crustacea products at the wholesale level by classifying
shellfish waters for safe commercial and recreational harvest; by im'plementing"a
statewide regulatory inspection program for commercial processors and shippers; and
by providing technical guidance and assistance to the shellfish and crustacea' industries
regarding technical and public health issues.
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8(b) Agency Findings. VDH, DGIF and VMRC did not indicate that fisheries resources
under their jurisdictions would be affected.

8(c) Conclusion. As proposed, the project consistent with the fisheries management
enforceable policy of the Virginia CZM Program.

9. Wildlife Resources. The EA (page 8-23) states that the implementation of
Alternative 3 would not affect protected species, bald eagles or migratory birds.

9(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries
(DGIF), as the Commonwealth's wildlife and freshwater fish management agency,
exercises enforcement and regulatory jurisdiction over wildlife ancTfreshwaterfish.
including state-or federally-listed endangered or threatened species, but excluding
listed insects (Virginia Code, Title 29. 1). DGIF is a consulting agency under the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U. S. Code §661 et seq. ) and provides
environmental analysis of projects or permit applications coordinated through DEQ and
several other state and federal agencies. DGIF determines likely impacts upon fish and
wildlife resources and habitat, and recommends appropriate measures to avoid, reduce
or compensate for those impacts. For more information, see the DGIF website at
www.dgif. virginia. gov.

9^ Ag®ncy Findin9s- DGIF documents a number of bald eagle nests from the proje
site at Wallops Flight Facility.

Upgrades to the facility needed to operate this program from Wallops' main base do not
appear to result in significant adverse impacts upon natural environments as the work
appears to be limited to already-developed areas. However launching, on average, five
unmanned aircraft per day from Wallops may increase disturbance to-resident wildlife,
including . bald eagles.

9(c) Agency Recommendations. DGIF has the following recommendations about
development activities:

. Ensure that this project is consistent with state and federal guidelines for
protection of bald eagles (http://www. dgif. virginia. gov/wp-
content/uploads/virginia-bald-eagle-guidelines-for-landowners. pdf)and
coordinate as indicated with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) regarding
possible impacts upon bald eagles or the need for a federal bald eagle take
permit.

. Coordinate with FWS and DGIF's Eastern Shore Biologist regarding ways to
minimize disturbance to resident wildlife during operation of the program,
including seasonal or time-of-day launch considerations.
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10;=.watersupply- The EA (page 8'.24) states that under Alternative 3, the proposed
activities would increase the demand for potable water but there is exis'tinq'caDacitvio
meet the demand.

loWAg.®"cy Jur!sdiction- The vir9inia Department of Health (VDH) Office of
?^.inJ??/vv_ateL(o?w) reviews Projects for the potential to impact pubiic'drinking water
sources (groundwater wells, springs and surface water intakes). The VDH ODW
administers both federal and state laws governing waterworks operation.

10(b) Agency Comment. VDH ODW finds that no surface water intakes are located
^'?,i=r! !. 5.m-ile. ra<?ius of ?he PLOje? ?ite-. The Pr°Ject is not within the watershed'ofany
public surface water intakes. The following public groundwater wells are located'wiThin a
1-mile radius of the project site:

PWSID

3001500

CNYCTY

ACCOMACK

3001500

3001500

3001500

3001500

SYSNAME

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT
CENTER

FACNAME

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT
CENTER

ACCOMACK

3001175

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT
CENTER

WELL #4

WELL #1

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT
CENTER
NASA WALLOPS FLIGH-T
CENTER

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWIsT

WELL #3

WELL #5

WELL #2

OF

3001175 ACCOMACK
CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN^

WELL #8

OF

3001175

3001175

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

3001175

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN^
OF

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN
OF

WELL #7C

WELL #3C

ACCOMACK

3001175

3001175

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN^
OF

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN
OF

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWNT
OF

WELL #3B

WELL #5

WELL #3A

WELL M
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^.CLRe_qTr®.m®"t potential impacts to public water distribution systems or sanitary
sewage collection systems must be verified by the local utility according to VDH ODW

11. Transportation. The EA (page 8-33) states that construction and operation of
Alternative 3 would not result in significant impacts to the transportation system.

11(a) Agency Jurisdiction. The Virginia Department of Transportation provides
comments pertaining to potential impacts to existing and future transportation systems.

l1Ab!Agency Fmdin9_After reviewing the project documentation, the VDOT Hampton
Roads Transportation Planning Office states that implementation of Alternative 3 wiil"
havea^minimal negative effect on Chincoteague Road (Route 175). With the addition of
the 400 potential employees and trips generated, it is likely that intersection
improvements may be necessary. Currently, there is one planned project in the VDOT
Six-Year Improvement plan which includes a bridge replacement on Route 175 -
Chincoteague Rd from the approaches and bridge over the Black Narrows to the Lewis
Creek Channel connecting Chincoteague Island to the Wallops Island Flight Facility.

?1!?.Ag®,r?cy. Recommendati0"- VDOT recommends that a Traffic Impact Analysis be
performed to determine intersection improvements at buildout. Coordinate "results'of'the
analysis with VDOT.

12. Aviation. According to the EA (page 9-2), Alternative 3 may affect the use of
airspace over the Wallops Flight Facility.

_?a? A9®ncyjurisdiction- The Virginia Department of Aviation is a state agency that
p!ansjort^e develoPment ofthe state aviation system; promotes aviation; grants
aircraft and airports licenses; and provides financial and technical assistance to cities.
towns, counties and other governmental subdivisions for the planning, development,
construction and operation of airports, and other aviation facilities.

12(b) AgencyTindJng. _The DOAV states that it has no comments on the potential
basing of the Triton UAS at Wallops Flight Facility.

13. Point Source Pollution Control. The FCD (page 7) states that that the
implementation of the project would not significantly change the stormwater rate and
volume of runoff.

13^ Agency Jurisdictl. on- The pc"nt source program is administered by the State
Water Control Board (DEQ) pursuant to Virginia Code §62. 1-44. 15. Point source'
pollution control is accomplished through the implementation of: (1) the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program established pursuant
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to Section 402 of the federal Clean Water Act and administered in Virginia as the
Virginia Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) permit program; and (2) the
Virginia Water Protection Permit (VWPP) program administered by D"EQ (Virginia Code
§62. 1-44. 15:20 et seq. ) and Water Quality Certification pursuant to Section 401 of the
Clean Water Act.

13(b)-Ag®ncy Find!ngs-. D_EQ TRO states that NASA Wallops Flight Facility has a
VPDES Permit (VA0024457) for discharges. The permit may need to be modifiecHo
include the addition of the Navy activity. This modification could include additional
stormwater outfalls addressed in the permit as well as the potential for deicing
depending upon the use of deicing fluids

1?<9_, (?onclusi<?"' pro.vided the Pr°Ject adheres to all VPDES requirements, the project
would be^consjstent with the point source pollution control enforceable policy of the
Virginia CZM Program.

14. Pollution Prevention. DEQ advocates that principles of pollution prevention and
sustainability be used in all construction projects as well as in facility operations.
Effective siting, planning, and on-site Best Management Practices (BMPs) will help to
ensure that environmental impacts are minimized. However, pollution prevention and
sustainability techniques also include decisions related to construction materials.
design, and operational procedures that will facilitate the reduction of wastes at't'he
source.

14(a) Recommendations. We have several pollution prevention recommendations that
may be helpful in constructing or operating this facility:

* ?-o. ^ider. devek)Pment of an effective Environmental Management System
(EMS). An effective EMS will ensure that the proposed facility is committed to
complying with environmental regulations, reducing risk, minimizing
environmental impacts, setting environmental goals, and achieving"
improvements in its environmental performance. DEQ offers EMS
development assistance and recognizes facilities with effective Environmental
ManagemenLsystems throu9h its Virginia Environmental Excellence Program
^VEEP?: VEEP provides recognition, annual permit fee discounts, and the
possibility for alternative compliance methods.

. Consider environmental attributes when purchasing materials. For example,
the extent of recycled material content, toxicity level, and amount of
packaging should be considered and can be specified in purchasing
contracts.

. Consider energy efficiency when choosing materials and products, like
insulation, fixtures, and HVAC systems.
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. Consider contractors' commitment to the environment when choosing
contractors. Specifications regarding raw materials and construction"
practices can be included in contract documents and requests for proposals.

. Choose sustainable materials and practices for building construction and
design.

. Integrate pollution prevention techniques into the facility maintenance and
operation, to include inventory control for centralized storage of hazardous
materials. Maintenance facilities should have sufficient and suitable space to
allow for effective inventory control and preventive maintenance.

DEQ's Office of Pollution Prevention provides information and technical assistance
relating to pollution prevention techniques and EMS. If interested, please contact'DEQ
(Meghann Quinn at 804-698-4021).

15. Pesticides and Herbicides. In general, when pesticides or herbicides must be
used, their use should be strictly in accordance with manufacturers' recommendations.
In addition, to the extent feasible DEQ recommends that the responsible agenffor the
?^qie. ct_u^e the leasttoxic Pesticides or herbicides effective in controlling the target
3:?ecJ?si Fo.r T(?re .information on pesticide or herbicide use, please contact the Virginia
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services at (804) 786-3501.

REGULATORY AND COORDINATION NEEDS

^ir ̂ IIUA'?n contr01;. This^r?ject maY be subject to air regulations administered by
DEQ. The following sections of Virginia Administrative Code are applicable:

. 9 VAC 5-50-60 et seq. governing fugitive dust emissions; and

. 9 VAC 5-130 et seq. for open burning.

1(a) Coordination.

. Contact officials with the appropriate locality for information on any local
requirements pertaining to open burning.

* contact. DEQ TROP/vayrle Franklin at Wayne. Franklin@deq. virginia. gov or 757-
518-2155) for additional information on air regulations if necessary.

;coastal Lands Management. The project must be consistent with the requirements
.

the chesaPeake Bay Preservation Act (Virginia Code §62. 1-44. 15:67 - 62. 1-
44. 15:78) and^Chesapeake Bay Preservation'Area Designation and Management
Regulations (Regulations) as locally implemented. Contact DEQ (Daniel Moore at
Daniel. Moore@deq. virginia. gov) for additional information if necessary

3. Nonpoint Source Pollution Control.
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3^ ̂ rosi. ?1? .and sedlm®nt Control and Stormwater Management. This project must
corriplywith Virginia's Erosion and Sediment Control Law (Virginia Code § 62. 1'-'
44. 115:61 )and Regulations (9VAC25-840-30 et seq. ) and Stormwater Management Law
(Yirginia Code §62. 1-44. 15:31) and Regulations (9VAC25-870-210 et seq. fas
administered by DEQ Erosion and sediment control, and stormwater management
requirements should be coordinated with the DEQ TRO (Janet Weyland at
Janet.Weyland@deq. virginia. gov or 757-518-2151).

3^b^G®n®ral p®rmit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities
(VAR10). The operator or owner of a construction activity involving land disturbance of
equal to orgreater than 1 acre is required to register for coverage under the General
perm't for Discharges of Stormwater from Construction Activities and develop a project
lpe?ic stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP). Specific questions regarding"
the Stormwater Management Program requirements should be directed to DEQ
Sepety at 804-698-4039) (Reference: VSWML §62. 1-44. 15 et seq. ).

4^pointsource PONUtic)n Control. Coordinate with DEQ TRO (Deanna Austin at 757-
518~^°??.)^a/?irl? Potential modifications to the NASA Wallops Flight Facility VPDES
permit (VA0024457) for discharges associated with the facility.

5. Solid and Hazardous Wastes. Contact DEQ TRO (Sean Priest at 757-518-2141 or
jonathan^priest@deq^virgjn^. gov) for additional information about waste management.
Contact DEQ TRO (Steve Pollock at Steve. Pollock@deq. virginia. gov) for additfonaF
information about fuel storage equipment if necessary. Report any future site activities
involving excavation or disturbance of former petroleum contaminated soils and or
groundwater to DEQ TRO (Tom Madigan at 757-518-2115 or Lynne Smith at 757-518-
2055). Continue to coordinate with DEQ (Paul Herman at 804-698-4464 or
Paul. Herman@deq. virginia. gov) as well as the appropriate federal agencies to ensure
exposure to the groundwater contamination during construction and post construction
does not present a risk to human health or the environment.

All solid waste hazardous waste and hazardous materials must be managed in
accordance with all applicable federal, state and local environmental reguTations.

5(a) Asbestos-Containing Material. It is the responsibility of the owner or operator of
a renovation or demolition activity, prior to the commencement of the renovation or
demolition, to thoroughly inspect the affected part of the facility where the operation will
occur for the presence of asbestos, including Category I and Category II nonfriable
asbestos-containing material (as applicable). Upon'classification as friable or non-"
friable, aH asbestos-containing material shall be disposed of in accordance with the
Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations (9VAC20-81-640) and transported in
accordance with the Virginia regulations governing Transportation of Hazardous
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Materials (9VAC20-110-10 et seq. ). Contact the DEQ Division of Land Protection and
Revitalization (Katy Dacey at 804-698-4274) and the Department of Labor and"
(804-371- 2327) for additional information.

5(b) Lead-Based Paint. If applicable, this project must comply with the U. S.
D-epTr!n1ent of .La^rocc^pational safety and "Health Administration (OSHA)
!-e?JI<?i,°.ns al?d ̂ ith the v"'9inia Lead-Based Paint Activities Rules and Regulations.
For additional information regarding these requirements, contact the Department'o'f'
Professional and Occupational Regulation (804-367-8500).

6. Natural Heritage Resources.

. Contact the DCR DNH (804-371 -2708) to re-submit project information and a
map for an update on natural heritage information ifthe'scope of the project"
changes and/or six months has passed before it is utilized.

* coordinate wi.th-DCR DNH (Rene> HyPes- Natural Heritage Project Coordinator
at 804-371-2708) for additional information on its comments and
recommendations if necessary.

7. Wildlife Resources.

. Coordinate as indicated with the FWS (804-693-6694) regarding possible
impacts upon bald eagles or the need for a federal bald eagle take permit.

* iS)o.?ir?atl^ith ^e^Yvi??l~-693~6^94)and DGIFI S Eastern Shore Biologist
.

(F?uth. Boettcher at757-709-0766 or Ruth. Boettcher@dgif. virginia. gov) regarding
ways>to minimize disturbance to resident wildlife during'operation of the program,
including seasonal or time-of-day launch considerations.

. Contact DGIF (Amy Ewing at Amy. Ewing@dgif. virginia. gov) for additional
information about wildlife resources if necessary.

8. Transportation. Perform a Traffic Impact Analysis to determine intersection
improvements at buildout and coordinate results of the analysis with VDOT (Dinah
Oliver at 757-925-1662 or dinah.oliver@vdot. virginia. gov).

9^water SuPPly- Potential impacts to public water distribution systems or sanitary
sewage^collection systems_must be verified by the local utility according to VDH'ODW
(Susan Douglas at Susan. Douglas@vdh. virginia. gov).
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this EA and FCD. The detailed comments
^eyl evversare attached- lfyou have questions, please do not hesitate to call me at

(804) 698-4204 or Julia Wellman at (804) 698-4326.

Sincerely,

Enclosures

B&tfTn^Sullivan, Manager
Environmental Impact Review and Long Range
Priorities Program

ec: Amy Ewing, DGIF
Robbie Rhur, DCR
Susan Douglas, VDH
Roger Kirchen, DHR
Tony Watkinson, VMRC
Scott Denny, DOAV
Elizabeth Jordan, VDOT
Alfred Ray, VDOT
Justine Woodward, Navy
Jeffery Butts, Navy
Elaine Meil, Accomack-Northampton PDC
Steven Miner, Accomack County



Wellman, Julia (DEQ)
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ewing, Amy (DGIF)
Thursday, September 22, 2016 3:31 PM
Wellman, Julia (DEQ)
Boettcher, Ruth (DGIF)
ESSLog#37270_16-181F_WallopsMQ4C-UAS_DGIF_AME20160922

Julia,

we,,have reviewed the subJect. ProJect lhat proposes to operate the MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System from NASA
wallops' main base facility in Accomack County. We document a number of bald eagle nests from the project'
site. Therefore we recommend that the applicant ensure that this project is consistent with state and federafauidelines
!?'L?^ection o^alcl eades' and that he coordinate as indicated with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USRVsY
regarding possible impacts upon bald eagles or the need for a federal bald eagle take permit.

^P9^des-to_th.e facility needed to operate this program from Wallops' main base do not appear to result in significant
adverse impacts upon natural environments as the work appears to be limited to already-developed areas. "However'
?-^c-h!l?:.on, ?,ve_ragel 5 unmanned aircraft per day fromWallops may increase disturbance to resident wildlife, including
baLdeagles- we recommend coordination with the USRA/S and DGIF's Eastern Shore Biologist, Ruth Boettcher'at'75/
709-0766 orRyth_Boettcher(a)daif. virainia. aov, regarding ways to minimize disturbance to resident wildlife during
operation of the program, including seasonal or time of day launch considerations.

As this drains to marine waters, we will defer a consistency determination to MRC

Thanks, Amy

Awy M. Ewmg
Eiw'ronmentflf Services Biologist/FWIS Biologist Supervisor
Chair, Teaw WILP (Work. Innovate. Lead and Pevelop)
VA Department of Qwme, cwd Inland Fisheries

7870 Villa Park Pr., Suite 400, PO Box 10778, Henn'co, VA 2323.8

804-5&7-22.11 © www.dgif.virginia.gov

Please consider the environment before printing this email.



Molly Joseph Ward
Secretary of Natural Resources

Clyde E. Cristman
Director

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND RECREATION

Rochelle Altholz
Deputy Director of

Administration and Finance

David C. Dowling
Deputy Director of

Soil and Water Conservation

and Dam Safely

Thomas L. Smith
Deputy Director of Operations

MEMORANDUM

DATE: September 15, 2016

TO: Julia Wellman, DEQ

FROM: Roberts Rhur, Environmental Impact Review Coordinator

SUBJECT: DEQ 16-181F, Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System, NASA
Flight Facility

Division of NaturalHentage

The Department of Conservation and Recreation's Division of Natural Heritage [DCRJ has searched its
Biotics Data System for occurrences of natural heritage resources from the area'outlined on the submitted
map. Natural heritage resources are defined as the habitat of rare, threatened, or endangered plant and
animal species, unique or exemplary natural communities, and significant geologic formations.

Biotics documents the presence of natural heritage resources within two miles of the project
area. However due to the scope of the activity and the distance to the resources, we do not anticipate that
this project will adversely impact these natural heritage resources. DCR supports the development of a
Storm Water Pollution and Prevention Plan and a Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasures Plan.

There are no State Natural Area Preserves under DCR's jurisdiction in the project vicinity.

Under a Memorandum of Agreement established between the Virginia Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services [VDACS] and the DCR, DCR represents VDACS in comments regarding potential impacts
on state-listed threatened and endangered plant and insect species. The current activity will not affect any
documented state-listed plants or insects.

New and updated information is continually added to Biotics. Please re-submit project information and
map for an update on this natural heritage information if the scope of the project changes and/or six
months has passed before it is utilized.

The Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries [VDGIFJ maintains a database of wildlife locations,
including threatened and endangered species, trout streams, and anadromous fish waters that may contain
information not documented in this letter. Their database may be accessed from http://vafwis. org/fwis/ or
contact Ernie Aschenbach at 804-367-2733 or Ernie.AschenbachOdeif. virginia. gov

The remaining DCR divisions have no comments regarding the scope of this project. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment.

600 East Main Street, 24th Floor | Richmond, Virginia 23219 804-786-6124

State Parks . Soil and Water Conservation . Outdoor Recreation Planning
Natural Heritage * Dam Safety and Floodplain Management . Land Conservation



Wellman. Julia (DEQ)

From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Warren, Arlene (VDH)
Thursday, September 15, 2016 10:48 AM
Wellman, Julia (DEQ)
RE: NEW PROJECT NAVY MQ-4C Triton 16-181F

Project Name: Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System, NASA Wallops Flight Facility
Project #: 16-181 F
U PC #: N/A
Location: Accomack Co.

VDH - Office of Drinking Water has reviewed the above project. Below are our comments as they relate to proximity to
public drinking water sources (groundwater wells, springs and surface water intakes). Potential impacts to public water
distribution systems or sanitary sewage collection systems must be verified by the local utility.

The following public groundwater wells are located within a 1 mile radius of the project site (wells within a 1, 000 ft
radius are formatted in bold):
PWSID

3001500

3001500

3001500

3001500

3001500

3001175

3001175

3001175

3001175

3001175

3001175

3001175

CNYCTY

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

ACCOMACK

SYSNAME

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER

NASA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN OF

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN OF

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN OF

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN OF

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN OF

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN OF

CHINCOTEAGUE, TOWN OF

FACNAME

WELL #4

WELL #1

WELL #3

WELL #5

WELL #2

WELL #8

WELL #7C

WELL #3C

WELL#3B

WELL #5

WELL #3A

WELL#4

There are no surface water intakes located within a 5 mile radius of the project site.

The project is not within the watershed of any public surface water intakes.

Best regards,

Arlene Fields Warren

Virginia Department of Health,
Office of Drinking Water
James Madison Building
109 Governor St,
Richmond, VA 23219
804.864.7781



VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

COPIES:

SUBJECT:

Julia Wellman, DEQ/EIR Environmental Program Planner

Katy Dacey, Division of Land Protection & Revitalization Review Coordinator

August 18, 2016

Sanjay Thinmagari, Division of Land Protection & Revitalization Review Manager; file

Environmental Impact Review: EIR Proj No 16-181F Home Basing ofMQ-4C Triton
Umnanned Aircraft System, NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Accomack County, VA

The Division of Land Protection & Revitalization (DLPR) has completed its cursory review of the Home
Basing ofMQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System located at the NASA Wallops'Flight Facility at
Route 175 in Wallops Island, VA 23337

Project Scope: to construct additional areas to base four aircrafts to include paving and
construction of hangers

Solid and hazardous waste issues were not addressed in the submittal. The submittal did not indicate that
a search of Federal or State environmental databases was conducted. DLPR staff conducted a cursory
search (500 foot radius of project site) of solid and hazardous waste databases for waste sites in close
proximity to the project site, and did identify two waste sites in close proximity which might impact the
Project. Additionally, the facility itself was found to have two waste sites of possible concern. The DEQ
DLPR staff has reviewed the submittal and offers the following comments concerning possible waste
issues associated with this proposed project:

Hazardous Waste/RCRA Facilities - none in close proximity to the project site

CERCLA Sites - two were the facility

VA800010763, NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Route 175, Wallops Island, VA 23337, Not on
NPL. ' " " --, -^-, .. -"

VAN000306905, Naval Aviation Ordnance Test Station, Route 175, Wallops Island, VA 23337,
Not on NPL.

The hazardous wastes/RCRA/Cerlis site information can be accessed from EPA's websites at
https://www3 . epa. eov/enviro/. https://rcrainfoD reDrod. eoa.eov/rcrainfoweb/action/main-
menu/view and https://www.epa.eov/sugerfund



FUDS- none

Solid Waste - none

VRP- none

Petroleum Releases - two in close proximity to the project site

PC#19910470, . NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Route 175, Wallops Island, VA 23337. Release
Date: 09/24/1990. Status: Closed.

pc#20155141' FormerNavy A-7 Auxiliary Power Station, Route 175, Wallops Island, VA
23337. Release Date: 01/12/2015. Status: Closed.

Please note that the DEQ's PC case files of the PC Case numbers are identified above and these
petroleum releases should be evaluated by the project engineer or manager to establish the exact
location of the release and the nature and extent of the petroleum release and the potentiaTto
impact the proposed project. The project engineer or manager should contact the DEQ's
Tidewater Regional Office at 757-518-2175 (Tanks Program) for further information and the
administrative records of the PC cases which are in close proximity to the proposed project.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Soil, Sediment, and Waste Manasement

Any soil that is suspected o^contamination or wastes that are generated must be tested and disposed of in
accordance with applicable Federal, State, and local laws and regulations. Some of the applicable'state'
i^vs. andTITegula?onELaJe:. v.il?inia waste^tanagement Act, Code of Virginia Section 10. 1^400 "etseq.;
Virginia Hazardous Waste Management Regulations fVHWMR) (9VAC 20-60); Virginia Solid Waste'
Managemerrt Regulations (VSWMR) (9VAC 20-81); Virginia Regulations for the Transportation of"
HazardousMaterials (9VAC 20-110). Some of the applicable Federal laws and regulations are:the-
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U. S. C. Section 6901 et seq., and the applicable
regulations contained in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations; and the U.S'. Departmenro f"
Transportation Rules for Transportation of Hazardous Materials, 49 CFR Part 107

Pollution Prevention - Reuse - Recvcline

Please note that DEQ encourages all construction projects and facilities to implement pollution prevention
principles, including the reduction reuse, and recycling of all solid wastes generated. All generation of
hazardous wastes should be minimized and handled appropriately.

If you have any questions or need further information, please contact Katy Dacey at (804) 698-4274.



Wellman. Julia (DEQ)

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Herman, Paul (DEQ)
Thursday, September 29, 2016 8:12 AM
Wellman, Julia (DEQ); Evans, Chris (DEQ); Dacey, Katy (DEQ)
Doran, Karen (DEQ)

RE: EIR 16-181F_Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System - NASA
Wallops Flight Facility

Hello Julia,

You are 100% correct. The proposed Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System at NASA Wallops Flight
Facility will occupy an area that is under CERCLA investigation. Groundwater contamination has been detected as is
presented in the referenced Site Investigation Report. There is a potential for vapor intrusion to any buildings
constructed over the plume. However, measures may be taken during construction of a new building to mitigate vapor
intrusion impacts to human health. Such measures would need to be taken by the Navy should they select NASA
Wallops Flight Facility as the home base for their MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System. As the text from the EIR
states, "close coordination with NASA, USEPA, and the Virginia DEQ" would be necessary to ensure exposure to the
groundwater contamination during construction and post construction does not present a risk to human health or the
environment.

Please let me know if I can be of further assistance.

Paul E. Herman, P. E.
Remediation Project Manager
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
P. O. Box 1105
629 East Main Street
Richmond, VA 23218

(804)-698-4464
paul. herman(®deq. virginia. gov

Website www.deq.virginia.gov

From: Wellman, Julia (DEQ)
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2016 2:53 PM
To: Evans, Chris (DEQ); Dacey, Katy (DEQ)
Cc: Herman, Paul (DEQ); Doran, Karen (DEQ)
Subject: RE: EIR 16-181F_Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System - NASA Wallops Flight Facility

Thanks

From: Evans, Chris (DEQ)
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2016 2:44 PM
To: Wellman, Julia (DEQ); Dacey, Katy (DEQ)
Subject: RE: EIR 16-181F_Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System - NASA Wallops Flight Facility

Hi Julia, I hope you're doing well. I've copied Paul Herman and Karen Doran for their input.

Thanks, Chris



DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITT
DIVISION OF AIR PROGRAM COORDINATION

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW COMMENTS APPLICABLE TO AIR QUALIFY

TO: Julia H. Wellman DEQ - OEIA PROJECT NUMBER: DEQ #16-181 F

PROJECT TYPE: D STATE EA / EIR X FEDERAL EA / EIS Q SCC

X CONSISTENCY DETERMINATION

PROJECT TITLE: Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System, NASA
Wallops Flight Facility

PROJECT SPONSOR: Department of the Navy

PROJECT LOCATION: X OZONE ATTAINMENT AREA

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTSMAY BE APPLICABLE TO: X CONSTRUCTION
D OPERATION

STATE
1. D

3. X
4. X
5.
6.
7. a

8. D
9. D

10. D

11. D

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD REGULATIONS THAT MAY APPLY:
9 VAC 5-40-5200 C & 9 VAC 5-40-5220 E - STAGE I
9 VAC 5-45-760 et seq. -Asphalt Paving operations
9 VAC 5-130 et seq. - Open Burning
9 VAC 5-50-60 et seq. Fugitive Dust Emissions
9 VAC 5-50-130 et seq. - Odorous Emissions; Applicable to.
9 VAC 5-60-300 et seq. - Standards of Performance for Toxic Pollutants
9 VAC 5-50-400 Subpart_, Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources,
designates standards of performance for the
9 VAC 5-80-1100 et seq. of the regulations - Permits for Stationary Sources
9 VAC 5-80-1605 et seq. Of the regulations - Major or Modified Sources located in
PSD areas. This rule may be applicable to the
9 VAC 5-80-2000 et seq. of the regulations - New and modified sources located in
non-attainment areas

9 v^c 5-80-800 et sec1- ofthe regulations - State Operating Permits. This rule may be
applicable to

COMMENTS SPECIFIC TO THE PROJECT

»c&. '^a,
(Kotur S. Narasimhan)

Office of Air Data Analysis DATE: August 18, 2016



DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
TIDEWATER REGIONAL OFFICE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW COMMENTS

September 23, 2016

PROJECT NUMBER: 16-181F

PROJECT TITLE: Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System
NASA Wallops Flight Facility

As Requested, TRO staff has reviewed the supplied information and has the following
comments:

Petroleum Storage Tank Cleanups:
DEQ records indicate that there is are several closed pollution compliant cases

associated with the facility. The cases have been closed based on completed
cleanups and or limited risk to the environment. Any future site activities involving
excavation or disturbance of formerly petroleum contaminated soils and or
groundwater should be reported to the DEQ Tidewater Regional Office (TRO).
Contact Mr. Tom Madigan (757) 518-2115 or Ms. Lynne Smith at (757) 518-2055.

Petroleum Storage Tank Compliance/Inspections:
Installation and operation of any regulated petroleum storage tank(s) either AST or
UST must also be conducted in accordance with the Virginia Regulations 9 VAC 25-
91-10 et seq and / or 9 VAC 25-580-10 et seq. Please contact Steve Pollock (757) 518-
2014 for additional details. The installation and use of an AST (>660 gallons) for
temporary fuel storage (>120 days) during the project must follow the requirements
in 9 VAC 25-91-10 et. seq. Please contact Steve Pollock of the DEQ Tidewater
Regional Office (757) 518-2014 for additional details.

Virginia Water Protection Permit Program (VWPP):
According to your submittal, your project will not impact wetland or subaqueous
bottom. Provided that surface waters are not impacted by your project, this project
will not require a VWP permit.

Air Permit Program:
There were no air permitting issues identified in the information provided. If any
fuel burning or air polluting support equipment will be part of the project it will be
subject to air permitting.

lof2



DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
TIDEWATER REGIONAL OFFICE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW COMMENTS

September 23, 2016

PROJECT NUMBER: 16-181F

PROJECT TITLE: Home Basing of MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System -
NASA Wallops Flight Facility

Water Permit Program:
NASA Wallop^ has a VPDES permit (VA0024457) for discharges associated with
their facility. The permit may need to be modified to include the addition of the
Navy activity. This could include additional stormwater outfalls addressed in the
permit as well as the potential for deicing language depending upon the use of
^1CS^ ̂ l^s; please contact Deanna Austin of the DEQ Tidewater Regional Office
757-518-2008 for additional information if needed.

Waste Permit Program:
No comment at this time. Contact Sean Priest at 757-518-2141 or
jonathan. priest@deq. vireinia. gov if you require additional information.

Storm Water Program:
No Comments

The staff from the Tidewater Regional Office thanks you for the opportunity to provide
comments.

Sincerely,

(LU-^<^4 -̂^-
Cindy Robinson
Environmental Specialist II
5636 Southern Blvd.
VA Beach, VA 23462
(757)518-2167
Cindy. Robinson@deq. virgmia. gov

2 of 2



COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Marine resources Commission

2600 Washington Avenue
Third Floor

Newport News, Virginia 23607

August 18, 2016

Ms. Julia H. Wellman
c/o Department. Of Environmental Quality
Office of the Environmental Impact Review
629 East Main Street, Sixth Floor
Richmond, Virginia 23219

Re:#16-181F
(Home Basing ofMQ-4C Triton)

Dear Ms. Wellman:

You have inquired regarding the Home Basing ofMQ-4C Triton Umnanned Aircraft
System at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility. The Marine Resources Commission requires a
permit for any activities that encroach upon or over, or take use of materials from the^beds of the
bays, ocean, rivers and streams, or creeks which are the property of the Commonwealth.

Based upon my review of the documentation, it appears that your project will not be in
the Commission's jurisdiction, therefore, no authorization would be required from the Marine
Resources Commission.

If I may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at (757) 414-0710.

Sincerely,

George H. Badger, III
Environmental Engineer

An Agency of the Natural Resources Secretariat
www.mrc.vireinia.eov

Telephone (757) 247-2200 (757) 247-2292 V/TDD Information and Emergency Hotline 1-800-541-4646 V/TDD



DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
1700 North Main Street

SUFFOLK. VIRGINIA 23434

September 21, 2016

Ms. Julia Wellman

Department of Environmental Quality
629 East Main Street, Sixth Floor
Richmond, VA 23219

Re: NAVYMQ-4CTritonl6-181F
Project 16-181 F

Dear Ms. Wellman:

The Hampton Roads District Planning Section has reviewed the Environmental Impact
Review to evaluate the east coast home basing of the MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft
System and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Wallops Flight Facility (WFF), Virginia. After reviewing the project documentation it
has been determined this project will have minimal negative effect on Chincoteague Rd
(Rt 175). With the addition of the 400 potential employees and trips generated, it is
likely that intersection improvements may be necessary. It is recommended that a Traffic
Impact Analysis be performed to determine intersection improvements at buildout.

Currently, there is one planned project in the VDOT Six-Year Improvement plan which
includes a bridge replacement on Rt 175 - Chincoteague Rd, from the approaches and
bridge over the Black Narrows to the Lewis Creek Channel connecting Chincoteague
Island to the Wallops Island Flight Facility.

Additional information may be obtained from Dinah Oliver at (757) 925-1662 or by
email dinah. oliver@vdot. virginia. gov

Sincerely,

^i^Z^M O^iA.
Dinah M. Oliver

Hampton Roads Transportation Planning

Cc: Mr. James R. Cromwell, Environmental Programs Manager
Mr. Chip Ray, Environmental Project Manager
Ms. Elizabeth G. Jordan, Ph.D., Environmental Program Planner

VirginiaDOT. org
WE KEEP VIRGINA MOVING



Randall P. Burdelle
Executive Director

. OJ
Department of Aviation

5702 Gtilfslream Road
Richmond. Virginia 23250-2422

V/TDD.
FAX.

(804) 236.3624
(804) 236.363i

Ms. Julia Wellman,

Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
Office of Environmental Impact Review
629 East Main Street, 6th Floor
Richmond, Virginia 23219

RE: Navy MQ-4C Triton Project, DEQ Project # 16-181F

Dear Ms. Wetlman:

Thank you for providing the Virginia Department of Aviation with a copy of the Draft Environmental
Assessment for the East Coast Home Basing of the MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft System. Staff has
reviewed the information package provided in the September 6, 2016 e-mail. Following our review,
staff has no comments on the potential basing of the Triton UAS at WalJops Flight Facility or either of
the other alternate sites.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at (804) 236-3638.

Sincerely,

ISO 9001;2008 Certified
IS-BAO Regisleml

/ S. Scott Denny
Senior Aviatior»4*Ianner

100 DOAVAS 20160926 DEQ Project H 16-181F Triton UA5



























 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX C 
AIR EMISSIONS CALCULATIONS 





Table 1.  Operation of MQ-4C Engine is Rolls-Royce/Allison AE3007H

VOCs CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

Taxi/Idle-out 1300 Idle 427.65 0.1083 46.33 2.39 17.31 3.82 1.2 0.15 0.14 3.1
Takeoff 1300 Military 3021.05 0.0067 20.14 0.26 0.83 20.5 1.2 0.27 0.24 3.1
Climbout 1300 Intermediate 2531.72 0.0083 21.10 0.26 0.83 17.43 1.2 0.24 0.22 3.1
Approach 1300 Approach 946.85 0.0267 25.25 0.61 3.27 7.77 1.2 0.22 0.2 3.1
Taxi/Idle-In 1300 Idle 427.65 0.1083 46.33 2.39 17.31 3.82 1.2 0.15 0.14 3.1

VOCs CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

143.9 1,042.5 230.1 72.3 9.0 8.4 187
6.8 21.7 536.7 31.4 7.1 6.3 81
7.1 22.8 478.1 32.9 6.6 6.0 85

20.0 107.3 255.0 39.4 7.2 6.6 102
143.9 1,042.5 230.1 72.3 9.0 8.4 187

Annual Fuel Emissions (tons/year) 0.16 1.12 0.86 0.12 0.02 0.02
Annual Fuel Emission (metric ton/year) 0.29

Table 2. Assume all additional staff live off-base and commute to work daily
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4 N2O

Vehicles # vehicles # days mi/day lb/mi lb/mi lb/mi lb/mi lb/mi lb/mi lb/mi lb/mi lb/mi
passenger vehicles 400 240 20 0.00023 0.01389 0.00132 0.00001 0.00009 0.00008 0.82432 3.81E-05 7.94E-05

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4 N2O
lb lb lb lb lb lb lb lb lb

447.96 26660.43 2528.20 23.64 176.13 162.10 1,582,695 73 152
Tons per Year 0.22 13.33 1.26 0.01 0.09 0.08 791.35 0.04 0.08

CO2e in Metric Tons per Year: 739.33

Table 3. Total Operational Emissions in 2023
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

YEAR T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr MT/yr
2023 0.38 14.45 2.13 0.14 0.11 0.10 739.62

All Alternatives:  UAV Operational and Commuting Emissions 

Total Fuel 
Used (lb)

Emission Factor (lb/1000 lb)

Total Emission in pounds

Number Type of Operation

Number of 
Operations per 

Year
Engine Power 

Setting
Fuel Flowrate 

(lb/hr)
Time in 

Mode (hr)
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453.59 grams per pound
150,000 Conversion from Acre to SF
0.03704 Cubic feet to Cubic Yards

0.1111 Square Feet to Square Yards
1.4 tons/CY for Gravel 

80,000 lbs/Truck Load for Delivery
1.66 CY for each CY of asphalt/concrete demo
0.33 asphalt thickness for demolition
0.33 asphalt thickness for pavement

2000 pounds per ton
145.00 lb/ft3 density of Hot Mix Asphalt

0.67 asphalt thickness for pavement on runways

Table 1.  Site Prep, Excavate/Fill 10 mi RT for soil hauling
Site Prep - Excavate/Fill (CY) 65,191 CY 33,494 CY hauled 254 Delivery RT mi (Homestead)

Grading (SY) 55,970 SY Assume compact 0.5 feet (0.166 yards) 9,328 CY compacted
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Excavator 210 243 0.59 0.34 1.21 4.03 0 0.22 0.22 536
Skid Steer Loader 247 160 0.23 0.38 1.47 4.34 0 0.31 0.30 536
Dozer (Rubber Tired) 247 145 0.59 0.38 1.41 4.17 0 0.30 0.29 536
Compactor 37 103 0.58 0.40 1.57 4.57 0 0.32 0.31 536
Grader 17 285 0.58 0.34 1.21 4.07 0 0.23 0.22 536

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Dump Truck (14 CY capacity) 23,925 230 - 0.002 0.009 0.039 1.82E-05 0.002 0.002 3.382
Delivery Truck 2,540 265 - 0.002 0.009 0.039 1.82E-05 0.002 0.002 3.382

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
22.83 80.26 267.46 7.65 14.79 14.35 35,564

7.68 29.46 86.94 2.31 6.12 5.94 10,734
17.55 65.89 194.43 5.37 13.79 13.38 24,956

1.93 7.65 22.25 0.56 1.56 1.51 2,610
2.13 7.48 25.22 0.71 1.40 1.36 3,319

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
39.70 205.26 938.33 0.44 40.46 39.29 80,923.16

4.22 21.79 99.62 0.05 4.30 4.17 8,591.39
Tons/year: 0.05 0.21 0.82 0.01 0.04 0.04

Metric tons/year: 76

On-road Equipment Miles
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Alternative 1 at Naval Air Station Key West: Construction Emissions

Basic Conversions

Off-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor
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Table 2.  Gravel Work 11,414 CY 718 trips 63,184 miles (Marathon)
VOC1 CO1 NOx1 SO2

1 PM101 PM2.51 CO2
1

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Dozer 101 0.347 0.59 0.34 1.21 4.08 0.12 0.23 0.22 536
Wheel Loader for Spreading 126 0.347 0.59 0.35 1.25 4.23 0.12 0.24 0.23 536
Compactor 277 0.802 0.43 0.36 1.34 4.45 0.12 0.26 0.25 536

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Dump Truck (gravel delivery) 63,184 230 45 0.002 0.009 0.039 1.82E-05 0.002 0.002 3.382

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
0.02 0.06 0.19 0.01 0.01 0.01 24
0.02 0.07 0.24 0.01 0.01 0.01 30
0.08 0.28 0.94 0.02 0.05 0.05 113

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
104.85 542.08 2478.10 1.15 106.85 103.76 213,715.80

Tons/year: 0.05 0.27 1.24 0.00 0.05 0.05
Metric tons/year: 97

Table 3. Concrete Work 41,701 SF

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Grader (CAT 120M2 or similar) 64 150 0.61 1.06 3.52 8.24 0 0.47 0.47 568
Steel drum roller/soil compactor 639 401 0.56 0.70 3.18 7.20 0 0.28 0.28 568
Paving/Concrete Machine 639 164 0.53 1.14 3.71 8.87 0 0.49 0.49 568
Curbing Machine 32 130 0.59 1.14 3.71 8.87 0 0.49 0.49 568
Cement and Motar Mixer 1 639 9 0.56 0.92 2.64 5.41 0 0.35 0.35 568
Cement and Motar Mixer 2 639 9 0.56 0.92 2.64 5.41 0 0.35 0.35 568
Cement and Motar Mixer 3 639 9 0.56 0.92 2.64 5.41 0 0.35 0.35 568
Tractor/Loader/Backhoe 639 75 0.55 1.50 4.22 8.33 0 0.80 0.80 568

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Cement Truck 639 230 45 0.002 0.009 0.039 0.000 0.002 0.002 3.382
Water Truck/Oil truck 64 230 10 0.002 0.009 0.039 0.000 0.002 0.002 3.382

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
13.71 45.47 106.36 0.74 6.05 6.05 7,337

220.50 1,006.95 2,276.46 15.82 89.21 89.21 179,782
138.98 453.68 1,086.49 60.49 60.49 60.49 69,588

6.14 20.05 48.01 2.67 2.67 2.67 3,075
6.53 18.76 38.43 0.46 2.46 2.46 4,035
6.53 18.76 38.43 0.46 2.46 2.46 4,035
6.53 18.76 38.43 0.46 2.46 2.46 4,035

87.11 245.23 483.78 3.49 46.61 46.61 33,025
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
47.72 246.70 1,127.78 0.52 48.63 47.22 97,262
1.06 5.49 25.10 0.01 1.08 1.05 2,165

Tons/year: 0.27 1.04 2.63 0.04 0.13 0.13
Metric tons/year: 183

Off-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours 
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

On-road Equipment Miles
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

6,7Emission Factors

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours 
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Off-road Equipment

Cumulative 
Hours of 

Operation
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

Annual Emissions
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Table 4.  Paving
Pavement - Surface Area 15,441 SF

Paving - HMA 5,252 CF
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Grader 25 145 0.59 0.38 1.41 4.16 0.12 0.30 0.29 536
Steel drum roller/vibratory roller 37 401 0.59 0.34 2.46 5.53 0.12 0.34 0.33 536
Paving Machine 50 164 0.59 0.38 1.44 4.25 0.12 0.30 0.29 536
Asphalt Curbing Machine 5 130 0.59 0.40 1.57 4.57 0.12 0.32 0.31 536

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Dump Truck 30 230 17 0.002 0.008 0.036 0.000 0.002 0.001 3.439
Water Truck 1 230 10 0.002 0.008 0.036 0.000 0.002 0.001 3.439

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/ton of asphaltb/ton of asphallb/ton of asphalt/ton of asphab/ton of asphab/ton of aspha lb/ton of asphalt
Standard Hot Mix Asphalt 5,252 0.04 - - - - - -

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
1.77 6.66 19.62 0.54 1.39 1.35 2,526
6.59 47.53 106.82 2.22 6.54 6.34 10,340
4.05 15.39 45.35 1.23 3.20 3.10 5,714
0.33 1.33 3.86 0.10 0.27 0.26 453

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
0.78 4.10 18.40 0.01 0.77 0.74 1,754
0.02 0.08 0.36 0.00 0.02 0.01 34

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
0.15 - - - - - -

Tons/year: 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.01 0.01
Metric tons/year: 9

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours Engine HP
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Off-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours 
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA)
Volume of 

HMA Weight of HMA (tons)
4
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Table 5.  Bldg Construction 156,308 SF

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Crane 937 330 0.58 0.25 1.22 5.26 0.11 0.21 0.20 530
Telehandler 1,562 99 0.59 0.51 3.94 4.93 0.13 0.52 0.51 594.61
Scissors Lift 1,251 83 0.59 0.51 3.94 4.93 0.13 0.52 0.51 594.61
Skid steer loader 782 67 0.59 1.69 7.97 6.70 0.15 1.19 1.15 690.87
pile driver 773 260 0.43 0.46 1.55 5.90 0.11 0.31 0.30 529.64
all terrain forklift 773 84 0.59 0.51 3.94 4.93 0.13 0.52 0.51 594.61
Diesel Generator ( 5 ) 945 40 0.43 0.26 1.41 3.51 0.11 0.23 0.22 536.20

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Cement Truck 639 230 45 0.002 0.009 0.039 0.000 0.002 0.002 3.382
Delivery Truck 1,285 365 45 0.002 0.008 0.036 0.000 0.002 0.001 3.439

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
97.14 482.14 2079.51 45.10 82.12 79.66 209658.60

102.50 792.55 991.56 25.73 104.83 101.69 119617.86
68.79 531.89 665.45 17.27 70.35 68.24 80277.05

115.34 543.04 456.49 10.13 81.05 78.61 47086.17
88.37 295.51 1123.91 21.70 59.77 57.98 100858.41
43.01 332.58 416.08 10.80 43.99 42.67 50194.70

9.40 50.46 125.65 3.86 8.31 8.06 19203.94
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
47.72 246.70 1127.78 0.52 48.63 47.22 97,262
88.00 465.19 2086.50 1.04 87.03 84.33 198,905

Tons/year: 0.30 1.72 3.91 0.07 0.26 0.26
Metric tons/year: 366

Table 4.  Fugitive Dust
PM 10 PM 2.5/PM 10 PM 2.5

Total Ratio Total
Year tons/acre/mo acres disturbance Tons Tons

2018 0.42 10.4 180 39.3 0.1 3.9

Table 6.  Construction Emissions Summary for 2018
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

YEAR T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr MT/yr
2018 0.68 3.28 8.70 0.12 39.81 4.42 731

Off-road Equipment

Cumulative 
Hours of 

Operation
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

PM 10 days of

Emission Factors

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Annual Emissions
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Project Name

Type 
(Renov or 

Const)
FootPrint 

(AC)
Grading 

(sf)

Site Prep - 
Excavate/Fill 

(CY)

Building 
Construction - 
Total Size (sf)

Building
Construction- 

foundation 
footprint (sf) # Stories

Paving - 
Surface 

area (SF)

Pavement
type, 

vehicle or 
aircraft

Paving - 
HMA (CF)

Sidewalks 
(sf)

Gravel 
Work (CY)

Concrete 
Work  -(CY)

Warehouse New 0.1 6,308 350 6,308 6,308 1 631 Vehicle 315 315 117 156
Aircraft Hangar New 3.4 148,104 16,678 150,000 150,000 1 14,810 Vehicle 4,937 7,500 2,778 4,630

Totals 3.5 154,412 17,029 156,308 156,308 - 15,441 - 5,252 7,815 2,895 4,785
Construct New Taxiway New 3.4 150,000 22,222 - - - - Aircraft - - 3,704 16,667
Wash Rack and Power Check Pad New 0.7 31,926 1,774 - - - - Aircraft - - 788 3,547
Parking Apron New 3.5 150,318 22,269 - - - - Aircraft - - 3,712 16,702
Construct Sewer Line New 0.39 17,070 1,897 - - - - NA - - 316 -

Totals 7.6 349,314 48,162 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 8,520 36,916
Grand Total - 11.2 503,726 65,191 156,308 156,308 - 15,441 - 5,252 7,815 11,414 41,701

All Construction
Equipment list from National Estimator, PACES and CALEEMOD information.
The Cumulative Hours of Operation is based on the productivity of the equipment or process.  
Productivity of the Equipment is based on a number of sources including:  
PACES (US Air Force Estimator) and 2012 National Construction Estimator (Craftsman Book Company 2012).  
Additional sources for the productivity factor include:  Henderson, Chris.  Project Management for Construction.  Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, 
 and Builders. Version 2.2. 2008. 
Equipment Manufacturer's websites such as Freightliner and Caterpillar
U.S. EPA. Open Burning and Construction Activities: Improved PM Fine Emission Estimation Techniques in the Nation Emissions Inventory  Appendix F Debris Estimating Guides
Henderson, Chris.  Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering Carnegie Mellon University, "Project Management for Construction.  Fundamental Concepts for Owners,
Engineers, Architects, and Builders." Version 2.2. 2008.  
South Coast Air Quality Management District.  "Technical Paper:  Methodology Reasoning and Policy Development of the California Emission Estimator Model" July 2011.
Estimated speed based on Henderson, Chris.  Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering Carnegie Mellon University, "Project Management for Construction.  
Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, and Builders." Version 2.2. 2008.  

Alternative 1: Construction Assumptions
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453.59 grams per pound
43,560 Conversion from Acre to SF

0.03704 Cubic feet to Cubic Yards
0.1111 Square Feet to Square Yards

1.4 tons/CY for Gravel 
80,000 lbs/Truck Load for Delivery

1.66 CY for each CY of asphalt/concrete demo
0.33 asphalt thickness for demolition
0.33 asphalt thickness for pavement

2000 pounds per ton
145.00 lb/ft3 density of Hot Mix Asphalt

0.67 asphalt thickness for pavement on runways

Table 1.  Site Prep, Excavate/Fill
Site Prep - Excavate/Fill (CY) 87,385 CY Assume 60% hauled in or out 52,431 CY hauled 4 mi RT for soil hauling

Grading (SY) 102,256 SY Assume compact 0.5 feet (0.166 yards) 17,043 CY compacted 20 Delivery RT mi 
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Excavator 368 243 0.59 0.34 1.21 4.03 0 0.22 0.22 536
Skid Steer Loader 442 160 0.23 0.38 1.47 4.34 0 0.31 0.30 536
Dozer (Rubber Tired) 400 145 0.59 0.38 1.41 4.17 0 0.30 0.29 536
Scraper Hauler Excavator 240 365 0.58 0.38 1.42 4.19 0 0.30 0.29 536
Compactor 70 103 0.58 0.40 1.57 4.57 0 0.32 0.31 536
Grader 32 285 0.58 0.34 1.21 4.07 0 0.23 0.22 536

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Dump Truck (14 CY capacity) 14,980 230 - 0.002 0.009 0.039 1.82E-05 0.002 0.002 3.382
Delivery Truck 100 265 - 0.002 0.009 0.039 1.82E-05 0.002 0.002 3.382

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
40.00 140.65 468.70 13.41 25.92 25.14 62,321
13.74 52.71 155.57 4.13 10.95 10.62 19,209
28.42 106.70 314.86 8.69 22.33 21.66 40,414
42.26 158.98 468.99 12.91 33.21 32.22 60,004

3.64 14.48 42.09 1.06 2.94 2.85 4,938
4.01 14.09 47.46 1.34 2.63 2.55 6,248

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
24.86 128.52 587.54 0.27 25.33 24.60 50,670.11

0.17 0.86 3.92 0.00 0.17 0.16 338.24
Tons/year: 0.08 0.31 1.04 0.02 0.06 0.06

Metric tons/year: 111

Alternative 2 at Naval Station Mayport:  Construction Emissions

Cumulative 
Hours of 

Engine Horse 
Power Load Factor

On-road Equipment Miles
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Basic Conversions

Off-road Equipment
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Table 2.  Gravel Work 19,129 CY 695 trips 48 mi RT for WI

VOC1 CO1 NOx
1 SO2

1 PM10
1 PM2.5

1 CO2
1

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Dozer 97 0.347 0.59 0.34 1.21 4.08 0.12 0.23 0.22 536
Wheel Loader for Spreading 122 0.347 0.59 0.35 1.25 4.23 0.12 0.24 0.23 536
Compactor 269 0.802 0.43 0.36 1.34 4.45 0.12 0.26 0.25 536

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Dump Truck (gravel delivery) 33,360 230 45 0.002 0.009 0.039 1.82E-05 0.002 0.002 3.382

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
0.02 0.05 0.18 0.01 0.01 0.01 23
0.02 0.07 0.23 0.01 0.01 0.01 30
0.07 0.27 0.91 0.02 0.05 0.05 110

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
55.36 286.21 1,308.39 0.61 56.41 54.78 112,838.05

Tons/year: 0.03 0.14 0.65 0.00 0.03 0.03
Metric tons/year: 51

Table 3. Concrete Work 41,653 SF

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Grader (CAT 120M2 or similar) 64 150 0.61 1.06 3.52 8.24 0 0.47 0.47 568
Steel drum roller/soil compactor 639 401 0.56 0.70 3.18 7.20 0 0.28 0.28 568
Paving/Concrete Machine 639 164 0.53 1.14 3.71 8.87 0 0.49 0.49 568
Curbing Machine 32 130 0.59 1.14 3.71 8.87 0 0.49 0.49 568
Cement and Motar Mixer 1 639 9 0.56 0.92 2.64 5.41 0 0.35 0.35 568
Cement and Motar Mixer 2 639 9 0.56 0.92 2.64 5.41 0 0.35 0.35 568
Cement and Motar Mixer 3 639 9 0.56 0.92 2.64 5.41 0 0.35 0.35 568
Tractor/Loader/Backhoe 639 75 0.55 1.50 4.22 8.33 0 0.80 0.80 568

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2
lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile

Cement Truck 639 230 45 0.002 0.009 0.039 0.000 0.002 0.002 3.382
Water Truck/Oil truck 64 230 10 0.002 0.009 0.039 0.000 0.002 0.002 3.382

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
13.71 45.47 106.36 0.74 6.05 6.05 7,337

220.50 1,006.95 2,276.46 15.82 89.21 89.21 179,782
138.98 453.68 1,086.49 60.49 60.49 60.49 69,588

6.14 20.05 48.01 2.67 2.67 2.67 3,075
6.53 18.76 38.43 0.46 2.46 2.46 4,035
6.53 18.76 38.43 0.46 2.46 2.46 4,035
6.53 18.76 38.43 0.46 2.46 2.46 4,035

87.11 245.23 483.78 3.49 46.61 46.61 33,025
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
47.72 246.70 1,127.78 0.52 48.63 47.22 97,262
1.06 5.49 25.10 0.01 1.08 1.05 2,165

Tons/year: 0.27 1.04 2.63 0.04 0.13 0.13
Metric tons/year: 183

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours 
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Off-road Equipment

Cumulative 
Hours of 

Operation
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

6,7Emission Factors

Annual Emissions

Off-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours 
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Miles
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)
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Table 4.  Paving
Pavement - Surface Area 15,246 SF

Paving - HMA 5,155 CF
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Grader 25 145 0.59 0.38 1.41 4.16 0.12 0.30 0.29 536
Steel drum roller/vibratory roller 37 401 0.59 0.34 2.46 5.53 0.12 0.34 0.33 536
Paving Machine 50 164 0.59 0.38 1.44 4.25 0.12 0.30 0.29 536
Asphalt Curbing Machine 5 130 0.59 0.40 1.57 4.57 0.12 0.32 0.31 536

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Dump Truck 30 230 17 0.002 0.008 0.036 0.000 0.002 0.001 3.439
Water Truck 1 230 10 0.002 0.008 0.036 0.000 0.002 0.001 3.439

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2
lb/ton of 
asphalt

lb/ton of 
asphalt

lb/ton of 
asphalt

lb/ton of 
asphalt

lb/ton of 
asphalt

lb/ton of 
asphalt lb/ton of asphalt

Standard Hot Mix Asphalt 5,155 0.04 - - - - - -
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
1.77 6.66 19.62 0.54 1.39 1.35 2,526
6.59 47.53 106.82 2.22 6.54 6.34 10,340
4.05 15.39 45.35 1.23 3.20 3.10 5,714
0.33 1.33 3.86 0.10 0.27 0.26 453

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
0.78 4.10 18.40 0.01 0.77 0.74 1,754
0.02 0.08 0.36 0.00 0.02 0.01 34

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
0.14 - - - - - -

Tons/year: 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.01 0.01
Metric tons/year: 9

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA)

Volume of
HMA
(ft3) Weight of HMA (tons)

Off-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours of 
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

4
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Table 5.  Bldg Construction 154,356 SF

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Crane 496 330 0.58 0.25 1.22 5.26 0.11 0.21 0.20 530
Telehandler 827 99 0.59 0.51 3.94 4.93 0.13 0.52 0.51 594.61
Scissors Lift 662 83 0.59 0.51 3.94 4.93 0.13 0.52 0.51 594.61
Skid steer loader 414 67 0.59 1.69 7.97 6.70 0.15 1.19 1.15 690.87
pile driver 409 260 0.43 0.46 1.55 5.90 0.11 0.31 0.30 529.64
all terrain forklift 409 84 0.59 0.51 3.94 4.93 0.13 0.52 0.51 594.61
Diesel Generator ( 5 ) 500 40 0.43 0.26 1.41 3.51 0.11 0.23 0.22 536.20

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Cement Truck 639 230 45 0.002 0.009 0.039 0.000 0.002 0.002 3.382
Delivery Truck 1,285 365 45 0.002 0.008 0.036 0.000 0.002 0.001 3.439

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
51.42 255.24 1100.85 23.87 43.48 42.17 110989.20
54.26 419.56 524.91 13.62 55.50 53.83 63323.38
36.42 281.57 352.27 9.14 37.24 36.13 42497.11
61.06 287.47 241.66 5.36 42.90 41.62 24926.51
46.78 156.44 594.97 11.48 31.64 30.69 53392.49
22.77 176.06 220.27 5.72 23.29 22.59 26572.10

4.98 26.71 66.52 2.05 4.40 4.26 10166.19
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
47.72 246.70 1127.78 0.52 48.63 47.22 97,262
88.00 465.19 2086.50 1.04 87.03 84.33 198,905

Tons/year: 0.18 1.02 2.56 0.04 0.16 0.16
Metric tons/year: 236

Table 4.  Fugitive Dust
PM10 PM2.5/PM10 PM2.5

Total Ratio Total
Year tons/acre/mo acres disturbance tons Tons

2018 0.42 10 180 37.8 0.1 3.8

Table 6.  Construction Emissions Summary for 2018
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

YEAR T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr MT/yr
2018 0.56 2.55 6.99 0.10 38.19 4.16 591

Annual Emissions

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Off-road Equipment

Cumulative 
Hours of 

Operation
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

Emission Factors

PM10 days of
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Project Name

Type 
(Renov or 

Const)
FootPrint 

(AC)
Grading 

(sf)

Site Prep - 
Excavate/Fill 

(CY)

Building 
Construction - 
Total Size (sf)

Building 
Construction- 

foundation 
footprint (sf) # Stories

Paving - 
Surface 

area (SF)

Pavement 
type, 

vehicle or 
aircraft

Paving - 
HMA (CF)

Sidewalks 
(sf)

Gravel 
Work (CY)

Concrete 
Work  -(CY)

Warehouse and Storage Area New 10.1 439,956 24,442 4,356 4,356 1 436 Vehicle 218 218 8,147 108
Aircraft Hangar New 3.4 148,104 16,678 150,000 150,000 1 14,810 Vehicle 4,937 7,500 2,778 4,630

Totals 13.5 588,060 41,120 154,356 154,356 - 15,246 - 5,155 7,718 10,925 4,737
Construct New Taxiway New 3.4 150,000 22,222 - - - - Aircraft - - 3,704 16,667
Wash Rack and Power Check Pad New 0.7 31,926 1,774 - - - - Aircraft - - 788 3,547
Parking Apron New 3.5 150,318 22,269 - - - - Aircraft - - 3,712 16,702

Totals 7.6 332,244 46,265 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 8,204 36,916
Grand Total - 21.1 920,304 87,385 154,356 154,356 - 15,246 - 5,155 7,718 19,129 41,653

All Construction
Equipment list from National Estimator, PACES and CALEEMOD information.
The Cumulative Hours of Operation is based on the productivity of the equipment or process.  
Productivity of the Equipment is based on a number of sources including:  
PACES (US Air Force Estimator) and 2012 National Construction Estimator (Craftsman Book Company 2012).  
Additional sources for the productivity factor include:  Henderson, Chris.  Project Management for Construction.  Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, 
 and Builders. Version 2.2. 2008. 
Equipment Manufacturer's websites such as Freightliner and Caterpillar
U.S. EPA. Open Burning and Construction Activities: Improved PM Fine Emission Estimation Techniques in the Nation Emissions Inventory  Appendix F Debris Estimating Guides
Henderson, Chris.  Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering Carnegie Mellon University, "Project Management for Construction.  Fundamental Concepts for Owners,
Engineers, Architects, and Builders." Version 2.2. 2008.  
South Coast Air Quality Management District.  "Technical Paper:  Methodology Reasoning and Policy Development of the California Emission Estimator Model" July 2011.
Estimated speed based on Henderson, Chris.  Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering Carnegie Mellon University, "Project Management for Construction.  
Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, and Builders." Version 2.2. 2008.  

Alternative 2:  Construction Assumptions
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453.59 grams per pound
43,560 Conversion from Acre to SF

0.03704 Cubic feet to Cubic Yards
0.1111 Square Feet to Square Yards

1.4 tons/CY for Gravel 
80,000 lbs/Truck Load for Delivery

1.66 CY for each CY of asphalt/concrete demo
0.33 asphalt thickness for demolition
0.33 asphalt thickness for pavement

2000 pounds per ton
145.00 lb/ft3 density of Hot Mix Asphalt

0.67 asphalt thickness for pavement on runways

Table 1.  Site Prep, Excavate/Fill
Site Prep - Excavate/Fill (CY) 62,590 CY Assume 60% hauled in or out 37,554 CY hauled 4 mi RT for soil hauling

Grading (SY) 52,666 SY Assume compact 0.5 feet (0.166 yards) 8,778 CY compacted 20 Delivery RT mi 
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Excavator 184 243 0.59 0.34 1.21 4.03 0 0.22 0.22 536
Skid Steer Loader 221 160 0.23 0.38 1.47 4.34 0 0.31 0.30 536
Dozer (Rubber Tired) 200 145 0.59 0.38 1.41 4.17 0 0.30 0.29 536
Scraper Hauler Excavator 120 365 0.58 0.38 1.42 4.19 0 0.30 0.29 536
Compactor 35 103 0.58 0.40 1.57 4.57 0 0.32 0.31 536
Grader 16 285 0.58 0.34 1.21 4.07 0 0.23 0.22 536

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Dump Truck (14 CY capacity) 10,730 230 - 0.002 0.009 0.039 1.82E-05 0.002 0.002 3.382
Delivery Truck 100 265 - 0.002 0.009 0.039 1.82E-05 0.002 0.002 3.382

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
20.00 70.33 234.35 6.70 12.96 12.57 31,161

6.87 26.36 77.79 2.07 5.48 5.31 9,604
14.21 53.35 157.43 4.35 11.17 10.83 20,207
21.13 79.49 234.49 6.45 16.61 16.11 30,002

1.82 7.24 21.05 0.53 1.47 1.43 2,469
2.00 7.04 23.73 0.67 1.32 1.28 3,124

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
17.81 92.05 420.83 0.20 18.14 17.62 36,292.69

0.17 0.86 3.92 0.00 0.17 0.16 338.24
Tons/year: 0.04 0.17 0.59 0.01 0.03 0.03

Metric tons/year: 60

Alternative 3 at Wallops Flight Facility:  Construction Emissions

Basic Conversions

Off-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours of 
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

On-road Equipment Miles
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)
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Table 2.  Gravel Work 10,785 CY 695 trips 48 mi RT for WI

VOC1 CO1 NOx
1 SO2

1 PM10
1 PM2.5

1 CO2
1

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Dozer 97 0.347 0.59 0.34 1.21 4.08 0.12 0.23 0.22 536
Wheel Loader for Spreading 122 0.347 0.59 0.35 1.25 4.23 0.12 0.24 0.23 536
Compactor 269 0.802 0.43 0.36 1.34 4.45 0.12 0.26 0.25 536

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Dump Truck (gravel delivery) 33,360 230 45 0.002 0.009 0.039 1.82E-05 0.002 0.002 3.382

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
0.02 0.05 0.18 0.01 0.01 0.01 23
0.02 0.07 0.23 0.01 0.01 0.01 30
0.07 0.27 0.91 0.02 0.05 0.05 110

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
55.36 286.21 1,308.39 0.61 56.41 54.78 112,838.05

Tons/year: 0.03 0.14 0.65 0.00 0.03 0.03
Metric tons/year: 51

Table 3. Concrete Work 40,294 SF

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Grader (CAT 120M2 or similar) 64 150 0.61 1.06 3.52 8.24 0 0.47 0.47 568
Steel drum roller/soil compactor 639 401 0.56 0.70 3.18 7.20 0 0.28 0.28 568
Paving/Concrete Machine 639 164 0.53 1.14 3.71 8.87 0 0.49 0.49 568
Curbing Machine 32 130 0.59 1.14 3.71 8.87 0 0.49 0.49 568
Cement and Motar Mixer 1 639 9 0.56 0.92 2.64 5.41 0 0.35 0.35 568
Cement and Motar Mixer 2 639 9 0.56 0.92 2.64 5.41 0 0.35 0.35 568
Cement and Motar Mixer 3 639 9 0.56 0.92 2.64 5.41 0 0.35 0.35 568
Tractor/Loader/Backhoe 639 75 0.55 1.50 4.22 8.33 0 0.80 0.80 568

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2
lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile

Cement Truck 639 230 45 0.002 0.009 0.039 0.000 0.002 0.002 3.382
Water Truck/Oil truck 64 230 10 0.002 0.009 0.039 0.000 0.002 0.002 3.382

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
13.71 45.47 106.36 0.74 6.05 6.05 7,337

220.50 1,006.95 2,276.46 15.82 89.21 89.21 179,782
138.98 453.68 1,086.49 60.49 60.49 60.49 69,588

6.14 20.05 48.01 2.67 2.67 2.67 3,075
6.53 18.76 38.43 0.46 2.46 2.46 4,035
6.53 18.76 38.43 0.46 2.46 2.46 4,035
6.53 18.76 38.43 0.46 2.46 2.46 4,035

87.11 245.23 483.78 3.49 46.61 46.61 33,025
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
47.72 246.70 1,127.78 0.52 48.63 47.22 97,262
1.06 5.49 25.10 0.01 1.08 1.05 2,165

Tons/year: 0.27 1.04 2.63 0.04 0.13 0.13
Metric tons/year: 183

Off-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours 
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

Annual Emissions

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Miles
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Off-road Equipment

Cumulative 
Hours of 

Operation
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

6,7Emission Factors

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours 
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)
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Table 4.  Paving
Pavement - Surface Area 15,441 SF

Paving - HMA 5,252 CF
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Grader 25 145 0.59 0.38 1.41 4.16 0.12 0.30 0.29 536
Steel drum roller/vibratory roller 37 401 0.59 0.34 2.46 5.53 0.12 0.34 0.33 536
Paving Machine 50 164 0.59 0.38 1.44 4.25 0.12 0.30 0.29 536
Asphalt Curbing Machine 5 130 0.59 0.40 1.57 4.57 0.12 0.32 0.31 536

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Dump Truck 30 230 17 0.002 0.008 0.036 0.000 0.002 0.001 3.439
Water Truck 1 230 10 0.002 0.008 0.036 0.000 0.002 0.001 3.439

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2
lb/ton of 
asphalt

lb/ton of 
asphalt

lb/ton of 
asphalt

lb/ton of 
asphalt

lb/ton of 
asphalt

lb/ton of 
asphalt lb/ton of asphalt

Standard Hot Mix Asphalt 5,252 0.04 - - - - - -
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
1.77 6.66 19.62 0.54 1.39 1.35 2,526
6.59 47.53 106.82 2.22 6.54 6.34 10,340
4.05 15.39 45.35 1.23 3.20 3.10 5,714
0.33 1.33 3.86 0.10 0.27 0.26 453

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
0.78 4.10 18.40 0.01 0.77 0.74 1,754
0.02 0.08 0.36 0.00 0.02 0.01 34

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
0.15 - - - - - -

Tons/year: 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.01 0.01
Metric tons/year: 9

Off-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours of 
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA)

Volume of
HMA
(ft3) Weight of HMA (tons)

4
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Table 5.  Bldg Construction 156,308 SF

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr g/hp-hr
Crane 496 330 0.58 0.25 1.22 5.26 0.11 0.21 0.20 530
Telehandler 827 99 0.59 0.51 3.94 4.93 0.13 0.52 0.51 594.61
Scissors Lift 662 83 0.59 0.51 3.94 4.93 0.13 0.52 0.51 594.61
Skid steer loader 414 67 0.59 1.69 7.97 6.70 0.15 1.19 1.15 690.87
pile driver 409 260 0.43 0.46 1.55 5.90 0.11 0.31 0.30 529.64
all terrain forklift 409 84 0.59 0.51 3.94 4.93 0.13 0.52 0.51 594.61
Diesel Generator ( 5 ) 500 40 0.43 0.26 1.41 3.51 0.11 0.23 0.22 536.20

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile lb/mile
Cement Truck 639 230 45 0.002 0.009 0.039 0.000 0.002 0.002 3.382
Delivery Truck 1,285 365 45 0.002 0.008 0.036 0.000 0.002 0.001 3.439

VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
51.42 255.24 1100.85 23.87 43.48 42.17 110989.20
54.26 419.56 524.91 13.62 55.50 53.83 63323.38
36.42 281.57 352.27 9.14 37.24 36.13 42497.11
61.06 287.47 241.66 5.36 42.90 41.62 24926.51
46.78 156.44 594.97 11.48 31.64 30.69 53392.49
22.77 176.06 220.27 5.72 23.29 22.59 26572.10

4.98 26.71 66.52 2.05 4.40 4.26 10166.19
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
47.72 246.70 1127.78 0.52 48.63 47.22 97,262
88.00 465.19 2086.50 1.04 87.03 84.33 198,905

Tons/year: 0.18 1.02 2.56 0.04 0.16 0.16
Metric tons/year: 236

Table 4.  Fugitive Dust
PM10 PM2.5/PM10 PM2.5

Total Ratio Total
Year tons/acre/mo acres disturbance tons Tons

2018 0.42 10 180 37.8 0.1 3.8

Table 6.  Construction Emissions Summary for 2018
VOC CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2

YEAR T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr MT/yr
2018 0.52 2.41 6.53 0.09 38.16 4.13 541

Off-road Equipment

Cumulative 
Hours of 

Operation
Engine Horse 

Power Load Factor

PM10 days of

Emission Factors

On-road Equipment
Cumulative 

Hours
Engine Horse 

Power
Speed 

(miles/hour)

Annual Emissions
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Project Name

Type 
(Renov or 

Const)
FootPrint 

(AC)
Grading 

(sf)

Site Prep - 
Excavate/Fill 

(CY)

Building 
Construction - 
Total Size (sf)

Building 
Construction- 

foundation 
footprint (sf) # Stories

Paving - 
Surface 

area (SF)

Pavement 
type, 

vehicle or 
aircraft

Paving - 
HMA (CF)

Sidewalks 
(sf)

Gravel 
Work (CY)

Concrete 
Work  -(CY)

Warehouse New 0.1 6,308 350 6,308 6,308 1 631 Vehicle 315 315 117 156
Aircraft Hangar New 3.4 148,104 16,678 150,000 150,000 1 14,810 Vehicle 4,937 7,500 2,778 4,630

Totals 3.5 154,412 17,029 156,308 156,308 - 15,441 - 5,252 7,815 2,895 4,785
Construct New Taxiway New 3.4 150,000 22,222 - - - - Aircraft - - 3,704 16,667
Power Check Pad New 0.4 19,260 1,070 - - - - Aircraft - - 476 2,140
Parking Apron New 3.5 150,318 22,269 - - - - Aircraft - - 3,712 16,702

Totals 7.3 319,578 45,562 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 7,891 35,509
Grand Total - 10.8 473,990 62,590 156,308 156,308 - 15,441 - 5,252 7,815 10,785 40,294

All Construction
Equipment list from National Estimator, PACES and CALEEMOD information.
The Cumulative Hours of Operation is based on the productivity of the equipment or process.  
Productivity of the Equipment is based on a number of sources including:  
PACES (US Air Force Estimator) and 2012 National Construction Estimator (Craftsman Book Company 2012).  
Additional sources for the productivity factor include:  Henderson, Chris.  Project Management for Construction.  Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, 
 and Builders. Version 2.2. 2008. 
Equipment Manufacturer's websites such as Freightliner and Caterpillar
U.S. EPA. Open Burning and Construction Activities: Improved PM Fine Emission Estimation Techniques in the Nation Emissions Inventory  Appendix F Debris Estimating Guides
Henderson, Chris.  Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering Carnegie Mellon University, "Project Management for Construction.  Fundamental Concepts for Owners,
Engineers, Architects, and Builders." Version 2.2. 2008.  
South Coast Air Quality Management District.  "Technical Paper:  Methodology Reasoning and Policy Development of the California Emission Estimator Model" July 2011.
Estimated speed based on Henderson, Chris.  Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering Carnegie Mellon University, "Project Management for Construction.  
Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, and Builders." Version 2.2. 2008.  

Alternative 3:  Construction Assumptions
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APPENDIX D 
BIOLOGICAL OPINION FOR WALLOPS FLIGHT 

FACILITY PROPOSED ONGOING OPERATIONS AND 
SHORELINE PROGRAM 





 

 

 

United States Department of the Interior  
 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
  

Virginia Field Office 
6669 Short Lane 

Gloucester, VA 23061 
 

June 22, 2016 
 
Mr. Joshua A. Bundick 
Lead, Environmental Planning  
Code 250.W 
Wallops Flight Facility 
Wallops Island, VA 23337  
 

Re: Wallops Flight Facility Proposed and 
Ongoing Operations and Shoreline 
Restoration/Infrastructure Protection 
Program, Accomack County, VA, 
Project # 2015-F-3317 

 
Dear Mr. Bundick: 
 
This document transmits the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (Service) revised biological 
opinion based on our review of the referenced project and its effects on the federally listed 
threatened piping plover (Charadrius melodus) (plover), red knot (Calidris canutus rufa) (knot), 
and loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta) Northwest Atlantic Ocean distinct population 
segment (loggerhead) in accordance with section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. 
1531-1544, 87 Stat. 884), as amended (ESA). The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration’s (NASA) August 18, 2015 request for formal consultation was received August 
18, 2015. The Service provided our biological opinion December 22, 2015. 
 
On January 20, 2016, the Service received NASA’s request for revisions to the project 
description, incidental take statement, and Term and Condition 5, which are incorporated in this 
revised biological opinion. This biological opinion replaces the December 22, 2015 biological 
opinion. This letter should be appended to the December 22, 2015 biological opinion and 
maintained as part of the decision document and administrative record. 
 
This biological opinion is based on information provided in the August 18, 2015 biological 
assessment (BA), the project proposal, telephone conversations, field investigations, and other 
sources of information. A complete administrative record of this consultation is on file in this 
office.   
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NASA determined in its BA that the proposed and ongoing actions may affect, but are not likely 
to adversely affect the federally listed endangered roseate tern (Sterna dougalii dougalli), and 
leatherback (Dermochelys coriacea), Kemp’s ridley (Lepidechelys kempii), and green (Chelonia 
mydas [rangewide listed and proposed North Atlantic distinct population segment]) sea turtles, 
and the federally listed threatened seabeach amaranth (Amaranthus pumilius). The Service 
concurs with NASA’s determination and these species are not considered further in this 
biological opinion. 
 
We concur with your determination that the federally listed threatened Northern long-eared bat 
(Myotis septentrionalis) (NLEB) is not likely to be adversely affected by the proposed and 
ongoing actions if the proposed avoidance and minimization measures, which NASA has 
incorporated into its proposed and ongoing actions, are followed: 
 

• To the extent practicable, NASA will conduct tree removal activities outside of June 
1 to July 31. 

• Should NASA deem it necessary to remove trees of 3 inches diameter at breast 
height (DBH) or greater between June 1 and July 31, it will either: 
1. Conduct a bat emergence survey (1 surveyor per 10 trees) 1 to 2 days prior to 

the scheduled tree removal; or 
2. Conduct a presence/absence survey of the affected area, employing a qualified 

bat surveyor. 
 
All survey results will be provided to the Service at the contact information provided below. If 
NLEB identified maternal roost tree removal is planned between June 1 and July 31, additional 
consultation with the Service will be required. Activities conducted by NASA consistent with the 
conservation measures outlined in the ESA 4(d) rule for the NLEB (81 Federal Register 1900-
1922) are addressed under the Service’s January 5, 2016, “Programmatic Biological Opinion on 
Final 4(d) Rule for the Northern Long-Eared Bat and Activities Excepted from Take 
Prohibitions.”  
 
NASA ongoing launch operations include launching scientific balloons. Balloons launched from 
WFF may be latex balloons 600 to 3,000 grams in mass, or polyethylene balloons up to 
1,132,673 cubic meters (m) in volume. Latex balloons will burst at altitude, dropping the 
scientific payload into the Atlantic Ocean. Polyethylene balloons are terminated by remotely 
detonating a small charge to puncture the balloon and separate the payload from the balloon. The 
process of launching and detonating balloons is gradual enough that plovers and knots will be 
able to avoid colliding with balloons. Noise associated with launch and detonation is not 
expected to startle plovers, knots or loggerheads. Scientific balloons are large enough that they 
will not be ingested by plovers, knots, or loggerheads after they burst. Polyethylene balloons and 
the associated payload are generally recovered so they will not pose a hazard to marine life after 
detonation. The Service has determined that use of scientific balloons is not likely to adversely 
affect listed species over which the Service has jurisdiction. 
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NASA developed a plan to reduce the hazard posed by Phragmites australis stands on Wallops 
Island, with the highest priority being those in the vicinity of the launch area (NASA 2014a). A 
combination of control methods are employed including aerial spraying (via rotary-wing 
aircraft), hand spraying, controlled burning, and mowing; in addition to “cleanliness” 
requirements for operating heavy equipment in Phragmites infested areas (NASA 2014a). Small 
fixed or rotary wing unmanned aerial systems (UAS) may be employed to monitor effectiveness 
of the program. Due to the lack of suitable habitat for listed species in locations where burns will 
occur, the Service has determined that Phragmites control is not likely to adversely affect listed 
species. 
 
This biological opinion is valid from the date of signature through January 1, 2031. No later than 
June 1, 2030, the Service and NASA will meet to discuss the process for the next iteration of 
consultation. 

CONSULTATION HISTORY 
 
05-10-2010 The Service issued NASA a non-jeopardy biological opinion for expansion of 

WFF and ongoing operations. 
 
07-30-2010 The Service issued NASA a non-jeopardy programmatic biological opinion on the 

SRIPP. 
 
09-22-2011 The Service provided concurrence on NASA’s no effect determination for 

construction of a UAS airstrip at the northern portion of the island. The Service 
provided a not likely to adversely affect determination for several species 
associated with the operation of the new airstrip.  

 
9-11-2014 The Service provided concurrence on the U.S. Navy’s (Navy) not likely to 

adversely affect determinations for installation and operation of a 5 inch powder 
gun and electromagnetic railgun at WFF. 

 
11-20-2014 The Service provided concurrence on NASA’s not likely to adversely affect 

determination for relocation of the 50k sounding rocket launcher and construction 
of a new flat pad to support sounding rocket launches.  

 
01-12-2015 Red knot federally listed as threatened. 
 
08-18-2015  The Service received NASA’s request to reinitiate formal consultation on the 

2010 biological opinions. 
 
09-28-2015 The Service acknowledged receipt of initiation of formal consultation request. 
 
10-16-2015   A Service biologist conducted a site visit of the project areas. 
 
12-22-2015 The Service provided our non-jeopardy biological opinion. 
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01-20-2016  The Service received NASA’s request for revisions to the biological opinion. 
 

BIOLOGICAL OPINION 
 
This biological opinion consolidates 2 biological opinions issued in 2010. The first analyzed 
effects associated with proposed and ongoing launch operations at WFF and the second analyzed 
effects associated with implementation of the SRIPP at WFF. Only proposed, undocumented, or 
ongoing activities are analyzed in this document. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION 
 
The proposed action includes completing and continuing several actions to support proposed and 
ongoing launch operations and SRIPP at WFF (Wallops Main Base, South Wallops Island, North 
Wallops Island). Table 1 provides a summary of the individual actions and each is described in 
further detail following the table. 
 
Table 1. Proposed and ongoing launch operations and SRIPP at WFF. 

Action Location Frequency Time of Year Time of Day 
Liquid Fueled Expendable Launch 
Vehicle (ELV) Launches 

Pad 0-A 6/year Year-round Either 
Solid Fueled ELV launches Pad 0-B 12/year Year-round Either 
ELV Static Fires Pad 0-A 2/year Year-round Either 
Sounding Rocket Launches Current: Pad 1 and Pad 2 

Future: Pad 2 and south UAS airstrip 
flat pad 

60/year Year-round Either 

Sounding Rocket Static Fires Pad 2 33.5 tons double base & 
38.3 tons composite 
propellants/12-month 
period 

Year-round Either 
Disposal of Defective or Waste 
Rocket Motors 

Open Burn Area, south Wallops 
Island 

Year-round Either 

Drone Target Launches Pad 1, 2, 3 or 4 30/year Year-round Either 
UAS Flights Wallops Main Base, South Wallops 

Island, North Wallops Island 
75 missions/week Year-round Either 

Piloted Aircraft Flights Wallops Main Base and adjacent 
airspace 

61,100 operations/year Year-round Either 
Restricted Airspace Expansion Main Base, Wallops Island, and 

adjoining airspace 
No change in type or 
tempo or aircraft activity 

Year-round Either 
Range Surveillance/Facility 
Security 

Wallops Island N/A Year-round Either 
Construction Wallops Island N/A Year-round Either 
Routine Facility Maintenance Wallops Main Base, Wallops Island As needed Year-round Day 
Launch Pad Lighting Wallops Island 30 days/launch Year-round Night 
Recreational/ 
Off-road Vehicle (ORV) Beach 
Use 

Wallops Island N/A Year-round Day 

Protected Species Management Wallops Island N/A Spring and 
Summer 

Day 
Miscellaneous Activities on  
Wallops Island Beach 

Wallops Island As needed Year-round Day 
Education Use of Wallops Island 
Beach 

Wallops Island Several trips/week Year-round Day 
Seawall Repair  Wallops Island As needed  Year-round Day 
Shoreline Reconstruction 
Monitoring 

Wallops Island 2/year August – 
October and 
March - May 

Day 

Beach Renourishment and Long-
term Project Maintenance 

Wallops Island Every 2-7 years Year-round Day 
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Proposed and Ongoing Launch Operation Activities 
  
Liquid and Solid Fueled ELV Launches and Static Fires - ELVs are launched from Launch 
Complex 0 at the south end of Wallops Island, between the southernmost extent of the sea wall 
and the UAS runway. Pad 0-B is topped with a permanent gantry. A transporter erector launcher 
raises and launches rockets from Pad 0-A. Both launch pads are illuminated with broad spectrum 
night lighting for up to several weeks on either side of the launch window; effectively resulting 
in up to 30 calendar days of night lighting per launch event. Exhaust ports on each launch pad 
direct rocket motor exhaust to the east, across a narrow strip of steep sandy beach and over the 
Atlantic Ocean. Launches from either pad may occur at any time of day, on any day of the year, 
as dictated by weather conditions and program needs.    
 
Rockets launched from Pad 0-B use solid fuel systems based on an ammonium 
perchlorate/aluminum (AP/AL) or nitrocellulose/nitroglycerine (NC/NG) combination. Many 
classes of rockets may be launched from this site, the largest of which would be equivalent to the 
LMLV-3(8). Rockets launched from Pad 0-A will use liquid fuel systems with refined petroleum 
(RP-1) or liquid methane and liquid oxygen (LOX) as propellants, thus requiring liquid nitrogen 
prior to launch for cooling the propellants, and gaseous helium and nitrogen as pressurants and 
purge gases. The largest vehicle proposed to launch from Pad 0-A would be Orbital ATK’s 
Antares 200 Configuration ELV. Orbital rockets deliver spacecraft into orbit that may utilize 
hypergolic propellants.  
 
The Antares 200 Configuration ELV employs 2 NPO Energomash provided RD-181 engines, 
which also use LOX and RP-1. These motors will be more powerful (up to 17 percent more 
thrust at sea level) than the previous AJ-26 engines and consequently will allow for a heavier 
payload to be placed into orbit. The Antares 200 Configuration also utilizes modifications to 
valves and piping in the first stage fuel feed system, modifications to structural and thermal 
components in the first stage, and changes to avionics and wiring, and requires slightly different 
ground support equipment (used to handle and test rocket components) and fueling 
infrastructure. The Antares 200 Configuration will be launched from Pad 0-A, with up to 6 
launches per year, and 2 static test fires per year. 
 
Sounding Rocket Launches - Sounding rockets are currently launched from 2 launch pads in the 
vicinity of Launch Pad 1 and 2. In the future, sounding rockets will be launched from 2 launch 
pads in the vicinity of Launch Pad 2 and the south UAS airstrip flat pad. These launch pads are 
topped with mobile shroud sheds rather than gantries, and temporary rail launchers are used to 
orient the rockets for launch. Sounding rockets do not have a long loiter time on the launch pad 
after ignition, therefore these launch pads are not equipped with exhaust ports. Many classes of 
sounding rockets are used at these sites, the largest of which is the Black Brant XII burning 
3,350 kilograms (kg) of solid propellant. Propellants used are based on an AP/AL or NC/NG 
combination. Sounding rockets do not deliver spacecraft into orbit, and therefore do not carry 
hypergolic propellants. As many as 60 sounding rockets are launched per year, at any time of 
day, on any day of the year, as dictated by weather conditions and mission needs. 
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Sounding Rocket Motor Static Fire Testing - NASA performs sounding rocket motor static fire 
tests so that motor operations can be observed in a non-flight position. Rocket motors may be 
static test fired from either a horizontal or vertical position. WFF has been authorized by the 
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) Air Division to perform static fire tests 
on solid propellant sounding rocket motors from Pad 2. The envelopes for static fire tests are 
governed by the limits set forth in the Wallops Island State operating permit. Exhaust from static 
test firings will be directed through a trench and over the Atlantic Ocean. The deluge system 
used for orbital launches from Pad 0-A will be used to cool the launch pad and dampen vibration 
during static firing tests. Sounding rocket motor static fire testing encompasses 33.5 tons of 
double base and 38.3 tons of composite propellants over a 12-month period. 
 
Disposal of Defective or Waste Rocket Motors - Defective or waste rocket motors are ignited at 
the open burn area south of the UAS runway on the south end of Wallops Island. Motors that 
cannot be returned to the manufacturer or repurposed for other projects are placed on a concrete 
pad or bolted to a subunit and ignited to burn off any stored propellant. Multiple motors can be 
consolidated into a single burn. Ash remaining after a burn is burned again or shipped off-site for 
disposal. The remaining motor casings are steam cleaned and disposed of as scrap metal. The 
water used for steam cleaning is captured and tested for toxins before disposal under a VDEQ 
permit. The maximum amount of propellant to be disposed of per year at the open burn area for 
sounding rocket static fires and disposal of defective or waste rocket motors is 33.5 tons double 
base and 38.3 tons composite propellants. Burns are infrequent and have not approached the 
disposal permit limit.  
 
Drone Target Launches - Drone targets are launched from WFF or air launched from military 
aircraft in support of Navy missile training exercises. These targets use a variety of fuels, 
including liquids such as JP-5 jet fuel or hydrazine derivatives, or solid fuels such as AP/AL or 
NC/NG. Drones travel on preprogrammed flight paths and are engaged by shipboard interceptor 
systems over the Virginia Capes Operating Area (VACAPES OPAREA), with all debris from the 
intercept falling within the VACAPES OPAREA boundary. Drone flights may occur at any time 
of day, on any day of the year, as dictated by training needs and may occur up to 30 times per 
year. 
 
UAS Flights - UAS are used at WFF in support of scientific missions. UAS flights may use the 
UAS runway on the south end of Wallops Island, between Pad 0-B and the open burn area, as 
well as the runways on the Main Base. The largest anticipated UAS that may be flown from the 
WFF Main Base runways will have engines and fuel capacity one-fifth those of a Boeing 757, 
though most are considerably smaller.  
 
A new UAS airstrip is planned for construction on the north end of Wallops Island. When this 
airstrip is operational, the south Wallops Island airstrip will be decommissioned. UAS flown 
from the North Wallops Island UAS airstrip cannot exceed the noise generated by the Viking 
300 or the size (in terms of physical size and quantities of onboard materials) of the Viking 400 
(NASA 2012a). UAS operations are projected to occur at a frequency of 75 missions per week 
and will not exceed 1,040 sorties per year. 
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Piloted Aircraft Operations - Piloted aircraft use the runways on WFF Main Base. Aircraft using 
the runways range from small single propeller designs up to the Boeing 747, and include such 
military designs as the F-16 and F-18. Many of the airfield operations conducted at WFF include 
military pilot proficiency training that consists primarily of “touch-and-go” exercises in which 
the aircraft wheels touch down on the airstrip but the aircraft does not come to a complete stop. 
The U.S. Air Force, Air National Guard, U.S. Army, U.S. Coast Guard, and Navy conduct pilot 
proficiency training at WFF runways.   
 
An airfield operation represents the single movement or individual portion of a flight in the WFF 
airfield airspace environment, such as 1 takeoff, 1 landing, or 1 transit of the airport traffic area. 
The baseline airfield operation level for WFF of 12,843 was established in 2004 using annual 
airfield operations data for that year with an envelope that included a 25 percent increase above 
the total. Since 2013, WFF’s piloted aircraft operating envelope was increased to include an 
additional 45,000 operations. The current operating envelope is limited to 61,000 operations per 
year. Air traffic from Wallops Main Base flies over Wallops Island. 
 
Restricted Airspace Expansion - NASA has requested the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) grant additional Restricted Airspace such that NASA can conduct experimental aircraft 
test profiles with a lower risk of encountering non-participating aircraft. No changes are 
proposed to either the types of aircraft or the types and number of operations conducted within 
the airspace adjacent to WFF. Consistent with existing practices, aircraft operating within the 
new restricted airspace would be required to maintain at least a 610 m altitude when operating 
above the Service’s Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge (CNWR). 
 
Range Surveillance/Facility Security - In general, UH-1 helicopter surveillance flights occur 
twice per launch countdown and range in altitude from 61 m above ground level (AGL) to 1,524 
m AGL. Each flight is approximately 2.5 hours in duration, with the helicopter’s primary 
surveillance responsibility being the lagoon area between Wallops Island and the mainland 
Eastern Shore of Virginia; however, flights can range up to 1.85 kilometers (km) offshore. 
 
Contracted fixed wing radar surveillance aircraft operate the majority of the time at 4,572 m 
AGL and remain within the VACAPES OPAREA airspace. Fixed wing spotter aircraft operate in 
the same area but their altitude varies between 152 m and 4,572 m AGL. The spotters spend less 
than 10 percent of their flight time below 457 m; only descending to low altitudes to visually 
obtain a call sign from an intruding boat or get the attention of the crew. Most of the spotters fly 
for around 4 hours total; the radar planes fly between 4 and 5.5 hours per mission. A typical ELV 
mission requires 1-2 fixed wing surveillance aircraft. 
 
Surface surveillance and law enforcement vessels can include up to 8 inboard- or outboard-
powered boats, up to approximately 13 m in length. Generally, the larger inboard vessels range 
between 10 and 12 knots (kt) cruising speed, whereas the small inboard vessels cruise between 
approximately 25 and 30 kt. 
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Navy and NASA facilities on Wallops Island are equipped with exterior lights at ground level, 
along catwalks, and at FAA mandated heights for aircraft orienteering. Security of facilities on 
Wallops Island is maintained by a private contractor. Individuals on foot or in vehicles tour the 
perimeter of Wallops Island, including the beach areas on the north and south end of the island. 
These patrols may be performed as often as deemed necessary to maintain base security. Security 
may transition from the current system of frequent roving patrols to a closed circuit television 
system. If the closed circuit surveillance system is installed, security officer beach access would 
be reduced to the minimum required to augment the cameras in providing facility security.  
Construction - NASA is currently relocating the Wallops Island fire station adjacent to Navy 
Building V-024. Consistent with the external lighting employed on the Horizontal Integration 
Facility (HIF) and Pad 0-A, the new fire station will employ long wavelength exterior lighting to 
reduce potential effects on nesting loggerheads and their hatchlings (Witherington and Martin 
2003). 
 
Routine Facility Maintenance - The operation of WFF requires continuing routine repairs and 
ongoing maintenance of buildings, grounds, equipment, aircraft, vehicles, laboratory equipment, 
and instrumentation. Existing infrastructure, such as roads and utilities are maintained on a 
regular basis to ensure their safety and operational capacity. Existing buildings also require 
ongoing maintenance. Buildings or utility systems may be rehabilitated or upgraded to meet 
specific project needs. Brush and trees may be removed to construct a new building, keep the 
airfield’s clear airspace free of intrusions, maintain the facility’s perimeter fence, manage 
wildlife, maintain radar and tower line of sight, or enhance operation of other radio frequency 
equipment. Routine repairs are often required after hurricanes or intense storms. NASA 
contractors use heavy equipment to clear roads and stormwater systems. 
 
The boat dock at the north end of Wallops Island receives equipment such as rocket components 
that cannot be delivered to the island by truck. The existing access channel and boat basin will be 
maintained via dredging to a depth of 4 feet at low tide to accommodate deliveries at any time of 
day. 
 
Launch Pad Lighting - During orbital and suborbital launch operations, bright, broad-spectrum 
area lighting is required. Observations of operations at both Pads 0-A and 0-B have shown that 
broad spectrum night lighting can be required for up to several weeks on either side of the launch 
window, effectively resulting in up to 30 calendar days of night lighting per launch event. During 
non-critical operations, the launch pad area will be illuminated by a combination of amber light 
emitting diode (LED) and low pressure sodium (LPS) fixtures.  
 
Recreational/ORV Beach Use - WFF personnel and their families are allowed to use the north 
end of Wallops Island for recreation outside of NASA operations periods. Recreational use may 
involve operation of vehicles on the beach, in addition to foot traffic. Users access the beach by 
the north Wallops Island ORV access. Beach access is year-round and is not expected to increase 
in frequency from the level previously considered. The northernmost extent of Wallops Island 
beach is closed to all recreational use from March 16 through August 31, or until the last plover 
chicks fledge. The south end of Wallops Island is closed to recreational use year-round. 
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Protected Species Management - In accordance with its Protected Species Management Plan 
(NASA 2015a), NASA will continue to monitor Wallops Island beach for beach nesting species 
activity. Protected species management activities involve conducting frequent monitoring 
surveys, implementing area closures and posting signage, placing plover nest exclosures, and 
similar actions. Additional protective measures, including employee education, seasonal closure 
of the northernmost extent of Wallops Island beach, nest exclosures, and predator management 
will continue. 
 
Miscellaneous Shoreline Activities - Occasional shoreline debris ( biotic and abiotic) removal is 
necessary within all areas of Wallops Island beach. For example, if a large tree limb is deposited 
on the shoreline during a storm, it will be removed. Likewise, following rocket launches from 
Launch Complex 0, particularly Pad 0-B, miscellaneous metallic and non-metallic debris is often 
deposited on the nearby shoreline. Similarly, these items will be removed. While in recent years 
such debris could be reasonably removed by hand, it is possible that in certain cases mechanized 
equipment will be required to extract a partially buried or heavy item. Finally, there could be 
instances where mechanized equipment will be necessary within this area to conduct 
miscellaneous activities that do not relate to typical beach debris removal or periodic 
renourishment activities. An example of such an instance occurred in July 2013, when a 
deceased juvenile humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) was buried on the north Wallops 
Island beach; requiring use of a backhoe. 
 
Educational Use of Wallops Island Beach - Students affiliated with NASA and the Chincoteague 
Bay Field Station of the Marine Science Consortium education programs regularly use Wallops 
Island beach for field trips and related activities. Such use of the beach occurs year-round with 
activity levels peaking during the summer months. Groups range in size from 5 to 20 students. 
These groups access the beach by either the north Wallops Island ORV access or the path east of 
the Island helicopter pad. Groups may only access the beach on-foot and must be under the 
supervision of a trained faculty or staff member. 
 
Proposed and Ongoing Shoreline Restoration and Beach Renourishment Activities 
 
The SRIPP is intended to use a multi-tiered approach to reduce damages to Wallops Island 
facilities from ongoing beach erosion and storm wave damage incurred during normal coastal 
storms including tropical systems and nor'easters. NASA has identified the SRIPP’s design target 
performance of providing significant defense against a 100-year return interval storm with 
respect to storm surge and waves. The performance is provided by a combination of the 
reconstruction of a beach, berm, and dune that will help to absorb and dissipate wave energy 
before it nears NASA infrastructure, and a rock seawall embedded within the dune that will 
protect against the most severe energy. For these features to provide reliable protection for the 
SRIPP’s design lifetime of 50 years, the beach must be maintained routinely throughout 50 year 
lifetime. The shoreline on the southern end of Wallops Island has been retreating at a rate of 
approximately 10 feet (ft) per year as a result of erosion (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [Corps] 
2010).  
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Seawall Repair - A seawall composed of large rock is currently located along 15,900 ft of the 
Wallops Island shoreline. This seawall was built in 1992 and protects WFF infrastructure within 
the northern portion of the eroding shoreline from damage due to storms and large waves. The 
wall has prevented overwash and storm damage, but erosion of the shoreline seaward of the wall 
has continued, resulting in an increased risk of damage to the seawall. NASA may repair and 
extend the existing rock seawall up to an additional 4,600 ft. Additional maintenance of the 
existing seawall may include operation of heavy equipment and placing or replacing dirt and/or 
rock in previously disturbed areas behind the seawall to maintain and augment the function of 
the existing seawall and protection resulting from these features. 
 
In conjunction with construction activities, qualified biologists will continue to regularly survey 
the beaches in the vicinity of the project for use by sea turtles, plovers, and other species. If 
nesting activity of protected species is recorded, NASA will avoid work in areas where nesting 
occurs and/or implement other appropriate mitigation measures.  
 
Shoreline Reconstruction Monitoring - As part of the SRIPP, NASA is conducting a shoreline 
monitoring program to record and document changes in shoreline characteristics over time as the 
project is subjected to normal weathering and storm events. The monitoring effort began prior to 
construction of the seawall, beach, and dune to establish a baseline condition and record any 
changes that occur between design and implementation.   
 
A monitoring survey of the shoreline in the vicinity of Wallops Island is conducted twice a year. 
The first monitoring event is conducted along the entire lengths of Wallops and Assawoman 
Islands, a distance of approximately 8.5 miles. The second monitoring event is limited to the 
length of shoreline from Chincoteague Inlet south to the former Assawoman Inlet, which defines 
the south end of Wallops Island. In the cross-shore direction, elevation data is collected from 
behind the dune line to seaward of the depth of closure (the eastern edge of the underwater fill 
profile), estimated to be at approximately -15 to -20 ft below mean low water (MLW). Near 
Chincoteague Inlet the ebb shoal complex creates a large shallow offshore area; therefore, 
surveys in this area extend a maximum of 2 miles offshore if the depth of closure is not reached. 
These surveys will be repeated annually once at the end of summer (August to October) and once 
at the end of winter (March to May).   
 
Cross-sections of the beach have been taken along new and/or previously established baselines 
on set stations every 500 ft from Chincoteague Inlet to Assawoman Inlet and every 1,000 ft from 
Assawoman Inlet to Gargathy Inlet. The beach surveys extend from the baseline to a depth of -4 
ft below MLW offshore. An offshore hydrographic survey along the previously established 
baseline on set stations every 500 ft was conducted. The offshore survey extended from -3 ft 
below MLW to the depth of closure, anticipated to be between -15 to -20 ft below MLW. The 
hydrographic survey was conducted within 2 weeks of the beach survey. LIDAR data will 
continue to be obtained for the monitoring area approximately once a year. Both horizontal and 
vertical survey datum will be obtained. The survey of the beach, surf zone, and offshore area, 
will document changes in the Wallops Island shoreline in addition to areas adjacent to Wallops 
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Island. The results of these monitoring efforts are being used to measure shoreline changes to 
evaluate the performance of the project, potential impacts to resources, and to aid in planning 
renourishment when needed to ensure continued project function. 
 
Beach Renourishment and Long-Term Project Maintenance - To maintain a beach and dune at a 
fixed location in a condition to effectively buffer wave energy, NASA plans beach 
renourishment cycles throughout the 50-year life of the SRIPP as determined by the proposed 
monitoring program. The location, extent, and magnitude of renourishment events may vary 
significantly as a result of the frequency and severity of storm activity and subsequent shoreline 
erosion. The availability of funding, logistical constraints, and other issues may also affect the 
implementation of renourishment. Even if renourishment is needed based on the modeled project 
performance and intent, NASA may choose to forego or delay renourishment because the project 
will retain most of its intended and designed storm protection function even if renourishment is 
not implemented as envisioned in the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) 
(NASA 2010a). 

The projected renourishment frequency and amounts are based on the modeled average rates of 
sand loss, with models based on the historic meteorological conditions recorded at and near the 
project area. Based on available modeling of project performance over time, the SRIPP identified 
an expected renourishment frequency of approximately every 5 years for the 50-year life of the 
project, but which may be as frequent as every 2 years or may be delayed to every 7 years. Based 
on the general characterization of function, the SRIPP estimates that each renourishment cycle 
will require approximately 806,000 cubic yards (yd3) of sand placed on the beach in each of the 9 
renourishment events, for a total expected renourishment volume of 7,254,000 yd3 of sand over 
the life of the project, excluding the amount required for the initial beach and dune 
reconstruction. 

If future renourishments use sand of smaller grain size or reduced quality, more frequent 
renourishment or larger volumes of sand may be required. If there are changes in the pattern of 
sand movement along the shoreline, such as reduced southerly transport over time, 
renourishment may be needed less frequently. In the PEIS, NASA considers the addition of 
breakwaters or groins, and while not included in the current proposed action, addition of these 
features may result in reduced sand requirements.   

The Wallops Island shoreline will experience effects of future sea level rise, and this has been 
anticipated by providing an additional sediment volume during each renourishment event that 
would raise the level of the entire beach fill by an amount necessary to keep pace with the 
projected rise rate (Corps 2010). Applying the Corps’ standard sea level rise equation based on 
local measurements to a 50-year project at Wallops Island yields sea level elevations between 
0.84 ft and 2.53 ft above present levels. For project planning purposes, a target fill volume 85 
percent of the upper estimates of the amount needed to match the 50-year projected sea level rise 
was selected, but the SRIPP includes adding that volume in constant increments over time 
instead of in a pattern that would match anticipated increases. This means that in the early years 
of the project the amount of fill being added will exceed the amount necessary to match the 
expected amount with the crossover point being in the 28th year (2038) of the project. This way, 
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the sea level fill volume could be increased, if needed, during later renourishment events. The 
sea level rise volume, which is an additional amount added during each renourishment event 
(assuming a 5-year interval between events), is 112,000 yd3. Deviations from existing modeled 
or projected sea level rise scenarios may change the amount of sand needed for renourishment.  
 
The number of uncertainties included in the projections resulting from the modeling, model 
assumptions, limitations of the records of past meteorological and climatological measurements 
in the area, current understanding of meteorological and climatic patterns, and future decisions of 
NASA and other agencies are likely to result in deviations from the projected renourishment.   
 
Based on the information provided by NASA, we are analyzing effects of the proposed action 
assuming a renourishment frequency of every 5 years. 
 
Sources of Sand for Renourishment – Three borrow sites have been identified as sources for 
potential future beach renourishment: the on-shore north Wallops Island borrow area, unnamed 
shoal A (the source of material for the initial beach/dune reconstruction), and unnamed shoal B 
(located east of shoal A). All of these sites have been determined to be consistent with the project 
purpose and suitable, but all have different costs and concerns associated with their use that must 
be evaluated prior to use in each proposed future renourishment. 
 
Unnamed shoal A, the source of sand for the initial reconstruction, may be used as the source for 
renourishment. The shoal covers an area of approximately 1,800 acres and the total predicted 
volume of shoal A is approximately 40 million yd3. The sand grain size (0.46 mm) is the largest 
of the 3 sources. 
 
Unnamed shoal B is located offshore approximately 12 miles east of the southern portion of 
Assateague Island. This shoal covers an area of approximately 3,900 acres. The total predicted 
sand volume of this shoal is approximately 70 million yd3. The average sand grain size is 0.34 
mm and the transit distance from the shoal to the pump out location is approximately 19 miles. 
 
The north Wallops Island borrow area is located on NASA property in the sand accretion zone 
on the northern end of Wallops Island. It is delineated for planning purposes as the seaward-most 
portion of the beach area where sand has accreted in recent years. The borrow area is 
approximately 150 acres in size. Excavation depth is expected to be limited to about 3.5 ft below 
the ground surface due to tidal fluctuations and high soil permeability. Up to half of the projected 
fill volume for each renourishment cycle could be provided by the north Wallops Island borrow 
site. The remaining half of the expected needed volume, or the entire volume, would be obtained 
from one of the offshore borrow areas. The mean grain size (0.20 millimeters [mm]) at the north 
Wallops Island borrow area is the smallest of the 3 sites considered and is currently below the 
target grain size for renourishment (but still within the suitable range). The average grain size in 
this borrow area is expected to increase following placement of material from shoal A in the 
initial beach and dune reconstruction as this larger material is transported to this accretion area.   
Material from a combination of the sources may be feasible for future renourishments, subject to 
constraints of future funding, permitting, logistics, and other considerations. 
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Sand Removal Methods – The proposed sand removal, transportation, and placement from either 
of the 2 offshore sites for future renourishment is planned to be the same as that discussed for the 
initial beach reconstruction project. 
 
Sand from north Wallops Island will be removed from the beach using a pan excavator or other 
heavy earth-moving equipment. Sand will be stockpiled, loaded onto trucks, trucked to the off-
loading point on the beach, and spread by bulldozers. Off-road dump trucks will likely be used 
and travel up and down the beach from the stockpile area to the fill site. However, road dump 
trucks could also be used in some circumstances. No constraints have been placed on the timing 
and methods of excavation at the north Wallops Island borrow area, but NASA has identified the 
intent to avoid excavation and disturbance near any plover nests, sea turtle nests, or occurrences 
of other listed species.   
 
Action Area 
 
The action area is defined as all areas to be affected directly or indirectly by the Federal action 
and not merely the immediate area involved in the action. In their BA, NASA determined that 
the action area encompasses the entire land area of Wallops Island, the shoreline and beaches of 
Assawoman Island, the aquatic environment adjacent to these lands, 3 borrow sites including 
unnamed shoals A and B, and north Wallops Island, and the waters through which dredges could 
transit from borrow sites to pump out areas. In addition to the action area defined by NASA, the 
Service has determined that the action area includes the: Hook and Overwash segments of 
Assateague Island; all of barrier islands from Metompkin Island to the south through the northern 
end of the Public Beach on CNWR; sea space over which rockets, projectiles, UAS, and 
surveillance aircraft can fly; sea space within which surface surveillance vehicles will operate; 
sea space within which jettisoned flight hardware can land under nominal or off-nominal flight 
conditions; and airspace within which Wallops-launched vehicles and surveillance aircraft can 
fly (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Action area for proposed and ongoing launch operations and SRIPP at WFF. 
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STATUS OF THE SPECIES AND CRITICAL HABITAT RANGEWIDE 

 
Plover 
 
The species description, life history, population dynamics, status and distribution, and critical 
habitat description, if applicable are at: Bent 1929; Wilcox 1939, 1959; Palmer 1967; Cairns 
1977, 1982; Burger 1981, 1987, 1991, 1993, 1994; Johnsgard 1981; Tate 1981; Welty 1982; Tull 
1984; Griffin and Melvin 1984; Haig and Oring 1985, 1988; Gibbs 1986; Gilpin 1987; Goodman 
1987; MacIvor et al. 1987; Patterson 1988; Fleming et al. 1988; Canadian Wildlife Service 1989; 
Nicholls 1989; Riepe 1989; Cross 1990, 1996; Goldin 1990, 1993, 1994; MacIvor 1990; Strauss 
1990; Rimmer and Deblinger 1990; Coutu et al. 1990; Eddings et al. 1990; McConnaughey et al. 
1990; Bergstrom 1991; Patterson et al. 1991; Haig 1992; Loegering 1992; Hoopes et al. 1992; 
Melvin et al. 1992, 1994; Hake 1993; Hoopes 1993; Cross and Terwilliger 1993, 2000; Howard 
et al. 1993; Elias-Gerken 1994; Hoopes 1994; Thomas 1994; Jenkins and Nichols 1994; Melvin 
and Gibbs 1994; Loegering and Fraser 1995; Service 1996, 1998, 2002, 2009b, c; Watts et al. 
1996; Canale 1997; Wolcott and Wolcott 1999; Jenkins et al. 1999; Erwin et al. 2001; Lauro and 
Tanacredi 2002; Mostello and Melvin 2002; National Park Service 2003, 2007; Melvin and 
Mostello 2003; Seymour et al. 2004; Amirault et al. 2005; Noel et al. 2005; Daisey 2006; 
Stucker and Cuthbert 2006; Cohen et al. 2006, 2009; Boettcher et al. 2007; Brady and 
Inglefinger 2008; Hecht and Melvin 2009; Miller et al. 2010; Hecht et al. 2014; and Davis 2015. 
 
Knot 
 
The species description, life history, population dynamics, status and distribution, and critical 
habitat description, if applicable are at: Wander and Dunne 1982; Dunne et al. 1982; Davis 1983; 
Kochenberger 1983; Harrington et al. 1986, 1988, 2007, 2010; Summers and Underhill 1987; 
Morrison and Ross 1989; Titus 1990; Tomkovich 1992, 2001; Morrison and Harrington 1992; 
Piersma and Davidson 1992; Zwarts and Blomert 1992; Piersma et al. 1993, 1999;  Harrington 
1996, 2001, 2005a, 2005b, 2008; Antas and Nascimento 1996; Cadee et al. 1996; Gonzalez et al. 
1996, 2006; Nordstrom 2000; Piersma and Baker 2000; Brown et al. 2001; Nordstrom and 
Mauriello 2001; Morrison et al. 2001a, b, 2004, 2006; Atkinson et al. 2002; Blomqvist et al. 
2002; Buehler 2002; Greene 2002; Ferrari et al. 2002; Scavia et al. 2002; Philippart et al. 2003; 
Schekkerman et al. 2003; Piersma and Lindstrom 2004; Baker et al. 2004, 2005; Gonzalez 2005; 
Buehler and Baker 2005; Peterson and Bishop 2005; van Gils et al. 2005a, b; Morrison 2006; 
Buehler et al. 2006; Guilfoyle et al. 2006, 2007; Karpanty et al. 2006, 2011, 2012, 2014; 
Peterson et al. 2006; Anderson 2007; Burger et al. 2007, 2011, 2012a, b; Kuvlesky et al. 2007; 
Meltlofte et al. 2007; Kalasz 2008; Niles et al. 2008, 2010, 2012; Andres 2009; Gerasimov 2009; 
Rice 2009, 2012; Watts 2009, 2010; Clark et al. 2009; Cohen et al. 2009, 2010, 2011; Defeo et 
al. 2009; Lott et al. 2009; Titus et al. 2009; Service 2011b, 2012, 2014c; Schneider and Winn 
2010, Bhatt et al. 2010; Conklin et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2010; Dey et al. 2011, 2014; Duerr et al. 
2011; Niles 2011a, b, 2013, 2014; Piersma and van Gils 2011; McGowan et al. 2011; Smith et al. 
2011; Hurlbert and Liang 2012; Scherer and Petry 2012; Anderson et al. 2012; Escudero et al. 
2012; Feng et al. 2012; Musmeci et al. 2012; Schwarzer et al. 2012; Burger and Niles 2013a, b; 
Smith and Stephenson 2013; Carmona et al. 2013; Gill et al. 2013; Grabowski et al. 2013; 
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Iwamura et al. 2013; Newstead et al. 2013; Root et al. 2013; Bauers 2014; Jordan 2014; 
Newstead 2014; Russell 2014; Bimbi et al. 2014; Galbraith et al. 2014; Liebezeit et al. 2014; and 
Wallover et al. 2014. 
 
Loggerhead 
 
The species description, life history, population dynamics, status and distribution, and critical 
habitat description, if applicable are at: Dolan et al. 1973; Hosier et al. 1981; Carr 1982;  
Mrosovsky et al. 1984; Anders and Leatherman 1987; Nelson and Dickerson 1987, 1988; Nelson 
et al. 1987; Dodd 1988; Christens 1990; National Research Council 1990; National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS) and Service 1991, 2007, 2008; Cox et al. 1994; Witherington and 
Martin 1996, 2003; Bouchard et al. 1998; Hanson et al. 1998; Steinetz et al. 1998; Bollmer et al. 
1999; Turtle Expert Working Group 2000; Snover 2002; Avens 2003; Bolten 2003; Lohmann 
and Lohmann 2003; Carthy et al. 2003; Ehrhart et al. 2003; Miller et al. 2003, Schroeder et al. 
2003; Bowen et al. 2005; Hawkes et al. 2007; and Service 2011a, 2014b. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE 
 
Status of the Plover Within the Action Area - Plovers use wide sandy beaches on Metompkin, 
Assawoman, Wallops, and Assateague Islands for courtship and nesting. Suitable habitat has a 
variable distribution along the seaward edge of islands within the action area year-to-year due to 
the competing effects of erosion and vegetation succession. Annual plover production within the 
action area indicates that all islands possess some nesting habitat, with the most extensive areas 
of suitable beach occurring on Assawoman Island and in the Hook, Overwash, and Public Beach 
portions of Assateague Island (Service 2009a). Metompkin Island supports large numbers of 
plovers, with larger numbers occurring in the portion owned by The Nature Conservancy (TNC) 
(Smith et al. 2009). Little potential habitat is available for plover nesting on the south end of 
Wallops Island, but the north end of Wallops Island has been rapidly accreting and appears to 
offer increasing quantities of wide sandy beach on which plovers may seek to nest. Shoreline 
restoration created a substantial increase in beach available on Wallops Island north of the 
reconstructed seawall and south of the north Wallops Island area (NASA 2015b). 
 
In 2009, the Service documented 3 plover nests that fledged 1 chick on the Assateague Island 
Overwash and 23 pairs that fledged 12 chicks on Assateague Island Hook (Service 2009a). In 
2009, 42 pairs of plovers nested on Metompkin Island and fledged 51 chicks (Smith et al. 2009). 
In 2009, 26 pairs of plovers nested on Assawoman Island and fledged 31 chicks (Service 2009a). 
In 2010, the Service documented 32 plover nests on Assateague Island that fledged 54 chicks and 
24 plover nests on Assawoman Island that fledged 35 chicks. On North Metompkin Island, 3 
plover nests fledged 4 chicks (Service 2014a). 
 
In 2011, the Service documented 27 plover nests on Assateague Island that fledged 41 chicks and 
32 plover nests on Assawoman Island that fledged 52 chicks. On North Metompkin Island, 8 
plover nests fledged 11 chicks. In 2012, the Service documented 20 plover nests on Assateague 
Island that fledged 9 chicks and 39 plover nests on Assawoman Island that fledged 78 chicks. On 
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North Metompkin Island, 11 plover nests fledged 15 chicks. In 2013, the Service documented 31 
plover nests on Assateague Island that fledged 29 chicks and 40 plover nests on Assawoman 
Island that fledged 60 chicks. On North Metompkin Island, 14 plover nests fledged 15 chicks. In 
2014, the Service documented 33 plover nests on Assateague Island that fledged 58 chicks and 
40 plover nests on Assawoman Island that fledged 71 chicks. On Metompkin Island, 10 plover 
nests fledged 18 chicks. In 2014, the Service documented 42 plover nests on Assateague Island 
that pledged 70 chicks, and 40 plover nests on Assawoman Island that fledged 71 chicks. On 
Metompkin Island, 53 plover nests fledged 82 chicks. In 2015, the Service documented 47 plover 
nests on Assateague Island that fledged 59 chicks, and 33 plover nests on Assawoman Island that 
fledged 28 chicks. On Metompkin Island, 61 plover nests fledged 78 chicks (Service 2014a). 
 
NASA documented 4 plover nests on the northern end of Wallops Island in 2009, which 
successfully fledged 10 chicks. NASA initiated a formal monitoring program in 2010, and 
documented 4 plover nests on the northern end of Wallops Island. Two nests were washed out 
before eggs hatched, 1 was predated and the final nest fledged 4 chicks successfully (NASA 
2010b). The 2011 nesting season produced 3 plover nests on Wallops Island with 1 nest on the 
south beach and 2 nests on the north beach. The 3 nests fledged 3 chicks each (NASA 2011). 
 
The 2012 nesting season yielded 6 nests on north Wallops Island and the recreational beach; 
however, due to predation and inundation from storm tides, only 1 nest fledged chicks (NASA 
2012b). In 2013, NASA undertook a similar monitoring effort, during which 3 nests were found 
on north Wallops Island and the recreational beach. Two nests had a 100 percent fledge rate and 
the third had a 50 percent fledge rate (NASA 2013).  
 
In 2014, 5 nests were found on the recreational beach and the north end of Wallops Island. Nest 
success during 2014 ranged from 66 percent with 2 of 3 chicks fledging from 1 nest, to another 
being completely unsuccessful with 0 of 3 chicks fledging due to predation. The remaining 3 
nests experienced fledge rates of 25 percent (n=2) and 50 percent (n=1) (NASA 2014b). 
 
In 2015, NASA conducted plover surveys 3-4 times per week from March through August and 
documented 6 nests. Three nests were found on the recreational beach, 2 nests were found on 
north Wallops Island, and for the first time since renourishing the beach, 1 nest was discovered 
between the 2 Navy facilities (V-010/V-020 and V-024) on mid-Wallops Island (NASA 2015b). 
The 6 nests fledged a total of 8 chicks (NASA 2015b). 
 
Most plovers that nest farther north within the Atlantic population are likely to pass through the 
action area during migration between mid-February and mid-May in the spring and from mid-
July to mid-October in the fall. This may involve birds passing through in flight, but many of 
these birds may stop and roost or feed on beaches, tidal flats, and overwash areas within the 
action area. Little is known about the extent of use of the action area by migrating plovers 
beyond knowledge that they use the area. 
 
Status of the Knot Within the Action Area – Following migration from southern overwintering 
areas, the majority of knots arrive in the mid-Atlantic between late April and early June. The 
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Delaware Bay has long been regarded as the final and most crucial stopover during the 
springtime northern migration. At this stopover, the birds gorge on eggs of spawning horseshoe 
crabs (Limulus polyphemus) in preparation for their nonstop flight to the Arctic (Karpanty et al. 
2006). Wallops Island also provides important stopover habitat (Watts and Truitt 2015). 
 
The majority of knot activity on Wallops Island historically occurred on the north end of the 
island, well north of launch Complex 0 (NASA 2012b, 2013, 2014b). During monitoring efforts 
in 2012, observed flocks ranged in size from less than 10 to approximately 675 individuals 
(NASA 2012b). All observed knots were on the recreational beach and north end “curve” of 
Wallops Island (NASA 2012b, 2013, 2014b). In May 2013, NASA observed flocks of knots on 
Wallops Island ranging in size from approximately 20 to 1,160 individuals (NASA 2013). 
During 2014, the fewest numbers of knots, 87 individuals, were observed on Wallops Island 
since NASA began its protected species monitoring in 2010 (NASA 2014b). In 2015, the 
numbers of knots on Wallops Island beach peaked in late May, during which total counts 
exceeded 500 individuals (NASA 2015b). Although the potential exists for knot foraging activity 
to occur within the renourished beach area adjacent to the launch pads, their presence on the 
regularly nourished beach is unlikely due to the suppressed forage base and resultant lower 
habitat value. 
 
Knots have been observed on Assawoman, Metompkin, and Assateague Islands. Assawoman 
Island had a range of knots, from 26 birds in 2009 to 420 in 2013; averaging 73 birds per survey. 
Metompkin Island averaged 376 birds per survey; from approximately 30 birds in 2008 to a high 
of 1,853 birds in 2014. Assateague Island averaged 154 birds per survey; from approximately 60 
birds in 2005 to 522 birds in 2007. 
 
Status of the Loggerhead Within the Action Area – The loggerhead occurs in waters adjacent to 
and offshore of islands within the action area. Loggerheads are known to occasionally nest 
within the action area. In mid-July 2008, a loggerhead nest was discovered by NASA personnel 
on north Wallops Island. Following flood inundation from several fall storms, CNWR personnel 
recovered approximately 170 non-viable eggs from the nest in October 2008.  
 
In 2010, NASA documented 4 nests and 2 false crawls. Three nests were located on the 
recreational beach, with the fourth located to the south in front of the rockwall. The recreational 
beach nests showed a hatch success from 49 to 52 percent. The southern nest showed a much 
lower success rate of approximately 2 percent. DNA analysis determined that all 4 nests were 
dug by a single female (NASA 2010b). No loggerhead nesting activity was observed in 2011. In 
2012, NASA documented 2 loggerhead nests. The first nest was located in June within the 
recreational beach and was ultimately predated. In early July, 2 false crawls on different days led 
to a nest on the crest of the newly constructed dune just east of Navy Building V-010. After the 
closure of the hatch window, the nest was excavated and showed a success rate of approximately 
78 percent (NASA 2012b). In late July 2013, NASA located a false crawl and 2 loggerhead nests 
on Wallops Island beach. The first nest was located just north of launch pad 0-A, and the second 
was discovered north of the HIF (NASA 2013). The southernmost nest had an approximately 80 
percent hatch rate, whereas the nest near the HIF was inundated during an October storm and 
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was unsuccessful. No evidence of sea turtle nesting was documented on Wallops Island in 2014 
or 2015 (NASA 2014b, 2015a).  
 
A low level of sea turtle nesting has become relatively common on CNWR (Service 2009d). 
Table 2 provides recorded nesting behavior for loggerheads within the action area. 
 
Table 2. Loggerhead nest activity within the action area from 1974 - 2015 (Service 2009d, 2015). 
Location False Crawls Nests Total Activity 

Metompkin Island 0 0 0 

Assawoman Island 1 0 1 

Wallops Island 9 13 22 

Assateague Island - Hook 19 5 24 

Assateague Island - Overwash 7 5 12 
 
Factors Affecting the Species Environment Within the Action Area – Listed species on Wallops 
Island are affected by a suite of existing actions associated with flight operations and support 
operations performed by NASA, various military branches, Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport, 
and private contractors. Wallops Island is primarily owned and managed by NASA with 
operations by the Navy onsite. The portions of Assateague and Assawoman Islands within the 
action area are part of the Service’s CNWR. Metompkin Island is composed of private lands with 
the majority owned by TNC and managed as a natural area. Wallops, Assateague, Assawoman, 
and Metompkin Islands are managed to conserve natural resources, including listed species. 
Plovers, knots, and loggerheads are potentially impacted by ongoing rocket launches and related 
training, testing, and preparation; maintenance of existing buildings and infrastructure; shoreline 
restoration and construction of shoreline stabilization structures; and operation of UASs and 
aircraft overhead, primarily launched from Wallops Main Base.   
 
On Wallops Island, Service lands, and TNC lands within the action area, personnel actively 
manage to minimize and prevent invasive vegetation. Phragmites is found on all islands within 
the action area and is controlled with herbicides on Wallops, Metompkin, and Assawoman 
Islands, and in the Hook and Overwash areas of Assateague Island. NASA, the Service, Virginia 
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (VDGIF), TNC, contractors, and universities conduct 
surveys for breeding birds and sea turtle nests. Predator control of mammalian and avian 
predators occurs on both Wallops Island and CNWR. These efforts affect both plover and 
loggerhead reproduction within the action area by increasing human activity in areas of use by 
plover, knot, and loggerheads. Plovers and knots may be startled by increased activity and plover 
nesting attempts may be disturbed, causing a reduction in nesting success. Activity in the vicinity 
of beaches used by loggerhead for nesting may reduce nesting attempts or hatching success. 
 
Recreational use of CNWR and the northern portion of Wallops Island (NASA personnel after-
hours recreational area) occurs seasonally, with most activity concentrated in spring and summer 
months. On CNWR, limited seasonal use of recreational vehicles on the beach occurs. Other 
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recreational use includes wildlife observation, sunbathing, and other typical beach recreation. 
CNWR staff post signage and implement closures to aid in protecting sensitive resources and 
routinely patrol the beach and recreational use areas. Plovers and knots may be disturbed during 
foraging or sheltering by activity on the beach during shorebird migration. Seasonal recreational 
use overlaps with plover and loggerhead nesting season and may disturb nesting attempts or 
reduce hatching success for loggerhead or hatching and fledging success for plovers in these 
areas.   
 
Storms and ocean currents contribute to erosion, accretion, and sand transport along the islands 
within the action area. NASA reports an erosion rate of 3.3 m/year on southern Wallops Island. 
Similar erosion has occurred on portions of Assawoman Island. In contrast, the beach on the 
north end of Wallops Island has been rapidly accreting, and the feature known as Fishing Point, 
the southernmost point of land on the Hook section of CNWR, has been similarly accreting. This 
mass movement of sand influences where exposed sandy beach habitat will be available for 
plovers and loggerheads in any given year. Storms occur frequently, with widely varying effects 
on the shoreline and beach habitats. Both tropical storms and nor-easters (winter low pressure 
systems that tend to hug the Atlantic coast) can greatly alter the profile and amount of beach 
habitat among years, and these storms create and maintain the overwash areas where most 
plovers nest.   
 
The beach and dune habitat found on the seaward side of islands within the action area is prone 
to stabilization and vegetation succession proceeding from sheltered areas toward areas more 
exposed to overwash and erosion during storms. This can render areas unsuitable for plover use 
and loggerhead nesting. Wild bean (Strophostyles holvola) has been discovered on the southern 
end of Assawoman Island. The growth habit of this native plant may limit plover nesting habitat 
on the island in the future. Asiatic sand sedge (Carex kobomugi) has been found on the beach 
dune near the southern end of Wallops Island. This invasive non-native species has not spread 
significantly from where it was first observed, but it represents a potential threat because of its 
potential to spread and reduce the suitability of habitat for plovers and possibly loggerheads.   
 
Recreational boating and fishing is common immediately offshore of all of islands within the 
action area. Some boat landings and recreational use of otherwise inaccessible beaches occurs, 
both permitted and illegally. The Chincoteague inlet, a well-used channel located between 
CNWR and Wallops Island, is maintained to provide boat passage from the ocean to 
Chincoteague Bay. Use of these beaches has caused disturbance to migrating, foraging and rest 
plovers and knots and may have discouraged nesting by loggerheads. 
 
During launches, NASA implements closures of areas of both land and water adjacent to launch 
sites to ensure safety. The U.S. Coast Guard enforces such closures. NASA also has controlled 
airspace in the vicinity of both Wallops Island and Wallops Main Base. Controlled airspace is 
closed during launches and potentially during military air operations and training; however, 
during periods when operations are not ongoing, civilian flight traffic may occur. Civilian flight 
traffic may cause a startle response in plovers or knots, reducing their ability to forage, shelter or 
nest within controlled airspace. Loggerheads may be discouraged from nesting attempts. 
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Navy and NASA facilities on Wallops Island are equipped with exterior lights at ground level, 
along catwalks, and at FAA mandated heights for aircraft orienteering. Exterior lights can 
disorient hatchling loggerheads and may cause them to crawl toward the light rather than into the 
surf (NASA 2010a). 
 
EFFECTS OF THE ACTION  
 
Direct and Indirect Effects – Direct effects are the direct or immediate effects of the project on 
the species, its habitat, or designated critical habitat. Indirect effects are defined as those that are 
caused by the proposed action and are later in time, but still are reasonably certain to occur (50 
CFR 402.02). 
 
Table 3. Expected direct and indirect effects of the proposed actions. 

Action 
Direct and Indirect Effects 

Noise Vibration 
Rocket 

Exhaust 
Use Related 
Disturbance Lighting 

Habitat 
Loss/Suitability 

Liquid Fueled ELV 
Launches X X X  X  
Solid Fueled ELV Launches X X X  X  
ELV Static Fires X X X  X  
Sounding Rocket Launches X X X  X  
Sounding Rocket Static 
Fires X X X  X  
Disposal of Defective or 
Waste Rocket Motors X  X    
Drone Target Launches X X X  X  
UAS Flights X X   X  
Piloted Aircraft Flights X X   X  
Restricted Airspace 
Expansion X      
Range Surveillance/Facility 
Security X   X   
Construction X    X  
Routine Facility 
Maintenance X      
Launch Pad Lighting     X  
Recreational/ 
ORV Beach Use    X   
Protected Species 
Management    X   
Miscellaneous Activities on 
Wallops Island Beach    X   
Education Use of Wallops 
Island Beach    X   
Seawall Repair    X   
Shoreline Reconstruction 
Monitoring     X   
Beach Renourishment     X  X 
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Noise 
 
Effects on plover, knot, and loggerhead from liquid fueled ELV launches, solid fueled ELV 
launches, ELV static fires, sounding rocket launches, sounding rocket static fire testing, 
disposal of waste rocket motors, drone target launches 
 
Support activities prior to a rocket launch include transportation of rocket parts between storage 
facilities and the launch complex and other associated activities. Support activities often result in 
an increase in noise and general activity due to additional presence of people in the vicinity of 
the rocket launch areas. Increased noise from support activities may disturb loggerheads 
attempting to nest and nesting plovers on the sound end of Wallops Island.  
 
Ignition of rocket engines for orbital launches or static tests will produce instantaneous noise 
audible for a considerable distance from Launch Complex 0. In close proximity to the launch  
sites, the noise generated will be high intensity across a broad range of frequencies. Sound 
intensity may exceed 160 decibel (dB) on the beach and dune in close proximity to launch sites. 
The WFF Range Safety Office, using the NASA rocket size/noise equation (NASA 2009), 
estimated noise levels expected to occur during launches of envelope vehicles from each launch 
pad in the complex. An LMLV-3(8) rocket launched from pad 0-B will produce a noise level of 
129 dB at 1.1 kilometer (km), attenuating to 108 dB up to 12.6 km from pad 0-B. As many as 12 
such launches could be performed per year at pad 0-B. Noise levels from static tests performed at 
pad 0-A would reach 124 dB within a 1.55 km radius, attenuating to 108 dB at a distance of 9.6 
km from pad 0-A. As many as 6 launches and 2 static tests could be performed per year at pad 0-
A. These noise levels are expected to be sustained for 30 to 60 seconds during a launch and for 
up to 52 seconds during a static test. Plover and loggerhead nests may occur within 100 m of the 
launch sites, and when they occur between 100 m and 1.55 km of launches, they will be 
subjected to high intensity sound. The majority of knot activity on Wallops Island occurs on the 
north end of the island, more than 3 km north of Pad 0-A (NASA 2012b, 2013, 2014b). Knot 
presence on the regularly nourished beach is unlikely due to the suppressed forage base. It is 
unlikely that knot would be subjected to high intensity sound on north Wallops Island. 
 
Deafening of plovers, knots, and loggerheads is not expected at the decibel levels predicted at 1.1 
to 1.5 km from launches, but progressively closer to the rockets, the noise intensity may reach 
levels that could cause tissue damage. While not known in birds specifically, sound intensity of 
near 180 dB can result in nearly instantaneous tissue damage (McKinley Health Center 2007). 
Exposure to noises within these radii could deafen plovers or knots present during ignition if 
exposed to high intensity noise. Deafness would significantly impair the ability of a plover or 
knot to breed, shelter, and behave normally. In addition to deafening, low frequency and high 
intensity sound expected in very close proximity to the launch sites may be debilitating and 
cause disorientation or loss of balance, but these effects are not well established (Leventhall et al. 
2003). Birds may be able to recover from sound-induced deafening over time (Adler et al. 1995), 
but some period of deafness may result from loud noises. Birds may recover from disorientation 
and other sound-induced effects, but the amount of time required is not known for plover or knot. 
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Debilitated birds will be subject to increased vulnerability to predators and physiological stress, 
resulting from inability to detect and avoid predators, feed, care for eggs/young, and seek shelter.  
 
Burger (1981) demonstrated startle effects in birds exposed to anthropogenic sound pressure of 
108 dB. Within 9.6 km of pad 0-A, such noise levels will occur as a result of rocket launches or 
static tests as many as 20 times per year. Several other sources of loud noises exist in the action 
area. Anthropogenic sources include: sounding rocket and drone target launches from Wallops 
Island, waste engine disposal at the open burn area on Wallops Island, and aircraft landing and 
taking off from Wallops Main Base and the UAS runway on Wallops Island. Collectively, 
several thousand such events take place within WFF annually (NASA 2005, 2015b). Some of 
these activities produce noise levels similar to the noise expected to be produced by the large 
rocket launches. While many of these sounds are of similar intensity, the frequency of the sounds 
varies, with noise generated from rocket launches generally in the low frequency range and 
aircraft noise generally in higher frequency ranges.   
 
Plovers and knots not debilitated by high intensity noise are expected to be disturbed by launches 
and exhibit a startle response that interferes with normal behaviors, including breeding, feeding, 
and sheltering. It is not likely that plovers and knots will startle or flush from all of the relatively 
intense sound disturbances. Individual birds may become habituated to the noises. Some of the 
noises are likely below the disturbance threshold, will be attenuated by atmospheric conditions, 
or may occur during periods of elevated natural noise intensity (e.g., strong winds, large waves) 
so that the noises would be less intense relative to background noise levels.  
 
In response to high intensity noises, plovers are not expected to permanently abandon nests, but 
may flush from nests. More significant effects result from exposure to predators as a result of 
flushing. This species relies largely on its cryptic coloration and concealment for protection from 
predators, and flushing from nests will alert predators to the location of the nest and leave eggs 
or chicks exposed. Startle responses to noises and associated visual stimuli are expected to result 
in an incremental reduction in nest success and/or chick survival. Knots are not expected to 
permanently abandon migratory stopover locations, but may flush from Wallops Island roosting 
or foraging locations, resulting in an expenditure of energy. 
 
Atmospheric noise has been demonstrated to prevent loggerheads from entering an area (Manci 
1988). In the beach areas adjacent to rocket launch pads, the high intensity noise that occurs 
during rocket launches is expected to prevent loggerheads from coming ashore to nest. The 
intensity of noise close to launch pads is not expected to be sufficient to impair development of 
loggerhead eggs. Sand above the eggs is expected to attenuate the sound, but the degree of 
attenuation is not known. Noise is not expected to have an effect on loggerheads that come 
ashore to nest in habitat not located in the vicinity of the launch pads. 
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Effect on plover and knot from UAS flights, piloted aircraft operation, expansion of 
restricted airspace, range surveillance, and facility security  
 
Jones et al. (2006) reported that wading birds were not disturbed by UAS overflights in excess of 
100 m above the birds. Similarly, Sarda-Parlomera et al. (2012) did not observe notable 
responses when they repeatedly overflew black-headed gull (Chroicocephalus ridibundus) 
colonies with small UAS at altitudes between 20 and 40 m AGL. Most UAS flights originating 
from the north Wallops Island airstrip are expected to maintain at least 152 m AGL except 
during landing and take-off (NASA 2012a). Therefore, UAS flights conducted from north 
Wallops Island airstrip have a minimal potential for disturbing plovers or knots. 
 
Peak noise levels generated by aircraft at WFF range from 67 dB for a single-engine propeller 
airplane landing on Wallops Main Base to 155 dB for an F-18 conducting a touch and go 
maneuver at Wallops Main Base. Studies of the effects of helicopter overflight on waterbirds 
have shown (1) temporary behavioral response to low-altitude overflight, ranging from assuming 
an alert posture to taking flight; (2) responses decreasing in magnitude as overflight elevation 
increases; and (3) rapid resumption of the behaviors exhibited prior to the overflight (Komenda-
Zehnder et al. 2003). Early research in Florida detected limited adverse effects when a helicopter 
overflew nesting waders (Kushland 1979). The majority of birds overflown did not exhibit any 
response to the stimulus and those that left their nests returned in less than 5 minutes. Smit and 
Visser (1993) found shorebirds and curlew to be particularly sensitive to helicopter overflights at 
less than 250 m AGL, resulting in flushing of 33 to 75 percent of birds overflown, depending on 
the species. Flushing a bird from its nests can result in a range of potential adverse effects, from 
predation or abandonment of the chicks to unnatural energy expenditure of the parents. 
 
Plovers may be disturbed by the operation of aircraft maneuvering or overflying the area where 
nesting occurs. Not all aircraft operation is likely to result in disturbance, and plovers are most 
likely to be disturbed by flights at low altitude down the beach or just offshore. Effects to plovers 
may include flushing from nests when incubating eggs, interruption of feeding or courtship, or 
similar responses. Effects to knots may include interruption of feeding or sheltering behaviors. 
Most noises are of short duration and plovers and knots are expected to return to normal behavior 
within a few minutes of the noise.  
 
Potential effects on waterbirds can be reduced substantially if helicopters maintain minimum 
altitudes of at least 450 m (Komenda-Zehnder et al. 2003). Birds may become habituated to 
aircraft overflight in an area of somewhat regular disturbance, such as the marshes between 
Wallops Main Base and Island or along the Wallops Island beach. Birds in more remote areas 
subject to surveillance flights, such as the barrier islands south of Wallops Island, could be more 
sensitive to overflights. NASA determined in their BA that maintaining an altitude in excess of 
450 m would be possible for aircraft transiting from the Main Base airfield to an offshore 
surveillance area; however, aircraft conducting surveillance operations between Wallops 
Mainland and Island will be required to fly below 450 m, which is expected to startle plovers and 
knots. Most noises are of short duration and plovers and knots are expected to return to normal 
behavior within a few minutes of the noise.  
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There is potential for a bird strike to occur (Washburn et al. 2014). Bird strikes are most common 
in months when plovers and knots are not expected to be present, with 51 percent of strikes 
occurring between September and February (Washburn et al. 2014). In addition, airfield 
activities conducted at Wallops Main Base are not expected to strike plovers or knots, as there is 
no suitable habitat present adjacent to the airfield. The new UAS airstrip is located in closer 
proximity to suitable habitat for plovers, although it will be located inland and away from 
nesting, foraging and roosting areas. Although it is possible that plovers or knots may be 
involved in a bird strike with aircraft it is likely to be a rare occurrence. 
 
The expansion of restricted airspace is likely to result in similar effects to those expected as a 
result of UAS and piloted aircraft operation, simply in an expanded area. There is no expected 
change to either the types of aircraft or the types and number of operations conducted within the 
airspace adjacent to WFF. As a result, the scale of overall impacts will not change, rather, they 
will be spread over a larger geographic area. Knots or plovers may be impacted by flights at low 
altitude or just offshore by disturbance to migrating behavior as described above. 
 
Effect on plover, knot, and loggerhead from construction and routine facility maintenance 
 
Construction will increase noise as a result of the presence of additional people and associated 
activities. Potential effects will be confined to the vicinity of the new fire station location 
adjacent to Navy Building V-024 and are not expected to result in more than minor behavioral 
responses from all 3 species.  
 
Road resurfacing and infrastructure replacement will use heavy equipment and may elicit a 
startle response from plovers and knots in response to increased noise. Effects to loggerheads are 
unlikely as infrastructure projects are not located in proximity to areas used for nesting attempts. 
 
Routine repairs are often required after hurricanes or intense storms. Heavy equipment is used to 
clear roads and stormwater systems. Activities conducted away from the beach are less likely to 
affect listed species. Maintenance activities on the beach are likely to create a startle response 
and may cause plovers or knots to temporarily cease foraging or resting and plovers may 
temporarily cease nesting.  
 
Effects of noise from construction and routine maintenance to plovers may include flushing from 
nests when incubating eggs, interruption of feeding or courtship, or similar responses. Effects to 
knots may include interruption of feeding or sheltering behaviors. Most noises are of low 
intensity but long duration and plovers and knots are expected to habituate to the noise and return 
to normal behavior over time.  
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Vibration 
 
Effect on plover, knot, and loggerhead from liquid fueled ELV launches, solid fueled ELV 
launches, ELV static fires, sounding rocket launches, sounding rocket static fire testing, 
drone target launches, UAS flights, piloted aircraft flights 
 
Some energy from rocket launches, static tests, drone target launches, UAS flights, and piloted 
aircraft flight on Wallops Island will manifest as vibration in the ground near the launch pad or 
airstrip. Vibration may be significant from rocket launches, engine tests, and open burns. Effects 
from vibrations are likely to be confined to an additive disturbance to adult plovers, adult knots, 
and nesting loggerheads that may cause birds and turtles to temporarily cease normal behaviors. 
Due to the distance between rocket launch sites and nesting habitat for plovers and loggerheads, 
it is unlikely that vibrations will be significant enough to affect egg viability. Vibration at other 
NASA launch facilities has not been demonstrated to harm bird or sea turtle eggs (NASA 2009). 
In potential habitat close to launch sites, vibrations may be significant enough to affect egg 
viability for plovers and loggerheads nesting within the new beach. Knot activity in the vicinity 
of Launch Complex 0 is low; therefore effects to knots from vibration are unlikely. 
 
Rocket Exhaust 
 
Effect on plover, knot, and loggerhead from liquid fueled ELV launches, solid fueled ELV 
launches, ELV static fires, sounding rocket launches, sounding rocket static fire testing, 
disposal of waste rocket motors, drone target launches  
 
Rocket exhaust from Pad 0-B is directed over the Atlantic Ocean by a vent located in the base of 
the gantry. Exhaust from launches and static tests at Pad 0-A is directed over the Atlantic Ocean 
through a flame trench in the launch pad. Wildlife within 200 to 300 m of the exhaust ports 
during engine ignition may be injured or killed. Plovers, knots, or loggerheads exposed directly 
to the exhaust could be burned by hot gas or by caustic combustion products. To be exposed, 
birds would need to be flying through the path of the exhaust plume at the time of ignition. 
Given the distribution of knot and plover habitat north and south of the launch complex and the 
likelihood that individual plovers will move around while establishing breeding territories or 
feeding and a plover or knot will likely pass through the area during migration, plovers and knots 
may be injured due to rocket exhaust, but the likelihood of this occurring is low. In 2013, a 
loggerhead nest was located just north of Pad 0-A suggesting that loggerheads may nest in 
proximity to the launch pads in the future and hatchlings or adults may be injured by hot exhaust.  
 
Aluminum oxide particles in the atmosphere are efficient scavengers of water vapor and 
hydrogen chloride, and these particles produce hydrochloric acid. The combination of 
atmospheric and oceanic dilution and the buffering capacity of the ocean will prevent 
hydrochloric acid from impacting pH of habitats within the action area. Hydrogen chloride vapor 
may exist in hazardous quantities in the immediate vicinity of launch pad 0-B at the completion 
of a launch. A plover or knot flying through the area could be exposed to a caustic cloud of such 
vapor; however the disturbance of the launch event itself would likely repel birds from the 
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immediate area for some time after engine ignition. Therefore, hydrochloric acid is not expected 
to adversely affect plovers, knots, or loggerheads (NASA 2005, 2009).  
 
Estimates of carbon monoxide concentrations on the beach at the south end of Wallops Island 
following a launch or static test at either pad in Launch Complex 0 are between 0.9 and 1.1 parts 
per million, depending on weather conditions. These are below human exposure thresholds and 
believed to be below observable effects thresholds in wildlife. Atmospheric mixing and 
conversion of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide will quickly diminish these concentrations; 
therefore, the concentration of carbon monoxide is not expected to adversely affect plovers, 
knots, or loggerheads (NASA 2005, 2009).  
 
Lighting 
 
Effect from liquid fueled ELV launches, solid fueled ELV launches, ELV static fires, 
sounding rocket launches, sounding rocket static fire testing, drone target launches, UAS 
flights, piloted aircraft flights, construction, launch pad lighting 
 
Plover and knot - Rockets staged at Launch Complex 0 are up lit with metal halide lighting for 
up to several weeks prior to and several weeks following a launch. Other structures within the 
launch complex use amber LEDs or low pressure sodium bulbs for exterior night lighting. The 
close proximity of several facilities to the newly created beach is likely to result in elevated 
levels of light at this beach.  
 
Other structures within the launch complex, as well as Payload Fueling Facility, Payload 
Processing Facility, and HIF, use amber LEDs or low pressure sodium bulbs for exterior night 
lighting. Additional lighting may also be used during construction of new facilities. Most of the 
existing and new facilities are not located immediately adjacent to the beach, which limits the 
potential effects on listed bird species; however, they do contribute to elevated levels of ambient 
lighting, and are some of the only lights on barrier islands within the action area. Amber LED 
and low-pressure sodium fixtures reduce the potential for negative impacts to wildlife. Such 
night lighting is expected to affect nesting plovers by leading to nest failure. 
 
Anthropogenic lighting attracts migrating birds, especially during times of reduced visibility. 
Potential effects can range in intensity from collision with structures resulting in injury or 
mortality, to lesser effects including expenditure of energy or delay in arrival at breeding or 
wintering grounds (Gauthreaux and Belser 2006). The majority of Atlantic Coast piping plover 
migratory movements are thought to take place along a narrow flight corridor, including the 
outer beaches of the coastline, with rare offshore and inland observations (Service 1996). Plover 
visual acuity and maneuverability are known to be good (Burger et al. 2011), including night 
vision (Staine and Burger 1994), suggesting that plovers may be able to identify and avoid 
structures in their flight paths. Plover collisions with fixed structures in the coastal zone are 
rarely documented (Service 2008). The ability to avoid structures, such as the infrastructure on 
Wallops Island, could be reduced in poor visibility conditions (Burger et al. 2011). Migrating 
plovers may be attracted by the lighting on Wallops Island. 
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Migrating knots may be exposed to similar risks. Burger et al. (2011) report knot migration 
flights occurring at altitudes between 1,000 and 3,000 m AGL, well above the structures on 
Wallops Island. The most serious risk is likely to occur when northbound long-distance migrants 
make landfall at foraging areas. Wallops Island is a known stopover site for northerly migrating 
knots; however, the high-use areas are located well north of the Wallops Island infrastructure 
that may pose a risk to birds landing to rest or forage, resulting in a low likelihood of collision. 
Southbound migrants are at comparatively less risk due to their farther offshore flight paths. 
Although visual acuity and maneuverability of knots are known to be good (Burger et al. 2011, 
Cohen et al. 2011), inclement weather conditions could increase collision risk.  
 
Lighting on Wallops Island may attract migrating plovers or knots and effects are expected to 
result in temporary diversion of flight or excess energy expenditure. 
 
Loggerhead - Anthropogenic light sources have documented negative effects on sea turtles. 
Unshielded lights can deter females from crawling onto a beach to nest. Bright full-spectrum or 
white lighting within view from the beach can cause female sea turtles to abandon nest attempts 
(Witherington 1992). At hatching, juveniles emerge and seek the nearest available light source, 
which on an undeveloped beach is the horizon over the ocean. Bright full-spectrum or white 
lighting shining in the vicinity of a nest can disorient emerging hatchlings, leading them away 
from the ocean and leaving them more vulnerable to predation, desiccation, or crushing by 
vehicles (Witherington and Bjorndal 1991). Hatchlings that reach the surf can become 
disoriented by lighting and leave the surf (Witherington 1991, NMFS and Service 2007).  
 
Amber LED and low-pressure sodium fixtures are considered to be “turtle friendly” lights 
(Witherington and Martin 2003), that reduce the potential for negative impacts. Night lighting at 
airstrips used are not in close proximity to areas used by loggerheads for nesting and effects are 
not expected. Effects on adult loggerheads from night lighting at facilities other than the launch 
complex are expected to be minor and may cause nesting loggerheads to avoid sections of the 
beach in proximity to the lighting. Hatchling loggerheads may be disoriented by the lights and 
effects may result in injury or death if they travel towards the lights and into the dunes rather 
than towards the surf. Loggerhead nests are not frequently laid in areas  impacted by night-time 
lighting adjacent to launch facilities. During the 6 year survey period (2010 – 2015), 1 
loggerhead nest was recorded near the launch pads (NASA 2010b, 2011, 2012b, 2013, 2014b, 
2015b). Effects to hatchling loggerheads will be limited to nests in proximity of the launch pad 
in the process of hatching during the approximately 4 weeks/launch that night-time lighting is 
being implemented.  
 
UAS flights are occasionally conducted at night in response to special circumstances or for 
hurricane monitoring. Safety lighting at the airstrip will be minimal intensity and downward 
shielded, and over flying UAS will not use running lights. We expect some behavioral effects on 
adult turtles and disorientation of young turtles to occur. 
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Disturbance 
 
Effect on plover, knot, and loggerhead from facility security, recreational/ORV beach use, 
and miscellaneous activities on and education use of Wallops Island beach 
 
WFF personnel and their families are allowed to use the north end of Wallops Island for 
recreation outside of NASA operations periods. Recreational use, miscellaneous maintenance 
activities and security patrols conducted on the beach have similar effects on listed species 
because they may involve operation of vehicles or heavy equipment on the beach, in addition to 
people on foot in areas where plovers, knots, or loggerheads may occur. Security patrols have 
been ongoing at WFF for a number of years, and have likely presented some level of disturbance 
to plovers and nesting loggerheads.   
 
Plover - Effects of foot traffic to nesting plovers can range from relatively minor disturbance that 
temporarily interferes with normal breeding, feeding, and sheltering behavior to injury or death 
of chicks, destruction of an entire nest, or sustained disturbance resulting in nest abandonment. 
Vehicle use on the beach can crush nests, eggs, or hatchlings. Vehicles can also create ruts 
capable of trapping plover chicks. 
  
Closure of a plover nesting area will avoid these effects to the extent that the closure is observed; 
however, plovers may nest outside of the established closure area. In these cases, monitoring, 
placing nest exclosures, and posting signage will minimize potential effects to the identified 
nests. After hatching, young plovers are likely to move away from nesting areas, making them 
vulnerable to these effects throughout a much larger area. Even with surveys and monitoring 
conducted at a high frequency, there is potential that undetected nests will be disturbed or young 
plovers may be killed or injured. Plovers that migrate along the barrier islands between wintering 
grounds and breeding grounds may also be impacted by human activity and vehicle use 
interfering with their ability to forage.   
 
Loggerhead - Security patrols and recreational use may inadvertently disturb nesting females, 
crush eggs within the nest, or crush, entrap, or disturb hatchlings attempting to leave the nest. 
Vehicle use on the beaches may compact beach sand and/or disturb female turtles attempting to 
nest. Monitoring for turtle activity followed by erecting exclosures to protect nests will avoid 
adverse impacts due to the low level of nesting activity exhibited at Wallops Island.   

Plover and loggerhead - Effects to plovers and loggerheads are likely to include an increased 
predation rate due to human activity. Human activity may result in trash on the ground, which 
could both attract predators and increase the carrying capacity of the predators due to increased 
food availability. The increased numbers of predators may increase risk of disturbance, nest loss, 
and adult mortality of plovers and increase losses of loggerhead eggs and nests. Plovers may 
expend more energy in predator surveillance and avoidance and that energy expenditure could 
decrease overall fitness. However, use of these sites for recreation and security patrols is 
generally light and not continuous; therefore effects to plovers and loggerheads are expected to 
be minimal.   
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Knot - Both recreational and operational uses of Wallops Island beach have the potential to 
disturb foraging and resting knots. The presence of vehicles on the beach has been shown to 
result in fewer individuals as compared to an area without the disturbance, as affected shorebirds 
shift their preferred habitat (Pfister et al. 1992). A study in Massachusetts suggests that knots 
may be more susceptible to human disturbance (based on pedestrian induced flight-initiation 
distance) than other species commonly found on the beach during spring migration (Koch and 
Paton 2014). In Virginia, Watts and Truitt (2015) demonstrated that the majority of knots are 
only present on the barrier islands for an approximately 4 to 5 week period in late spring.  
 
Therefore, although knots could be exposed to beach use-induced stressors in the action area, 
impacts would be for a short duration. In addition, the majority of north Wallops Island is closed 
to recreational use (NASA 2015b) during the plover nesting season (April 15 to August 31), 
corresponding to the location on Wallops Island where a majority of knots have been observed in 
recent years. Additionally, Schlacher et al. (2008) demonstrated Donax spp. mortality when 
exposed to vehicle traffic; however, vehicle use at Wallops Island is far less than the area studied 
and impacts are not expected to be significant. Therefore, the knot is not expected to be 
adversely affected by alterations to its foraging base from facility security, recreational/ ORV 
beach use or miscellaneous activities on or education use of Wallops Island beach.  
 
Effect on plover, and knot from protected species management and shoreline 
reconstruction monitoring 
 
Monitoring activities involve conducting frequent surveys, implementing area closures and 
posting signage, placing plover nest enclosures, and similar actions. While the intent of 
monitoring activities is to reduce or avoid impacts to listed species by detecting them early, the 
increased human activity within beach habitats results in some adverse effects to listed species. 
Knots are generally disturbed to some degree during monitoring, causing them to temporarily 
cease normal behaviors. Plovers are generally disturbed to some degree during monitoring and 
efforts to locate nests, causing them to temporarily cease normal behaviors. This disturbance, 
while limited, may increase the likelihood of plover nest predation. Observers may inadvertently 
crush plover nests or young while accessing areas to conduct monitoring or management.  
 
Effect on plover, knot, and loggerhead from seawall repair and beach renourishment 
 
The operation of heavy equipment and presence of personnel on the beach in conjunction with 
seawall repair and sand placement will result in disturbance to plovers and knots using the area 
for foraging or passing through the area while moving among foraging areas. Any plovers or 
knots using these areas are expected to temporarily cease normal foraging, roosting, or flight 
behavior and fly to adjacent suitable areas where there is no disturbance, or alter their flight 
paths to avoid areas where activity is occurring. Similarly, during the nesting season loggerheads 
may be temporarily disturbed by onshore activities and move to other nearby areas where there is 
no disturbance. However, habitat quality for plovers and knots in degraded shoreline areas where 
seawall repair and sand placement will be occurring is low, so these species are not expected and 
these effects are expected to be insignificant and discountable. Habitat quality for loggerheads is 
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also expected to be low, but loggerheads may attempt to nest in these locations. Loggerheads in 
the vicinity of the beach undergoing renourishment are likely to be disturbed by the activities; 
however, suitable nesting habitat is available on adjacent beaches and overall effects on nesting 
success are expected to be low. 
 
Operation of the dredge is limited to offshore areas and will not affect the shoreline beyond 
delivery of sand; therefore, it will not affect the species considered in this opinion under the 
Service’s jurisdiction. Effects to loggerheads at sea are addressed separately through NASA’s 
section 7 consultation with NMFS.   
 
In future renourishment efforts, NASA may obtain up to half of the sand for renourishment from 
the north Wallops Island borrow area instead of from offshore shoals. During plover and knot 
migration, operation of heavy equipment in the north Wallops Island borrow area is expected to 
result in frequent alteration of plover and knot feeding and sheltering behavior, causing 
physiological stress and increased vulnerability to predators. If sand removal is conducted during 
the nesting season, all aspects of plover breeding will be affected, resulting in lack of nesting, 
failure of nests, or mortality of chicks. Acquiring fill material from north Wallops Island will 
entail use of heavy equipment on the beach, which is expected to deter loggerhead nesting 
through frequent disturbance or result in reduced hatch success and hatchling survival by: 
increasing the chance of crushing nests, eggs, and hatchlings; compacting the sand in the nesting 
area; and trapping hatchling turtles in vehicle ruts. Equipment use on the beach at night may 
cause collisions that result in injury or death of female sea turtles attempting to nest and 
hatchling turtles on the beach. 
 
After each renourishment cycle, shortly after construction of the beach and dune, beachgrass 
planting and sand fence installation will be conducted on the seaward side of the dune adjacent to 
the new beach. Depending on timing of installation, the increased presence of people on the 
beach may result in disturbance to plovers and knots. This disturbance is expected to cause 
plovers and knots to flush and move to other areas. However, because habitat quality for plovers 
and knots is low directly after beach renourishment, these species are not expected and effects 
are expected to be insignificant and discountable. The installation of sand fencing and planting 
are not expected to affect loggerheads because these activities will be conducted during the day 
and loggerheads are expected to be in close proximity to the beach during the night hours. 
 
Once installed, the presence of sand fence may deter plover nesting close to the sand fence and 
may increase the risk of depredation by providing cover for predators in close proximity to 
plover nests. Migrating knots generally do not use the renourished beach for feeding and do not 
nest in Virginia; therefore, the presence of sand fence is not expected to affect knots. The sand 
fence is expected to allow movement of adult loggerheads above the berm and into the dune area 
and will not prevent them from returning to sea. If nests are located landward of the sand fence a 
small fraction of hatchling turtles may become trapped, particularly if the sand fence is not 
maintained or if debris entangled in the sand fence prevents hatchling movements.  
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Habitat Loss/Suitability 
 
Effect from beach renourishment 
 
Plover - The operation of heavy earthmoving equipment and other equipment involved in 
pumping and moving sand is expected to result in small amounts of fuel, oil, lubricants, and 
other contaminants entering the water. Small quantities of these substances may result in death or 
impairment of invertebrate prey of plovers within limited areas. While toxicity to plovers is 
unlikely, reduction in prey may reduce the suitability of habitat for plovers in affected areas of 
the nourished beach. 
 
The addition of sand dredged from offshore shoal A or B may result in a beach similar in 
appearance to a natural beach, but significantly different in sand density and compaction, grain 
size and assortment, and beach-associated fauna, including invertebrates, and nutrients and 
chemical characteristics of the sand. Immediately following sand placement, the suitability of the 
renourished beach for plovers is expected to be significantly less than a natural beach of similar 
size and configuration due to loss of invertebrate prey.  
 
Over time, the faunal characteristics of a natural beach are expected to return as the created 
beach is recolonized by beach-associated fauna and plants, and as wave action, wind, rain, and 
other natural forces weather the beach (National Research Council 1995). After recolonization of 
the beach by invertebrates, the beach may become higher quality foraging habitat for plovers 
than surrounding natural beaches because the beach will remain free from vegetation for a period 
of time (Melvin et al. 1991) and may be higher and wider than nearby eroding beaches.  
 
NASA monitoring data (NASA 2012b, 2013, 2014b, 2015b) shows that the number of plover 
nests is fairly consistent from year-to-year, suggesting that beach renourishment does not cause a 
decrease in the number of plover breeding territories on Wallops Island but that plovers may 
preferentially nest on north Wallops Island. Monitoring data shows that plovers nested on the 
renourished beach after 2 years (NASA 2014b, 2015b). Renourishment of the beach is not 
expected to result in a significant reduction in nesting success and survival on Wallops Island, 
although plovers may experience a decrease in their ability to rest or forage on the renourished 
beach and a temporary excess energy expenditure. Beach renourishment is expected to occur 
approximately once every 2 – 7 years. Based on the information provided by NASA, we are 
analyzing effects of the proposed action assuming a renourishment frequency of every 5 years. 
When renourishment is conducted, the beach and berm are expected to have eroded to the point 
where nesting by plovers is unlikely within the area identified to receive renourishment. 
Consequently, the effects of renourishment are expected to be limited to loss of habitat for 
migrant plovers that may use the area for feeding and sheltering.  
 
In future renourishment efforts, NASA may obtain up to half of the sand for renourishment from 
the north Wallops Island borrow area instead of from offshore shoals. The delineated borrow 
area either includes or is immediately adjacent to areas used by plovers. The removal of sand 
from this area may result in a temporary decrease in habitat suitability or in temporary habitat 
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loss as sand is physically removed from the area. If the activity is conducted during the nesting 
season, it is expected to interfere with all aspects of breeding including territory establishment, 
courtship, nesting, egg-laying, incubation, brooding, and feeding. This is expected to result in 
lack of nesting, failure of nests, or mortality of chicks. If borrow from North Wallops Island is 
conducted during the breeding season and all plover nests are located in proximity to the borrow 
site, complete reproductive failure may occur during that breeding season.  
Knot - The area of Wallops Island beach that historically hosted the greatest number of knots 
during the northern migration – the north “curve” – is rapidly accreting and is outside the beach 
renourishment area (King et al. 2011). It is expected that this area of the beach will continue to 
provide knot habitat, effectively dampening the effects of beach renourishment when the fill 
material is sourced from offshore shoal A or B. If sand is obtained from offshore shoal A or B, 
beach renourishment is not likely to adversely affect knots. 
 
The operation of heavy earthmoving equipment and other equipment involved in pumping and 
moving sand is expected to result in small amounts of fuel, oil, lubricants, and other 
contaminants entering the water. Small quantities of these substances may result in death or 
impairment of invertebrate prey of knots within limited areas. While toxicity to knots is unlikely, 
reduction in prey may reduce the suitability of habitat for knots in affected areas of the nourished 
beach. 
 
Acquiring sand from north Wallops Island will affect the knot foraging base. Although the action 
will be conducted outside of peak spring avian activity, it could take several seasons for the 
excavated area to biologically recover, depending on the size and specific location of the 
removal action. In particular, Donax spp., a primary knot food source, could be suppressed if 
material were systematically removed from the intertidal zone. Conversely, should the material 
be removed only from the upper part of the seaward beach, the primary effect would be the 
displacement of wrack, another source of forage that would be expected to more rapidly 
regenerate as compared to Donax. As a result of removal of fill material from north Wallops 
Island, a majority of knots using this area are expected to shift their foraging requirements to 
other nearby barrier islands, which will provide sufficient resources to fulfill their foraging 
needs. Knots commonly use north Wallops Island beaches during migration, rather than the 
renourished beach. Therefore, effects to knots will be limited to migrant knots using the 
renourished area for feeding and sheltering and are expected to be insignificant and discountable.  
 
Loggerhead - Loggerhead nesting occurred on Wallops Island beach following the initial beach 
fill cycle (NASA 2012b, 2013), which occurred prior to the 2012 nesting season. This suggests 
that the elevated beach can provide suitable nesting habitat after renourishment given time for 
conditions to return to suitable levels. However, Crain et al. (1995) concluded that effects of a 
beach renourishment on sea turtle nesting is not predictable based on other renourishments and 
potential effects should be considered on a case-by-case basis. The sand characteristics following 
beach and dune reconstruction are unlikely to be similar to those that occur on natural beaches in 
the area, especially shortly after deposition. The characteristics that may be important to 
loggerhead nesting and are likely to differ from those of natural beach include: gas exchange, 
moisture characteristics (drainage, desiccation, water potential), temperature, soil cohesion/shear 
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characteristics, compaction, and others (Crain et al. 1995, Byrd 2004). Because of the relatively 
extensive beach following reconstruction and the relatively high elevation of the proposed berm 
compared to many natural beaches in the area, we expect loggerhead nesting to occur on the 
newly created beach after the physical characteristics of the sand return to a suitable condition. 
 
Based on the large grain size of the sand from shoals A and B, the relatively long distance from 
the water line to the berm/dune interface where turtles would be expected to nest, and the 
placement of sand over and around the rock seawall for most of the project area, desiccation of 
the beach is expected because the sand will likely drain quickly, the rock seawall will interfere 
with maintaining a natural moisture gradient, and the area may be infrequently affected by 
waves. The sand color is expected to be similar to that which occurs on the beaches of the area 
because the material that occurs in the offshore shoals is eventually transported to the beaches 
and likely originates from the same material as that which occurs on the beach.  
 
Differences in color, grain size, and moisture content affect sand temperatures. The gender of sea 
turtles is determined by incubation temperatures; as a result, even relatively slight changes in 
sand temperature may alter the sex ratio of hatchlings. The sand is expected to show less 
cohesiveness and lower shear strength than sand found on natural beaches, which may reduce the 
ability of nestlings to emerge from the egg chamber under some conditions.  
 
Compaction of the sand is expected to occur as a result of the use of heavy equipment and 
pumping of heavy slurry during sand placement. The amount of equipment use and the 
associated degree of compaction is not known, but due to the need to place sand over the seawall 
and contour the beach to design specifications, compaction is expected to occur. This 
compaction can reduce the ability of females to excavate an egg chamber, and can also reduce 
gas exchange, drainage, and other sand characteristics.  
 
Crain et al. (1995) and Byrd (2004) noted that differences in turtle use and nest success between 
nourished and natural beaches was reduced over time. As wave action weathers the beach profile 
and re-sorts the sediments, the suitability for turtle nesting changes. It is not possible to 
accurately predict the success of loggerhead nesting attempts that may occur within the area 
following beach and dune reconstruction because the characteristics and the relative suitability of 
the beaches in the area for loggerhead nesting are not well known. It is possible that the beach 
will be more suitable for loggerhead nesting than other beaches in the area due to its relatively 
high elevation and different sand characteristics, and nest attempts may be successful; however, 
nest failure and reduced rates of hatchling emergence are expected to occur on this beach for up 
to 2 years after sand placement due to one or more of the factors described above. 
 
NASA expects to avoid sand placement that may affect nests, and monitoring is expected to 
determine location of nests prior to sand placement. If nests are buried by sand, they may be 
subject to reduced hatch success as a result of changes in the moisture regime, gas exchange, and 
physical characteristics of the beach that result from adjacent sand placement and operation of 
heavy equipment in the general vicinity of the nests. 
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Plover, knot, and loggerhead - Following placement of sand on the beach and dune, some portion 
of this material will be transported onto natural beaches adjacent to the project area. Natural 
wind and current patterns are likely to transport sand to the north and deposit it on north Wallops 
Island and portions of CNWR, and also to the south, where it will be deposited on Assawoman 
Island. The amount and degree of deposition on these islands is dependent on environmental 
conditions (e.g., storms, wave action) and other factors that may affect littoral sand transport. 
Over time, the deposition of the relatively large sand grains will affect mean sand grain size and 
other physical characteristics of these beaches. These changes may either improve or reduce the 
suitability of unnourished beaches for plover nesting and foraging, knot foraging, and loggerhead 
nesting. These changes may shift the areas that plovers and knots use for foraging, or that plovers 
and loggerheads use for nesting but total area used by these species is not likely to change.    
 
Acquiring fill material from north Wallops Island will decrease habitat suitability of north 
Wallops Island for all listed species. Movement of sand material from the borrow area will result 
in beach compaction. Additionally, the borrow area is the most seaward portion of the beach; as 
a result, the remaining beach will have a steeper initial profile, be more vegetated, and have 
different physical properties (e.g., sand grain characteristics, drainage) than a natural beach. 
Movement of sand material using heavy equipment will result in extensive sand compaction in 
the renourished area. These characteristics will make it less suitable for use by plovers, knots, 
and loggerheads. As wave action and weathering affect the beach position and profile, vegetation 
will be killed or uprooted and the beach contour, sediment stratification, and other characteristics 
return, the beach suitability and amount of available habitat is expected to improve.  
 
The sand placed on the renourished beach will initially be unsuitable for use by invertebrates and 
plants characteristic of natural beaches and much of the fauna on the beach will be killed or 
negatively impacted by the renourishment. The beach conditions are expected to be completely 
unsuitable for use by migrating knots, and nesting plovers and loggerheads during the first year 
following sand placement, with limited amounts of suitable habitat available 1 year following 
placement, and returning to conditions similar to those that existed prior to placement by 3 years 
following placement. Use of the north Wallops Island borrow area may allow some faster 
recovery of flora and fauna if seeds or fauna in the sand survive transportation and placement, 
but because at least half of the renourishment material will originate from offshore shoals the 
difference is not expected to significantly improve the recovery time of beach-associated flora 
and fauna.   
 
Additive Effects of Proposed Activities 
 
In addition to the effects of the proposed actions considered and described above, the additive 
effects of the different types of activities result in greater impacts than each activity conducted 
independently. For example, operations of UAS within the parameters described may result in 
infrequent disturbance and some launch operations, rocket tests, and monitoring may have 
similar effects. The combination of all of these activities, when considered together, results in 
more frequent disturbance and as a result we expect plovers and loggerheads to experience low 
levels of disturbance in the action area on a regular basis.   
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Frequent disturbance to plovers, knots, and loggerheads resulting from mission preparation and 
support may disturb the species to the extent that they avoid use of the south end of Wallops 
Island where mission related activities are concentrated. If they avoid use of the area, listed 
species may not be subjected to the most intense and severe effects expected to occur during 
rocket launches. In addition, because the suitability of the newly created beaches is expected to 
be relatively low for a period following sand placement, use by plovers and loggerheads may be 
reduced and as a result some of the most severe effects resulting from launches may be reduced. 
However, because some nesting loggerheads and migrant plovers and knots use the beach only 
for limited periods of time, frequent disturbance and/or low habitat suitability is not expected to 
completely prevent the most severe effects from occurring. 
 
Interrelated and Interdependent Actions – An interrelated activity is an activity that is part of 
the proposed action and depends on the proposed action for its justification. An interdependent 
activity is an activity that has no independent utility apart from the action under consultation. 
The Service is not aware of activities interrelated to or interdependent with the proposed action 
at this time. 
 
Beneficial Actions – Shoreline restoration is a useful tool to reverse shoreline habitat loss and 
expand habitat availability for coastal species in a dynamic system. Following a short period of 
lower habitat suitability when sand is initially placed, the larger area of restored beach is 
expected to support feeding, sheltering, and nesting plovers; nesting loggerheads; and feeding 
and sheltering knots. Shoreline restoration may provide habitat to support larger populations of 
these listed species than currently exist and may contribute to increased productivity. 
 
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS  
 
Cumulative effects include the effects of future State, tribal, local, or private actions that are 
reasonably certain to occur in the action area considered in this biological opinion. Future 
Federal actions that are unrelated to the proposed action are not considered in this section 
because they require separate consultation pursuant to section 7 of the ESA. The Service is not 
aware of any future State, tribal, local, or private actions within the action area at this time.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The combined effects of a variety of different activities on plovers and loggerheads are expected 
to result in reduction in either reproductive output or success. Although not common, nesting by 
plovers that occurs close to launch pads is most likely to be disturbed. Exposure to launch 
exhaust and extreme noise, or collision with UAVs or piloted aircraft may cause injury or death 
of a small number of plover or knots. Recreational use, security patrols, and species monitoring 
are expected to pose some risk to plovers, knots, and loggerheads because they occur within the 
habitats these species occupy and may directly and indirectly affect the species. Effects to 
loggerhead nests as a result of operational activities are expected to be minimal as a result of 
extensive monitoring for turtle crawls and marking of nests.  
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Sand placement on the renourished beach will result in temporary disturbance to plovers, knots, 
and loggerheads due to additional activity. Sand placement may also cause injury to loggerhead 
nests if they are buried. Sand placement will also result in temporary habitat loss for plovers, and 
knots due to the reduction of prey base, and for loggerheads due to changing physical 
characteristics of the sand. Sand removal from north Wallops Island may cause collision with 
equipment to nesting loggerheads or disturbance from increased activity to nesting or migrating 
plovers, migrating knots, and nesting loggerheads. Sand removal from north Wallops Island will 
also result in temporary habitat loss for plovers, knots, and loggerheads as sand will be removed 
adjacent to areas used by these species. Sand removal from shoal A or B is not expected to result 
in effects to plovers, knots, or loggerheads. Because of the amount of listed species habitat 
available, the listed species management and monitoring proposed, and the relatively low 
intensity effects anticipated, we expect only a small portion of the occurrences of each of these 
species will be affected, and none of the activities are expected to significantly reduce the 
suitability of the habitats for these species.   
 
After reviewing the status of the plover, knot, and loggerhead, the environmental baseline for the 
action area, the effects of the proposed action, and the cumulative effects, it is the Service's 
biological opinion that the proposed and ongoing launch operations and SRIPP at the WFF, as 
proposed, is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the plover, knot, or loggerhead, 
and is not likely to destroy or adversely modify designated critical habitat. Critical habitat for the 
plover and loggerhead has been designated; however, this action does not affect that area and 
therefore no destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat is anticipated. Critical habitat 
has not been proposed for the knot at this time. 

 
INCIDENTAL TAKE STATEMENT 

 
Section 9 of the ESA and Federal regulation pursuant to section 4(d) of the ESA prohibit the take 
of endangered and threatened species, respectively, without a special exemption. Take is defined 
as to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture or collect, or to attempt to 
engage in any such conduct. Harm is further defined by the Service to include significant habitat 
modification or degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by significantly 
impairing essential behavioral patterns such as breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Harass is defined 
by the Service as intentional or negligent actions that create the likelihood of injury to listed 
species to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns, which include, but 
are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Incidental take is defined as take that is 
incidental to, and not the purpose of, the carrying out an otherwise lawful activity. Under the 
terms of section 7(b)(4) and section 7(o)(2), taking that is incidental to and not intended as part 
of the agency action is not considered to be prohibited taking under the ESA provided that such 
taking is in compliance with the terms and conditions of this incidental take statement.   
 
The measures described below are nondiscretionary, and must be undertaken by NASA so that 
they become binding conditions of any grant or permit issued to any applicant/contractor, as 
appropriate, for the exemption in section 7(o)(2) to apply. NASA has a continuing duty to 
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regulate the activity covered by this incidental take statement. If NASA (1) fails to assume and 
implement the terms and conditions or (2) fails to require any applicant/contractor to adhere to 
the terms and conditions of the incidental take statement through enforceable terms that are 
added to the permit or grant document, the protective coverage of section 7(o)(2) may lapse. To 
monitor the impact of incidental take, NASA must report the progress of the action and its 
impact on the species to the Service as specified in the incidental take statement [50 CFR 
402.14(i)(3)].   
 
AMOUNT AND EXTENT OF TAKE 
 
The Service anticipates incidental take of plovers, knots, and loggerheads will be difficult to 
detect and take may be masked by seasonal fluctuations in numbers and other environmental 
factors. Detecting mortality or injury of plovers (especially chicks), particularly on beaches 
where vehicles are being operated, is extremely difficult. Cryptic coloration is the species’ 
primary defense mechanism, evolved to cope with natural predators, and nests, adults, and chicks 
blend with beach surroundings. Newly hatched chicks stand 2.5 inches high, weigh less than a 
quarter ounce, blend with the beach substrate, and often respond to approaching vehicles, 
pedestrians, and perceived predators by “freezing” in place to take advantage of their natural 
camouflage. Dead chicks may be covered by wind-blown sand, ground into the sand by other 
passing vehicles, washed away by high tides, or consumed by scavengers. Knots will be 
similarly difficult to detect, although their larger size and less cryptic coloration is likely to lead 
to higher detectability than plovers. Loggerhead nests are generally detected by observing crawl 
marks on the beach and nest locations are recorded and marked. If nests are not detected by 
crawl marks, it is unlikely that they, along with their success or failure, will be documented. 
 
Plover - The average plover productivity from 2012 to 2015 on Wallops Island, 1.33 chicks/pair, 
is the best estimate of productivity (NASA 2015a). The Service anticipates incidental take of 2 
plover nests (2 x 1.33 = 2.66) (3 eggs or chicks) in the first breeding season following each 5-
year beach renourishment cycle. Additionally, incidental take of 1 plover nest (1 x 1.33 = 1.33) 
(2 eggs or chicks), through either adults failing to nest or nest failure, in the second year of each 
renourishment cycle. This take will be in the form of harass, harm, injury, or death.   
 
Incidental take of 1 plover pair, resulting in loss of 1 nest (1 x 1.33 = 1.33) (2 eggs or chicks), is 
anticipated per year from disturbance associated with ongoing operations, including rocket 
launches, recreational use of the beach, UAVs and piloted aircraft. This take will be in the form 
of harass.  
 
Incidental take of 2 plovers (adult or post-fledging) is anticipated per year from the effects of 
launch-related activities immediately adjacent to the beach, resulting from intense sound, 
exposure to rocket exhaust and contaminants, collision with aircraft, and similar launch 
activities. This take will be in the form of injury or death. 
 
Knot – Aerial surveys conducted from 2005 through 2014 (Watts and Truitt 2014) documented 
an average of 276 knots using Wallops Island. The Service anticipates incidental take of 28 knots 
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per year (10 percent of the average observations of knots on Wallops Island) over 2 years during 
each 5-year beach renourishment cycle resulting from borrowing sand from the north Wallops 
Island borrow area, as a result of disturbance from heavy equipment and decreased habitat 
suitability for foraging during spring migration. This take will be in the form of harass or harm.  
 
Incidental take of 2 adult knots is anticipated per year from the effects of launch-related activities 
immediately adjacent to the beach, resulting from intense sound, exposure to rocket exhaust and 
contaminants, collision with aircraft and similar launch activities. This take will be in the form of 
injury or death.  
 
Loggerhead - The Service anticipates incidental take of hatchlings from 1 loggerhead nest (1 
nest = 128 hatchling turtles) every 5 years as a result of beach renourishment that may bury nests 
or place sand of a grain size that does not support loggerhead nesting attempts. This take will be 
in the form of harass, injury or death. 
 
Incidental take of 1 adult loggerhead is anticipated every 5-year beach renourishment cycle from 
beach renourishment and associated activities, including disturbance of a nesting female that 
prevents her from nesting successfully. This take will be in the form of harass, injury, or death. 
 
Incidental take of hatchlings from 1 loggerhead nest (128 hatchling turtles) is anticipated every 5 
years resulting from exposure to night-time lighting, vibration, and exhaust during launch of 
rockets. This take will be in the form of injury or death. 
 
Incidental take of 1 adult loggerhead is anticipated every 5 years resulting from exposure to 
intense sound or exhaust gases released during launch of rockets. This take will be in the form of 
injury or death. 
 
Table 4. Summary of anticipated incidental take. 

Amount of 
Anticipated Take 

Cause of Anticipated 
Take 

Form of 
Anticipated 

Take 
Frequency of 

Anticipated Take 

Length of 
Biological 
Opinion 

Total 
Anticipated 

Take 

Plover 

5 eggs or chicks beach nourishment harass, harm, 
injury, or death 

every 5 years 15 years  15 eggs or chicks 

2 eggs or chicks ongoing operations, 
including rocket launches, 
recreational use of the 
beach, UAVs and piloted 
aircraft 

harass every year 15 years  30 eggs or chicks 

2 individuals (adult 
or post-fledging) 

launch-related activities 
immediately adjacent to 
the beach, resulting from 
intense sound, exposure to 
rocket exhaust and 
contaminants, collision 
with aircraft, and similar 
launch activities 

injury or death every year 15 years  30 individuals 
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Plover total   75  

Knot 
56 individuals borrowing sand from the 

north Wallops Island 
borrow area, as a result of 
disturbance from heavy 
equipment and decreased 
habitat suitability for 
foraging during spring 
migration 

harass or harm every 5 years  15 years  168 individuals 

2 adults launch-related activities 
immediately adjacent to 
the beach, resulting from 
intense sound, exposure to 
rocket exhaust and 
contaminants, collision 
with aircraft and similar 
launch activities 

injury or death every year  15 years  30 
individuals 

Knot total   198  

Loggerhead 

128 hatchlings beach renourishment harass, injury, or 
death 

every 5 years  15 years  384 hatchlings 

1 adult beach renourishment and 
associated activities 

 harass, injury, or 
death 

every 5 years  15 years  3 adults 

128 hatchlings exposure to night-time 
lighting, vibration and 
exhaust during launch of 
rockets 

injury or death  every 5 years  15 years 384 hatchlings 

1 adult exposure to exhaust gases 
released during launch of 
rockets 

injury or death  every 5 years  15 years  3 adults 

Loggerhead total   774 
  
EFFECT OF THE TAKE 
 
In the accompanying biological opinion, the Service determined that this level of anticipated take 
is not likely to result in jeopardy to the species or destruction or adverse modification of critical 
habitat.  
 
REASONABLE AND PRUDENT MEASURES  
 
The Service believes the following reasonable and prudent measures are necessary and 
appropriate to minimize impacts of incidental take of listed species:   
 

1. Conduct routine surveys and monitoring for the species addressed in this biological 
opinion and implement measures to avoid potential impacts whenever possible. 
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2. Conduct surveys and monitoring to determine the effects of the proposed action on listed 
species and their habitat. 

 
3. Actively manage habitats and human activity on the beaches to avoid and minimize 

potential impacts to listed species. 
 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

To be exempt from the prohibitions of section 9 of the ESA, NASA must comply with the 
following terms and conditions, which implement the reasonable and prudent measures described 
above and outline required reporting/monitoring requirements. These terms and conditions are 
nondiscretionary.  

1. Implement the Wallops Island Protected Species Management Plan for the duration of the 
proposed action and provide an annual report summarizing the survey and monitoring 
efforts, location and status of all occurrences of listed species recorded, and any 
additional relevant information. Reports should be provided to the Service in digital 
format, at the email address provided below by December 31 of each year. 
 

2. Report any evidence of previously undocumented listed species located on Wallops 
Island to the Service at the email address provided below within 5 business days of 
observation. 
 

3. Develop a training and familiarization program for all security personnel conducting 
patrols in areas where listed species may occur. This training program shall include basic 
biological information about all listed species and be sufficient to allow personnel to 
tentatively identify the species and its likely habitat to allow them to incorporate 
appropriate avoidance and minimization measures into their activities.  
 

4. Excavate sand from the north Wallops Island borrow area for beach renourishment  
outside of plover and sea turtle nesting season (March 15 through November 30 or the 
last date of potential sea turtle hatchling emergence based on laying dates of all nests). 
Stockpile sand outside the north Wallops Island borrow area, and outside potential 
nesting habitat for plovers and sea turtles prior to placement for renourishment.  
 

5. Following launches of rockets, conduct surveys for injured, dead, or impaired birds and 
sea turtles. These surveys must be conducted as soon as safety permits following 
launches. The survey protocols are outlined in the WFF protected Species Management 
Plan. Post-launch beach surveys will be conducted between March 15 and November 30 
of every year to coincide with plover and sea turtle nesting seasons. The survey area will 
include the beach within 1,000 feet, to the north and south, of the respective launch pad 
for sounding and orbital-class (ELV) rocket launches. Provide reports of survey results to 
the Service in digital format, at the email address below, within 15 business days of each 
launch event.  
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6. Care must be taken handling any dead specimens of proposed or listed species that are 
found to preserve biological material in the best possible state. In conjunction with the 
preservation of any dead specimens, the finder has the responsibility to ensure that 
evidence intrinsic to determining the cause of death of the specimen is not unnecessarily 
disturbed. The finding of dead specimens does not imply enforcement proceedings 
pursuant to the ESA. The reporting of dead specimens is required to enable the Service to 
determine if take is reached or exceeded and to ensure that the terms and conditions are 
appropriate and effective. Upon locating a dead specimen, notify the Service’s Virginia 
Law Enforcement Office at 804-771-2883, 7721 South Laburnum Avenue, Richmond, 
Virginia 23231, and the Service’s Virginia Field Office at 804-693-6694 at the address 
provided on the letterhead above. 

 
The Service believes that no more than 75 plovers, 198 knots, and 774 loggerheads will be 
incidentally taken as a result of the proposed action over the 15-year term of the biological 
opinion. The reasonable and prudent measures, with their implementing terms and conditions, 
are designed to minimize the impact of incidental take that might otherwise result from the 
proposed action. If, during the course of the action, this level of incidental take is exceeded, such 
incidental take represents new information requiring reinitiation of consultation and review of 
the reasonable and prudent measures provided. The Federal agency must immediately provide an 
explanation of the causes of the taking and review with the Service the need for possible 
modification of the reasonable and prudent measures. 
 

CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

Section 7(a)(1) of the ESA directs federal agencies to utilize their authorities to further the 
purposes of the ESA by carrying out conservation programs for the benefit of endangered and 
threatened species. Conservation recommendations are discretionary agency activities to further 
minimize or avoid adverse effects of a proposed action on listed species or critical habitat, to 
help implement recovery plans, or to develop information. 
 

1. NASA is encouraged to develop an integrated habitat conservation and management plan 
for Wallops Island. Due to the significance of the area for the conservation of migratory 
birds and other species, nearly all habitats that occur on WFF provide value to these 
species. Active efforts to manage habitat, including activities such as control of non-
native invasive plants, may significantly improve the value of these areas as habitat. 

 
2. NASA is encouraged to collect data on the characteristics of beaches and habitat where 

sea turtle nests and plover nests occur and share this information with the Service and 
VDGIF, or work with other interested parties to develop protocols for data collection and 
analysis throughout Virginia to improve our understanding of plover and sea turtle habitat 
characteristics. 
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3. NASA is encouraged to transition security from the current system of frequent roving 
patrols to a closed circuit television system to reduce beach access to the minimum 
required to augment the cameras in providing facility security.   

 
For the Service to be kept informed of actions minimizing or avoiding adverse effects or 
benefitting listed species or their habitats, the Service requests notification of the implementation 
of any conservation recommendations. 
 

REINITIATION NOTICE 

This concludes formal consultation on the actions outlined in the request. As provided in 50 CFR 
402.16, reinitiation of formal consultation is required where discretionary Federal agency 
involvement or control over the action has been retained (or is authorized by law) and if: (1) the 
amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded; (2) new information reveals effects of the 
agency action that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not 
considered in this opinion; (3) the agency action is subsequently modified in a manner that 
causes an effect to the listed species or critical habitat not considered in this opinion; or (4) a new 
species is listed or critical habitat designated that may be affected by the action. In instances 
where the amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded, any operations causing such take must 
cease pending reinitiation. 

If you have any questions, please contact Sarah Nystrom of this office at 804-824-2413, or 
Sarah_Nystrom@fws.gov. 
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 
 
       Cindy Schulz 
       Field Supervisor 
       Virginia Ecological Services 
 
 
 
cc: Corps, Norfolk, VA (Attn:  William T. Walker) 

FAA, Washington, DC (Attn:  Daniel Czelusniak) 
 NMFS, Gloucester, VA (Attn:  David O’Brian) 

Service, Chincoteague Island, VA (Attn:  Kevin Holcomb) 
Service, Chincoteague Island, VA (Attn:  Kevin Sloan) 
VDCR, DNH, Richmond, VA (Attn:  René Hypes) 

 VDGIF, Machipongo, VA (Attn:  Ruth Boettcher) 
 VDGIF, Richmond, VA (Attn:  Ernie Aschenbach) 
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